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TRANSLATOR'S INTRODUCTION 

THE present volume of the Book of the Discipline covers the 
whole of the Mahavagga, the Great, or Greater Division of 
the Vinaya, and is thus a translation of the first volume of 
Oldenberg's Vinaya Pitakam, published in I879· The Maha
vagga was translated in full by Rhys Davids and Oldenberg, 
and comprises most of Volume I and the first part of Volume II 
of their Vinaya Texts (their Culavagga translation also begins 
in Volume II), published in the Sacred Books of the East, 
Volumes XIII and XVII, in I88I, I882. These volumes, 
although they first appeared seventy years ago, are still 
indispensable for a study of early Buddhist monastic life. 

This new translation in the Book of the Discipline is, however, 
justified I think, for various reasons. For example, recent 
events have focused attention on the Buddhist lands of South
East Asia where Buddhist monks still follow these ancient 
rules ; Buddhism itself is stirring and seeking to know more 
of its own treasures, and it is attracting non-Buddhists to 
become acquainted with them likewise. The moment is 
therefore not unsuitable to re-translate one of the principal 
works of the Pali canon, the more especially as many Western 
students are now debarred from consulting the original English 
translation, Vinaya Texts, since unfortunately it is out of print. 
Moreover, the scholarship which has been lavished on the Pali 
canon during roughly the last century has inevitably resulted 
in an increased understanding of the technical and other terms 
so abundant in the Vinaya and which in many cases also occur 
in other parts of the Pali canon. Following this, there has 
resulted a surer knowledge of Pali Buddhism as a whole. Now 
that references, allusions, remarks, not to mention words 
themselves, can be compared with other contexts, which had 
been. either_ not edited in roman letters or not translated by 
the time Vmaya Texts was published, they are able to take on 
a fresh and a fuller meaning. For the same reason various 
terms and ~hrases, hitherto difficult and perhaps baffling, have 
become easier to understand, and hence to translate. 

I have therefore attempted translations of various words 
that ~ys Da~ds and Oldenberg, for one reason or another, 
kept m the Pali. I do not claim originality, however, for my 
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renderings, for most, if not all of these terms have already 
been translated where they occur in other canonical texts and 
have appeared in their appropriate books in the Pali Text 
Society's Translation Series or in the Sacred Books of the 
Buddhists. Some of these words may be mentioned here. 
For example, as in. the first three volumes of the Book of the 
Discipline, samgha is rendered as Order ; tlukka/a as wrong
doing (a type of offence) of constant occurrence in this volume; 
stimaf)el'a as novice ; titthiyii as other sects ; bhikkhu and 
bhikkhuni as monk and nun ; chabbaggiyii bhikkhU as the sixfold 
group of monks ; vassa as the rains ; pariviisa as probation ; 
upajjhiiya as preceptor ; satldhivihiirika as th~ one who shares 
his cell; iicariya as teacher (in a technical sense), and anteviisin 
as his pupil ; and paviira1)4 as Invitation. 

In this volume I have also translated a number of other words, 
likewise left untranslated by Rhys Davids and Oldenberg, and 
which have not occurred in my three preceding volumes. For 
example, I have translated piirisutldhi as entire purity ; nissaya 
as dependence ; and natti as motion while natticatuttha is a 
motion followed by a resolution put three times. I have also 
given the names of the formal acts of the Order in English. 
All these are technical terms, and should be understood, for 
they naturally :tlelp to clarify some of the depths and complica
tions of the V inaya. In almost every case the notes which 
Rhys Davids and Oldenberg append to their untranslated words 
are of great value and merit careful consultation. I have made 
no attempt to translate ~a and nibbana. But I hope 
by translating such terms as I have mentioned above I have, 
while keeping to the Pall thtention, perhaps clothed them in 
a meaning and significance easier for the English reader to 
grasp than when he is confronted with the Pall forms. 

This volume opens with the account, of the greatest import
ance to historians and devotees of Buddhism alike, of the days 
immediately preceding the formation of the Order itself, 
beginning with the seven days' contemplation under the Bo-tree 
where Gotama sat enjoying the bliss of deliverance just after 
he had attained that full awakening, illumination or enlighten
ment which marked his passage from Bodhisattahood to 
Buddhahood. 

According to this Mahavagga account, during each of "the 
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three watches of the night "-presumably the last of the seven 
spent under the Bo-tree-he uttered a solemn utterance 
concerned with cause, and then with the routing of Mara (in 
the third watch). The Dhammapada Commentary (DhA. iii. 
127) says that in the first watch he dissipated the darkness 
(ignorance) veiling his former abodes, or lives, births ; that 
in the second he purified his deva-vision ; and that in the third, 
out of compassion for creatures, he paid right mindfulness to 
dependent origination both in forward and reverse order. 
Then, self-awakened to the fullest self-awakening, he uttered 
the solemn utterance common to hundreds of thousands of 
Buddhas, namely the two verses beginning anekajatisa,.saratJ~ 
(Dhp. 153 ; Thag. r83; ]a. i. 76). The Introduction to the 
Vinaya Commentary (Samantapasiidika), Vol. I, p. 17, and the 
Digha Commentary (DA. i. r6), agree that these verses are the 
first Buddhavacana; while the Udiina Commentary (p. 208) 
and the Suttanipata Commentary (ii. 392) also say that he 
~ttered these verses after he had attained the three knowledges 
m the three watches of the night. The Khuddakapaftha 
~ommentary (p. 12-13), elaborating further, or perhaps follow
mg some other tradition, says that while these two verses were 
the first of all words to be uttered by the Buddha (Buddha, 
because now, although very recently, "awakened"), they were 
only spoken mentally and not out loud. For what he first 
spoke out loud, so this Commentary continues, was the verse 
which in the Mahavagga is attributed to the end of the first 
watch of the night of awakening. 

At the end of the third watch of this crucial night the Buddha 
went, according to the Mahavagga, to the foot of the Ajapala 
banyan and sat there for seven days; he then spent another 
seven days at the foot of the Mucalinda tree, and a still further 
seven at the foot of the Raj~yatana. While he was at the first 
of these three trees he was visited by a brahman, representative 
pf one of the sects which abounded in India at that time, and 
the Buddha stated his view on what it is to be a " brahman " 
(in .the true sense). While he was at the second tree a naga-king 
amved to offer him protection-indicative of the close and. 
on the whole, friendly relations which in the Buddhist tradition 
existed between serpents and human beings. Again Gotama 
made a short statement, this time on what it is that constitutes 
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" hlghest bliss ", parama sukha. Although this statement lacks 
the terseness of that attributed to Gotama in the M iigandiya 
Sutta (M. Sta. 75) : that "nibbana is the highest bliss", it 
nevertheless contains tenets that throughout the long history 
of Buddhism have remained at the heart of its teaching : that 
the absence of malice, the absence of feeling attracted to 
conditioned things, the transcending of sense-pleasures, and 
the averting (or control, vinaya) of pride in the thought " I am " 
-that these are the highest bliss. 

In the "Talk on Brahma's Entreaty " during the time of 
the Buddha's hesitation to teach dhamma, concepts emerge 
which, with more insistence or less, are found in most of the 
Pall canonical texts : the deepness and difficulty of dhamma, 
its peace, and the consequent need to teach it in a world so 
delighting and rejoicing in sensual pleasure that it was averse 
to letting itself be persuaded that dhamma, earnestly practised, 
led upstream, against the current, pafisotagamin, and by the 
death of craving opened the doors of deathlessness to nibbii.na, 
the source of true and supreme bliss. 

The first Khandhaka, Section or Chapter of the Mahavagga, 
called the Great (maha) Section, also contains Gotama's famous 
utterance to Upaka, the Naked Ascetic, of his victoriousness, 
perfection and s~lf-awakening, of his uniqueness, and of his 
having had no teacher (I. 6. 8). He is therefore different from 
other human beings. Then- there comes, preceded by further 
stress on the finding of deathlessness, the First Discourse, 
delivered to the five earliest followers, and called elsewhere 
the Dhammacakkappavattana Sutta, the Discourse on the 
Rolling of the Wheel of Dhamma, in which the Middle Course 
between the two extremes, the dead-ends of too great luxury 
and too great austerity, is called the Ariyan Eightfold Way. 
This Way is graded into sila, samadhi and paiiiia (M. i. 301) 
and centres on dukkha, unsatisfactoriness, ill or suffering, and 
the stopping of it, epitomised later by Gotama when he is 
recorded to say (M. i. 140) : "As formerly, so now, this is 
precisely what I teach: ill and the stopping of ill." Afifiata 
Kol)~afifia was the first of the disciples to apprehend tl$ 
central fact in causality, that "whatever is of the nature to 
arise, all that is of the nature to stop ". It was his vision of 
dhamma, as it was soon afterwards that of his four companions. 
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As this dhamma-vision arose in each one of them he asked 
for. the_ " going forth " or admission, pabbajja, and for the 
ordination, upasampada, in the Lord's presence. In response 
Gotam~ uttered the words, "Come, monk, ehi bhikkhu, weli 
ta~ght Is dhamma, fare the Brahma-faring for the utter ending 
of ill." This, _th~ original formula, used by Gotama when the 
Order w~ begmnmg to form and while it was still in its infancy 
covers srmultaneous admission and ordination. Later, tw~ 
sepa~a~e p~ocedures supervened, and as the Mahavagga shows, 
admiSSIOn mto the Order had to be gained before ordination 
could be conferred. 

After the Seco~d Discourse, that on the impossibility of the 
five ~handhas bemg self because they are impermanent and 
suffermg, an~ als_o spoken to the five original followers, and 
after t~e ordmation of Yasa, his four friends, and then his 
fifty ~nends, there were sixty-one arahants in the world (I. 10. 
4). Freed from all snares," they were told by Gotama to go 
out on tour _and preach dhamma for the good and the welfare 
of the ~~htude. As a result many people became anxious 
for admiss~on and ordination, but, journeying to Gotama so as 
to be a_dm1tted and ordained by him, they arrived exhausted. 
Accordin~ly _he thereupon allowed monks themselves to admit 
and ordaJ~ m any district, in any quarter. They were not, 
however, mst~c.ted to use the words "Come, monk." On 
the contrary, It Is now the candidate who has three times to 
r~peat another formula. This is called admission and ordina
tiOn by the " t~ree ~oings for refuge ". This marks the second 
stage m the or~nahon proceedings. In the usage to be followed 
by those who_ ~shed to be monastic followers, the three refuges 
became stabih_se~ as buddha?Jt sara1Ja1Jt gacchami, dhammam 
sara1Ja1Jt gacchamz, samgha?Jt sara1Ja1Jt gacchami, each phrase t~ 
be re:pe~ted three times. Those who wished to be counted as 
lay-di~ciples (upiisaka, fern. upiisikii) asked for this status by 
~epeatmg the slightly different formula of taking refuge not 
m buddha?Jt, dham:ma?Jt and samgha?Jt, but in bhagavantam 
dhamma?Jt and b~zkkhusamgha1Jt,1 or in bhavantam Gotama~' 
dhamma?Jt and bhzkkhusamgha?Jt. 2 • • ' 

1 Bes"d 
• See lal~~ ~ge MMah~vagga references, see e.g. M. i. 368, 379. 39I 396. 

• . • 1. 290, 413, 489, 501. • 
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It is probable that this method of admitting and ordaining 
did not last very long. The reasons given for abolishing it are 
perhaps not very convincing, and we should have expected 
more details and tales of mishaps showing that it no longer 
sufficed and therefore needed revising. At all events, as the 
Mahavagga stands, on an occasion when Sariputta asked him 
how he should admit and ordain a certain brahman, Gotama 
did not answer that the brahman's repetition of the three goings 
for refuge would constitute his ordination. (I. 28. 3.) Instead 
the third phase now arose: that of the Order ordaining a 
candidate, presented by his preceptor, by means of a formal 
act (kamma) consisting of a motion and a resolution proclaimed 
three times (iiatticatuttha). This means that it is now the 
Order alone which has the authority, the power and the legal 
right to ordain. In addition, the candidate for ordination now 
has to have a preceptor, agreed upon by the Order, who must 
present him to the Order-that is to the one dwelling within 
the boundary where he wants to take up his residence-and 
who must have prepared him beforehand so that, without 
feeling ashamed or confused, he will be able to answer a number 
of routine questions that will be put to him in the midst of 
the Order. No doubt of gradual growth, these routine questions 
form a kind of examination, and it is impressed on the candidate 
by his preceptor that now, above all times, is a time for 
truth-speaking. 

These are, however, merely some of the features among the 
many leading to the finalised form of the ordination proceedings. 
These multiplied and became intricate to suit the dynamic 
and progressive phase in which they took shape. Gone is the 
old simplicity of " Come, monk ". Regulations have to 
increase to meet a complexity of emergent eventualities. The 
resources, nissaya, the minimum number of monks composing 
an Order competent to ordain, the number of years a monk 
must have been ordained before he is reckoned as suitable or 
competent to ordain others, living in dependence, nissaya 
vatthu1Jt, on a teacher, giving gtiidance, nissaya1Jt datu'lf', the 
qualities that a monk should be possessed of in order to ordain, 
and the ordination and probation of former members of other 
sects, and the age at which a person may be ordained, are all 
subjects brought under review. The inner life of the Order 
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had to be safeguarded as much as had its relations to the 
world outside. 

That the candidate for ordination had to undergo a prior 
peri~ of preparation ~d instru~ion at the hands of a preceptor 
unplies a passage of tune elapsmg between " going forth " or 
preliminary admission, and " ordination ", or final admission. 
It would seem that in order to meet difficulties, perhaps created 
by the drawing power of Gotama's Order itself, what had once 
been one operation became split into two. This is the intention 
of ~h~pter 28 of Mahavagga r. which, without mentioning
admisswn, allows monks to ordain by a formal a.ct consisting 
of the motion and the resolution put to the Order three times. 
Since the method of admission is not formulated here, although 
Sariputta had asked how to admit and how to ordain, it becomes 
clear that these two proceedings, hitherto simultaneous are . , 
now m the process of separating. Chapter 30 shows even more 
confusion. It cites an instance where monks admit and ordain 
a brahman who had asked for admission (only). Gotama 
reproved them for admitting anyone who went forth for the 
sake of the good meals the monks were reputed to enjoy
and then pointed out the four " resources " for one being 
ordained, saying that admission was for the sake, not of good 
food, but of each one of the resources. 

It is, however, clear that two stages were becoming necessary 
before the full status of a monk could be acquired, and that 
in t~e _earlier of these two stages, entered on to by pabbajja, 
admiss10n, the monk's standing, rights and duties would be 
different from those in the latter stage, entered on to by 
upasampada, ordination. Hence when pabbajja was functionally 
separated from upasampada, it received a new and specialised 
significance, coming to mean admission to noviciateship. One 
became a novice, stimattera, by the conferment of pabbajja, a 
newly ordained monk, nava, by the conferment of upasampada. 
The former, like the latter, had its own machinery for its proper 
enactment (I. 50-61). For example, a boy should not be 
allowed to "go forth" unless he had his parents' consent, 
and unless he had reached the age of fifteen, except on the 
strange condition that he could scare crows (I. 51)-a test 
~rhaps that his first infancy was past. Methods of dealing 
With refractory novices are laid down (I. 57--60). As depraved 
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monks could be expelled after they had been ordained, so 
depraved novices could be expelled before they were ordained. 
The going for refuge in the buddha, dhamma and samgha, 
although abolished from the normal procedure of ordination, 
was retained as the formula novices are to repeat when being 
allowed to go forth (I. 54. 3). It is also the formula to be used 
by those former members of other sects, who later will be 
eligible for ordination, when they are asking to enter on a 
four months' probationary period which they have to observe 
first (I. 38). 

By enlarging the Order to include novices, who might be 
those who shared a cell (with a preceptor) or pupils (of a 
teacher), by not limiting it to Gotarna himself and the first 
sixty monks, all of whom were arahants, by exhorting these 
original " adepts " to go forth and teach dharnrna and as a 
result of their returning with an unspecified number of people 
seeking for admission and ordination, the Order was rendered 
accessible to men whose powers of attaining the matchless 
deliverance (I. 13. r) were not so great as those of the original 
disciples. These were monks who therefore stood in need of 
training. But in spite of many opportunities of submitting 
to it and profiting by it, they did not always tum out 
satisfactorily. Hence it may be presumed that the, bhikk
husamgha of the third refuge for lay followers said less than 
was intended. The samgha of arahants, or at least of ariyans 
is meant, not that of average men. The Samgha of the Triple 
Gem is not the community of monks as such, not the community 
that includes the groups of six or seventeen monks, notorious 
for their bad habits and as makers of trouble, or the quarrelsome 
monks of Kosarnbi, or those depraved or ill-behaved individuals 
on account of all of whom rules were formulated, regulations 
devised, and offences discriminated from what were not classed 
as offences, and whose misdoings provide the raison d'etre of 
discipline, of vinaya, of the outward standard of self-control 
so much needed not merely to distinguish the monks from 
members of other sects, although in some cases a certain amount 
of imitation was permitted, but also to gain the loyalty and 
support of the lay followers. For on these depended to a large 
extent the physical conditions which would make a monk free 
to devote himself to his training, the goal of which was the 
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vision of nibbana. The Satrtgha of the third refuge has in 
reality reference only to those steadfast disciples who, having 
entered the sotapanna stage are on the suprarnundane parts 
of the Way, and so are themselves of suprarnundane stature 
and attainments-lokuttara because unaffected by all that is 
lokiya, of the world, compounded and conditioned. " They are 
united by the communion of understanding and ethical behav
iour," according to the Commentaries on the Bhayabherava 
Sutta (MA. i. 130 ff.) and the Khuddakapiipha (KhA. r8-rg). 
in both of which the meaning of " going for refuge " is discussed 
at length and at a high level not approached in the V inaya 
Commentary. 

The first twenty-four chapters of the First Section, the 
Mahakhandhaka, of the Mahavagga appear to give a chrono
logical account of events from the night of Awakening under 
the Bo-tree on the banks of the river Nerafijara to the admission 
and ordination of Sariputta and Moggallana, the pair of chief 
disciples, already gone forth from horne into hornelessness as 
wanderers. From this point on, a precise historical narration 
is not so apparent, for the Mahavagga now begins to group 
together subject-matter that belongs together. Strict chron
ology is suspended, no doubt in the interests of classifying this 
subject-matter and reducing its complexity to some kind of 
manageable order, the better to be fixed in the memory. What 
need was there for the existing or for any subsequent Order 
to know the exact procession of events? It was of greater 
value to learn and master the rules and procedure governing 
both the recurrent occasions and the daily conduct of monastic 
life, and this could be more easily accomplished if the material 
for the various topics were grouped together instead of being 
scattered throughout the immense compilation known as the 
Vinaya-Pi taka. 

If, in the hands of the early editors the sequence of events 
became secondary to systematisation, this plan nonetheless well 
shows both the development and the stabilisation of the Order 
as a uniform institution, the growth of several monastic 
practices, of government within it for the sake of its own 
preservation and continuance which, in tum, depended on the 
essential qualities of scrupulousness and striving on the part 
of the individuals who became its members. These therefore 
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were being continually brought to live in conformity with a 
standard of behaviour specially suitable to recluses, samana, 
and worthy of those who had " left the world " with its 
evanescent pleasures and its troubles and had instead entered 
on a way of life where worldly joys and sorrows were gradually 
to be renounced so that the other-worldly and higher joy that 
transcended them could be apprehended. 

For achieving this, the life of the Order regarded as a whole 
came to be, no doubt gradually, planned and arranged and 
adapted to circumstances, while, running parallel to such 
developments, the life of its members became carefully regu
lated. Thus the first steps of all-admission and ordination 
into the Order-were experimented with until various types 
of applicants regarded as not eligible for entry could be exclude~ 
by rules, based either on experience or on forethought. . ThiS 
left the Order open only to the sort of person whom 1t was 
not unreasonable to suppose might be assimilated without 
bringing it into disgrace. Even so, there were backslide_rs, as 
already mentioned. Disgrace would have been courted if, for 
example, debtors and those in the royal service had been allowed 
to escape their obligations by becoming monks. Therefore 
they were debarred from entering the Order. 

After its first Section on Admission and Ordination, the 
Mahavagga proceeds to an account of the nature and establish
ment of the great fortnightly Observance of uposatha, whos_e 
principal feature is the recital of the Patimokkha rules. ThiS 
provides monks with an occasion to reveal any offence they 
may have committed. Their silence, on the other hand, IS 

taken to mean that they have "entire purity", parisuddhi, 
in respect of adherence to the rules. As usual,. all ~inds of 
subsidiary matters had to be defined and regulansed m order 
to achieve the smooth running of the main concerns. In the 
case of the Uposatha it was for example determined that only 
monks' living within the same recognised boundary should 
gather together on an Uposatha day. Therefore methods of 
fixing boundaries had to be established. Moreover the U posatha 
could not be held at some place chosen at random ; a place 
of a maximum size for the current needs had to be agreed upon 
within each boundary so that all the monks living there should 
know where to go and arrive in time. If they had difficulty 
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in crossing a river-one that ran through their boundary-to 
get there, it might be agreed by the Order that they need not 
come bringing all their three robes ; but if they left them behind 
they must not lay them aside in an unsuitable place where 
they might get lost or burnt or eaten by rats (II. 12). 

Right and wrong methods of reciting the Patimokkha are 
given : whether or not it should be recited in full or in brief, 
which to some extent depended on the absence or presence 
of ten sources of danger. It was, ideally, to be recited by an 
elder (thera), but if he was incompetent, then it was to be 
recited by some other experienced, competent monk ; if there 
were none within the boundary, a newly ordained monk was 
to be sent to a neighbouring residence to learn it there, either 
in full or in brief, and then return (II. 17. 6). 

If a monk, owing to illness, could not attend the recital of the 
Patimokkha, he had to send his " entire purity ", parisuddhi, 
by another. This monk conveyed it on behalf of the one who 
was ill and declared it (dtitu't!') to the Order; but many 
occasions are posited when the entire purity comes to be not 
conveyed on account of a variety of things that might happen 
to the conveyer both while on his way from the invalid to the 
meeting-place and after his arrival there but before he had 
given the entire purity. This, and the conveyance and giving, 
or declaration of the consent (chanda't!' dtitu1f') on behalf of a 
monk who is ill for the carrying out of a formal act of the Order, 
serve to show how extremely important it was held to be-a 
point stressed over and over again-that an Order should be 
"complete" whenever its business was being discharged. 
This was not to fall into the hands of the few. Even those 
who, like Mahakappina, claimed to be " purified with the high
est purity" (II. 5. 5), were not not to go. For an Order would 
not have been complete if even one monk were absent. It 
would seem that the only reasons for not going to the 
Observance in person were severe illness and madness. In the 
former case the Order could be regarded as complete although 
in fact not complete, provided that the entire purity and the 
consent were properly and safely conveyed and declared. In 
the latter, the Order must grant the mad monk, here typified 
by Gagga, the agreement for a madman. This agreement is to 
the effect that whether the mad monk remembers the 
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Observance or not, comes for it or not, whether he remembers a 
form~ act of the Order or not, comes for it or not, the Order 
either with him or without him can legitimately carry out 
both the Observance and the formal act. 

Such are some of the items and problems which had to be 
settled and solved before the recital of the Plitimokkha received 
its final form. I do not recapitulate all these here, for they 
may be read in the text. Those I have given may be regarded 
as typical of the care taken to forestall and circumvent 
deleterious contingencies that might arise and . disrupt the 
monk's standing either in his own eyes or in those of his fellows 
or those of the world. The strength of the regulations govern
ing monastic proceedings and individual conduct lies in the 
standard or criterion they give of how to act in a multitude 
of circumstances affecting a monk's life. 

When the Mahlivagga comes to deal with the rainy season 
it pays almost equal attention to entering on the rains and 
then keeping them by residing in one monastery for either the 
first three or the second three of the four months of this· period, 
as it does to the journeys monks may take away from their 
rains-residence. The prime motive underlying the establish
ment of rains-residences was protection or non-injury : the 
protection of crops-the economic mamspring of life-and the 
protection of the teeming small creatures that some Pacittiyas 
also seek to safeguard. One of the results of this anxiety not 
to harm vegetable or animal life, and which sometimes received 
an impetus from the criticisms the laity made, was the allowance 
given monks and nuns to enter on the rains, followed by an 
attempt to immobilise them during this season. But restric
tions such as this latter were at variance with the immense 
vitality the Orders possessed, as is shown by the numerous 
occasions when it is deemed not only permissible but desirable 
for monks to leave the rains-residence on various kinds of 
monastic business or on compassionate missions. Even as life 
must go on, so the Order's business must go on. And the life 
of this smaller world within the larger one could not close down 
entirely for a third of each year1 ; monks were too much 

1 The rains lasted for four months. Each monk could choose whether 
he would observe the first three months or the second three months, but he 
was not expected to observe all four. 
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involved with the world outside, they were dependent on it 
(III. 10.-11. 4), 'and had commitments towards it, and their 
lives were too much interlocked with those of the laity to make 
this feasible. A compromise had therefore to be found between, 
on the one hand, staying in a residence for the whole of the 
three months of the rains, whereby the minimum of harm 
would be brought to the crops and the life of minute creatures, 
and, on the other, leaving the residence for business which 
might reasonably be regarded as urgent. This compromise was 
effected by limiting the time of absence to seven days ; and 
the business calling for a monk's presence being carefully 
defined, if he could not transact it within this time, he should 
not undertake it at all. 

The end of the rains was marked by two ceremonies. One 
of these was the Pavara1_1a, when monks invited one another 
to speak of offences they had seen, heard or suspected to have 
been committed during the rains. The recital of the Pati
mokkha was to " remove " offences, by confessing them, during 
the nine dry months of the year ; the Invitation was to remove 
any offences that monks had committed during the three wet 
months, and would help them to aim at grasping discipline 
(IV. 1. IJ). 

The other ceremony held at the end of the rains was not 
disciplinary in nature or connected with the confession of 
offences. It was for the making up of the ka!hina cloth, or 
cotton cloth that had accrued by way of gift to the monks, 
into robes to replace those that had become thin and shabby 
or spoiled by the rains (Section VII). Thus the replenishment 
of robe-material comes under consideration, and had to be 
managed in an orderly and prescribed way. 

Further, various officers were created for looking after robe
material: the acceptor, the guardian, the distributor; places 
suitable lor store-rooms are prescribed: dyes and methods of 
dyeing laid down; the use of three robes only (one doubled 
however) allowed ; while the kinds of medicine monks might 
take are discussed in considerable detail. The kinds of shoes 
and sandals they might wear, and the use they might make of 
animals' skins are treated with equal precision. Both of these 
categories no doubt spring from the desire not to take life, 
however infinitesimal. Wooden shoes, or clogs, are objected to 

B 
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because if monks wore them and stepped on insects they might 
kill them (V. 6. 3), besides disturbing monks who were 
meditating. Further, sandals made of young palmyra palms 
and young bamboos came to be forbidden after people had 
complained to monks that, in cutting these down, they were 
destroying life that was one-facultied. Other complaints must 
also have tended to reduce the slaughter of animals. Rugs 
-or garments (VIII. 28. 2 )-made of black antelope skin were 
forbidden to monks and also sheets made of the hide of the 
Kadali deer (V. 10. 4), and it became an offence of wrong-doing 
to recline upon the hides of lions, tigers and leopards (V. 10. 6) 
or of smaller animals. Cowhides were forbidden because 
scandalised monks found that one of their number had incited 
a depraved lay follower to kill a calf for his benefit, and they 
remembered that Gotama had condemned " onslaught on 
creatures". But, at the end of Section V, an exception is made 
in favour of the border districts (V. 13. r3) where, because of 
the hardships and discomfort, the hides of sheep, goats and 
deer were allowed to be used as coverings. 

The last two Sections of the Mahavagga point to an Order 
that was indubitably growing and that, in order to meet this 
expansion, had to be carefully controlled. Section IX engages 
on a thorough discussion of what it is that constitutes valid 
as against invalid formal acts that an Order can carry out. In 
the first place an Order to carry out a legally valid formal act 
must be comple~e ; those monks not able to be present because 
of illness must send their leave for absence, and those who are 
present must not protest against the proceedings. A " complete 
Order" also refers, as before, to the one residing within a 
determined boundary. The actions and business of every such 
Order must be transacted on a uniform pattern, and conform 
to one uniform standard, so that each Order transacts its 
business in the same way as every other, all following the same 
regulations. This must therefore be done, in the second place, 
dhammena, rightly, properly, by rule. To carry out a formal 
act dhammena, by rule, means that if it is to be carried out by 
a motion and one resolution; iiattidutiya, the motion must be 
put and the resolution proposed once only. But if it is to be 
carried out by a motion and a resolution put three times, 
iiatticatuttha, then this must be done, in all cases the motion 
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being put before the resolution is proclaimed. The formal act 
will then be irreversible, fit to stand, and protests against its 
validity of no avail. Immense pains are taken to distinguish 
a formal act carried out in a complete assembly and by rule 
from one carried out in an incomplete assembly and either by 
what has the appearance of rule or not by rule. The formal acts 
under the jurisdiction of an Order number sixteen. They 
comprise (IX. 4. r) : invitation, rehabilitation, ordination, but 
only an Order consisting of twenty monks or more can carry 
out all of these. They also include verdicts of innocence, of 
past insanity, specific depravity, formal acts of suspension for 
not seeing an offence, for not making amends for it, for not 
giving up a wrong view; and of banishment, censure, placing 
under guidance, reconciliation, sending one who merits proba
tion back to the beginning, and the imposing of miinatta (two 
features in the penalty for Samghadisesa offences). When 
circumstances justify, these formal acts may be revoked by 
the Order. 

Finally, the tenth and last Section strikes a different note 
again by promulgating regulations and advice for allaying 
schisms. These might arise through genuine disagreement 
upon what constituted an offence and what did not, or upon 
the particular kind of offence incurred by a particular action ; 
or when factions formed to support a monk or monks who had 
quarrelled with their fellows from other causes, among which 
must be included the positive wish to create a schism, a wish 
put into practice by, for example, suspending a monk for an 
offence he had not committed and that he therefore refused 
to see as an offence of his. On one such an occasion Gotama 
is reputed to have tried, unsuccessfully, to make the bickering 
monks compose their differences by telling them a Jataka story 
illustrating the conquest of wrath by non-wrath (X. 2). The 
Mahavagga therefore contains dhamma or doctrine as well as 
discipline. Indeed the latter would be nugatory if it were not 
based on the former and promulgated in conjunction with it. 
How great is the contrast between the quarrelsome monks of 
Kosambi whose brawls and dissensions caused Gotama to seek 
solitude like the great bull-elephant who was beset and annoyed 
by the rest of the herd (X. 4. 6), and the peaceable monks, 
Anuruddha, Nandiya and Kimbila who lived harmoniously 
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together as milk and water blend, regarding one another with 
the eye of affection, full of amity in gesture, speech and thought, 
surrendering their minds to each other and so, although having 
different bodies, having only one mind (nana hi kho no kaya 
ekan ca pana manne cittatJ'I-, X. 4. 3-4). 

The Maha.vagga deals with a time when, at the beginning of 
Gotama's ministry, the number of monks-and nuns too-was 
fast increasing, and when they, travelling to more distant parts 
of India, bore the new doctrine with them and so started the 
influx of members that has gone on until to-day. If the 
geographical expansion of the Order can be gauged by the 
relaxations in the rules for the outlying districts or border 
countries, made necessary by the conditions prevailing there, 
harder than those of the Middle Country where otherwise the 
scene is laid-principally at Rajagaha, also at Savatthi, Vesali, 
Kapilavatthu and other neighbouring places-its numerical 
expansion can equally well be gauged by the awareness of 
schisms arising to the danger and detriment of the Order, and 
which could only have occurred some time after its formation. 

Although the beginning of the Mahavagga gives not only 
an impression but an account of an Order expanding and taking 
shape immediately after its inception, the remainder appears 
to refer to a time when the Order already had a considerable 
amount of history behind it, and to a time therefore when many 
rules had been laid down and when, in spite of attempted 
schisms, a certain amount of stability had been achieved in 
the matter of the Order's government and legislation. This 
may to some extent be judged, for example, by the number 
of times, thirteen in all, that the phrase yathiidhammo kiiretabbo, 
should be dealt with according to the rule, occurs. The rule 
referred to will in each case be found complete with the penalty 
incurred for infringing it, in the Vibhangas. That the use of 
this phrase assumes the prior existence of the rule is confirmed, 
in addition, by the fact that the material contained in the 
Mahavagga is placed in the palm-leaf MSS. after the Maha
(or Bhikkhu-) and Bhikkhuni-Vibhangas. Although this 
sequence is not followed by Oldenberg in his edition of the 
Vinaya P#akartt, it is that rightly adopted in the Vinaya Texts 
for here the Vibhanga for monks, although drastically curtailed' 
precedes the Mahavagga-that for nuns being omitted entirely: 
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The question then arises why, in the middle of the Vinaya, 
an account is incorporated "of the very first events in the 
history of the Sarhgha" (Vin. Texts i. 72, n.). Rhys Davids 
and Oldenberg think it " natural " to connect " the stories or 
legends concerning the ordination of bhikkhus " with these 
early events because, so they argue, " it was impossible to 
realise the idea of a Sarhgha without rules showing who was to 
be regarded as a duly admitted member of the fraternity, and 
who was not ". I agree that this provides a good reason for 
prefacing the record of the development of the first and most 
vital step in a monk's life by a short history of how there came 
to be a life for monks at all. From their admission and 
ordination, all the rest follows. At the same time many stories 
are interspersed throughout the whole of the V inaya, excepting 
the Parivara. Not only are there several in the Mahavagga 
itself, for example about Ambapili and the Licchavis, about 
Jivaka Komarabhacca, Visakha, Mei).<;laka, Dighavu, and about 
Pilindavaccha, and about the boy Upili (both told elsewhere 
in the Vinaya), and countless shorter ones, but every rule in 
the Vibhangas is introduced by some story, long or short, as 
the case may be. This being so, it seems not only" natural" 
but logical to introduce the rules governing the initial and most 
important step in a monk's life by an account of the first events 
which occurred after the supreme moment when Gotama 
attained full self-awakening. Since this was the initial and 
most important step in a Buddha's career, to recount it was 
therefore the greatest of all stories a Buddhist " book " could 
tell. 

The Mahavagga possibly derives its name from that of its 
first Section, the Mahakhandhaka, the Great (or Greater) 
Section because it deals with great (or greater) events. The 
plan of naming a Division after its first Section, or a Section 
after its first chapter, is of fairly common occurrence in the 
Pitakas, and was perhaps adopted here. On the other hand, 
it might be conceded that the Mahavagga, including as it does 
matter concerned with admission and ordination, with the 
Uposatha, Patimokkha, Pavarai).a and Kathina ceremonies, the 
clarification of what are valid formal acts, and the ways of 
dealing with a schism, contains subjects exceeding in importance 
those contained in the CuJavagga. It is again possible that 
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the Cii}avagga was regarded as the ''Less " or " Lesser " or 
the Small Division because of its two Sections on the Councils 
of Rajagaha and Vesali. As the first of these purports to have 
been convened shortly after Gotama had died, and the second 
a century later, the Cii}avagga takes us to a time when he, 
as the living fount of authority, was no longer promulgating 
discipline, and when discipline was no longer growing. 

Yet the mass of the rules attributed to him and held to 
have been laid down by him when he was alive, many large 
in their scope, others concerned with small details, but having 
their own significance nonetheless, together yield a -formidable 
body of that discipline, vinaya, which with dhamma, was to be 
the teacher after Gotama had passed away. The text at Digha 
ii. 154 is I think sufficiently clear in its meaning, although it 
has been accused of gloss. It reads yo vo A nanda maya dhammo 
ca vinayo ca desito pannatto so vo mam' accayena sattha. Gotama 
was speaking to Ananda, a monk ; he would not therefore 
have omitted to speak of vinaya which, together with dhamma, 
gives a surer basis for progress towards the final vision and 
ultimate bliss than dhamma alone can give. Had the sen.tence 
run: yo vo maya dhammo ca desito vinayo ca pannatto, it might 
have been more apparent that the reference of the following so 
was to both dhamma and vinaya. Dhamma is taught, desita, 
showing the Way; vinaya is laid down, pannatta, for keeping 
one's footsteps on the Way by strict adherence to it. Both 
are satthu sasanartt, the Teacher's instruction. 

Discipline, as promulgated, is itself an authority. According 
to the early editors (V in. i. 99) the teaching will stand firm 
so long as vinaya is not lost even if the Suttanta (Pitaka) and 
the Abhidhamma be forgotten. It is moreover capable of 
almost indefinite extension and application, and can regulate 
items of behaviour that, in spite of the multitude of rules, 
offences and "allowances" (anujanami) that were laid down by 
the Teacher, were not legislated for in particularinhislifetime. 
The monk must make up his mind about what has not been 
legislated for, measuring any course of action by the general 
standard of what he knows to be discipline. He must remember 
this and apply it to his problem. When Mahapajapati asked 
to be taught dhamma in brief (Vin. ii. 258) a general standard 
was given to her by which she might know of other things 
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eso dhammo eso vinayo etartt satthu siisanartt (this is dhamma, 
this is discipline, this is the Teacher's instruction). Similarly 
in the Mahavagga, when some monks were doubtful or had 
scruples about what had been allowed, anunniita, and what 
had not, they were told that anything not fitting in with what 
had been allowed, anything tallying with what had not been 
allowed, was not allowable, na kappati, not suitable ; and the 
contrary. 

In the Mahavagga alone there are about 280 occasions when 
Gotama, by uttering the word anujiiniimi, I allow, I permit, 
made some thing or some usage permissible to nionks. The 
variety of cases covered is so large, ranging as it does from 
accepting a monastery to the preparation of a foot-salve, f~om 
using three robes to the insertion of a patch, from the novtces 
training in ten rules to the use of a trough for dye, that any~ne 
acquainted with these would stand a good chance of knowmg 
how to act in circumstances not specifically either allowed or 
objected to by Gotama. Or they could extend an " allowance " 
to suit circumstances beyond those legislated for. Gotama 
himself, as recorded, once gave a hint in this direction when, 
after making ten " allowances " for curing a boil a monk was 
suffering from, finally said, " I allow, monks, a linen bandage, 
and every treatment for curing a sore" (VI. 14, 4-5). 

Besides the use of anujanami, the Buddha is often represented 
as saying to monks, "you may" or "you should not", a 
prohibition apt to be followed by intimating that contravention 
results in an offence of wrong-doing. This kind of offence, 
with thullaccaya, grave offences, mentioned infrequently in this 
volume, and three other types of offence, not mentioned ~ere 
at all, are regarded as a "falling away from right habits" 
(IV. 16. 12). 

Whether Gotama himself was responsible for all these allow
ances and prohibitions we shall probably never know. In the 
story of the three monks who had spent the rains a~ ~ajagaha 
and who journeyed to Pataliputta to ask elders residing there 
to solve their problem there is a hint that power might be 
delegated (VIII. 24. 6). This story may, howe_ver, be inclu~ed 
in the Mahavagga for the simple reason that It was recording 
exceptional events. Or it may have been left in because in fact 
the practice of turning to others instead of to Gotama to 
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interpret dhamma, a rule, was becoming more generally adopted 
than is evident in the rest of the Maha.vagga. 

It is true that there is not much philosophy in the V inaya. 
It is by nature as by narQe a book or basket of discipline. But 
as it is rather hollow to lay down rules for training and for 
outward behaviour without giving the underlying reasons why 
they should be observed, it is not possible to exclude 
philosophical concepts completely from a " book " principally 
concerned with discipline. I have already mentioned some of 
these philosophical concepts (above, p. viii). The Mahavagga, 
especially at its beginning, is not in fact devoid of some of 
the notions which are recognised features in Buddhist philo
sophy. In the first place, to mention but a few examples, 
the goal is spoken of and is named. It is amata, deathlessness, 
the undying. Its gates have been opened by Gotama, the 
Way-finder, so that those who hear dhamma may arrive at 
the object of their quest. The notion of gaining the goal by 
travelling on a Way between two opposites is common to many 
traditions and in Pali Buddhism finds expression in the First 
Utterance, but which is merely one example among several 
the Pali canon contains of the philosophical rightness of 
adopting the mean between two opposing extremes. The First 
Sermon also defines the four truths of ill, or the unsatisfactoriness 
and suffering which possesses every compounded thing. It is 
because these truths are not understood or grasped that there 
is this long long faring-on (in saf!1sara) " both for me and for 
you" (Vin. i. 230). Ill has to be eradicated by cutting off its 
root, ignorant craving, before recurrent birth, again-becoming, 
punabbhava, can be stopped, and deathlessness won. 

Then, the young men are told, in a passage that with the 
passing of time has become controversial, that they should 
seek, gaveseyyiitha, the self, attiinattt (singular). Anyone 
acquainted with the importance of Atman, self, in the Upani
shads might be inclined to think that this was the greatest of 
all philosophical concepts in Ancient India. Various passages 
in the Pali canon, including the Attavagga of the Dhammapada, 
should not be ignored in estimating the position of attii as a 
philosophical concept in Early Buddhism. The Second Utter
ance, for example, lays the idea of self beside that of not-self 
when it says in its opening words : rupattt bhikkhave anattii, 
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rupan ca h' ida'f!'t bhikkhave attii abhavissa, "material shape 
(or body), monks, is not self, for if, monks, material shape 
had been self . . . " and similarly of the four other khandhas : 
if they had been self they would not be as we know them : 
impermanent, suffering and liable to alteration. Everything 
that is compounded or constructed is not-self. What is 
constructed is to be escaped from (Udana, 8o); and the self 
is to be sought (V in. i. 23), that self which therefore by inference 
is not made, is not compounded, and which is unaffected by 
kamma, the deeds or actions done in a series of individual lives 
while the being is bound to saf!lsara, satto samsarattt apadi 
(S. i. 38). 

The message of the Third Utterance is that if one turns away 
from feelings of pleasure and pain derived from the impingement 
of the sixfold sensory data on their appropriate sense-organs, 
then one knows that one is freed and comprehends that birth 
(rebirth) is destroyed, the walk to the Highest is brought to 
a close, done is what was to be done, and there is now no more 
of being this or that (Vin. i. 34-35). The content of this 
Disquisition on Burning is purely philosophical. 

Nor will the various allusions to cause and dependent 
origination be missed. The whole system was based on cause : 
if this comes to be that will come to be. Discipline therefore 
will lead to something not yet existing for the man who is 
earnestly training in it and cultivating it. The Buddha would 
not have spent so much time in laying down rules and precepts 
unless he had thought they would be effective in the quest 
for the goal. 

At the top of each right hand page the chapter number 
and paragraph number of each Section are given. The figures 
in heavy type in square brackets in the body of the text refer 
to the page numbers of Oldenberg's Vinaya Pitakattt, Volume I, 
and are placed so as to mark the end of each such page. 

I gratefully acknowledge the care and attention given by 
the Burleigh Press to the production of this volume. 

London, 
February, 1951. 

I. B. HoRNER. 
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THE GREAT DIVISION (MAHAVAGGA) I 

Praise to the Lord, the Perfected One, the 

Fully Self-Awakened One. 

I 

At one time1 the awakened one, the Lord, being recently 
fully awakened, was staying at Uruvela on the bank of the 
river Nerafijara at the foot of the Tree of Awakening. 2 Then 
the Lord sat cross-legged in one (posture)3 for seven days at 
the foot of the Tree of Awakening" experiencing the bliss of 
freedom. 5 II I II 

Then the Lord during the first watch of the night paid 
attention to 6 causal uprising in direct and reverse order: 
conditioned by ignorance7 are the habitual tendencies 8 ; 

conditioned by the habitual tendencies is consciousness 9 ; 

conditioned by consciousness is psycho-physicality10 ; con
ditioned by psycho-physicality are the six (sense-) spheres; 
conditioned by the six (sense-) spheres is awareness11 ; con
ditioned by awareness is feeling; conditioned by feeling 12 is 
craving ; conditioned by craving is grasping ; conditioned by 
grasping is becoming ; conditioned by becoming is birth ; 
conditioned by birth, old age and dying, grief, sorrow and 
lamentation, suffering, dejection and despair come into being. 

1 From here to the end of 112. 311 cf. U d. p. 1-3. I largely follow translation 
at Ver. Uplift, which also see for notes. 

1 bodhirukkha is the Eo-tree, ficus religiosa. VA. 952 says "bodhi is 
knowledge of the four ways ; the lord attained that awakening here, so the 
tree acquired the name of the tree of awakening." Cf. MA. iii. 326 and 
i. 54· 

a eka-pallankena. 
' bodhirukkhamUle; cf. bodhiyii mUle at P_ts. i. 174 = Nd. i. 458; and 

bodhimule at SnA. 32, 391. 
' vimuttisukha. 
• manasiikiisi, worked with the mind. 
7 The" causal chain" occurs, with explanations of its terms, at S. ii. 1 ff. 

See also Mrs. Rhys Davids, Manual, p. 76 ff. 
8 sankhiira. 
• viiiiiiitJa. See Mrs. Rhys Davids, Manual, pp. 77, 150; Indian Religion 

and Survival, p. 66; Original Gospel, pp. 63, 112, 114; Dial. ii, 2nd edn., 
Preface, p. ix. for the view that viiiiiiitJa has a meaning of " man as sur
viving." 

1o namarupa, name and shape. 
11 phassa, perhaps contact. It is the known or realised impingement of a 

sense-datum on its appropriate sense-organ. 
11 From here to" dejection and despair come into being", cf. D. i. 45· 
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Such is the arising of this entire mass of ill. But from the 
utter fading away and stopping of this very ignorance (comes) 
the stopping of habitual tendencies ; from the stopping of 
habitual tendencies the stopping of consciousness ; from the 
stopping of consciousness1 the stopping of psycho-physicality ; 
from the stopping of psycho-physicality the stopping of the 
six (sense-) spheres ; from the stopping of the six (sense-) 
spheres the stopping of awareness ; from the stopping of 
awareness the stopping of feeling ; from the stopping of feeling 
the stopping of craving; from the stopping of craving the 
stopping of grasping ; from the stopping of grasping the 
stopping of becoming ; from the stopping of becoming the 
stopping of birth ; from the stopping of birth, old age and 
dying, grief, sorrow and lamentation, suffering, dejection and 
despair are stopped. Such is the stopping of this entire masc; 
of ill. 112 II [1] 

Then the Lord, having understood this matter, at that time 
uttered this (solemn) utterance: 

" Truly, when things2 grow plain to the ardent meditating 
brahman, 

His doubts all vanish in that he comprehends thing-with
cause." II 3 II 

Then the Lord during the middle watch of the night paid 
attention to causal uprising in direct and reverse order : 
conditioned by ignorance are the habitual tendencies; con
ditioned by the habitual tendencies is consciousness. . . . Such 
is the arising. . . . Such is the stopping of this entire mass 
of ill. II 4 II 

Then the Lord, having understood this matter, at that time 
uttered this (solemn) utterance : 

" Truly, when things grow plain to the ardent meditating 
brahman, 

His doubts all vanish in that he discerns destruction of cause." 
II s II 

1 From here to the end of the paragraph cf. D. ii. 35· 
1 dhamma. According to VA. 954-5 the (thirty-seven) things helpful 

to awakening and the four ariyan true things. These last are not necessarily 
the four truths of ill, for see A. v. 56 (the four stations of mindfulness) and 
Min. A nth. I, Intr. p. li ff. But see also Pts. Contr., p. u8, n. I. This verse 
and the two following occur at:Kvu. r86. 
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Then the Lord during the last watch of the night paid 
attention to causal uprising in direct and reverse order : 
conditioned by ignorance are the habitual tendencies ; con
ditioned by the habitual tendenceis is consciousness. . . . Such 
is the arising .... Such is the stopping of this entire mass 
of ill. II 6 II 

Then the Lord, having understood this matter, at that time 
uttered this (solemn) utterance: 

" Truly, when things grow plain to the ardent meditating 
.brahman, 

Routing the host of Mara does he stand 
Like as the sun when lighting up the sky." II 7 II 

Told is the Talk on Awakening.1 II 1 II 

Then the Lord, having emerged from that contemplation at 
the end of seven days, approached the Goatherds' Banyan2 

from the foot of the Tree of Awakening; having approached, 
he sat cross-legged in one (posture) for seven days at the foot 
of the Goatherds' Banyan experiencing the bliss of 
freedom. II r II 

Then a certain brahman of the class uttering the sound 
hu1Jt3 approached the Lord; having approached, he exchanged 
greetings with the Lord ; having exchanged greetings of 
friendliness and courtesy, he stood at a respectful distance. 
As he was standing at a respectful distance, that brahman 
[2] spoke thus to the Lord: "To what extent, good Gotama, 
does one become a brahman ? And again, what are the 
things which make a brahman4 ?" II 2 II 

Then the Lord, having understood this matter, at that time 
uttered this (solemn) utterance : 

1 This is probably an abbreviation for " Told is the Talk at the Tree 
of A wakening " : see titles of 2, 3 and 4. 

1 Although UdA. 51 gives two more possible explanations for this name 
than VA. 957, both agree that goatherds used to come and sit in the shade 
of this tree. 

· a huhunkaja.tiko brahmatJO. See ]PTS, rgor, p. 42, and Vel'. Uplift, 
p. 3, n. VA. 957 calls him one who believes in omens that are seen, 
di!!h~mangalika, and who walks about making (the sound) hu1!J from arrogance 
and manger. 

' bl'tihmatJa-karatJti. U d. 3 reads -ktirakti, 
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" That brahman who bars out evil things, not uttering the 
sound huml, with no impurity, curbed-?f-self, . . 

Master of Vedas2, who lives the Brahma-fanng-th1s IS th
3
e 

, brahman who may rightly speak the Brahma-speech , 
Who has no blemishes' anywhere in the world 5

." 113 II 
Told is the Talk at the Goatherds'. 11211 

Then the Lord, at the end of seven days, having emerged 
from that contemplation, approached the Mucalinda (tree) 
from the foot of the Goatherds' Banyan ; having approached, 
he sat cross-legged in one (posture) for seven days at the foot 
of the Mucalinda experiencing the bliss of freedom. 11 I II 

Now at that time 6 a great storm arose out of due season, 
for seven days there was rainy weather, cold winds and overcast 
skies. Then Mucalinda, the serpent king, having come forth 
from his own haunt, having encircled the Lord's body seven 
times with his coils, having spread a great hood over his head, 
stood saying : " Let no cold (annoy) the Lord, let no heat 
(annoy) the Lord, let not the touch of flies, mosquitoes, wind 
and heat or creeping things (annoy) the Lord." II 2 II 

Then Mucalinda, the serpent king, at the end of !hose 7 

seven days, having known that the sky 8 was clear and w1th~ut 
a cloud, having unwound his coils from the Lord'~ body, haVIng 
given up his own form and assumed a. yo?~h s form, stood 
in front of the Lord honouring the Lord w1th Jomed palms. II 3 II 

Then the Lord, having understood this matter, at that time 
uttered this (solemn) utterance: 

1 nihuhuilka. He is to give up having confidence in; his .~uperstitiou.~ 
omens and formulre. and to believe instead in t~e new teachmg. Brahman 
came to mean, in this, the best and h1ghest kmd of man. . . 

s vedantagu, as at Sn. 463. VA. 958 says there has been a gomg e1ther to the 
end by means of the "!ores" (vedas), those called the knowledge of the 
four ways or to the end of the three Vedas. 

a dham~ena so briihmano brahmaviidatJI vadeyya. VA· 958 = U dA ·. 55 
take this to mean he can rightly say " I am a brahman". Mrs. Rhys Davids, 
Manual, p. S5, translates brahmaviida by "Brahma-faith ", ~th a. note, 
p. S4, that viida is equally to be rendere~ by -cult or -teachmg. 

' ussiida, prominence, excresence ; . c~:mce1t,. arrogance. . VA. 95S = .. U dA • 
55 give five: passion, hatred, stup1d1ty, pnde, false v1ew. SnA. u. 5.21 
gives seven, enumerated at SnA. ii. 425 as the five of VA. and U dA · Wl~h 
the addition of the obstructions and wrong conduct. See my Early Buddhzst 
Theory of Man Perfected, p. 262 and p. 265, n. 2. . . 

1 This verse occurs at U d. p. 3, N ettz. I so. Last lme = last bne of Sn. 7S3. 
• 11211 to 11411 = Ud. II. I, Mucalindavagga ; verses quoted Kvu. 212, 

see Pts. Contr., 129, n. 3, for further references. 
7 tassa, omitted at Vin. i. 3, but found at Ud. 10. 
• deva. 

MAHA V AGGA I 

" Happy his solitude who glad at heart 
Hath dhamma learnt and doth the vision see ! 
Happy is that benignity towards 
The world which on no creature worketh harm. 
Happy the absence of all lust, th' ascent 
Past and beyond the needs of sense-desires. 
He who doth crush the great ' I am ' conceit
This, truly this, is happiness supreme." II 4 II 

Told is the Talk at the Mucalinda. II 311 

5 

Then the Lord, at the end of seven days, having emerged 
from that contemplation, approached the RajAyatana1 from 
the foot of the Mucalinda; having approached, he sat cross
legged in one (posture) for seven days at the foot of the 
Rajayatana experiencing the bliss of freedom. II I II 

Now [3] at that time2 the merchants Tapussa3 and Bhallika3 

were going along the high-road from Ukkala to that district.' 
Then a devatii. who was a blood-relation of the merchants 
Tapussa and Bhallika spoke thus to the merchants Tapussa 
and Bhallika: "My good fellows, this Lord, having just 
(become) wholly awakened, is staying at the foot of the 
Raj~yatana, go and serve that Lord with barley-gruel 5 and 
honey-balls, and this will be a blessing and happiness for you 
for a long time." II 2 II 

Then the merchants Tapussa and Bhallika, taking barley
gruel and honey-balls, approached the Lord; having 
approached, having greeted the Lord, they stood at a respect
ful distance. As they were standing at a respectful distance, 
the merchants Tapussa and Bhallika spoke thus to the Lord: 
" Lord, let the Lord receive our barley-gruel and honey-balls, 
that this may be a blessing and happiness for us for a long 
time." II 3 II 

Then it occurred to the Lord: "Truth-finders8 do not 

1 Name of a tree. Called by Mrs. Rhys Davids, Manual, p. So," Kingstead 
tree." See Vin. Texts, I. Sr, n. 

1 Cf. fii. i So f. 
a Chief of the disciples who first came for refuge, A. i. 26 ; included in 

a list of eminent householders and upasakas at A. iii. 450-r. Bhalliy(k)a 
has a verse at Tkag. 7, while ThagA. so gives in outline the story of their 
ministering to the Lord. 

' According to VA. 959, the Middle District (or Country) where the Lord 
was staying. 

I mantha, defined at Vin. iv. So, see B.D. ii. 324. 
• Fur. Dial. i. u8, n. 4, claims that " the first use of the term Tathagata 

in the Buddha's life-history" occurs at M. i. r68. 

c 
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receive with their hands. Now with what shall I receive 
the barley-gruel and honey-balls ? " Then the four Great 
Kings, knowing with their minds the reasoning in the Lord's 
mind, from the four quarters presented the Lord with four 
bowls made of rock crystal, saying : " Lord, let the Lord 
receive the barley-gruel and honey-balls herein." The Lord 
received the barley-gruel and the honey-balls in a new1 bowl 
made of rock crystal, and having received them he partook 
of them. 11411 

Then the merchants Tapussa and Bhallika, having found 
that the Lord had removed his hand from the bowl, having 
inclined their heads towards the Lord's feet, spoke thus to 
the Lord: "We, Lord, are those going to the Lord for refuge 
and to dhamma ; let the Lord accept us as lay-disciples gone 
for refuge for life from this day forth." Thus these came to be 
the first lay-disciples in the world using the two-word 
formula. 2 II 5 II 

Told is the Talk at the Rajayatana. 11411 

Then the Lord, having emerged from that contemplation 
at the end of seven days, approached the Goatherds' Banyan 
from the foot of the Rajayatana; having approached, the 
Lord stayed there at the foot of the Goatherds' Banyan. II I II 

Then as the Lord was meditating in seclusion a reasoning 
arose in his mind thus :3 " This dhamma;k won to by me, is 
deep, difficult to see, difficult to understand, peaceful, excellent, 
beyond dialectic, subtle, intelligible to the learned.' But 
this is a creation delighting in sensual pleasure, 5 delighted by 
sensual pleasure, rejoicing in sensual pleasure. So that for a 
creation delighting in sensual pleasure, delighted by sensual 
pleasure, rejoicing in sensual pleasure, this were a matter 
difficult to see, [4] that is to say causal uprising by way of 

1 paccagghe. VA. 96o says this usually means very costly ; but it can 
mean, as here, quite new and quite hot (abbhut~ha), produced at that very 
moment. 

1 dvevii.cikii, i.e. bhagava (and not, as at some time became usual, buddha) 
and dhamma, there being at that time no samgha. . 

8 For the Great Hesitation, cf. S. i. 136, D. ii. 36, M. i. 167, and see K.S. 
i. 171, Dial. ii. 29 f. and Fur. Dial. i. u8 for notes. See also Mrs. Ehys 
Davids, Manual, p. 73 ff. 

' Quoted at BudvA. 9· 
1 ii.laya, what is clung to," habit." But VA. 961 = MA. ii. 174 explain 

by the five strands of sense-pleasure. 

5.2-6] MARA V AGGA I 
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cause. This too were a matter very difficult to see 1 that 
is to say the calming of all the habitual tendencies, the 'renun
ciatio~ of al~ attachment, the destruction of craving, dispassion, 
stoppmg, mrvana. And so if I were to teach dhamma and 
others were not to understand me, this would be a weariness 
to me, this would be a vexation to me." 112 11 

And further, these verses not heard before in the past 
occurred spontaneously to the Lord : 

"This that through many toils I've won
Enough ! Why should I make it known ;> 
By folk with lust and hate consumed · 
This .dhamma is not understood.z 
Leadmg on against the streams 
Subtle, deep, difficult to see deiicate 
Unseen '.twill be by passion:s slaves ' 
Cloaked m the murk of ignorance. " 4 113 II 

In such wise, as the Lord pondered, his mind inclined to 
little effort 5 and not to teaching dhamma. Then it occurred 
~o Brahma ,sah:unpa~~· 6 knowing with his mind the reasoning 
m the Lords rmnd : · Alas, 7 the world is lost s alas the world 
is destroyed, inasmuch as the mind of the Truth-finder, the 
perfected one, the fully awakened one, inclines to little effort 
and not to teaching dhamma." 114 11 

Then as a strong man might stretch forth his bent arm or 
might bend back his outstretched arm, even so did Brahma 
Sahampati, vanishing from the Brahma-world, become mani
fest before the Lord. 9 II 5 II 

Then Brahma Sahampati, having arranged his upper robe 
1 sududdasa, as at Dh. 36. 
1 Cf. Sn. 764. . 
1 

Pa!isotagamin, against the stream up to the source (nibbana) not with th 
stream, for that leads to dangerous whirlpools and waves in a pool (here i: 
a~bb,:Uavourable sense) lower down. VA. 962 says that patisota is called 
m ana. A stream can be ~ River of Life or a River of Death, accordin 
as t~ whether one goes agamst the current, striving with hands and feet 
or ,wtth. the curr~nt. Cf. Lamotte, vol. I, p. 59, n. I. 

Th1~ tran~lat10~ folio~~ that at Dial. ii. 30, with the important exce tion 
that pa;zsotagamzn IS not against the stream of common thought " ~ 
edalsoLefofund atM. i. 168, D. ii. 38, S. i. 136; Mahii.vastu iii. 314 Lalitavist:~S: 

. mann, p. 397. • • 
1 appossukkatii.~ i~?ifferen~e, "rest quiet" (Fur. Dial. i.u8), "to be 

aver, sAeGfrom exertiOn (K.S. I.I73), "to remain quiet" (Vin Texts i 85) 
reat Brahma. · ' · · 

7 vata bho. 
1 Quoted BudvA. Io. 
·' For this paragraph and the beginning of the next, see A. ii. 21, 
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over one shoulder, having stooped his right knee to the ground, 
having saluted the Lord with joined palms, spoke thus to the 
Lord: "Lord, let the Lord teach dhamma, let the Well-farer 
teach dhamma ; there are beings with little dust ~ their eyes 
who not hearing dhamma, are decaying, (but If) they are 
le~ers of dhamma, they will grow."1 116_11 . . 

Thus spoke Brahma Sahampati; havmg sa.J.d this, he 
further spoke thus :2 

"There has appeared in Magadha ~efore th~e 
An unclean dhamma by impure mmds deVISed. 
Open this door of deathlessness, let3 them hear 
Dhamma awakened to by the sta~less or~e. 
As on a crag on crest of mounta.J.n standing 
A man might watch the people _far below! 
E'en so do thou, 0 Wisdom fau, ascending' 
0 Seer of all, the terraced heights of truth, [5] 
Look down, from grief releas~d, UJ?On the peoples 
Sunken in grief, oppressed w1tJ:t b1rlh and age. 
Arise, thou hero ! Conqueror m the battle ! 
Thou freed from debt ! Man of the caravan ! 
Walk the world over, let the Blessed One 
Teach dhamma. They who learn will grow." 5 11711 

When he had spoken thus, the Lord spoke thus to Brahma 
Sahampati : " Brahma, it occurred to me : ' T~s dhamma, 
penetrated by me is deep ... that would be a vexatiOn t_o me. 
And further, Brahma, these verses not heard before m the 
past occurred spontaneously to me : ' This that through many 
toils I've won . . . cloaked in the murk of ignorance.' In 
such wise, Brahma, as I pondered, my mind inclined to little 
effort and not to teaching dhamma." \18 \1 

Then a second time did Brahma Sahampati speak thus to 
the Lord : " Lord, let the Lord teach dhamma . . . if they are 

1 Quoted BudvA. xo. See Mrs. Rhys Davids, Dial. ii. 2nd edn, Pr~face, 
:x:ii. Also her Note to Gotama the Man (add~d in ~9~8) wher~ she says, The 
only rational translation (of afifiataro bhavlssant') 1s that they. who com; 
to know (i.e. the dhamma you should teach), will come to be, will become. 
that is will grow. Thus rendered the last clause balances the opposed clause, 
that men are in a decline." · allel 

• As atM. i, 168, S. i. 137; quoted BudvA. 10. For. references to par 
Sanskrit, Chinese and Tibetan Texts, see Lamotte, Tra,te de la Grande Verlu 
de Sagesse, vel. I, p. 57. n. 1. 

• To end of this verse = Sn. 384. 
• dhammamaya pasiida; cf. paiiiiiipiisiida at Dhp. 28: 
a S~ond part of verses taken from Mrs. Rhys Dav1~s, M anua~. P· 82. 

The Dfgha version omits the first four lines. Last four lines at S. 1. 234· 
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learners of dhamma, they will grow." Then a second time did 
the Lord speak thus to Brahma Sahampati : " But, Brahma, 
it occurred to me : . . . my mind inclined to little effort and 
and not to teaching dhamma." 11911 

Then a third time did Brahma Sahampati speak thus to the 
Lord : " Lord, let the Lord teach dhamma . . . if they are 
learners of dhamma, they will grow." Then the Lord, having 
understood Brahma's entreaty and, out of compassion for 
beings, surveyed the world with the eye of an awakened one. 
As the Lord was surveying the world with the eye of an awak
ened one, he saw beings with little dust in their eyes, with 
much dust in their eyes, with acute faculties, with dull faculties, 
of good dispositions, of bad dispositions, docile, indocile, few 
seeing fear in sins and the worlds beyond.1 11 ro 11 

Even as in2 a pond of blue lotuses or in a pond of red lotuses 
or in a pond of white lotuses, a few blue or red or white lotuses 
are born in the water, grow in the water, do not rise above the 
water but thrive while altogether immersed ; a few blue or 
red or white lotuses are born in the water, grow in the water 
and reach to the surface of the water ; a few blue or red or 
white lotuses are born in the water, grow in the water, and 
stand up rising out of the water, undefiled by the water.-11 II II 

Even so, did the Lord, surveying the world with the eye 
of an awakened one, see beings with little dust in their eyes, 
with much dust in their eyes, [6] with acute faculties, with 
dull faculties, of good dispositions, of bad dispositions, docile, 
indocile, few seeing fear in sins and the worlds beyond. Seeing 
Brahma Sahampati, he addressed him with verses : 

" Open for those who hear are the doors of deathlessness3 • 

let them renounce their faith'. ' 
Thinking: of useless fatigue, I have not preached, Bralrma, the 

sublrme and excellent dhamma to men5." 11 rz!l 

1 paralokavajjabhayadassiivino, VA. 963 saying that these are those 
who see by fear (bhayato) the world(s) beyond and sin. 

a Cf. D. i. 75, M. iii. 93, S. i. 138. 
1 VA. 963calls this" the_ ~oble Way_", ariY_amagga. The" quest" in 

folklore and m the great rehgtous tradtttons alike is for immortality the 
undying. Early Buddhism is in line with these traditions. ' 

: s!Wdha must refe~. to their (own, VA .. 963) present wrong beliefs. 
.ver;;e also at D. u. 39, ~- 1. _169, S. 1~ 138; and cf. Mahiivastu iii. 319; 

LalJtamstara, p. 400. See discuss10n on some of the expressions found in the 
verse by Lamotte, vol. I, p. 6o, n. I. 
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Then Brahma Sahampati, thinking : "The opportunity was 
made by me-for the Lord to teach dhamma," 1 greeting the 
Lord, keeping his right side towards him, vanished then and 
there.11 II 13 II 

Told is the Talk on Brahma's Entreaty. 11511 

Then it occurred to the Lord: "Now, to whom should I 
first teach dhamma ? Who will understand this dhamma 
quickly ? " Then it occurred to the Lord : " Indeed, this 
Alara the Kalama3 is learned, experienced, wise, and for a 
lo~ time has had little dust in his eyes. Suppose I were 
to teach dhamma first to A!ara the KaHi.ma ? He will under
stand this dhamma quickly." II I II 

But then an invisible devata announced to the Lord : " Lord, 
A!ara the Kalama passed away seven days ago." And the 
knowledge arose to the Lord that A!ara the Kalama had passed 
away seven days ago. Then it occurred to the Lord : " A}ara 
the Kalama was of great intelligence. If he had heard this 
dhamma, he would have understood it quickly." 112 II 

Then it occurred to the Lord : " Now, to whom should I 
first teach dhamma ? Who will understand this dhamma 
quickly ? " Then it occurred to the Lord : " Indeed, this 
Uddaka, Rama's son,' is learned, experienced, wise, and for a 
long time has had little dust in his eyes. Suppose I were 
to teach dhamma first to Uddaka, Rama's son? He will 
understand this dhamma quickly." 113 II 

But then an invisible devatii announced to the Lord : " Lord, 
Uddaka, Rama's son, passed away last night." And the 
knowledge arose to the Lord that Uddaka, Rama's son, had 
passed away last night. Then it occurred to the Lord: 
" Uddaka, Rama's son, was of great intelligence. If he had 

1 From the beginning of the verses to here is quoted at BudvA. x8. 
a tatth' eva can mean " as before " ; if it does so here, it would mean by 

the same method of vanishing from the Brahma-world as in II 5 II above. 
• The teacher to whom according to the biographical record (also preserved 

in the Ariyapariyesana S'utta, M. Sta. 26). Gotama first went for instruction 
after he had gone forth (from home into homelessness). 

' According to the same account, the teacher to whom Gotama went 
next when he had mastered Ajara's teaching. See Mrs. Rhys Dav1ds, Ma!'ual, 
57 ff. for some remarks on both these teachers, and E. ] . Thomas, Life of 
Buddha, 184. Miln. 236 says that Ajara and Uddaka were Gotama's fourth 
and fifth teachers; and ThigA. 2 that he went first to Bhaggava (not men
tioned at Miln. 236). 

MAHA VAGGA I 
II 

heard this dhamma, he would have understood it quickly " 
11411 • 

Then it occurred to the Lord : " Now, to whom should I 
first teach dhamma ? Who [7] will understand this dham 

'kl i" Th . ma qwc Y . en It occurred to the Lord : " That group of 
fiv~ ~o~ks1 

who waited on me when I was self-resolute in 
stnvmg were very helpful; Suppose I were to teach dhamma 
.first to ~he group of five monks ? " 115 11 

Then It occurz:ed to the Lord : " But where is this group of 
fi~~ monks. staymg at present ?3 Then the Lord with deva
VISIOn, punfied a_nd surpassing that of men, saw the group of 
five monks staymg near Btmares at Isipatana in the deer
park. Then the Lord, having stayed at Uruvela for as long 
as he found suiting, set o~t on tour for Benares. 11 6 11 

. Upaka, a Naked Ascetic,' saw the Lord going along the 
~ghroad between Gaya and the (Tree of) Awakening; seeing 
him, he spoke thus. to the Lord : " Your reverence, your 
sense-organs are qmte pure, your complexion very bright 
very clear. On account of whom have you, your reverence: 
gone forth, or who is your teacher, or whose dhamma do you 
profess ? " II 7 11 

When this had been said, the Lord addressed Upaka the 
Naked Ascetic, in verses:' ' 

" Victorious over all, omniscient am I 
Amm_1g all things undefiled, ' 
Leavmg ?11· through death of craving freed, 
By knowmg for myself, whom should I follow ?G 

For me there is no teacher 
One like me does not exist ' 
In the world with its deva~ 
No one equals me.7 

ff 
1 t"fiii1)K~1;1c;laiiiia., Bhaddiya, Vappa, Mahanama, Assaji as below 6 

31
' 

f · dee P N; Mrs. Rhys Davids, Manual, 62 f.· and'" Unknown 'eo-
oun ers of Buddhism", JRAS. 1927. ' 

1 Padhanapahitattam. 
1 Quoted at BudvA. 18. 

U 'akaii.jJvika, "man of the livelihood", Bud. Ind., p. 143, At Divy. 
393 P appears to be called Upaganena. 

' V~ses also at M. i 171; quoted at Kvu. 289; ThigA. 220. 
: Th~ verse . = Dh. 353· 

This verse 1S quoted at Miln. 235. Cj. also Mahavastu iii 326. 
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For I am perfected in the world, 
The teacher supreme am I,1 

I alone am all-awakened, 1 
• 

Become cool am I, nirvana-attained. 

To tum the dhamma-wheel 
I go to Kasi's city, 
Beating the drum of deathlessness 
In a world that's blind become." 118 II 

" According to what you claim, your rev~rence, you ought 
to be• victor of the unending'" (Upaka sa1d); 

" Like me they are victors indeed, 
Who ha~e won to destru~tio~ of the cankers ; 
Vanquished by me are evil ~hin~: 5 Therefore am I, Upaka, a VIctor. 

Wh this had been said, Upaka, the Naked Ascetic, havin_g 
saide:" It may be (so),' your reverence," having shaken his 
head, 7 went off taking a different road. II 9 II 

1 Cf. Sn. 179. ed ., 
1 Or, " I am unique, the all-awaken · t b are worthy or fit to be ". 

h• · 1 ning " you deserve o e, . a ara as~. a so ~ea h- . t Kvu 289 and see Pss. SJsters, 129 f. 
There is also the readmg ara a asJ, as a .. · • set on becoming a victor 

' anantajina. VA· 964 merely saysd. you are refer to dhamma also to 
of the unending." A nanta, the unen mg, may • 

nibbana. • k ted at Kvu 289. 
• This verse and _upaka S r~~ ~ ar;h~~0• 220 read· huveyya (which. is 

int~~~g::bl~~· n!~:yya). .It i{ ~ dialectical fo~m off bhadv~yytah. e~~Acol·~~~ 
Th A · 'k o it is an express10n oun m 

to B. M. Barna, e JfVJ as, P· 5. • d p 1. word" He translates "perhaps 
" d " is not a recogruse a 1 . . 

;r!~;g~~ s~/· Oldenberg ·~~e rr;_~Je ~~ 1~~d~~.~e:;: W!:~J~!ft!f~l~~~~t 
b:n:~~ z)p~.J-(J~~:'\Jpaka) "it may be so"; ~hil~ M~~ :-!~~~.~v~~ 
To Become 0! not to Become, p. Bs. wo~ld p~~~ G:a~a was prepar~d to 
" he " referrmg to the man, everyman, 0 "V! hearsed this message 
teach his message. She suggests thathhe will. h:;e ~e a glaringly imperfect 
to U aka and maintains that what as surv1': - . 
misr~res~ntation "-makes oxnission and glossing all but cez:ta~ or even 

' I think that as the text stands, had Upaka been convmc 

inter~ted ~e would no~)havi~ '}:P;::~p~~d~ d:::e:isr~;1s~~::'7f1fa~; 
~eanmg e w;ong roa . o have occurred at the beginning of Gotama s 
=me~~til::;~:din~luded to emphasize his ~~ermination: pr~ 
.c.-st f all. to the " five " in accordance with his dec1s10n ; or to owh <1: 
ur o · th " k " below p 127 e 1S 
Upaka spoke ~o!llewhat as a proph~-md. e t ;higA. 220 f.. ~hen'Upa.ka 
~e:nu!I~k~: E,'i!~t:e ~~is wf£~~; gfuges,

0
he sought Gotama and \Y(lllt 

6.ro-r2] MAHA VAGGA I 13 

Then the Lord, walking on tour, in due course approached 
Benares, the deer-park of Isipatana, the group of five monks. 
The group of five monks saw the Lord coming in the distance.; 
seeing him, they agreed among themselves, saying : " Your 
reverences, this recluse Gotama is coming, he lives in abundance, 
[8] he is wavering in his striving, he has reverted to a life of 
abundance.1 He should neither be greeted, nor stood up for, 
nor should his bowl and robe be received ; all the same a seat 
may be put out, he can sit down if he wants to." lJ IO II 

But as the Lord gradually approached this group of 
five monks, so this group of five monkc;, not adhering to their 
own agreement; having gone towards the Lord, one received 
his bowl ai:Jd robe, one made ready a seat, one brought water 
for washing the feet, a foot-stool, a foot-stand. 2 The Lord 
sat down on the seat made ready, and the Lord, while he was 
sitting down, washed his feet. 3 Further, they addressed the 
Lord by name and with the epithet of "your reverence."' 
II II II 

When this had been said, the Lord spoke thus to the group 
of five monks : " Do not, monks, address a Truthfinder by 
name, and with the epithet ' your reverence '. A Truthfinder, 
monks, is a perfected one, a fully awakened one. Give ear, 
monks, the deathless has been found; I instruct, I teach 
dhamma. Going along in accordance with what has been 
enjoined, having soon realised here and now by your own 
super-knowledge that supreme goal of the Brahma-faring5 for 
the sake of which young men of family rightly go forth from 
home into homelessness, you will abide in it." II IZ II 
forth into homelessness ; he then soon attained the stage of non-returning 
and died. From this account it does not appear that he had had any great 
urge earlier to become one of Gotama's disciples. 

In the translation above I have put a slight bias on three words, each 
of which adxnits of more than one rendering, so as to mark consistently what 
seems to me to be Upaka's apparent failure to be convinced: (1) arahasi = (a) 
you ought to be (slightly contemptuous), (b) you are worthy to be (respectful) ; 
(2) huveyya, discussed in preceding note; (3) sJsam okampetva, having shaken 
his head. Okampeti may mean, according to PED, both to wag and to 
shake. Indians shake their heads from side to side to show disagreement, 
but wag them up and down to show agreement. 

1 bahulla. As Mrs. Rhys Davids observes, Manual, 69, this means literally 
"muchness ", VA. 964 taking it to mean abundance of robes, etc. 

1 Cf. Vin. iv. 231, 310; see B.D. iii. 191 • 
1 As at M. ii. 139. 
' avusovadena. 
• At M. i. 197, 201, this goal is said to be unshakeable freedom of mind. 
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When this had been said, the group of five monks spoke 
thus to the Lord : " But you, reverend Gotama, did not come 
to a state of further-men, 1 to the eminence of truly ariyan 
vision of knowledge, by this conduct, by this course, by this 
practice of austerities. So how can you now come to a state 
of further-men, to the eminence of the truly ariyan. vision 
of knowledge, when you live in abundance, are wavering in 
striving, and have reverted to a life of abundance ? " II I3 II 

When this had been said, the Lord spoke thus to the group 
of five monks : " A Truthfinder, monks, does not live in abund
ance, he does not waver in striving, he does not revert to a life 
of abundance. A Truthfinder, monks, is a perfected one, a fully 
awakened one. Give ear, monks, the deathless has been 
found ; I instruct, I teach dhamma~ Going along in accordance 
with what has been enjoined, having soon realised here and 
now by your own super-knowledge that supreme goal of the 
Brahma-faring for the sake of which young men of family 
rightly go forth from home into homelessness, you will abide 
in it." II I411 

And a second time did the group of five monks speak thus 
to the Lord. . . . And a second time did the Lord speak thus 
to the group of five monks. . . . And a third time did the 
group of five monks speak thus to the Lord : [9] " But you, 
reverend Gotama, did not come to a state of further-men 
by this practice of austerities . . . to a life of abundance ? " 

II rsll · 
When this had been said, the Lord spoke thus to the group 

of five :monks: "Do you allow, monks, that I have never 
spokenz to you like this before? " 

"You have not, Lord." 
"A Truthfinder, monks, is a perfected one, a fully awakened 

one. Give ear . . . you will abide in it." And the Lord 
was able to convince the group of five monks. 3 Then the 
group of five monks listened to the Lord again, gave ear to 
him and aroused their minds for profound knowledge.' 

II r611 
1 Cf. Defeat IV (and see B.D. i. Intr. xxiv). .. . 
1 bhasita'fJ. M. i. 172 reads vabbhacita'fJ. VA. 965 and MA. u. 191 explain 

by vakyabheda'fJ. 
a From here the Majjhima version diverges. 
' aiiiiiuitta'fJ upfl#hapesu1fJ; cj. D. i, 230, 231. 
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Then1 the Lord addressed the group of five monks, saying: 
"These3 two (dead) ends,3 monks, should not be followed 
by one who has gone forth. Which two ? That which is, 
among sense-pleasures, addiction to attractive sense-pleasures, 
low, of the villager,' of the average man, 5 unariyan, not con
nected with the goal6 ; and that which is addiction to self
torment, ill, unariyan, not connected with the goal. Now, 
monks, without adopting either of these two (dead) ends, 
there is a middle course, fully awakened to by the Truthfinder, 
making for vision, 7 making for knowledge, which conduces 
to calming, 8 to super-knowledge, 11 to awakening, 1o to 
nirvana. II r7 II 

" And what, monks, is this middle course fully awakened to 
by the Truthfinder, making for vision, making for knowledge, 
which conduces to calming, to super-knowledge; to awakening, 
to nirvana? It is this ariyan eightfold Way itself, that is 
to say: right view, right thought, right speech, right action, 
right mode of living, right endeavour, right mindfulness, right 
concentration.11 This, monks, is the middle course, fully 
awakened to by the Truthfinder, making for vision, making 

1 Cf. S. v. 420. 
1 See Mrs. Rhys Davids, Manual, p. 109 for a literal translation of the 

F~st Utterance, and a disc~ssion of man:r of its terms; also E. J. Thomas, 
!;ife. of Buddha, .P· 87. T:'us Utt~ance given at S. iv. 330, v. 420, and the 

middle course part of It atM. I. 15, to whose Corny. (MA. i. 104 f.) VA. 
965 refers. 

1 a.nta is. end, then contra~, extreme, .?pposite, side. See Manual, p. I x8, 
f~r . ~1SCUSsion of. the mea~g. SA. iu. 297 explains by kof!hiisii, parts, 
div1S10~s. !lff1· I. 104 says ' tht; Way does n<?t _lead to, does not approach 
these sides, It IS freed from these Sides, therefore It IS called the middle course." 
The" mean" between two extremes also found at S. ii. 17, 20, 61, iii. 135. 

'gamma. An_oth~r d~batab!e term. I follow SA. iii. 297 (cf. AA. iii. 36o) 
whose explanation IS gama-vasina'fJ santako, belonging to village dwellers · 
meaning I think more " common " than " pagan ", by both of which it ha~ 
been rendered. " Boorish " would be better. 

1 pothujjaniko, ordinary, of the many-folk, the " blind " and fools 
'wthanatthasa1phita, defined at MA. iii. no as na vulj4hinissita, not be~t on 

gro . 
7 According to MA. i. 104 vision of the knowledge of the truths. 
1 Of~~~on, etc., MA. I. 104, AA. iii. 360; of the corruptions, SA. iii. 297. 
1 abhJnna, of the four truths, MA. and SA. 
10 MA. i. 104 says that awakening is the Way, sambodho ti maggo. 
11 A. K. Coomaraswamy, Hinduism and Buddhism, p. 69 uses "composure" 

for_samiidhi, an_d elsewhere" synthesis." MA. i. 105 gives the interpretations 
which the Anc1ents, pvrarza, used to put upon the eight " fitnesses " of the 
Way:. " the ~~ of insight is right view, the way of thorough furthering, 
abhmu•opana, 1s nght thought, the way of equanimity is right concentration." 
The gaps may be filled up from what follows at MA. i. zos. 
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for knowledge, which conduces to calming, to super-knowledge, 
to awakening, to nirvana. II r811 

" And this, monks, is the ariyan truth of ill : birth is ill, and 
old age is ill and disease is ill and dying is ill, association with 
what is not dear is ill, separation from what is dear is ill, not 
getting what one wants is ill-in short the five groups of 
grasping are ill. II rg II 

"And this, monks, is the ariyan truth of the uprising of ill :1 

that which is craving connected with again-becoming, accom
panied by delight and passion, finding delight in this and that, 
that is to say : craving for sense-pleasures, craving for becom-
ing, craving for de-becoming. 2 II 20 II 

" And this, monks, is the ariyan truth of the stopping of ill : 
the utter and passionless stopping of that very craving, 
its renunciation, surrender, release, the lack of pleasure in 
it.3 112r II 

" And this, monks, is the ariyan truth of the course leading 
to the stopping of ill4 : this aryan eightfold Way itself, that 
is to say : right view ... right concentration. !122 II [10] 

On thinking, ' This is the ariyan truth of ill ', among things 
not heard before by me, monks, vision arose, knowledge5 

arose, wisdom 6 arose, higher knowledge 7 arose, light arose. 
On thinking, 'Now that which is the ariyan truth of ill must 
be completely known' ... 'Now that which is the ariyan 
truth of ill is completely known ', among things not heard 
before by me, monks, vision arose, knowledge arose, wisdom 
arose, higher knowledge arose, light arose. 1123 II 

"On thinking, 'This is the ariyan truth of the uprising of 
ill' ... light arose. On thinking, 'Now that which is this 

1 This paragraph is debated at Kvu. 488-489. . 
s vi-bhava, meanings ascribed: (1) wealth, property, prospertty; (2) ~on

becoming, ceasing (altJ;toug_h ther~.is th~ :wo~d a;,bhava); (3) m.ore ~ecommg, 
more births. ' Fur. D~al. 1. 214 annihilatwn. See also D~al. u. 340! n. 
I think it means, with tatthii. craving or thirst, the longing for sensations 
to come and go, rise and fall. Et. Lamotte, Le Tmite de la Grande Vert'!' de 
Sagesse, vol. I, p. 3, n. 4, translates these three cravings (tatthii) as cravmgs 
for plaisir, existence, impermanence. . . . 

• aniilaya. On iilaya, pleasure (clingmg, abode, habtt) see above, p. 6. 
Fur. Dial. i. 214 " ejection", iii. 298 "aversion from." SA. iii. II2 defines 
it in connection with kama. 

' The " four truths of ill " are cited at Kvu. 290. 
' niitta. 
• panna. 
7 vijjii. We have nothing in English corresponding to the number of 

Pall words for "knowledge." 
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ariyan truth of the uprising of ill must be given up '1 • 
1 

• • • is given up ' . . . light arose. 1124 II 

I7 

" On thinking, ' This is the ariyan truth of the stopping of 
ill ' . . . light arose. On thinking, ' Now that which is this 
ariyan truth of the stopping of i~ must be realised' ... 
I • • • is realised ' . . . light arose. 1125 II 

" On thinking, ' This is the ariyan truth of the course going 
to the stopping of ill' ... light arose. On thinking, 'Now 
that which is this ariyan truth of the course leading to the 
stopping of ill must be made to become ' . . . ' . . . . is made 
to become ' . . . light arose. 1126 II 

" And so long, monks, the vision of knowledge of these four 
ariyan truths, with the three sections and twelve modes2 as 
they really are, was not well purified by me, so long was I, 
monks, not thoroughly awakened with the supreme full 
awakening as to the world with its devas, with its Mar-as, with 
its Brahmas, with its recluses and brahmans, its creatures 
with devas and men. This I knew. 1127 II 

" But when, monks, the vision of knowledge of these four 
ariyan truths, with the three sections and twelve modes as 
they really are, was well purified by me, then was I, monks, 
thoroughly awakened with the supreme full awakening as to 
the world . . . with its recluses and brahmans, its creatures 
with devas and men. This I knew. llz811 

" Moreover, the vision of knowledge arose in me : ' Freedom 
of mind is for me unshakeable, this the last birth, there is not 
now again-becoming.'3

" Thus spoke the Lord; delighted, 
the group of five monks rejoiced in the Lord's utterance. 
Moreover, while this discourse' was being uttered, dhamma
vision, dustless, stainless, arose to the venerable Kondafi:fia 
that " whatever is of the nature to uprise, all that is· ~f the 
nature to stop." II 29 II 

And when the Lord had rolled the dhamma-wheel, the earth 
devas made this sound heard3 : [11] "The supreme dhamma
wheel rolled thus by the Lord at Benares in the deer-park at 

1 [.e. the craving or thirst (tatthii) which leads to the uprising of ill must 
be gtven up. 

1 Each of the four truths is treated as (1) a truth which (2) must be in 
some way responded to, and which (3) has been in that way responded to. 

1 One of the formul<e of arahanship. 
' veyyiikaratta, called at DA. 130 a sutta (discourse) without verses. 
1 Cf. Vin. iii. xS-19 (B.D. i. 33). 
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Isipatana cannot be rolled back by a recluse or brahmin or 
deva or by Mara or by Brahma or by anyone in the world." 
Having heard the sound of the earth devas, the devas of the 
Four Great Kings1 made this sound heard ... the Thirty 
devas . . . Y ama's devas . . . the Happy devas . . . the devas 
who delight in creation ... the devas who delight in the creation 
of others ... the ·devas of Brahma's retinue made this sound 
heard : " The supreme dhamma-wheel rolled thus by the Lord 
at Benares in the deer-park at Isipatana cannot be rolled back 
by a recluse or brahmin or deva or by Mara or by Brahma or 
by anyone in the world." II 30 II 

In this wise in that moment, in that second, in that instant, 
the sound reached as far as the Brahma-world, and the ten 
thousandfold world-system2 trembled, quaked, shook violently 
and a radiance, splendid, measureless, surpassing the devas' 
own glory, 3 was manifest in the world. Then the Lord uttered 
this solemn utterance : " Indeed, Kot:Ic;laiifia has understood, 
indeed, Kot:Ic;laiifia has understood." Thus it was that 
Aiifiata Kot:Ic;laiifia4 became the venerable Kot:Ic;laiifia's name. 5 

II3I II 
Then the venerable Afifiata Kot:Ic;lafifia, having seen dhamma, 5 

attained dhamma, 6 known dhamma, 5 plunged into dhamma, 
having crossed .over doubt, having put away uncertainty, having 
attained without another's help to full confidence in the 
teacher's instruction, 7 spoke thus to the Lord: "May I, 
Lord, receive the going forth 8 in the Lord's presence, may I 
receive ordination ? 9 " 

"Come, monk10," the Lord said, "well taught is dhamma 
1 I.e. the Regents of the four quarters. A longer list of devas is to be 

found atM. i. 289. • Cf. A. i. 227. 
8 devanatr' devdnubhiivatr', cf. D. ii. 12, M. iii. 120. 
' aniiiita meaning "who has understood". He is often called Aiifla 

Ko1.1Q.aiiiia. At A. i. 23 he is called " foremost of the disciples of long stand
ing." Verses at Thag. 673-88.. For view that Aiifia was his personal name, 
see Mrs. Rhys Davids, Gotama the Man, p. 102, G.S. i. 16, n. 2, Verses of 
Uplift (S.B.B. VIII), p. 93, n. r. See too UdA. 371, Pss. Breth, p. 284. 

& Satr'yutta account breaks off here. 
8 Quoted BudvA. 13, the last two in reverse order. 
7 Cf. D. i. uo, 148; A. iv. 186; M. r. 234, 501. 
• pabbajja. 9 upasampada. 

10 The first time that this, thought to be the oldest formula for leave to 
become a disciple of Gotama's, is used in the Vinaya. The Order was not 
as yet in existence, and the ordination regulations were neither appointed 
nor was ordination separated by a period of probation from the time of a 
disciple's "going forth", pabbajja, from home, or the household life, into 
homelessness. 
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fare the Brahma-faring for making an utter end of ill." So 
this came to be this venerable one's ordination. 1132 11 

Then the Lord exhorted, instructed those remaining monks 
with dhamma-talk. Then while they were being exhorted 
instructed by the Lord with dhamma-talk, dhamma-vision: 
dustless, stainless, arose to the venerable Vappa1 and to the 
venerable Bhaddiya, 2 that " whatever is of the nature to 
uprise, all tha~ is of the nat~e to stop." II 33 II 

These, havmg seen dhamma, attained dhamma, known 
dhamma . · .. having att~ed without another's help to full 
confidence m the teacher s mstruction, spoke thus to the Lord: 
" May we, Lord, receive the going forth in the Lord's presence 
may we receive ordination?" ' 

"Come, monks," the Lord said, "well taught is dhamma, fare 
[12] the Brahma-faring for making an utter end of ill." So 
this came to be these venerable ones' ordination. 11 34 11 

Then t~e Lord, eating the food brought back by these, a 
exhorted, mstructed those remaining monks with dhamma-talk 
saying : " Let the group of six' live on whatever the thre~ 
monks3 b~g when they ~ave walked for almsfood." 1135 11 

_Then while they were bemg exhorted, instructed by the Lord 
With dhamma-talk, dhamma-vision, dustless, stainless, arose 
to th,: venerable_ Mahanama5 and to the venerable Assaji, 6 

that ·whatever IS of the nature to uprise, all that is of the 
nature to stop." 1136 II 
T~ese, h~ving seen dhamma, attained dhamma . . having 

attamed Without another's help to full confidence in the 
teac~er's inst~ction, spoke thus to the Lord: "May we, Lord, 
rec~Ive _the gomg forth in the Lord's presence, may we receive 
ordination ? " 

"Come, monks," the Lord said, "well taught is dhamma, 
fare the Brahma-faring for making an utter end of ill." So 

1
_1 

:Verses at Thag. 61, see also ThagA. iso, VA. 965, MA. ii. 192, AA. i. 147, 
ai 1. 82 ; Mrs. R?ys Da':ids, Manual, p. 63. 

Noversesascnbedtohrm. SeeVA.965 MA.ii.192 AA i 147 ]a i 82 
Omitted from D.P.P.N. ' • · · • · · · 

: KoJ.lQ.afiiia, V appa and Bhaddiya. 

1 
I.e. Gotama and the group of five. 

D References as under n. • 2 above. See also DhA. ii. 74· Included in 
.P.P.N. 

of 
1 

The disciple th:ou~h whom Sariputta and so Moggallii.na became followers 
SutC:O)taSilll!-!. see Vsn. 1• 39 ff. (below, p. 52) ; also M. i. 227 (CUlasaccaka 

a • · m. 124 ff., MA. ii. 270, 271, and p. 52, n. 3 below. · 
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this carne to be these venerable ones' ordination. II 37 II 
Then the Lord addressed the group of five monks, saying: 

"Body, monks, is not self.l Now were this body self, monks, 
this body would not tend to sickness, and one might get the 
chance of saying in. regard to body, ' Let body become thus 
for me, let body not become thus for me '. But inasmuch, 
monks, as body is not self, therefore body tends to sickness, 
and one does not get the chance of saying in regard to body, 
' Let body become thus for me, let body not become thus for 
me'. 113811 

Feeling is not self . . . and one does not get the chance of 
saying in regard to feeling, 'Let feeling become thus for me, 
let feeling not become thus for me'. 113911 

"Perception2 is not self .... The habitual tendencies are not 
self ... one does not get the chance of saying in regard to the 
habitual tendencies, ' Let the habitual tendencies become thus 
for me, let the habitual tendencies not become thus for me '. 
114o II 

"Consciousness is not self ... [13] ... Inasmuch, monks, as 
consciousness is not self, therefore consciousness tends to 
sickness, and one does not get the chance to say in regard to 
consciousness, 'Let consciousness become such for me, let 
consciousness not become thus for me.' II4I II 

What do you think about this, monks ? Is body permanent 
or impermanent ? " 

" Impermanent, Lord." 
" But is thatwhich is impermanent painful or pleasurable3 ? " 
" Painful, Lord." 
" But is it fit to consider that which is impermanent, painful, 

of a nature to change, as 'This is mine, this am I, this is my 
self' ? " 

" It is not Lord." 1142 II 
" Is feeling . . . perception . . . are the habitual tendencies 

... is consciousness permanent or impermanent? " 

1 This famous Second Utterance given also at S. iii. 66, where called 
"The Five", doubtless referring to the five disciples who heard it, and 
to the five topics, body ... consciousness (or mind) which it covered ; 
cf. M. iii. 19. Translated at K.S. iii. 59, Fur . .Dial. ii, 165 f., Mrs. Rhys 
Davids, Manual, p. 150, E. J. Thomas, Life of Buddha, p. 88. 

• saiina. 
a sukha, happiness, mental and physical ease ; used in opposition to 

dukkha. 
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"Impermanent, Lord." 
" But is that which is impermanent painful or pleasurable ? " 
" Painful, Lord." 
" But is it fit to consider that which is impermanent, paimul, 

of a nature to change, as 'This is mine, this am I, this is my 
self ' ? " 

" It is not so, Lord." 1143 II 
"Wherefore, monks, whatever is body, past, future, present, 

or internal or external, or gross or subtle, or low or excellent, 
whether it is far or near-all body should, by means of right 
wisdom, be seen, as it really is, thus : This is not mine, this 
am I not, this is not my self. 1144 II 

" Whatever is feeling ... whatever is perception ... whatever 
are the habitual tendencies . . . whatever is consciousness, 
past, future, present, or internal or external, or gross or subtle, 
or low or excellent, whether far or near-all consciousness 
should, by means of right wisdom, be seen as it really is, 
thus : This is not mine, this am I not, this is not my self. 1145 II 

"Seeing in this way, monks, the instructed1 disciple of the 
ariyans disregards2 body and he disregards feeling and he 
disregards perception and he disregards the habitual tendencies 
and he disregards consciousness; disregarding he is dispassion
ate ; through dispassion he is freed ; in freedom the knowledge 
comes to be : ' I am freed ' 3, and he knDws : Destroyed is 
birth, lived is the Brahma-faring, done is what was to be 
done, there is no more of being such or such." 1146 II 

Thus spoke the Lord ; delighted, the group of five monks 
rejoiced in what the Lord had said. Moreover while this dis
course was being uttered, the minds of the group of five monks 
were freed from the cankers without grasping. At that time 
there were six perfected ones in the world. 1147 11611 

The First Portion for Recital. [14] 

At that time in Benares there was a young man of family, 
the son of a (great) merchant', delicately reared, called Yasa5• 

1 sutavant, one who has heard, hence learnt (the oral teaching). 
1 nibbindati, turns away from, is disgusted by. He "disregards" be-

cause he refuses to know. 
• See B.D. i. 10 and its n. 2, 3· 
' See B.D. ii. Intr., xlvii and p. 42, n. 4• 
' Verses at Thag. 117. 

D 
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He had three mansions, one for the cold weather, one for the 
hot weather, one for the rains. Being ministered to by bands 
of female musicians1 for four months in the mansion for the 
rains, he did not come down from that mansion2• Then while 
Y asa, the young man of family, was possessed of and provided 
with the five kinds of sense-pleasutes3, and was being ministered 
to, he fell asleep first and his suite fell asleep after him, and 
an oil lamp was burning all through the night. II r II 

Then Yasa, the young man of family, having awoken first, 
saw his own suite sleeping, one with a lute in the ho}.Iow of her 
arm, one with a tabor at her neck, one with a drum in the hollow 
of her arm, one with dishevelled hair, one with saliva dripping 
from her mouth, muttering in their sleep, like a cemetery 
before his very eyes.' Seeing this, its peril grew plain, and his 
mind was set on disregarding it. 6 Then Yasa, the young man 
of family, uttered a solemn utterance : " What distress indeed, 
what affliction indeed." 112 II 

Then Yasa, the young man of family, having put on his 
golden sandals, approached the door of the dwelling. Non
human beings opened the door, thinking: "Let there be no 
obstacle for the going forth from home into homelessness of 
Yasa, the young man of family." Then Yasa, the young man 
of family, approached the city-door. Non-human beings 
opened the door, thinking: "Let there be no obstacle for the 
going forth from home into homelessness of Y asa, the young 
man of family." Then Yasa, the young man of family, 
approached the deer-park at Isipatana. 113 II 

At that time, the Lord having risen in the night towards 
dawn, was pacing up and down in the open air. The Lord saw 
Y asa, the young man of family, coming in the distance : seeing 
him, having come down from (the place) where he was pacing 
up and down, he sc..t down on an appointed seat. Then Yasa, 
the young man of family, when he was near, uttered this solemn 
utterance to the Lord: "What distress indeed, what affliction 

1 nippuyisehi tuyiyehi; see n. at Dial. ii. r8 ; also FuY. Dial i. 356. 
• Reading he!!hii piisiidii. D. ii. 21, M. i. 504 read he!!hiipiisadatp, "to the 

lower (parts of the) mansion." On piisiida, see B.D. ii. 16, n. 5, 6. 
3 Cf. Vin. iii 72, D. i. 36, 6o, and DA. 12r. 
' hatthapattatp susiinatp maiiiie, lit. one would think one's hand had 

reached a cemetery. Hatthappatta, what one can put one's hand on, and 
so what is before one's eyes. 

' nibbidiiya cittatp sap!hiisi. 
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indeed." Then the Lord spoke thus to Yasa, the young man 
of family : " This, Yasa, is not distress, this, Y asa, is not 
affliction. Come, sit down, Y asa, I will teach you dhamma." 

114 II f f "1 h" k" " I . Then Y asa, the young man o amt y, t m mg : t ts 
said that this is not distress, that this is not affliction ", 
exultant and uplifted, having taken off his golden sandals, 
approached the Lord; having approached, having greeted the 
Lord, he sat down at a respectful distance. As he was sitting 
down at a respectful distance, the Lord talked a progressive 
talkl to Yasa, the young man of family, that is to say, talk 
on giving, talk on moral habit, talk on heaven, he explained 
the peril, the vanity, the depravity of pleasures of the senses, 
the advantage in renouncing them. 115 II 

When the Lord [15] knew that the mind of Y asa, the young 
man of family, was ready, malleable, devoid of hindrances, 
uplifted, pleased2, then he explained to him the teach!ng on 
dhamma which the awakened ones have themselves discovered : 
ill, uprising, stopping, the Way3• And just as a clean cloth 
without black specks will take a dye easily, even so (as 
he was sitting) on that very seat, dhamma-vision, dustless, 
stainless, arose to Yasa, the young man of family, that" what
ever is of a nature to uprise, all that is of a nature to stop." 
11611 

Then the mother of Yasa, the young man of family, having 
mounted up to the mansion, not seeing Y asa, the young man 
of family, approached the (great) merchant, the householder; 
having approached she spoke thus to the (great) merchant, 
the householder : " Householder, your son, Y asa, is not to 
be seen." Then the (great) merchant, the householder, having 
dispatched messengers on horse-back to the four quarters, 
himself approached the deer-park at Isipatana. The (great) 
merchant, the householder, saw the prints of golden sandals, 
and seeing them he followed them along. 11711 

The Lord saw the (great) merchant, the householder, coming 
1 This passage is frequently found in connection with "conversions"; 

cj. Vin ii. 156, 192, D. i. no, 148, ii. 41, M i. 379, A. iv. r86, 209, Ud. 49· 
• In sense of with the teaching, prepared to follow it. 
• Note that paJipada (of the fourth truth), the course which leads to 

the ceasing of ill, is here represented by the one word magga. This may 
not be a substitution for the "fourth truth", but the original notion, 
left in. 
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in the distance ; seeing him, it occurred to the Lord : " Suppose 
I were to perform such a psychic wonder that the (great) 
merchant, the householder, sitting here, should not see Yasa, 
the young man of family, sitting here ? " Then the Lord 
performed such a psychic wonder. 118 II 

Then the (great) merchant, the householder, approached the 
Lord ; having approached he spoke thus to the Lord : " Lord, 
has the Lord not seen Yasa, the young man of family ? " 

"Well, householder, sit down. Perhaps, sitting here, you 
may see Y asa, the young man of family, sitting here." 

Then the (great) merchant, the householder, thinking: 
"It is said that I, sitting here, will see Yasa, the young man 
of family, sitting here", and exultant, uplifted, having greeted 
the Lord, he sat down at a respectful distance. II 9 II 

As the (great) merchant, the householder was sitting down 
at a respectful distance, the Lord talked a progressive talk ... 
attained without the help of another to full confidence in the 
teacher's instruction, spoke thus to the Lord : " Excellent, 
Lord! Excellent, Lord! Just ac; one might set upright what 
has been upset, or might uncover what was concealed, or 
might show the way to one who is astray, or might bring an 
oil lamp into the darkness, thinking, ' Those with eyes may 
see shapes', even so is dhamma explained in many a figure by 
the Lord. I myself go to the Lord as refuge, to dhamma, 
and to the Order of monks. Let the Lord accept me ac; a 
lay-disciple gone for refuge from this day forth for as long as 
life lasts." Thus he came to be the first lay-disciple in the 
world [16] using the three-word formula. 1 II ro II 

Then while the father of Yasa, the young man of family, 
was being taught dhamma, as he2 was reviewing his stage 
(of knowledge) as it was seen, as it was known, his mind was 
freed from the cankers without grasping. Then it occurred 
to the Lord : " While the father of Y asa, the young man of 
family, was being taught dhamma, as he was reviewing his 
stage (of knowledge) as it was seen, as it was known, his mind 
was freed from the cankers without grasping. Now Yasa, the 

1 tevacika, instead of the dvevacika of I.. 4 5, for here the bhikkhusa1]1gha 
is included in the refuge-formula. We must therefore assume that when 
the group of five monks became disciples of Gotama a sa1]1gha was formed. 

1 I.e. Yasa.. 
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young man of family, cannot become one, having turned back 
to the low life, to enjoy pleasures of the senses as he did formerly 
when leading a household life. Suppose I were to annul that 
pyschic wonder ? " Then the Lord annulled that psychic 
wonder. II II II 

Then the (great) merchant, the householder, saw Yasa, the 
young man of family sitting down; seeing him, he spoke thus 
to Yasa, the young man of family : " Dear Y asa, your mother 
is full of lamentation and grief, give your mother life." II rz II 

Then Y asa, the young man of family, looked towards the 
Lord. Then the Lord spoke thus to the (great) merchant, 
the householder : " What do you think about this, house
holder, that dhamma was seen by Yasa with a learner's 
knowledge, with a learner's insight, even as by you ? 
As he was reviewing his stage (of knowledge), as it was 
seen, as it was known, his mind was freed from the 
cankers without grasping. Now can Yasa, householder, 
having turned back to the low life, become one to enjoy 
pleasures of the senses, as he did formerly when leading a 
household life ? " 

"No, Lord." 
"Dhamma was seen by Yasa, the young man of family, 

householder, with a learner's knowledge, with a learner's 
insight, even as by you. As he was reviewing his stage (of 
knowledge), as it was seen, as it was known, his mind was 
freed from the cankers without grasping. Now Yasa, the 
young man of family, householder, cannot become one, having 
turned back to the low life, to enjoy pleasures of the senses, 
as he did formerly when leading a household life." II 13 II 

"Lord, it is a gain for Yasa, the young man of family, 
Lord, it is well gotten for Y asa, the young man of family, 
inasmuch as the mind of Yasa, the young man of family, is 
freed from the cankers without grasping. Lord, may the Lord 
consent to a meal with me on the morrow with Y asa, the young 
man of family, as his attendant ? " The Lord consented by 
becoming silent. Then the (great) merchant, the householder, 
knowing that the Lord had consented, rising from his seat, 
having greeted the Lord, departed keeping his right side 
towards him. 11 14 II 

Then Yasa, the young man of family, soon after the (great) 
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merchant, the householder, had departed, spoke thus to the 
Lord: "Lord, may I receive the going forth in the Lord's 
presence, may I receive ordination ? " 

"Come, monk," the Lord said, "well preached is dhamma, 
lead the Brahma-faring for making an utter end of ill." So 
this [17] came to be that venerable one's ordination. At that 
time there were seven perfected ones in the world. II IS II 

Told is the Going Forth of Vasa. 11711 

Then the Lord, having dressed in the morning, taking his 
bowl and robe, approached the dwelling of the (great) merchant, 
the householder, with the venerable Vasa as attendant ; having 
approached, he sat down on an appointed seat. Then the mother 
and the former wife of the venerable Vasa approached the 
Lord ; having approached, having greeted the Lord, they sat 
down at a respectful distance. II I II 

The Lord talked a progressive talk to these, that is to say, 
talk on giving, talk on moral habit, talk on heaven ... 
dhamma-vision, dustless, stainless, arose to them that, " what
ever is of a nature to uprise, all that is of a nature to stop." II 2 II 

These, having seen dhamma, attained dhamma ... spoke 
thus to the Lord: "Excellent Lord! ... we ourselves, Lord, 
go to the Lord as refuge, to dhamma and to the Order of monks. 
Let the Lord accept us as women lay-disciples, gone for refuge 
from this day forth for as long as life lasts." Thus these were 
the first women lay-disciples in the world using the three-word 
formula. II 3 II 

Then the venerable Vasa's mother and father and former 
wife, having with their own hand(s) served the Lord and the 
venerable Vasa and having offered them sumptuous foods, 
solid and soft, sat down when the Lord had finished his meal 
and had removed his hand from the bowl. Then the Lord, 
having gladdened, roused, rejoiced, delighted the venerable 
Vasa's mother and father and former wife with talk on dhamma 
rising from his seat departed. 114 II 8 II ' 

Four householder friends of the venerable Vasa, young men 
of families of (great) merchants and lesser (great) merchantst 

1 se!Pzdnusef!hi. See fa. v. 384 for maha-set!hi, settki (but with v. I. 
anusel!ki) and anuse!!ki; also Vin. Texts i. ro2," n. 3· ·· 
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in Benares, Vimala,[18] Subahu, PUJ;lJ;laji, Gavampatil, heard : 
"They say that Vasa, the young man of family, having cut 
off his hair and beard, having put on yellow robes, has gone 
forth from home into homelessness." Having heard this, it 
occurred to them : " Now this can be no ordinary dhamma 
and discipline, nor can this be an ordinary going forth, in that 
Vasa, the young man of family, having cut off his hair and beard, 
having put on the yellow· robes, has gone forth from home 
into homelessness." II I II 

These four people approached the venerable Vasa; having 
approached, having greeted the venerable Vasa, they stood at 
a respectful distance. Then the venerable Vasa, taking these 
four householder friends, approached the Lord; having 
approached, having greeted the Lord, he sat down at a respect
ful distance. As he was sitting down at a respectful distance, 
the venerable Vasa spoke thus to the Lord : " These four 
householder friends of mine, Lord, young men of families of 
(great) merchants and lesser (great) merchants in Benares, 
Vimala, Suba.hu, Pu~aji, Gavampati, may the Lord exhort, 
may he instruct these four." II 2 II 

The Lord talked a progressive talk to these, that is to say, 
talk on giving, talk on moral habit, talk on heaven . . . 
dhamma-vision, dustless, stainless, arose to them that "what
everisofthenaturetouprise,all that isof the nature to stop." 
113 II 

These, having seen dhamma, attained dhamma ... spoke 
thus to the Lord: "Lord, may we receive the going forth in 
the Lord's presence, may We receive ordination? " 

" Come, monks," the Lord said, " well preached is dhamma, 
fare the Brahma-faring for making an utter end of ill." So 
this came to be these venerable ones' ordination. Then the 
Lord exhorted, instructed these monks with dhamma talk. 
While they were being exhorted, instructed by the Lord with 
dhamma talk, their minds were freed from the cankers without 
grasping. At that time there were eleven perfected ones in 
the world. 114 II 
Told is the Going Forth of the. four Householders. 11911 [19] 

1 Verses attributed only to Gavampati, Thag. 38, and he appears to be 
the only one mentioned elsewhere in the canon, e.g. D. ii. 356, S. v. 436. 
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Fifty householder friends of the venerable Y asa, young men 
of the first families and of those next to the first! in the district 
heard: "They say that Yasa, the young man of family ... 
(as in 9. I-4 down to:) While they were being exhorted, 
instructed by the Lord with dhamma talk, their minds were 
freed from the cankers without grasping. At that time there 
were sixty-one perfected ones in the world. 114 1110 II 

Then the Lord addressed the monks, saying1 : " I, monks, 
am freed from all snares, both those of devas3 and those of 
men. And you, [20] monks, are freed from all snares, both 
those of devas and those of men. Walk, monks, on tour for 
the blessing of the manyfolk, for the happiness of the manyfolk 
out of compassion for the world, for the welfare, the blessing, 
the happiness of devas and men. Let not two (of you) go by 
one (way.)4 Monks, teach dhamma which is lovely at the 
beginning, lovely in the middle, lovely at the ending. 6 Explain 
with the spirit and the letter the Brahma-faring completely 
fulfilled, wholly pure. There are beings with little dust in 
their eyes, who, not hearing dhamma, are decaying, (but) if 
they are learners of dhamma, they will grow. And I, monks, 
will go along to UruveHi., to the Camp township, 6 in order 
to teach dhamma." II I II 

Then Mara, the Evil One, approached the Lord; having 
approached, he addressed the Lord with verses : 

" Bound art thou by all the snares, 
Both those of devas and of men, 
In great bondage art thou bound, 
Recluse, thou'lt not be freed from me."7 

1 pubbdnupubbaka. Explained by VA. 966 as the oldest and next to 
the oldest in regard to lineage. 

I S. i. 105-6. ' 
1 dibba; neither " divine" (Vin. Texts i 112) nor " celestial" (K.S. i. 

I3I) is exactly right for this difficult adjective which means deva-ish, 
pertaining to devas. 

• ekena can also mean together, but above is interpretation given at 
VA. 966, and cf. SA. i. I72. 

6 SA. i. I72 gives differing but related arrangements of subjects in
cluded under " beginning, middle and end ". 

• Senanigama here and at M. i. 166; for the variant spelling used at 
e.g. S. I. 1o6, ]a. i. 68, see Vin. Texts i. II3, n. r, K.S. i. 132, n. 5; D.P.P.N. ; 
E. J. Thomas. Life of Buddha, p. 230. There was a tradition that in old 
times it had been an army's camping place, MA. ii. I73, SA. i. I72, also 
the town where Senii.ni, Sujatii.'s father lived. 

' These four lines with the next four also at S. i. Io6. 
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"Freed am I from all the snares, 
Both those of devas and of men, 
From great bondage am I freed, 
Humbled art thou, 0 End-maker."1 

" The tale of mind-impressions is a snare 
That weaves its tallies to and fro in air. 
With these will I have wherewith to fetter thee, 
Recluse, thou wilt not be freed from me. " 21 

" Sights, sounds, scents, tastes, 3 and things to touch, 
Bringing delights to mind of man-for such 
All wish, all will, for me is past and gone, 
Humbled art thou, 0 End-maker." 

Then Mara, the Evil One, thinking, " The Lord knows me, 
the well-farer knows me," pained, affiicted, vanished then 
and there. II 2 II 

Told is the Talk on Mara. 111111 

At that time monks brought (to the Lord) from various 
quarters, from various districts those wishing for the going 
forth, those wishing for ordination, thinking : " The Lord will 
let these go forth, he will ordain them." Thereby both the 
monks as well as those wishing for the going forth and those 
wishing for ordination were tired. Then a reasoning arose in 
the Lord's mind as he was meditating in seclusion, thus : 
" At present monks are bringing (to me) from various quarters 
. . . and those wishing for ordination are tired. Suppose I 
were to allow it to monks, saying: 'You, monks, may now 
yourselves let go forth, may ordain in any4 quarter, in any 
district ' ? " II I II 

Then the Lord, emerging from seclusion towards evening, 
on this occasion, in this connection, having given reasoned 
talk, [21] addressed the monks, saying: "While I was meditat
ing in seclusion, monks, a reasoning arose in my mind, thus : 

1 Antaka, expl. at VA. 966 as an inferior, low being ; a name of Mara. 
Cf. Thfg. 59, 62, 195; also Dhp. 48, where not used in this way. 

1 These four lines and the next four' occur also at S. i. III. 
8 The Vin. version puts scents before tastes in the usual way. S. i. I II 

reverses the order; see K.S. i. 140, n. 3· Cf. MV. V. 1. 27; Sn. 387, 759, 
Thag. 455, 643, 895, A. iii. 69. 

• tasu tasu. T af!J taf!J means whatever, each, this and that. 
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' At present monks are bringing ... in any quarter, in any 
district ' ? 11 z 11 

"I allow, monks, that you yourselves may now let go forth, 
may ordain in any quarter, in any district. And thus, monks, 
should one let go forth, should one ordain : First, having 
made him have his hair and beard cut off, having made him 
put on yellow robes, having made him arrange an upper robe 
over one shoulder, having made him honour the monks' feet, 
having made him sit down on his haunches, having made him 
salute with joined palms, he should be told : ' Speak thus, 113 II 
"I go to the awakened one for refuge, I go to dhamma for 
refuge, I go to the Order for refuge. And a second time I 
go . . . And a third time I go to . . . the Order for refuge " '. 
I allow, monks, the going forth and the ordination by these 
three goings for refugeY' 11411 

Told is the Talk on Ordination by the three Goings 
for Refuge. 1112 II 

Then the Lord, having kept the rains, addressed the monks, 
saying : " Monks, by proper attention, by proper right effort 
was supreme freedom attained by me, supreme freedom2 

realised. You, too, monks, by proper attention, by proper 
right effort may attain supreme freedom, may realise supreme 
freedom." II I II 

Then Mara, the Evil One, approached the Lord ; having 
approached, he addressed the Lord with verses : 

" Bound art thou by Mara's snares, 
Both those of devas and of men, 
In great bondage art thou bound, 
Recluse, thou wilt not be freed from me."• 

" Freed am I from Mara's snares, 
Both those of devas and of men, 
From great bondage am I freed, 
Humbled art thou, 0 End-maker." 

1 Apparently this was the second stage in admitting disciples to the 
religio?s life, the .fi~~t b~ing by ~e formula spoken by the Lord, 'come, 
monk . Responsibility IS now bemg delegated to his followers themselves. 
Note that bhagavantattJ (the lord) has given way to buddham (the awakened 
one) in the first sentence of the formula. · 

I Cf. A. iii. 218. 
1 These four lines occur at S. i. 105, but there the third line of each 

verse reads, "In (From) Mli.ra's bondage ... " 
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Then Mara, the Evil One, thinking, "The Lord knows me, the 
well-farer knows me," pained, afflicted, vanished then and 
there. II 2 1113 II [22] 

Then the Lord, having stayed at Benares for as long as he 
found suiting, set out on tour for Uruvela. Then the Lord, 
turning off from the road, approached a certain woodland 
grove1 ; having approached, having plunged into that woodland 
grove, he sat down at the root of a certain tree. At that time 
a group of as many as thirty friends of high standing, 2 with 
their wives, were amusing themselves in that same woodland 
grove. One had no wife, (so) a woman of low standing3 was 
brought along for him. Then while they were heedlessly 
amusing themselves that woman of low standing, taking 
(their) belongings, ran away. II I II 

Then these friends, doing their friend a service and seeking 
for that woman, roaming about that woodland grove, saw 
the Lord sitting at the root of a certain tree ; seeing him, 
they approached the Lord, having approached, they spoke 
thus to the Lord : " Lord, has the Lord not seen a woman ? " 

"But what have you, young men, to do with a woman?" 
" We, Lord, a group of as many as thirty friends of high 

standing, with our wives, were amusing ourselves in this 
woodland grove; one had no wife, (so) a woman of low standing 
was brought along for him. Then, Lord, as we were heedlessly 
amusing ourselves, that woman of low standing, taking our 
belongings, ran away. Consequently, Lord, we friends, doing 
our friend a service and seeking for that woman, are roaming 
about this woodland grove." Uz II 

1 At ]a. i. 82 this is called Kappasiya woodland grove . 
. 1 t~ttJsamattii bhaddavaggiyii sahiiyaka. VA. 971 says " sons of rajas, of 

high repute (bhaddaka_, hon<;mred, of good quality). bound into a group 
(vagga, party) by their bod1es and minds, were wandering about" ; and 
VA. uo6 says " because they were brothers by one father of the King of 
Kosala, a synonym for these.~lders is the gr:oup ~ho ar~ of high standing ". 
For both here and at DhA. n. 32 they are Identified with the thirty monks 
of Pava (see Vin. i. 253. S. ii. 187). The bhaddavaggiyii = kumiira are 
referred to at ]a. i. 82 = DhA. i. 87, DhA. i. 97 as among the" converts" 
":ho, because converted first, should, so some monks thought, have been 
giVen precedence over the Great Pair; at DhA. i. roo, as having heard 
the. Tut;~t;liloviida (cf. VA. IIo6 and ]a. No. 388). Mhvs. xxx. 79 mentions 
therr conversion as a subject to be represented in the relic shrine of the 
Maha Thiipa. 

a vesi can also mean a prostitute, but here probably used in opposition 
to bhadda, high standing. 
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" What do you think of this, young men ? Which is better 
for you, that you should seek for a woman or that you should 
seek for the self1 ? " 

" Truly this were better for us, Lord, that we should seek 
for the self." 

"Well then, young men, you sit down, I will teach you 
dhamma." 

Saying, "Yes, Lord," this group of friends of high standing, 
having greeted the Lord, sat down at a respectful distance. II 3 II 

The Lord talked a progressive talk to these, that is to say, 
talk on giving, talk on moral habit, talk on heaven ... that 
" whatever is of the nature to uprise, all that is of the nature 
to stop. " 2 II 4 11 

These, having seen dhamma, attained dhamma, known 
dhamma, plunged into dhamma, 3 [23] . . . spoke thus to the 
Lord: "May we, Lord, receive the going forth in the Lord's 
presence, may we receive ordination ? " 

"Come, monks," the Lord said, "well taught is dhamma, 
fare the Brahma-faring for making an utter end of ill." So 
this came to be these venerable ones' ordination. II 5 II 
Told is the Case of the Group of Friends of High Standing. 111411 

The Second Portion for Repeating. 

Then the Lord, walking on tour, in due course arrived at 
UruveHi.. Now at that time three matted hair ascetics, 
Kassapa of UruveHi,4 Kassapa of the River, 5 Kassapa of Gaya, 6 

were living at Uruvela. Of these, the matted hair ascetic 
Kassapa of Uruvela was leader, guide, highest, chief, head of 

1 attanar}Z gaveseyyatha. Cf. Dhp. 146 andhakaref~.a onaddha padipar}Z 
na gavessatha, that ye in the bonds of darkness should not hunt for a lamp ; 
and the compound attadipa of D. ii. roo and Sn. 501. 

1 As in I. 7. 5-6. 
a As in I. 6. 32. 
' Verses at Thag 375-380. At A. i. 25 he is called chief of those disciples 

who have large followings. ThagA. i. 71 recounts that one of this Kassapa's 
followers, Belatthasisa, was tamed with him (see below, 20. r8, 19) and 
afterwards became Anancta's preceptor. These three Kassapas were brothers. 
They had a sister whose son, Senaka, was converted by the Lord, see Pss. 
Breth., p. r8o. On the three brothers, see Mrs. Rhys Davids, Mam1al, 
p. zo6 ff. 

6 I.e. of the river Nerafijara. His verses at Thag. 341-344. ThagA. 
on Uruvelakassapa says that Kassapa of the River was so called because 
he " went forth " at a bend in a great river ; and that Kassapa of Gaya 
was so called because he went forth at Gayasisa. 

1 Verses at Thag. 345-349. 
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five hundred matted hair ascetics; the matted hair ascetic 
Kassapa of the River was leader . . . head of three hundred 
matted hair ascetics ; the matted hair ascetic Kassapa of 
Gaya was leader . . . head of two hundred matted hair 
ascetics. II I II 

Then the Lord approached the hermitage1 of the matted 
hair ascetic Kassapa of Uruvela; having approached, he spoke 
thus to the matted hair ascetic Kassapa of Uruvela : " If it is 
not inconvenient to you, Kassapa, let me stay for one night in 
the fire-room." 

" It is not inconvenient to me, great recluse, (but) there is 
a fierce serpent king of psychic power there ; he is a terribly 
venemous snake. Do not let him harm you." And a second 
time the Lord spoke thus to the matted hair ascetic Kassapa 
of Uruvela : " If it is not inconvenient to you . . . " And 
a third time the Lord spoke thus to the matted hair ascetic 
Kassapa of Uruvela: "If it is not inconvenient to you, 
Kassapa, let me stay for one night in the fire-room." 

" It is not inconvenient to me, great recluse, (but) there is 
a fierce serpent king of psychic power there ; he is a terribly 
venemous snake. Do not let him harm you." 

" It is not likely that he can harm me. Please do you, 
Kassapa, allow (me the use of) the fire-room." 

"Stay, great recluse, as you wish it." 112 II 
Then the Lord, having entered the fire-room, having laid 

down a grass mat, sat down cross-legged, keeping his back 
erect, having caused mindfulness to be present in front of him. 
Then that serpent saw that the Lord had entered, and seeing 
this, pained, afflicted, he blew forth smoke. Then it occurred 
to the Lord: "What now if I, without destroying this serpent's 
[24] skin and hide and flesh and ligaments and bones and the 
marrow of the bones, were to master (his) heat by heat? " 113 II 

Then the Lord, having worked a work of psychic power, 
blew forth smoke. Then that serpent, not conquering anger, 
blazed up. The Lord, having attained the condition of heat, 
also blazed up. When both were in flames, the fire-room became 
as though burning, ablaze, in flames. Then the matted hair 
ascetics, having surrounded the fire-room, spoke thus: 

t Cf. Vin. iv. ro7 (B.D. ii. 382) for many similarities with this passage. 
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"Beautiful indeed is the great recluse, (but) he will be harmed 
by the serpent. " 1 114 II 

Then the Lord at the end of that night, without having 
destroyed that serpent's skin and hide and flesh and ligaments 
and bones and the marrow of the bones, having mastered (his) 
heat by heat, having placed him in his bowl, showed him to 
the matted hair ascetic, Uruvelakassapa, saying : " This, 
Kassapa, is your serpent, his heat was mastered by heat." 
Then it occurred to the matted hair ascetic Uruvelakassapa : 
" Truly the great recluse is of great psychic power, of great 
majesty, in that he can master by heat the heat of the fierce 
serpent king who has psychic power and is a terribly venemous 
snake ; but yet he is not a perfected one as I am." 115 II 

Near the Nerafijara, 2 the Lord spoke thus to the matted 
hair ascetic Uruvelakassapa : " If it is not inconvenient 
to you, Kassapa, let me stay this day (only)3 in the fire
hall.'" 

" It is not inconvenient to me, great recluse, (but) as I am 
anxious for your comfort I warn you that there is a fierce 
serpent king there, of psychic power, a terribly venemous 
snake. Do not let him harm you." 

" It is not likely that he can harm me. Please do you, 
Kassapa, allow (me the use of) the fire-room. 5" 

"It is given" ; having understood this, the fearless one 
entered, fear overpassed. Having seen that the holy man6 

had entered, the chief of snakes 7, afflicted, blew forth smoke. 
The chief of men, joyful, unperturbed, blew forth smoke there 

1 Text reads nage na vihe!hissati, but should be corrected, as Vin. Texts 
i. 120, n. 3 indicates, by parallel passage at Vin. ii. 195: niigena vihelhiyissati, 
which I follow. Cing. edn. reads niigena vihethiyati, is harmed hy the serpent, 
which also makes sense if the ascetics, seeing Gotama in flames, thought 
he was already brought to harm. 

1 For note on this repetition of the story (in this and the next par.) in 
a more popular style, see Vin. Texts i. 120, n. 4· 

a ajjurz,ho; see B.D. ii. 64, n. I. VA. 971 also explains by aJia ekadivasaf!'. 
• Text reads aggisiilamhi ; Cing. edn. aggisara7£amhi ; v.l. at Vin. i. 365 

aggisiiliiyaf!'. 
• agydgara, as throughout, except for case just referred to. 
8 isi = r~i. seer, sage. 
7 Here, instead of being called niigariijii, king of serpents, he is called 

ahinaga ; and here niiga is probably not to be taken as " serpent " but as 
balanCing the niiga in manussaniiga, " chief of men," just below, and 
therefore as meaning chief, strongest, foremost (something awe-inspiring : 
cobra, elephant, saint). Cf. mahiiniiga, used of (chief) disciples, at M. i. 32, 
151 ; and definition of niiga at M. i. 145 as " synonym for that monk in 
whom the cankers are destroyed," and cf. also MA. i 153· 

I 
! 
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too. But the chief of snakes, not conquering anger, blazed 
up like a fire. The chief of men, highly proficient in 
the condition of heat, blazed up there too. When both were 
in flames, the matted hair ascetics, as they were looking at 
the fire-room, said : " Beautiful indeed is the great recluse, 
(but) he will be harmed by the serpent."1 11611 

Then at the end of that night the serpent's flames became 
extinguished, but the multicoloured flames of him of psychic 
power remained, and multicoloured flames, dark green, then 
red, crimson, yellow and crystal-coloured were on Angirasa's2 

body. Having put the chief of snakes into his bowl, he showed 
him to the brahmin,3 saying: "This, Kassapa, is your serpent, 
his heat was mastered by heat." Then the matted hair 
ascetic Uruvelakassapa, thoroughly believing in this wonder 
of psychic power of the Lord, spoke thus to the Lord: "Stay 
just here, great recluse, I (can offer you) a constant supply 
of food."' 117 II 

The First Wonder. 111511 [25] 

Then the Lord stayed in a certain woodland grove near the 
hermitage of the matted hair ascetic Uruvelakassapa. Then the 
four Great Kings, having illumined the entire woodland grove 
on a glorious night with glorious colour, approached the Lord ; 
having approached, having greeted the Lord, they stood at 
the four quarters like huge fires. II r II 

Then the matted hair ascetic Uruvelakassapa approached 
the Lord at the end of that night, and having approached 
he spoke thus to the Lord : " It is time, great recluse, the meal 
is ready. But now, who were these, great recluse, who, 
having illumined the entire woodland grove during the glorious 
night with glorious colour, approached you and having 
approached, having greeted you, stood at the four quarters 
like huge fires ? " 

1 See above, p. 34, n. I. 
J Name applied to Gotama now and again in the Pitakas; D. iii. 196 

(" name of the son of the Sakyans "), S. i. 196 = Thag. 1252, A. iii. 239, 
Thag. 536, ]ii. i. n6. See D.P.P.N. and G.S. iii. 175, n. i. VA. 971 says 
angato t'af!'Siyo Sa1!JSaranti, flames streamed from his body (limb). 

a Note that the jalila is here referred to as a brahmin. 
• This invitation seems to cancel the Lord's request. to stay for "one 

day (only)," and to account for the fact that he stayed on in the woodland 
grove for sevetal days. 
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" Kassapa, these were the four Great Kings who approached 
me in order to hear dhamma." 

Then it occurred to the matted hair ascetic Uruvelakassapa : 
" Truly the great recluse is of great psychic power, of great 
might, in that the four Great Kings also approach him in 
order to hear dhamma ; but yet he is not a perfected one as 
I am." 

Then the Lord, having eaten the meal (offered by) the matted 
hair ascetic Uruvelakassapa, stayed in that same woodland 
grove. llzll 

The Second Wonder. II 16 II 

Then Sakka, lord of the devas, having illumined the entire 
woodland grove on a glorious night with glorious colour, 
approached the Lord; having approached, having greeted the 
Lord, he stood at a respectful distance, like a huge fire, more 
glorious and more superb than the former splendours of 
colour.1 II I II 

Then the matted hair ascetic Uruvelakassapa approached 
the Lord at the end of that night ... (as in2 16. z) [26] ... 
stayed in that same woodland grove. liz II 

The Third Wonder. 111711 

Then Brahma Sahampati ... (as in 17.) ... stayed in that 
same woodland grove. /1 I, z II 

The Fourth Wonder. 111811 

Now at that time a great sacrifice (made by) the matted 
hair ascetic Uruvelakassapa was going forward,3 and the 
entire (population of) Anga and Magadha, taking abundant 
solid food and soft food, wanted to go (to it). 4 Then it occurred 
to the matted hair ascetic Uruvelakassapa: "At present my 
great sacrifice is going forward, and the entire (population of) 
Anga and Magadha, taking abundant solid food and soft food, 
will come. If the great recluse does a wonder of psychic 

1 I.e. the four Great Kings, so VA. 972. 
• Reading "Sakka, lord of devas" instead of "the four Great Kings." 
1 paccupa!Jhito hoti. It was a sacrifice performed by him. 
' Cf. the people's annual festivals mentioned at Pss. Breth. I8I, at one 

of which the Lord converted Kassapa of Uruvelli's nephew. 
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power before the populace, the great recluse's gains and honour 
will much increase, my gains and honour will decline. Now 
the great recluse shall certainly not come to-morrow." II I 11 

Then the Lord, [27] knowing by mind the reasoning in the 
mind of the matted hair ascetic Uruvelakassapa, having gone 
to Uttarakuru,1 having fetched almsfood from there, having 
eaten it by the Anotatta lake, 2 took his midday rest there. 
Then at the end of that night the matted hair ascetic Uruvela
kassapa approached the Lord ; having approached, he spoke 
thus to the Lord : " It is time, great recluse, the meal is ready. 
But why did you not come yesterday, great recluse? We 
thought of you however, saying 'How is it that the great 
recluse does not come ? ' A portion of solid food and soft 
food was put aside for you." liz II 

"Now did it not occur to you, Kassapa, 'At present my 
great sacrifice is going forward .... Now the great recluse shall 
certainly not come to-morrow ' ? 113 II 

" So I, Kassapa, knowing by mind the reasoning in your mind, 
having goneto Uttarakuru, having fetched almsfood from there, 
having eaten it by the Anotatta lake, took my mid-day rest 
there." Then it occurred to the matted hair ascetic Uruvela
kassapa, "Truly the great recluse is of great psychic power, 
of great might, in that he also knows mind by mind; but yet 
he is not a perfected one as I am." Then the Lord, having 
eaten the meal (offered by) the matted hair ascetic Uruvela
kassapa, stayed in that same woodland grove. 11411 

The Fifth Wonder. II 19 II 

Now at that time a rag-robe accrued to the Lord. Then it 
occurred to the Lord : " Now where can I wash the rag-robe ? " 
Then Sakka, lord of the devas, knowing by mind the reasoning 
in the Lord's mind, having dug a tank with his hand, spoke 
thus to the Lord : " Lord, the Lord may wash the rag-robe 
here." Then it occurred to the Lord : " Now on what can 
I knead the rag-robe? " Then Sakka, lord of the devas, 
knowing by mind the reasoning in the Lord's mind, having 

1 Mentioned at Vin. iii. 7 (B.D. i. 14). See D.P.P.N., especially for its 
being considered a mark of great psychic power to be able to go here-a 
somewhat mythical region. 

1 One of the seven great lakes of the HimAlayas. See D.P.P.N. 

E 
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put down a large stone near him, said : "Lord, the Lord may 
knead the rag-robe here." II I II 

Then it occurred to the Lord: "Now holding on to what can 
I come up from (the water) ? " Then a devata inhabiting a 
kakudha (tree)l, knowing by mind the reasoning in the Lord's 
mind, bent down a bough, saying: "Lord, the Lord [28] may 
come up from (the water) holding on here." Then it occurred 
to the Lord: "Now on what can I stretch out2 the rag-robe? " 
Then Sakka, lord of the devas, knowing by mind the reasoning 
in the Lord's mind, having put down a large stone near him, 
said: "Lord, the Lord may stretch out the rag-robe here." 
11211 

Then the matted hair ascetic Uruvelakassapa approached 
the Lord at the end of that night; having approached, he 
spoke thus to the Lord: "It is time, great recluse, the meal 
is ready. But how is it, great recluse, that this tank was not 
here before, and now this tank is her~? Nor was this stone 
put down before. By whom was this stone put down? Nor 
was a bough of this kakudha (tree) bent down before, and now 
this bough is bent down." II 3 II 

"Kassapa, a rag-robe accrued to me here, and this occurred 
to me, Kassapa, ' Now where can I wash the rag-robe ? ' 
Then, Kassapa, Sakka, lord of the devas, knowing by mind the 
reasoning in my mind, having dug a tank with his hand, spoke 
thus to me: 'Lord, the Lord may wash the rag-robe here.' 
So this tank was dug by the hand of a non-human being. 3 

Then this occurred to me, Kassapa, 'Now on what can I knead 
the rag-robe ? ' ... So this stone was put' by a non-human 
being. 11411 

Then this occurred to me, Kassapa, 'Now holding on to what 
can I come up out of (the water) ? ' Then, Kassapa, a devata 
. . . said: 'Lord, the Lord may come up from (the water) 
holding on here.' So this kakudha (tree) was a hold for my 
hand. 5 Then this occurred to me, Kassapa, 'Now on what 

1 Terminalia Arjuna accord. to P.E.D. Cj. ]ii. vi. 518-9, DhA. iv. 153· 
Ajjuna at Budv. viii. 23 and DhA. i. ros is the tree of the Buddha Anomadassin• 
VA. 972 calls it ajjunarukkha, which P.E.D. calls Pentaptera Arjuna. 

2 vissajieyya'!l. expl. at VA. 972 as sukkhiipanatthiiya pasiiretvii fhapeyya'!l 
(where) can I put it, stretching it out to dry ? 

a amanussena. Cj. Vin. iii. 85 (and B.D. i. 147. n. 2). 
' nikkhittii, instead of, as previously, upanikkhi-. 
I ahara-hattha. 
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can I stretch out the rag-robe ? ' Then1 Sakka, lord of the 
devas . . . So this stone was put by a non-human being." 
11511 

Then it occurred to the matted hair ascetic Uruvelakassapa: 
"Truly the great recluse is of great psychic power, of great 
might, in that Sakka, lord of the devas, does him a service· 
but yet he is not a perfected one as I am." Then the Lord: 
having eaten the meal (offered by) the matted hair ascetic 
Uruvelakassapa, stayed in that same woodland grove. 11 6 11 

Then the matted hair ascetic Uruvelakassapa approached 
the Lord at the end of that night; having approached, [29] 
he announced the time to the Lord,· saying: "It is time, 
great recluse, the meal is ready." 

"You go on, Kassapa, I am coming along," and having 
dismissed the matted hair ascetic Uruvelakassapa, having 
plucked a fruit from a rose-apple tree, after which this Land 
of the Rose-apples2 is named, he sat down in the fire-room, 
having arrived first. 117 II 

The matted hair ascetic Uruvelakassapa saw the Lord 
sitting in the fire-room ; seeing him he spoke thus to the 
Lord: " By what way have you come, great recluse ? I set 
out before you, but you are sitting in the fire-room, having 
arrived first." 118 II 

"Now I, Kassapa, having dismissed you, having plucked 
a fruit from a rose-apple tree, after which this Land of the 
Ro~e-apples is named, am sitting in the fire-room, having 
amved first. Truly, Kassapa, this rose-apple fruit is full of 
colour, full of scent, full of flavour ; if you like, do eat it." 

" No, great recluse, you alone are worthy of it, you alone 
eat it." Then it occurred to the matted hair ascetic 
Uruvelakassapa : " Truly the great recluse is of great psychic 
power, of great might, in that having dismissed me first ... 
he sat down in the fire-room, having arrived first; but yet 
he is not a perfected one as I am." Then the Lord, having 
eaten the meal (offered by) the matted hair ascetic 
Uruvelakassapa, stayed in that same woodland grove. 11 9 11 

Then the matted hair ascetic Uruvelakassapa approached 
the Lord at the end of that night; having approached he 

1 The name Kassapa is omitted here. 
• 1 ambudJpa, usually meaning India, 
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announced the time to the Lord, saying : " It is time, great 
recluse, the meal is ready." 

"You go on, Kassapa, I am coming along," and having 
dismissed the matted hair ascetic Uruvelakassapa, and having 
plucked a mango fruit not far from the rose-apple tree, after 
which this Land of the Rose-apples is named ... having 
plucked a fruit of emblic myrobalan1 not far from the mango 
tree ... having plucked a fruit of yellow myrobalan2 not 
far from the emblic myrobalan, having gone to the Thirty,3 

having plucked a flower from the Coral Tree, 4 he sat down in 
the fire-room, having arrived first. The matted hair ascetic 
Uruvelakassapa saw the Lord sitting in the fire-room, and 
seeing him he spoke thus to the Lord : " By what way 
have you come, great recluse? I set out before you, but 
you are sitting in the fire-room, having arrived first." 
II IO II 

"Now I, Kassapa, having dismissed you, having gone to the 
Thirty, having plucked a flower from the Coral Tree, am sitting 
in the fire-room, having arrived first. Truly, Kassapa, this 
flower of the Coral Tree is full of colour, full of scent ; if you 
like, do take it." 

"No, great recluse, you alone are worthy of it, you alone 
[30] take it." Then it occurred to the matted hair ascetic 
Uruvelakassapa : " Truly the great recluse is of great psychic 
power, of great might, in that having dismissed me first, having 
gone to the Thirty, having plucked a flower from the Coral 
Tree, he is sitting in the fire-room, having arrived first ; but 
yet he is not a perfected one as I am." II II II 

Now at that time these matted hair ascetics, wanting to 
tend the (sacred) fires, were unable to chop sticks. Then it 
occurred to these matted hair ascetics : " Doubtless it is 

1 iimalakf {here and at M. i. 456; elsew~e.re iimala~a), phyllanth_us 
emblica. The fruit allowed to monks as a med1cme, Vzn. 1. 201. Cf. v~n. 
i. 278. - . . -

s ha.-ftakf. Fruit also allowed as a med1cme at Vzn. 1. 20I. Cf. M. 
~I~ . 

a I.e. to the realm of the Thirty (or Thirty-three) Devas, tiivalti?ISa. 
' piiricchattaka, " shadi~g all round," Eryt~rina Indica. A, (m:yt~i_cal) 

tree growing in the Tavatupsa realm. At A. IV. I 17 the devas reJmcmgs 
at each stage in the development of shoot and bloom a~e set out. See G.S. 
iv. 78 ff. for notes. D.P.P.N., missing the above Vzn. reference, asserts 
that the flowers are never plucked. In that case this is a notewqrthy 
e:~tception. 
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(owing to) the psychic might of the great recluse that we are 
unable to chop sticks." Then the Lord spoke thus to the 
matted hair ascetic Uruvelakassapa : " Kassapa, let sticks 
be chopped." 

. "Let them be chopped, great recluse." Five hundred 
sticks were chopped simultaneously.1 Then it occurred to the 
matted hair ascetic Uruvelakassapa : " Truly the great 
recluse is of great psychic power, of great might, in that also 
sticks are chopped ; but yet he is not a perfected one as I 
am." II 1211 

Now at that time these matted hair ascetics, wanting to tend 
the (sacred) fires, were unable to kindle the fires. Then it 
occurred to these matted hair ascetics : " Doubtless ... unable 
to kindle the fires." Then the Lord spoke thus to the matted 
hair ascetic Uruvelakassapa : " Kassapa, let the fires be 
kindled." 

"Let them be kindled, great recluse." Five hundred fires 
were kindled simultaneously ... " ... in that also the fires 
are kindled; but yet he is not a perfected one as I am.'' II 13 II 

Now at that time these matted hair ascetics, having tended 
the fires, were unable to extinguish the fires. 2 • • • The five 
hundred fires were extinguished simultaneously ... " ... in 
that also the fires are extinguished ; but yet he is not a per
fected one as I am." II 14 II 

Now at that time on the cold winter nights between the 
eights3 in a time of snowfall these matted hair ascetics were 
plunging into the river Nerafijara, then emerging and re-

1 sakjd eva, just once, once only. There was doubtless one stick "for 
~ach of the five hundred jalilas over whom Kassapa was chief" (Vin. Texts 
1. 129, n.). 

1 Clear therefore that the fires were not kept burning perpetually. 
1 antaf'a!!hakiisu, the allhakii days which, according to VA. I 128, are 

"the eight {days) between Magha and Phaggul}a" (names of lunar man
sions). Cf. MA. ii. 48 (on M. i. 79) "four at the end of the month of 
Magha, four at the beginning of the month of PhagguQ.a, thus between 
the two there are eight nights." Cf. AA. ii. 225 (on A. i. I36), "the time 
extends for eight days in the interval between Magha and PhagguQa. For 
there are four days at the end of Magha and four at the beginning of 
PhagguQa, this is called 'occurring between the eights'" (antal'a!!hako). 
See Vin. i. 288, Ud. r. 9, UdA. 74· Transld. at S.B.B. viii, p. 7 as "be
tween the eighths " ; at G.S. i. I I9, Fuf'. Dial. i. 55 as " in the dark half 
of the month(s) " ; at Vin. Texts i. I30, ii. 2II as "between the Ashtakil. 
festivals." C.P.D. gives "occurring between the eights." The translation 
"eighths" is justified by the meaning of ash!akii (fem.) as the " eighth day 
after full moon" (Monier Williams). But " eights" seem preferred by the 
Comys. See notes at S.B.B. viii. p. 7, G.S. i. II9, Vin. Texts i. 130. 
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peatedly plunging in and out.1 Then the Lord .created as 
many as five hnndred fire-vessels2 just ~here these matted 
hair ascetics, having come up from (the nver), wa~ed th~m
selves.a [31] Then it occurred to these matted ha1r ascetics: 
"Doubtless it is (owing to) the psychic might of the great 
recluse that these fire-vessels are created." Then it occurred 
to the matted hair ascetic Uruvelakassapa: "Truly the great 
recluse is of great psychic power, of great might, in that he 
can create these fire-vessels ; but yet he is not a perfected one 
as I am." II rs II 

Now at that time a great rain fell out of the proper season, 
and a great flood resulted. 4 The Lord was staying in a place 
which became innndated by water. Then it occurred to the 
Lord: "Now suppose that I, ha"ing made the water recede 
all ronnd, should pace up and down in the middle on dust
covered gronnd?" Then the Lord, having made the water 
recede all ronnd, paced up and down in the middle on dust
covered gronnd. Then the matted hair ascetic Uruvelakassapa, 
thinking: "I hope that the great recluse has not been carried· 
awayli by the water," went together with a boat and m~y 
matted hair ascetics to that place where the Lord was staYing. 
The matted hair ascetic Uruvelakassapa saw the Lord who, hav
ing made the water recede all round, was pacing up and down in 
the middle on dust-covered ground, and seeing him he spoke 
thus to the Lord: "Is it indeed you who are here, great 
recluse?" 

" It is I, 6 Kassapa," and the Lord having risen up above 
the ground, placed himself in the boat. Then it occurred to 
the matted hair ascetic Uruvelakassapa : " Truly the gre::>t 
recluse is of great psychic power, of great might, in that also 
the water does not carry him away ; but yet he is not a per
fected one as I am." II r6 II 

Then it occurred to the Lord: "Now, for a long time it 
will occur to this foolish man, 'Truly the great recluse is of 

1 C/. Ud. 6 for parallel passage. It would appea_r that ja!il~s pra~ised 
purification by fire and water ; cf. ceremoma.l bathmg at Ga.ya. mentioned 
by Kassapa. of Gaya, Thag. 345· · . _. _ . 

1 mandamukhi. VA. 972 calls these agg~bha)ant. 
a Same word, visibbeti, as used in Pac. LVI; see B.D. ii. 398, n. 3· 
' saiijayi, lit. was born, was produced. 
6 Cf. same expression at Vin. iii. 2I3 (B.D. ii. 48). 
• Emphatic: ayam ah'asmi. 
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great psychic power, of great might; but yet he is not a per
fected one as I am.' Now, suppose I should deeply stir1 this 
matted hair ascetic ? " Then the Lord spoke thus to the 
matted hair ascetic Kassapa of Uruvela: "Neither are you, 
Kassapa, a perfected one nor have you entered on the way to 
perfection, and that course is not for you by which you either 
could be a perfected one or could have entered on the way to 
perfection." Then the matted hair ascetic Kassapa of 
Uruvela., having inclined his head to the Lord's feet, spoke 
thus to the Lord : 11 Lord, may I receive the going forth in the 
Lord's presence, may I receive ordination ? " II 17 II 

" It is you, Kassapa; who are leader, guide, highest, chief, 
bead of five hnndred matted hair ascetics ; do consult these 
so that they can do what they think (rigH)." Then the 
matted hair ascetic Kassapa of Uruvela approached these 
matted hair ascetics; having approached, he spoke thus to 
these matted hair ascetics : 11 I want, [32] good sirs, 11 to fare 
the Braluna-1 uing nnder the great recluse; let the revered 
sirs8 do what they think (right)." 

11 For a lon6 time we, good sir,1 have been much pleasedt 
by the great recluse; if, revered sir, 11 you will fare the Brahma
faring nnder the great recluse, all of us will fare the Brahma
faring nnder the great recluse." II r811 

Then these matted hair ascetics, having let their hair, their 
braids, their bundles on the carrying-poles, 6 their implements 
for fire-worship be carried away 7 all mixed up in the water, 
approached the Lord; having approached, having inclined 
their heads to the Lord's feet, they spoke thus to the Lord: 
"Lord, may we receive the going forth m the Lord's presence, 
may we receive ordination ? " 

1 sa1fJvejeyya'f'. Cf. this word, as used above, with other examples of it 
given by A. K. Coomara.swamy, Sa,.vega, 'Aesthetic Shock', H.].A.S., 
vol. 7, no. 3, Feb., 1943· 

I bho. 1 bhavateto. 
' In the sense of believing in his teaching. 
1 bhava,.. 
• kharikiija, which VA. 972 explains as khiiri-bhara. Khari is a. three 

bushel mt>a.sure, kiija ( = vividha, vivadha) is the shoulder-pole on which 
some ascetics and wanderers carried their property, their khiiri. DA. 269 
calls khari the req~i5!te.s .of an: ascetic: kind~g wood, wa.tC?r pot, needle 
and so on. Cf. khart.-Vwldha at Ud. 65 = S. 1. 78, and D. 1. ror. 

7 paviihetva. Pavaheti is to ca.u~ to be carried away, and hence to 
cleanse, to wash away (evil). Perhaps a dual reference is intended here. 
Cf. Thag. 346 (Ka.ssa.pa of Gaya's verses). . 
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" Come, monks," the Lord said, "well taught is dhamma, 
fare the Brahma-faring for making an utter end of ill." So this 
came to be these venerable ones' ordination. II 19 II 

The matted hair ascetic Kassapa of the River saw the hair, 
the braids, the bundles on the carrying-poles, the implements 
for fire-worship being carried away all mixed up in the water; 
seeing this, it occurred to him: "I hope my brother is not 
in danger," and he dispatched matted hair ascetics saying: 
" Go and find out about my brother,"and he himself with his 
three hundred matted hair ascetics approached the venerable 
Kassapa of UruveHi; having approached he spoke thus to the 
venerable Kassapa of Uruvela: "Is this better, Kassapa?" 

"Yes, friend, this is better." 1120 II 
Then these matted hair ascetics . . .1 So this came to be 

these venerable ones' ordination. II 2I il 
The matted hair ascetic Kassapa of Gaya saw the hair, 

the braids, the bundles on the carrying-poles, the implements 
for fire-worship being carried away all mixed up in the water ; 
seeing this, it occurred to him : " I hope my brothers are no~ 
in danger," and he dispatched matted hair ascetics, saying: 
"Go and find out about my brothers," and he himself with his 
two hundred matted hair ac;cetics approached the venerable 
Kac;sapa of Uruvelii ; having approached, he spoke thu'> to the 
venerable Kassapa of Uruvelii: " Is this better, Kassapa? " 

" Yes; friend, this is better." 1122 II 
Then these matted hair ascetics, having let their hair, their 

braids, their bundles on the carrying-poles, their implements 
for fire-worship be carried away all mixed up in the water, 
approached the Lord; having approached, [34] having inclined 
their heads to the Lord's feet, they spoke thus to the Lord : 
"Lord, may we receive the going forth in the Lord's presence, 
may we receive ordination ? " 

"Come, monks," the Lord said, "well taught is dhamma, 
fare the Brahma-faring for making an utter end of ill." So 
this came to be these venerable ones' ordination. II 23 II 

Through the Lord's psychic resolution, five hundred fire
sticks could not be chopped, (and) were chopped; fires could 
not be kindled (and) were kindled;. could not be extinguished 

1 Repeating 11 19 II for the followers of Kassapa of the River. 
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(and) were extinguished; five hundred fire-vessels were 
created. In this way there came to be three thousand five 
hundred marvels. II 24 II 20 II 

Then the Lord, having stayed at Uruvelii for as long as he 
found suiting, set out on tour for Gayii Head together with a 
large Order of monks, with all those same thousand monks 
who had formerly been matted hair ascetics. Then the Lord 
stayed near Gayii at Gayii Head together with the thousand 
monks. II I II 

And there the Lord addressed the monks, saying: "Monks, 
everything is burning.1 And what, monks, is everything that 
is burning? The eye, monks, is burning, material shapes are 
burning, consciousness through the eye2 is burning, impinge
ment on the eye3 is burning, in other words the feeling which 
arises from impingement on the eye, be it pleasant or painful 
or neither painful nor pleasant, that too is burning. With 
what is it burning ? I say it is burning with the fire of passion,' 
with the fire of hatred, with the fire of stupidity ; it is burning 
because of birth, ageing, dying, because of grief, sorrow, 
suffering, lamentation and despair. 112 II 

" The ear is burning, sounds are burning . . . the nose is 
burning, odours are burning ... the tongue is burning, tastes 
are burning ... the body is burning, tangible objects are 
burning ... the mind is burning, mental states are burning, 
consciousness through the mind 5 is burning, impingement on 
the mind is burning, in other words the feeling which raises 
through impingement on the mind, be it pleasant or painful 
or neither painful nor pleasant, that too is burning. 
With what is it burning ? I say it is burning with the fire 
of passion, with the fire of hatred, with the fire of stupidity ; 
it is burning because of birth, ageing, dying, because of grief, 
sorrow, suffering, lamentation and despair. 113 II 

" Seeing this, monks, the instructed disciple of the ariyans 
disregards the eye and he disregards material shapes and he 

1 Quoted at Kvu. 209. 
•. cakkhuviiiiiii.rza, i.e. cognising by the eye, vision or seeing. See Bud. Psych. 

EthJcs, 2nd edn., p. 161, n. 5 ; Dial. ii. 340, iii. 230; and cf. M. i. r II f. 
1 cakkhusamphassa, or impression on, or contact with, the eye. 
' Quoted at SnA. 32. 
1 mancviiiiiii.rza, i.e. cognising by the mind, ' apprehending •. 
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disregards consciousness through the eye and he disregards 
impingement on the eye, in other words the feeling which 
arises from impingement on the eye, be it pleasant or painful 
or neither painful nor pleasant, that too he disregards. And be· 
disregards the ear and he disregards sounds, and he disregards 
the nose [34] and he disregards odours, and he disregards the 
tongue and he disregards tastes, and he disregards the body 
and he disregards tangible objects, and he disregards the mind 
and he disregards mental states and he disregards consciousness 
through the mind and he disregards impingement on the mind, 
in other words the feeling that arises from impingement on the 
mind, be it pleasant or painful or neither painful nor pleasant, 
that too he disregards; disregarding, he is dispassionate; 
through dispassion he is freed ; in freedom the knowledge 
comes to be, 'I am freed', and he comprehends: Destroyed 
is birth, lived is the Brahma-faring, done is what was to be 
done, there is no more of being such or such.l'' 

And while this discourse was being uttered, the minds of 
these thousand monks were freed from the cankers without 
grasping. 114 II 

Told is the Disquisition2 on Burning. 112111 
Told is the Third Portion for Repeating: the Wonder(s) 

at Uruvela. 

Then the Lord, having stayed at Gaya Head for as long as he 
found suiting, set out on tour for Rajagaha together with the 
large Order of monks, with all those same thousand monks 
who had formerly been matted hair ascetics. Then the Lord, 
walking on tour, in due course arrived at Rajagaha. The Lord 
stayed there at Rajagaha in the Palm Grove pleasure ground3 

in the Supatittha shrine.' II I II 
Then King Seniya Bimbisara of Magadha heard: "Verily, 

the recluse Gotama, the son of the Sakyans, who has gone 
forth from the Sakyan clan, has reached Rajagaha and is 

1 As above, p. 21. I 
1 pariyaya. 
• Latthivanuyyli.na, lit. the pleasance, pleasure ground or park of the 

grove of sprout~ (or canes or sticks). VA._ 972 explains by taluyyiina, the 
palmyra, or tahpot-palm pleasance. Cf. ]a. 1. 68, 84; and p.P.P.N. 

• VA. 972 calls this a round tree. See E. J. Thomas, Life of Buddha, 
p. 230. 
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staying at Rajagaha in the Palm Grove pleasure ground in 
the Supatittha shrine. A lovely reputation has gone forth 
concerning the Lord Gotama, thus: He is indeed Lord, 
perfected one, fully awakened one, endowed with knowledge 
and conduct, -well-farer, knower of the worlds, unrivalled 
charioteer of men to be tamed, teacher of devas and mankind, 
awakened one, Lord. Having realised them by his own 
super-knowledge, he makes known this world with its devas, 
with its Maras, with its Brahmas, creatures with devas and 
men, with recluses and brahmans. He teaches dhamma, 
lovely at the beginning, lovely in the middle, lovely at the 
ending. He explains with the spirit and the letter the Brahma
faring completely fulfilled and wholly pure. Good indeed it 
were to see perfected ones like this." liz II 

Then King Seniya Bimbisara of Magadha, surrounded by 
twelve myriad1 brahmans and householders2 of Magadha, 
approached the Lord; having approached, having greeted 
the Lord, he sat down at a respectful distance. Then some 
of these twelve myriad [35] brahmans and householders of 
Magadha having greeted the Lord, sat down at a respectful 
distance; some exchanged greetings with the Lord, and having 
exchanged greetings of friendliness and courtesy, they sat 
down at a respectful distance; some having saluted the Lord 
with joined palms, sat down at a respectful distance ; some 
having shouted out their name and clan before the Lord, sat 
down at a respectful distance; some having become silent, 
sat down at a respectful distance. 113 II 

Then it occurred to those twelve myriad brahmans and 
householders of Magadha: "Now,3 does the great recluse 
fare the Brahma-faring under Kassapa of Uruvela, or does 
Kassapa of Uruvela fare the Brahma-faring under the great 
recluse ? " Then the Lord, knowing with his mind the 
reasoning in the minds of those twelve myriad brahmans and 
householders of Magadha, addressed Kassapa of Uruvela with 
the verses: 

1 nahuti. Cf. Sn. 677. Exact meaning unknown, but some high number. 
VA. 972 says " here one. nahuta is ten thousand." 

I brahmaflagahapatika, not " brahman householders " as at Burlingame, 
Bud. Legends i. 197, but as at Vin. Texts i. 137 (where see n.) and above. 
For see definition of " householder" at Vin. iii. 222, " setting aside king 
... and brahman, he who remains is called 'householder'." 

1 Cf. ]ii. vi. 220; To end of second verse quoted at BudvA. 20. 
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"What hast thou seen, 0 dweller in Uruvela, 
That thou, known as emaciate1, hast abandoned the 

(sacred) fire ? 
I ask thee about this matter, Kassapa: 
Hast thou abandoned thy fire-implements ? " 

•' The sacrifices speak of forms and sounds, 
Also of tastes11, pleasures and women. 
Knowing that ' This is dross ' among affections
Therefore I delighted not in sacrifice, in offering." 114 II 

•' But if your mind delights not there, Kassapa," the Lord said, 
•• Among forms, sounds and also tastes, 

Then in the world of devas and men what does your mind 
delight in? 

Kassapa, tell me that." 

•' When I had seen the path, peaceful, without substrate3, 

Stainless', not attached to sensations' becoming, 
Not becoming otherwise6, where one cannot be led by 

others6-

In consequence, I delighted not in sacrifice, in offering." 115 II 

Then the venerable Kassapa of Uruvela, rising from his 
seat, having arranged his upper robe over one shoulder, 
having inclined his head towards the Lord's feet, spoke thus 
to the Lord: "Lord, the Lord is my teacher, I am a disciple'; 
Lord, the Lord is my teacher, I am a disciple." Then it occurred 
to those twelve myriad brahmans and householders of 
Magadha: "Kassapa of Uruvela fares the Brahma-faring 
under the great recluse." II 6 II 

Then the Lord, knowing by mind the reasoning in the minds 
of these twelve myriad brahmans and householders of Magadha, 

1 kisako vadiino; see note Vin. Texts i. 138, n. r. 
• rupe ca sadde ca atho rase ; cf. Sn. 974· . 
' anupadhtka, i.e. without substrate for or attachment to rebut~.: 
' akincana~t~ kiimabhave asatta1!J, also at Sn. 176, 1059, 1091. Ak~ncana 

can also mean " having nothing ", " calling nothing one's own ", see Vin. 
Texts i. 139, n. i. VA. 973 says of it that it means without the stain of 
passion. 

' anaiinathiibhiivim, i.e. there is no becoming (for the path) as to birth, 
decrepitude, dying (according to VA. 973). Cf. S. iii. 225, iv. 23, !56. 

• ananfianeyyaf1'1. VA. 973 says that one should oneself, b~ makmg the 
Way become, come to the path and should not be brought to 1t by anyone 
else. Cf. Sn. 55. 213, 364. 

' ]a. vi. 220, BudvA. 20. 
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(36] talked a progressive talk ... stopping, the Way.1 117 II 
And as a clean cloth without black specks will easily take 

a dye, even so as the twelve myriad brabmans and house
holders of Magadha with Bimbisara at their head were (sitting) 
in those very seats, dhamma-vision, dustless, stainless, arose 
to them, that " Whatever is of the nature to uprise, all that 
is of the nature to stop," and one myriad declared themselves 
to be lay-followers. II 811 

Then King Bimbisara of Magadha, having seen dhamma, 
attained dhamma, known dhamma, plunged into dhamma, 
having crossed over doubt, put away uncertainty, having 
attained without another's help to full confidence in the 
teacher's instruction, spoke thus to the Lord: "Formerly, 
Lord, when I was a young man I had five ambitions. 2 These 
are now realised3 by me. Formerly, Lord, when I was a 
young man it occurred to me: 'Might I be anointed into 
kingship.' This was my first ambition, Lord. It has now 
been realised by me. And' Might the perfected one, the fully 
awakened one come into my realm.' This, Lord, was my 
second ambition. It has now been realised by me. II 9 II 

"'That I might pay homage to this Lord.' This, Lord, 
was my third ambition. It has now been reali<>ed by me. 
And ' May that Lord teach me dhamma.' Thi<>, Lord, was 
my fourth ambition. It has now been realised by me. And 
' Might I understand that Lord's dhamma.' This, Lord, was 
my fifth ambition. It has now been realised by me. Formerly, 
Lord, when I was a young man I had these five ambitions. 
They are now realised by me. II ro II 

" Excellent, Lord ! Excellent, Lord ! Even, Lord, as one 
might set upright what has been upset4 ••• even so is 
dhamma explained in many a figure by the Lord. So I, Lord, 
go to the Lord 5 as refuge and to dhamma and to the Order of 
monks. Lord, may the Lord accept me as a lay-disciple gone 
for refuge from this day forth for as long as life lasts. And, 
Lord, may the Lord consent [37] to a meal with me to-morrow 
together with the Order of monks." The Lord consented by 
becoming silent. II II II 

1 As above, I. 7. s-6. 
• samiddha, well effected. 

2 assasaka. 
• As above, I. 7. 10. 

• bhagavanta~t~. 
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Then King Seniya Bimbisara of Magadha, having understood 
the Lord's consent, rising from his seat, having greeted the 
Lord, departed keeping his right side towards him. Then 
King Seniya Bimbisara of Magadha, having had sumptuous 
food, solid and soft, prepared, at the end of that night had 
the time announced to the Lord, saying: "Lord, it is time, 
the meal is ready." Then the Lord, having dressed in the 
morning, taking his bowl and robe, entered Rajagaha together 
with the large Order of monks, with all those same thousand 
monks who had formerly been matted-hair ascetics. II 12 II 

Now at that time Sakka, lord of the devas, having assumed 
the form of a brahman youth, walked in front of the Order 
of monks with the Lord at its head, singing these verses : 

" The tamed with the tamed, with the former matted-hair 
ascetics, the well freed1 with the well freed, 

The Lord, beautifully. coloured like a golden ornament, 2 

entered Rajagaha. 
The freed3 with the freed, with the former matted-hair 

ascetics, the well freed with the well freed, 
The Lord ... 
The crossed over with the crossed over, with the former 

matted-hair ascetics, the well freed with the well 
freed, 

The Lord ... 
He of the ten states, 4 of the ten powers, 5 versed in the 

ten things, 6 and furnished with the ten, 7 

He, the Lord, surrounded by ten hundred, entered 
Rajagaha. 8 " 11 13 11 

People having seen Sakka, lord of the devas, spoke thus: 
"Indeed this brahman youth is lovely, indeed this brahman 
youth is good to look upon, indeed this brahman youth is 

1 vippamutta. 
1 singJnikkhasut•anna. Cf. S. ii. 234. Gold is the colour for immor-

tality. · · 
3 mutta. 
' dasavasa. Ten ariya-vasa given at D. iii. 269, A. v. 29. 
6 dasabal~ became an epithet of this and the previous Buddhas. 
• Accordmg to VA. 973 the ten paths of action. 
7 Accordinq to VA. 97~ _the ten fac~crs of an adept, asekhehi angehi upeto. 

Cf._~e adepts .. ten quahtles, dhamma, at A. v. 222, and his ten powers, 
balam, at Pfs. 11. 173 : both consist of the eight " fitnesses" of the eight
fold Way With the addition of right knowledge and right freedom. 

1 Quoted at ] a. i. 84. 
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charming. Whose, now, is this brahman youth?" When 
they had spoken thus, Sakka, lord of the devas, addressed 
these people with a verse : 

"He who is steadfast, tamed in every way, awakened, 
peerless among men, 

Perfected, well-farer, I am his attendant in the world."l 
II 1411 

.Th~n- the Lord approached the dwelling of King Seniya 
B1mb1sara of Magadha ; having approached he sat down on 
the appointed seat together with the Order of monks. Then 
King Seniy~ Bimb!sara of Magadha, with his own hand having 
offered, haVIng satisfied the Order of monks with the awakened 
one at its head with sumptuous food, solid and soft, when the 
Lord had eaten and had withdrawn his hand from the bowl 
sat down at a respectful distance. II 15 II [38] ' 

As he was sitting down at a respectful distance it occurred 
to King Seniya Bimbisara of Magadha: "Now, where could 
the Lord stay that would be neither too far from a village nor 
too near, suitable for coming and going, accessible for people 
whenever they want2 , not crowded by day, having little noise 
at night, little sound, without folk's breath, haunts of privacy, 
suitable for seclusion ? "3 II 16 II 

Then it occurred to King Seniya Bimbisara of Magadha: 
"Now, this Bamboo Grove of ours, a pleasure park, 4 is neither 
too far from a village . . . suitable for seclusion. Suppose 
I were to give the Bamboo Grove, a pleasure park, to the 
Order of the monks with the awakened one at its head ? " 
II 1711 

Then King Seniya Bimbisara of Magadha, having taken a 
ceremonial vessel made of gold, dedicated it to the Lord, 
saying : " May I, Lord, give this Bamboo Grove, a pleasure 
park, to the Order of monks with the awakened one at its 
head? " The Lord accepted the park. 4 Then the Lord, 
h~ving gladdened, rejoiced, roused, delighted King Seniya 
B1mbisara of Magadha with talk on dhamma, having risen 

1 ]ii. i. 84. 
• atthikana1J1-althikana1JI, explained at VA. 974 as going up to the 

awakened one and hearing dhamma. 
1 Thi~ is stock, Vin .. i~. 158, D: ii~. 38, M. ii. uS,_ iii 13, A. iv. 88, Vbh. 224. 
' uyyana; see defimtton at Vm. Iv. 298. (B.D. iii. 325). 
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from his seat, departed. Then the Lord, on this occasion, 
having given rea<>oned talk, addressed the monks, saying: 
" Monks, I allow a park. 1" II r8 II 22 II 

At that time the wanderer Safijaya2 was residing in Rajagaha 
together with a great company of wanderers, with two hundred 
and fifty wanderers. Now at that time Sariputta and 
Moggallana fared the Brahma-faring under the wanderer 
Safijaya, and an agreement came to be formed by these : 
" Whoever attains the deathless first, let him announce it." II I II 

Then the venerable Assaji,3 having dressed in the morning, 
taking his bowl and robe, entered Rajagaha for almsfood. 
He was pleasing whether he was approaching or departing, 
whether he was looking in front or looking behind, whether 
he was drawing in or stretching out (his arm), his eyes were 
cast down, he was possessed of pleasant behaivour.' The 
wanderer Sariputta saw the venerable Assaji walking for 
almsfood in Rajagaha-pleasing whether he was approaching 
... possessed of pleasant behaviOur-and seeing him, it 
occurred to him : " This is one of those monks who are indeed 
perfected ones in the world or who have entered on the way to 
perfection. What [39] now if I, having approached this monk, 
should ask him : ' On account of whom are you, your reverence, 
gone forth, or who is your teacher, or whose dhamma do you 
profess' ?5 " liz II 

Then it occurred to the wanderer Sariputta : " But it is not 
the right time to question this monk, he has gone in among 
the houses, he is walking for almsfood. What now if I should 
follow close after this monk who bas learnt a way for those 
who need it 6 ? " Then the venerable Assaji, having walked 

1 Ariima, a park, and then a monastery. 
1 D.P.P.N. ii. p. 1000 identifies him with Saiijaya-Belatthiputta, one of 

the six famous heretical teachers of Gotama's days, ;ond whose doctrines 
are given at D. i. 58. See also Mrs. Rhys Davids, Sakya, p. 123. 

1 This Assaji was one of" the group of five" friends to whom Gotama 
addressed his first and second Utterances. See Mrs. Rhys Davids, Sakya, 
p. 122 ff. for view that the" subject of causation ... is due directly to 
Assaji," and her Gotama the Man, p. 76 f., 108, 242, 11J'anual, p. 215. 

• Stock. Cf e.g. M. iii. 35. 90, D. i. 79, A. ii. 104, 106, 210, Vin. iii. 180. 
I Cf. above I. 6. 7· 
8 atthikehi upannata"ff magga'?l. VA. 975 says this means either a way 

that is known and practised; ot, there will be deathlessness for us who 
need it; and thus upannata means nirvana, and so the meaning here is: 
tracking (or wayfaring after, magganto), seeking this. 
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for ahnsfood in Rajagaha, taking his ahnsbowl, returned. 
Then the wanderer Sariputta approached the venerable 
Assaji; having approached, he exchanged greetings with the 
venerable Assaji; having exchanged courteous and friendly 
greetings, he stood at a respectful distance. As he was standing 
at a respectful distance, the wanderer Sariputta spoke thus 
to the venerable Assaji : " Your reverence, your faculties are 
quite pure, your complexion very bright, very clear. On 
account of whom, your reverence, have you gone forth, or 
who is your teacher, or whose dhamma do you profesc;1 ?" 
11311 . 

"There is, friend, a great recluse, a son of the Sakyans, 
gone forth from a Sakyan family. I have gone forth on 
account of this Lord and this Lord is my teacher and I profess 
this Lord's dhamma." 

" But what is the doctrine of your reverence's teacher, what 
does he point out ? " 

"Now, I, friend, am new, 2 not long gone forth, fresh to this 
dhamma and discipline.~ I am not able to teach you dhamma 
in full, but I can tell you its purport3 briefly." 

Then the wanderer Sariputta spoke thus to the venerable 
Assaji : " So be it, your reverence, tell me little or tell me much, 
(but) in any case explain to me its purport ; I want just its 
purport. Why should you make a great elaboration' ? " 
11411 

Then the venerable Assaji uttered this terse expression5 of 
dhamma to the wanderer Sariputta : 

1 As at MV. I. 6. 7· 
1 nava. If occurring with bhikkhu means a recently ordained monk. 

But not so combined here. It can also mean young, but other evidence 
is lacking to show that Assaji, the last of the group of five to attain dhamma
vision (I. 6. 36 above) was young in years. He was however young in 
standing as a follower of Gotama, newly ordained. 

1 attha. This whole passage is controversial. Mrs. Rbys Davids takes 
attha here as "the well, the good," Sakya, p. 134 f.; Coomaraswamy, 
Soms Pali WMds, H.].A.S., val. 4. no. 2, July 1939, p. 172 f. as "purport". 
On the whole I am inclined to agree with his interpretation of the passage. 
See also E. J. Thomas, Life of Buddha, stc., p. 93 f. 

' vyaiijana. See Coomaraswamy, op. cit., p. 171 ff. E. J. Thomas, Life 
of Buddha as Legend and History, p. 94, n. I, says that this is a verse " in 
lrya metre . . . even if now corrupted ", and he prints it as verse as does 
Norman at DhA. I. 92. 

1 pariyaya, formula, paraphrase, circumlocution, see Coomaraswamy, 
op. cit., p. 172, n. I. Perhaps "epitome". Cf. A. iv. 63, where dhamma
PMiyaya also appears to refer to verses. 

F 
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" Those thingS which proceed from a cause, of these the 
Truth-finder has told the cause 

And that which is their stoppin~-the great recluse has 
such a doctrine.''t 

When the wanderer Sariputta had heard this terse expression 
of dhamma, there arose dhamma-vision, dustless stainless that 
" Wh~tever is of the nature to uprise all that i~ of the dature 
to stop." He said: "If this is indeed dhamma, you have 
penetrated as far as the sorrowless path, unseen, neglected for 
many myriads of reons. " 2 II 5 II 

Then the wanderer Sariputta approached the wanderer 
Moggallana. Then the wanderer Moggalliina saw the wanderer 
S~putta coming in the distance, and seeing [40] the wanderer 
Sanputta, he spok~ thus : " ~riend, your faculties are quite 
pure, your complex10n very bnght, very clear. Can it be that 
you, friend, have attained the deathless ? " 

" Yes, friend, I have attained the deathless." 
:: But how di? you, friend, attain the deathless ? " 11 6 11 

Now,. I, f~end, saw th~ venerable Assaji walking for 
almsfood _m Ra]agaha-pleasmg whether he was approaching 
or departmg ... (as at I. 23. 2) ... 11711 

" Then, friend, it occurred to me : I But it is not the right 
ti~e to quest~on this monk ... (as at I. 23. 3, 4) ... 118, 911 

Then, fnend, the venerable Assaji uttered this terse 
expression of dhamma : 

1 Those things which proceed from a cause, of these the 
Truthfinder has told the cause 

And that which is their stopping~the great recluse has 
such a doctrine.' " 

When the wanderer Moggalliina had heard this terse 
expression of dhamma [41] . . . (as at I. 23. 5) 
II IO 112311 

1 Referred to at ]a. i. 85. 
1 = Ap. i. ver. 149· S~ Mrs. Rhys Davids, Sakya, p. 135. VA. 976 

take_s the fhrase t? mean th~~ sorrowless path, unseen by us for many 
myr1ads o :eons Is .. ~eglected (or passed by, abbhatUam). Or, taking 
abbhatuam to mean ... m the past, what is passed and over", this passage 
could be translated. unseen by us for many myriads of :eons in the past." 
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Then the wanderer Moggallana spoke thus to the wanderer 
Sariputta : " Let us go, friend, to the Lord, (for) this Lord 
is the teacher for us." 

"Friend, these two hundred and fifty wanderers are staying 
here because of us, looking to us ; do let us consult them so 
that they may do what they think (right)." Then Sariputta 
and Moggallana approached these wanderers; having 
approached, they spoke thus to these wanderers : 

"We are going, friends, to the Lord, (for) this Lord is the 
teacher for us." . 

"We, venerable ones, are staying here because of you, 
looking to you. If the venerable ones will fare the Brahma
faring under the great recluse all of us will fare the Brahma-faring 
under the great recluse." il I II 

Then Sariputta and Moggallana approached the wanderer 
Saiijaya ; having approached they spoke thus to the wanderer 
Safijaya: "Sir, we are going to the Lord, (for) this Lord is 
the teacher for us." 

" No, friends, do not go : we three will one and all look 
after this group." And a second time ... And a third time ... 
" ... will look after this group." 112 II 

Then Sariputta and Moggallana, taking those two hundred 
and fifty wanderers, approached the Bamboo Grove ; but on 
that self-same spot hot blood issued from the mouth of Safijaya 
the wanderer.1 The Lord saw Sariputta and Moggallana coming 
in the distance; seeing them, he addre'>sed the monks saying: 

"Monks, these two friends, Kolita and Upatissa, 2 are 
coming. This pair of disciples will be my chief, my eminent 
pair. 3 " When, in the deep sphere of knowledge, they had 
attained the matchless freedom in which there is destruction 
of attachments,' tben the teacher explained about them in 
the Bamboo Grove: "These two friends, Kolita and Upatissa, 
are coming. This pair of disciples will be my chief, my 
eminent pair." 113 II 

1 See Vin. Texts i. 149, n. x. 
1 Moggallana .was named. Koli~, probably after his village, where he 

was ~orn; Upatlssa was Sanputta s name, as he is recorded to say atM. i. 
150, but my fellow Brahma-farers know me as Sariputta "-a name derived 
from his mother's, Riipasll.ri. 

1 Quoted at DhA. i. 95· 
~ See Vin. Texts i. 149, n. 3, for note on "extraordinary grammatical 

construction " of this passage. 
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Then Sariputta and Moggallana approached the Lord ; 
[42] having approached, having inclined their heads to the 
Lord's feet, they spoke thus to the Lord: "Lord, may we 
receive the going forth in the Lord's presence, may we receive 
ordination ? " 

"Come, monks," the Lord said, "well taught is dhamma, 
fare the Brahma-faring for making an utter end of ill." So 
this was these venerable ones' ordination. 114 II 

Now at that time very distinguished young men belonging 
to respectable families of Magadha were faring the Brahma
faring under the Lord. People looked down upon, criticised, 
spread it about, saying: "The recluse Gotama gets along by 
making (us) childless, the recluse Gotama gets along by making 
(us) widows, the recluse Gotama gets along by breaking up 
families. A thousand matted hair ascetics have now been 
allowed to go forth by him, and these two hundred and fifty 
wanderers of Safijaya have been allowed to go forth, and these 
very distinguished young men belonging to respectable families 
of Magadha are faring the Brahma-faring under the recluse 
Gotama." Moreover, having seen the monks, they reproved 
them in this verse : 

"The great recluse has come to Giribbaja1 of the Magadhese 
Leading all Safijaya's (followers). Who will now be led 

by him ? " II s II 
Monks heard these who . . . spread it about. Then these 

monks told this matter to the Lord. He said: "Monks, this 
noise will not: last for long, it will last only for seven days, 
after seven days it will cease. Therefore, monks, if they re
prove you in this verse : 

'The great recluse has come to Giribbaja of the Magadhese 
Leading all Safijaya's (followers). Who will now be led 

by him?' 

you should reprove them in reply in this verse : 

' Verily great heroes, Truthfinders, lead by what is true 
dhamma. 

'Who would be jealous of the wise, leading by dhamma? '" 
II 6 II 

1 A name for Rajagaha, cf. Sn. 408. Literally "cow-pen". VA. 976 
says Giribbaja was a town in the country of the Magadhese. 
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Now at that time the people, having seen the monks, 
reproved them in this verse : 

" The great recluse has come to Giribbaja of the Magadhese 
Leading all Sanjaya's (followers). Who will now be led 

by him?" 

The monks reproved these people in reply in this verse : 

"Verily great heroes, Truthfinders, lead by what is true 
dhamma. 

Who would be jealous of the wise, leading by dhamma? "[43] 

With the people saying: "It is said that the recluses, sons 
of the Sakyans, lead by dhamma, not by what i<> not-dhamma," 
that noise lasted exactly seven days, after seven days it 
ceased. 11711 
Told is the Going Forth of Sariputta and Moggallana. II 2411 

Told is the Fourth Portion for Repeating. 

Now at that time monks, being without preceptors, not 
being exhorted, not being instructed, walked for almsfood 
wrongly dressed, wrongly clothed, not befittingly attired.1 

While people were eating, they held their almsbowls close 
above the soft food for the remains, 2 and they held their 
almsbowls close above the solid food for the remains, 
and they held their almsbowls close above the savoury food 
for the remains, and they held their almsbowls close above the 
beverages3 for the remains, and having themselves asked for 
curry and boiled rice,4 they ate it, and they remained in the 
refectory making a loud noise, a great noise. 6 li r II 

People ... spread it about, saying: "How can these 
recluses, sons of the Sakyans, walk for almsfood, wrongly 
dressed, wrongly clothed, not befittingly attired ? While 
people are eating, they hold their almsbowls close above the 

1 See Sekhiyas 1-4, 23, 24, and B.D. ii. 369 for references. I think it is 
meant that they were not wearing their robes in the regulation ways. 

2 utti!!ka-Patta. VA. 977. as noted in Vin. Texts i. 152, gives two explana
tions of this phrase, the one connecting it with ucckittka, left over, rejected ; 
the other with utthahati, to rise. 

a Cf. Vin. iii. ·72 (B.D. i. 124) for these four items. 
' odana, one of the five soft foods ( Vin. iv. 83). 
a Cf. Sekhiyas II-q. 

I 
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soft food . . . and they remain in the refectory making a loud 
noise, a great noise, like brahmans at the meal-time of 
brahmans." 1!2 II 

Monks heard these people who ... spread it about. Those 
who were modest monks, contented, conscientious, scrupulous, 
desirous of training ... spread it about, saying: "How can 
these monks walk for almsfood wrongly dressed ... and remain 
in the refectory making a loud noise, a great noise ? " II 3 II 

Then these monks told this matter to the Lord. Then the 
Lord, on this occasion, in this connection, having had the Order 
of monks convened, questioned the monks, saying : " Is it 
true, as is said, monks, that monks walk for almsfood wrongly 
dressed ... [44] ... and remain in the refectory making a great 
noise, a loud noise ? " 

"It is true, Lord." 114 11 
The awakened one, the Lord rebuked them, saying : 
"It is not fitting, monks, in these foolish men, it is not 

becoming, it is not proper, it is unworthy of a recluse, it is not 
allowable, it is not to be done. How, monks, can these foolish 
men walk for almsfood . . . and remain in the refectory making 
a loud noise, a great noise ? It is not, monks, for pleasing 
those who are not (yet) pleased, nor for increasing (the number 
of) those who are pleased, but it is, monks, for displeasing 
those who are not (yet) pleased as well as those who are pleased, 
and for causing wavering in some." 115 II 

Then the Lord,1 having rebuked these monks, having in 
many a figure spoken in dispraise of difficulty in supporting 
and maintaining oneself, of great desires, of lack of contentment, 
of clinging (to the obstructions), of indolence ; having in many 
a figure spoken in praise of ease in supporting and maintaining 
oneself, of desiring little, of contentment, of expunging (evil), 
of punctiliousness, of graciousness, of decreasing (the obstruc
tions), of putting forth energy, having given reasoned talk 
on what is fitting, on what is becoming, addressed the monks, 
saying: 

"Monks, I allow a preceptor.3 The preceptor, monks, 
should arouse in the one who shares his cell1 the attitude of a 

1 Cf. ~his passage with Vin. iii. 21 (B.D. i. 37). 
1 upajjhliya; Skrt. upadkyaya, a tutor. 
1 saddkiviha.rika, lit. one who stays, resides, lives with (another), a 

co-resident, and so a pupil in the same vikara. 
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son1 ; the one who shares his cell should arouse in the pre
ceptor the attitude of a father. 2 Thus these, living with 
reverence, with deference, with courtesy towards one another, 
will come to growth, to increase, to maturity in this dhamma 
and discipline. II 6 II 

"And thus, monks, should a preceptor be chosen3 : having 
arranged the upper robe over one shoulder, having honoured 
his feet, having sat down on the haunches, having saluted 
with joined palms, he should speak to him thus : ' Honoured 
sir, bemypreceptor; honoured sir, bemypreceptor; honoured 
sir, be my preceptor.' If he4 says: 'Very well' or' Certainly' 
or ' All right ' or ' It is proper ' or ' Manage it amiably ', and 
makes this understood by gesture, makes this understood by 
speech, makes this understood by gesture and by speech, the 
preceptor has been chosen ; if he does not make this understood 
by gesture, if he does not make this understood by speech, [45] 
if he does not make this understood by gesture and by speech, 
the preceptor has not been chosen. II 7 II 

" The one who shares a cell, 5 monks, should conduct himself 
properly towards the preceptor. This is the proper conduct 
in this respect: having got up early, having taken off his 
sandals, 8 having arranged his upper robe over one shoulder, 
he should give tooth-wood, 7 he should give water for rinsing 
the mouth, he should make ready a seat. If there is conjey, 
having washed a bowl, the conjey should be placed near (the 
preceptor). When he has drunk the conjey, having given him 
water, having received the bowl, having lowered it, 8 having 
washed it properly without rubbing it, it should be put away. 

1 puttacitta, a son's mind. Cf. S. iv. uo f., matucitta bhaginfcitta dkitucitta, 
the mind of a mother, sister, daughter. 

I pitucitta, a father's mind. 
1 gahetabbo, lit. should be taken. But words for " choosing " were almost 

lacking, and ga'!lhliti was often made to do duty for them. 
' I.e. the preceptor, see VA. 977· 

1 From here top. 67 below, = Vin. ii. 223-227. 
• VA. 977 says he might have worn these for pacing up and down or for 

keeping his feet clean if he had got up early. 
7 dantakt¥Jha, as used by Indians to-day, a piece of wood. Allowed at 

Vin. ii. 138. VA. 977 says that the saddhiviha.rika, the one who shares a cell, 
having brought a large, a middle-sized and a small one--whatever he (the 
preceptor) takes of these is for three days, and then on the fourth day he 
should be given the same again. 

1 nfca'!' katva. So a.s not to let diops of water from inside the bowl spoil 
his robes when one is washing it ; in the case of an earthen bowl it might 
break if diopped from a height. 
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When the preceptor has got up, the seat should be removed. 
If that place is soiled, that place should be swept. 11811 

'' If the preceptor wishes to enter a village, his inner clothingl 
should be given (to him), the inner clothing (that he is wearing) 
should be received (from him) in return, 2 the girdle should be 
given (to him); having folded them3 (into two or four folds), the 
outer robes are to be given' (i:o him); having washed it, a 
bo':l with water 5 is to be given (to him). If the preceptor 
desrres an attendant, (the latter) having put on his inner robe 
all round so as to cover the three circles, 6 having bound on the 
girdle, having folded them and having dressed in the outer 
robes, having fastened the ties, having washed, having taken 
a bowl, should be the preceptor's attendant. He should not 
walk too far away (from him), he should not walk too close. 
He should receive the bowl and its contents. 7 II 9 11 

" He should not interrupt the preceptor when he is speaking. 
(~ut) if the preceptor is bordering on an offence, then speaking 
himself, he should warn him. When hes is returning, D heio 
should make a seat ready, having come back first ; he should 
set out water for washing the feet, a foot-stool, a foot-standu; 

~ ni~asana ; possib~y an.other word for antaravasaka, the putting on of 
wh;ch Is. d_e~oted by _nwasetz, cf. B.D. ii. r, n. 2, ~2, ?"· 2, 3· . 

Pa!zn_~vasana'tl paJzg~ahetab.ba'fl. VA. 978 IS sile_nt. Vzn. Texts i. 155 
suggests house-dress ? • This would mean some kmd of robe in addition 
to the three regulation ones. Bohtlingk and Roth and Monier-Williams 
also both give "a kind of garment, for Buddhists.:. It would look as if 
a mo!l~ might, and indeed must, enter a village in a nivasiina, but not in 
~ P_afznzvasana. I doubt the separate existence of such a garment. I suggest 
It IS a nwasana that is simply changed for another when a monk sets out 
on the_ begging ro~nd. If he has a change of nivasana he could not be a 
tec~vanka. Monks_ m Ceylon often change their robes before they go out. 

sagutza"!. kt;ttva. 1>-s at CV. VIII. 4. 3· VA. 789 says " having made two 
robes of one . {I.e. havmgputtworobes together)," twooutercloaks (sangha!iyo) 
are t~ be ~~:'en. Every robe is called a sangha!i if it is put together, 
sangha!ttatta . It thus seems that sanghii!i here stands both for the outer 
c!oak a~d for the upper robe, uttariisanga; not for the inner robe, however, 
smce this, under the name nivasana, had probably been given to the preceptor 
already. Usually there is only one robe called sanghati. 

' sanghafiyo, lit, outer cloaks. See above note. ' 
• & • sau.dako means ~ith the drops of water remaining in the bowl after 

nnsmg It, rrot drymg It. 
1 Cf. Sekhiyas i, 2 (B.D. iii. 121). 
7 pattapariyiipanna. VA. 978 says that if the bowl is warm or heavy 

with the conjey or rice received, the one who shares a cell should take the 
preceptor's bowl and give him his own. 

8 Presumably the preceptor. 
1 To the monastery from the alms-round. 
1 0 Presumably the one who shares a cell. 
11 Cf. Vin. i. 9; iv. 231, 310 (B.D. iii. 191). 
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having gone to meet him, he should receive his bowl and robe, 
he should give back the inner clothing (given) in return, he 
should receive his inner clothing. If a robe is damp with 
perspiration, he should dry it for a short time in the sun's 
warmth, but a robe should not be laid aside in the warmth. 
He should fold up the robe. When folding up the robe, having 
made the corners turn back four finger-breadths, he should 
fold up the robe thinking : ' Mind there is no crease1 in the 
middle.' The girdle should be placed in a fold (of the robe). 2 

If there comes to be almsfood and the preceptor wishes to eat, 3 

having given him water, almsfood should be placed near (him). 
II IO II 

"He should offer the preceptor drinking-water. When he 
has eaten, having given him water, having received the bowl, 
having lowered it,4 having washed it properly without rubbing 
it, having emptied out the water, he should ~y it for a short 
time in the sun's warmth, but a bowl should not be laid aside 
in the warmth. He should lay aside the bowl and robes. 
When laying aside the bowl, having taken the bowl in one hand, 
having felt with the other hand under the couch or [46] under 
the chair, the bowl should be laid aside, but the bowl should 
not be laid aside on the bare ground. 4 When laying aside a 
robe, having taken the robe in one hand, having stroked the 
other hand along the bamboo for robes or the cord for robes, 
having got the edges away from him and the fold towards him, 
the robe should be laid aside. 6 When the preceptor has got 
up, the seat should be removed, the water for washing the feet, 
the foot-stool, the foot-stand should be put away. If that 
place comes to be soiled, that place should be swept. II rr II 

"If the preceptor wishes to bathe, he should prepare a bath. 
If he wants a cold (bath}, he should prepare a cold one ; if he 

1 bhanga, breaking, splitting, dissolution, destruction. VA 979 indicates 
that if the robe were folded up in the same crease every time, it would wear 
thin along that crease. 

• obhoga. VA. 979 says "having folded up the girdle, it should be laid 
aside having arranged it in a fold (bhoga) of the robe ". 

a VA. 979 says that this would only be if he had failed to obtain almsfood 
in the village ; in this case the one who shares his cell should bring him 
the almsfood which he himself had obtained. 

' So as not to get dusty, VA. 979· 
& VA. 980, he is not to lay it aside by taking hold of the edges and throwing 

the robe over bamboo or cord, or the fold might be damaged by coming 
into contact with a wall. 
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wants a hot (bath), he should prepare a hot one. If the 
preceptor wishes to enter a bathroom1, he should knead chunam, 
should moisten clay2 ; taking a chair for the bathroom a 
ha~g gone close behind the preceptor, having given him the 
chrur for the bathroom, having received his robe he should 
lay it to one side. He should give him the chunarn' he should 
give him the clay. If he is able to do so,' he should enter the 
bathroom. When he is entering the bathroom, having smeared 
his face with clay, having covered himself front and back, he 
should enter the bathroom. II 12 II 
. " He should not sit down so as to encroach upon (the space 
mtended for) monks who are elders. 6 He should not keep 
newl~ ordained monks from a seat. He should make pre
paration for the preceptor in the bathroom. When he is 
leaving the bathroom, taking the chair for the bathroom 
having covered himself front and back, he should leave the bath~ 
~oom. He should also make preparation for the preceptor 
lll the water. When he is bathing, having come out (of the 
~ater) first, having dri~d his own body, having put on his 
~er robe, he should wipe off the water from the preceptor's 
h~bs, .he should give him his inner clothing, he should give 
him his outer cloak 6 ; taking the chair for the bathroom 
having come back first, he should make readv a seat he should 
put out water for washing the feet, a foot~tool, a' footstand. 
He should offer the preceptor drinking-water. II 13 II 

"If he wishes to make him recite, 7 he should make him recite. 
If he wishes to interrogate, 8 he should be interrogated. In 

1 jan~dghara, see Vin. Texts i. 157, n. z; iii. 103. Dutt, Early Bud. 
Monach~sm, p. 183, calls jantdghara "a common bath", and J·antdgharasiilii 
" bath-rooms ". ' 

1 Clay for use o_n t~e face in the bath-room allowed at Vin. ii. 120. 
8 Allowed at Vm. n. 120. 
' :'A: 980, if he is not ill.. The bathroom must have been full of hot steam, 

and JUn_wrs as much as seruors had to be careful to protect their faces with 
a smearmg of clay. 

6 Cf. Vin. iv. 42, w~_ere monks mus~ not lie down in the space meant 
for elder~ •.. and see B.D. n. 247, n. 3· ThlS expression and the next also occur 
at CV. vm. 4. 2. 

8 samghii!i, perhaps here meaning the upper robe as well as the outer cloak 
although then the plural might have been expected. See above, p. 6o; 
n. 3· 

7 No doubt meaning, if the preceptor wishes to make the one who shares 
the cell ~~cite the Patimokkha or give an exposition of the eight chief rules ; 
cf. B.D. n. 271, n. I. 

8 Cf. B.D. ii. 271, n. 2. 
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whatever dwelling-place the preceptor is staying, if that 
dwelling-place is soiled, it should be cleaned if he1 is able 
(to do so). When he is cleaning the dwelling-place, having 
first taken out the bowl and robes, he should lay them to one 
side. Having taken out the piece of cloth to sit upon and the 
sheet, 2 he should lay them to one side. Having taken out the 
mattress3 and the squatting-mat,' he should lay them to one 
side. II 1411 

"Having lowered the couch, having taken it out 
properly without rubbing it, 6 without knockmg it against the 
door or the posts, 6 he should lay it to one side. Having 
lowered the chair, [47] having taken it out properly without 
rubbing it, without knocking it against the door or the posts, 
he should lay it to one side. Having taken out the supports for 
the couch, 7 he should lay them to one side. Having taken 
out the spittoon, 8 he should lay it to one side. Having taken 
out the reclining-board, 9 he should lay it to one side. Having 
taken out the ground-covering,10 having observed how it was 
laid down, 11 he should lay it to one side. If there come to be 
cobwebs in the dwelling-place, he should first remove them 
from the (floor-) covering12 ; he should wipe the corners13 of 

1 I.e. the one who shares a cell. 
1 nis£danapaccattharaf1a. Cj. B.D. ii. 34, n. I, 46, n. 3, 244, n. 6. 
8 Cf. B.D. ii. 47, n. I. ' Cf. B.D. ii. 73, n. 6. 
6 VA. g8o, without rubbing it on the ground. 
• kaviitapi!!ha. VA. g8o explains as "not touching the door· (kavii!a) 

and the door-posts " (pif!hasatrtghii!a). On kaviifa and Pi!!hasat[tghiifa see 
B.D. ii. 258. n. 3, 8, and A. K. Coomaraswamy, Indian Architectural Terms, 
j.A.O.S. Vol. 48, No.3, p. 256 (under dviira). Kaviifa allowed at Vin. ii. I42, 
and kaviifaPi!!hasamghiifa at Vin. ii. I53, I54· 

7 A couch and a chair might have removable legs; cf. B.D. ii. 240. 
See p. 64, n. 4· 

a Allowed at Vin. ii. I75· 
• apassenaphalaka, a board for resting the head, arms or elbows upon. 

Allowed at Vin. ii. I75· Some made of stone. can be found at the entrance 
to dwelling-places among the ancient remains at Anuradhapura. 

1 o bhummattharat~a ; ~f. B .D, ii. 46, n. 4· 
11 paiiiiatta ; same word as is used for " laying down " a rule of training, 

see B.D. ii. 4. n. r. 
11 uUokii pafhamatrt oharetabbam. Not, I think, "he should remove them 

as soon as he sees them", as at Vin. Texts i. I59 and as favoured by P.E.D. 
For ulloka occurs at Vin. ii. I5I as meaning a cloth or covering for a couch 
or chair, and was something that could be spread, santharati. Thus it 
probably has a technical meaning, and is one of the numerous kinds of 
"cloths". Bu. on Vin. ii. I5I explains it as cilimika; and this he explains 
at VA. 775 as something made for preserving the texture of earth which is 
prepared with plaster. 

1 a VA. g8o, of the room. But it seems more probabl•3 that the corners 
of the window-holes are intended. 
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the window-holes.1 If a wall that was coloured red2 becomes 
stained, he should wipe it, having moistened a rag, having 
wrung it out. If ground that was blacked3 becomes stained, 
he should wipe it, having moistened a rag, having wrung it. out. 
If the ground did not come to be treated, he should sweep it, 
having sprinkled it all over with water, thinking : ' Take 
care lest the dwelling-place is sullied with dust.' Having 
looked for (any) rubbish, he should remove it to one side. 
II rsll 

" Having dried the ground-covering in the sun, having 
cleaned it, having shaken it, having brought it back, he should 
lay it down as it was laid down before. Having dried the 
supports for the couch4 in the sun, having wiped them, having 
brought them back, he should place them where they were 
before. Having dried the couch in the sun . . . the chair in 
the sun, having cleaned it, having shaken it; having lowered 
it, having brought it back properly without mbbing it, 
without knocking it against the door or the posts, he should 
lay it down as it was laid down before. Having dried the 
mattress and the squatting-mat in the sun, having cleaned 
them, having shaken them, having brought them back, he 
should lay them down as they were laid down before. Havmg 
dried the piece of cloth to sit upon and the sheet in the sun, 
having cleaned them, having shaken them, having brought 
them back, he should lay them down as they were laid down 
before. Having dried the spittoon in the sun, having wiped 
it, having brought it back, he should place it where it was 
before. Having dried the reclining-board in the <>un, having 
wiped it, having brought it back, he should place it where it 
was before. 11 r6 11 

1 alokasandhi. Cf. B.D. ii. 258 and n. 2 ; 259 and n. I. 
1 gemkaparikammakata. Geruka is yellow ochre or red chalk. Cf. B.D. ii. 

259 and n. 3· 
~ Cf. B.D. ii. 259. Setavat~tta, whitewash or plaster, the third colouring 

(With red and black) allowed for use in vihiiras (Vin. ii. ISO) is not included 
above. 

' Allowed at Vin. ii. I50. It seems that these supports were detachable 
from the couches, for first they were to be taken out and put in the sun, 
and then the couch was to be taken out. Vin. Texts iii. 278, n. 3, says that 
the couch "was supported on movable tressels-the paJipiidaka ",but 
A. K. Coomaraswamy, lnd. Architectural Terms, j.A.O.S., Vol. 48, No. 3, 
p. 2~5, sees " no reason why the Pii!ipadaka of a manca should not be fixed 
legs '. On the other hand, iihaccapadaka (of couches and chairs) seems to 
mean" removable legs", Pac. xiv, and Vin. ii. 149. 

25.17-21] MAHAVAGGA I 

"He should lay aside the bowl and robes. When laying 
aside the bowl . . . (as in II II II) • . . the fold towards him, 
the robe should be laid aside. II I7 II 

" If dusty winds blow from the east, he should close the 
eastern windows.1 If dusty winds blow from the west, he 
should close the western windows. If dusty winds blow from 
the north, he should close the northern windows. If dusty 
winds blow from the south, [48] he should close the southern 
windows. If the weather is cool, he should open the windows 
by day, he should close them at night. If the weather is warm, 
he should close the windows by day, he should open them at 
night. II r81! 

" If a cell is soiled, the cell should be swept. If a porch 2 

... If an attendance-halP ... If a fire-hal14 ••• If a privy comes 
to be soiled, the privy should be swept. If there does not 
come to be drinking-water, drinking-water should be provided. 
If there does not come to be water for washing, water for 
washing should be provided. If there does not come to be 
water in the pitcher of water for rinsing, 5 water should be 
tipped into the pitcher of water for rinsing. II rgl! 

"If dissatisfaction 6 has arisen in the preceptor, the one who 
shares his cell should allay 7 it or should get (another) to allays 
it, or he should give him a talk on dhamma. If remorse has 
arisen in the preceptor, the one who shares the cell should 
dispel it or should get (another) to dispel it, or he should give 
him a talk on dhamma. 9 If wrong views have arisen in the 
preceptor, the one who shares his cell should dissuade him 
(from them) or should get another to dissuade him (from them), 9 

or he should give him a talk on dhamma. 10 II zo II 
" If the preceptor has committed an offence against an 

1 vatapana, see B.D. ii. 259, n. 1. Three kinds allowed at Vin. ii. I48. 
1 ko!!haka, or gate-house, or store-room, allowed at Vin. ii. q:z, I53· 
1 upaf!hiinasiilii, allowed at Vin. ii. I 53· See B.D. ii. 194, n. 4· 
' aggisiila, allowed at Vin. ii. I 54· 
1 acamanakumbhf, allowed at Vin. ii. 142. 
8 anabhirati, see B.D. i. 114, n. I ; and Vin. i. 144. 
7 vapakiisetabbii. v A. 981 says that he should take him elsewhere. 
8 v'llpakiisapetabba. Another monk should be told: 'having taken the 

elder, go elsewhere', VA. 981. Cf. Vin. i. 142 (=below, p. 190). 
1 Cf. Vin. i. 142 ( = below, p. 190). 
1° For above passage cf. A.v. 72, where competence in these matters is one 

of the qualifications a monk must possess in order to confer the upasampada 
ordination. 
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important rule1 and deserves probation, 2 the one who shares 
his cell should make an effort, thinking: 'How then could 
the Order grant the preceptor probation ? ' If the preceptor 
deserves to be sent back to the beginning, 3 the one who shares 
his cell should make an effort, thinking: 'How then could 
the Order send the preceptor b'ick to the beginning ? ' If 
the preceptor deserves miinatta (discipline), the one who shares 
his cell should make an effort, thinking : ' How then could 
the Order inflict miinatta (discipline) on the preceptor ? ' If 
the preceptor deserves rehabilitation,' the one who shares his 
cell should make an effort, thinking: 'How then could the 
Order rehabilitate the preceptor ? ' II zr II 

" If the Order desires to carry out a (formal) act against the 
preceptor-one of censure5 or one of guidance6 or one of banish
ment 7 or one of reconciliation 8 or one of suspension 9-the one 
who shares his cell should make an effort, thinking : ' How 
then could the Order not carry out a (formal) act against the 
preceptor or change it to a lighter one ?1 0 ' Yet if a (formal) 
act-one of censure . . . one of suspension-is carried out by 
the Order against him, the one who shares his cell should make 
an effort, thinking : ' How then could the preceptor conduct 
himself properly,ll be subdued, mend his ways, (so that) the 
Order could revoke that (formal) act ? ' II 22 II 

" If the preceptor's robe should be washed, the one who 
shares his cell should wash it or he should make an effort, [49] 

1 At Vin. iv. 51, one of the qualities a monk must possess in order to exhort 
the nuns is that of not having offended against an "important rule", 
garudhamma. There were eight " important rules " to be kept by nuns ; 
see B.D. ii. 266, n. II and p. 267. But, above. the important rules seem 
to rQ:er to Satigh!disesa. for what follows ; probation, etc., are among the 
penalties for breaking Satigh. rules. 

1 pariviisa, cf. B.D. i. 196, n. 3, and Vin. i. 143, ii. 31 ff. Not the same 
pariviisa as that granted to members of other sect~ on their wishing to enter 
the Order, see below, p. 85. 

3 Cj. B.D. i. 196, n. 4, and for miinatta B.D. i. 196, n. 5, and Vin. i. 143· 
' abbhiina, cf. B.D. i. 196 n. 6; B.D. iii. 28, n. 4· 
1 tajjaniya. Cf. Vin. i. 143, ii. 2 ff. See Vin. i. 325, A. i. 99 and Dutt, 

Early Buddhist Monachism, p. 170, for this and the four following formal acts. 
• nissaya, tutelage. Cj. CV. I. 9. I ff. 
7 pabbiijaniya. Cf. CV. I. 13. I ff. 
a pa/isiiraniya. Cj. CV. I. 18. I ff. 
• ukkhepaniya. Cf. CV. I. 26. I ff. 

10 VA. 981 indicates that the one who shares the cell should do his best 
to plead with the monks to cancel the formal act. But if they insist, he should 
beg the preceptor to conduct himself properly. 

11 Cf. B.D. i. 323 and its n. z, 2, 3 for these expressions. 
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thinking : ' How then could the preceptor's robe be washed ? ' 
If the preceptor's robe-material should be made up, the one 
who shares his cell should make it up or he should make an 
effort, thinking: 'How then could ·the preceptor's robe
material be made up ? ' If dye should be boiled for the pre
ceptor ... If the preceptor's robe should be dyed ... ' ... could 
the preceptor's robe be dyed ? ' When he is dyeing the robe, 
he should dye it properly, turning it again and again, nor should 
he go away if the drips have not ceased.1 1!23 II 

" Without asking the preceptor (for permission), he should 
not give an almsbowl to anyone nor should he receive an 
almsbowl from anyone; he should not give a robe to anyone 
nor should he receive a robe from anyone ; he should not give 
a requisite to anyone nor should he receive a requisite from 
anyone; he should not cut off anyone's hair nor should he 
have his hair cut off by anyone ; he should not render a 
service to anyone nor should he cause a <;;ervice to be rendered 
by anyone ; he should not execute a commission for anyone 
nor should he cause a commission to be executed by anyone ; 
he should not become an attendant on anyone nor should he 
take anyone as an attendant ; he should not bring back alms
food for anyone nor should he have almsfood brought back 
by anyone. Without asking the preceptor (for permission), 
he should not enter a village, he should not go to a cemetery, 
he should not leave the district. 2 If the preceptor becomes ill, 
he should tend him for as long as life lasts ; he should wait 
(with :bim) until he recovers. 3 

" II 24 II 
Told is what is due to a Preceptor. II 25 II 

" The preceptor,' monks, should conduct himself properly 
towards the one who shares his cell. This is the proper conduct 
in this respect : the one who shares the cell should be furthered, 5 

he should be helped by the preceptor in regard to recitation, 

1 acchinne theve. VA. 981 says "he should not depart if even a little dye 
is falling down." Proper methods for dyeing robe-material given at Vin. i. 
286. 

s disa pakkamitabbii. Cf. MV. II. 21. 1 where ignorant monks travelling 
to distant parts, disa1f1gamikii, do not ask teachers and preceptors for 
permission. 

a vu!!hiinassa, until he gets up from his illness, VA. 982. Cf. Vism. 94· 
' From here top. 69, below = Vin. ii. 227-230. 
' sa1f1gahetabbo, used with the next word, anuggahetabbo, below, p. I57· 
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interrogation, exhortation, instruction.1 If there is a bowl for 
the preceptor but no bowl for the one who shares his cell, a 
bowl should be given by the preceptor to the one who shares 
his cell, or he should make an effort, thinking "How then 
could a bowl be procured for the one who shares my cell ? ' 
If there is a robe for the preceptor . . . If there is (another) 
requisite for the preceptor . . . [50] ' How then could (another) 
requisite be procured for the one who shares my cell ? ' II r II 

"If the one who shares the cell becomes ill, having got up 
early he should give tooth-wood, he should give water for 
rinsing the mouth, he should make ready a seat. If there is 
conjey2 ••• that place should be swept. II 2 II 

"If the one who shares a cell wishes to enter a village8 ••• 

having washed, a bowl with water is to be given to him. 
Thinking, ' He will be returning about now ', he should' make 
ready a seat, he should set out water for washing the feet, a 
foot-stool, a foot-stand ... [51] ... He should offer drinking 
water to the one who shares his cell. 113-6 II 

" In whatever dwelling-place one who shares a cell is staying, 
if that dwelling-place is soiled, it should be cleaned if he is able 
to do so . . . [52] 6 • • • so that the Order could revoke 
that (formal) act.' 117-IO II 

"If the robe of one who shares a cell should be washed, the 
preceptor should explain, saying: 'Thus should you wash it', 
or he should make an effort, thinking : ' How then could the 
robe of the one who shares my cell be washed ? ' If the robe
material of one who shares a cell should be made up, the 
preceptor should explain, saying : ' Thus should you make 
it up ', or ... ' How then could the robe-material of the one 
who shares a cell . . . ' Thus should you boil it ', or . . . ' How 
then could dye be boiled for the one who shares my cell ? ' 
If the robe of the one who shares a cell should be dyed . . . 
' Thus should you dye it ', or ... ' How then could the robe 
of the one who shares my cell be dyed ? ' When he is dyeing 

1 These four words are used in definition of " should (neither) help " 
at Vin. iv. 325 (B.D. iii. 376) ; and cf. B.D. il, 271, n. 2. 

• As at MV. I. 25. 2, reading "preceptor" for "one who shares a cell" 
and vice versa. 

1 As at MV. I. 25. 9 (first half). 
' From here to the end of 116 11. as at MV. I. 25. IO·I3, omitting the first 

two sentences of I. 25. ro. 
• As at MV. I. 25. 14-22, 

I 
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the robe, he should dye it properly, turning it again and again, 
nor should he go away if the drips have not ceased. If the one 
who shares a cell becomes ill, he should tend him as long as 
life lasts ; he should wait until he recovers." II II II 

Told is what is due to one who shares a cell. 1126 II 

Now at that time those who shared cells did not conduct 
themselves properly towards their preceptors. Those who 
were modest monks looked down upon, criticised, spread it 
about, saying: "How can those who share cells not conduct 
themselves properly towards their preceptors? " Then these 
monks told this matter to the Lord. He said: "Is it true, 
as is said, monks, that those who share cells do not conduct 
themselves properly towards their preceptors? " 

" It is true, Lord." 
The enlightened one, the Lord rebuked them, saying: 
" How, monks, can those who share cells not conduct them

selves properly towards their preceptors ? " 
Having rebuked them, having given reasoned talk, the Lord 

addressed the monks, saying: "Monks, [53] those who share 
cells should not not conduct themselves properly towards 
their preceptors. Whoever should not conduct himself 
properly, there is an offence of wrong-doing.'' !I I II 

Even ·so, they did not conduct themselves properly. They 
told this matter to the Lord. He said : " I allow you, monks, 
to dismiss1 one who does not conduct himself properly. And 
thus monks should he be dismissed: If he, saying: 'I 
dism'iss you : or ' Do not come back here ' or ' Bring back 
your bowl and robe ' or ' I am not to be waited upon by you', 
makes this understood by gesture, if he makes this understood 
by voice, if he makes this understood by gesture and by voice, 
the one who shares the cell comes to be dismissed. If he does 
not make this understood by gesture, if he does not make this 
understood by voice, if he does not make this understood by 
gesture and by voice, the one who shares the cell does not come 
to be dismis'>ed. II 2 II 

Now at that time those who shared a cell and who were 
dismissed did not apologise. They told this matter to the 

1 pafliimeturp. 

G 
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Lord. He said: "I allow (them), monks, to apologise." 
Even so, they did not apologise. They told this matter to the 
Lord. He said : " Monks, one who is dismissed is not not 
to apologise. 'Whoever should not apologise, there is an offence 
of wrong-doing." 113 II 

Now at that time preceptors, on being apologised to, did 
not forgive. They told this matter to the Lord. He said: 
"I allow you, monks, to forgive." Even so, they did not 
forgive. And those who shared a cell departed and they left 
the Order and they went over to (other) sects. They told 
this matter to the Lord. He said : " Monks, when you are 
being apologised to you should not not forgive. Whoever 
should not forgtve, there is an offence of wrong-doing." 
11411 

Now at that time preceptors dismissed those who were 
conducting themselves1 properly, they did not dismiss those 
who were not conducting themselves properly. They told 
this matter to the Lord. He said : " Monks, one who is 
conducting himself properly is not to be dismissed. Whoever 
should dismiss him, there is an offence of wrong-doing. And, 
monks, one who is not conducting himself properly is not not 
to be dismissed. Whoever should not dismiss him, there is 
an offence of wrong-doing. 115 II 

"Monks, if one who shares a cell is possessed of five qualities 
he may be dismissed: if there does not come to be much 
affection for his preceptor, if there does not come to be much 
faith (in him), if there does not come to be much sense of shame 
(towards him), if there does not come to be much rec;pect 
(for him), if there does not come to be much development2 

(under him). Monks, if one who shares a cell is possessed of 
these five qualities he may be dismissed. Monks, if one who 
shares a cell is possessed of five qualities he should not be dis
missed : if there comes to be much affection for his preceptor 
.... if there comes to be much development. Monks, if one 
who shares a cell is possessed of these five qualities he should 
not be dismissed. II 6 II 

" Monks, if one who shares a cell is possessed of five qualities 
1 For use of singular, w~ere we should use the plural, cf. B.D. iii. 364, 367• 

369. Here the meaning 1s that each of several preceptors dismissed the 
particular monk who shared his cell. 

1 bhiivanii. VA. 982 explains by mettabhavanii, development of amity. 
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it is suitable1 to dismiss him : [54] if there does not come to be 
much affection for his preceptor ... if there does not come to be 
much development. Monks, if one who shares a cell is 
possessed of these five qualities, it is suitable to dismiss him. 
Monks, if one who shares a cell is possessed of five qualities 
it is not suitable to dismiss him: if there comes to be much 
affection for his preceptor . . . if there comes to be much 
development. Monks, if one who shares a cell is possessed of 
these five qualities it is not suitable to dismiss him. II 7 11 

"Monks, if one who shares a cell is possessed of five qualities, 
a preceptor, in not dismissing him, becomes one who has gone 
too far ; in dismissing him, he does not become one who has 
gone too far: if there does not come to be much affection for 
his preceptor ... if there does not come to be much develop
ment. Monks, if one who sharec; a cell is possessed of these five 
qualities, a preceptor, in not dismissing him, becomes one who 
has gone too far ; in dismissing him he does not become one 
who has gone too far. Monks, if one who shares a cell is 
possessed of five qualities, the preceptor, in dismissing him, 
becomes one who has gone too far; in not dismissing him, 
he does not become one who has gone too far : if there comes 
to be much affection for the preceptor ... if there comes to be 
much development. Monks, if one who shares a cell is possessed 
of these five qualities, a preceptor, in dismissing him, becomes 
one who has gone too far ; in not dismissing him, he does not 
become one who has gone too far." 118// 2711 

Now at that time a certain brahman, having approached 
(some) monks, asked for the going forth. The monks did not 
want to let him go forth, and because he could not obtain the 
going forth among the monks, he became lean, wretched, of 
a bad colour, very yellow, his veins standing out all over his 
body. 2 The Lord saw this brahman, lean ... all over his body, 
and seeing him, he addressed the monks, saying: "How is it, 
monks, that this brahman is lean ... all over his body ? " 

"Lord, this brahman ac;ked the monks for the going forth. 
The monks did not want to let him go forth, and because he 
could not obtain the going forth among the monks, he is lean 
... all over his body." II r II 

1 ala1p, enough. 1 Stock, cf. Vin. iii. 88 (B.D. i. 153-4). 
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Then the Lord addressed the monks, saying: "Now, monks, 
who remembers a service1 done by this brahrnan ? " When 
he had spoken thus the venerable Sariputta spoke thus to the 
Lord: "I, Lord, remember a service done by this brahman:' 

"Now, what help (given) by this brahman, Sariputta, do 
you remember?" 

"Lord, as I was walking for almsfood here in Rajagaha this 
brahman had spoon-alms 2 bestowed upon me. This, Lord, 
is the service done by this brahman [55] which I remember." 
liz II 

" Good, Sariputta, it is good. Indeed those who are tmly 
men, 3 Sariputta, are thankful and grateful. 4 Because of this 
do you, Sariputta, let this brahman go forth (and) ordain him." 

" How, lord, do I let this brahman go forth, how do I ordain 
him?" 

Then the Lord, on this occasion, having given reasoned 
talk, addressed the monks, saying : 

"From this day forth, monks, I abolish that ordination by 
going to the three refuges which I allowed. I allow you, 
monks, to ordain by a (formal) act consisting of a motion and 
a resolution put three times. 6 113 II 

" And thus, monks, should one ordain : The Order should be 
informed by an experienced, competent monk, saying: 
'Honoured sirs, let the Order hear me. This (person) so and so 
wishes for ordination from the venerable so and so. If it 
seems right to the Order, the Order may ordain so and so, 
through the preceptor so and so. This is the motion. 114 II 

"'Honoured sirs, let the Order hear me. This person so 
and so . . . may ordain so and so. The Order is ordaining 
so and so through the preceptor so and so. If the ordination 
of so and so through the preceptor so and so is pleasing to the 
venerable ones let them be silent ; he to whom it is not pleasing 
should speak. And a second time I speak forth this matter 

. . should speak. II 5 II 
1 adhikiira. 
2 ka!acchubhikkhii, alms given with a ladle to a monk (cf. Thag. 934, Miln. 

9) ; contrasted with ticket-food and the gifts of robes, etc., at DhA. i. 379, 
and with a " great gift ", mahiidiina, given to a body of monks at Pv. II. 
9· s6-ss. 

3 sappurisa. Cf. Vin. iii. 7· • Cf. S. ii. 272. 
6 natticatuttha. See MV. IX. 3. 4-9, and Dutt, Early Bxd. Monachism, 

P· zso. 
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" ' And a third time I speak forth this matter ... should speak. 
So and so is ordained by the Order through the preceptor so 
and so. It is pleasing to the Order, therefore they are silent. 
Thus do I understand this.' " 116 II 28 II 

Now at that time a certain monk immediately after he was 
ordained indulged in bad habits. Monks spoke thus : " Do 
not, your reverence, do that, it is not allowed."1 He spoke 
thus : " But indeed, I did not ask the venerable ones saying, 
' Ordain me '. Why did you ordain me without being asked 
(to do so) ? " They told this matter to the Lord. [56] He 
said : " Monks, you should not ordain without being asked 
(to do so). Whoever should (so) ordain, there is an offence 
of wrong-doing. I allow you, monks, to ordain when you 
have been asked (to do so). II I II 

" And thus, monks, should one ask (for it) : That one who 
wishes for ordination, having approached the Order, having 
arranged his upper robe over one shoulder, having honoured 
the monks' feet, having sat down on his haunches, having 
saluted with joined palms, should speak thus to it : 'Honoured 
sirs, I ask the Order for ordination; honoured sirs, may the 
Order raise me up, 2 out of compassion.' And a second time 
should he ask . . . And a third time should he ask . . . 
Jlzll 

" The Order should be informed by an experienced, competent 
monk, saying: 'Honoured sirs, let the Order hear me. This 
(person) so and so wishes for ordination from the venerable 
so and so. So and so asks the Order for ordination through the 
preceptor so and so. If it seems right to the Order the Order 
may ordain so and so through the preceptor so and so. This 
is the motion. II 3 II 

" ' Honoured sirs, let the Order hear me. This (person) so 
and so wishes for ordination from the venerable so and so. So 
and so asks the Order for ordination through the preceptor so 
and so. If the ordination cf so and so through the preceptor so 

1 Cf. B.D. i. 309, ii. 230, 393. 
2 ullumpatu, meaning according to VA. 984 " having made me arise from 

what is bad may they establish me in what is good ; or, having raised me 
from the status of a novice may they establish me in the status of a monk", 
Cf. below, p. 122, and VA. 1033. See also A. K. Coomaraswamy, Some 
Pali Words, H.j.A.S., Vol. 4, No. 2, p. 145-6, where he takes uttumpatu 
as meaning" extract" (me from all evil). 
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and so is pleasing to the venerable ones, let them be silent ; 
he to whom it is not pleasing should speak. And a second time 
I speak forth this matter .... And a third time I speak forth 
this matter ... So and so is ordained by the Order through the 
preceptor so and so. It is pleasing to th-e Order, therefore they 
are silent. Thus do 1 understand this.' " II 4 II 29 II 

Now at that time in Rajagaha a succession of meals of 
sumptuous foods came to be arranged.1 Then it occurred 
to a certain brahman: "Now, these recluses, sons of the 
Sakyans, are pleasant in character, pleasant in conduct ; having 
eaten good meals they lie down on beds sheltered from the 
wind. 2 What now if I should go forth among these recluses, 
sons of the Sakyans?" Then that brahman, having approached 
(some) monks, asked for the going forth. The monks allowed 
him to go forth (and) they ordained him. II r II 

The succession of meals dwindled away 3 after he had gone 
forth. Monks spoke thus : " Come along now, your reverence, 
we will walk for almsfood." He spoke thus : " Your reverences, 
I did not go forth for this-that I should walk for almsfood. 
If you will give to me, I will eat, but if you will not give to me, 
I will leave the Order." 

"But, did you, your reverence, go forth for your belly's 
sake ? " [57] 

"Yes, your reverences." 112 II 
Those who were modest monks looked down upon, criticised, 

spread it about, saying : " How can this monk go forth in this 
dhamma and discipline which are well taught for his belly's 
sake ? " These monks told this matter to the Lord. He 
said: 

" Is it true, as is said, that you, monk, went forth for your 
belly's sake ? " 

" It is true, Lord." 
The enlightened one, the Lord rebuked him, saying : 
" How can you, foolish man, go forth in this dhamma and 

discipline which are well taught for your belly's sake ? It is 
not foolish man, for pleasing those who are not (yet) pleased, 

1 Cf. Vin. 
I Cf. Vin. 
I khfyittha 

248, iv. 75 (B.D. ii. 315). 
72, iv. 129 (B.D. iii. IO-II). 
cf. khfyanti at B.D. ii. 236, n. I, 2. 
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nor for increasing (the number of) those who are pleased.'' 
Having rebuked him, having given reasoned talk, he addressed 
the monks, saying : 113 II 

" I allow you, monks, when you are ordaining, to explain 
four resources1 : that going forth is on account of meals of 
scraps ; in this respect effort is to be made by you for life. 
(These are) extra acquisitions: a meal for an Order, a meal 
for a special person, an invitation, ticket-food, (food given) 
on a day of the waxing or waning of the moon, on an Observance 
day, on the day after an Observance day.2 That going forth 
is on account of rag-robes; in this respect effort is to be made 
by you for life. (These are) extra acquisitions: (robes made 
of) linen, cotton, silk, wool, coarse hemp, canvas. 3 That going 
forth is on account of a lodging at the root of a tree ; in this 
respect effort is to be made by you for life. (These are) extra 
acqusitwns: a dwelling-place, a curved house,"<~ long house, 5 

a mansion, 6 a cave. 7 That going forth is on account of ammonia 
a<> a medicine ; in this respect effort is to be made by you for 
life. (These are) extra acquisitions : ghee, fresh butter, oil, 
honey, molasses. 8 " 114 II 30 II 

Told is the Fifth Portion for Repeating: on what 
is due to a Preceptor. 

Now at that time a certain brahman youth, having approached 

1 nissaya, cf. Vin. i. 96. Nissaya is something which you depend upon, 
which supplies you, a source of supply. Not to be confused with the formal 
act called nissaya, referred to at Vin. i. 49 (p. 66, above), which is an act 
placing someone under guidance, giving him help. 

• For last four, cf. B.D. ii. 313-314 and notes. 
3 See B.D. ii. 7, 143, and notes. 
' atf4hayoga. Comys. speak of it as supav-v-avankageha (see P.E.D.), as 

garufasav-!hiinapiisiida (see C.P.D.), and as suva1.1v-avangageha (see Vin. Texts 
i. 173, n. x). It is possible that the curve refers only to the roof, curved 
upwards perhaps at the ends, like some forms of domestic architecture in 
present-day India, and this is the reason for the aq,tf,ha, half: that in some 
respect the building is half and not entirely curved. At Vin. ii. 172 it is said 
that repairs may be made to an aq,tf,hayoga during a period of seven or eight 
years. 

5 piisiida, see B.D. ii. r6, n. 5. 
1 hammiya, see B.D. ii. r6. n. 6. 
7 guha. These five are the five leniini, abodes, allowed at Vin. ii. 146; 

allowed at Vin. i. 107, as the site for an uposatha hall; at Vin. i. 239 as the 
site for kappiyabhumi, a place for what is allowable, an outhouse; at Vin. i. 
284 as the site for a store-room-in the last three cases the sites are to be 
agreed upon by the Order. 

8 Cf. B.D. i. 133, ii. 342. At B.D. ii. 131 these five medicines may be used 
by ill monks. 
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(some) monks, asked for the going forth. The monks explained 
the resources to him beforehand. He spoke thus : " If, 
honoured sirs, you had explained the resources to me after I 
had gone forth, I should have been satisfied, but now, honoured 
sirs, I will not go forth ; the resources are disgusting and 
loathsome to me." The monks told this matter to the Lord. 
He said: 

" Monks, the resources should not be explained beforehand. 
Whoever should (thus) explain them, there is an offence of 
wrong-doing. I allow you, monks, to explain the resources 
soon after ordaining (a person)." II I II 

Now at that time monks ordained through a group of two 
and a group of three (monks). They told this matter to the 
Lord. He said : 

" Monks, you should not ordain through a group of less than 
ten (monks).1 Whoever should (so) ordain, there is an offence 
of wrong-doing. I allow you, monks, to ordain through a 
group of ten or more than ten (monks)." 112 II [58] 

Now at that time monks of one year's standing and of two 
years' standing (severally) ordained the one who shared his 
cell. And when he was of one year's standing, 2 the venerable 
Upasena, Vanganta's son,3 ordained the one who shared his 
cell. vVhen he was of two years' standing, having kept the 
rains-residence, taking the one who shared his cell and who 
was of one year's standing, he approached the Lord. Having 
approached, having greeted the Lord, he sat down at a respect
ful distance. Now, it is the custom for awakened ones, for 
Lords to exchange friendly greetings With in-coming monks. 
11311 

Then the Lord spoke thus to the venerable Upasena, 
Vanganta's son: " I hope, monk, that things go well with you, 
I hope you are keeping going, I hope you came here with but 
little fatigue on the journey." 

"Things do go well with me, Lord, I am keeping going, 

1 See Vin. i 319. A group garza, is usually in the Vinaya regarded as 
consisting of from two to four monks (or nuns), but here it is equivalent 
to an Order, a sat]tgha. 

1 See ]a. ii. 449, VA. 194, UdA. 266, AA. i. 271 for this same episode. 
UdA. states that Upasena was of two years' standing as a preceptor. But 
it is more likely that AA. is right in saying that two years' standing as a monk 
is meant, i.e. since his own ordination. 

1 See B.D. ii. 83. 

l 
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Lord, I came, Lord, with but little fatigue on the 
journey." 

Now, Truthfinders (sometimes) ask knowing,1 and knowing 
(sometimes) do not ask ; they ask, knowing the right time 
(to ask), and they do not ask, knowing the right time (when 
not to ask). Truthfinders ask about what belongs to the goal, 
not about what does not belong to the goal. There is bridge
breaking~ for Truthfinders in whatever does not belong to the 
goal. Awakened ones, Lords, question monks concerning two 
matters: "Shall we teach dhamma ? " or "Shall we lay 
down a rule of training for disciples ? " 114 II 

Then the Lord spoke thus to the venerable Upasena, 
Vanganta's son: "Of how many years' standing are you, 
monk?" 

"I, Lord, am of two years' standing." 
" And of how many years' standing is this monk ? " 
"He is of one year's standing, Lord." 
" Who is this monk as regards you ? " 
" He is the one who shares my cell, Lord." 
The awakened one, the Lord rebuked (him), saying: 
" It is not fitting, foolish man, it is not becoming, it is not 

proper, it is unworthy of a recluse, it is not allowable, it should 
not be done. How can you, foolish man, when you should be 
exhorted and instructed by others, think to exhort and instruct 
another (monk) ? Too quickly have you, foolish man, turned 
to abundance,3 that is to say to acquiring a group. It is not, 
foolish man, for pleasing those who are not (yet) pleased, nor 
for increasing (the number of) those who are pleased." Having 
rebuked him, having given reasoned talk, he addressed the 
monks, saying : 

" Monks, one who is of less than ten years' standing should 
not ordain.4 Whoever (such) should (so) ordain, there is an 
offence of wrong-doing. I allow you, monks, to ordain 
through one who is of ten years' standing or through one who 
is of more than ten years' standing." 115 II 

1 See also Vin. i. 158, 250, iii. 6, 88-89 for this passage; and B.D. i. 13, 
notes 1 and 2. 

1 See D. L. Coomaraswamy, The Perilous Bridge of We(fare, H]AS, Vol. 8, 
No.2, August, 1944, for a discussion of the Bridge mainly from Indian sources. 

1 Cf. Vin. i. 287. 
' Cf. Nuns' Pac. lxxiv, where a nun of less than twelve years' standing 

should not ordain. 
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Now at that time ignorant, inexperienced monks ordained, 
thinking: "We are of ten years' standing, we are of ten years' 
standing." (Consequently) there were to be found ignorant 
preceptors, wise (monks) who shared their cells; inexperienced 
preceptors, experienced (monks) who shared their cells; 
preceptors who had heard little, (monks) who shared their 
cells who had heard much; preceptors of poor intelligence, 
[59] intelligent (monks) who shared their cells; and a certain 
former member of another sect, when he was being spoken 
to by his preceptor regarding a rule, having refuted the 
preceptor, went over to the fold of that same seeP (as before). 
11611 

Those who were modest monks ... spread it about, saying: 
" How can these ignorant, inexperienced monks ordain, think
ing: 1 We are of ten years' standing, we are of ten years' 
standing ' ? (So that) there are to be found . . . intelligent 
(monks) who share their cells." Then these monks told this 
matter to the Lord. He said : 

" Is it true, as is said, monks, that ignorant, inexperienced 
monks ordained, thinking : . . . there are to be found . . . 
intelligent (monks) who share their cells?" 

" It is true, Lord." II 7 II 
Then awakened one, the Lord rebuked them, saying : 
" How, monks, can these foolish men, ignorant, inexperi

enced, ordain, thinking: I We are of ten years' standing, we 
are of ten years' standing'? ... intelligent (monks) who share 
their cells. It is not, monks, for pleasing those who are not 
(yet) pleased ... " And having rebuked them, having given 
reasoned talk, he addressed the monks, saying: 

" Monks, one who is ignorant, inexperienced should not 
ordain. Whoever (such) should ordain, there is an offence 
of wrong-doing. I allow you, monks, to ordain through an 
experienced, competent monk who is of ten years' standing 
or more than ten years' standing." 118113111 

Now at that time monks, when their preceptors had 
gone away and had left the Order and had died and had 
gone over to another side (of the Order), 2 being without 

1 titthayatanat!' sa'?'lkami. Cf. Vin. iv. 217 (B.D. iii. 167). 
1 Cf. B.D. iii. 190. 

J 

I 
1 

j 
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teachers,1 not being exhorted, not being instructed, walked for 
almsfood wrongly dressed, wrongly clothed, not befittingly 
attired. While people were eating . . . ( = I. 25. I -4) . . . 

"It is true, Lord." 
Having rebuked them, having given reasoned talk, he 

addressed the monks, saying: "Monks, I allow a teacher. 
The teacher, monks, should arouse in his pupil2 the attitude 
of a son; the pupil should arouse in his teacher the attitude of 
a father. Thus these, living with reverence, with deference, 
with courtesy towards one another, will come to growth, 
increase, maturity in this dhamma and discipline. I allow 
you, monks, to live ten years in dependence,3 and when one 
is of ten years' standing to give guidance.' II I II 

" And thus, monks, should a teacher be chosen : having 
arranged the upper robe over one shoulder, having honoured 
his feet, having sat down on the haunches, having saluted with 
joined palms, he should speak to him thus : ' Honoured sir, 
be my teacher, I will live in dependence on the venerable 
one; honoured sir, be my teacher, I will live in dependence 
on the venerable one; honoured sir, be my teacher, [60] I will 
live in dependence on the venerable one.' If he says : ' Very 
well ' or ' Certainly ' or ' All right ' or ' It is proper ' or ' Manage 
it amiably ', and makes this understood by gesture . . . 
( = I. 25. 7-24, reading teacher and pupil for preceptor and 
one who shares a cell) . . . If the teacher becomes ill, he 
should tend him as long as life lasts ; he should wait until 
he recovers." 113 II 

Told is what is due to a Teacher. II 32 II 

"The teacher, monks, should conduct himself properly 
towards his pupil. This is the proper conduct in this respect : 
the pupil should be furthered, he should be helped by the 

1 acariya. See Vin. Texts i. 178, n. 2 for note comparing this with preceptor. 
Vism. 94 says that in a dwelling-place are teachers, preceptors, those who 
share a cell, pupils, those having the same prer.eptors, those having the same 
teachers. It mentions teachers for the going forth, teachers for ordination, 
pupils ordamed and allowed to go forth having the same preceptor; teachers 
in guidance, in the exposition (or recitation, of the Patimokkha), pupils in 
the same having the same teacher. 

I antevasika. a nissayat!' vattkutJ'. 
c nissayatJ' diitutJ'. There is also the formal act of nissaya, of placing 

under guidance, as in I. 25. 22. The word translated above, I. 30. 4, as 
" resource " is also nissaya, but it is there combined with the verb iicikkkitufTI. 
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teacher ( = I. 26. I-II, reading teacher and pupil for 
preceptor and one who shares a cell) ... If the pupil becomes 
ill, he should tend him as long as life lasts ; he should wait 
until he recovers." II I II 

What is due to a Pupil. II 33 II 
The Sixth Portion for Repeating. 

Now at that time pupils did not conduct themselves properly 
towards their teachers ... ( = I. 27. I·-8, teading teacher and 
pupil as above) . . . in not dismissing him he does not become 
one who has gone too far." II I 1134 II 

Now at that time ignorant, inexperienced monks, gave 
guidance, thinking: "\Ve are of ten years' standing, we are 
of ten years' standing." (So that) there were to be found 
ignorant teachers, wise pupils ; inexperienced teachers, ex
perienced pupils ; teachers who had heard little, pupils who 
had heard much; teachers of poor intelligence, intelligent 
pupils. Those who were modest monks [61] . . . spread it 
about, saying: "How can these ignorant inexperienced monks 
give guidance, thinking: 'We are of ten years' standing, we 
are of ten years' standing ' ? (So that) there are to be found 
ignorant teachers ... intelligent pupils." II I I! 

Then these monks told this matter to the Lord. He said : 
" Is it true, as is said, monks, that ignorant, inexperienced 

{monks)1 are giving guidance, thinking: 'We are of ten years' 
standing, we are of ten years' standing ' ? " 

"Is it true, Lord." The enlightened one, the Lord rebuked 
them; having rebuked them, having given reasoned talk, he 
addressed the monks, saying : " Monks, one who is ignorant, 
inexperienced, should not give guidance. Whoever (such) 
should give it, there is an offence of wrong-doing. I allow you, 
monks, to give guidance through an experienced, competent 
monk who is of ten years' standing or of more than ten years' 
standing. " 2 II 2 II 35 II 

Now at that time monks, when their teachers and preceptors 
had gone away and had left the Order and had died and had 

1 Omitted in Oldenberg's text of Vin. a Cf. above, I. 81. 6-8. 
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gone over to another side (of the Order),_1 did not know about 
nullifications of guidance. They told this matter to the Lord. 
He said: 

" Monks, there are these five nullifications of guidance from 
a preceptor : when a preceptor has gone away or left the Order 
or died or gone over to another side (of the Order), and com
mand is the fifth. 2 Thec:e, monks, are the five nullifications 
of guidance from a preceptor. Monks, there are the<>e six 
nullifications of guidance from a teacher : when a teacher has 
gone away or left the Order or died or gone over to another 
side (of the Order), and command is the fifth, or if he3 has come 
to be connected with a preceptor.' These, monks, are the 
six nullifications of guidance from a teacher. II I II 

"Monks, if a monk is possessed of five qualities 5 he should 
not ordain, he should not give guidance, a novice should not 
attend him : if he is not possessed of an adept's body of moral 
habit ... body of concentration ... body of wisdom ... body 
of freedom . . . body of vision and knowledge of freedom. 
Monks if a monk is not possessed of these five qualities he 
should, not ordain, he should not give guidance, a novice should 
not attend him. II 2 II 

" Monks, if a monk is possessed of five qualities he may ordain, 
he may give guidance, a novice may attend him: if he is 
possessed of an adept's body of moral habit ... body of vision 
and knowledge of freedom. Monks, if a monk is possessed 
of these five qualities [62] he may ordain, he may give guidance, 
a novice may attend him. II 3 II 

" And, monks, if a monk is possessed of five further qualities 
he should not ordain, he should not give guidance, a novice 
should not attend him : if he 1s neither himself possessed of an 
adept's body of moral habit nor encourages another as to an 
adept's body of moral habit ... if he is neither himself possessed 

1 As in I. 32. 1. . . 
2 VA. 986 says that the teacher dismisses the pupil from gutdance m 

the words of I. 27. 2. . 
a Meaning the pupil, if we follow VA. 988 ; but Dutt, Early Buddhtst 

Monachism, p. rSr, takes it to mean the teacher. . . . 
• VA. 988 says that if one who shares. a cell, hvm~ m depende~ce _on 

a teacher, sees a preceptor walking for alms m_the same vill_age or wo~sh1ppmg 
at the same shrine, or if he hears him teachmg dhamn:a m a dwellmg-place 
or among houses (the teacher's) guidance lapses. This would suggest that 
the preceptor occupies a higher p~sition !~an the teacher. 

li Cf. D. iii. 279; S. i. 99; A. 1. 162, m. 271, v. x6. 
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of an adept's body of vision and knowledge of freedom nor 
encourages anotht::r as to an adept's body of vision and know
ledge of freedom. Monks, if a monk is possessed of these 
five qualities he should not ordain, he should not give guidance, 
a novice should not attend him. 114 II 

" Monks, if a monk is possessed of five qualities ... a novice 
may attend him : if he is himself possessed of an adept's body 
of moral habit and encourages another as to an adept's body 
of moral habit ... if he is himself possessed of an adept's body 
of vision and knowledge of freedom and encourages another 
as to an adept's body of vision and knowledge of freedom. 
Monks, if a novice is possessed of these five qualities he may 
ordain ... a novice may attend him. II 5 II 

" And, monks, if a monk is possessed of five further qualities 
he should not ordain ... a novice should not attend him: if 
he comes to be lacking in faith, 1 if he comes to be without shame, 
if he comes to be reckless, if he comes to be lazy, if he comes to 
be of muddled mindfulness.2 Monks, if a monk is possessed 
of these five qualities he should not ordain ... a novice should 
not attend him. II 6 II 

" Monks, if a monk ic; possessed of five qualities he may 
ordain ... a novice may attend him : if he comes to have faith, 
if he comes to feel shame, if he comes to be cautious, if he comes 
to be of stirred up energy, if he comes to be of ready mindfulness a. 
Monks, if a monk is possessed of these five qualitiec; he may 
ordain ... a novice may attend him. II 7 II 

_ " And, monks, if a monk is possessed of five further qualities 
he should not ordain . . . a novice should not attend him : 
if, in regard to moral habit, 4 he comes to have fallen away 
from moral habit; if, in regard to good habits, 5 he comes to 

~-On the follo":'~!lg qui!ltet, cj. D. iii. 252, 282; M. i. 43; A. ii. 218; 
S. 11. 159, also A.m. 421, tv. 14.5 and see MA. i. 190 . 
.. 

1 mu!!ha;ssati. Se~. definition a~ SA. i. us. On this and upa!Jhitasati, 
r~ady mmdfulness (or recollectwn), see Morris, ]PTS. 1884, p. 92. Cf. 

sat~ muttha at Thag. 98, 99. 
3 upa!Jhitasati ; cf. also M. i. 356. 
' adhisfle. Vin. i. 172 says that the four Pii.rajikas and the thirteen 

San?ha.d!sesas are" fa~ing away from moral habit", as does VA. 989. Thus 
adhzsfla lS also the " htgher morality ". 

1 ajjhiiciira. _ J?_in. i. 172 na~es the falling away from this as grave offences, 
offences of exptabon, those which ought to be confessed, those of wrong-doing, 
those of wrong speech. VA. 989 calls them " the five other classes of offence • • 
!!·e. excludi_ng ~he Parajika and Sanghil.disesa). Ajjhiiciira can also mean 

transgresswn '. 

' 
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have fallen away from good habits ; if, in regard to (right} 
view,1 he comec; to have fallen away from (right) view; if he 
comes to have heard little, if he comes to be of poor intelligence. 
Monks, if a monk is possessed of these five qualities he should 
not ordain . . . II 811 

" Monks, if a monk is possessed of five qualities he may 
ordain [63] ... a novice may attend him : if, in regard to moral 
habit, he does not come to have fallen away from moral habit ; 
if, in regard to good habits, he does not come to have fallen 
away from good habits; if, in regard to (right} view, he does 
not come to have fallen away from (right) view; if he comes 
to have heard much; if he comes to be intelligent. Monks, 
if a monk is possessed of these five qualities he may ordain 
... a novice may attend him. II 9 II 

" And, monks, if a monk is possessed of five further qualities 
he should not ordain ... a novice should not attend him: if 
he is not competent to tend or to get (another) to tend a pupil 
or one who shares a cell and who is ill, to allay or get (another) 
to allay dissatisfaction that has arisen, to dispel or get (another) 
to dispel, by means of dhamma, 2 remorse that has arisen, if he 
doec; not know what is an offence, if he does not know the 
removaP of an offence. Monks, if a monk is possessed 
of these five qualities . . . a novice should not attend him. 
II IO II 

" Monks, if a monk is possessed of five qualities ... a novice 
may attend him. II II II 

" And monks, if a monk is possessed of five further qualities 
he should not ordain ... a novice should not attend him : if 
he is not competent to make a pupil or one who shares a cell 
train in the training regarding the fundamental<; of conduct, 4 

to lead him in the training regarding the fundamentals 
of the Brahmafaring, 5 to lead him in what pertains to 

1 atidi!!hi. Vin. i. 172 says that "falling away from right view means 
wrong view ", views of an extreme nature ; while VA. 989 says that getting 
rid of right view, he is possessed of wrong view of an extreme nature. 

• Cf. above I. 25. 20. 
a vuf!hiina, the arising from. Cf. below, p. 134, iipatti vu!!hitii, an offence 

that is removed, and p. 197, giimo vu!!hiisi, the village (was) removed. 
' abhisamiiciirikii. VA. 989-990 equates these with the duties {laid down) 

in the Khandhakas. 
6 iidibrahmaciiriyikii; see Vin. Texts i. 185, n. I. VA. 990 speaks of this 

as sekhapaiiiiatti, which might mean ideas, concepts, notions suitable to 
a sekha, a learner. 
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dhamma,l to lead him in what pertains to discipline, 2 to discuss 
or get (another) to discuss, by means of dhamma, a false view 
that has arisen. Monks, if a monk is possessed of these five 
qualities ... a novice should not attend him. 11 rz 11 

" Monks, if a monk is possessed of five qualities ... (64] ... 
a novice may attend him. II 13 II 

" And monks, if a monk is possessed of five further qualities 
... a novice should not attend him : if he does not know what 
is an offence, 3 if he does not know what is not an offence if he 
does not know what is a slight offence, if he does not 'know 
what is a serious offence, if the two Patimokkhas4 in full are 
not pro~rly handed down to him, not properly classified, not 
properly mtoned, not properly divided by rule and in respect 
of the explanation. 6 Monks, if a monk is possessed of these 
five qualities . . . a novice should not attend him. II 14 11 

" Monks, if a monk is possessed of five qualities . . . a novice 
may attend him. 11 I5 11 

" And, monks, if a monk is possessed of five further qualities 
he should not ordain, he should not give guidance, a novice 
should not attend him : if he does not know what is an offence 
if he does not know what is not an offence, if he does not kno~ 
what is a slight offence, if he does not know what is a serious 
offence, if he is of less than ten years' standing. Monks, if a 
monk is possessed of these five qualities he should not ordain, 
he should not give guidance, a novice should not attend him. 
II I611 

"Monks, if a monk is possessed of five qualities he may 
ordain, he may give guidance, a novice may attend him: if 
he knows what is an offence, if he knows what is not an offence 
if he knows what is a slight offence, if he knows what is a seriou~ 

1 
abhidhamma. VA. 990 takes t_his as. a di_vision by name and form ; 

and cl~arly has ~he AbhJdhammapitaka m mmd. But, for this passage 
pre-datm~ the existel?-.~e of the Abhidhammapitaka, see Oldenberg, Vin. i. 
Intr. p. xu, also B.D. m. Intr. p. x ff., and my art.: Abhidhamma Abhivinaya 
l~Q. V<:>I.. XII, No. 3, Sept., 194r. 

3 
abhwt?'aY.~· taken by_ VA. 990 to mean the whole of the Vinayapitaka. 
Cf. Vm. 11. 249 ; A. IV. 140, v. 71, So, 201. 

4 
That for the mon_ks and that for the nuns. On Patimokkha see below, 

P· 131, n. 2. For this part of the P:l;Ssage_see also Vin. iv. 51 (B.D. ii. 266). 
In !l"eneral Bu., at VA. 790 and 990, gtves different explanations of the terms. 
Th~s accounts ~or the differ~1;1t translations here and at B.D. ii. 266. 

. Or, meanmg, anu~yan1anaso. VA. 990 appears to explain this by 
vzbhangato, as to the Vtbhanga, the explanatory material surrounding each 
rule ; and suttato, " by rule ", by matikato, by the" summaries " the headings 
of, or key to, each set of rules (in Vin. ill and iv). ' 
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offence, if he is of ten years' standing or of more than ten years' 
standing." II 17 II 

Told is the Portion of sixteen times five (cases) when 
one may ordain. II 3611 

" Monks, if a monk is possessed of six qualities ... [66, 67] 
he should not ordain, he should not give guidance, a novice 
should not attend him.1 " II I-I4 II 

Told is the Portion of sixteen times2 six (cases) 
when one may ordain. II 37 II [68] 

Now at that time the one who had formerly been a member 
of another sect3 when he was being spoken to by his preceptor 
regarding a rule, having refuted the preceptor, went over to the 
fold of that same sect (as before), but having come back again, 
he asked the monks for ordination. 4 The monks told this 
matter to the Lord. He said : 

"Monks, he who was formerly a member of another sect 
... having refuted the preceptor and going over to the fold of 
that same sect (as before), on coming back should not be 
ordained. But, monks, whoever else was formerly a member 
of another sect and desires the going forth in this dhamma 
and discipline and desires ordination, to him you should grant 
probation 5 for four months. 6 II I II 

1 Vin. Texts i. 186, n. I points out that 37 is "identical with 36. 2-15, 
but for the sixth case which, throughout chap. 37, is added each time at 
the end of the five cases given in chap. 36 " : " if he is of less than ten years' 
standing " and " if he is of ten years' standing or more than ten years' 
standing " respectively. 

t Vin. Texts i. 186, n. 2, points out that this should be" Fourteen times", 
for where the first four items in 36. 15 and 17 are the same as one another 
and onlv the last in each is different, thus together making a total of six items, 
in 37. i3, 14 there is no repetition and these six items form one group and 
no more. 

8 See above I. 31. 6. 
• Cf. Vin. ii. 279, in regard to nuns. . 
s This is probation before ordination into the Order too_k place. It IS not 

the probation which forms part of the penalty for breakmg a sanghddtsesa 
rule. VA. 990 says that it is called probation, pariviisa, for members of 
other sects and also probation for the unconcealed, appaficchannapariviisa, 
and can be given to naked wanderers, naked ascetics, iijivakas, and to 
unclothed ascetics aceta, but not to anyone who has a cloak or a blanket 
made of the skin ~f wild animals. Cf. appaficchannapariviisa at Vin. v. 126. 
If Bu's explanation is right, the "unconcealed probation" of C.P.D. is 
erroneous. 

• Cf. this sentence with Sn. p. 102, D. i. 176. 

H 
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" And thus, monks, should it be granted : first, having 
made him have his hair and beard cut off, having got (someone) 
to present1 him with yellow robes, having made him arrange 
his upper robes over one shoulder, having made him honour 
the monks' feet, having made him sit down on his haunches, 
having made him salute with joined palms, he should be told: 
I Speak -thus: "I go to the enlightened one for refuge, I go 
to dhamma for refuge, I go to the Order for refuge. And a 
second time I go . . . And a third time I go . . . to the 
Order for refuge." '2 II z II 

" Monks, if he who was formerly a member of another sect 
has approached the Order ... has saluted with joined palms, 
he should speak thus to it: I I, honoured sirs, so and so, 
formerly a member of another sect, desire ordination in this 
dhamma and discipline. Therefore do I, honoured sirs, ask 
the Order for probation for four months.'3 And a second time 
he should ask. And a third time he should ask. The Order 
should be informed by an experienced, competent monk, 
saying: 1 Honoured sirs, let the Order listen to me. This one, 
so and so, formerly a member of another sect, desires ordination 
in this dhamma and discipline. He asks the Order for probation 
for four months. If it seems right to the Order, the Order 
may grant probation to so and so, formerly a member of another 
sect, for four months. This is the motion. II 3 II 

" I Honoured sirs, let the Order listen to me. This one, so 
and so, formerly a member of another sect, desires ordination 
in this dhamma and discipline. He asks the Order for probation 
for four months. The Order is granting probation for four 
months to so and so, formerly a member of another sect. 
If the granting of probation for four months to so and so, 
formerly a member of another sect, is pleasing to the venerable 
ones, they should be silent; he to whom it is not pleasing 
should speak. Probation for four months is granted by the 
Order to so and so, formerly a member of another sect. [69] 
It is pleasing to the Order ; therefore it is silent. Thus do I 
understand this.' 11411 

" Monks, a former member of another sect becomes one who 

1 See B.D. ii. 53, 55, etc. 
• Same method used at MV. I, 54. 3 for letting novices go forth. 
' Quoted at DA. ii. 362. 
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succeeds thus, one who fails thus. And how, monks, does a 
former member of another sect become one who fails? Herein, 
monks, a former member of another sect enters a village at too 
early a time,1 he returns too late in the day. 2 Thus, monks, 
does a former member of another sect become one who fails. 
And again, monks, a former member of another sect comes 
to be one whose resorP (for alms) is among prostitutes,' or he 
comes to be one whose resort (for alms) is among widows, 5 or 
he comes to be one whose resort (for alms) is among grown 
girls, 6 or he comes to be one whose resort (for alms) is among 
eunuchs, or he comes to be one whose resort (for alms) is among 
nuns. 7 Thus, too, monks, does a former member of another 
sect become one who fails. II 5 II 

"And again, monks, a former member of another sect in 
regard to those various things which have to be done by his 
fellows in the Brahma-faring, · comes to be not dexterous 
therein, not vigorous, not possessed of consideration for those 
kinds of things, 8 not able to act himself, not able to direct 
(others). Thus too, monks, does a former member of another 
sect become one who fails. And again, monks, a former member 
of another sect comes to be one who is not of keen 

1 VA. 991 says that he enters a village when he ought to be doing services 
for the monks. 

• VA. 991 says that he comes back when the monks are meditating or 
having the exposition and interrogation, and does not do what is due to 
a preceptor or teacher. 

• gocara, animals' feeding ground, pasture, then applied to places where 
monks accept alms-food. 

' vesiya, also meaning a low-class woman. VA. 991 calls them women 
who fall easily into transgression on account of their beauty. On veslyagocara 
see also VbhA. 339. AA. iii. 278. Thegocaras are referred to below, p. 417. 
Also at A. iii. 128, where it is said that if a monk goes to them be is thought 
of as a depraved monk and is mistrusted even if he is kuppadhamma (v.l. 
akuppa-), bound for the immovable (see G.S. iii. 98, n. r). At Vbh. 246 (quoted 
Vism. 17) a sixth gocara is added : liquor-shop, and the six are called 
agocara. These are referred to at DhA. iii. 275· 

1 VA. 990, VbhA. 339 define widows as women whose husbands are dead 
or absent. 

• thullakumariyo. Cf. below, p. 198. VA. 991 says these ar':l girls who 
have attained their youth or who are past it; VbhA. 339, AA. Iii. 278 say 
that they are mahallika, i.e. grown-up girls, VbhA. adding that they ~re 
" not placed ", i.e. unmarried (cf. same expression in regard to kulakumarzyo 
at AA. iv. 12). See fa. iv. 219 where thullakumarika does not mean" coarse" 
but "grown-up ", of full age, vayappatta; unmarried is implied by the 
context. On kumaribhuta as maiden, unmarried girl, see B.D. iii. Intr. p. xhx. 

7 Not necessarily visiting the nuns' quarters, for see story of Udayin 
asking Uppalavai.J.I.J.ii for one of her· robes when she visited the monks' 
dwelling-place, Vin. iii. 2o8. 

1 Same expression occurs at Vin. iv. 211. 

l 
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desire1 as to the recitation, as to the interrogation, as to the 
higher morality, the higher thought, the higher wisdom. Thus 
too, monks, does a former member of another sect become one 
who fails. II 6 II 

" And again, monks, a former member of another sect 
becomes angry, displeased, dissatisfied if dispraise is being 
spoken of the teacher, the views, the approval, the persuasion, 
the creed2 of that fold of a sect from which he has come over ; 
he becomes pleased, elated, satisfied if dispraise is being spoken 
of the awakened one or of dhamma or of the Order ; or else 
he becomes pleased, elated, satisfied if praise is being spoken of 
the teacher, the views, the approval, the persuasion, the creed 
of that fold of a sect from which he has come over ; he becomes 
angry, displeased, disc;atisfied if praise is being spoken of the 
awakened one or of dhamma or of the Order. This, monks, 
is the knitting together3 in regard to what may be the failure4 

of a former member of another sect. It is thus, monks, that 
a former member of another sect becomes one who fails. 
Therefore, monks, if there come a former member of another 
sect who has failed, he should not be ordained. II 7 II 

"And how, monks, does a former member of another sect 
become one who succeeds ? Herein, monks, a former member 
of another sect does not enter a village at t~o early a time, 
he does not return too late in the day. Thus, monks, does a 
former member of another sect become one who succeeds. And 
again, monks . . . (point by point the contrary of I. 38. 
5, 6, 7) [70] . . . This, monks, is the knitting together in 
regard to what may be the success of a former member of 
another sect. It ic; thus, monk<>, that a former member of 
another sect becomes one who succeeds. Therefore, monks, 
if there come a former member of another sect who has 
succeeded, he may be ordained. II 8-ro II 

" If, monks, a former member of another sect comes naked, 

1 tibbacchanda; cf. D. iii. 252,283 for seven other matters for which a monk 
should have tibbacchanda. 

2 adaya, here used as a noun. 
1 sangkatanikatJI, the unifying. The word also occurs atM. i. 322, A. iii. zo 

m the simile of the house with the peaked roof. There is no justification 
for the "decisive moment" of Vin. Texts i. xgo. The sentence comes as 
a conclusion to the ways, already mentioned, in which failure (and below, 
success) may be manifested. 

' anaradhanJyasmif!J. 

SS.n-39.2] MAHA V AGGA I 8g 

a robe belonging to a preceptor1 should be looked about for. 
If he comes without the hair of hie; head cut off, the Order 
should be asked for permission for shaving it close. 2 Monks, 
if those come who are fire-worshipping matted hair ac;cetics 
they may be ordained, probation should not be given to these. 
What is the reason for this? These, monks, affirm deeds, they 
affirm what ought to be done. 3 If, monks, there come a former 
member of another sect who is a Sakyan by birth, he may be 
ordained, probation should not be given to him. I, monks, 
will give this special privilege to (my) relations." II II II 

The Talk on Former Members of Another Sect. II 38 II 
The Seventh Portion for Repeating. 

Now at that time five diseases were prevalent among the 
people of Magadha: leprosy, boils, eczema, consumption, 
epilepsy." People, afflicted with the five diseases, having 
approached Jivaka Komarabhacca, 5 spoke thus : " It were 
good, teacher, if you would attend us. 6" 

" But I, masters, am very busy, there is much to be done, 
and King [71] Seniya Bimbisara of Magadha is to be looked 
after by me, also the women's quarters and the Order of monks 
with the awakened one at its head. I am not able to attend 
you." 

"All this property shall become yours, teacher, and we will 
be your slaves. 7 It were good, teacher, if you would attend us." 

"But I, masters, am very busy ... I am not able to attend 
you." II I II 

Then it occurred to these people: "The<>e recluses, sons of 
the Sakyans, are of pleasant character, of pleasant conduct; 
having eaten good meals, they lie down on beds sheltered 

1 upajjhayamUlaka civara. According to VA. 994, having made a preceptor 
his master, issara, he has some claim on him as to bowl and robes. At Vm. 
iii. 204, there is the expression mulaeivara. See .MV. I. 26. I where. if one 
who shares a cell has no robe his preceptor should try to get one for him. 

1 bhanif,ukamma. Cf. below, end of I. 48. 2. 
1 kammavadino kiriyavadino. Cf. D. i. 53. II5, A. i. 62, Vin. i. 233, iii. 2. 

See also A. K. Coomaraswamy, Some Pali Words, H.j.A.S., Vol. 4· No. 2, 

p. II9 ff. 
' As at I. 76. I below. Cf. Vin. iv. 8 (B.D. ii. 180, where see n. 4 for 

further references). Mentioned also with many other diseases, at A. v. no. 
1 See MV. VIII. 1. 
• tikicchati, to treat medically, to cure. 
7 Cf. Vin. i. 274. 
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from the wind. Suppose we were to go forth among the 
recluses, sons of the Sakyans ? In that case monks would 
look after us and moreover Jivaka Komarabhacca would 
attend us." Then these people, having approached (some) 
monks, asked for the going forth. The monks let them go 
forth, they ordained them. These monks looked after them 
and moreover Jivaka Komarabhacca attended them. 
11211 
. Now at that time monks, looking after many ill monks, 

lived intent on asking, intent on hinting, saying : " Give food 
for the sick, give food for those who look after the sick, give 
medicines for the sick."1 And Jivaka Kolnarabhacca, attend
ing many ill monks, . omitted some of his duties towards the 
king. 11311 

A certain man, afflicted with the five diseases, having 
approached Jivaka Komarabhacca, spoke thus : " It were 
good, teacher, if you would attend me." 

~·But I, master, am very busy ... I am not able to attend 
you." 

" All this property shall be yours, teacher, and I will be 
your slave. It were good, teacher, if you would attend me." 

"But I, master, am very busy ... I am not able to attend 
you." 11411 

Then it occurred to that man: "Now these recluses, sons 
of the Sakyans are of pleasant character . . . Suppose I were 
to go forth among the recluses, sons of the Sakyans ? In that 
case monks would look after me and moreover Jivaka 
Komarabhacca would attend me ; and when I am well I 
will leave the Order." 

Then that man, having approached (some) monks, asked 
for the going forth. These monks let him go forth, they 
ordained him. These monks looked after him and moreover 
Jivaka Komarabbacca attended him. When be was well he 
left the Order. Jivaka Komarabhacca saw [72] that man 
who had left the Order ; seeing him, he spoke thus to that 
man: "Had not you, master, gone forth among the monks?" 

"Yes, teacher." 
"Then why have you, master, acted in this way?" Then 

this man told this matter to Jivaka Komarabbacca. II 5 II 
1 Three of the benefits that Visiikha was allowed to confer on the Order. 

39.6-40.2] MAHA V AGGA I gr 

Jivaka Komarabhacca looked down upon, criticised, spread 
it about, saying: "How can these honoured sirs let one 
afflicted with the five diseases go forth ? ·" Then Jivaka 
Komarabhacca approached the Lord; having approached, 
having greeted the Lord, be sat down at a respectful distance. 
As he was sitting down at a respectful distance, Jivaka 
Komarabhacca spoke thus to the Lord : " It were well, Lord, 
if the masters did not let one afflicted with (any one of)l the 
five diseases go forth." !16 II 

The Lord then gladdened, rejoiced, roused, delighted]ivaka 
Komarabhacca with talk on dhamma. Then Jivaka 
Komarabhacca, gladdened . . . delighted by the Lord with 
talk on dhamma, rising from his seat, having greeted the Lord, 
departed keeping his right side towards him. Then the Lord, 
on this occasion, in this connection, having given reasoned 
talk, addressed the monks, saying: 

"Monks, one afflicted with (any one of) the five diseases 
should not be let go forth. Whoever <>hould lP.t (one such) go 
forth, there is an offence of wrong-doing." \17 113911 

Now at that time there came to be a disturbance on the 
borderlands of King Seniya Bimbisara of Magadha. Then 
King Seniya Bimbisara of Magadha commanded the generals, 
the chief ministers, saying: "Go, good sirs, search2 the border
lands." 

"Very well, sire," the generals, the chief ministers answ:ered 
King Seniya Bimbisara of Magadha in assent. !I r II 

Then it occurred to (some) very distinguished warriors: 
"Because we delight in battle, 3 we do evil and we engender 
much demerit. Now by what means could we refrain from 
evil and do what is good? " Then it occurred to these 
warriors: "These recluses, sons of the Sakyans are dhamma
farers, even-farers, Brahma-farers, they are truth-speakers, of 
moral habit, of good character.' Now, if we were to go forth 
among these recluses, sons of the Sakyans, thus might we refrain 
from evil and do what is good." Then these warriors, having 

1 Taken separately at VA. 995f in relation to going forth. 
1 VA. 996 says that thieves were giving trouble, but because Bimbisara 

was a stream-winner he did not command: "Strike them, kill them." 
1 Cf. Vin. iv. 104. 
t Cf. B.D. i. 70, 125, zoo, 223. 

'I 
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approached (some) monks, asked for the going forth. The 
monks let them go forth, they ordained them. 112 II 

The generals, the chief ministers, asked those in the King's 
service1 : "How [73] is it, good sirs, that the warriors, so and 
so and so and so, are not to be seen ? " 

"Sirs,2 the warriors, so and so and so and so, have gone forth 
among the monks." The generals, the chief ministers ... 
spread it about, saying: "How can these recluses, sons of the 
Sakyans, let one who is in the king's service go forth ? " The 
generals, the chief ministers told this matter to King Seniya 
Bimbisara of Magadha. Then King Seniya Bimbisara of 
Magadha asked the chief ministers of justice : 

" Good sirs, what does he who lets one go forth who is in a 
king's service engender3 (for himself) ? " 

" Sire, a preceptor's head should be cut off, the tongue should 
be torn from the announcer of a proclamation, 4 half the ribs of 
a (member of a) group should be broken." 113 II 

Then King Seniya Bimbisara of Magadha approached the 
Lord; having approached, having greeted the I ord, he sat 
down at a respectful distance. As he was sitting down at a 
respectful distance, King Seniya Bimbisara of Magadha spoke 
thus to the Lord : " There are, Lord, kings who are of no 
faith, not believing ; these might harm monks even for a trifling 
matter. It were well, Lord, if the masters did not let one in 
a kmg's service go forth." Then the Lord gladdened ... 
delighted King Seniya Bimbisara of Magadha with talk on 
dhamma. Then King Seniya Bimbisara of Magadha, gladdened 
. . . delighted by the Lord with talk on dhamma, rising from 
his seat, having greeted the Lord, departed keeping his right 
side towards him. Then the Lord on this occasion, in this 
connection, having given reasoned talk, addressed the monks, 
saying: 

" Monks, one in a king's service should not be let go forth. 
Whoever should let (one such} go forth, there is an offence of 
wrong-doing." 1141140 II 

1 f'ajabhrqa. 
1 sami, lords, masters. 
1 pasavati, same word as used above in " engender much demerit ". 
' anussavaka. VA. 996 takes this as acariya, teacher, which would be 

more in line with " preceptor " and " group ", both of which might let a person 
go forth. The announcer of a proclamation had not, as such, this power. 

II 

41.I-42.2) MAHA VAGGA I 93 

Now at that time a thief (wearing) a garland of fingers1 

came to have gone forth among the monks. People, having 
seen (him), were perturbed, then alarmed, then they ran away, 
then they went by a different route, then they turned in another 
direction, then they closed the door. 2 People ... spread it 
about, saying : " How can the recluses, sons of the Sakyans 
let a thief wearing an emblem3 go forth? " Monks heard 
these people who . , . spread it about. Then these monks 
told this matter to the Lord. The Lord addressed the monks 
saying: 

" Monks, a thief who wears an emblem should not be let 
go forth. Whoever should let (one such) go forth, there is an 
offence of wrong-doing." II I II 41 II 

Now at that time it [74] was decreed by King Seniya 
Bimbisara of Magadha : " There is nothing to do against those 
who go forth among the recluses, sons of the Sakyans. Well 
preached is dhamma, let them fare the Brahma-faring for mak
ing an utter end of ill."" Now at that time a certain man, 
having committed a theft, was imprisoned in a jail; he, having 
broken out of jail, having run away, went forth an10ng the 
monks. II I II 

People having seen (him) spoke thus: "This is the very 5 

thief who has broken out of jail. Come along, let us bring 
him (back). 6 " Some spoke thus: "Do not, masters, speak 
thus, for it is decreed by King Seniya Bimbisara of Magadha : 
'There is nothing to do against those ... utter end of ill.' " 
People ..• spread it about, saying: 

" These recluses, sons of the Sakyans are safe and secure 7 
; 

1 angulimiila. Not the well-known bandit-thief of this name (as Vin. Texts 
i. 196 and D.P.P.N. take it), for in the absence of niima or ti no proper name 
is denoted. The robber who came to be called Arigulimala has verses ascribed 
to him at Thag. 866-891. At Thag. 86g-87o he is shown as asking the Lord 
for the going forth, the Lord as saying, " Come, monk ", and this as 
constituting his monk-status, bhikkhubhiiva. His story, and the verses, 
are also given at M. Sutta 86. It is difficult to reconcile the above Vinaya 
ruling with the story of Arigulimala's going forth, for the Lord recognised 
his unusual potentialities, hardly to be expected in the common run of thieves. 

1 Cf. Vin. iii. 144 (B.D. i. 246). 3 dhajabaddha. 
' Cf. Vin. iv. 226 (B.D. iii. r82-3) where similar words are attributed 

to King Pasenadi. 
' aya'!' so, emphatic. 
• nema, as in MV. I. 46. I, 47. r. 
7 abhayllvarii. This is the word which gives the title to this portion for 

"repeating". 
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there is nothing to do against them. But how can they let a 
thief go forth who has broken out of jail ? " They told this 
matter to the Lord. He said : 

"Monks, a thief who has broken out of jail should not be 
let go forth. Whoever should let (one such) go forth, there 
is an offence of wrong-doing." llz11421l 

N.ow at that time a certain man, having committed a theft, 
havmg run away, went forth among the monks. And in the 
royal palace, this was written :1 "Wherever he may be seen, 
there he should be killed." People, having seen (him), spoke 
thus : " This is the very thief who was written about. Come 
along, let us kill him." Some spoke thus: "Do not, masters, 
speak thus ... utter end of ill.' " People ... spread it about, 
saying: 

" These recluses, sons of the Sakyans are safe and secure ; 
there is nothing to do against them. But how can they let a 
thief go forth who has been written about ? " Thev told this 
matter to the Lord. He said : " 

" Monks, a thief who has been written about should not be 
let go forth. Whoever should let (one such) go forth, there is 
an offence of wrong-doing." II I 114311 
" _

1 likh~ta .. Edd. Vin. Texts i. Int_r. xxxii take this as a passage showing 
m an md~sputable manner the exrstence of the art of writing at the time 

when the Vm_aya_ texts wer~ put into their present shape ". VA. gg8 appears 
to cor;tfirm th1s -:rew by saytng raja ca na??Z patztze va potthake va ... likhapeti, 
the kiD;? causes rt ~o be wr~~ten on a leaf or in a book. As potthaka can also 
mean modelled m clay , we must not assume that writina was then 
necessarily what it is now. Then, what " writing " was done w~s pr~bably 
on palm-~eaves and metal or clay tablets, and on wood. Likh in Pali can mean 
draw, wrtte, carve, tum. 

44.I-47.I] MAHA VAGGA I 95 

Now at that time a certain .man who had been scourged as 
punishment! came to have gone forth among the monks. 
People ... spread if about, saying: "How can these recluses, 
sons of the Sakyans, let one who has been scourged as punish
ment go forth ? " They told this matter to the Lord. He 
said: 

" Monks, one who has been scourged as punishment should 
not be let go forth. Whoever should let (one such) go forth, 
there is an offence of wrong-doing." II I II 44 II [75] 

Now at that time a certain man who had been branded as 
punishment2 ••• (as in II 44 II to the end). li I 114511 

Now at that time a certain man, a debtor, having run away, 
came to have gone forth among the monks. The creditors. 
having seen (him), spoke thus: "This is our very debtor. 
Come along, let us bring him (back). 3 " Some spoke thus: 
"Do not, masters, speak thus, for it is decreed by King Seniya 
Bimbisara of Magadha: 'There is nothing to do against those 
who go forth among the recluses, sons of the Sakyans. Well 
preached is dhamma, let them fare the Brahma-faring for mak
ing an utter end of ill ' " People ... spread it about, saying : 

" These recluses, sons of the Sakyans are safe and secure ; 
there is nothing to do against them. But how can they let 
a debtor go forth ? " They told this matter to the Lord. 
He said: 

" Monks, a debtor should not be let go forth. Whoever 
should let (one such) go forth, there is an offence of wrong
doing." II I II 46 II 

Now at that time a certain slave, having run away, came 
to have gone forth among the monks. The mistresses, 4 having 
seen (him), spoke thus: "This is our very slave. Come along, 
let us bring him (back). 6 " ••• (as in I. 46) ... 

"Monks, a slave should not be let go forth. Whoever 

1 kasdhata katadatz¢akamma. 
1 lakkhanahata katadandakamma. 
I • • . 

nema, as in I. 42. 2, 47. I. 
& ayyika. At Vin. i. 371, v. I. samika is given. A small piece of evidence 

that women ruled the household, rather than their husbands. 
6 nema, as in I . 42. 2 and 46. I. 
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should let (one such) go forth, there is an offence of wrong
doing." II I 114711 

Now at that time a certain bald-headed metal-smith,l having 
quarrelled with his parents, having gone to a monastery, went 
forth among the monks. Then the parents of that bald
headed metal-smith, searching for that bald-headed metal
smith, having gone to the monastery, asked the monks, 
saying: "Honoured sirs, have you seen a youth like that?" 
The monks, not knowing (him), merely said: "We do not 
know (him)"; not seeing (him), merely said: "We do not 
see (him)." II I II 

Then the parents of that bald-headed metal-smith, searching 
for that bald-headed metal-<>mith [76], having seen him gone 
forth among the monks ... spread it about, saying : " These 
recluses, sons of the Sakyans are shameless, of bad conduct, 
liars; knowing, they merely say, 'We do not know ' ; seeing, 
they merely say,' We do not see', and this youth is gone forth 
among the monks." Monks heard the parents of this bald
headed metal-smith who . . . spread it about. Then these 
monks told this matter to the Lord. He said : 

"I allow you, monks, to ask the Order for permission for 
shaving (the hair of the head) close. 2 " liz II 48 II 

Now at that time in Rajagaha a group of seventeen boys 
were friends 3

; of these the youth Upali was the chief. Then 
it occurred to Upali's parents: "By what means could Upali, 
after our demise, live at ea<>e and not be in want ? " Then it 
occurred to Upali's parents: "If Upali should learn writing, 
so would Upali, after our demise, live at ease and not be in 
want." Then it occurred to Upali's parents: "But if Upali 

1 k.an:marabhattif-u. Highly esteemed by king and people, ]ii iii. z8r. 
No d1stmctwn was apparently made between workers in gold, silver and 
other metals, but VA. rooz says he was a goldsmith's son. The exact point 
of his being a smith is obscure. 

2 bhatt¢ttkamma, cf. above I. 38. II. VA. roo3 says that if there is a 
newly shaven one (navamutt¢a) or one leaving the Order or if there is anyone 
amon11 the Jains and so on whose hair is two finger-breadths long or less, 
ili;ere 1s no need to cut his hair, therefore such a one can be allowed to go forth 
w1thout asklng for the close shaving. But whoever has hair more than 
two finger-breadths long, even if it be only a top-knot, may only be allowed. 
to go forth when the close shaving has been asked for. 

3 As at Vin. iv. rz8 ff. (B.D. iii. ro ff.). 

49.1-5] MAHA VAGGA I 97 

learns writing his fingers will become painful. If U piili were 
to learn calculation, so would Upali, after our demise, live at 
ease and not be in want." II I II 

Then it occurred to Upali's parents: "But if Upali learns 
calculation, his breast will become painful. If Upiili were to 
learn money-changing, so would Upali, after our demise, live 
at ease and not be in want." Then it occurred to Upali's 
parents: "But 1f Upali learns money-changing his eyes will 
become painful. Now there are these recluses, sons of the 
Sakyans, pleasant in habit, pleasant in conduct ; having 
eaten good meals, they lie down on beds sheltered from the 
wind. Now if Upali were to go forth among the recluses, sons 
of the Sakyans, so would Upali, after our demise, live at ease 
and not be in want." II 2 II 

The boy Upali heard this conversation of his parents. Then 
the boy Upali approached those boys; having approached, 
he spoke thus to these boys: "Come, masters, we will go 
forth among the recluses, sons of the Sakyans." 

"If you, master, will go forth, we likewise will also go forth.'• 
Then these boys, having (each) approached his parents, spoke 
thus: 

"Consent that I may go forth from home into homeless
ness." Then [77] the parents of those boys consented, 
thinking : " All these boys want the same thing, they are 
bent on what is good." These, having approached monks, 
asked for the going forth. These monks let them go forth, 
they ordained them. 113 II 

Getting up in the night towards dawn, these cried out : 
"Give conjey, give rice, give solid food." 

The monks spoke thus : " Wait, your reverences, until it 
turns light. Should there be conjey you shall drink it; should 
there be rice you shall partake of it ; should there be solid food 
you shall eat it. But should there not be conjey or rice or 
solid food, then, having walked for alms, you shall eat." 

But these monks, being spoken to thus by the monks, cried 
out just the same: "Give conjey, give rice, give solid food," 
and they soiled and wetted the bedding. 11411 

Then the Lord, getting up in the night towards dawn, hearing 
this noise of boys, addressed the venerable Ananda, saying: 
"Why ever, Ananda, is there this noise of boys? " Then the 

I 
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venerable Ananda tolcl this matter to the Lord. He said : 
" Is it true as is said, monks, that monks knowingly ordain 

an individuaP who is under twenty years of age ? " 
"It is true, Lord." The awakened one, the Lord rebuked 

them, saying : 
"How, monks, can these foolish men knowingly ordain an 

individual who is under twenty years of age ? !I 5 II 
Monks, an individual under twenty years of age is not 

able 2 to endure cold, heat, hunger, thirc;t, the sting of gadflies 
or mosquitoes, wind and sun, creeping things, abusive, hurtful 
language ; he is not the kind (of person) who endures bodily 
feelings which, arising, are painful, acute, sharp, shooting, 
disagreeable, miserable, deadly. But, monks, an individual 
of twenty years of age is able to endure cold, heat ... miserable, 
deadly. Monks, this is not for pleasing those who are not (yet) 
pleased, nor for increasing the number of those who are 
pleased." Having rebuked them, having given reasoned talk, 
he addressed the monks, saying: 

" Monks, an individual who is under twenty years of age 
should not knowingly be ordained. Whoever should (so) 
ordain (one such) should be dealt with according to the 
rule. 3

" 116114911 
Now at that time a certain family came to pass away as a 

result of malaria. 4 (Only) the father and little son belonging 
to it survived. 5 These, having gone forth among the monks, 
walked even for almsfood together. Then that boy, when 
almsfood was given to his father, having run up to him, spoke 
thus: " Give to me too, father, give to me too, father." 
People [78] ... spread it about, saying : " These recluses, 
sons of the Sakyans, are not chaste. 1his boy was bon~ of 

1 On the monkish intention of puggala, see B.D. iii. Intr. p. xxii ff. 
1 As at Vin. iv. I3o, Pac. LXV (B.D. iii. I2). 
3 Pac. LXV. 
' ahivatakaroga, should be " snake-wind-disease". Word occurs at ]ii.. 

ii. 79, iv. 200. See note at ]ii. Cambridge translation, ii. 55· Cf Mahiivastu, 
i. 253, a disease called adhiviisa (produced by non-human agency) which 
is said to attack a whole district. 

5 sesii honti, came to remain. Bu. at VA. I003 explains the means by 
which a person may escape from the disease--by making a hole in the wall 
or roof and running away. This is also mentioned at ]ii. ii. 79, iv. 200. See 
note at ]ii. translation, ii. 55· The rogiimddigato, the reading which Vin. 
Texts i. 204, n. I ascribes to the Comy., should be tirogiimddigato, reached 
a distant village (where he is free, muuati, of the disease). 
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a nun." Monks heard these people who . . spread it about. 
Then these monks told this matter to the Lord. He said : 

" Monks, a boy of less than fifteen years of age should not 
be let go forth. Whoever should let (one such) go forth, there 
is an offence of wrong-doing."1 II I 1150 II 

Now at that time the family, faithful, believing, who sup
ported the venerable .Ananda, passed away as a result of 
malaria, but two boys survived. These, having seen monks, 
ran up to them according to their former allowable custom, 
(but) the monks sent them away. These cried on being sent 
away by the monks. Then it occurred to the venerable 
.Ananda: "It is laid down by the Lord that a boy of less than 
fifteen years of age should not be allowed to go forth, and these 
boys are less than fifteen years of age. Now by what means 
might these boys not be lost ? " Then the venerable Ananda 
told this matter to the Lord. He said : 

" But, Ananda, are these boys able to scare2 crows ? " 
"They are able (to do so), Lord." Then the Lord, on this 

occasion, in this connection having given reasoned talk, 
addressed the monks, saying: 

" I allow you, monks, to let a youth of less than fifteen years 
of age and who is a scarer of crows3 go forth." II I II 51 II 

Now at that time the venerable Upananda, the son of the 
Sakyans, had two novices, Kaif<;laka 4 and Mahaka. 5 These 
committed sodomy with one another. Monks looked down 

1 Five years, therefore, were to elapse before the upasampadii ordination 
was allowed (seePac.lxv and below, p. ). This intervening period is referred 
to at ]ii.. i. Io6: kulaputto ... pabbajitvii upasampadiiya paficavassiko hutvii, 
a boy of good family, having gone forth, being five years off ordination .... 

2 u!jepetutp, meaning "to make fly up " or " to catch in snares", See 
P ED. VA . r 003 is not helpful. 

3 kiiku!fepaka. The word should probably read uif4epaka. VA. I 003 
explains as " having taken a clod of earth in his left hand, he is able, sitting 
down and having made the crows fly up (kiike u¢¢ii.petvii), to eat a meal 
put down in front of (him) ". This shows a certain amount of physical strength 
and endurance, not to be found in an infant. In a country where crows 
are as persistent as they are in India, it must have been useful to have had boys 
who could scare them away. Nevertheless this allowance forms a most 
singular exception to the general rule forbidding the going forth of a youth 
under fifteen years of age. 

' Also below, p. 107, where it was probably this Ka!}.c;laka who was 
expelled. There is also a Ka!}.c;laka, a novice, at Vin. iv. 138, but he was 
expelled for holding a wrong view, and is therefore perhaps not the same 
as Upananda's novice. 

11 Heard of nowhere but here, I think. 
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upon, criticised, spread it about, saying : " How can these 
novices indulge in a bad habit such as this? " They told 
this matter to the Lord. He said : 

"Monks, two novices should not attend one (monk). Who
ever should make two novices attend 1 him, there is an offence 
of wrong-doing." II I !152 II 

Now at that time2 the Lord spent the rains just there, in 
Rajagaha, the cold weather there, the hot weather there. 
People .•. spread it about, saying: "The district is crowded 
up, confused with recluses, sons of the Sakyans ; because 
of them the district is not to be seen." Monks, heard these 
people who ... spread it about. Then these monks told this 
matter to the Lord. II I II 

Then the Lord addressed the venerable Ananda, saying: 
" Go, Ananda, and taking a key, [79] announce to the monks 
in every cell : ' Your reverences, the Lord wishes to set out 
on tour for Dakkhi:z;tagiri. Whatever venerable one needs 
(to do so), let him come.' " 

"Yes, Lord," and the venerable Ananda, having answered 
the Lord in assent, taking the key, announced to the monks 
in every cell : " Your reverences, the Lord wishes to set out 
on tour for Dakkhi:z;tagiri. Whatever venerable one needs 
(to do so), let him come." 112 II 

Monks spoke thus : " Reverend Ananda, it is laid down 
by the Lord (that one is) to live ten years in dependence, and• 
when one is of ten yearc;' standing (he is) to give guidance. 3 

If we go there then guidance must be chosen4 (there), but the 

1 upaf!hiipeti. Cf. above, MV. I. 36. 2. This word can also mean to look 
after, to cause to attend, e.g. one who is ill or another monk, whether a senior 
or a junior. See Vin. Texts i. 49, n. 5; also Pac. LXX where the same word 
is used in connection with the expelled Ka1;u~aka, and is there defined by 
the Old Comy. in terms of giving material help and comfort. It does not mean 
"to ordain" as at Vin. Texts i. 205 and DPPN, art: Kantaka. Below, 
MV. I. 55. I, the ruling is amended. 

2 Cf. II I II with Nuns' Pac. XL, where a similar description of Rajagaha 
is given when it was crowded out by nuns. 

a See M.V. I. 32. I above. 
' nissayo ca gahetabbo bkavissati. Cf. upajjkiiyo gaketabbo at MV. I. 25. 7. 

and iicaYiyo gahetabbo at MV. I. 32. 2 : "thus should a preceptor ... a 
teacher be chosen." The reference in the above passage would appear to be 
back to this kind of choosing: choosing a preceptor or teacher, or both, 
to give guidance. If a pupil or preceptor leave one another then nissaya 
(guidance) is broken. 

' 
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stop (there) may be short; then we must come back again 
and guidance must be chosen again. If our teachers and 
preceptors are going, we too will go ; but if our teachers and 
preceptors are· not going, then we will not go. Reverend 
Ananda, we shall (otherwise) look feather-brained."t 113 11 

Then the Lord set out on tour for Dakkhi:z;tagiri with an 
Order of monks numbering less than a group. 2 Then the Lord, 
having stayed in Dakkhi:z;tagiri for as long as he found suiting, 
came back again to Rajagaha. Then the Lord addressed the 
venerable Ananda, saying : " How is it, Ananda, that the 
Truthfinder set out on tour for Dakkhi:z;tagid with an Order 
of monks numbering le.sc; than a group ? " Then the venerable 
.Ananda told this matter to the Lord. Then the Lord on this 
occasion, in this connection, having given reasoned talk, 
addressed the monks, saying: 

"I allow, monks, an experienced competent monk to live 
five years in dependence (but) an inexperienced one all his 
life. 114 II 

" Monks, if a monk is possessed of five qualities he should 
not live independently3 (of a preceptor or teacher) : if he is 
not possessed of an adept's body of moral habit ... ( = I. 36. 3) 
. . . Monks, if a monk is not possessed of these five qualities 
he should not live independently. Monks, if a monk is 
posses<>ed of five qualities he may live independently : if .he 
is possessed of an adept's body of moral habit ... (=I. 36. 3) 
... Monks, if a monk i.;; possessed of these five qualities he may 
live independently. 4 115 II 

" Monks, if a monk is pos<>essed of five further qualities he 
should not live independently : if he comes to be of no faith 
... ( = I. 36. 6) ... Monks, he should not live independently. 
Monks, if a monk is possessed of five qualities he may live 
independently: if he comes to have faith [80] ... ( = I. 36. 7) 
... Monks, ... he may live independently. 116 II 

1 lahucitta~alii no paiiiiiiyissati, a feather-brained (light minded) state will 
be apparent m us. 

1 .oga1;1-ena bhikkhusanghena. VA. 1003 explains oga1;1-ena as parikinagartena, 
lackmg a group, and as appamattaka bhikkhusangha, only a small Order 
of monks. Usually a "group" consisted of from two to four monks or nuns 
but above, I. 31. 2, a group of ten monks is referred to. ' 

3 anissitena, in independence, without a teacher to give guidance. 
' Cf. below, I. 73. 1-4 where other cases are given where a monk may live 

independently, anissita. 

I 

I 

[: 

I, 
I 

I 
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" ... five further qualities he should not live independently : 
if, in regard to moral habit, he comes to have fallen away from 
moral habit ... ( = I. 36. 8) ... Monks, if a monk is possessed 
of five qualities he may live independently : if, in regard to 
moral habit, he does not come to have fallen away ... 
( = I. 36. 9) ... he may live independently. 117 II 

11 
••• five further qualities he should not live independently : 

if he does not know what is an offence ... ( = I. 36. 14) ... 
Monks, if a monk is possessed of five qualities he may live 
independently : if he knows what is an offence ... ( = I. 36. 15) 
... he may live independently. 118 II 

" ... five further qualities he should not live independently : 
if he does not know what is an offence ... ( = I. 36. r6) ... if 
he is of less than five years' standing .... Monks, if a monk is 
possessed' of five qualities he may live independently : if he 
knows what is an offence ... ( = I. 36. 17) ... if he is of five 
years' standing or of more than five years' standing .... II 9 II 

"Monks, if a monk is possessed of six qualities he should 
not live independently : if he is not possessed vf an adept's 
body of moral habit ... (=I. 37. r) ... if he is of less than 
five years' standing. Monks, if a monk is not possessed of 
these c;ix qualities he should not live independently. Monks, 
if a monk is possessed of six qualities he may live independently: 
if he is possessed of an adept's body of moral habit ... ( = I. 
37. z) ... if he is of five years' standing or more than five years' 
standing ... II ro II 

" . . . six further qualities he should not live independently : 
if he comes to have no faith ... ( = I. 37. 5) ... if he is of less 
than five years' standing ... possessed of six qualities he may 
live independently : if he comes to have faith ... ( = I. 37. 6) 
. . . if he is of five years' standing or more than five years' 
standing . . . II II II 

" . . . six further qualities he should not live independently : 
if, in regard to moral habit, he comes to have fallen away from 
moral habit ... ( = I. 37. 7) ... if he is of less than five years' 
standing ... possessed of six qualities he may live independently : 
if, in regard to moral habit, he does not come to have fallen 
away ... ( = I. 37. b) ... if he is of five years' standing or more 
than five years' standing. II 12 II 

" ... six further qualities he should not live independently : 
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if he does not know what is an offence ... ( = I. 37. 13) ... if he 
is of less than five years' standing . . . possessed of six qualities 
he may live independently : if he knows what is an offence . . . 
( = l 37. 14) ... if he is of five years' standing or more than 
five years' standing. Monks, if a monk is possessed of these 
six qualities he may live independently." II 13 115311 

Told is the Portion for Repeating on Safe and Secure. [81] 

Then the Lord, having stayed in Rajagaha for as long as he 
found suiting, set out on tour for Kapilavatthu. Walking on 
tour in due course he arrived at Kapilavatthu.1 The Lord 
stayed there among the Sakyans in Kapilavatthu in the Banyan 
monastery.z Then the Lord, having dressed in the morning, 
taking his bowl and robe, approached the dwelling of Suddhodana 
the Sakyan ; having approached he sat down on the appointed 
seat. Then the lady, Rahula's mother, spoke thus to the boy 
Rahula: "This, Rahula, is your father, go and ask him for 
your inheritance." II r II . 

Then the boy Rahula approached the Lord; havmg 
approached, he stood in front of the Lord and said : " Pleasant 
is your shadow, recluse." Then the Lord, rising up from his 
seat, departed. Then the boy Rahula, following close behind 
the Lord, said : " Give me my inheritance, recluse, give me my 
inheritance, recluse." Then the Lord addressed the venerable 
Sariputta, saying: "Well then, do you, Sariputta, let the boy 
Rahula go forth."3 

"How do I, Lord, let the boy Rahula go forth?" liz II 
Then the Lord on this occasion, in this connection, having 

given reasoned talk, addressed the monks, saying: "I allow, 
monks, the going forth for novices by the three goings for 
refuge. And thus, monks, should you let one go forth: first, 
having made him have his hair and beard cut off, having got 
(someone) to present him with yellow robes, having made him 
arrange his upper robe over one shoulder, having made him 
honour the monks' feet, having made him sit down on his 
haunches, having made him salute with joined palms, he should 

1 VA. 1005 says it was a distance of sixty yojanas from Rajagaha ; and 
going a yojana a day, the Lord's journey took two months. 

1 See B.D. ii. 94, n. 1. 
' Story of " Rahula's conversion " also given at DhA. i. I 16 f, 
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be told : ' Speak thus : " I go to the awakened one for refuge, 
I go to dhamma for refuge, I go to the Order for refuge. And a 
second time I go ... And a third time I go ... to the Order for 
refuge" '.1 I allow, monks, the going forth for novices by these 
three goings for refuge." 11311 

Then the venerable Sariputta let the boy Rahula go forth. 
Then Suddhodana the Sakyan approached the Lord ; having 
approached, having greeted the Lord, he sat down at a respectful 
distance. As he was sitting down at a respectful distance, 
Suddhodana the Sakyan spoke thus to the Lord : 

"I, Lord, ask the Lord for one boon." 
"But, Gotama,2 Truth-finders are beyond (granting) boons."3 

"Lord, it is what is allowable, it is what is blameless." 
"Speak on, Gotama." 11411 
" Lord, when the Lord went forth there came to be not a little 

sorrow, likewise when Nanda4 did; it was extreme when Rahula 
did. s [82] Affection for a son, Lord, cuts into the skin, having 
cut into the skin it cuts into the hide, having cut into the hide 
it cuts into the flesh ... the ligaments, ... the bones, having 
cut into the bones and reaching the marrow, it abides. It were 
well, Lord, if the masters did not let a child to go forth without 
the parents' consent." 115 II 

Then the Lord gladdened, rejoiced, roused, delighted 
Suddhodana the Sakyan with talk on dhamma. Then 
Suddhodana the Sakyan gladdened ... delighted by the Lord 
with talk on dhamma, rising from his seat, having greeted 
the Lord, departed keeping his right side towards him. Then 
the Lord on this occasion, in this connection, having given 
reasoned talk, addressed the monks, saying: 

" Monks, a child who has not his parents' consent should 
not be let go forth. Whoever should let (one such) go forth, 
there is an offence of wrong-doing." 1!6 1!5411 

1 Same method employed at I. 38. 2 for granting probation to former 
members of other sects. 

2 Gotama was the clan or familv name. 
• atikkantavarii. Vin. Texts, in translating above and parallel passages 

at Vin. i. 280, 292, adds" (before they know what they are) ". Rouse, ]ii. 
transln., iv. 198 ( = ]ii. iv. 315, quoting Vin. i. 292) has "the Tathagatas 
have boons beyond measure"; C.P.D. "above (granting) boons". 

' The Lord's half-brother, son of Mahapajapati. On Nanda's going forth 
see VA. IOo8 f., DhA. i. n6. Verses at Thag. 157. See Ud. 2Iff. 

• VA. 10IO says that Suddhodana thinking the family line broken because 
these three went forth, asked where a king could come from, 

I
~ 

' 
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Then the Lord, having stayed in Kapilavatthu for as long 
as he found suiting, set out on tour for Savatthi. Walking on 
tour in due course he arrived at Savatthi. The Lord stayed 
there in Savatthi in the J eta Grove in Anathapil).Q.ika's 
monastery. Now at that time the family who supported the 
venerable Sariputta sent a youth to the venerable Sariputta, 
saying: "May the elder let this youth go forth." Then it 
occurred to the venerable Sariputta : " A rule of training laid 
down by the Lord says that two novices should not attend 
one (monk),1 and this Rahula is my novice. Now what line 
of conduct should be followed by me ? " He told this matter 
to the Lord. He said : 

" I allow, monks, two novices to attend one experienced, 
competent monk, or else as many to attend (him) as he is able 
to exhort, to instruct." II r 115511 

Then it occurred to the novices: "Now, how many rules 
for training are there for us and in which we are to train ? " 
They told this matter to the Lord. He said : 

" Monks, I allow ten rules for training for novices 2 and 
novices to train in these: restraint from onslaught on 
creatures,3 restraint from taking what is not given, 4 restraint 
from unchastity, 5 restraint from lying, 6 restraint from the 
occasion of sloth (induced by) fermented liquor, spirits and 
strong drink, 7 restraint from eating at the wrong time, 8 

restraint from seeing shows9 of dancing, singing and music,10 

restraint from the occasion of using garlands, scents, unguents 

1 Above, I. 52. I. 
2 Novice is defined at Vin. iv. 122 (B.D. ii. 412) as one conforming to ten 

rules for training; also female novice is so defined at Vin. iv. 343 (B.D. iii. 
4II). 

3 Par. III, Pac. LXI. These restraints or abstinences occur at e.g. D. i. 
4 ff., A. i. 2II, ii. 209, iv. 247 ff., S. v. 469, Pug. 58. Cj. DA. 69 ff. 

' Par. II. 
• Par. I. 
8 Par. IV. 
7 Cj. Pac. LI. 
a Pac. XXXVII. 
8 visuka appears to mean twisting, wriggling, restless motion. On the 

miming nature of singing, dancing and music see B.D. iii. Intr. xl, n. and 
p. 298, n. 2. These shows where movement was a feature were of quite 
a different character from shows of inanimate objects. Nuns were forbidden 
to visit these latter by their Pac. XLI. 

10 A dukkafa for monks to see these, Vin. ii. roS; a piicittiya for nuns 
to see them, Nuns' Pac. X. 
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and wearing finery, [83] restraint from using high beds, large 
beds,1 restraint from accepting gold and silver. 2 I allow, 
monks, these ten rules for training fer novices and novices to 
train in these." II I 115611 

Now at that time novices were not respectful, not deferential, 
not courteous towards the monks. Monks ... spread it about, 
saying : " How can these novices not be respectful ... towards 
the monks ? " They told this matter to the Lord. He said : 

" Monks, I allow you to impose a punishmenP on a novice 
who is possessed of five qualities : if he tries for non-receiving 
(of gains) 4 by monks, if he tries for non-profiting by monks, 
if he tries for non-residence for monks, if he reviles and abuses 6 

monks, if he causes monk to break with monk. I allow you, 
monks, to impose a punishment on a novice who is possessed 
of these five qualities." II I II 

Then it occurred to these monks: "Now, how should the 
punishment be imposed? " They told this matter to the 
Lord. He said: "I allow you, monks, to make a prohibi
tion."6 Now at that time monks made a prohibition for 
novices in respect of an Order's entire monastery. The 
novices, on being unable to enter the monastery, went away, 
and left the Order, and went over to (other) sects. They told 
this matter to the Lord. He said: "Monks, an Order's entire 
monastery should not be made (the subject of) a prohibition. 
Whoever should make (it such), there is an offence oLwrong
doing. I allow you, monks, to make a prohibition in respect 
of wherever he is staying or wherever he is entering. 7 " liz II 

Now at that time monks made a prohibition for novices in 
respect of nutriment taken by the mouth. People, making 
a drink of conjey and also rice for an Order, spoke thus to the 
novices : " Come, honoured sirs, drink the conjey, come, 
honoured sirs, partake of the rice." The novices spoke thus: 

1 Cf. Pac. LXXXVII. 
1 Nissag. XVIII. 
a da?t4akamma; cf. above I. 44. I, 45. I, and Vin. ii. 262 f. 
• So VA. 1013; "of requisites," AA. iv. I6o. Cf these with "five 

qualities" at Vin. ii. 18, "eight qualities" at A. iv. 345, Vin. ii. 125. 
6 Cf. Vin. iv. 52, 309 where nuns may not revile or abuse a monk. 
• iivara'/ta, an obstacle, hindrance, barring off. Cf. Vin. ii. 262 f. 
7 pa!ikkamati, to return, VA. IOI3 explains by pavisati, to enter. The 

meaning is entering a monastery in the sense of returning to it. 

' I 
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"It is not possible, siT'>, the monks have made (this the subject 
of) a prohibition." The people ... spread it about, saying: 
" How can these revered sirs make a prohibition for novices 
in respect of nutriment taken by the mouth ? " They told 
this matter to the Lord. He said: "Monks, nutriment taken 
by the mouth is not to be made (the subject of) a prohibition. 
Whoever should make (it such), there is an offence of wrong
doing." I! 3 II 

Told is the Item on Punishment. II 57 II 

Now at that time the group of six monks, [84] without having 
asked preceptor'> (for permission), made a prohibition for 
novices. Preceptors hunted about, saying: "Now, where 
are our novices? They are not to be seen." Monks spoke 
thu'> : " A prohibition was made, your reverences, by the group 
of six monks." The preceptors ... spread it about, saying: 
"How can this group of six monks, without asking us (for 
permission), make a prohibition for our novices ? " They told 
this matter to the Lord. He said : " Monks, a prohibition is 
not to be made without asking preceptors (for permission). 
Whoever should make one, there is an offence of wrong
doing." II I 1158 II 

Now at that time the group of six monks lured away1 the 
novices of monks who were elders. The elders, getting their 
own tooth-wood and water for rinsing the mouth, were in
commoded.2. They told this matter to the Lord. He said: 
"Monks, another's assembly should not be lured away. 
Whoever should lure it away, there is an offence of wrong
doing." II I 1159 II 

Now at that time KaiJ.<;laka, 3 a novice of the venerable 
Upananda, the son of the Sakyans, seduced the nun KaiJ.c;laka. 

1 apaliiJenti, to draw over (to themselves). Bu. at VA. 1014 hints at 
bribery, the group of six saying they would give bowls and robes to the 
novices. 

a kilamati, more usually to go short of; to be tired, fatigued. Those who 
shared cells and pupils should get tooth-wood and water for rinsing the mouth 
for their preceptors and teachers respectively, I. 25. 8, I. 32. 3. 

a See above, I. 52. I, and B.D. iii. 31. 
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Monks spread it about, saying : " How can this novice 
indulge in a bad habit like this ? " They told this matter 
to the Lord. He said : 

" I allow you, monks, to expel a novice who is possessed of 
ten qualities: if he is one who makes onslaught on creatures, 
if he is one who takes what is not given, if he is one who is 
unchaste, if he is a liar, if he is a drinker of strong drink, if he 
speaks dispraise of the awakened one, if he speaks dispraise of 
dhamma, if he speaks dispraise of the Order, if he is a holder 
of a false view,1 if he is a seducer of nuns.2 I allow you, monks, 
to expel a novice who is possessed of these ten qualities." 
II rll60 II 

Now at that time a certain eunuch came to have gone forth 
among the monks. Having approached a number of young 
monks, he spoke thus : " Come, venerable ones, commit an 
offence with me." The monks refused, saying: "Be off3, 

eunuch, depart4, eunuch. What need have you?" Refused 
by the monks, having approached a number of large, fats 
novices, he spoke thus : " Come, your reverences, commit 
an offence with me." The novices refused, saying: 1

' Be off, 
eunuch, depart, eunuch. What need have you?" Refused 
by the novices, having approached mahouts and grooms6, he 
spoke thus: "Come, [85] sirs, commit an offence with me." 
The mahouts and grooms committed an offence with him. II I II 

These ... spread it about, saying: "These recluses, sons 
of the Sakyans, are eunuchs, and those of them who are not 
eunuchs, they too commit offences with eunuchs. Thus they 
are one and all unchaste." Monks heard these mahouts and 
grooms who ... spread it about. Then these monks told this 
matter to the Lord. He said : 

1 At Vin. iv. 138 (B.D. iii. 31) a novice, Ka~<;J.aka, was expelled on this ground. 
2 VA. 1015 explains that " one who is unchaste " may be ordained if he 

is willing to restrain himself in the future, but a seducer of nuns cannot even 
go forth. Cf. Vin. Texts i. 215, n. I. At A. v. 70, 71 among ten specified 
occasions where the Patimokkha may be suspended are included the presence 
of a seducer of nuns, and the presence of a eunuch (see next paragraph below). 

a nassa, disappear. 
'vinassa = nassa, VA. 871, which adds" go where we do not see you". 

For cara pi re vinassa see Vin. iv. 139. 
6 moligalla; v. II. given at Vin. i. 372: mofigalla, mukalla. 
• hatthibhat~if.a assabhat~if.a. VA. IOI5 explains bhat~if.a by gopaka, guardian, 

watchman. 

" ' 
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"Monks, if a eunuch is not ordained, he should not be 
ordained ; if he is ordained, he should be expelled.1 

" II 2 II 61 II 

Now at that time a certain descendant of an ancient family 
which had come down in the world was delicately nurtured. 
Then it occurred to this descendant of the ancient family 
which had come down in the world: "Now, I am delicately 
nurtured, I am not able to acquire wealth not (already) 
acquired, nor to increase the wealth (already) acquired. 2 Now 
by what means could I live at ease and not be in want ? " 
Then it occurred to this descendant ... in the world: "Now 
these recluses, sons of the Sakyans, are of pleasant conduct, 
of pleasant character; having eaten good meals, they lie down 
to sleep on beds sheltered from the wind. Suppose that I, 
having prepared a bowl and robe for myself, having cut off 
my hair and beard, having clothed myself in yellow robes, 
having gone to a monastery, should be in communion together 
with monks ? " II I II 

Then that descendant . . . in the world, having prepared 
a bowl and robe for himself, having cut off his hair and beard, 
having clothed himself in yellow robes, having gone to a 
monastery, greeted the monks. The monks spoke thus : 
" Of how many years' standing are you, your reverence ? " 

" What does this mean, your reverences: ' how many 
years' standing ' ? " 

" But who, your reverence, is your preceptor? " 
"What does this mean, your reverences: 'preceptor' ? " 
The monks spoke thus to the venerable Upali 3 : 

"Please, reverend Upali, examine this one who has gone 
forth." 112 II 

1 VA. 1016 says he is to be expellee by the expulsion due to characteristic, 
liilganasana. Three kinds of expulsion are given at VA. 870 f. : {I) expulswn 
from communion, meaning expulsion for not seeing an offence, not m<l:kmg 
amends for it, not giving up a false view; (2) expulsion due to charactenstlc, 
as an example of which the nun Mettiya is cited ( Vin. iii. I 62-3) ; (3) expulswn 
as a punishment, with the words, ' From to-day forth, reverend ~?v1ce, 
the Lord cannot be referred to as your teacher' ( Vin. iv. I39 = B.D. m. 31). 

1 This inability is at A. i. I 29 given as a characteristic of a blind perso_n 
(puggala), while the opposite, ability in this respect, is given as a charactenstlc 
of a one-eyed and of a two-eyed person. 

a No doubt the Vinaya expert. 
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Then as that descendant ... in the world was being examined 1 

by the venerable Upali, he told him this matter. The venerable 
Upali told this matter to the monks. The monks told this 
matter to the Lord. He said : 

11 Monks, if one who is in communion by theft1 is not 
ordained, he should not be ordained; if he is ordained, he 
should be expelled. Monks, if one who has gone over to 
(another) sect8 is not ordained, he should not be ordained ; 
if he is ordained, he should be expelled." 113 116211 

Now at that time a certain serpent was troubled about his 
birth as a serpent, [86] he was ashamed of it, loathed it'. Then 
it occurred to that serpent: 11 Now, by what means could I 
be freed quickly from birth as a serpent and get back5 human 
status? " Then it occurred to that serpent: 11 These recluses, 
sons of the Sakyans, are dhamma-farers, even-farers, Brahma
farers, they are truth-speakers, they are of moral habit, of 
good conduct. Now if I were to go forth among the recluses, 
sons of the Sakyans, so would I be freed quickly from birth 
as a serpent and could get back human status." II I II 

Then that serpent, in the form of a brahman youth, having 
approached the monks, asked for the going forth. The monks 
let him go forth, they ordained him. Now at that time that 
serpent, together with a certain monk, was living in a dwelling
place on the boundary. 8 Then that monk, getting up in the 
night towards dawn, paced up and down in the open air. 

1 VA. 1016 : as he was being asked about cutting oft the hair and beard, 
accepting vellow robes, going for refuge, choosing a preceptor, and about 
proclamations and guidance. At Vin. iii. 212 Upali was asked to examme 
monks who, having come naked, were taken to be Naked Ascetics. VA. 665 
gives the nature of these questions (see B.D. ii. 45, n. 6, 7). He examines 
below MV. I. 64. 2. 

• theyyasa111vasaka. Word occurs also at Vin. i. 307. Samviisa is being 
in communion, see definition at end of each Parajika rule (B.D. i). Theyya 
is" by theft", here of the signs or marks of a monk. 

a titthiyapakkantaka. This word also occurs with theyyasa111~iisaka. and 
others at Vin. i. 307. All the words tell what monks, d1sappomted 
of robe-material, pretend to be. 

' Stock, as at A. i. 145; M. i. 423, iii. 300. 
I paJilabhati. He had been unchaste (in a former birth), ,J;" A. 1<?22;, ~f 

paJilabhati does mean " to get back " here rather than to !l-cqmre , 1t 
indicates a belief in the possibility of losing human status for ammal status. 

• paccantima. Vin. Texts i. 218 say " (near the boundary wall of the 
Jetavana) ", and although this may be meant, there is no evidence for it 
at VA. 1022. Paccantima cannot well mean "neighbouring, adjoining" 
here, for the evidence is that monk and snake shared the same dwelling-place. 
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Then that serpent, confident that that monk had gone out, 
fell asleep. The whole dwelling-place was full of the snake, 
hie; coils were protruding through the windows. 112 II 

Then that monk, thinking : " I will enter the dwelling
place," opening the door,1 saw the whole dwelling-place 
full of the snake, his coils protruding through the windows. 
Terrified at seeing this, he uttered a cry of distress. Monks, 
having run up, spoke thus to that monk : " Why did you, 
your reverence, utter a cry of distress·? " 

" Your reverences, this whole dwelling-place is full of a snake, 
his coils are protruding through the windows." Then that 
serpent having awakened because of this noise, sat down on 
his own seat. Monks spoke thus : 11 Who are you, friend ? " 

11 I am a serpent, honoured sirs." 
" But why did you, friend, act in this way ? " Then that 

serpent told this matter to the monks. The monks told this 
matter to the Lord. II 3 II 

Then the Lord on this occasion, in this connection, having 
had the Order of monks convened, spoke thus to this serpent : 

11 Indeed, you serpents are not liable to growth in this 
dhamma and discipline. You, serpent, go away, observe the 
Observance day precisely2 on the fourteenth, fifteenth and 
eighth day of the half-month. Thus will you be freed quickly 
from birth as a serpent and get back human status." 

Then that serpent, thinking : " It is said that I am not 
liable to growth in this dhamma and discipline," pained, 
afflicted, shedding tears, departed having uttered a cry of 
distress. 114 II 

Then the Lord addressed the monks, saying: "Monks, 
there are these two cases of manifestation of a serpent's true 
naturea : when he indulges in sexual intercourse with a female 
of his own species, and when he falls asleep in confidence. 
Monks, these are two cases [87] of manifestation of a serpent's 
true nature. Monks, if an animal is not ordained, it should 
not be ordained ; if it is ordained, it should be expelled." 
1151163!1 

1 kavii!a111 pat~iimento. On this phrase see B.D. i. 199, n. 3· 
• tatth' eva. 
• VA. 1022 gives five cases: the time of its reinstatement, paJisandhi, 

of its sloughing its skin, the two cases mentioned in the text, ·and the time 
of its passing away. 
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Now at that time a certain bralunan youth deprived his 
mother of life. He was troubled about his evil deed, he was 
ashamed of it, loathed it.1 Then it occurred to that brahman 
youth: "Now, by what means could I get rid of this evil 
deed ? " Then it occurred to this brahman youth : " These 
recluses, sons of the Sakyans, are dhamma-farers, even-farers, 
Brahma-farers, they are truth-speakers, of moral habit, of good 
conduct. Now, if I were to go forth among these recluses, 
sons of the Sakyans, so would I get rid of this evil deed." II I II 

Then that brahman youth, having approached (some) monks, 
asked for the going forth. The monks spoke thus to the vener
able Upali: "Formerly, indeed, reverend Upa.Ji, a serpent in 
the form of a brahman youth went forth among the monks. 
Please, reverend Upali, examine this brahman youth. " 2 Then 
as that brahman youth was being examined by the venerable 
Upali he told him this matter. The venerable Upali told this 
matter to the monks. The monks told this matter to the 
Lord. He said : 

" Monks, if a matricide is not ordained, he should not be 
ordained; if he is ordained, he should be expelled." II 2 II 6411 

At that time a certain brahman youth deprived his father 
of life. He was troubled about his evil deed ... ( = I. 64. I, 2) 
. . . The monks told this matter to the Lord. He said : 

" Monks, if a parricide is not ordained, he should not be 
ordained; if he is ordained, he should be expelled." II I II 65 II 

Now at that time several monks were going along the high
road from Saketa to Savatthl. Thieves, having issued forth 
on the road, robbed some monks and killed other monks. 
Those in the royal service, having set out from Savatthi, 
caught some thieves (but) other thieves ran away. Those who 
ran away went forth among the monks; those who were 
caught were led off to execution. II I II 

Those who had gone forth saw those thieves being led off 
to execution ; seeing them, they spoke thus : " It is well that 
we ran away, for had we been caught then should we have 

1 As at Vin. ii. 292. 
a Cf. above I. 62. 2. 

' 
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been killed likewise." [88] Monks spoke thus: "But what 
have you done, your reverences? " Then those who had gone 
forth told this matter to the monks. The monks told this 
matter to the Lord. He said : 

"Monks, those monks were perfected ones. Monks, if a 
murderer of a perfected one is not ordained, he should not be 
ordained ; if he is ordained, he should be expelled.'' II 2 II 66 II 

Now at that time several nuns were going along the high-road 
from Saketa to Savatthi. Thieves, having issued forth on the 
road, robbed some nuns and seduced other num. Those in 
the royal service, having set out from Savatthi ... ( = I. 66. 
I, z) ... The monks told this matter to the Lord. He said: 

" Monks, if a seducer of a nun is not ordained, he should not 
be ordained ; if he is ordained, he should be expelled.1 

Monks, if a schismatic is not ordained, he should not be 
ordained ; if he is ordained, he should be expelled. 

Monks, if a shedder of (a Truth-finder's2
) blood is not 

ordained, he should not be ordained ; if he is ordained, he 
should be expelled. 3 " II I II 67 II 

Now at that time a certain hermaphrodite had gone forth 
among the monks. He acted and also made (another) act . 
They told this matter to the Lord. He said : 

" Monks, if a hermaphrodite is not ordained, he should not 
be ordained ; if he is ordained, he should be expelled." II r 116811 

Now at that time monks ordained one who had no preceptor. 
They told this matter to the Lord. He said : 

" Monks, one who has no preceptor should not be ordained. 
Whoever should ordain (one such), there is an offence of 
wrong-doing." II I II 

Now at that time monks ordained one who had an Order 
as preceptor 4 • • • He said : 

1 Cf. above p. 108, where a novice who seduces a nun is to be expelled. 
2 So the Comy., VA. 1024. 
a Other prohibitions in regard to these classes of persons given at Vin. i. 

136, 320. . . 
' It is to be gathered from VA. 1025 that an Order mtght (madvettently) 

contain any of the types of malefactors mentioned above from a matricide 
down to a hermaphrodite, 
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" Monks, one who has an Order as preceptor should not be 
ordained. Whoever should ordain (one such), there is an 
offence of wrong-doing." 11211 

Now at that time monks ordained one who had a group 
as preceptor .... He said: 

" Monks, one who has a group as preceptor should not be 
ordained ... offence of wrong-doing." 113 II 

Now at that time monks ordained one who had a eunuchl 
as preceptor ... one who had one living in communion as it 
were by theft as preceptor ... one who had one who had gone 
over to (another) sect as preceptor ... one who had an animal 
as preceptor [89] . . . one who had a matricide as preceptor 
. . • one who had a parricide as preceptor . . . one who had a 
murderer of a perfected ·one as preceptor . . . one who had 
a seducer of a nun as preceptor ... one who had a schismatic 
as preceptor ... one who had the shedder of (a Truth-finder's) 
blood as preceptor . . . one who had a hermaphrodite as 
preceptor. They told this matter to the Lord. He said : 

" Monks, one who has a eunuch as preceptor . . . one who 
has a hermaphrodite as preceptor should not be ordained. 
Whoever should ordain (one such), there is an offence of 
wrong-doing." II 4 II 69 II 

Now at that time monks (each) ordained one who had no 
bowl. 2 They walked for almsfood (to be put) into their hands. 3 

People ... spread it about, saying : "Like followers of (other) 
sects. 4 " They told this matter to the Lord. He said : 

" Monks, one who has no bowl should not be ordained. 
Whoever should ordain (one such), there is an offence of wrong
doing." II r I! 

Now at that time monks (each) ordained one who had no 
robe. They walked naked for almsfood. People . . . spread 

1 The following classes of persons mentioned also above, p. I08 ff. 
s apattaka, see B.D. ii. 123, n. 6. 
3 hatthesu Pirt¢iiya caranti. Same expression at Vin. iii. 245 ; see B.D. ii. 

II9, n. J, 4·. For same expression in next paragraph, Vin. i. 372 gives five 
v.ll. all readmg Ca'l'ati. But at Nuns' Pac. LXIII ff. we get a singular noun 
followed by a plural verb, as above, with the meaning that each nun ordained 
~ womal?-, and th<;~t then these were considered all together as .a plurality ; 
m referrmg to therr actions a plural verb was needed and was used. 

' Cf. Vin, iii. 245 (B.D. ji. II9). 
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it about, saying: "Like followers of other sects." They told 
this matter to the Lord. He said : 

" Monks, one who has no robe should not be ordained. 
Whoever should ordain (one such), there is an offence of 
wrong-doing." II 2 II 

Now at that time monks (each) ordained one who had no 
bowl or robe. They walked naked for almsfood (to be put) 
into their hands. . . . 

" Monks, one who has no bowl or robe should not be ordained. 
Whoever ·~hould ordain. (one such), there is an offence of 
wrong-doing." II 3 II 

Now at that time monks (each) ordained by means of 
lending a bowl.l When they were ordained, they returned 
(each one) his bowl and walked for almsfood (to be put) into 
their hands. . . . 

" Monks, one should not ordain by means of lending a bowl. 
Whoever should (so) ordain, there is an offence of wrong
doing." 114 II 

Now at that time monks (each) ordained by means of lend
ing a robe. When they were ordained, they returned (each 
one) his robe and walked naked for almsfood. . . . 

" Monks, one should not ordain by means of lending a robe. 
Whoever should (so) ordain, there is an offence of wrong
doing." liS II 

Now at that time monks (each) ordained by means of lending 
a bowl and robe. When they were ordained, [90] they re
turned the bowl and robe and walked naked for almsfood 
(to be put) into their hands. . . . 

"Monks, one should not ordain by means of lending a bowl 
and robe. Whoever should (so) ordain, there is an offence of 
wrong-doing." II 6 II 70 II 

Told is the Portion on Twenty (Cases) where one should 
not ordain. 

Now at that time monks (each) let go forth one who had 
his hands cut off ... his feet cut off ... his hands and feet cut 
off . . . his ears cut off . . . his nose . . . his ears and nose ... 

1 yiicitakena pattena, by (using) a bowl that had been asked for, i.e. borrowed 
by the candidates for ordination, 
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his fingers ... his nails1 cut off ... who had the tendons (of 
his feet) cut ... one who had webbed fingers2 ••• a hunchback 
. · . a dwarf . . . one who had a goitre . . . one who had been 
branded3 

••• one who had been scourged4 ••• one who had been 
written about4 

••• one who had elephantiasis ... one who was 
badlf ill ... one who disgraced an assetJ?,blyo (by some de-
formity6) ... one who was purblind 7 ••• one with a crooked 
limb ... one who was lame ... one paralysed down one side 
... a cripple ... one weak from old age ... one who was blind 7 

... one who was dumb 8 
••• one who was deaf 9 ••• one who was 

blind and dumb . . . one who was deaf and dumb . . . one 
who was blind and deaf and dumb. They told this matter to 
the Lord. II I II 

He said : " Monks, one who has had his hands cut off should 
not be let go forth; one who has had his feet cut off ... 
one who is blind and deaf and dumb should not be let go 
forth. Whoever should let (one such) go forth, there is an 
offence of wrong-doing." II 2 1/ 

Told is the Portion on Thirty-two (Cases) where one should 
not let go forth II 71 II 

Told is the Ninth Portion for Repeating: that on Inheritance 

1 
afa; see ].P.T.S. 1884, p. 71, 1886, p. 105 . 

. 
2 P~a!tahatt.~aka, with a hand like a snake's hood. Cf. hatthaphartaka at 

Vzn. n. 107, hands used as an instrument shaped like a snake's hood " 
for smoot?mg: the,~air. VA. 1027, " one whose fingers were grown together 
hke a bats wmgs . See note by A. K. Coomaraswamy on the jiilalakkhana 
"~he' Webb~d.Finger '_of Buddha", I.H.Q. Vol. VII, 1931, p. 365, wh~r~ 
he IS of the opmwn that;iila does not mean a webbing connecting the fingers 
but refers to the thin lines of rosy light which may be seen between the finger; 
when they are held together and the hand held up to the light. The fingers 
of the Buddha, as Mahapuru~, would be straight and regularly formed, 
of one measu.~e, ekappamiirzii, according to this lakkharza, or sign. " It is 
even possible , as Coomaraswamy adds in a postscript, " that • having webbed 
fingers ' represents the exact opposite of the meaning of the originallakkhana '' 

3 Cf. Vin. i. 76 (above, p. 95). · · 
4 Cf. Vin. i. 75 (above, p. 95). 
• parisadiisaka. 
6 Given at length at VA. 1027 ff. 
7 

The t"":_o words for ?lind : kiirza and andha, are used. Bu. at VA. 1030 
says ~hat karza m~ans bh~d of one or both _eyes ~and not merely blind of one). 
He cites the Mahapaccan Corny. as assertmg karza to mean blind of one eye 
a~d andha of .both, and he cites the Great Corny. as saying that andha means 
b.md from birth; he keeps this explanation at VA. 1031. " Purblind " 
'J,nd the next thiee terms occur at Vin. ii. 90, A. i. 107, ii. 85, iii. 385, S. i. 94, 

ug. 51. 
8 

VA. 1031 explains that if he were unable to say the complete formula 
for going for refuge, he could not go forth. 

9 
VA. 1031, if he could hear a loud noise he might go forth. 
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Now at that time the group of six monks gave guidance 
to those who were unconscientious. They told this matter 
to the Lord. He said : 

" Monks, guidance should not be given to those who are 
unconscientious. Whoever should give it to (any such), there 
is an offence of wrong-doing." 

Now at that time monks lived under the guidance of those 
who were unconscientious ; these soon also became uncon
scientious, depraved monks. They told this matter to the 
Lord. He said : 

" Monks, one should not live under the guidance of those 
who are unconscientious. ·whoever should (so) live, there 
is an offence of wrong-doing." II I II 

Then it occurred to the monks : " l t is laid down by the 
Lord that guidance should not be given to those who are 
unconscientious, and that one should not live under the 
guidance of those who are unconscientious. Now, how are 
we to know who is conscientious or who is unconscientious ? " 
They told this matter to the Lord. He said : . 

" I allow you, monks, to wait for four or five days until 
(you can say), 'I know what is the nature of the monks1 '." 

II 2 II 72 II [91] 

Now at that time a certain monk was going along a high
road in the Kosala country. Then it occurred to that monk : 
" It is laid down by the Lord that one should not live independ
ently. z I am in need of guidance3 but I am going along a 
high-road. Now what line of conduct should be follo~ed 
by me ? " They told this matter to the Lord. He said : 

" I allow a monk, monks, if he is going along a high-road 
and is not receiving guidance to live independently." II I II 

Now at that time two monks were going along a high-road 
in the Kosala country. These arrived at a certain residence, 
and there one monk became ill. Then it occurred to that ill 
monk : " It is laid down by the Lord that one should not live 
independently. I am in need of guidance, but I am ill. Now 

1 bhikkhusabhiigata. VA. 1031, "Unt~ ~ kno~ fro~. monks. that !heir 
conscientiousness is shared by the monk g1vmg guidance . Or, IS sabhagata 
equal to sabhiiva, the nature (of a monk), as I take it to be? 

2 Above, p. 101. 

> allan c'amhi nissayakarat~fyo. 

K 
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what line of conduct should be followed by me ? " They 
told this matter to the Lord. He said : 

" I allow a monk, monks, if he is ill and is not receiving 
guidance to live independently." liz II 

Then it occurred to that monk who wac; tending the ill one : 
" It is laid down by the Lord . . . I am in need of guidance 
but this monk is ill. Now what line of conduct should be 
followed by me ? " They told this matter to the Lord. He 
said: 

" I allow a monk, monks, if he is tending an ill one and is 
not receiving guidance, to live independently although being 
requested.1 113 II 

Now at that time a certain monk was staying in a forest 
and there came to be comfort2 for him in this lodging. Then 
it occurred to this monk : " It is laid down by the Lord 
that one should not live independently. I am in need of 
guidance, but I am staying in a forest and there comes to be 
comfort for me in this lodging. Now what line of conduct 
should be followed by ;me ? " They told this matter to the 
Lord. He said : 

" I allow a monk, monks, if he is a forest-dweller and is 
thinking about abiding in comfort3 and is not receiving 
guidance, to live independently, thinking : ' If a suitable 
giver of guidance comes along, I will live under his guidance'." 
114117311 

Now at that time (a person) wished for ordination from the 
venerable Kassapa the Great} Then the venerable Kassapa 
the Great sent a message to the venerable .Ananda, saying : 
"Let .Ananda come, he will proclaim 5 this (person)." The 

1 By the ill one, VA. 1032. That is, as VA. says, the ill monk may ask 
the other to request him to give guidance ; but if through pride he does 
not ask, he may go away. We must therefore assume that if he stays with 
the invalid but does not take guidance from him, he may live independently 
of Ruidance. 

2 phiisu. VA. 1032, "there comes to be comfort in regard to obtaining 
tranquillity and vision ". 

3 phiisuviha:ra ; cf. brahmavihiira, and the monk who was phiisuviharika, 
below p. 373· MV. vii. 12. 1. 

4 At A. i. 23 called " chief of those who uphold the ascetic practices ". 
Verses at Thag. I05I-I090. He exchanged robes with Gotama, S. ii. 221. 

6 anussiiveti, in technical meaning of proclaiming the resolution three times 
after the motion for ordaining a person had been put before an Order. Cf. 
MV. I. 28. 3-tS. 

I 
;j 
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venerable Ananda spoke thus : 
"I am not able to pronounce1 the elder's 2 name (for) the 

elder is my teacher3." [92] They told this matter to the 
Lord. He said : 

" I allow you, monks, to proclaim merely by clan (-name)." 

II I II . d f d' t' fr Now at that time two (persons) wtshe or or ma ton om 
the venerable Kassapa the Great. These quarrelled, saying : 
"I will be ordained firs!:, I will be ordained first." They 
told this matter to the Lord. He said : 

" I allow you, monks, to make two proclamations together." 

liz II · bin f din t' Now at that time there were those wts g or or a ton 
from several elders. These quarrelled, saying: "I will be 
ordained first, I will be ordained first." The elders spoke 
thus : " Come, your reverences, we are making all the pro
clamations together." They told this matter to the Lord. 
He said: 

" I allow you, monks, to make two or three proclamations 
together if there is one preceptor, but not if there are different 
preceptors." 113 I! 7411 

Now at that time the venerable Kassapa the Boy' became 
ordained twenty years after his conception. Then it occurred 
to the venerable Kassapa the Boy : " It is laid down by the 

1 gahetlltfl, a word with a variety .. of meanin;gs; he~e m~ai?!ng :·to 
pronounce " in sense of " to take ", cf. to take h1s name m va1J?- . _ S1~ce 
A.nanda calls Kassapa his guru (garu .me), and i~ we equat~ guru wtth ac'!'nya, 
spiritual teacher or father (cf. p~tuc~tta, Vm. 1. 45• 6o), 1t was not SUltable 
for A.nanda to " take" (pronounce) his " father's " name. The use of the 
gotta (clan) name is less intimate and therefore permissible. Cf. Ka!"~· Up. 
II. r I. 7 where the father " takes his son's name ", nama_ asya gnz_hat~. I am 
indebted for this note to A. K. Coomaraswamy. Mahakassapa s reference 
to A.nanda as kumiiraka, young boy, at 5. ii. 218, should also b_e noted: 

• I.e. Mahakassapa's, as stated at Vin. Texts i. 228. For m ~akmg the 
proclamations, A.nanda would have had to say that so-and-so wtshed to be 
ordained by Kassapa. . 

• garu, probably equivalent to guru, spiritual teacher. Cf. garun:ssaya 
at Vin. ii. 303. . f · 

' Kumarakassapa. Kumiira has the meanmg both of boy and o prmce. 
Kumarakassapa " went forth " when he was only seven yea:s old and ~_e 
had been reared by a king since his birth by a nun; see AA. 1. 284, M~. n. 
120, ThagA. (Pss. Breth. p. 147 f.),.,Dh1· iii. 144, ]ii. i. 148. Verse~ are ascnb~ 
to him at Thag. 201-202. Called ch1ef of those who are versatile speakers 
at A. i. 24. The Vammlki Sutta (M. i. 142) was spoken to Ku~akassapa; 
the Nigrodhamigajiitaka (No. 12) and Dhp. 160 on account of h1s mother. 
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Lord that an individual who is under twenty years of age 
should not be ordained,1 and I am twenty yeaN from my 
conception. Now am I ordained 2 or am I not ordained ? " 
They told this matter to the Lord. He said : 

"When in his mother's womb the first thought has arisen, 
the first consciousness appeared,3 his birth is (to be reckoned 
as) from that time. I allow you, monks, to ordain one who is 
twenty years of age from his conception." II I 1175 II 

Now at that time ordained (monks) were to be seen who 
were (afflicted by) leprosy and boils and eczema and con
sumption and epilepsy.' They told this matter to the Lord. 
He said: 

" I allow you, monks, when one is being ordained to ask 
him about things which are stumbling-blocks5 for him. • 
And thus, monks, should he be asked : Have you diseases 
like this: leprosy, boils, eczema, consumption, epilepsy? 
Are you a human being ? Are you a man ? Are you a freeman? 
Are you without debtc; ? Are you not in the royal service ? 
Have you your parents' consent? Are you full twenty years 
of age ? Are you complete as to bowl and robes ? What is 
your name ? What is the name of your preceptor ? " II I II 

Now at that time monks asked those wishing for ordination, 
but who were not instructed, about the things which are 
stumbling-blocks. Those wishing for ordination were at a 
loss, they were abashed, they were unable to reply. They 
told this matter to the Lord. He said : 

"I allow you, monks, having instructed first, afterwards 
[93] to ask about the things which are stumbling-blocks." 
II zll 

They instructed just there in the midst of the Order. As 
before, those wishing for ordination were at a loss, they were 
abashed, they were unable to reply. They told this matter 
to the Lord. He said : 

1 Pac. LXV, and above, p. 98. 
1 Cf. Pac. LXV where it is stated that if a person is ordained while he 

is under twenty he is not (really) ordained. He himself incurs no offence, 
ut there is an offence for the monks who ordain him. 

1 Cf. definition of manussaviggaha, human being, at Vin. iii. 73· 
' Cf. above, I. 39. 1. 
1 anta1'iiyike dhamme, cf. Vin. iv. 134 (B.D. iii. 21, where see n. 5). 
• Cf. Vin. ii. 271 f. for the questions put to nuns on their ordination. 

r 
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"I allow you, monks, having instructed aside, to ask about 
the things which are stumbling-blocks in the midst of the 
Order. And thus, monks, should one be instructed : First, 
he should be invited to choose1 a preceptor ; having invited 
him to choose a preceptor, a bowl and robes should be pointed 
out to him (with the words)' : ' This is a bowl for you, this 
is an outer cloak, this is an upper robe, this is an inner robe; 
go and stand in such and such a place '." II 3 II 

Ignorant, inexperienced (monks) instructed them. Those 
wishing for ordination, but who were not (properly) instructed, 
were at a loss, they were abashed, they were unable to reply. 
They told this matter to the Lord. He said : 

" Monks, one should not be instructed by an ignorant, 
inexperienced (monk). Whoever (such) should instruct, there 
is an offence of wrong-doing. I allow you, monks, to instruct 
by means of an experienced, competent monk." 114 II 

Those who were not agreed upon instructed. They told 
this matter to the Lord. He said : 

" Monks, one should not be instructed by one who is not 
agreed upon. Whoever (such) should instruct, there is an 
offence of wrong-doing. I allow you, monks, to instruct 
by means of one who is agreed upon. And thus, monks, should 
he be agreed upon : oneself may be agreed upon by oneself 
or another may be agreed upon by another2• And how is 
oneself to be agreed upon by oneself ? The Order should be 
informed by an experienced, competent monk, saying : 
' Honoured sirs, let the Order hear me. So and so wishes for 
ordination from the venerable so and so. If it seems right 
to the Order, I would instruct so and so.' Thus may oneself 
be agreed upon by oneself. II 5 II 

" And how is another to be agreed upon by another ? 
The Order should be informed by an experienced, competent 
monk, saying : ' Honoured sirs, let the Order hear me. So 
and so wishes for ordination from the venerable so and so. 
If it seems right to the Order, so and so could instruct so and 
so.' Thus may another be agreed upon by another. II 6 II 

" The monk who is agreed upon, having approached the one 
who wishes for ordination, should speak thus to him : ' Listen, 

1 gahapetabbo; cf. gahapaha at Vin. iii. 246 (B.D. ii. 122, where seen. 1). 
I Cf. below, II. 15. 6. 
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s? and so. This is for you a time for truth (-speaking), a 
time for fact {-speaking). When I am asking you in the midst 
of the Order about what is,1 you should say, 'It is,' if it is 
so; you should say, 'It is not,' if it is not so. Do not be 
at a loss, do not be abashed. Thus I will asks you: 'Have 
you diseases like this ... What is your preceptor's name?'" 
11711 

They8 arrived together. They should not arrive together. 
The instructor having come first, the Order should be in
formed by him, saying: "Honoured sirs, let the Order listen 
to me. So and so wishes for ordination from the venerable 
so and so. [94] He has been instructed by me. If it 
seems right to the Order, let so and so come." He should 
be told: "Come." Having made him arrange his upper robe 
over one shoulder, having made him honour the monks' feet, 
having made him sit down OTl his haunches, having made 
him salute with joined palms, he should be made to ask for 
ordination, saying : " Honoured sirs, I ask the Order for 
ordination ; honoured sirs, may the Order raise me up out of 
compassion. 4 ATJ.d a second time, honoured sirs, . . . And a 
third time, honoured sirs, I ac;k the Order for ordination; 
honoured sirs, may the Order raise me up out of compasson." 
11811 

The Order should be informed by an experienced, competent 
monk, saying : " Honoured sirs, let the Order listen to me. 
This one, so and so, wishes for ordination ±rom the venerable 
so and so. If it seems right to the Order I could ask so and so 
about the things which are stumbling-blocks. Listen, so and so. 
This is for you a time for truth (-speaking), a time for fact 

• 
1 ra'? jii!am. VA. 1033 says about that which is produced, jii.ta, has arisen, 

1s ex1stmg m your body. This can only refer to the questions on the diseases. 
The Pali in such cases is idiomatic : " Is there for you a disease ? " So 
one could say, " I am asking you about what exists, ya'fl jiitam (as a disease 
for you), and you should say there is, atthi {such a disease for me) it being 
so, santa'!'; there is not, n'atthi, it being not so, asantam ". But since in fact 
not all the questions are about diseases, I have translated as above the better 
~o emphasise tht; general necessity to answer all the questions' truthfully 
m accordance With the preliminary reminder, " This is a time for truth 
and fact". 

a pucchissa'fl. 
. 

3 The instructor and his candidate. Nothing to show whether the Lord 
1s s.upposed to continue to give these instructions, or whether they 
are mcorporated without being attributed to him. 

' Cf. above, I. 29. z. 

' 

\i 
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(-speaking). I am asking you about what is. You should 
say, ' It is ', if it is so ; you should say, ' It is not,' if it is 
not so. Have you diseases like this: . . . What is your pre
ceptor's name?" 11911 

The Order should be informed by an experienced, com
petent monk, saying : " Honoured sirs, let the Order hear me. 
This one, so and so, wishes for ordination from the venerable 
so and so. He is quite pure in regard to the things which are 
stumbling-blocks, he is complete as to bowl and robes. So 
and so is asking the Order for ordination by means of the 
preceptor so and so. If it seems right to the Order, let the 
Order ordain so and so by means of the preceptor so and so. 
This is the motion. II ro II 

" Honoured sirs, let the Order hear me. This one, so and so, 
wishes for ordination from the venerable so and so. He is 
quite pure in regard to the things which are stumbling-blocks, 
he is complete as to bowl and robes. So and so is asking the 
Order for ordinaton by means of the preceptor so and so. 
The Order is ordaining so and so by means of the prec~ptor 
so and so. If the ordination of so and so by means of the 
preceptor so and so is pleasing to the venerable ones, let 
them be silent ; he to whom it is not pleasing should speak. II II II 

" And a second time I speak forth this matter . . . And 
a third time I speak forth this matter ... he to whom it is 
not pleasing should speak. So and so is being ordained by 
the Order by means of the preceptor so and so. It is pleasing 
to the Order, therefore it is silent. Thus do I understand 
this." II 12 II 76 II 

Told is the (Formal) Act of Ordination. 

The shadow should be measured1 at once, the length of the 
season2 should be explained, the portion of the day3 should 

1 This must mean the shadow of the candidate, cast by the sun. VA. 1033 
says the shadow should be measured with the words, It is the length of 
one man or of two men, ekaporisii dveporisii. Cj. porisa meaning " height of 
a man" atM. i. 74, 187, 365. 

• VA. 1033 " the seasons are the rains, the cold weather, the hot weather. 
If whichever season it is is not ended, that season is incomplete by so many 
days", thus the number of days remaining in that season, or "the exact 
season" (P.E.D.) should be explained. 

3 VA. I 033, morning or afternoon. 
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be explained, the formula 1 should be explained, [95] the four 
resources should be explained (with the words) : ' Going 
forth is on account of meals of scraps ... (as at MV. I. 30. 4) 
... These are extra acquisitions: ghee, fresh butter, oil, honey, 
molasses.' II I II 77 II 

Told are the Four Resources 

Now at that time monks, having ordained a certain monk, 
went away leaving him alone. Afterwards as he was going 
along alone, he met his former wife on the way. She spoke 
thus: "What, have you now gone forth? " 

"Yes, I have gone forth." She said: 
" Sexual intercourse is difficult for those who have gone 

forth. Come and indulge in sexual intercourse." Having 
indulged in sexual intercourse with her, he arrived late. 
Monks spoke thus : " What were you, your reverence, doing 
for such a long time ? " II I II 

Then this monk told this matter to the monks. The monks 
told this matter to the Lord. He said : 

. " I allow yo?, monks, having ordained (a monk), to give 
hun a compamon and to explain four things which are not 
to be done. When a monk is ordained he should not indulge 
in sexual intercourse, even with an animal. 2 Whatever monk 
indulges in sexual intercourse, he becomes not a (true) recluse, 
not a son of the Sakyans. As a man with his head cut off 
could not become one to live by that bodily connection, even so 
a monk, having indulged in sexual intercourse, becomes not 
a (true) recluse, not a son of the Sakyans. 3 This is a thing 
not to be done by you as long as life lasts. II 2 II 

" When a monk is ordained he should not take by theft 
what has not been given, even if it is only a blade· of grass.' 
Whatever monk takes by theft a pada 5 or the worth of a pada 
or more than a pada that has not been given, he becomes not 

1 sangili, chanting together. According to VA. 1034, having done all this 
together he should be asked about his measure, the season and portion 
of the day m order that he might give the correct answers and so make it clear 
that he has properly understood his age as a member of the Order. 

2 Par. I, Vin. iii. 22. 
3 Vin. iii. 28. 
' Par. II. 
5 See note at B.D. i. 71. 
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a (true) recluse, not a son of the Sakyans. As a withered 
leaf, freed from its stalk, could not become green again, even 
so a monk, having taken by theft a piida or the worth of a 
pada or more than a pada that was not given, becomes not 
a (true) recluse, not a son of the Sakyans.1 This [96] is a thing 
not to be done by you as long as life lasts. II 3 II 

"When a monk is ordained he should not intentionally 
deprive a living thing of life, even if it is only an ant.2 What
ever monk deprives a human being of life even down to causing 
abortion, 3 he becomes not a (true) recluse, not a son of the 
Sakyans. As a flat stone, broken in half, becomes (scmething) 
not to be put together again, even so a monk, having inten
tionally deprived a human being of life, becomes not a (true) 
recluse, not a son of the Sakyans. 4 This is a thing not to be 
done by you as long as life lasts. 114 II 

"When a monk is ordained he should not lay claim to a 
state of further-men, even thinking : ' I delight in solitude '. 5 

Whatever monk, of evil desires, filled with covetousness, lays 
claim to a state of further-men which is non-existent, not a 
fact 8-to meditation or to a deliverance or to contemplation 
or to an attainmen+ or to a way or to a fruit 7 -he becomes 
not a (true) recluse, not a son of the Sakyans. As a palmyra 
palm, cut off at the crown, could not become one for further 
growth, 8 even so a monk, of evil desires, filled with covetous
ness, having claimed a state of further-men which is non
existent, not a fact, becomes not a (true) recluse, not a son 
of the Sakyans. This is a thing not to be done by you as 
long as life lasts." II 5 II 
Told are the Four Things which are not to be done. 117811 

Now at that time a certain monk, suspended 9 for not seeing 
an offence, left the Order, (but) having come back again, he 

1 C.f. Vin. iii. 47· 
1 Par. III (for human beings) and Pac. LXI (for animals). 
8 Vin. iii. 83 f. 
' Vin. iii. 74· 
6 suiiiiagara. See Vin. iii. 91, where " delight in solitude for the mind 

devoid of the hindrances" occurs in definition of" state of further-men". 
e Vin. iii. 90, where such a one is called the " chief great thief ". 
1 Cf. the longer list of concepts enumerated in definition of " state of 

further-men " at Vin. iii. 91, 92. 
8 Vin. iii. 92. 
8 ukkhitta. Cf. Vin. iv. 113, 137, 218 and see B.D. iii. 28, n. 4· 
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ac;ked the monks for ordination. They told this matter to 
the Lord. He said : 

" This is a case, monks, where a monk, suspended for not 
seeing an offence, leaves the Order, (but) having come back 
again, ac;ks the monks for ordination. They should speak 
thus to him : 'Will you see this offence? ' If he says: '1 will 
see it', he may be let go forth. If he says: 'I will not 
see it ', he should not be let go forth. II I II 

"Having let him go forth they should say (to him) : 'Will 
you see this offence ? ' If he says : ' I will see it ', he may be 
ordained. If he sayc; : ' I will not see it ', he should not be 
ordained. Having ordained him, they should say: 'Will 
you see this offence ? ' If he says : ' I will see it ', he may 
be restored.1 If he says: 'I will not see it', he should not 
be restored. Having restored him, they should say: 'Do 
you see this offence ? ' If he sees it, that is good ; if he does 
not see it, he may be c;uspended again if it po<>sible to obtain 
unanimity2 ; if it is not possible to obtain unanimity there 
is no offence in eating with, in being in communion with 
(him). 3 liz II 

"This is a case, monks, where a monk, suspended for not 
making amends for an offence, leaves the Order (but) having 
come back again, asks the monks for ordination. They 
should speak thus to him : ' Will you make amends for this 
offence ? ' If he says : ' 1 will make amends ', [97] he may 
be let go forth . . . (as in liz I! reading make amends for 
instead of see) ... in being in communion with (him). 113 II 

" This is a case, monks, where a monk, suspended for not 
giving up a wrong view, leaves the Order (but) having come 
back again, asks the monks for ordination. They should 
speak thus to him : ' Will you give up this wrong view ? ' 
If he says: 'I will give it up', he may be let go forth ... 
(as in liz II 1·eading give up i-nstead of see) ... in being in 
communion with (him). 114117911 

The Great Section 4 : the First 

1 On osiireti, to restore after seeing an offence, making amends for it and 
giving up a false view, see B.D. iii. z8, n. 4· 

2 I.e. among the monks, for this further suspension. 
3 So Bu. at VA. 1034. tena saddhim, and as may be deduced from Pac. 

LXIX and its O!d Comy' s definition of" has not acted according to the rule". 
' Mahakhandhaka. Called Pabbajjakkhandhaka at DA. ii. 363. 
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As to great matters in the Vinaya, to bringing ease to the 
well-behaved 

both in restraint of evil desires and in strivings for conscien
tiousness, 

And also bearing in mind the instruction which is within the 
range of the all-knowing conqueror, 

in a realm which has no other, in peace from bondage, in 
what is well laid down, in that which has no doubt, 

In Section in Vinaya, as well as in Parivara and in Heading(s), 
the good follows closely as though imitating. 

Who does not underc;tand cattle does not guard the herd, 
so not. knowing moral habit, how can he guard re<;traint ? 
Although the Suttantas and Abhidhamma be forgotten, for 

all time [98] 
the teaching persists while Vinaya is not destroyed. 
Therefore, because firmly supported, I will declare the key 
in regular sequence according to (my) knowledge. Listen 

while I speak. 
The matter, the provenance1, the offence, the methods and the 

abbreviations-
it is not easy not to leave something out; discern that from 

the method. 

Awakening, and the Rajayatana, the Goatherds', Sahampati 
Brahma, Alara, Uddaka, and monks, Upaka the seer, 
Kot:l<;lafifia, Vappa, Bhaddiya and Mahanama, Assaji, 
Yasa, four, fifty, all, he sent out (on tour), the quarters, 
The subject, 2 as to Mara, and the thirty, at Uruvela, three 

matted hair ascetics, 
fire-room, the Great Kings, Sakka, and Brahma, the entire 

(population), 
Rag-robe, a tank, and a stone, kakudha-(tree), a stone, 
a rose-apple, and a mango, emblic myrobalam, he brought a 

flower from the Coral Tree, 

1 nidiina. This usually appears in the Vin. to mean the place where 
the Lord was staying when such conduct occurred as led to the frammg 
of a rule 01 allowance, thus the " provenance " of a rule or allowance. See 
also K.S. iii, Intr. x ff. ; K.S. iv, Intr. xiv f. 

2 vatthutp,. Appearing to refer to 12. 2-4, the going forth and ordination 
formula by the three refuges. Going forth and Ordmatwn form the subJeCt 
matter of Section I of the l\lahavagga. 
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' Kassapa, let them be chopped, let them be kindled, and ]et 
them be extinguished ', 

they plunged into, fire-vesselc;, rain, Gaya, and the Palm 
Grove, (King of) Magadha, 

Upatic;sa, Kolita, and disti'nguic;hed (young men), the going 
forth, 

wrongly dressed, dismissal, and the lean wretched brahman, 
He indulged in bad habits, the stomach, the brahman youth, 

a group, 
year's standing, by the ignorant, going away, ten years' 

standing, guidance, 
They did not conduct themselves (properly), to dismiss, 

ignorant, nullification, five, six, 
and whoever else, and naked, not with (his hair) cut off, 

matted hair ascetic, a Sakyan. 
Five diseases among the Magadbese, service,1 a thief (and) 

fingers, 
and (the King of) Magadha decreed, jail, written about, 

scourged, 
Branded, debtor, and a slave, dose-shaving, Upali, snake 

(-wind disease), 2 

a family with faith, and KaJ;I<Jaka, and then crowded up, 
About how to live, 3 the boy, trainings, and they were,' Now 

how? 
entire, by mouth, preceptors, luring away, KaJ;I<Jaka, 
Eunuch, theft, 5 going over to, 8 and a snake, on a mother, 

a father, 
perfected ones, a nun, schismatic, concerning blood, 7 herma

phrodite,8 
Without a preceptor, through an Order, a group, eunuch, 

without a bowl, 

1 Text reads eko. Oldenberg, Vin. i. 373 thinks we ought to read bhaJo 
(for riijabha!a in 40. 3). 

• See I. 50. I ; 51. I. 
3 vatthumhi, i.e. in dependence for five years or for life, I. 58. 4· Cing. edn. 

vatthusmim. 
' viharcmti, as in I. 57. I. 
' I.e. in communion by theft, I. 62. 3· 
6 I.e. _going over to (another) sect, I. 62. 3· 
7 ruhzrena, here replacing lohituppiidako of I. 67. I, the shedder of a 

(tathiigata's) blood. 
. ~ ~ere called only vyafijana (accompanying attribute, distinctive character
lstlc) mstead of ubhatovyafijanaka as at I. 68. I. 

' ! 
I 
i 
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without a robe, both these, then those three on what was lent, 
Hands, feet, hands and feet, ears, nose, both these, 
fingers, nails, tendons, webbed hands, and a hunch-back, 

dwarf, 
Having goitre, and then a branded one, scourged, written 

about, elephantiasis, 
badly (ill), and one who disgraces an assembly, blind, and 

just then one with a crooked limb, [99] 
And then a lame one, paralysed down one side, with a cripple, 
old age, blind from birth, dumb, deaf, blind and dumb, and 

what is thereto, · 
Whatever is called blind and dumb, and then dumb and deaf, 
And blind and dumb and deaf, and guidance to the uncon

scientious, 
And one should (not) live, what is done on a journey,1 being 

asked, wishing for, 
'let him come ', 11 they quarrelled, 3 if there is one preceptor, 

Kassapa, 
And ordained (monks) were to be seen pressing about diseases, 
the uninstructed were at a loss, instruction just there, 
And then in the Order, then an ignorant one, and not agreed 

upon, 
together, the 'may-it-raise-(me-)-up'• ordination, resource, 

alone, the three. • 
In this Section are one hundred and seventy-two items. 

Told is the First Key, that to the Great Section [100] 

1 kataddhana, referring to 73. I, 2. Cing. edn. reads fathdddhiina1JI. 
• Following agacchatu of Cing. edn. = 74. I, instead of Text's agacchanta'J!". 
3 vivadenti {with v.l. vivadenti, Vin. i. 373). 
• Doubtless referrillg to {I) not seeing an offence, {2) not making amends 

for an offence, {3) not giving up a wrong view (each a ground for a monk's 
suspension; and their opposites, each being a ground for his restoration) 
dealt with at I. 79. 1-4. 
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THE GREAT DIVISION (MAHAVAGGA) II 

At one time the awakened one, the Lord was staying near 
Rajagaha on Mount Vulture Peak. Now at that time 
wanderers belonging to other sec~s. having collected together 
on the fourteenth, fifteenth· and eighth days of the half-month,1 

spoke dhamma.' People came up to them to hear dhamma. 
They gained affection for the wanderers belonging to other 
sects, they gained faith (in them), the wanderers belonging 
to other sects gained adherents. 8 II I II 

Then reasoning arose thus in the mind of King Seniya 
Bimbisara of Magadha as he was meditating in seclusion : 
" At present wanderers belonging to other sects, having 
collected together on the fourteenth, fifteenth and eighth 
days of the half-month, speak dhamma. These people go up 
to them to hear dhamma. They gain affection for the wan
derers belonging to other sects, they gain faith (in them), 
the wanderers belonging to other sects gain adherents. 
Suppose the masters should also collect together on the 
fourteenth, fifteenth and eighth days of the half-month? " 112 II 

Then King Seniya Bimbisara of Magadha approached the 
Lord ; having appro:1ched, having greeted the Lord, he sat 
down at a respectful distance. As he was sitting down at a 
respectful distance, King Seniya Bimbisara of Magadha spoke 
thus to the Lord: "Now, Lord, as I was meditating in 
seclusion, a reasoning arose in my mind thus: 'At present 
wanderers belonging to other sects ... should collect together 
on the fourteenth, fifteenth and eighth days of the half
month ? ' " II 3 II 

Then the Lord gladdened, rejoiced, roused, delighted King 
Seniya Bimbisara of Magadha with talk on dhamma. Then 
King Seniya Bimbisara of Magadha, gladdened, ... delighted 
by the Lord with talk on dhamma, rising from his seat, 
[101] having greeted the Lord, departed keeping his right 

1 On pakkha, cf. Vin. iv. 75 (B.D. ii. 313, and q.v. n. 3) where eating food 
given pakkhika1J" and uposathika1J", "on a day of the waxing or waning of 
the moon " and " on an observance-day ", form exceptions to the rule 
prohibiting a group-meal. 

z VA. 1034. what is and what is not to be done by them. 
• pakkha is lit. a party, a side, a faction, not necessarily a schismatic one, 

as is shown by above context, and see B.D. iii. 190, n. 3· 
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side towards him. Then the Lord, on this occasion, in this 
connection, having given reasoned talk, addressed the monks, 
saying: 

"I allow you, monks, to assemble together ort the fourteenth, 
fifteenth and eighth days of the half-month." II 4 II 1 II 

Now at that time monks, thinking : " It is allowed by the 
Lord to assemble together on the fourteenth, fifteenth and 
eighth days of the half-month," having assembled together, 
sat down in silence. Those people came up to hear dhamma. 
They looked down upon, criticised, spread it about, saying : 
"How can these recluses, sons of the Sakyans, having assembled 
together on the fourteenth, fifteenth and eighth days of the 
half-month, sit in silence, like dumb pigs1 ? Ought not dhamma 
to be spoken when they are assembled together ? " Monks 
heard these people who ... spread it about. Then these 
monks told this matter to the Lord. Then the Lord on this 
occasion, in this connection, having given reasoned talk, 
addre'5sed the monks, saying: 

" I allow you, monks, having assembled together on the 
fourteenth, fifteenth and eighth days of the half-month, to 
speak dhamma." II I II 2 II 

Then as the Lord was meditating in seclusion a reasoning 
arose in his mind thus : " What now if I were to allow those 
rules of training, laid down by me for monks, (to form) a 
recital of Patimokkha2 for them? It would be a (formal) act 
of observance 3 for them." II I II 

1 mugast'ikara; VA. 1034 explains by thulasar'irasukara, pigs that are fat 
in body. 

2 Rhys Davids (E.R.E., art. : Pi'i.timokkha) says that from " the manner 
in which the word is used " in this passage it is not surprising " to find that 
the early Buddhists ascribed the institution ... of the Pi'i.timokkha itself 
to a date long antecedent to that of the Buddha. If that be correct, the word 
patimokkha must have been current in Kosala when Buddhism arose, and 
... among members of the previous orders". Rh. D. refers to D. ii. 46-49, 
where ttadition ascribes a Pi'i.timokkha to the time when Vipassin was Buddha, 
and to the verse (D. ii. 49), repeated at Dhp. r85, which contains the words: 
patimokkhe ca sa.,.varo ... etatJ! buddhanasasana1J", " and restraint according 
to the Pi'i.timokkha-this is the teaching of the Buddhas" (plural). 

On suggested meanings of patimokkha, see B.D. i., Intr., p. xi ff.; Vin. 
Texts i., Intr., p. xxvii. On the number of rules that the Pi'i.timokkha 
contained, see Winternitz, Hist. Ind. Lit., ii. 2, n. 5, which gives further 
references, and also B. C. Law, Hist. Pali Lit., i. 48 f. 

3 uposathakamma. Uposatha stands for " observance" itself. The phrase 
tad-ah-uposathe, "on this day's observance", is usually used for an Observance 
day. 
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Then the Lord, having emerged from his seclusion in the 
evening, on thi'> occasion, in this connection having given 
reasoned talk, addressed the monks, saying: "Now, monks, 
as 1 was meditating in seclusion a reasoning arose i11 my 
mind thus: 'What now if I should allow those rules of 
training, laid down by me for monks, (to form) a recital of 
Patimokkha for them ? It would be a (formal) act of observ
ance for them '. I allow you, monks, to recite a Patimokkha. 
11211 

" And thus, monks, should it be recited : The Order should 
be informed by an experienced, competent monk, saying: 
'Honoured sirs, let the Orde1 listen to me. To-day, the 
fifteenth (day), is an Observance (day). If it seems right to 
the Order, the Order may carry out Observance, it may 
recite the Patimokkha. What is the Order's first duty ? Let 
the venerable ones [102] announce entire purity.1 I will recite 
the Patimokkha (while) one and all of us present 2 listen pro
perly and pay attention to it.3 He for whom there may be 
an offence should reveal4 it. If there is no offence, you 
should become silent. By your becoming silent I shall thus 
know that the venerable ones are quite pure. For as there 
is an answer for each question, 5 so it is proclaimed 6 up to the 
third time in an assembly like this. Whatever monk remember
ing while it is being proclaimed up to the third time that 
there is an existent offence and should not reveal it, there 
comes to be consciouo; lying 7 for him. 8 Now, conscious lying, 
venerable ones, is a thing called a stumbling-block 9 by the 
Lord. Therefore the existent offence should be revealed 

1 parisuddhi, i.e. that only those are present who have committed no 
offences, or who have acknowledged any committed, or who have fulfilled 
the penalty for them. Cf. below, p. 158. 

2 sabbeva santa. Cf. ubho va santa at Vin. iii. 218. 
1 Vin. Texts i. 242 take these words (all of us ... to it) to be the answer 

of ~e monks th~n p~esent. As there is no ti marking the end of a speech, 
I think Gotama IS still supposed to be telling the monks the way in which 
the recitation is to be carried out. 

• avikareyya. Avikaroti is to make clear, to manifest thus to disclose 
to bring to light. This method of clearing oneself of an' offence is perhap~ 
a forerun~er ~o. the more formal confession, apatti deseti, to an Order, a group 
or to one mdividual monk. 

• paccekapu!!hassa. 
a anussavita. 
' Defined at Vin. iv. 2 (B.D. ii. r66). 
8 Quoted As!. 92. 
• antarayiko dhammo; see B.D. iii. 21, n. 5· 

' 
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by a monk who remembers that he has fallen (into an offence) 
and who desires purity ; for when it is revealed there comes 
to be comfort for him." 113 II 

Patimokkha1 means: this is the beginning, this is the head,2 

this is the foremost of states that are good ; therefore it is 
called Piitimokkha. 

The venerable ones mean : this- ' the venerable ones '
is a term of esteem, 3 this is a term of respect, this is a deferential 
and honorific designation. 4 

I will recite means : I will explain, I will teach, I will lay 
down, I will establish, I will make clear, I will analyse, I 
will make plain. 5 

To it means: to (what) is called the Patimokkha. 
One and all of us present means : as many as there are in 

this assembly-elders and newly ordained and those of middle 
standing-these are called 'one and all of us present'. 

(We) listen properly means: having applied ourselves, 
having attended, 6 we concentrate with all our mind. 7 

(We) pay attention means : we li'>ten, 8 minds one-pointed, 
minds not distracted, minds not perturbed. 9 114 II 

He for whom there may be an offence means: a certain 
offence of the five cla<;ses of offence or a certain offence of the 
seven clas'>es of offence10 for an elder or for a newly ordained 
one or fo.r one of middle standing. 

He should reveal means : he should tell, he should make 
clear, he should open up, he should make plain in the midst 
of an Order or in the midst of a group or to one 
individual. 

1 On the inclusion of this Commentary in the MV., see Vin. Texts i, Intr. 
p. xv and S. Dutt, Early Bud. Monachism, gr. 

2 This derivative, patimokkha from mukha " is quite impossible ", 
Winternitz, Hist. Ind. Lit., ii. 22, n. 2. But punning is not to be taken as 
serious scientific etymology, for this was unknown so early. 

3 Or, of endearment, of affection, p;ya. 
' Cf. Nd. ii. IJO, SnA. 536. 
• Cf. S. ii. 25, 154. iii. 132, iv. r66; A. i. 286, ii. r6o. 
• af!hikatva manasikatva.; cf. Vin. iv. 144. 
' sabba1p cetasa samannaharama; cf. S. i. 112, 189, ii. 220; A. ii. r r6, iii. 

163, 402, iv. 167; M. i. 325. 
8 nisamema. 
• Cf. A. iii. 174; Dhs. II, I5, 24: Nd. i. sor. 

1• 0 The five <:_la.ss~s of offence comprise the Parajika, Sarighadisesa, Aniyata, 
Nissaggtya, Pacithya offences; the seven classes these five with the addition 
of the Patidesaniyas and Sekhiyas. 

L 
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If there is no offence means: either one comes not to be 
committed or, if fallen into, it is removed.l 

You should become silent means: you should consent, you 
should not speak. 

I shall know2 that you are quite pure means: I will know2, 
I will understand. II 5 II 

For as there is an answer for each question means: as one 
(person) if questioned about one (thing) would answer, so it 
should be kncwn to that assembly: 'He questions me'. 

An assembly like this (means) : it is called an assembly of 
monks. 

It is proclaimed up to the third time means : it is proclaimed 
once and it is proclaimed a second time and it is proclaimed 
a third time. 

Remembering means: knowing, perceiving. 
There is an existent offence means: either one comes to be 

committed or if fallen into is not removed. 
Should not reveal means : should not tell, should not make 

clear, should not open up, should not make plain [103] in 
the midst of an Order or in the midst of a group or to one 
individual. 11 6 11 

There comes to be conscious lying for him means : What is 
conscious lying ? It is an offence of wrong-doing. 3 

A thing called a stumbling-block by the Lord means : a 
stumbling-block to what ? It is a stumbling-block to the 
attainment of the first (stage in) meditation, it is a stumbling
block to the attainment of the second (stage in) meditation 
. . . the third (stage in) meditation, . . . the fourth 
(stage in) meditation, it is a stumbling-block to the 
attainment of the meditations, of the deliverances, of the 
contemplations, of the attainments 4 , of the renunciations, of 

1 v.u!Jhitii. fern., agreeing with its subject a patti. VA. 1034 reasonably 
explams : " here, either, whatever monk there comes to be not fallina into 
an off:nce, or, having fallen is removed from it, this is the meaning ~f ' if 
there 1s no offence' ". Cj. apattiyii. vu!!hiina in MV. I. 36. 10. 

2 vedissii.mi ... janissami. 
. 

3 In the Pacittiyas, how:ever, conscious lying appears as the first offence 
m this class. V:n. Texts I. 245, n. says that because of this " we cannot 
interpret here dukka!a in the technical sense of a dukkata offence ". I think 
howeve:, that ~he difference .in the penalties laid do~n for conscious lying 
may pomt to different stages m the growth of the legislation. 

' Cj. Vin. iii. 91, 92, iv. 25. 
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the escapes,1 of the aloofnesses, of states that are good. 
Therefore means : for that reason. 
By (a monk) who remembers means : by (one) knowing, by 

(one) perceiving. 
By (a monk) who desires purity means: by (one) wishing 

to remove (an offence), by (one) wishing to be purified. 

11711 
Existent offence means: either one comes to be committed, 

or, if fallen into, is not removed. 
Should be revealed means : it should be revealed in the 

midst of an Order or in the midst of a group or to one individual. 
For when it is revealed there comes to be comfort for him 

means : In what is there comfort ? There comes to be 
comfort in the attainment of the first (stage in) meditation, 
there comes to be comfort in the attainment in the second 
(stage in) meditation ... the third (stage in) meditation 
. .. the fourth (stage in) meditation ; there comes to be 
comfort in the attainment of the meditations, of the deliver
ances, of the contemplations, of the attainments, of the 
renunciations, of the escapes, of the aloofnesses, of states that 
are good. 2 11811311 

Now at that time monks, thinking: II The recital of the 
Patimokkha is allowed by the Lord," recited the Patimokkha 
daily. They told this matter to the Lord. He said : 

11 Monks, the Patimokkha should not be recited daily. 
Whoever should (so) recite it, there is an offence of wrong
doing. I allow you, monks, to recite the Patimokkha on an 
Observance day." II r II 

Now at that time monks, thinking: II The recital of the 
Patimokkha on an Observance day is allowed by the Lord," 
recited the Patimokkim three times during the half-month
on the fourteenth, on the fifteenth and on the eighth (days) 
of the half-month. They told this matter to the Lord. He 
said: 

II Monks, the Patimokkha should not be recited three times 

1 nissararza. 'Escapes' mentioned at Ud. 8o; Iti. p. 37, 61 ; D. iii. 275; 
A. iii. 245-6, D. iii. 239-240; A. iii. 290, D. iii. 247; 1VI. i. 84 ff., etc. 

1 Cj. the forest or jungle dwelling monk who had comfort, phiisu, MV. I. 
73. 4· This example together with the one given above indicate that phii.su 
is by no means used exclusively to denote physical comfort, 
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in the half-month. Whoever should (so) recite it, there is 
an offence of wrong-doing. I allow you, monks, to recite the 
Patimokkha once in the half-month : either on the fourteenth 
or on the fifteenth (day)." 112 114 II 

Now at that time the group of six monks recited the Pati
mokkha according to assembly, each one before his own 
assembly. They told this matter to the Lord. He said : 

" Monks, [104] the Patimokkha should not be recited 
according to assembly, each one before his own assembly. 
Whoever should (so) recite it, there is an offence of wrong
doing. I allow you, monks, a (formal) act of Observance for 
all together."1 II r II 

Then it occurred to the monks : " A (formal) act of Observ
ance for all together is allowed by the Lord. Now, how far 
does 'being all together '2 (go) ? As far as one residence, or 
the whole earth ? " They told this matter to the Lord. He 
said: 

"I allow, monks, 'being all together' (to mean) as far as 
one residence." II 2 II 

Now at that time the venerable Kappina the GreaP was 
staying near Rajagaha at Maddakucchi in the deer-park. 
Then as the venerable Kappina the Great was meditating in 
seclusion a reasoning arose in his mind thus: " Should I go 
to an Observance or should I not go, should I go to a (formal) 
act of the Order or should I not go, I, nevertheless, am purified 
with the highest purification." 113 II 

Then the Lord, knowing by mind the reasoning in the 
mind of the venerable Kappina the Great, as a strong man 
might stretch out his bent arm or might bend back his out
stretched arm, even so did he, vanishing from Mount Vulture 
Peak appear in Maddakucchi in the deer-park before the 

1 samaggiinatJI. Cf. samagga at Vin. iv. 52, "all come", and see B.D. 
ii. 267, n. 7; and cf. samagga satJigha at Vin. iv. 154, 218, 231 meaning a 
complete Order. 

2 siimaggf. 
3 At A. i. 25 called chief of the exhorters of monks. Verses at Thag. 

547-556. See Pss. Breth. p. 254 ff., and N.B. that on p. 256 "taught the 
sisters" (or nuns) should read "taught the brethren" (or monks), as noticed 
at Pss. Breth. p. 417. DPPN. ii. 475, art: Mahakappina, should be corrected 
accordingly. See Sakya, p. 140 ff., for Mrs. Rhys Davids' suggestion that 
Kappina was Assaji's teacher, 
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venerable Kappina the Great. The Lord sat down on an 
appointed seat, and the venerable Kappina the Great, having 
greeted the Lord, sat down at a respectful distance. 114 II 

As the venerable Kappina the Great was sitting down at 
a respectful distance the Lord spoke thus to him: "Now, 
Kappina, as you were meditating in seclusion did not a reason
ing arise in your mind thus : ' Should I go to an Observance 
or should I not go, should I go td a (formal) act of the Order 
or should I not go, I, nevertheless, am purified with the 
highest purification ' ? " 

"Yes, Lord." 
"But if you brahmans1 do not reverence, revere, esteem, 

honour the Observance, who i'> there who will reverence, 
revere, esteem, honour the Observance ? You go along, 
brahman, to the Observance, do not not go ; go likewise to a 
(formal) act of the Order, do not not go." 

"Yes, Lord," the venerable Kappina the Great answered 
the Lord in assent. II 5 II 

Then the Lord, having gladdened, rejoiced, roused, delighted 
the venerable Kappina the Great with talk on dhamma, as a 
strong man might stretch out his bent arm or bend back his 
outstretched arm, even so did he, vanishing from before 
the venerable Kappina the Great in Maddakucchi in tne 
deer-park appear on Mount Vulture Peak. 116 II 5 II [105] 

Then it occurred to the monks: "It is laid down by the 
Lord that ' being all together' (means) as far as one residence. 
Now, how far does one residence (go) ? " They told this 
matter to the Lord. He said: 

" I allow you, monks, to agree upon a boundary. And 
thus, monks, should it be agreed upon: First, marks should 
be announced, 2 a mark consisting of a hillside, a mark con
sisting of a rock, a mark consisting of a grove, a mark con
sisting of a tree, a mark consisting of a road, a mark consisting 
of an anthill, a mark consisting of a river, a mark consisting 
of (a piece of) water. The Order, having announced the 
marks, should be informed by an experienced, competent 

t BrahmaJ?. probably being used here in its Buddhist sense of " best, 
highest ". Kappina was older than Gotama. 

• nimitta kittetabba. 
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monk, saying : ' Honoured sirs, let the Order listen to me. 
In as much as marks all round are announced, if it seems 
right to the Order the Order may agree upon a boundary 
in accordance with these marks for the same communion, 
for one Observance. This is the motion. II I II 

Honoured sirs, let the Order listen to me. In as much as 
marks all round are announced, the Order is agreeing upon 
a boundary in accordance with these marks for the same 
communion, for one Observance. If the agreement upon a 
boundary in accordance with these marks for the same com
munion, for one Observance, is pleasing to the venerable ones, 
they should be silent ; he to whom it is not pleasing should 
speak. The boundary in accordance with these marks is 
agreed upon by the Order for the same communion, fo~ o~e 
Observance. It is pleasing to the Order, therefore It IS 
silent ; thus do I understand this '.'' ll 2 II 6 II 

Now at that time the group of six monks, thinking: "An 
agreement upon a boundary is allowed by the Lord," agreed 
upon very extensive boundaries, of four yojanas and five 
yojanas and six yojanas. Monks coming for Observance 
arrived while the Patimokkha was being recited, and they 
arrived just after it had been recited, and they stayed (a 
night) on the way. They told this matter to the Lord. He 
said: 

" Monks, a very extensive boundary should not be agreed 
upon, of four yojanas or five yojanas or six yojanas. Whoever 
should (so) agree, there is an offence of wrong-doing. I 
allow you, monks, to agree upon a boundary of three yojanas 
at most."1 II I II 

Now at that time the group of six monks agreed upon the 
other side of a river as a boundary. Monks coming for 
Observance were carried away and their bowls were carried 
away and their robes were carried away. They told this 
matter to the Lord. He said : 

" Monks, the other side of a river should not be agreed 
upon as a boundary. Whoever should (so) agree, there is an 

1 According to VA. ro46 this means that having established the middle 
of the proposed residence, the boundary should not be more than one and 
a half yojanas from it in each direction. A triangle may be agreed upon, 
three yojanas from corner to corner. 
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offence of wrong-doing. I allow you, monks, when there 
may be a reliable boatl or a reliable bridge2 to agree upon 
the other side of such a river as a boundary." II 2 II 711 

Now at that time monks recited the Patimokkha in successive 
cells [106] without (making) a -rendezvous.3 In-coming 
monks did not know or they thought, " Where will the 
Observance be carried out to-day? " They told this matter 
to the Lord. He said : 

" Monks, the Patimokkha should not be recited in successive 
cells without (making) a rendezvous. Whoever should (so) 
recite it, there is an offence of wrong-doing. I allow you, 
monks, to carry out the Observance having agreed upon an 
Observance-hall that the Order desires: a dwelling-place or 
a curved house or a long house or a mansion or a cave.4 And 
thus, monks, should it be agreed upon : II I II 

" The Order should be informed by an experienced, com
petent monk, saying : ' Honoured sirs, let the Order listen 
to me. If it seems right to the Order, the Order <>hould agree 
upon such and such a dwelling-place as an Observance-hall. 
This is the motion. Honoured sirs, let the Order listen to me. 
The Order is agreeing upon such and such a dwelling-place 
as an Observance-hall. If the agreement upon such and such 
a dwelling-place as an Observance-hall is pleasing to the 
venerable ones, let them be silent ; he to whom it is not 
pleasing should speak. Such and such a dwelling-place as 
an Observance-hall is agreed upon by the Order. It is 
pleasing to the Order, therefore it is silent ; thus do I under
stand this'." liz II 

Now at that time in a certain residence two Observance
halls came to be agreed upon. Monks assembled together in 

1 dhuvaniivii. VA. r 046 gives various possibilities, one of which is a boat 
which plies regularly at the fords. 

1 dhuvasetu. VA. 104 7 says " made of a collection of trees or boards 
joined together or a bridge where a carav<l;n can go or _what is sui~abl~ for 
the crossing over of elephants and horses 1s a large bndge ; or a rehable 
bridge ' means having even at that moment cut down a tree, a bridge that 
is suitable for people to cross over by one at a time. But it is not a ' reliable 
bridge ' if it is not possible to cross by holding the jungle-rope and creepers 
twined above it ". 

1 On sal?'lketa see B.D. i. 74, 88, 128, 135, ii. 164, 239 (and n. 3), 291, 294· 
' Cf. above, I. 30. 4 (and notes) and Vin. i. 284. 
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both thinking: "Observance will be carried out here," 
" Observance will be carded out here." They told this 
matter to the Lord. He said : 

" Monks, two Observance-halls in one residence should not 
be agreed upon. Whoever should (so) agree, there is an 
offence of wrong-doing. I allow you, monks, having abolished1 

one, to carry out the Observance in one place (only). !13 II 
" And thus, monks, should it be abolished : The Order 

should be informed by an experienced, competent monk, 
saying: 'Honoured sirs, let tbe Order listen to me. If it 
seems right to the Order, the Order may abolish such and 
such an Observance-hall. This is the motion. Honoured sirs, 
let the Order listen to me. The Order is abolishing such and 
such an Observance-hall. If the abolition of such and such 
an Observance-hall is pleasing to the venerable ones, they 
should be silent ; he to whom it is not pleasing should speak. 
Such and such an Observance-hall is abolished by the Order. 
It is pleasing to the Order, therefore it is silent ; thus do I 
understand this '." 114 118 II 

Now at that time in a certain residence a very small 
Observance,..hall carne to be agreed upon. A large Order of 
monks carne to be assembled together on an Observance-day. 
Monks, sitting on ground that had not been agreed upon, 
heard the Patirnokkha. Then it 0ccurred to the'3e monks : 
" It is laid down by the Lord [107] that the Observance is 
to be carried out having agreed upon an Observance-hall, 
but we heard the Patirnokkha while we were sitting on 
ground that was not agreed upon. Now was the Observance 
carried out for us or was it not carried out ? " They told 
this matter to the Lord. He said : 

" Monks, if one is sitting on the ground, whether it has 
been agreed upon or not agreed upon, and hears the Pati
rnokkha~ from· there, the Observance is carried out for him. 
II I il .• . .. 

"Well then, monks, if an Order desires a maximum for 

1 VA. 1039 explains this to mean " having abolished one of the 
proclamations", i.e. having rescinded one of the agreements so that one 
of the places already agreed upon as an Observance-hall is no longer regarded 
in this light. 

' 
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Observance1 of a certain size let it agree upon a rr,aximum 
for Observance of that size. And thus, monks, should it be 
agreed upon : First, marks should be announced. The 
Order, having announced the marks, should be informed by 
an experienced, competent monk, saying: 'Honoured sirs, 
let the Order listen to me. In as much as marks all round 
are announced, if it seems right to the Order the Order may 
agree upon a maximum for Observance in accordance with 
these marks. This is the motion. Honoured sirs, let the 
Order listen to me. In as much as marks all round are 
announced, the Order is agreeing upon the maximum for 
Observance in accordance with these marks. If the agree
ment upon a maximum for Observance in accordance with 
thec;e marks is pleasing to the venerable ones, they should 
be silent ; he to whom it is not pleasing should speak. The 
maximum for Observance is agreed upon by the Order in 
accordance with these marks. It is pleasing to the Order, 
therefore it is silent; thus do I understand this'." IJz 11911 

Now at that time in a certain residence newly ordained 
monks, 2 being the first to have assembled together on an 
Observance day, saying: "The elders are not corning yet," 
went away. The Observance was not at a right time. 3 They 
told this matter to the Lord. He said : 

" I allow, monks, on an Observance day monks who are 
elders to assemble together first." II I 1110 II 

Now at that time in Rajagaha several residences carne 
to have the same boundary. Monks quarrelled about this, 
saying : " Let the Observance be carried out in our residence," 
"Let the Observance be carried out in our residence." They 
told this matter to the Lord. He said : 

"This is a case, monks, where several residences come to 

1 uposathapamukhaf!!. Not noticed in P.E.D. It must refer to the size 
of a site for hearing the Observance by a maximum number of monks of which 
an Order might consist. 

1 Th~se na_vaka bhik.~hu ;vere o~ly " newly . ordained " or junior in 
comparison With the maJJhzma bhzkkhu, those of rmddle standing and ordained 
for as long as five years, and with the theras, elders, ordained for as many 
as ten years. A monk is called navaka or nava for the first four years of 
his religious life after the date of his ordination. 

3 I.e. not on the fourteenth or fifteenth day of a half-month. 
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have the same boundary. Monks quarrel about this, saying : 
' Let the Observance be carried out in our residence ', ' Let 
the Observance be carried out in our residence '. Monks, 
those monks, one and all,l having assembled together in one 
place, should carry out the Observance, or, having assembled 
together they should carry out the Observance there where 
a monk who is an elder is staying. But the Observance 
should not be carried out by an incomplete Order.2 \\'lwever 
should (so) carry it out, there is an offence of wrong-doing." 
II I 111111 [108] 

Now at one time the venerable Kassapa the Great, going 
from Andhakavinda3 to Rajagaha for Observance and crossing 
a river4 on the way, was nearly5 carried away, and his robes 
got wet. Monks spoke thus to the venerable Kassapa the 
Great : " Why are your robes wet, your reverence ? " 

"Now I, your reverences, coming from Andhakavinda to 
Rajagaha for the Observance and crossing a river on the 
way, was nearly carried away. Because of this my robes are 
wet." They told this matter to the Lord. He said: 

"Whatever boundary, monks, is agreed upon by an Order 
for the same communion, for one Observance, let the Order 
agree (to regard) that boundary (as a place where a monk is) 
not away, separated from the three robes. 6 II I II 

" And thus, monks, should it be agreed upon : The Order 
should be informed by an experienced, competent monk, 
saying : ' Honcured sirs, let the Order listen to me. What
ever boundarywas agreed upon by the Orderfor the same com
munion, for one Observance, if it .:;eems right to the Order 

1 sabbeh' eva. 
• na tv eva vaggena samghena, as below, MV. II. 22. 2 ; 23. 2 and 

subsequently. On vagga, see B.D. ii. 269, n. 10. 
3 According to VA. 1049 Andhakavinda was at least a gavuta from 

Rajagaha. Around Rajagaha were eighteen large viharas having the same 
boundary, but the" being all together " of an Order took place in the Bamboo 
Grove. 

' VA. 1049 says the Sappini (Sippini}, which they say rises in Mt. Vulture 
Peak, and because it flows quickly so near its source that is why the elder 
was nearly carried away. 

1 mana1!J, also at ]a. i. 149. DhA. iii. 147. 
• ticfvarena avippavilsa. Cj. Nissag. II where a monk incurs an offence 

if he is away from the three robes even for one night unless he has obtained 
the agreement of the monks. But one who is ill may obtain an agreement 
to be regarded as not separated from his robes, although in fact he is. The 
nbove ruling is to the same effect. See B.D. ii. 14, n. 

' 12.2-4] MAHAVAGGA II I43 

the Order may agree (to regard) that boundary (as a place 
where a monk is) not away, separated from the three robes. 
This is the motion. Honoured sirs, let the Order listen to me. 
Whatever boundary was agreed upon by the Order for the 
same communion, for one Observance the Order is agreeing 
(to regard) that boundary (as a place where a monk is) not 
away, separated from the three robes. If the agreement (to 
regard) this boundary (as a place where a monk is) not away, 
separated from the three robes is pleasing to the venerable 
ones, they should be silent ; he to whom it is not pleasing 
should speak. This boundary is agreed upon the by Order 
(to be regarded as a place where a monk is) not away, separated 
from the three robes. It is pleasing to the Order, therefore 
it is silent; thus do I understand this'." /12 II 

Now at that time monks, thinking: "An agreement (for a 
monk to be regarded) as not away, separated from the three 
robes is allowed by the Lord," laid aside robes in a house.1 

These robes were lost and burnt and eaten by rats. The 
monks became badly dressed, their robes worn thin. Monks 
spoke thus: "Why are you, your reverences, badly dressed, 
your robes worn thin ? " 

"Now we, your reverences, thinking: 'An agreement (for 
a monk to be regarded) as not away, separated from the 
three robes is allowed by the Lord,' laid aside robes in a house. 
These robes have been lost and burnt and eaten by rats. 
That is why we are badly dressed, our robes worn thin." 
They told this matter to the Lord. He said : 

"Whatever boundary, monks, is agreed upon by an Order 
for the same communion, for one Observance, let the Order 
agree (to regard) that boundary (as a place where a monk is) 
not away, separated from the three robes, except it be a 
village and the precincts of a village. 2 !13 ll 

"And thus, monks, should it be agreed upon 3 : • • • [109] 

1 In Nissag. XXIX monks, if staying in jungle lodgings are allowed to lay 
aside one of their three robes in a house. But, except with the agreement 
of the monks, they must not be away from their robes for more than six 
nights. 

1 Defined at Vin. iii. 46; see B.D. i. 74, n. 2. " Village having one precinct" 
defined at Vin. iii. zoo, see B.D. ii. 17 and note VA. 1051 says that the above 
ruling is not for nuns because they live in a village; see also Vin. Texts i. 
256, n. 1. 

• The same as liz II above, but after the words "away, separated from 
the three robes " add " except it be a village and the precincts of a village." 
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thus do I understand this '. II 4 II 
"When agreeing upon a boundary, monks, first the boundary 

for the same communion should be agreed upon, afterwards 
the (place where a monk is regarded) as not away, separated 
from the three robes should be agreed upon. In abolishing 
a boundary, monks, first the (place where a monk is regarded) 
as not away, separated from the three robec; should be 
abolished, afterwards the boundary for the same communion 
should be abolished. And thus, monks, should the (place 
where the monk is regarded) as not away, separated from the 
three robes be abolished : The Order should be informed by 
an experienced, competent monk, saying : ' Honoured sirs, 
let the Order listen to me. Whatever was agreeci upon by 
the Order (as a place where a monk is to be regarded) as 
not away, separated from the three robes, if it seems right 
to the Order, the Order may abolish that (place where a monk 
is to be regarded) as not away, separated from the three 
robes. This is the motion. Honoured sirs, let the Order 
listen to me. Whatever was agreed upon by the Order (as 
a place where a monk ic; to be regarded) as not away, separated 
from the three robes, the Order is abolishing (that place where 
a monk is to be regarded) as not away, separated from the 
three robes. If the abolition of (the place where a monk 
is to be regarded) as not away, separated from the three 
robes is pleasing to the venerable ones, they should be silent ; 
he to whom it is not pleasing should speak. That (place 
where a monk is to be regarded) as not away, separated from 
the three robes is abolished by the Order. It is pleasing to 
the Order, therefore it is silent ; thus do I understand this '. 
11511 

"And thus, monks, should a boundary for the same com
munion1 be abolished : The Order should be informed by an 
experienced, competent monk, saying : ' Honoured sirs, let 
the Order listen to me. Whatever boundary has been agreed 
upon by the Order for the same communion, for one Observ
ance, if it seems right to the Order, the Order may abolish 
that boundary. This is the motion. Honoured sirs, let the 
Order listen to me. Whatever boundary has been agreed 

1 "For the same communion" omitted in Oldenberg's text, but included 
in the Ceylon edn. 

' 

I 
I 
1 

l 
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upon by the Order for the same communion, for one Observ
ance, the Order is abolishing that boundary. If the abolition 
of that boundary for the same communion, for one Observance 
is pleasing to the venerable ones, they should be silent ; he 
to whom it is not pleasing should speak. That boundary 
for the same communion, for one Observance is abolished by 
the Order. It is pleasing to the Order, therefore it ic; silent ; 
thus do I understand this '. II 6 II 

" Monks, when a boundary is not agreed upon, not 
established, whatever village or little town1 (a monk) lives 
depending on, whatever is the village boundary of that village 
or the little town bounclary of that little town, this in that 
case [110] is (the boundary) for the same communion, for 
one Observance. If, monks, he is in what is not a village, 
in a jungle,2 in this case the same communion, one Observance, 
is seven abbhantaras3 all round. No river, monks, is a 
boundary, no sea is a boundary, no natural lake is a boundary. 
Where there is a river, monks, or a sea or a natural lake, 
that which in this case is (the boundary) for the same com
munion, one Observance, is the distance that a man of average 
(height) can throw water all round." 117 1112 II 

Now at that time the group of six monks combined boundary 
with boundary.4 They told this matter to the Lord. He 
said : " Monks, those for whom a boundary was agreed upon 
first, that (formal) act of theirs ic; legitimate, it is irreversible, 
fit to stand. 5 Monks, those for whom a boundary wac; agreed 
upon afterwards, that (formal) act of theirs is not legitimate, 
it is reversible, not fit to stand. Monks, boundary should 
not be combined with boundary. ·whoever should (so) 
combine, there is an offence of wrong-doing." II r II 

Now at that time the group of six monks placed boundary 
within boundary. 6 They told this matter to the Lord. He 
said: "Monkc;, those for whom a boundary was agreed upon 

1 nigama, see B.D. ii. 63, n. 2. 

a "Jungle" defined at B.D. i. 74, 85. 
3 See B.D. ii. Intr., p. L. 
• sfmaya sima11' sambhindanti. 
6 Cf. B.D. iii. r6r ( Vin. iv. 214,) and Vin. i. 313, 316 f. The last two, 

akuppa and !hiinaraha, are defined at VbhA. 330. 
• Sfmdya sima11' ajjhottharanti. 
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first, that (formal) act of theirs is legitimate, it is irreversible, 
fit to stand. Monks, those for whom a boundary was agreed 
upon afterwards, that (formal) act of theirs is not legitimate, 
it is reversible, not fit to stand. Monks, a boundary should 
not be placed within a boundary. Whoever should (so) 
place within, there is an offence of wrong-doing. I allow you, 
monks, when a boundary is being agreed upon, having left 
an interspace between boundaries,! to agree upon a boundary." 
llzii1SII 

Then it occurred to monks: "Now, how many Observance 
days are there ? " They told this matter to the Lord. He 
said : " Monks, there are these two Observance days, the 
fourteenth and the fifteenth. These, monks, are the two 
Observance days." II r II 

Then it occurred to monks: "Now, how many (formal) 
acts for Observance are there ? " They told this matter to 
the Lord. He said : " Monks, there a~e these four (formal) 
acts for Observance: a (formal) act for Observance (carried 
out) not by rule when an Order is incornplete2 ; a (formal) 
act for Observance (carried out) not by rule when an Order 
is complete ; a (formal) act for Observance (carried out) by 
rule when an Order is incomplete ; a (formal) act for Observ
ance (carried out) by rule when an Order is complete. Now, 
monks, that which is a (formal) act for Observance carried 
out not by rule when an Order is incomplete, such a (formal) 
act for Observance, monks, should not be carried out, nor 
is such a (formal) act for Observance allowed by me. II 2 II 

" Then, monks, that which is a (formal) act for Observance 
(carried out) not by rule when an Order is complete, [111) 
such a (formal) act for Observance, monks, should not be 
carried out nor is such a (formal) act for Observance allowed 
by me. Then, monks, that which is a (formal) act for Observ
ance (carried out) by rule when an Order is incomplete, such 
a (formal) act for Observance should not be carried out nor 

1 slmantarika. !his may be quite small: a hattha (on which see B.D. ii. 
lntr. p. LI.) accordmg to VA. 1056; a span or four finger-breadths according 
to the two Sinh. Comys. cited at VA. 1056. 

2 adhammena vaggam; cj. Vin. iv. 37, 126, 152, 153, adhammena vii. vaggena 
vii.. See MV. IX. 3 for elucidations of "not by rule" and "by rule", and of 
" incomplete" and " complete assemblies ". 
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is such a (formal) act for Observance allowed by me. Then, 
monks, that which is a (formal) act for Observance (carried 
out) by rule when an Order is complete, such a (formal) act 
for Observance, monks, may be carried out and such a (formal) 
act for Observance is allowed by me. Therefore, monks, 
thinking: 'We will carry out a (formal) act for Observance 
like this, that is to say by rule when an Order is complete' 
-thus you should train yourselves, monks." 113 111411 

Then it occurred to monks: "Now, how many ways for 
the recital of the Patimokkha are there ? ". They told this 
matter to the Lord. He said: "Monks, there are these five 
(ways for the) recital of the Patimokkha : having recited the 
provenance,1 the rest may be announced as though it had 
been (already) heard2 ; this is the first (way for the) recital 
of the Patimokkha. Having recited the provenance, having 
recited the four offence<; involving defeat, the rest may be 
announced as though it had been (already) heard ; this is the 
second (way for the) recital of the Patimokkha. Having 
recited the provenance, having recited the four offences 
involving defeat, having recited the thirteen offences entailing 
a formal meeting of the Order, the rest may be announced 
as though it had.been (already) heard; thi<> is the third (way 
for the) recital of the Patimokkha. Having recited the pro
venance, having recited the four offences involving defeat, 
having recited the thirteen offences entailing a formal meeting 
of the Order, having recited the two undetermined offences, 
the rest may be announced as though it had been (already) 
heard ; this i<> the fourth (way for the) recital of the Pati
mokkha. (Recital) in full is the fifth. Monks, these are the 
five (ways for the) recital of the Patimokkha." II r II 

Now, at that time, monks, thinking: "Recital of the 
Patimokkha in brief is allowed by the Lord," all the time 
recited the Patimokkha in brief. They told this matter to 
the Lord. He said : " Monks, the Patimokkha should not 
be recited in brief. Whoever should (so) recite it, there is 
an offence of \Vrong-doing." liz II 

1 nidii.na, see above, p. 127. 

• avasesa1J! sutena sii.vetabbam. 
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Now at that time in a certain residence in the Kosala 
country there came to be a menace from savages1 on an 
Observance day. The monks were unable to recite the 
Patimokkha in full. They told this matter to the Lord. 
He said : " I allow you, monks, if there is a danger, to recite 
the Patimokkha in brief." 113 II· 

Now at that time the group of six monk'>, although there 
was no danger, recited the Patimokkha in brief. They told 
this matter to the Lord. He said: "Monks, if there is no 
danger the Patimokkha should not be recited in brief. Who
ever should (so) recite it, there is an offence of wrong-doing. 
I allow you, monks, if there is a danger, to recite the Pati
mokkha in brief. In this connection these are dangers : a 
danger from kings,2 a danger from thieves, a danger from 
fire, a danger from water, a danger from human beings, [112] 
a danger from non-human beings, a danger fro'TI beasts of 
prey, a danger from creeping things, a danger to life, a danger 
to the Brahma-faring.3 I allow you, monks, when there are 
dangers such as these, to recite the Patimokkha in brief ; 
in full if there is no danger." 11411 

Now at that time the group of six monks, unbidden;' spoke 
dhamma in the midst of an Order. They told this matter 
to the Lord. He said : " Monks, dhamma should not be 
spoken, by one who is not bidden (to do so), in the midst 
of an Order. 5 Whoever should (so) speak it, there is an offence 
of wrong-doing. I allow you, monks, to speak dhamma by 
means of a monk who is himself an elder, or (for him) to 
bid another (to speak it)." 8 115 II 

Now at that time the group of six monks, (although) not 

1 savara-bhaya ; cf. Vin. i. 168. VA. 1057 reads saiicarabhaya. 
• Same list again at Vin. i. 169, ii. 244. Cf. also Vin. i. 148-149. See also 

list of seven dangers at Divy. 544· 
• On brahmacariya, see Mrs. Rhys Davids, Wayfarer's Words, ii. 533, 

"A Technical Term", where she regards it as a term taken over from the 
brahmans who used it to denote the student-day stage in their training. 

' By the elders, VA. 1058. 
5 na bhikkhave samghamaJ}he anajjhi!!hena dhammo bhii.sitabbo. These cases 

probably mean that dhamma is not to be spoken or vinaya asked about 
(by one not qualified to do so) in the midst of an Order. They probably 
do not mean that one not bidden or not agreed upon in the midst of an Order 
might not speak or ask questions. 

6 Cf. A. iv. 153 where if a monk" speaks dhamma himself or bids another 
(to do so) " it is one of the eight reasons for his development in the 
Brahrna-faring. 
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agreed upon, asked about discipline in the midst of an Order. 
They told this matter to the Lord. He said : " Monks, 
discipline should not be asked about, by one not agreed upon, 
in the midst of an Order. Whoever should (so) ask, there is 
an offence of wrong-doing. I allow you, monks, to ask about 
discipline, by means of one who is agreed upon, in the midst 
of an Order. And thus, monks, may he be agreed upon: 
either oneself may be agreed upon by oneself, or another 
may be agreed upon by another.1 I! 611 

And how may oneself be agreed upon by oneself? The 
Order should be informed by an experienced, competent 
monk, saying : ' Honoured sirs, let the Order listen to me. 
If it seems right to the Order, I could ask so and so about 
discipline '. Thu<> may oneself be agreed upon by oneself. 
And how may another be agreed upon by another ? The 
Order should be informed by an experienced, competent 
monk, saying : ' Honoured sirs, let the Order listen to me. 
If it seems right to the Order, so and so could ask so and so 
about discipline '. Thus may another be agreed upon by 
another." 117 II 

Now at that time well behaved monks who were agreed 
upon asked about discipline in the midst of the Order. The 
group of six monks took offence, they took umbrage, they 
threatened them with harm. 2 They told this matter to the 
Lord. He said: "I allow you, monks, to ask about discipline 
in the midst of the Order by means of one who is agreed upon, 
although3 having (first) looked round the assembly, having 
assessed4 (each) individual." 5 11811 

Now at that time the group of six monks (although) not 
agreed upon answered questions on discipline in the midst 
of the Order. They told this matter to the Lord. He said: 
" Monks, questions on discipline should not be answered in 
the midst of the Order by one not agreed upon. Whoever 
should (so) answer, there is an offence of wrong-doing. I 

1 Cf. above, p. 121, below, p. 150. 
a vadhena, also meaning with slaughter, with destruction. 
3 pi. 
' tulayitvii., lit. having weighed. Cf. tulayitabba'f!l at Vin. iv. q2. VA. 

1059 says the one who is asking, having looked round the a3Sembly, may ask 
about discipline if there is no risk for himself. 

s This allowance is an elaboration of that given in 15. 6. This still holds 
good, but the above safeguard is added. 

M 
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allow you, monks, to answer questions in the midst of the 
Order by meanc; of one who is agreed upon. And thus, monks, 
may he be agreed upon : either oneself may be agreed upon 
by oneself, or another may be agreed upon by another. II 9 II 

And how [113] may oneself be agreed upon by oneself? 
The Order should be informed by an experienced, competent 
monk, saying : ' Honoured sirs, let the Order listen to me. 
If it seems right to the Order, I, asked about discipline by 
so and so, could answer.' Thus may oneself be agreed upon 
by oneself. And how may another be agreed upon by another? 
The Order should be informed by an experienced, competent 
monk, saying : ' Honoured sirs, let the Order listen to me. 
If it seems right to the Order, so and so, asked about discipline 
by so and so, could answer.' Thus may another be agreed 
upon by another." II ro II 

Now at that time well behaved monks who were agreed 
upon answered questions on discipline in the midst of the 
Order. The group of six monks took offence, they took 
umbrage, they threatened them with harm. They told this 
matter to the Lord. He said: "I allow you, monks, to answer 
questions on discipline in the midst of the Order by means 
of one who is agreed upon, although having (first) looked 
round the assembly, having assessed (each) individual." 
II II II 1511 

Now at that time the group of six monks reproved, on 
account of an offence, a monk who had not given (them) 
leave.1 They told this matter to the Lord. He said : 
" Monks, a monk who has not given leave should not be 
reproved on account of an offence. Whoever should (so) 
reprove, there is an offence of wrong-dong. I allow you, 
monks, having obtained leave by c;aying : ' Let the venerable 
one give me leave, I want to spe1.k to you', to reprove him 
on account of an offence." II I II 

Now at that time well-behaved monks, having obtained the 
leave of the group of six monks, reproved them on account of 

1 anokiisakata, " to make an occasion", to give, to grant leave; okasa~tJ 
kiiriipeti, to make to give, thus to obtain leave. Cf. Vin. iv. 344 where nuns 
must not question monks unless they have obtained their leave to do so, 
and where anokiisakata is defined by anapucchii, without having asked (for 
permission). 
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an offence. The group of six months took offence, they took 
umbrage, they threatened them with harm. They told this 
matter to the Lord. He said : " I allow you, monks, even 
if leave is given, to reprove for an offence after you have 
asc;essed the individual.'' II 2 II 

Now at that time the group of six monks, thinking : "Before1 

well-behaved monks obtain our leave," themselves obtained 
the pure monks' leave beforehand, 2 but there was no ground, 
no reason, since they were not offenders3• They told this 
matter to the Lord. He said : " Monks, leave "hould not be 
obtained from pure monks when there is no ground, no rea.,on, 
since they are not offenders. \\1wever should (so) obtain it, 
there is an offence of wrong-doing. 1 allow you, monks, to 
obtain leave after you have assessed the individuals." II 3 II 

Now at that time the group of six monks carried out a 
(formal) act that was not legally valid in the midst of an 
Order. They told this matter to the Lord. He said : 
"Monks, a (formal) act that is not legally valid should not 
be carried out in the midst of the Order. Whoever should 
(so) carry one out, there is an offence of wrong-doing." Even 
so, they carried out a (formal) act that was not legally valid. 
They told this matter [114] to the Lord. He said: "I allow 
you, monks, to protest4 when a (formal) act that is not legally 
valid is being carried out." II 4 II 

Now at that time well-behaved monks protested when a 
(formal) act that was not legally valid was being carried out 
by the group of six monks. The group of six monks took 
offence, they took umbrage, they threatened them with harm. 
They told this matter to the Lord. He said : " I allow you, 
mo~ks, merely to express an opinion." They expressed an 
opinion to these themselves. The group of six monks took 
offence, they took umbrage, they threatened them with 
harm. They told this matter to the Lord. He said : " I 
allow you, monks, when there are four or five, to protest, 
when there are two or three to express an opinion, when 
there is one, to determine : ' I do not approve of this'." II 5 II 

1 pure =PaJhama~tJ, VA. 1059· CJ. MV. IV. 16. 3· 
1 paJigacc' eva = paJhamatara~tJ, VA. 1059. 
• anapattika. 
' ptJ#kkositu'f'. Cj. B.D. iii. 58. 
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Now at that time the group of six monks, when the Pati
mokkha was being recited in the midst of the Order, inten
tionally did not hear. They told this matter to the Lord. 
He said : " Monks, a reciter of the Patimokkha should not 
intentionally not be heard. Whoever should not hear, there 
is an offence of wrong-doing." 116 II 

Now at that time the venerable Udavin came to be reciter 
of the Patimokkha for an Order, but" his voice was like a 
crow's. Then it occurred to the venerable Udayin : " It is 
laid down by the Lord that a reciter of the Patimokkha 
should be heard, but my voice is like a crow's. Now what 
line of conduct should be followed by me ? " They told this 
matter to the Lord. He said : " I allow, monks, the one 
who is the reciter of the Patimokkha to exert himself, thinking: 
' How can I be heard ? ' There is no offence for one who 
exerts himself." II 7 II 

Now at that time Devadatta recited the Patimokkha 
before an assembly that contained laymen. They told this 
matter to the Lord. He said : " Monks, the Patimokkha 
should not be recited before an assembly that contains laymen. 
Whoever should (so) recite it, there is an offence of wrong
doing." II 8 II 

Now at that time the group of six monks, unbidden, recited 
the Patimokkha in the midst of an Order. They told this 
matter to the Lord. He said : " Monks, the Patimokkha 
should not be recited in the midst of an Order by one who 
is not bidden (to do so). Whoever (such) should recite it, 
there is an offence of wrong-doing. I allow, monks, that the 
Patimokkha be in charge of an elder."1 II 9 !116 !I 
Told is the Portion for Repeating on Members of Other Sects. 

Then the Lord, having stayed in Rajagaha for as long as 
he found suiting, set out on tour for Codanavatthu. In due 
course, walking on a tour, he arrived in Codanavatthu. Now 
at that time several monks were staying in a certain residence; 
[115] the monk who there was the elder was ignorant, 

• 
1 therddhikaiJI piitimokkhaiJI. VA. 1059 says that the elder should recite it 

hunself or call upon another to do so. Cf. the ruling which arose from speaking 
dhamma unbidden, above, p. 148. 

., 
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inexperienced, he did not know the Observance or a (formal) 
act for Observance or the Patimokkha or the recital of the 
Patimokkha. ll r II 

Then it occurred to these monks : " It is laid down by the 
Lord that the Patimokkha be in charge of an elder, but this 
elder of ours is ignorant, inexperienced, he does not know 
the Observance ... or the recital of the Patimokkha. Now 
what line of conduct should be followed by us ? " They told 
this matter to the Lord. He said: "I allow, monks, the 
Patimokkha to be discharged1 by whoever there is an experi
enced, competent monk." II 2 II 

Now at that time several ignorant, inexperienced monks 
were staying in a certain residence on an Observance day. 
These did not know the Observance or a (formal) act for 
Observance or the Patimokkha or the recital of the Pati
mokkha. These called upon an elder, saying: "Honoured 
sir, let the elder recite the Patimokkha." He spoke thus: 
"Your reverences, I am not able to do so2." They called 
upon a second elder . . . He also spoke thus : . . . They 
called upon a third elder ... In this way they called upon 
(all the monks) down to the mo<>t newly ordained in the 
Order, saying: "Let the venerable one recite the Patimokkha." 
He also spoke thus: "Honoured sirs, I am not able to do so." 
They told this matter to the Lord. He said : II 3 II 

" This is a case, monks, where several ignorant, inexperienced 
monks are staying in a certain residence ... 3 ••• 'Honoured 
sirs, I am not able to do so '. Monks, one monk should 
immediately be sent to a neighbouring residence by these 
monks, saying: 'Do go, your reverence; having mastered 
the Patimokkha in brief or m full, come back'." 
!14.511 

Then it occurred to monks : " Now, by whom should he 
be sent ? " They told this matter to the Lord. He said : 
"I allow you, monks, to enjoin a newly ordained monk through 
a monk who is an elder." Newly ordained monks, (although) 
enjoined by an elder, did not go. They told this matter 
to the Lord. He said : " Monks, [116] one who is not ill 

1 tassiidheyyaiJI patimokkha1fJ. Adhe)'Ya means "to be appropriated" . 
1 na me vattati, it is not for me. 
1 As in II 3 II above, but told in the present tense. 
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should not not go when enjoined by an elder. Whoever should 
not go, there is an offence of wrong-doing." 116111711 

Then the Lord, having stayed at Codanavatthu for as 
long as he found suiting, returned again to Rajagaha. Now 
at that time people asked the monks as they were walking 
for almsfood: " Which (day) of the half-month is it, honoured 
sirs?" The monks spoke thus: "We, sirs, do not know." 
The people . . . spread it about, saying : " These recluses, 
sons of the Sakyans, do not even know the calculation1 of 
the h.Uf-months, so how can they know anything else that 
is good ? " They told this matter to the Lord. He said : 
"I allow, you, monks, to learn the calculation of the half
months." II I II 

Then it occurred to monks: "Now by whom should the 
calculation of the half-months be learnt ? " They told this 
matter to the Lord. He said : " I allow you, monks, one and 
all2 to learn the calculation of the half-months." liz II 

Now at that time people asked the monks as they were 
walking for almsfood : " How many monks are there, 
honoured sirs? " The monks spoke thus: "We, sirs, do not 
know." The people ... spread it about, saying: "These 
recluses, sons of the Sakyans, do not even know one another, 
so how can they lmow anything else that is good ? " They 
told this matter to the Lord. He said : " I allow you, 
monks, to count the monks." 113 II 

Then it occurred to monks: "Now, how should the monks 
be counted ? " They told this matter to the Lord. He said : 
"I allow you, monks, on an Observance day to count by 
way of groups3 or to take (a count) by ticket 4." 114111811 

Now at that time monks, not knowing, "To-day is an 
Observance day," walked to a distant village for almsfood. 
Not only did these come back while the Patimokkha was 
being recited, but they came back just after it had been 
recited. They told this matter to the Lord. He said : 

'~ gat~ana, see B.D. ii. 176, n. 5· 
s sabbeh' eva. 
1 gat~amaggena gat~etuttt. 
• salakattt gahetul'fl. 

I 
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" I allow you, monks, to announce, ' To-day is an Observance 
day'." Then it occurred to monks: "Now, by whom 
should it be announced ? " They told this matter to the Lord. 
He said : " I allow you, monks, to announce it in good time 
tl:rrough a monk who is an elder." Now at that time a certain 
elder did not remember in good time. They told this matter 
to the Lord. He said : " I allow you, monks, to announce 
it even at meal-time." He did not remember even at meal
time. They told this matter to the Lord. He said : " I 
allow you, monks, to announce it at whatever time he1 

remembers." II I 111911 [117] 

Now at that time the Observance-hall in a certain residence 
came to be soiled. Incoming monks looked down upon, 
criticised, spread it about, saying: "How can these monks 
not sweep the Observance-hall ? " They told this matter to 
the Lord. He said : " I allow you, monks, to sweep the 
Observance-hall." II I II 

Then it occurred to monks: "Now, by whom should an 
Observance-hall be swept ? " They told this matter to the 
Lord. He said : " I allow you, monks, to enjoin a newly 
ordained monk through a monk who is an elder." Newly 
ordained monks, (although) enjoined by an elder, did not 
sweep. They told this matter to the Lord. He said : 
"Monks, one who is not ill should not not sweep when enjoined 
by an elder. Whoever should not sweep, there is an offence 
of wrong-doing." liz II 

Now at that time a seat was not prepared in an Observance
hall. Monks sat on the ground. Their limbs and robes 
became covered with dust. They told this matter to the Lord. 
He said : " I allow you, monks, to prepare a seat in the 
Observance-hall." Then it occurred to monks: "Now, by 
whom should a seat in the Observance-hall be prepared ? " 
They told this matter to the Lord. He said : " I allow you, 
monks, to enjoin a newly ordained monk through a monk 
who is an elder." Newly ordained monks, (although) enjoined 
by an elder, did not prepare (a seat). They told this matter 
to the Lord. He said : " Monks, one who is not ill should 

1 I.e. the elder. 
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not not prepare (a seat) when enjoined by an elder. Who
ever should not prepare (a seat), there is an offence of wrong
doing." 113 II 

Now at that time there came to be no light in an Observance
hall. Monks trod on (one another's) bodies and robes in the 
dark. They told this matter to the Lord. He said : " I 
allow you, monks, to make a light! in an Observance-hall." 
Then it occurred to monks: "Now, by whom is the light 
to be made in an Observance-hall? " They told this matter 
to the Lord. He said : " I allow you, monks, to enjoin a 
newly ordained monk through a monk who is an elder." 
Newly ordained monks, (although) enjoined by an elder, did 
not light a lamp. 2 They told this matter to the Lord. He 
said : " Monks, one who is not ill should not not light a 
lamp when enjoined by an elder. Whoever should not light 
a lamp, there is an offence of wrong-doing." 11411 

At that time in a certain residence resident monks neither 
set out drinking water nor did they set out water for washing. 
Incoming monks looked down upon, criticised, spread it 
about, saying: "How can these resident monks neither set 
out drinking water nor set out water for washing? " They 
told this matter to the Lord. He said : " I allow you, monks, 
[118] to set out drinking water and water for washing." 11511 

Then it occurred to monks: "Now, by whom should 
drinking water and water for washing be set out ? " They 
told this matter to the Lord. He said : " I allow you, 
monks, to enjoin a newly ordained monk through a monk 
who is an elder." Newly 01dained monks, (although) en
joined by an elder, did not set out (the water). They told this 
matter to the Lord. He said : " Monks, one who is not ill 
should. not not set out (water) when enjoined by an elder. 
Whoever should not set it out, there is an offence of wrong
doing." !161120 II 

Now at that time ignorant inexperienced monks, travelling 
to distant parts, 3 did not ask teachers and preceptors (for 

1 padlpatp, kiitutp,. 
1 padtpeti, to light up, to light a lamp. 
3 disatp,gamikii ; ~f. Vin. i. 263 ; and MV. I. 25. 24 where those who 

share ce~ls _may not leave the district (disii) without asking the preceptors 
for perm1ss1on. 

1 
' 
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permission). They told this matter to the Lord. He said: 
"This is a case, monks, where several ignorant inexperienced 
monks, travelling to distant parts, do not ask teachers and 
preceptors (for permission). Monks, they should be asked by 
these teachers and preceptors : ' Where will you go ? With 
whom will you go ? ' If, monks, these ignorant inexperienced 
ones should cite other ignorant inexperienced ones, then, 
monks, they should not be allowed to go by the teachers and 
preceptors. If they should allow them (to go), there is an 
offence of wrong-doing. And if, monks, these ignorant 
inexperienced ones should go (although) not allowed by1 the 
teachers and preceptors, thereisanoffenceofwrong-doing. II r II 

"This is a case, monks, where several ignorant inexperi
enced monks are staying in a certain residence on an 
Observance day. These do not know the Observance 
or a (formal) act for Observance or the Patimokkha 
or the recital of the Patimokkha. A certain monk 
arrives there. He has heard much, he is one to whom 
the tradition has heen handed down, 2 he is an expert 
on dhamma, an expert on discipline, an expert on the sum
maries3 ; he is wise, experienced, clever ; he is conscientious, 
scrupulous, desirous of training. Monks, that monk should 
be furthered4 by those monks, he should be helped, 5 he should 
be encouraged, 6 he should be supported 7 in regard to chunam, 
clay, tooth-wood, water for washing the face. If he should 
not be furthered, helped, encouraged, supported in regard to 
chunam, clay, tooth-wood, water for washing the face, 
there is an offence of wrong-doing. 112 II 

"This is a case, monks, where several ignorant, inexperi
enced monks are staying in a certain residence on an Observ
ance~day. These do not know the Observance ... or the 

1 ananuiiiiiitii, defined at Vin. iv. 335 as aniipucchii, not asking (for 
permission). Permission has to be asked for before it can be given. 

I iigatiigama. See B.D. iii. 71, n. 1. 
1 Cf. A. i. rr7, ii. 147, iii. 179/. 
' satp,gahetabbo. This word is used with the next (anuggahetabbo) above, 

p. 67. 
5 anuggahetabbo. See definition of anuggatzheyya at Vin. iv. 325 (B.D. 

iii. 376). The word occurs above, p. 67. 
8 upaliipetabbo. Cf. definition of upaliipeyya at Vin. iv. 140 (B.D. iii. 

34)· 
7 upaf!hiipetabbo. Cf. definition of upa!lhiiPeyya at Vin. iv. 140 (B.D. 

iii. 34)· 
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recital of the Patimokkha. Monks, one monk should immedi
ately be sent to a neighbouring residence by these monks, 
saying: 'Do go, your reverence, having mastered the 
Patimokkha in brief or in full, come back '. If he thus 
manages this, it is good. If he does not manage it, then, 
monks, those monks, one and all, should go to a residence 
where they know the Observance . . . or the recital of the 
Patimokkha. [119] If they should not go, there is an 
offence of wrong-doing. 113 II 

This is a case, monks, where several ignorant, inexperienced 
monks are spending the rains in a certain residence. These 
do not know . . . (as above in 113 ID •.• If he thus manages 
this, it is good. If he does not manage it, then, monks, 
one monk should be sent off for seven days (with the words) : 
'Do go, your reverence, having mastered the Patimokkha 
in brief or in full, come back '. If he thus manages this, 
it is good. If he does not manage it, then, monks, these 
monks should not spend the rains in that residence. If they 
should spend them (there), there is an offence of wrong-doing." 
I! 4112111 

Then the Lord addressed the monks, saying : " Gather 
together, monks, the Order will carry out the Observance." 
When he had spoken thus, a certain monk spoke thus to the 
Lord : " There is, Lord, a monk who is ill. He has not 
come." He said: "I allow you, monks, to declare1 entire 
purity2 on behalf of a monk who is ill. And thus, monks, 
should it be declared : That ill monk, having approached 
one monk, having arranged his upper robe over one shoulder, 
having sat down on his haunches, having saluted with joined 
palms, should speak thus to him : ' I will declare entire 
purity ; convey entire purity for me, announce entire purity 
for me '. If he makes it understood by gesture, if he makes 
it understood by voice, if he makes it understood by gesture 
and voice, the entire purity comes to be declared. If he does 
not make it understood by gesture, if he does not make it 

1 dli.tU'f', lit. to give. Cj. chanda'f' dli.lutfl at Vin. iv. 151 (B.D. iii. 58) 
and below, p. 161. 

1 parisuddhi, cj. above, p. 132. It means that the ill monk believes that 
~e has committed none of the offences specified in the Pii.timokkha, or that, 
d he has, he has confessed them, so that in regard to them he is pure. 

t 

I 
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understood by voice, if he does not make it understood by 
gesture and voice, the entire purity does not come to be 
declared. II r II 

"If he thus manages this, it is good; if he does not manage 
it, then, monks, that ill monk, having been brought to the 
midst of the Order on a couch or a chair, the Observance 
may be carried out. If, monks, it occurs to the monks who 
are tending the ill one: 'If we move the ill one from (this) 
place, either the disease will grow much worse or he will die1 ', 

monks, the ill one should not be moved from (that) place; 
the Order, having gone there, should carry out the Observance; 
the Observance should not be carried out by an incomplete 
Order.2 If it should be (so) carried out, there is an offence 
of wrong-doing. liz II 

" If, monks, the conveyer of the entire purity goes away 
then and there, 3 although the entire purity was declared (to 
him) 4, the entire purity should be declared to another. If, 
monks, the conveyor of the entire purity leaves .the Order 
then and there although the entire purity was declared (to 
him), if he passes away, if he pretends to be a novice, 5 [120] 
if he pretends to be a disavower of the training, 6 if he pretends 
to be a committer of an extreme offence, 7 if he pretends to 
be mad, 8 it he pretends to be unhinged, 8 if he pretends to 
have bodily pains, 8 if he pretends to be one who is suspended 9 

for not seeing an offence, if he pretends to be one who is 
suspended for not making amends for an offence, if he pre
tends to be one who is suspended for not giving up a wrong 
view, if he pretends to be a eunuch,10 if he pretends to be one 

1 kii.latf'kiriya bhavissati, lit. there will be a doing of (his) time. 
1 As above, II. 11. 1, an<1 several times below. 
8 tatth' eva. VA. 1062, if he goes elsewhere, not to the midst of the Order. 

•' The one who has undertaken to convey the enti:e purity shelves his 
responsibility and does not carry out the message entrusted to him. 

6 Cf. the following sequence and the three preceding items : going away 
!~;nd leaving the Order and passing away, with Vin. i. 135, 167-8, 307, 320, 
11. 173· 
• 8 . See B.D. i. 40 ff. At A. v. 7 I the prese~ce of a " disa vower of the training" 
1s g1ven as one of the reasons why the Pabmokkha may be suspended. 

7 antimavatthu'f' ajjhapannako, meaning a Parajika offence; cf. p. 180. 
1 Reasons for exemption from the penalty for an offence as given in Sutta

vibhanga. 
1 ukkhitta, cf. B.D. iii. 28, n. 4· 

10 Not to be ordained, above p. 109. 
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living in communion as it were by theft, t if he pretends to 
be one who has gone over to another sect2, if he pretends to 
be an animal, 3 if he pretends to be a matricide, 'if he pretends 
to be a parricide, 4 if he pretends to be a slayer of one perfected, 5 

if he pretends to be a seducer of a nun, 5 if he pretends to be a 
schismatic, 5 if he pretends to be a shedder of (a Truth-finder's) 
blood, 5 if he pretends to be a hermaphrodite, 5 the entire 
purity should be declared to another. II 3 II 

" If, monkcs, the conveyer of the entire purity goes away 
while he is on the road, 6 although the entire purity was 
declared {to him), the entire purity comes to be not conveyed. 
If, monks, the conveyer of the entire purity leaves the Order 
while he is on the road, although the entire purity was declared 
(to him), if he passes away ... if he pretends to be a herma
phrodite, the entire purity comes to be not conveyed. If, 
monks, the conveyer of the entire purity, after the entire purity 
was declared (to him), having arrived at the Order, then 
goes away, the entire purity comes to be conveyed. If, 
monks, the conveyer of the entire purity, after the entire 
purity was declared (to him), having arrived at the Order, 
then leaves the Order, passes away, ... pretends to be a herma
phrodite, the entire purity comes to be conveyed. If, monks, 
the conveyer of the entire purity, after the entire purity was 
declared (to him), having arrived at the Order doecs not 
announce it because he has fallen asleep, does not announce 
it because he is indolent, does not announce it because he is 
attaining (what is higher 7), the entire purity comes to be 
conveyed ; there ics no offence for the conveyer of the entire 
purity. If, monks, the conveyer of the entire purity, although 
the entire purity was declared (to him), having arrived at 
the Order, intentionally does not announce it, the entire 
purity comes to be conveyed (but) there is an offence of 
wrong-doing for the conveyer of the entire purity." 
114112211 

1 t'!ey:rasa'f'Vasaka; not to be ordained, cf. above, p. uo. 
1 IJtlh1yapakkantaka ; not to be ordained, see above, p. I IO. 
1 Not to be ordained, above p. III. 
' Not to be ordained, above p. II2. 
• Not to be ordained, above p. u3. 
• While he is on the way to the Order ; if he goes elsewhere. 
7 samdpanno, a term which has the technical sense of attaining the 

attainments, samdpatti. See B.D. ii. IJ7, n. 5, 6. 
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Then the Lord addressed the monks, saying: " Gather 
together, monks, the Order will carry out a (formal) act." 
When he had spoken thus a certain monk spoke thus to the 
Lord : " Lord, there is a monk who is ill ; he has not come." 
" He said : " I allow you, monks, to give the consent! for 
a monk who is ill. And thus, monks, should it be given: 
That ill monk, having approached one monk, having arranged 
his upper robe over one shoulder, having sat down on his 
haunches, having saluted with joined palms, should speak 
thus to him : ' I will give the consent, convey the consent 
for me, announce the consent for me '. If he makes it. under
stood by gesture, if he makes it understood by voice, if he 
makes it understood by gec;ture and voice, the consent comes 
to be given. If he does not make it understoo<f~by gesture, 
if he does not make it understood by voice, if he does not 
make it understood by gesture and voice, the consent does 
not come to be given. II r II 

" If he thus manages this, it is good. If he does not manage 
it, then, [121] monks, having taken that ill monk to the 
midst of the Order on a couch or a chair, a (formal) act may 
be carried out. If, monks, it occurs to the monks who are 
tending the ill one: ' If we move the ill one from (this) place, 
either the disease will grow much worse or he will die ', 
monks, the ill one should not be moved from {that) place ; 
the Qrder, having gone there, should carry out the (formal) 
act ; a (formal) act should not be carried out by an incomplete 
Order. If it should be (so) carried out, there is an offence 
of wrong-doing. 112 II 

"If, monks, the conveyer of the consent goes away then 
and there although the consent was given (to him), the 
consent should be given to another. If, monks, the conveyer 
of the consent leaves the Order then and there, although 
the consent was given (to him), if he dies ... if he pretends 
to be a hermaphrodite, the consent should be given to another. 
If, monks, the conveyer of the consent goes away while he is 
on the road, although the consent was given to him, the 
consent comes to be not conveyed. If, monks, the conveyer 
of the consent leaves the Order while he is on the road . . . 

1 chanda'f' diilu'f', see B.D. iii. 58, 6I. It is here the 'consent' to send 
leave of absence by proxy. 
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(as in II. 22. 4) ... there is an offence of wrong-doing 
for the conveyer of the consent. I allow you, monks, on an 
Observance day, to give the consent also, by declaring the 
entire purity ; they are the Order's business1

." 113 I! 2311 

Now at that time his relations got hold of a certain monk 
on an Observance day. They told this matter to the Lord. 
He said : " This is a case, monks, where his relations get hold 
of a monk on an Observance day. These relations should 
be spoken to thus by the monks : ' Please will you, venerable 
ones, 2 let go of this monk for a short time3 while this monk 
carries out the Observance ? ' !I I II 

" If they manage this thus, it is good. If they do not 
manage it, these relations should be spoken to thus by the 
monks : ' Please will you, venerable ones, stand at a respectful 
distance for a short time while this monk declares his entire 
purity ? ' If they manage this thus, it is good. If they do 
not manage it, these relations should be spoken to thus by the 
monks : ' Please will you, venerable ones, take this monk 
outside the boundary" for a short time while the Order carries 
out the Observance? ' If they manage this thus, it is good. 
If they do not manage it the Observance should not be carried 
out by an incomplete Order. If it should be (so) carried out, 
there is an offence of wrong-doing. liz II 

" This is a case, monks, where kings get hold of a monk 
on an Observance day ... thieves ... men of abandoned 
lifes ... monks who are opponents of monks 6 get hold of a 
monk on an Observance day. These monks who are opponents 
of monks should be spoken to thus by the monks : ' Please 
will you ... (as in § I, z) ... the Observance should not be 
carried out by an incomplete Order. If it should be (so) 
carried out, there is an offence of wrong-doing." 113 112411 
[122] 

1 sa.nti samghassa karatJfYaffJ. Same expression occurs at beginning of MV. 
II. 25. I. KaratJfya is something to be done, a duty; .cf. MV. IV. S .. 5· . 

• An occasion where monks address lay people With the honorific title 
ayasmii. 

a muhuttaffJ, for a moment. 
' While outside an Order's bounda.rv a monk would not be a member 

of that Order, and so his absence or his failm·e to get his entire purity declared 
would not render that Order " incomplete ". 

1 dhutta. See B.D. i. 234, n. x. 
1 Cf. B.D. i. 49 f. 

25.1-4] MAHAVAGGA II 

Then the Lord addressed the monks, saying: "Gather 
together, monks, there is business for the Order."1 When 
he had spoken thus a certain monk spoke thus to the Lord : 
"There is, Lord, the mad monk Gagga2 ; he has not come." 
He said : " There are, monks, these two (kinds of) madmen : 
there is the mad monk who now remembers the Observance, 
now does not remember it; who now remembers a (formal) 
act of the Order, now does not remember it. He is one who 
does not remember aright.3 (And there is the one) who 
now comes for the Observance, now doe<> not come for it, 
who now comes for a (formal) act of the Order, now does not 
come for it. He is one who does not come aright. il I II 

" In a case, monks, where this madman now remembers the 
Observance, now does not remember it ... now comes for a 
(formal) act of the Order, now does not come for it, I allow 
you, monks, to give the agreement for a madman4 to such 
a madman. II 2 II 

And thus, monks, should it be given : The Order should be 
informed by an experienced, competent monk, saying: 
' Honoured sirs, let the Order listen to me. The mad monk 
Gagga now remembers the Observance, now does not remember 
it, now remembers a (formal) act of the Order, now does 
not remember it; he now comes for the Observance, now 
does not come for it ; now comes for a (formal) act of the 
Order, now does not come for it. If it seems right to the 
Order, the Order should give the agreement for a madman 
to the md.d monk Gagga, so that whether the monk Gagga 5 

remembers the Observance or does not remember it, whether 
he remembers a (formal) act of the Order or does not remember 
it, whether he comes for the Observance or does not come for 
it, whether he comes for a (formal) act of the Order or does 
not come for it, the Order either with Gagga or without Gagga 
can carry out the Observance, can carry out a (formal) act 
of the Order. This is the motion. II 3 II 

" ' Honoured sirs, let the Order listen to me· The mad 
monk Gagga now remembers the Observance . . . now comes 

I atthi sa'f!lghassa karattiYa'f!l. 
• Cf. Vin. ii. 8o ff. 
1 eva. 
' ummattakasammuti. 
• " mad " omitted here in text. 
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for a (formal) act of the Order, now does not come for it. 
The Order is giving the agreement for a madman to the mad 
monk Gagga so that whether the monk Gagga remembers 
... or does not com~ for it, the Order either with Gagga or 

without Gagga will carry out the Observance, will carry out a 
(formal) act of the Order. If the giving of the agreement 
for a madman to the mad monk Gagga so that whether he 
remembers ... or does not come for it, the Order either with 
Gagga or without Gagga will carry out the Observance, 
will carry out a (formal) act of the Order, is pleasing to the 
venerable ones, they should be silent ; he to whom it is not 
pleasing should speak. The ~areement for a madman is 
given by the Order to the mad monk Gagga, so that whether 
he remembers . . . or does not come for it, the Order either 
with Gagga or without Gagga will carry out the Observance, 
will carry out a (formal) act of the Order. It is pleasing to 
the Order, therefore it is silent; thus do I understand this'." 
!14 II 25 !1 [123] 

Now at that time four monks were staying in a certain 
residence on an Observance day. Then it occurred to these 
monks : " It is laid down by the Lord that the Observance 
should be carried out, but we are (only) four persons.1 Now 
how can the Observance be carried out by us ? " They told 
this matter to the Lord. He said: "I allow you, monks, 
to recite the Patimokkha when there are four (of you)." 
II I II 

Now at that time three monks were staying in a certain 
residence on an Observance day. Then it occured to these 
monks : " It is allowed by the Lord to recite the Patimokkha 
when there are four (of us), but we are (only) three persons. 
Now how can the Observance be carried out by us?" They 
told this matter to the Lord. He said : " I allow you, monks, 
to carry out the Observance by way of entire purity2 when 
there are three (of you) 3 112 II 

"And thus, monks, should it be carried out: These monks 
should be informed by an experienced, competent monk, 

1 See the scope of the powers of the" five (kinds of) Order " at Vin. i. 319. 
• pii.f'isuddhiuposatha'f'. 
I See next two paragraphs. 
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saying : ' Let the venerable ones listen to me. To-day is 
an Observance day, the fifteenth. If it seems right to the 
venerable ones, let us carry out the Observance with one 
another by way of entire purity '. A monk who is an elder, 
having arranged his upper robe over one shoulder, having 
sat down on his haunches, having saluted with joined palms, 
should speak thus to these monks : ' I, your reverences, 1 am 
quite pure, understand that I am quite pure ; l, your rever
ences, am quite pure, understand that I am quite pure; I, 
your reverences, am quite pure, understand that I am quite 
pure'. 11311 

"A newly ordained monk, having arranged his upper robe 
over one shoulder, having sat down on his haunches, having 
saluted with joined palms should speak thus to these monks: 
' I, honoured sirs, 2 am quite pure, understand that I am 
quite pure; I, honoured sirs, am quite pure, understand 
that I am quite pure ; I, honoured sirs, am quite pure, 
understand th~t I am quite pure'." 1J 411 

Now at that time hvo monks were staying in a certain 
residence on an Observance day. Then it occurred to these 
monks : " It is allowed by the Lord to recite the Patimokkha 
when there are four (persons), to carry out the Observance 
by way of entire purity when there are three, but we are 
(only) two persons. Now how can the Observance be carried 
out by us? " They told this matter to the Lord. He said: 
"I allow you, monks, to carry out the Observance. by way 
of entire purity when there are two (of you). 115 II 

" And thus, monks, should it be carried out : The monk 
who is an elder, having arranged his upper robe over one 
shoulder, having sat down on his haunches, having saluted 
with joined palms, should speak thus to the newly ordained 
monk: 'I, your reverence, am quite pure, understand that I 
am quite pure; I, your reverence, am quite pure, understand 
that l am quite pure; [124] I, your reverence, am quite pure, 
understand that I am quite pure '. II 6 II 

"The newly ordained monk, having arranged his upper 

1 ii.vuso. It is apparently assumed that there is one elder at least and 
one or two juniors, otherwise the elder would doubtless have addressed 
the others as bhante. 

1 bhante, because it appears to be assumed that at least one elder was 
present. 

N 
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robe over one shoulder, having sat down on his haunches, 
having saluted with joined palms, should speak thus to the monk 
who is an elder: 'I, honoured sir, am quite pure, understand 
that I am quite pure ; I, honoured sir, am quite pure, under
stand that I am quite pure; I, honoured sir, am quite pure, 
understand that I am quite pure'." 117 II 

Now at that time one monk was staying in a certain 
residence on an Observance day. Then it occurred to this 
monk : " It is allowed by the Lord to recite the Patimokkha 
when there are four (persons), to carry out the Observance 
by way of entire purity when there are three, to carry out 
+he Observance by way of entire pmity when there are two, 
but I am alone. Now how can the Observance be carried 
out by me ? " They told this matter to the Lord. He said : 
11811 

"This is a case, monkc;, where one monk is staying in a 
certain residence on an Observance day. That monk, having 
swept that place to which monks return-an attendance hall 
or a pavilion or the root of a tree--having put out drinking 
water and water for washing, having made ready a seat, having 
made a light, should sit down. If other monks arrive, the 
Observance should be carried out together with them ; if 
they do not arrive, it shoulcl be determined1, 'To-day is an 
Observance day for me'. If he should not (so) determine, 
there is an offence of wrong-doing. I! 9 !I 

" Monks, there where four monks are staying, the Pati
mokkha should not be recited by three (persom), having 
conveyed the entire purity for one. If they should (so) recite 
it, there is an offence of wrong-doing. Monks, there where 
three monks are staying, the Observance by way of entire 
purity should not be carried out by two, having conveyed 
the entire purity for one. If they should (so) carry it out, 
there is an offence of wrong-doing. Monks, there where 
two monks are staying, it should not be determined upon 
by one having conveyed the entire purity for the other. If 
he should (so) determine, there is an offence of wrong-doing." 
II IO 1126 !I 

Now at that time a certain monk came to have fallen into 

t adhi!!hiitabbatr~; see B.D. i. 128, n. 3· 

27.1-4] MAHAVAGGA II 

an offence on an Observance day. Then it occurred to this 
monk : " It is laid down by the Lord that the Observance 
should not be carried out by an offender,1 but I have fallen 
into an offence. Now what line of conduct should be followed 
by me ? " They told this matter to the Lord. He said : 
"This is a case, monks, where a monk comes to have fallen 
into an offence on an Observance day. Monks, that monk, 
having approached one monk, having arranged his upper 
robe over one shoulder, [125] having sat down on his haunches, 
having saluted with joined palms, should speak thus to him: 
'I, your reverence, have fallen into such and such an offence, 
I confess2 it '. It should be said by him3 : 'Do you see 
it?' 'Yes, I see it'. 'You should be restrained in the 
future'. II I II 

" This is a case, monks, where a monk becomes doubtful 
of an offence on an Observance day. Monks, that monk, 
having approached one monk, having arranged his upper 
robe . . . having saluted with joined palms, should speak 
thus to him: 'I, your reverence, am doubtful as to such 
and such an offence. When I come to be without doubt, 
then will I make amends for that offence '. When he has 
spoken thus, the Observance may be carried out, the Pati
mokkha may be heard, but no obstacle should be put in 
the way of the Observance from such a cause." liz II 

Now at that time the group of six monks confessed4 a 
collective5 offence. They told this matter to the Lord. 
He said : " Monks, a collective offence should not be con
fessed. \Vhoever should confess it, there is an offence of 
wrong-doing." At that time the group of six monks acknow
ledged a collective offence. They told this matter to the 
Lord. He said : " Monks, a collective offence should not be 
acknowledged. Whoever should acknowledge (such), there 
is an offence of wrong-doing." 113 II 

Now at that time a certain monk remembered an offence 

I See CV. IX. 2. 
• paJidesemi. 
1 I.e. by the monk whom the.offender approached. 
• desenti. 
' sabhaga, shared in by them all, but whether acting together or singly 

is not clear. VA. 1o64 instances eating at the wrong time or eating what has 
r10t been left over, 
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while the Patimokkha was being recited. Then it occurred 
to this monk : " It i<> laid down by the Lord that the Observ
ance should not be carried out by an offender, and I have 
fallen into an offence. Now what line of conduct should 
be followed by me ? " They told this matter to the Lord. 
He said: "This is a case, monks, where a monk remembers 
an offence while the Patimokkha is being recited. Monks, 
this monk should speak thus to the monk next to him : ' I, 
your reverence, have fallen into such and such an offence. 
Having removed from here I will make amends for that 
offence '. When he has spoken thus, the Observance may 
be carried out, the Patimokkha may be heard, but no obstacle 
should be put in the way of the Observance from such a cause. 
11411 -

"This is a case, monks, where a monk becomes doubtful 
as to an offence while the Patimokkha is being recited. Monks, 
this monk should speak thus to the monk next to him: 'I, 
your reverence, am doubtful as to such and such an offence. 
When I come to be without doubt, then will I make amends 
for that offence'. ·when he has spoken thus, the Observance 
may be carried out, the Patimokkha may be heard, but no 
obstacle should be put in the way of the Observance from 
such a cause.'' II 5 II 

Now at that time the whole Order in a certain residence 
came to have fallen into a collective offence on an Observance 
day. Then it occurred to these monks : " It is laid down by 
the Lord 1hat a collective offence should not be confessed 
that a collective offence [126] should not be acknowledged: 
but this whole Order has fallen into a collective offence. 
Now what line or conduct should be followed by us? " They 
told this matter to the Lord. He said : " This is a case 
monks, where in a certain residence the whole Order come~ 
to have fallen into a collective offence on an Observance 
day. Monks, one monk should immediately be sent to a 
neighbouring residence by these monks, with the words : 
' Go along, your reverence, and come back having made 
amends for that offence, and we will make amends for the 
offence in your presence '. II 6 II . 

"If they thus manage this, it is good. If they do not 
manage it, the Order should be informed by an experienced, 

I
t 

' 

J 
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competent monk, saying: 'Honoured sirs, let the Order listen 
to me. This whole Order has fallen into a collective offence. 
'When it shall see another monk, a pure one, not an offender, 
then it shall make amends for that offence in his presence '. 
\'\-"hen he has spoken thus,the Observance may be carried out, 
the Patimokkha may be heard, but no obstacle should be 
put in the way of the ObservaTJ.ce from such a cause. !I 7 II 

" This is a ca<>e, monks, where in a certain residence the 
whole Order comes to be doubtful about a collective offence 
on an Observance day. The Order should be informed by 
an experienced, competent monk, saying : ' Honoured sirs, 
let the Order listen to me. This whole Order is doubtful 
about a collective offence. \V"hen it comes to be without 
doubt, then will it make amends for that offence'. When 
he has spoken thus, the Observance may be carried out, 
the Patimokkha may be heard, but no obstacle should be 
put in the way of the Observance from such a cause. II 8 II 

"This is a case, monks, where in a certain residence the 
Order, entered on the rains, has fallen into a collective 
offence. Monks, one monk should immediately be sent to 
a neighbouring residence by these monks with the words ... 
(as in 116, 711) ... If they do not manage it, one monk should 
be sent away for seven days, with the words : ' Go along, 
your reverence, and come back having made amends for 
that offence, and we will make amends for that offence in 
your presence '." II 9 II 

Now at that time in a certain iesidence the whole Order 
came to have fallen into a collective offence. It did not 
know the name or the class1 of that offence. A certain 
monk came there ; he had heard much, he was one to whom 
the tradition had been handed down2 ; he was an expert on 
dhamma, an expert on discipline, an expert on the summaries; 
he was wise, experienced, clever ; he was conscientious, 
scrupulous, desirous of training. 2 A certain monk approached 
that monk ; having approached, he spoke thu<; to him : 
"What kind of an offence does he fall into, your reverence, 
who does such and such a thing ? " II ro II 

He spoke thus : " Whoever does such and such a thing, 

1 gotta. 
1 Cf. above, p. 157. 
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your reverence, falls into this kind of offence. This is the 
kind of offence that you, your reverence, have fallen into; 
make amends for this offence." He spoke thus: "I, your 
reverence, have not fallen into this offence altogether alone; 
this [127] whole Order has fallen into this offence." He 
spoke thus: "What has it to do with you, your reverence, 
whether another has fallen or has not fallen ? Please do you, 
your reverence, remove1 your own offence." II II I! 

Then that monk, having at that monk's bidding made 
amends for that offence, approached those monks; having 
approached them, he spoke thus to those monks : " 1 t is 
said, your reverences, that whoever does such and such a 
thing falls into this kind of offence. This is the kind of 
offence that you, your reverences, have fallen into; make 
amends for this offence." But these monks did not want to 
make amends for that offence at that monk's bidding. They 
told this matter to the lord. He said : II rz II 

"This is a case, monks, where in a certain residence the 
whole Order comes to have fallen into a collective offence. 
It does not know the name or the class of that offence. A 
certain monk comes there ; he has heard much . . . desirous 
of training. A certain monk approaches that monk; having 
approached, he speaks thus to that monk : ' ·what kind of 
offence does he fall into, your reverence, who does such and 
such a thing? ' II 13 II 

" He speaks thus : ' vVhoever does such and such a thing, 
your reverence, falls into this kind of offence. This is the 
kind of offence that you, your reverence, have fallen into; 
make amends for this offence'. He speaks thus: 'I, your 
reverence, have not tallen into this offence altogether alone; 
this whole Order has fallen into this offence '. He speaks 
thus : ' What has it to do with you, your reverence, whether 
another has fallen or has not fallen ? Please do you, your 
reverence, remove your own offence.' II I4 II 

" Then if that monk, having at that monk's bidding made 
amends for that offence, approaches those monks and having 
approached them speaks thus to those monks: 'It is said, 
your reverence, that whoever does such and such a thing 

1 vuJ!haha. 

' 
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falls into this kind of offence. This is the kind of offence 
that you, your reverences, have fallen into; make amends 
for thic; offence'; and if, monks, these monks should make 
amends for that offence at that monk's bidding, that is good. 
But if they should not make amends for it, then, monks, 
these monks need not be spoken to by that monk if he is not 
willing1." !! I5 111!111 

Told is the Portion for Repeating on Codanavatthu. 

Now at that time in a certain residence several resident 
monks, four or more, collected together on an Observance 
day. They did not know that there were other resident 
monks who had not arrived. [128] 1hinking2 of the rule,3 

thinking of discipline, thinking that they were complete, they 
carried out the Observance, they recited the Patimokkha 
while they were incomplete. While the Patimokkha was 
being recited by them, other resident monks, a larger number,' 
arrived. They told this matter to the Lord. II I II 

He said: "This is a case, monks, where in a certain resi
dence . . . (as in 11 I II above) ... recite the Patimokkha while 
they are incomplete. While the Patimokkha is being recited 
by them, other resident monks, a larger number, arrive. 
Monks, the Patimokkha should be recited again by these 
monks, 5 and there is no offence for the reciters. 112 II 

" This is a case, monks, where in a certain residence . . . 
(as in 112 11 above) ... While the Patimokkha is being recited 
by them, other resident monks, a like number, arrive. What 
hac; been recited is duly recited, the rest should be heard, 
and there is no offence for the reciters. 

" This is a case, monks, . . . (as in II 2 II above) . . . While 
the Patimokkha is being recited by them, other resident 

1 akamii, cf. Vin. iii. 186 (B.D. i. 328). If the offending monks do not wish 
to make amends, the other monk need not speak to them-perhaps meanmg 
that he need not speak to them in the words given at the end of !I 14 II abov~. 
But cf. A. ii. 113, " For this is destruction ... where a Truthfinder or hts 
fellow Brahma-farers deem that he is one who should not be spoken to ". 

• saihiino. 
a dhamma, i.e. the rules that Observance should be carried out by a complete 

assembly. 
' I.e. than those already assembled. 
6 Presumably meaning b:l:' those already assembled tog~ther, and who 

have already recited part of 1t ; cf. 29. 1 below, where they _mcur an offence 
of wrong-doing for reciting it when they know that they are mcomplete. 
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monks, a smaller number, arrive. What has been recited is 
duly recited, the rest should be heard, and there is no offence 
for the reciters. II 3 II 

"This is a case, monks, ... When the Patimokkha has 
just been recited by them, other resident monks, a larger 
number, arrive. Monks, the Patimokkha may be recited 
again by these monks, and there is no offence for the reciters. 

" This is a case, monks, . . . When the Patimokkha has 
just been recited by them, other resident monks, a like number, 
arrive. What has been recited is duly recited, the entire 
purity should be announced in their presence, 1 and there is 
no offence for the reciters. 

"This is a case, monks, ... a smaller number, arrive. 
What has been recited is duly recited, the entire purity should 
be announced in their presence, and there is no offence for the 
reciters. 114 II 

" This is a case, monks, . . . When the Patimokkha has 
just been recited by them and the assembly has not risen, 
other resident monks, a larger number, arrive. Monks, the 
Patimokkha may be recited again by those monks, and 
there is no offence for the reciters. 

" This is a case, monks ... [129] ... a like number, arrive. 
What has been recited is duly recited, the entire purity should 
be announced in their presence, and there is no offence for 
the reciters. 

" This is a case, monks, . . . a smaller number, arrive. 
What has been recited is duly recited, the entire purity 
should be announced in their presence, and there is no offence 
for the reciters. 11 5 11 

"This is a case, monks, ... When the Patimokkha has 
just been recited by them and part of the assembly has risen, 
other resident monks, a larger nun1ber, arrive . . . (as in 
1!511 above) ... a like number ... a smaller number ... 
11611 

" This is a case, monks, ... When the Patimokkha has just 
been recited by them and the whole assembly has risen, 
other resident monks, a larger number, arrive ... (as in 

1 . This means that the monks arriving late must announce their entire 
punty to the ones already assembled and who had recited the Patimokkha. 

' 
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II 6 II above) ... a like number ... a smaller number ... !: 711 

Told are the Fifteen Cases in which there is No Offence. 
112811 

" This is a case, monks, where in a certain residence several 
resident monks, four or more, collect together on an Observ
ance day. They know that there are other resident monks 
who have not arrived. Thinking of the rule, thinking of 
discipline, thinking that they are incomplete, they carry out 
the Observance and recite the Patimokkha while they are 
incomplete. While the Patimokkha is being recited by 
them, other resident monks, a larger number, arrive. Monks, 
the Patimokkha should be recited again by those monks, 
and there is an offence of wrong-doing for the reciters. !I rll 

" This is a case, monks, ... (as in II I II) .•. a like number, 
arrive. What has been recited is duly recited, the rest 
should be heard, and there is an offence of wrong-doing for 
the reciters. 

This is a case, monks (as in II I II) ... a smaller number, 
arrive. What has been recited is duly recited, the rest should 
be heard, and there is an offence of wrong-doing tor the reciters. 
l!zll 

" This is a case, monks . . . When the Patimokkha has 
just been recited by them and the assembly has not risen 
. .. part of the assembly has risen ... the whole [130] 
assembly has risen, and other resident monks, a larger number 
... a like number ... a smaller number, arrive. What has 
been recited is duly recited, the entire purity should be 
announced in their presence, and there is an offence of wrong
doing for the reciters. II 3 II 
Told are the Fifteen Cases on thinking that (an Assembly) 

is incomplete when it is incomplete 1129 II 

"This is a case, monks ... They know that there are other 
resident monks who have not arrived. Thinking: 'Now, is 
it allowable for us to carry out the Observance or is it not 
allowable? ' they carry out the Observance and recite the 
Patimokkha (although) they are in doubt. While the Pati
mokkha is being recited by them, other resident monks, a 
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larger number, arrive. Monks, the Patimokkha should be 
recited again by those monks ... (cf. II. 29, 2, 3) ... an 
offence of wrong-doing for the reciters. II I II 

"This is a case, monks, ... (cf. II. 29, 2, 3) ... an offence 
of wrong-doing for the reciters. II 2 II 

Told are the Fifteen Cases on being in Doubt. 1130 II 

" This is a case, monks, . . . They know that there are 
other resident monks who have not arrived. Thinking : 
• Indeed, it is allowable for us to carry out the Observance, 
it is not unallowable for us', they, acting badly,1 carry out 
the Observance and recite the Patimokkha. While the 
Patimokkha is being recited by them, other resident monks, 
a larger number, arrive. Monks, the Patimokkha should be 
recited again by these monks, and there is an offence of 
wrong-doing for the reciters. II I II 

" This is a case, monks, ... (cf. II. 29, 2, 3) ... an offence 
of wrong-doing for the reciters. ll 2 II 

Told are the Fifteen Cases on Acting Badly. I!S111 

"This is a case, monks, ... They know that there are 
other resident monks who have not arrived. Saying, 'These 
are perishing, these are being destroyed, what good are these 
to you ? ' they carry out the Observance and recite the 
Patimokkha aiming at a schism, ... (as in II. 29, 2, 3; 
instead of offence of wrong-doing read grave offence). II I II 
[131] ... 11211 

Told are the Fifteen Cases on Aiming at a Schism 113211 
Told are the Seventy-five Cases.a 

" This is a case, monks, ... They know that other resident 
monks are entering within the boundary. They know that 
other resident monks have entered within the boundary. 
They see other resident resident monks entering within the 
boundary. They see other resident monks entered within the 
boundary. They hear that other resident monks are entering 
within the boundary. They hear that other resident monks 
have entered within the boundary. 

1 kukkuccapakatii, expl. at VA. 1o65 as overcome, doing as they wished. 
• Five times fifteen cases, in Chaps. 28-82. 
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" Froni a hundred and seventy-five triads referring to 
resident (monks) with resident (monks) ; to incoming (monks) 
with resident (monks) ; to resident (monks) with incoming 
(monks) ; to incoming (monks) with incoming (monks), 
there come to be seven hundred triads by means of (these) 
sets.l l! I II 33 II 

"This is a case, monk'>, where the fourteenth is (the 
Observance day) for resident monks, the fifteenth for in
coming ones. If the resident ones are larger in number, 
the incoming ones should accommodate themselves to the 
resident ones. If they are equal in number, the incoming 
ones should accommodate themselves to the resident ones. 
If the incoming ones are larger in number, the resident ones 
should accommodate themselves to the incoming ones. II I II 

" This is a case, monks, where the fifteenth is (the Observ
ance day) for resident monks, the fourteenth for incoming 
ones. If the resident ones are larger in number, the in
coming ones should accommodate themselves to the resident 
ones. If ... (as in II I II above) ... II 2 II 

"This is a case, monks, where the first day of a lunar fort
night2 is (the Observance day) for resident monks, the fifteenth 
for incoming ones. If the resident ones are larger in number, 
the resident ones, if they are not willing, need not hold a 
meeting 3 with the incoming ones. The Observance should 
be carried out by the incoming ones having gone outside the 
boundary. If they are equal in numher, the resident ones 
if they are not willing, need n<;>t hold a meeting with th~ 
incoming ones. The Observance should be carried out by 
the incoming ones having gone outside the boundary. If the 
incoming ones are larger in number, the resident ones should 
hold a meeting with the incoming ones or they should go 
outside the boundary. II 3 II 

" This is a case, monks, where the fifteenth is (the Observ
ance day) for resident monks, [132] the first day of the lunar 

1 peyyiilamukhena, as at Vism. 46. Peyyiila = pariviiya, and is arrano-e
me~t, order, ?ispos~tion .. E<:-ch ".set" reft;rs t<;> each pair (resident with 
restd~nt · ... rncommg wtth mcommg) of tnads mall its permutations and 
combmat10ns : they know, they see, they hear, and they do not know, see 
and hear. 

• Pfi!ipada, cf. B.D. ii. 314, n. r. 
a na diitabbii samaggf, need not give completion to. 
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fortnight for incoming ones. If the resident ones are larger 
in num.ber, the incoming ones should hold a meeting with 
the resident ones or they should go outside the boundary. 
If they are equal in number, the incoming ones shou1d hold 
a meeting with the resident ones or they should go outside 
the boundary. If the incoming ones are larger in number, 
the incoming ones, if they are not willing, need not hold a 
meeting with the resident ones. The Observance should be 
carried out by the resident ones having gone outside the 
boundary. 114 !I 

"This is a case, monks, where incoming monks see signs of 
residence of resident monks, features of residence, marks of 
residence, indications of residence, carefully prepared couches 
and chairs, mattresses and squatting mats, carefullY arranged 
water for drinking and water for washing, carefully swept 
cells ; but having seen (these signs) they come to be doubtful, 
thinking: 'Now are there resident monks, or are there 
not?' 11511 

If these, being doubtful, do not search and, not having 
searched, carry out the Observance, there is an offence of 
wrong-doing. If these, being doubtful, search and having 
searched do not see (any monks), and if not having seen 
(any) they carry out the Observance, there is no offence. 
If these, being doubtful, search and having searched see 
(some monks), and if having seen (them) they carry out the 
Observance together, there is no offence. If these, being 
doubtful, search and having searched see (some monks), and 
if having seen (them) they carry out the Observance apart, 
there is an offence of wrong-doing. If these, being doubtful, 
search and having searched see (some monks), and if having 
seen (them) they say: ' You are perishing, you are being des
troyed, what is the good of these to you ? '1 and carry out 
the Observance aiming at a schism, there is a grave offence. 11611 

" This ic; a case, monks, where incoming monks hear signs 
of residence of resident monks, features of residence, marks of 
residence, indications of residence, the sound of footsteps 
as they are pacing up and down, the sound of studying, the 
sound of coughing, the sound of sneezing; but having heard 

' As in II. 32 above. 
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they come to be doubtful, thinking : ' Now are there resident 
monks or are there not ? ' If these, being doubtful, do not 
search ... ( = II 6 II) ... there is a grave offence. I! 7 II 

"This is a case, monks, where resident monks see signs of 
incoming of incoming monks, features of incoming, marks 
of incoming, indications of incoming, unknown bowls, un
known robes, unknown pieces of cloth to sit upon, water for 
washing the feet sprinkled about ; but having seen (these 
signs), they come to be doubtful, thinking: 'Now are there 
incoming monks or are there not? ' If these, being doubtful, 
do not search ... ( = 11611) ••• there is a grave offence. 
11811 

"This is a case, monks, where resident monks hear signs of 
incoming of incoming monks, features of incoming, marks of 
incoming, indications of incoming, the sound of footsteps 
as they are arriving, the sound of sandals tapping, the sound 
of coughing, the sound of sneezing; but having heard they 
come to be doubtful, thinking: 'Now are there incoming 
monks or are there not? ' If these, being doubtful, do not 
search ... ( = !16 II) ... there is [133] a grave offence. II 9 II 

"This is a case, monks, where incoming monks see resident 
monks belonging to a different communion. They get the 
{wrong) view that they belong to the same communion; 
having got the (wrong) view that they belong to the same 
communion, if they do not ask, and not having asked carry 
out the Observance together, there is nG offence. If they 
ask,and having asked pay no attention,1 and having paid no 
attention carry out the Observance together, there is an 
offence of wrong-doing. If they ask, and having asked pay 
no attention, and having paid no attention carry out the 
Observance apart, there is no offence. II ro II 

" This is a case, monks, where incoming monks see resident 
monks belonging to the same communion. They get the 
(wrong) view that they belong to a different communion ; 
having got the (wrong) view that they belong to a different 
communion, if they do not ask, and not having asked carry 

1 nabhivitaranti. V.A. ro66 says "they are not able to neglect the status 
of a differing communion; the meaning is : they do not make them give up 
that wrong view". Cf. Vin. iii. 73 where abhivitaritvii appears to mean 
"having committed". P.E.D. gives for abhivitarati " to pay heed, to 
observe". C.P.D. merely says" to come to an end". 
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ou~ the Observance together, !here is an offence of wrong
domg. If they ask, and haVIng asked pay attention, and 
having paid attention carry out the Observance apart, there 
is an offence of wrong-doing. If they ask, and having asked 
pay attention, and having paid attention carry out the 
Observance together, there is no offence. 11 II 11 

" This is a case, monks, where resident monks see incoming 
monks belonging to d. different communion. They get the 
(wrong) view that they belong to the same communion . . . 
( = II IO I!) • • • there is no offence. !I 12 11 

"This is a case, monks, where resident monks see incoming 
monks belonging to the same communion. They get the 
(wrong) view that they belong to a different communion . . • 
( = II II II) • • • there is no offence. II 13 II 34 II 

"Monks, you c;hould not go on an Observance day from 
a residence where there are monks to a residence where 
there are no monks except with an Order, 1 except there be 
a danger. 2 

• Monks, you should not go on an Observance day 
from a residence where there are monks to what is not a 
residence3 where there are no monks except with an Order, 
except there be a danger. Monks, you should not go •.. 
either to a residence or to what is not a residence where there 
are no monks except with an Order, except there be a danger. 
II I II 

" Monks, you should not go on an Observance day from 
what is not a residence where there a1e monks to a residence 
where there are no monks except ... Monks, you should not 
go on an Observance day from what is not a residence where 
there are monks to what is not a residence where there are 
no monks except . . . Monks, you should not go . . . from 
what is not a residence where there are monks either to a 
rec;idence or to what is not a residence where there are no 
monks, except with an Order, except there be a danger. 
11211 

" Monks, you should not go on an Observance day from 

1 Unless there go sufficient monks to form an Order. Cf. 85 with CV. II. 
1. J, 4· 

1 See above, II. 15. 4, where ten " dangers " are enumerated. 
1 VA. zo66 says to a place where a hall and so forth are undergoing repairs, 

' 
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either a residence or from what is not a residence where there 
are monks to a residence where there are no monks except 
with an Order, except there be a danger. Monks, [134] 
you should not go on an Observance day from a residence 
or from what is not a residence where there are no monks 
to what is not a residence where there are no monks except 
. . . a danger. Monks, you should not go . . . either from 
a residence or from what is not a residence where there are 
no monks either to a residence or to what is not a residence 
where there are no monks, except . . . a danger. II 3 II 

"Monks, you should not go on an Observance day from a 
residence where there are monks to a residence where there are 
monks if the monks there should belong to a different com
munion, except with an Order, except there be a danger. 
Monks, you should not go . . . fro'TI a residence where there 
are monks to what is not a residence where there are monks 
if the monks there should belong to a different communion 
... a danger. Monks, you thould not go ... from a residence 

where there are monks either to a residence or to what is not 
a residence where there are monks . . . (cf. II r, 2, 3 II) ... 
Monks, you should not go . . . either from a residence or from 
what is not a residence where there are monks either to a 
residence or to what is not a residence where there are monks 
if the monks there belong to a different communion, except 
with an Order, except there be a danger. 11411 

"Monks, you may go on an Observance day from a residence 
where there are monks to a residence where there are monks 
should the monks there belong to the same communion and if 
he knows, 'I am able to arrive this very day'. Monks, 
you may go on an Observance day from a residence where 
there are monks to what is not a residence where there are 
monks should the monks there belong to the same communion, 
and if he knows, 'I am able to a.rrive this very day '. . . to a 
residence or to what is not a residence where there are monks 
... from what is not a residence where there are monks to a 
residence where there are monks •.. to what is not a residence 
where there are monks . . . to a residence or to what is not 
a residence where there are monks . . . Monks, you may go 
on an Observance day from what is not a residence where 
there are monks to a residence where there are monks . . . 
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to what is not a residence where there are monks . . . to a 
residence or to what is not a residence where there are 
monks should the monks there belong to the same 
communion ·and if he knows, 'I am able to arrive this very 
day'. 115113511 

" Monks, the Patimokkha should not be recited in a seated 
assembly (of monks) before a nun. Whoever should (so) 
recite it, there is an offence of wrong-doing. Monks, the 
Patimokkha should not be recited in a seated assembly {of 
monks) before a probationer ... a novice ... a woman novice 
... one who has disavowed the training ... one who has 
committed an extreme offence. Whoever should (so) recite it, 
there is an offence sf wrong-doing. II r II 

"The Patimokkha should not be recited in a seated assembly 
before one suspended for not seeing an offence. Whoever 
should (so) recite it should be dealt with according to the 
rule.l. The Patimokkha should not be recited in a seated 
assembly before one suspended for not making amends for 
an offence ... before one suspended for not giving up a wrong 
view. Whoever should (so) recite it should be dealt with 
according to the rule.1 II 2 II 

"The Patimokkha should not be recited in a seated assembly 
before a eunuch.2 Whoever should (so) recite it, there is an 
offence of wrong-doing. The Patimokkha should not be 
recited in a seated assembly before [135] one living in com
munion as it were by theft . . . before one who has gone over 
to a sect . . . before an animal . . . before a matricide . . . 
before a parricide . . . before a slayer of one perfected . . . 
before. a seducer of a nun ... before a schismatic ... before a 
shedder of (a Truth-finder's) blood ... before a hennaphrodite. 3 

Whoever should (so) recite it, there is an offence of wrong
doing. 11311 

" Monks, Observance should not be carried out by declaring 
the entire purity of one on probation' unless the assembly 
has not risen. And, monks, Observance should not be carried 

1 Probably referring to Piic. LXIX. See B.D. ill. 28, n. 4· 
1 As in MV. II. 22. 3 above. 
a As in MV. II. 22. 3 above. . . . 
' parivasika. Rules for monks under probation detailed m CV. II, III. 

MAHAVAGGA II r8r 

out on a non-Observance day unless the Order be unanimous. " 1 

114113611 
The Third Portion for Repeating in the Section on Observance. 

In this Section are eighty-six items. This is its key : 
Other sects and Bimbisara, theyassembled together in silence, 
on dhamma, in private, on the Patimokkha, daily, thenceforth 

once, 
According to assembly, for all together, being all together, 

and Maddakucchi, 
a boundary, extensive, about a river, successive, two, and 

small ones, 
Newly ordained (monks), and then in Rajagaha, a boundary 

(as a place where a monk) is not away from (his r?b~s), 
in agreeing first on the boundary, afterwards on abohshmg 

the boundary, 
When not agreed upon a village boundary, the throwing of 

water in river, sea, 
lake thev combined, and likewise they placed within, 
Ho~ ma~y? (formal) act<>, recital, savages, and if there is not, 
dhamma, discipline, they threatened, again a threat to 

di<>cipline, 
Reproof, if leave is given, a protest against what is not legally 

valid, 
more than four or five, opinion, intentionally, and if he would 

exert himself, 
With laymen, unbidden, in Codana (vatthu), he did not 

know, 
several did not know, immediately, and if he should not go, 
Which? how many? and to announce at a distance, he did 

not remember, 
soiled, a seat, a light, distant parts, another who has heard 

much, 
Immediately, Observance day and the rains, and a (formal) 

act of entire purity, relations, 
Gagga, four and three, two and one, an offence, collective 

(offence), he remembered, 

1 See :\iV. X. 5. 14· 
0 
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The whole Order, doubtful, they did not know, one who has 
heard much, 

a larger, a like, a smaller (number), and when the assembly 
has not risen, 

Some have risen, all, and they know, they are doubtful, 
Those (acting) badly say, ' Indeed it is allowable', knowing, 

seeing, and they hear, 
Let them come if (a monk) is residing, the four (sets of) fifteen 

(cases) again, · 
the first day of a fortnight (and) the fifteenth, both com

munions (by) mark, 
One on probation (and) a non-Observance day, unless the 

Order be unanimous. 
These partitioned keys are needed for distinguishing the items. 

[136]. 

THE GREAT DIVISION (1\fAHAVAGGA) III 

At one time the awakened one, the Lord was staying at 
Rajagaha in the Bamboo Grove at the squirrels' feeding 
place. Now at that time (the use of) a rains-residence for 
monks had not come to be laid down by the Lord. So these 
monks1 walked on tour during the cold weather and the 
hot weather and the rains. II r II 

People looked down upon, criticised, spre'ld it about, 
saying: "How can these recluses, sons of the Sakyans, walk 
on tour during the cold weather and the bot weather and 
the rains, trampling down the crops and grasses, injuring life 
that is one-facultied and bringing many small creatures to 
destruction2 ? Shall it be that those members of other sects 
whose rules are badly kept, cling to and prepare a rains~ 
residence, shall it be that these birds, having made their 
nests in the tree-tops, cling to and prepare a rains-residence,a 
while these recluses, sons of the Sakyans walk on a tour 
during the cold weather and the hot weather and the rains 
trampling down the crops and grasses, injuring life that i~ 
one-facultied and bringing many small creatures to destruc
tion ? " 11 z 11 

Monks heard these people who ... spread it about. Then 
these monks told this matter to the Lord. Then the Lord 
on this occasion, in this connection, having given reasoned 
talk, addressed the monks, saying: "I allow you, monks, 
to enter upon the rains. " 4 It 3 111 II 

Then it occurred to these monks: "Now, when should the 
rains be entered upon ? " They told this matter to the Lord . 

. 1 te 'dha bhikkhu. VA. ro67 says that idha is only a conjunction; this 
IS borne out by the several v. ll. given at Vin. i. 376. 

1 Cf. Vm. iv. 296 (B.D. iii. 320) where it is made a pacittiya for nuns 
to walk on tour during the rains. 

a Quoted AA. ii. 97· 
' vassatrt upagantutrt. 
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He said : " I allow you, monks, to enter upon the rains in 
the rainy season1

." II I II 
Then it occurred to these monks: "Now, how many 

(periods) are there for beginning the rains2 ? " They told this 
matter to the Lord. He said: "Monks, there are these two 
(periods) for beginning the rains: the earlier and the later.8 

The earlier may be entered upon the day after (the full moon 
of) Asa}hi, the later may be entered upon a month after (the 
full moon of) Asa}hi.' These, monks, are the two (periods) 
for beginning the rains." II 2 II 2 II [137] 

Now at that time the group of six monk'>, having entered 
upon the rains, walked on tour during the rains. People 
... spread it about, saying : " How can these recluses, sons 
of the Sakyans, walk on tour during the cold weather and 
the hot weather and the rains, trampling down ... (as in 1, 2) 
... bringing many small creatures to destruction ? ' II I II 

Monks heard these people who ... spread it about. Those 
who were modest monks ... spread it about, saying : " How 
can thic; group of six monks, having entered upon the rains, 
walk on tour during the rains ? " Then these monks told 
this matter to the Lord. Then the Lord, on this occasion, 
in this connection, having given reasoned talk, addressed the 
monks, saying : " Monks, having entered upon the rains, but 
not having kept either the first three months or the last 
three months, one should not set out on tour. Whoever 
should {thus) set out, there is an offence of wrong-doing." 
11211311 

Now at that time the group of six monks did not want to 
enter upon the rains. They told this matter to the Lord. 
He said : " Monks, one should not not enter upon the rains. 
Whoever should not enter upon (them), there is an offence 
of wrong-doing." II I II 

1 vasstina. Cf. Vin. iv. 7-4, zoo, 286. Vassana, the rainy season, lasts 
for four months. Vassa, as meaning the rains-retreat for monks, had to 
be kept for three out of the four months of the rainy season. 

1 vassupanayika. See G.S. i. -47, n. z, and Vin. Texts i. 299, n. 1. 
1 Cf. A. i. 51. AA. ii. 97 says that this was laid down twenty years after 

the lord had attained enlightmment. 
' These are two out Jf the three dates for allotting lodgings, Vin. ii. 167. 

4.2-5.2] MAHAVAGGA III r8s 

Now at that time the group of six monks, on a day for 
beginning the rains, not desiring to enter upon the rains, 
intentionally passed a residence by.1 They told this matter 
to the Lord. He said: "Monks, on a day for beginning the 
rains, a residence should not be intentionally passed by by 
one who does not desire to enter upon the rains. Whoever 
should pass one by, there is an offence of wrong-doing." II 2 II 

Now at that time King Seniya Bimbisara of Magadha, 
desiring to postpone the rains, sent a messenger to the monks, 
saying : " What if the masters could enter upon the rains at 
the next full-moon day? " 2 They told this matter to the 
Lord. He said : " I allow you, monks, to obey kings." 
II 311411 [138] 

Then the Lord, having stayed at Rajagaha for as long as 
he found suiting, set out on tour for Savatthi. Walking on 
tour, in due course he arrived at Savatthi. Then the Lord 
stayed there in Savatthi in the Jeta Grove in Anatbapil).c;lika's 
monastery. Now at that time in the Kosala country a lay
follower, Udena,3 had had a dwelling-place built for an Order.' 
He sent a messenger to monks, saying : " Let the revered 
sirs come ; I want to give a gift and to hear dhamma and 
to see the monks." II I II 

Monks spoke thus : " It is laid down by the Lord, sir, 
that one should not set out on tour, having entered upon the 
rains and not having kept the first three months or the last 
three months. Let Udena, the layfollower, wait until the 
monks have kept the rains; when they have finished the 
rains they will go. But if there is something urgent to be 
done, s let him establish 6 the dwelling-place in the presence 
of resident monks who are already there. 7" II z II 

1 iiuiisam atikkamanti. 
t jtt?Zhe; explained at VA. ro68 as miise, month, and would therefo~e mean 

at the next period (a month later) for begmmng the rams-retreat. Thts seems 
a better interpretation of ju?Zhe here than does the P.E.D.'s" bright fortnight 
of the month". Cf. kiife and jtt?Zhe below, p. 231. 

3 Hend of nowhere but here I think. 
' Cf. Vin. iv. 287 (B.D. iii. 302), where " a certain lay follower" did 

likewise and wanted to give robe-material to both the Orders. 
6 acciiyika kara?Ziya, see B.D. ii. rsr, n. 6 for explanation and references. 
• pati!!hiipetu. At Vin. iv. z87 there was a ·:festival. (maha) for the 

dwelling-place", but pati!!hiipeti probably does not tmply thts. 
7 tatth' eva. 
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The layfollower, Udena, ... spread it about, saying: " How 
can these revered sirs, when sent for by me, not come, for 
I am a benefactor, a builder, 1 a supporter of the Order ? " 
Monks heard the layfollower, Udena, as he ... spread it about 
Then these monks told this matter to the Lord. 113 H 

Then the Lord on this occasion, having given reasoned talk, 
addressed the monks, saying : " I allow you, monks, to go 
if you are sent for by seven (classes of people), and if the 
business can be done in seven days, but not if you are not 
sent for : by a monk, a nun, a probationer, a novice, a woman 
novice, a layfollower, a woman layfollower. I allow you, 
monks, to go if you are sent for by these (seven classes of 
people) and if the business can be done in seven days, but 
not if you are not sent for. The return should be made in 
seven days. 114 ll 

This is a case, monks, where a dwelling-place for an Order 
comes to have been built by a layfollower. If he should 
send a messenger to monks, saying : ' Let the revered sirs 
come, I want to give a gift and to hear dhamma and to see 
the monks', you should go, monks, if :you are sent for and if 
the business can be done in c;even days, but not if you are not 
sent for. The return should be made in seven days. II 5 I! 

"This is a case, monks, where a curved house2 for an Order 
comes to have been built by a layfollower ... a long house2 

... a mansion2 ••• a cave2 •• a celP ... a porch ... an 
attendance hall 4 ••• a fire-hall ... a hut for what is allowable 5 

. . . a privy . . . a place for pacing up and down in 8 • . • a 
hall in the place for pacing up and down in 7 • • • a well ... 
a hall at the well ... a bathroom [139] . . . a hall in the 
bathroom ... a lotus pond ... a shed ... a monastery 8 ••• 

a site for a monastery comes to have been built by a lay
follower. If he should send a messenger to monks, saying: 

1 karaka, also a worker and a doer of good works. 
1 Cf. above, p. 75· 
3 This occurs again at Vin. ii. 159 with all except the last two of the 

following buildings. 
' upa!fhiinasalii. See B.D. ii. 194, n. 4· 
' kappiyakufi. Cf. same word at Vin. ii. 159, and see kappiyabhUmi 

at Vin. i. 239 (below, p. 328.) Note that this is replaced in 11911 by 
"kitchen". 

' cankama, monk's walk. See CV. V. 14. 2, 3· 
7 cankamanasala. 
8 iirama, translated" park" in 11911 below. See B.D. ii. 2, n. 2. 

5.6--<)] MAHAVAGGA III 

'Let the revered sirs come, I want to give a gift and to hear 
dhamma and to see the monks', you should go, monks, if 
you are sent for and if the business can be done in seven 
days, but not if you are not sent for. The return should 
be made in seven days. 11611 

" This is a case, monks, where a dwelling-place ... a curved 
house . . . a long house . . . a site for a monastery ( = II 6 II) 
... for several monks, ... for one monk comes to have been 
built by a .layfollower . . . The return should be made in 
seven days. II 7 II 

" This is a case, monks, where a dwelling-place . . . a site 
for a monastery1 for an Order of nuns, . : . for several nuns 
. . . for one nun . . . for several probationers . . . for one 
probationer . . . for several novices . . . for one novice . . . 
for several women novices . . . for one woman novice comes 
to have been built by a layfollower. If he should send a 
messenger to monks2 saying: 'Let the revered sirs come, I 
warit to give a gift and to hear. dhamma and to see the monks ', 
you should go, monks, if you are sent for and if the business 
can be done in seven days, but not if you are not sent for. 
The return should be made in seven days. II 8 II 

"This is a case, monks, where a dwelling comes to have 
been built by a layfollower for himself ... a sleeping-room 
... a stable3 ••• a watch-tower' ... a quadrangular building6 

. . . a shop . . . a hall for a shop . . . a long house . . . a 
mansimi ... a cave ... a cell ... a porch ... an attend
ance hall . . . a fire hall . . . a kitchen 8 • • • a privy . . . 
a place for pacing up and down in . . . a hall in the place 
for·pa.eing: up and d.cnt-n in ... a well ... a hall at the well . . . 
.. a bathroom : .. a hall in the bathroom ... a lotus pond 

1 .·Sanie as the edifices given in 1J 611. except for the privy, bathroom and hall 
in a-bll.throom,'the two former of which nuns are not to use (Vin. ii. 28o). 
Edd. Vin. Texts i. 304, n. r say that they think the two cases referring to 
women novices should be excepted. 

2 Apparently monks had to accept gifts on behalf of the nuns. 
a uddosita. See B.D. ii. r6, n. 2, B.D. iii. 177, n. 2. 
1 a!la, see B.D. ii. r6, n. 3· Mentioned also, with the next (mala) as a 

"lodging" at DA. 209. 
li mala, see B.D. ii. 16, n. 4· 
• rasavatt:, " possessing flavours ". Very likely the word occurs nowhere 

but here. VA. ro68 calls it bhattageha, food-house, perhaps "larder". 
It replaces the kappiyakuff, hut for what is allowable, which in III. 5. 6 
a lay follower may build for an Order. 
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a shed ... a park1 ••. a site for a park comes to 
have been built by a layfollower for himself, or there comes 
to be his son's marriage, or there comes to be his daughter's 
marriage, or he becomes ill, or he speaks a well known dis
course. 2 If he should send a messenger to monks, saying : 
' Let the revered sirs come, they will master this discourse 
before this [140] discourse falls into oblivion' ; or if he has 
some business, something to be done, and should send a 
messenger to monks, saying: 'Let the revered sirs come, 
I want to give a gift and to hear dhamma and to see the 
monks', you should go, monks, if you are sent for and if 
the business can be done in seven days, but not if you are 
not sent for. The return should be made in seven days. 
II 9 II 

" This is a case, monks, where a dwelling-place for an Order 
comes to have been built by a woman layfollower. If she 
should send a messenger to monks, saying: 'Let the revered 
sirs come, I want to give a gift and to hear dhamma and to 
see the monks ', you should go, monks, if you are sent for 
and if the business can be done in seven days, but not if you 
are not sent for. The return should be made in seven days 
II IO II 

"This is a c::~se, monks, where a curved house for an Order 
comes to have been built by a woman layfollower ... 
( = If 6 II) ... a site for a monastery comes to have been built 
for an Order by a woman layfollower. If she should send a 
messenger . . . ( = II ro II) . . . The return should be made 
in seven days. II II II 

" This is a case, monkc;, where a dwelling-place ... a site 
for a monastery for several monks . . . for one monk . . . 
for an Order of nuns . . . for several nuns . . . for one nun 
. . . for several probationers . . . for one probationer . . . 
for several novices . . . for one novice . . . for several women 
novices ... for one woman novice comes to have been built 
by a woman layfollower. If she should send a messenger 
... ( = II 8 II) ... The return should be made in seven days. 

"This is a case, monks, where a dwelling-place comes to 
have been built by a woman layfollower for herself ... 

1 ilrilma, also meaning a monastery. 
• suttanta. 

!I 

5.12-6.2] MAHAVAGGA III 189 

( = II 9 II) . . . or if she comes to be ill, or if she speaks a 
well known discourse. If she should send a messenger to 
monks, saying : ' Let the masters come, and they will master 
this discourse before this discourse falls into oblivion ', or if 
she has some business, something to be done, and should 
send a messenger to monks, saying: 'Let the masters come, 
I want to give a gift and to hear dhamma and to see the 
monks ', you should go, monks, if you are sent for and if the 
business can be done in seven days, but not if you are not 
sent for. The return should be made in seven days. II I2 II 

" This is a case, monks, where a dwelling-place . . . 
( = II 8 II) . . . a site for a monastery for an Order . . . for 
several monks, . . . for one monk ... for an Order of nuns 
. .. for several nuns ... for one nun ... for several pro
bationers ... for one probationer ... for several novices 

. for one novice [141] ... for several \Vomen novices 
... for one woman novice ... for him- (her-) self is built 
by a monk ... a nun ... a probationer ... a novice 
... a woman novice. If he (she) should send a messenger 
to monks, saying: 'Let the revered sirs (masters) come. 
I want to give a gift and to hear dhamma and to see the 
monks ', you should go, monks, if you are sent for and if the 
businesc; can be done in seven days, but not if you are not 
sent for. The return should be made in seven days." 
II 13 II 5 II 

Now at that time a certain monk came to be ill. He sent a 
mesc;enger to monks, saying : " I, now, am ill, let monks 
come, I want monks to come ". They told this matter to 
the Lord. He said : " I allow you, monks, to go even if not 
sent for, all the more if sent for, and if the business can be 
done in seven days, to five (classes of people) : to a monk, 
a nun, a probationer, a novice, a woman novice. 1 allow 
you, monks, to go to these five (classes of peopie) even if 
not sent for, all the more if sent for, and if the business can 
be done in seven days. The return should be made in seven 
days. 11 r 11 

" This is a case, monks, where a monk comes to be ill. 
If he should send a messenger to monks, saying: 'I, now, 
am ill, let monks come, I want monks to come', :vou should 
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go, monks, even if not sent for, all the more if sent for, and 
if the business can be done in seven days, thinking : ' l will 
look about for a meal for the invalid, or I will look about for 
a meal for the one who is tending the invalid, or I will look 
about for medicine for the invalid, or I will ask (after) himl, 
or l will tend hiin '. The return should be made in seven days. 
Uz II 

. " This is a case, monks, where dissatisfaction comes to 
have arisen in a monk. If he should send a messenger to 
monks, saying: 'J)issatisfaction has arisen in me, let monks 
come, I want monks to come ', you should go, monks, even if 
not sent for, all the more if sent for, and it the business can 
be done in seven days, thinking : ' I will allay his dissatisfaction 
or get (someone) to allay it, or I will give him a talk on 
dhamma '. 2 The return should be made in seven days. 
113 II 

" This is a case, monks, where remorse comes to have 
arisen in a monk. If he should send a messenger to monks, 
saying : ' Remorse has arisen in me . . . I want monks to 
come', you· should go, monks, ... if the business can be 
done in seven days, thinkmg : ' I will dispel his remorse or 
get (someone) to dispel it, or I will give him a talk on dhamma'. 2 

The return should be made in seven days. 114 II 
" This is a case, monks, where a wrong view comes to have 

arisen in a monk. If he [142] should send ... if the business 
can be done in seven days, thinking : ' I will dissuade him 
from the wrong view or get (someone) to dissuade him, or 
I will give him a talk on dhamma '. 2 The return should be 
made iri seven days. II 5 II 

" This is a case, monks, where a monk comes to have 
committed an offence against an important rule and to 
deserve probation. 2 If he should send a messenger to monks, 
saying : ' I have committed an offence against an important 
rule, I deserve probation, let monks come, I want monks to 
come', you should go, monks, even if not sent for, all the 
more if sent for, and if the business can be done in seven days, 

1 pucchiimi, I think meaning to inquire after his healtl;l here (cf. " monks 
asking after ill ones ",.B.D. ii. 34r, 399, 402), and not to" ask him (questions 
referring to the Dhamma) ",as at Vin. Texts i. 306, and which is more usually 
paripucchati. 

I Cf. MV. I. 25. 20, 2I; cv. II. 1-8. 

6.6-ro] MAHAVAGGA III rgr 

thinkin? : ' I will make an effort for placing (him) on probation, 
or I w1ll make a proclamation, or I will become one who 
completes a group '.1 The return should be made in seven days. 
11611 

" This is a case, monks, where a monk deserves to be sent 
back to the beginning. 2 If he should send a messenger to 
monks, saying : ' I deserve to be sent back to the beginning, 
let monks come, I want monks to come', you should go 
monks, even if not sent for, ... if the business can be done 
in seven days, thinking: 'I will make an effort for sending 
(him) ~ack to the beginning, or I will make a proclamation, 
or I wlll become one who completes a group '. The return 
should be made in seven days. 11711 

"This is a case, monks, where a monk deserves miinatta 
(discipline)S. If he should send a messenger to monks, saving: 
'I desire miinatta (discipline), let monks come, I want m-onks 
to come', you should go, monks, even if not sent for, all 
the more if sent for, if the business can be done in seven days, 
thinking : ' I will make an effort for inflicting manatta dis
cipline (on him), or I will make a proclamation, or I will 
become one who completes a group'. The return should 
be made in seven days. II 8 II 

" This is a case, monks, where a monk deserves rehabilita
tion. 4 If he should send a messenger . . . thinking : ' I will 
make an effort for (his) rehabilitation, or I will make a pro
clamation, or I will become one who completes a group '. 
The return should be made in seven days. il 9 I! 

"This is a case, monks, where an Order becomes desirous 
of carrying out a (formal) act against a monk-either one of 
censure or one of guidance or one of banishment or one of 
reconciliation or one of suspension. 5 If he should send a 
messenger to monks, saying: 'The Order desires to carry 
out a (formal) act agamst me, let monks come, I want monks 
to come ', you should go . . . if the return can be ma:de in 
seven days, thinking: [143] 'How then may the Order not 

~ F~r placing him on probation, for granting or giving it, pariviisadiina. 

A 
. mulaya paftkassanaraho. Cf. MV. I. 25. 21; and Vin. ii. 7, 34, 162, 

• 1. 99. 
1 Cf. MV. I. 25. 2r, CV. II. 5. 
' Cf. MV. I. 25. 2r ; CV. II. 9. 
I Cf. MV. I. 25. 22. 
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carry out a (formal) act or may change it to something 
lighter? ' The return should be made in seven days. 1110 !I 

" Or a (formal) act comes to be carried out against him 
by the Order-either one of censure ... or one of suspension. 
If he should send a messenger to monks, saying:· 'The Order 
carried out a (formal) act against me . . . I want monks to 
come ', you should go monks, . . . thinking : ' How then 
may he conduct himself properly, be subdued, mend his ways, 
(so that) the Order can revoke that (formal) act? '1 The 
return should be made in seven dayc;. II II II 

"This is a case, monks, where a nun comes to be ill . 
( = III. 6. 2) II 12 II 
. . . where dissatisfaction comes to have arisen in a nun . 
(III. 6. 3) II 13 II 
. . . where remorse comes to have arisen in a nun 
( = III. 6. 4) II 14 I! 

. where a wrong view comes to have arisen in a nun 
. . . ( = III. 6. 5) II IS II 
. . . where a nun comes to have committed an offence against 
an important rule and to deserve miinatta (discipline). 2 If she 
should send a messenger to monks, saying : ' I [144] have 
committed an offence against an important rule and deserve 
miinatta (discipline), let the masters come, I want the masters 
to come', you should go, monks, even if not sent for, all the 
more if sent for, and if the business can be done in c;even 
days, thinking : ' I will make an effort for inflicting miinatta 
(discipline) on her. '3• The return should be made in seven 
days. II r611 

" This is a case, monks, where a nun deserves to be sent 
back to the beginning. If she should send a messenger . . . 
( = III. 6. 7) . . . thinking : ' I will make an effort for 
sending (her) back to the beginning '. The return should be 
made in seven days. II 17 !I 

" This is a case, monks, where a nun deserves rehabilitation 
( = III. 6. 9) ... thinking : ' I will make an effort for (her) 
rehabilitation '. The return should be made in seven days. II r811 

1 CJ. MV. I. 25. 22. 

• Nuns did not undergo probation, pariviisa ; cf. their Sanghil.disesas. 
3 The monk does not say that he will make a proclamation or become one 

to complete a group. 
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" This is a case, monks, where an Order becomes desirous 
of carrying out a (formal) act against a nun, either one of 
censure . . . or one of suspension . . . ( = III. 6. ro) . . . 
The return should be made in seven days. II 191! 

" Or a (formal) act comes to be carried out against her 
by an Order-either one of censure ... or one of suspension 
... ( = III. 6. II) ... The return should be made in 
seven days. !lzo II 

" This is a case, monks, where a probationer comes to be 
ill ... (cf. III. 6. 2) ... in seven days. 1121 II 

"This is a case, monks [145] where dissatisfaction comes 
to have arisen in a probationer . . . where remorse comes to 
have arisen in a probationer . . . where a wrong view comes 
to have arisen in a probationer ... where a probationer's 
training comes to be interrupted.1 If she should send a 
messenger to monks, saying : ' My training is interrupted, 
let the masters come, I want the masters to come ', you 
should go, monks, even if not sent for, all the more if sent for 
and if the business can be done in seven days, thinking: 
'I will make an effort for her to undertake the training '2. 

The return should be made in seven days. II 22 II 
"This is a case, monks, where a probationer becomes 

desirous of being ordained. 3 If she should send a messenger 
to monks, saying: 'I am desirous of being ordained .. . 
I want the masters to come', you should go, monks, .. . 
thinking : ' Either I will make an effort for her ordination 
or I will make a proclamation or I will become one who 
completes a group '. 4 The return should be Jpade in seven 
days. 112311 

"This is a case, monks, where a novice becomes ill ... 
(III. 6. 2) ... The return should be made in seven days. 
1124 II 

" . . . where dissatisfaction . . . where remorse . . . where 
·a wrong view comes to have arisen in a novice ... where 
a novice becomes desirous of asking about his year's standing. 5 

1 kupitii, see B.D. iii. 366. 
1 sikkhtlsamiidiinam. 
3 With the upasampadii ordination. See B.D. iii., Intr. p. xliv ff. 
' Nuns' upasampadii ordination takes place before an Order of monks. 
5 vassa. See above, p. 109. This must be the technical meaning of vassa1!J 

pucchituf1J, which edd. Vin. Te~ts i. 310, n. say" is unknown to us". 
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If he should send a messenger to monks, saying: 'I am 
desirous of asking about my year's standing ... I want 
monks to come ', you should go . . . thinking : ' I will ask 
or I will explain '. The return should be made in seven 
days. 1125 I! 

" . . . where a novice becomes desirous of being ordained 
... (as i1t III. 6. 23) . . . The return should be made in 
seven days. 112611 

" This is a case, monks, where a woman novice comes to 
be ill ... (III. 6. 2) ... [146] The return should be made 
in seven days. 1127 II 

" . . . where dissatisfaction . . . where remorse . . . where 
a wrong view comes to have arisen in a \Voman novice ... 
where a woman novice becomes desirous of asking about her 
year's standing . . . (III. 6. 25) . . . The return should be 
made in seven days. 1128 II 

" . . . where a woman novice becomes desirous of under
taking the training.1 If she should send a messenger to 
monks, saying: 'Now I am desirous of undertaking the 
training, let the masters come, I want the masters to come', 
you should go, monks, even if not sent for, all the more if 
sent for, and if the business can be done in seven days, think
ing : ' I will make an effort for her to acquire the training '. 
The return should be made in seven days." 112911611 

Now at that time a certain monk's mother became ill. 
She sent a messenger to her son, saying: "Now I am ill, 
let my son come, I want my son to come." Then it occurred 
to that monk : " It is laid down by the Lord that, if the 
business c~n be done in seven days, one can go if sent for 
but not if not sent for to seven (classes of people) ; and, if 
the business can be done in seven days, to go even if not sent 
for, all the more if sent for to five (clac;ses of people) 2 ; and 
my own mother3 is ill, but she is not a layfollower. Now 
what line of conduct should be followed by me ? " They 
told this matter to the Lord. II r II 

1 Balancing the " to be ordained " of probationers and male novices. 
The woman novice had to become a probationer and spend two years in 
training in the six rules for probationers before she could become ordained. 

1 See above, p. 189. 
3 ayan ca me miitii, and this my mother. 
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He said: "I allow you, monks, to go even if not sent for, 
all the more if sent for, if the business can be done in seven 
days, to seven (classes of people) : to a monk, a nun, a pro
bationer, a novice, a woman novice, a mother, a father. 
I allow you, monks, to go even if not sent for, all the more 
if sent for, if the business can be done in seven days, to these 
seven (classes of people). The return should be made in 
seven days. I! 2 II 

" This is a case, monks, where a monk's mother comes to 
be ill. If she should send a messenger to her son, saying: 
'Now I am ill, let my son come, I want my son to come', 
you should go, monks, ... (=Ill. 6. 2) ... The return 
should be made in seven days. 11311 

"This is a case, monks, [147] where a monk's father comes 
to be ill. If he should send a messenger to his son, saying: 
'Now I am ill, let my son come, I want my son to come', 
you should go . . . ( = III. 6. 2) . . . The return should be 
made in seven days. !14 II 

" This is a case, monks, where a monk's brother comes to 
be ill. If he should send a messenger to his brother, saying: 
' Now I am ill, let my brother come, I want my brother to 
come', you should go, monks, if sent for, but not if not sent 
for, if the business can be done in seven days. The return 
should be made in seven days. II 5 II 

"This is a case, monks, where a monk's sister co111es to be 
ill. If she should send a messenger to her brother, saying : 
'Now I am ill, let my brother come, I want my brother to 
come', you should go ... ( = 115 II) ... The return should 
be made in seven days. 116 II 

"This is a case, monks, where a monk's relative comes to 
be ill. If he should send a messenger to monks, saying: 
' Now I am ill, let the revered sir come, I want the revered 
sir to come', you should go, monks, if sent for, but not if 
not sent for, if the businesc; can be done in seven days. The 
return should be made in seven days. 11711 

"This is a case, monks, where a person living with monks1 

comes to be ill. lf he should send a messenger to monks, 
saying: 'Now I am ill, let monks come, I want monks to 

~. bhikkhugati~a. .v ;4. ~069 and Ci_ng. edn. read bhatika; VA. explains 
as a man (purzsa) hvmg m one dwellmg-place together with monks". 
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come', you should go, monk'>, if sent for, but not if not sent 
for, if the business can be done in seven days. The return 
should be made in seven days." 1!8[1711 

Now at that time an Order's dwelling-place was falling to 
pieces. A certain layfollower had the goods1 removed into 
the jungle. He sent a messenger to monks, saying : " If 
the revered sirs would fetch away2 these goods, I would give 
them back these goods." They told this matter to the Lord. 
He said : " I allow you, monks, to go away on business 
connected with an Order. The return should be made in 
seven days." II I 11811 

Told is the Portion for Repeating on Rains-residence. 

Now at that time in the Kosala country monks who had 
entered upon the rains in a certain residence came to be 
molested by beasts of prey who seized them and attacked 
them. They told this matter to the Lord. He said : " This 
is a case, monks, where monks who have entered upon the 
rains come to be molested by beasts of prey who seize them 
and attack them. This is indeed a danger, 3 and you should 
depart. There is no offence in cutting short the rains. This 
is a case, monks, where monks who have entered upon the 
rains come to be molested by creeping things which bite 
them and attack them. This is indeed . . . in cutting short 
the rains. II r II [148] 

" This is a case, monks, where monks . . . are molested 
by thieves who rob them and thrash them. This is indeed 
... in cutting short the rains. This is a case, monks, where 
monks ... are molested by demons 4 who take possession of5 

them and sap their vitality. 6 This is indeed ... in cutting 
short the rains. II z II 

1 bhatt¢a'lfl chediipita'lfl hoti. No justification for" had a quantity of wood 
cut" as at Vin. Texts i. 312. VA. 1o69 explains by dabbasambharabhatt¢a, 
goods forming a substantial collection. Cf. bhatt¢aka at Vin. iv. 304 referring 
to the goods or "things", property that some nuns wanted to receive from 
Thullananda's burning dwelling. 

1 Oldenberg's text avahareyyu'lfl; Cing. edn. avahapeyyu'lfl. 
1 See above, p. 148, where this and some of the following dangers are 

enumerated although not in quite the same order. 
' pisaca. Not among the" ten dangers", 
5 avisanti, explained at VA. 1070 as " they enter into the body", 
• oja'1' haranti, they carry off the life-strength. 

f 
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"This is a case, monks, where the village of monks who 
have entered upon the rains comes to be burnt by fire and 
the monks go short of almsfood. This is indeed a danger 
... in cutting short the rains. This is a case, monks, where 
the lodgings of monks who have entered upon the rains 
come to be burnt by fire and the monks go short of lodgings. 
This is indeed ... in cutting short the rains. !I 3 II 

" This is a case, monks, where the village of monks who 
have entered upon the rains comes to be carried away by 
water and the monks go short of almsfood. This is indeed 
... in cuttingshort the rains. This is a case, monks, where 
the lodgings of monks who have entered upon the rains 
come to be carried away by water and the monks go short 
of lodgings. This is indeed a danger, and you should depart. 
There is no offence in cutting short the rains." 114 119 II 

Now at that time the village of certain monks who had 
entered upon the rains in a certain residence was removed1 

on account of thieves. They told this matter to the Lord. 
He said : " I allow you, monks, to go to that village." The 
village was split in two. They told this matter to the Lord. 
He said: "I allow you, monks, to go where there are the 
more (people)." The majority came to be of little faith, 
not believing. They told this matter to the Lord. He said : 
"I allow you, monks, to go to those who have faith and are 
believing." II r 1110 II 

Now at that time in the Kosala country monks who had 
entered upon the rains in a certain re5idence did not obtain 
a sufficiency, as much as they needed, of coarse or of sump
tuous food. They told this matter to the Lord. He said 
" This is a case, monks, where monks who have entered upon 
the rains do not obtain a sufficiency, as much as they need, 
of coarse or of sumptuous food. This is indeed a danger, 2 

and they should depart. There is no offence in cutting short 
the rains. This is a ca'>e, monks, where monks who have 
entered upon the rains obtain a sufficiency, as much as they 

1 vuffhiisi, arose, got up; thus, went away. 
1 This is a " danger to life", the ninth danger listed at Vin. i. II3. 

p 
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need, of coarse or of sumptuous food, but they do not obtain 
beneficial foods. This is indeed a danger ... in cutting short 
the rains. II I I! 

" This is a case, monks, where monks who have entered 
upon the rains obtain a sufficiency, as much as they need, 
of coarse or of sumptuous food, they obtain beneficial [149] 
foods, but they do not obtain beneficial medicines. This is 
indeed a danger ... the rains. This is a case, monks, where 
monks who have entered upon the rains obtain a sufficiency, 
as much as they need, of coarse or of sumptuous food, they 
obtain beneficial foods, they obtain beneficial medicines, but 
they do not obtain a suitable attendant. This is indeed a 
danger ... in cutting short the rains. II 2 II 

" This is a case, monks, where a woman invites a monk 
who has entered upon the rains, saying : ' Come, honoured 
sir, I will give you gold1 or I will give you gold ornaments! 
or I will give you a field or I will give you a site2 or I will 
give you a bulP or I will give you a cow or I will give you 
a slave or I will give you a slave woman or I will gh·e you 
(my) daughter as wife or I will be vour wife or I will lead 
another wife to you.' If it then oc~urs to the monk : ' The 
mind is called quickly-changing4 by the Lord, and this may 
be a danger to my Brahma-faring ', he should depart. There 
is no offence in cutting short the rains. II 3 I! 

" This is a case, monks, where a. low class woman ... a 
grown girl 5 

• • • a eunuch invites a monk who has entered 
upon the rains ... where relations invite ... kings ... 
thieves . . . men of abandoned life invite a monk who has 
entered upon the rains, saying : ' Come, honoured sir, we 
will give you gold . . . or we will give you a daughter as 
wife or we will lead another wife to von '. If it then occurs 
to the monk : ' The mind is called quickly-changing by the 
Lord . . . ' . . . There is no offence in cutting short the rains. 
This is a case, monks, where a monk who has entered upoa 

1 hiraiiiia suvartrta. See B.D. i. 28, n. 
1 vatthu. Probably meaning a site for a hut or a dwelling-place, as in 

Sangh. VI, VII. 
• gavu"!J. 
' lahupa~ivatt~ citta. .For this sentiment, cf. S. ii. 95, Thag. II r r ; also 

the expressiOn v~bbhantac~tta at It. p. gr; and lahucittakata, p. ror, above, 
J thultakumari; cf. above, p. 87, n. 6. 
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the rains sees a treasure1 without an owner. If then it occurs 
to the monk: 'Tre mind is called quickly changing ... ' 
. . . There is no offence in cutting short the rains. !I 4 II 

" This is a case, monks, where a monk who has entered 
upon the rains sees several monks striving for a schism in 
the Order. If then it occurs to the monk: 'A schism in an 
Order is called serious by the Lord, 2 do not let the Order be 
divided in my presence', he <>hould depart. There is no 
offence in cutting short the rains. 

" This is a case, monks, where a monk who has entered 
upon the rains hears : ' It is said that several monks are 
striving for a schism in the Order '. If then it occurs to 
that monk . . . in cutting short the rains. II 5 II 

"This is a case, monks, where a monk who has entered 
upon the rains hears: 'It is said that several monks in a 
certain residence are striving for a schism in the Order '. 
If it then occurs to the monk: 'Now these monks are my 
friends. I should speak to them, saying: Indeed, your 
reverences, a schism in the Order is called serious by the 
Lord, please do not let a schism in the Order be promoted 
by the venerable ones ', and if he thinks : ' They will do my 
bidding, they will attend, they will give ear', he should 
depart. There is no offence in cutting short the rains. II 6 II 

" This is a case, monks, where a monk who has entered 
upon the rains hears: ' It is said that several monks in a 
certain residence [150] are striving for a schism in the Order'. 
If it then occurs to the monk : ' Now these monks are not 
friends of mine, but those who are friends of theirs are friends 
of mine ; to these I shall speak, and when I have spoken to 
them, they will speak to them, 3 saying: Indeed, your rever
ences, a schism in the Order is called serious by the Lord ... ' 
( = II 6 II) ... in cutting short the rains. I! 7 II 

"This is a case, monks, when~ a monk who has entered upon 
the rains hears : ' It is said that the Order in a certain resi
dence is divided by several monks '. If it then occurs to the 
monk : ' Now these monks are friends of mine. I should 

1 nidhi; store, hoardings, treasure at Sn. 285, Dhp. 76, lOw. YIII. :z, g. 
At fa. vi. 79 explained a~ viilwciraniviisana, putting on a bark dress. Cf. 
the ruling as to picking up treasure (ratana) at Pac. LXXXIV. 

2 At Vin. ii. rgS, in speaking to Devadatta. 
3 I.e. to the schismatic monks. 
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speak to them, saying : . . . . ( = II 6 II) . . . in cutting short 
the rains. II 8 II 

" This is a case, monks, where a monk who has entered 
upon the rains hears : ' It is said that an Order in a certain 
residence is divided by several monks '. If it then occurs to 
the monk : ' Now these monks are not friends of mine, but 
those who are friends of theirs are friends of mine ; to these 
I shall speak, and when I have spoken to them, they will 
speak to them, saying: Indeed, your reverences, a schism 
in the Order is called serious by the Lord . . . ' ( = II 6 II) . . . 
There is no offence in cutting short the rain<>. 11911 

" This is a case, monks, where a monk who has entered 
upon the rains hears : ' Tt is said that several nuns in a 
certain residence are striving for a schism in the Order '. 
If it then occurs to the monk: 'Now these nuns are friends 
of mine. I should speak to them, saying: Sisters, a schism 
in the Order is called serious by the Lord, please do not let 
a schism in the Order be promoted by the sisters', and if he 
thinks : ' They will do my bidding, they will attend, they 
will give ear ', he should depart. There is no offence in 
cutting short the rains. II ro II 

" This is a case, monks, where a monk who has entered 
upon the rains hears : ' It is said that several nuns in a cer
tain residence are striving for a schism in the Order '. lf it 
then occurs to the monk: 'Now these nuns are not friends 
of mine, but those who are friends of theirs are friends of 
mine; to these I shall speak, and when I have spoken to 
them, they will speak to them, saying : Sisters, a schism 
in the Order ... ' ( = II ro II) ... there is no offence in cutting 
short the rains. II II II 

" This is a case, monks, where a monk who has entered upon 
the rains hears : ' It is said that the Order in a certain resi
dence is divided by several nuns '. If it then occurs to the 
monk : ' Now these nuns are friends of mine. I should speak 
to them, saying : Sisters, a schism in the Order . . . ' 
( = II ro II) . . . in cutting short the rains. II rz 11 

"This is a case ... hears: ' It is said that the Order in 
a certain residence is divided by several nuns'. If it then 
occurs to the monk: 'Now these nuns are not friends of mine, 
but those who are friends of theirs are friends of mine ; to 

f 
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these I shall speak, and when I have spoken to them, they 
will speak to them, saying: Sisters, a schism in the Order ... ' 
( = 11 ro II) ... in cutting short the rains." II 13 111111 

Now at that time a certain monk [151] became desirous of 
entering on the rains in a cow-pen.1 They told this matter 
to the Lord. He said : "I allow you, monks, to enter on 
the rains in a cow-pen." The cow-pen was removed. 2 They 
told this matter to the Lord. He said: "I allow you, monks, 
to go to that cow-pen." II I II 

Now at that time, as the beginning of the rains was approach
ing, a certain monk became desirous of going in a caravan. 
They told this matter to the Lord. He said : " I allow you, 
monks, to enter on the rains in a caravan." Now at that time, 
as the beginning of the rains was approaching, a certain monk 
became desirous of going in a boat. They told this matter 
to the Lord. He said: "I allow you, monks, to enter on the 
rains in a boat." liz II 

Now at that time monks entered on the rains in hollow trees. · 
People looked down on, criticised, spread it about, saying : 
"Like demon-worshippers."3 They told this matter to the 
Lord. He said: "Monks, you should not enter on the rains 
in hollow trees. Whoever should (so) enter on them, there is 
an offence of wrong-doing." 113 II 

Now at that time monks entered on the rains in forks of 
trees. People ... spread it about, saying: "Like hunters." 
They told this matter to the Lord. He said : " Monks, you 
should not enter on the rains in the forks of trees. "''110ever 
should (so) enter on them, there is an offence of wrong
doing." 114 II 

Now at that time monks entered on the rains in the open air. 
When the gods rained they ran up to the foot of trees and to 
the shelter of a nimb tree. 4 Thf·y told this matter to the Lord. 
He said : " Monks, you should not enter on the rains in the 

' vaja. V"~. 1071 explains as the dwelling-place of cowherds. \Vord occurs 
at A. iii. 393, Vism. 166, 279 in meaning of" cow-pen". 

1 Vtt!!hiisi; cf. above p. 197, n. r. 
3 pisiicillika, or perhaps aboriginees. See Vin. Texts L 318 n., and CV. 

V. 10. 2 ; V. 27. 5· Cf. pisiica above, p. 196. 
• nimbakosa. Kosa can mean cavity, thu~ the hollow of a tree, or it might 

mean a sheath or enclosure, thus the shelter, the cover of a tree. 
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open air. \Vhoever should (so) enter on them, there is an 
offence of wrong-doing." II 5 II 

Now at that time monks entered on the rains without lodg
ings. They suffered from cold and they suffered from heat. 
They told this matter to the Lord. He said: "Monks, you 
should not enter on the rains without lodgings. Whoever 
should (so) enter on them, there is an offence of wrong-doing." 
11611 

Now at that time monks entered on the rains in a charnel
house. People ... spread it about, saying: "Like those who 
burn corpses ". They told this matter to the Lord. He said : 
" Monks, you should not enter on the rains in a charnel-house. 
'Whoever ... wrong-doing." 117 II 

Now at that time monks entered on the rains under a 
sunshade.1 People . . . spread it about, saying : " Like 
cowherds ". They told this matter to the Lord. He said : 
" Monks, you should not enter on the rains under a sunshade. 
Whoever ... \vrong-doing." II 81! [152] 

Now at that time monks entered on the rains in a water-jar.2 

People ... spread it about, saying: " Like followers of other 
sects ". They told this matter to the Lord. He said : " Monks, 
you should not enter on the rains in a water-jar. Whoever 
.. of wrong-doing." 119 111211 

Now at that time an agreement came to be made by an 
Order in Savatthi that no one should be allowed to go forth 
during the rains. A nephew of Visakha, Migara's mother, 
having approached monks, asked for the going forth. Monk'> 
spoke thus: "Sir, an agreement was made by the Order that 
during the rains no one should be allowed to go forth. Wait, 
sir, until the monks have kept the rains; when they have 
kept the rains they will allow you to go forth." Then these 
monks, having kept the rains, spoke thus to the nephew of 
Visakha, Migara's mother: "Come now, sir, go forth." He 
spoke thus : " Honoured c;irs, if I could have gone forth, I 

1 chatta is the regular word for sunshade. It can also mean a canopy. 
• ca!i, some big vessel; used for containing and transporting water at 

]a. i. gg. ror. Perhaps above the long bath-like stone vessels still to be seen 
at Anuradhapura. 

' 
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should have been pleased. But now, I, honoured sirs, will 
not go forth." II I II 

Visakha, Migara's mother . . . spread it about, saying : 
"How can the masters make an agreement to the effect that 
no one should be allowed to go forth during the rains ? At 
what time should dhamma not be followed ? " Monks heard 
Visakha, Migara's mother, as she ... spread it about. Then 
these monks told this matter to the Lord. He said : " Monks, 
an agreement that no one should be allowed to go forth during 
the rains should not be made. Whoever should make (one), 
there i~ an offence of wrong-doing." 112 111311 

Now at that time a rains-re<;idence belonging to King 
Pasenadi of Kosala came to be assented to for the earlier 
period1 by the venerable Upananda, the son of the Sakyans. 
As he was going to that residence, he saw on the way two 
residences with many robes. It occurred to him: "Now, 
suppose I should spend the rains in these two residences ? 
Thus would many robes accrue to me." He spent the rains 
in these two· residences. King Pasenadi of Kosala . . . spread 
it about, saying: "How can this master Upananda, the son 
of the Sakyans, having assented to our rains-residence, break 
his word ? Is not lying condemned in many a figure by the 
Lord and restraint from lying extolled? " II I II 

Monks heard King Pasenadi of Kosala as he . . . spread it 
about. Those who were modest monks ... spread it about, 
saying: "How can [153] the venerable Upananda, the son of 
the Sakyano;;, having assented to a rains-residence belonging 
to King Pasenadi of Kosala, break his word ? Is not lying 
condemned in many a figure by the Lord and restraint from 
lying extolled ? " liz II 

Then these monks told this matter to the Lord. Then the 
Lord on this occasion, having had the Order of monks convened, 
questioned the venerable Upananda, the son of the Sakyans, 
saying : " Is it true, as is said, Upananda, that you, having 
assented to a rains-residence belonging to King Pasenadi of 
Kosala, broke your word ? " 

" It is true, Lord." The awakened one, the Lord, rebuked 
him, saying : 

1 purimikaya, that is, for the first three months of the rainy season. 

'· I 
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"How can you, foolish man, having assented to a rains
residence belonging to King Pasenadi of Kosala, break y.:>ur 
word? Foolish man, is not lying condemned in many a figure 
by me and restraint from lying extolled ? It is not, foolish 
man, for pleasing those who are not (yet) pleased ... " and having 
rebuked him, having given reasoned talk, he addressed the 
monks, saying : !13 II 

"This is a case, monks, where a rains-residence comes to be 
assented to by a monk for the earlier period. As he is going 
to that residence he sees on the way two residences with many 
robes. It occurs to him : ' What now if I should spend the 
rains in these two residences ? Thus would many robes 
accrue to me.' He spends the rainc; in these two residences. 
Monks, the earlier period is not valid for that monk, 
and also there is an offence of wrong-ddng in the assent. 
11411 

" This is a case, monks, where a rainc;-residence comes to be 
assented to by a monk for the earlier period. As he is going 
to that residence he carries out Observance outside it, he reaches 
a dwelling-place on the day after the Observance day, he 
prepares a lodging, he sets out drinking-water and water for 
washing, he sweeps a cell, and, having nothing to do, he 
departs that SP.lf-c;ame day. Monks, the earlier period is not 
valid for that monk, and also there is an offence of wrong-doing 
in the assent. 

" This is a case, monks, ... ( = !IS II) ... he sweeps a cell, and, 
having something to do, he departs that self-same day. Monks 
... in the assent. II 5 ll 

" This is a case, monks, ... and, having nothing to do, he 
departs, having spent two or three days. Monks, ... in the 
assent. 

" This is a case, monks, ... and, having something to do, 
he departs, having spent two or three days. Monks, . . in 
the assent. 

"This is a case, monks, ... and, having stayed two or three 
days, he departs on some business that can be done in seven 
days. But he passes those seven days outside. Monks, ... 
in the assent. 

"This is a case, monks, ... and, having stayed two or three 
days. he departs on some business that can be done in seven 
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days. [154] He returns within seven days. Monks, the 
earlier period is valid for that monk, and there ic; no offence 
in the assent. II 6 II 

" This is a cac;e, monks, ... and having something to do 
before the Invitation,1 he departs for seven days. Monks, 
whether that monk returns or whether he does not return 
to that residence, the earlier period is valid for that monk, 
and also there is no offence in the assent. II 7 II 

" This is a case, monks, where a rains-residence comes to 
be assented to by a monkfortheearlier period. Having arrived 
at that residence he carries out the Observance, he reaches a 
dwelling-place on the day after the Observance day2 ••• 

!18-ro 11 

" This is a case, monks, where a rains-residence comes to be 
assented to by a monk for the later period. As he is going to 
that residence he carries out Observance outside it . . . (the 
whole passage is identical with II 5-ro II ; for earlier period read 
later period ; for before the Invitation read before the komudi 
catumasinP) ... and also there is no offence in the assent." 
II II 111411 

The Third Section : that on beginning the Rains 

This is its key: 

To enter on (the rains), and just when? how many? and 
during the rains, 

and they did not want to, intentionally, to postpone, a lay
follower, [155] 

Ill, and a mother, a father, and a brother, then a relation, 
a person living with monks, a dwelling-place, and ·also beasts 

1 Paviirarzii_. a ceremony held at the end of the third month of the rains. 
SeeMV. IV. 

2 115-7 II are repeated, the only difference being that there the monk held 
Observance outside the residence to which he was going; here he holds it 
when he has arrived. 

3 Cj. p. 231, below. This is the full moon day of the month Kattika, 
and marks the end of the later period for keeping the rains, and thus the end 
of the fourth month of the rainy season. See Vin. Texts i. 324, n. z and Dial. 
i. 66, n. r. According to DA. 139 the white lotus, kumuda, blooms then. 
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of prey, creeping things, 
And so thievec;, and demons, burnt, and in regard to bothl, 
carried away by water, was removed, and the majority, bene

factors2, 
And about coarse and sumptuous (foods), beneficial medicines, 

an attendant, 
a woman, a low class woman, and a grown girl, a eunuch, and 

about a relation, 
Kings, thieves, men of abandoned life, a treasure, schisms, and 

by what is eightfold 3, 

a cow-pen, and a caravan, and a boat, in a hollow, and in a 
fork, 

A rains-residence in the open air, and about one who had 
no lodgings, 

a charnel-house, and under a sunshade, and these went upon 
(the rains) in a water-jar, 

An agreement, having assented, and Observance days outside, 
the earlier, the later, one should combine them after the same 

fashion', 
He departs having nothing to do, and likewise because he has 

something to do, 
spending two or three days 5, and on business that can be done 

in seven days, 
And then going away for seven days, whether he should return 

or should not come back, 

1 tadubhayena. Word is not in the text. Reference is to MV. III. 9. 3, 
where the case is taken of both a village and monks' lodgings being burnt. 

1 dayaka. Word not in the text, but it probably refers to the minority 
who, because believing, may be presumed to have given alms to the monks, 
MV. III. 10. x. Indeed these three headings: "was removed, and the 
majority, benefactors" refer to one and the same episode, and should therefore 
not be counted as separate items in reckoning the total of "fifty-two items" 
in this Chapter. 

I I.e. the eight ways of making a schism which the monk hears about, 
MV. III. 11. 6-13. The first way, which he sees, MV. III. 11. ,s, has as its 
key-word the word " schisms " which also includes the next heading
.. by what is eightfold ". 

' yathanayena yojaye, referring to the similar permutations of events 
which are repeated for the later as for the earlier period of the rains. 

• The Cing. reading of dvJhatJhal'f' vasitvana is to be preferred to Olden berg's 
dvfhatfha ca puna, " after two or three days and again ", as it corresponds 
more closely to MV. III. 14. 6. The latter, however, might be justified by 
the three cases there mentioned of " two or three days ". 
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In the key to the items the order1 should observe the 
woven way.2 

In this Chapter there are fifty-two items.3 [156] 

1 antarikii, sphere, compass; interval, i.e. the intervals between the items, 
the range they cover, hence their order. 

2 tantinzagga, the way that is strung or woven together, so the sacred text 
or tradition. Cf. DA. 2, MA. i. 2. Tantibhadda at Vin. i. 312, tantidhara 
at Visnz. 99. 

3 This number is perhaps arrived at by (1) omitting " in regard to both " 
as a separate heading, being already included under "burnt "; (2) taking 
" was removed, majority, benefactors " as one heading (see n. 2 p. 206) ; 
!3) taking line -; as one heading referring to MV. III. 11. I, 2; (4) taking 
·· schisms, and what is eightfold " as one heading (see n. 3 p. 206) ; (5) 
taking "the earlier. the later, one should combine them after the same 
fashion" as one headmg (see n. 4 p. 206) ; (6) taking the last line but one 
as referring to one and the same eventuality, in MV. III. 14. 7· 
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THE GREAT DIVISION (MAHAVAGGA) lV 

At one time the enlighte~ed one, the Lord was staying at 
Savatthi in the Jeta Grove in Anathapiry<;lika's monastery. 
Now at that time several monks, friends and associates, entered 
on the rains in a certain residence in the Kosala country. 
Then it occurred to these monks: "Now by what means can 
we, all together, on friendly terms and harmonious, spend-a 
comfortable rainy season and not go short of almsfood ? " II r II 

Then it occurred to these monks : " If we should neither 
address one another nor converse, but whoever should return 
first from the village for almsfood1 should make ready a seat, 
should put out water for (washing) the feet, a footstool, a 
footstand, having washed a refuse-bowP should set it out, 
should set out drinking water and water for washing ; 
112 II 

Whoever should return last from the village for almsfood, 
if there should be the remains of a meal and if he should so 
desire, he may eat them; but if he does not so desire, he may 
throw them away where there is but little green grass3 or he 
may drop them into water where there are no living creatures, 4 

he should put up the seat, he should put away the water for 
(washing) the feet, the footstool, the footstand, he should put 
away the refuse-bowl having washed it, he should put away 
the drinking water and the water for washing, he should sweep 
the refectory, 113 II 

Whoever should see a vessel for drinking water or a vessel for 
washing water or a vessel (for water) for rinsing after evacua
tion, 5 void and empty, should set out (water) ; if it is impossible 
for him (to do this) he should set out (water) by signalling with 

1 From here to near the end of 114 II cf. :MV. X. 4. 5; CV. VIII. 5. 3 ; 
M. i. 207. 

2 This is a receptacle for the leavings of meals. 
3 appaharita, or few crops, or no green grass, MA. i. 94 explaining by ti:t~iini, 

grasses, and referring to Pac. XI. 
' This sentence occurs also at MV. VL 26. 6, 5. i. r6g, Sn. p. 15, M. i. IJ. 
6 Cf. MA. ii. 242. 
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his hand, having invited a companion (to help him) by a move
ment of his hand1 ; but he should not for such a reason break 
into speech. Thus may we, all together, on friendly terms 
and harmonious, spend a comfortable rainy sea<;on and not 
go short of almsfood." II 4 !i 

Then these monks neither addressed one another nor con
versed. Whoever returned first from the village for almsfood 
made ready a seat, put out water for (washing) the feet, a foot
stool, a footstand, set out a refuse-bowl having washed it, set 
out drinking water and water for washing. 115 II [157] 

Whoever returned last from the village for almsfood, if 
there were the remains of a meal ate them if he so desired ; 
if he did not so desire he threw them away where there was but 
little green grass or he dropped them into water where there 
were no living creatures, he put up the seat, he put away the 
water for (washing) the feet, the footstool, the footstand, he 
put away the refuse-bowl having washed it, he put away the 
drinking water and the water for washing, he swept the refec
tory. 11611 

\Vhoever saw a vessel for drinking water or a vessel for 
washing water or a vessel (for water) for rinsing after evacuation, 
void and empty, set out water. If it was impos<>ible for him 
(to do this) he set out water by signalling with his hand, having 
by a movement of his hand invited a companion (to help him) ; 
but not for such a reason did he break into speech. 117 II 

Now it was the custom for monks who had kept the rains 
to go and-see the Lord. 2 Then these monks, having kept the 
rains, at the end of the three months packed av>ay their lodgings 
and taking their bowls and robes, set out for Savatthi. In 
due course they approached Savatthi, the Jeta Grove, 

1 MA. ii. 242 says that if any of these vessels is empty, having taken it 
to a pond and washed it inside and cutside, having filtered water (into it). 
having set it down on the bank, they invite another monk (to help them) 
by a movement of the hand. 

I think that hatthavikiirena (" by a movement of the hand") and 
hatthavilailghakena (" by signalling with the hand ") are complementary 
and are used to emphasise the gesture-language needed in place of speech. 
I therefore think that there should be no comma, as in Oldenberg's edn., 
after hatthavikiirena (there is none at 111. i. 207) since this makes the passage 
read " if it is impossible for him (to do this) by a movement of the hand ", 
i.e. if he is not able to move the \·esse! single-handed. This is of couEe a 
possible reading, but it is not elegant Pali and balance and emphasis are lost. 

1 For following passage, cf. B.D. i. 1,53 f. 
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Anathapil)c;lika's monastery and the Lord. Having approached, 
having greeted the Lord, they sat down at a respectful distance. 
Now it is the custom for awakened ones, for Lords to exchange 
friendly greetings with in-coming monks. 11811 

Then the Lord spoke thus to these monks : " I hope that 
you were well, monks, I hope that you kept going, I hope that, 
all together, on friendly terms and harmonious, you passed a 
comfortable rainy season and did not go short of almsfood ? " 

"We were well, Lord, we kept going, Lord, and we, Lord, 
all together, on friendly terms and harmonious, passed a com
fortable rainy season and did not go short of almsfood." II 9 II 

Now, Truthfinders (sometimes) ask knowing, and knowing 
(sometimes) do not ask ; they ask, knowing the right time 
(to ask), ~nd they do not ask, knowing the right time (when not 
to ask). Truthfinders ask about what belongs to the goal, not 
about what does not belong to the goal ; ·there is bridge
breaking for Truthfinders in whatever does not belong to the 
goal. In two ways do awakened ones, Lords question monks, 
either: "Shall we teach dhamma ? " or "Shall we lav down 
a rule of training for disciples ? " 1 Then the Lord spoke 
thus to these monks: 

" But in what way did you, monks, all together, on friendly 
terms and harmonious, spend a comfortable rainy season and 
not go short of almsfood ? " II ro II 

"In that connection did we, Lord, sever-al friends and 
associates, enter on the rains in a certain residence in the 
Kosala country. Then it occurred to us, Lord : 'Now by 
what means can we, all together, on friendly terms and 
harmonious, spend a comfortable rainy season and [158] not 
go short of almsfood ? ' Then it occurred to us, Lord : ' If 
we should neither address one another2 ••• Thus could we, 
all together, on friendly terms and harmonious, spend a 
comfortable rainy season and not go short of almsfood.' So 
we, Lord, neither addressed one another nor conversed. 
Whoever returned first from the village for almsfood made 
ready a seat3 ... but not for such a reason did he break into 
speech. Thus did we, Lord, all together, on friendly terms and 

1 As at Vin. i. 59, 250, iii. 6, 88-89. 
• As in I! 2-4 11. 
3 As in II 5-7 ll· 

' 
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harmonious, spend a comfortable rainy season and not go 
short of almsfood." II II II 

Then the Lord addressed the monks, saying: "Indeed, 
monks, these foolish men, having spel).t an uncomfortable 
time, pretend to have spent an equally comfortable time. 
Indeed, monks, these foolish men, having spent communion 
like beasts, pretend to have spent an equally comfortable time. 
Indeed ... like sheep, pretend to have spent an equally com
fortable time. Indeed ... having spent communion in 
indolence, pretend to have spent an equally comfortable time. 
How, monks, can these foolish men observe an observance of 
members of (other) sects: the practice of silence ?1 II 12 II 

" It is not, monks, for pleasing those who are not (yet) 
pleased ... " Having rebuked them, having given reasoned 
talk, he addressed the monks, saying : 

" Monks, an observance of members of other sects, the prac
tice of silence, should not be observed. Whoever should 
observe it, there is an offence of \Hong-doing. I allow, monks, 
monks who have kept the rains to ' invite ' 2 in regard to three 
matters : what has been seen or heard or suspected. That 
will be what is suitable for you in regard to one another, a 
removal of offences3, an aiming at (grasping) the discipline. 4 

!I I3ll 
And thus, monks, should one invite. The Order should be 

informed by an experienced, competent monk, saying : 
'Honoured sirs, let the Order listen to me. To-day is an 
Invitation day. 5 If it seems right to the Order, the Order may 
invite.' A monk who is an elder, having arranged his upper 
robe over one shoulder, having sat down on his haunches, 
having saluted with joined palms, should speak to it thus : 

1 mugabbata, custom of being dumb (muga), according to VA. 1073, for 
three months. Cf. the monks who sat like dumb swine, mugasukarii, when 
they might have been speaking dhamm~. above, p. 131. 

• paviiretu1)'1, a technical ter:m used for a monk to ' invite ' others at the end 
of the rains to tell him if he has been seen or heard or suspected to have 
committed any offences. If they do so, and he acknowledges an offence 
by seeing it and making amends for it, he becomes rid of it, and is therefore 
pme to take his place in the Order's business. 

3 iipattivtt!!hiinatii, or a rising up from an offence (or offences). Cf. iipatti 
vu!!hitii at MV. II. 3. 5, and Vtt!!hiisi at III. 10. I, a village was removed. 

• vinayapurekkltiiratii. Cf. atthapurekkhiira dhammapurekkhiira at e.g. Vin. 
iii. 130, iv. II, 277. 

6 paviirarzii, invitation. 1l1A. i. 93 distinguishes four kinds of paviirarzii 
and places first this one held at the end of the rains. 
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' Your reverences, I invite the Order in respect of what has 
been seen or heard or suspected. Let the venerable ones speak 
to me out of compassion, and seeing I will make amends. 1 

And a second time . . . And a third time, your reverences, 
I invite the Order in respect of what has been seen or heard 
or suspected. Let the venerable ones speak to me out of 
compas<>ion, and seeing I will make amends.' A newly ordained 
monk, having arranged his upper robe over one shoulder ... 
having saluted with joined palms, should spe<tk to it thus: 
' Honoured sirs, I invite the Order [159] in respect of what has 
been seen . . . And a second time . . . And a third time 
and seeing I will make amends.' " II 14 11111 

Now at that time the group of six monks remained 2 on seats 
while monks who were elders, sitting down on their haunches, 
were themselves inviting. Those who were modest monks ... 
spread it about, saying: "How can this group of six monks 
remain on seats while monks who are elders, sitting down on 
their haunches, are themselvec; inviting ? " Then these monks 
told this matter to the Lord. He said: 

" Is it true, as is said, monks, that the group of six monks 
remained on seats ... were themselves inviting ? " 

"It is true, Lord.'' The awakened one, the Lord rebuked 
them, saying : 

"How, monks, can these foolish men remain on seats ... 
are themselves inviting ? It is not, monks, for pleasing those 
who are not (yet) pleased ... " And having rebuked them, 
having given reasoned talk, he addressed the monks, saying : 

" Monks, you should not remain on seats while monks who 
are elders, sitting down on their haunches, are themsleves 
inviting. I allow you, monks, to invite while each and every 
one is sitting down on his haunches." II r II 

Now at that time a certain elder, feeble with age, thinking : 
"Until all have invited", while sitting down on his haunches 
and waiting, fell down in a faint. They told this matter to the 
Lord. He said: "I allow you, monks, (each one) to sit down 
on his haunches during the period until he invites, and having 
invited, to sit down on a seat.'' IJz II 211 

1 I.e. for the offence imputed to him and " seen " by him. 
3 acchanti. VA. 1074 says they were sitting down, they did not stand up. 

' 

I 
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Then it occurred to monks: "Now, how many Invitation 
(days) are there? " They told this to the Lord. He said: 
"Monks, there are these two Invitation (days), the fourteenth 
and the fifteenth. These, monks, are the two Invitation 
(days).''1 II r II 

Then it occurred to monks: "Now, how many (formal) 
acts for the Invitation are there ? " They told this matter 
to the Lord. He said : " Monks, there are these four (formal) 
acts for the Invitation : a (formal) act for the Invitation 
(carried out) not by rule and when an assembly is incomplete ... 
(=II. 14. 2, 3; read act for the Invitation instead of act for 
Observance) ... you, monks, should train yourselves thus ". 
l!ziJ 

Then the Lord addressed the monks, saying : " Gather 
together, monks, the Order will invite." 2 When he had 
spoken thus a certain monk spoke thus to the Lord : " There 
is, Lord, a monk who is ill. He has not come.'' He said : 
" I allow you, monks, to give the Invitation on behalf of a 
monk who is ill. And thus, monks, should it be given : That 
ill monk, [160] having approached one monk, having arranged 
his upper robe over one shoulder, having sat down on his 
haunches, having saluted with joined pctlms, should speak 
thus to him : ' I will give the Invitation, convey the Invitation 
for me, invite on my behalf.' If he makes it understood by 
gesture, if he makes it understood by voice, if he makes it 
understood by gesture and voice, the Invitation comes to be 
given. If he does not make it understood by gesture ... by 
gesture and voice, the Invitation does not come to be given. 113 II 

If he thus manages this, it is good. If he does not manage 
it then, monks, that ill monk, having been brought to the 
midst of the Order on a couch or a chair, should invite. If, 
monks, it occurs to the monks who are tending the ill one ... 
( = II. 22. 2) ... the ill one should not be moved from (that) 
place; the Order having gone there may invite, but one 
should not invite if an Order is incomplete. Whoever should 
so invite, there i<> an offence of wrcng-doing. 114 II 

"If, monks, the conveyor of the Invitation goes away then 
and there ... ( = MV. II. 22. 3, 4; read Invitation, although 

1 Cf. MV. II. 14. r. 
2 Cf. MV. II. 22. r. 

q 
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the Invitation, the conveyor of the Invitation instead of entire 
purity, although tile entire purity, tile conveyor of the entire 
purity) . . . there is an offence of wrong-doing for the con
veyer of the Invitation. I allow you, monks, on an Invitation 
day to give the consent also by giving the Invitation ; they 
are the Order's business."1 I! 5 II 311 

Now at that time his relations got hold of a certain monk 
on an Invitation day ... (as in MV. II. 24. 1-3 ; read Invitation 
day for Observance day, and gives the Invitation for declares 
his entire purity, and invites for carries out the Observance) 
... [161] ... 11 3 II 4 II 

Now at that time five monks were staying in a certain 
residence on an Invitation day. Then it occurred to these 
monks : " It is laid down by the Lord that an Order may 
invite2, but we are (only) five persons. Now, how can we 
invite ? " They told this matter to the Lord. He said : 
"I allow you, monks, to invite in an Order of five. 3 " II I II 

Now at that time four monks were staying in a certain 
residence on an Invitation day. Then it occurred to these 
monks: "It is allowed by the Lord to invite in an Order of 
five, but we are (only) four persons. Now, how can we invite?" 
They told this matter to the Lord. He said : " I allow you, 
monks, to invite one another when you are (only) four. 112 II 

" And thus, monks, should one invite : These monks should 
be informed by an experienced, competent monk, saying : 
'Let the venerable ones listen to me. To-day is an Invitation 
day. If it seems right to the venerable ones, let us invite one 
another.' These monks should be spoken to thus by a monk 
who is an elder, having arranged his upper robe over one 
shoulder, having sat down on his h'lunches, having saluted 
with joined palms: 'I, your reverences, invite the venerable 
ones in regard to what has been seen or heard or suspected. 

1 Cf. MV. II. 23. 3· 
2 Cf. MV. IV. 1. 14. 
3 The procedure for inviting an Order has been given in MV. IV. 1. 14 

and is not repeated here. " Inviting one another" when there are only four, 
three or two persons has not yet been explained, and so directions for the 
right method are given in the next paragraphs. Various sizes of samghas 
are given at MV. IX. 4. I, with the formal acts they may not carry out. This 
whole passage should be compared with MV. II. 26. I-Io. 
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Let the venerable ones speak to me out of compassion, and seeing, 
I will make amends. . And a second time ... And a third time 
... and seeing, I will make amends.' These monks should 
be spoken to thus by a newly ordained monk, having arranged 
... ' I, honoured sirs, invite the venerable ones in regard to 
what has been seen or heard or suspected . . . And a second 
time ... And a third time ... and seeing, I will make amends.' " 
1131! 

Now at that time three monks were staying in a certain 
residence on an Invitation day. Then it occurred to these 
monks : " It is allowed by the Lord to invite in an Order of 
five persons, and to invite one another when there are four, 
but we are (only) three persons. Now how can we invite? " 
They told this matter to the Lord. He said : " I allow you, 
monks, to invite one another when you are (only) three. And 
thus, monks, should one invite : These monks should be 
informed ... ( = II 3 II) [162] ... I will make amends.' " 114 II 

Now at that time two monks were staying in a certain 
residence on an Invitation day. Then it occurred to these 
monks : " It is allowed by the Lord to invite in a.1 Order 
of five (persons), to invite one another when there are four, 
to invite one another when there are three, but we are (only) 
two persons. Now, how can we invite? " They told this 
matter to the Lord. He said : " I allow you, monks, to invite 
one another when you are (only) two. I! 5 II 

"And thus, monks, should one invite : The monk who is the 
elder, having arranged his upper robe over one shoulder, 
having sat dovm on his haunchec;, having saluted with joined 
palms, should speak thus to the newly ordained monk: ' I, 
your reverence, invite the venerable one in regard to v.·hat has 
been seen or heard or suspected. Let the venerable one speak 
to me out of compassion, and seeing, I will make amends. 
And a second time ... And a third time ... and seeing, I will 
make amends.' The newly ordained monk, having arranged 
his upper robe . . . with joined palms, should speak thus to 
the monk who is the elder : ' I, honoured sir, invite the 
venerable one ... And a third time ... and seeing, Twill make 
amends.' " II 611 

Now at that time one monk was staying in a certain residence 
on an Invitation day. Then it occurred to that monk : " It is 
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allowed by the Lord to invite in an Order of five (persons), to 
invite one another ... when there are (only) two, but I am 
alone. Now, how can I invite? " They told this matter to 
the Lord. 117 II 

He said : " This is a case, monks, where one monk is staying 
in a certain residence on an Invitation day. Monks, that monk, 
having swept the place to which monks return-an attendance 
hall or a pavilion or the root of a tree-having put out drinking 
water and water for washing, having made ready a seat, having 
made a light, should sit down. If other monks arrive, he may 
invite together with them ; if they do not arrive, he should 
determine: 'To-day is an Invitation day for me'. If he 
should not (so) determine, there is an offence of wrong-doing. 
118 !I 

" Monks, there where five monks are staying, four should 
not invite in an Order, having conveyed the invitation for one. 
If they should (so) invite, there is an offence of \\Tong-doing. 
Monks, there where four monks are staying, three should not 
invite one another, having conveyed the invitation for one. 
If they should (so) invite, there is an offence of wrong-doing. 
Monks, there where three monks are staying, [163] two should 
not invite one another, having conveyed the invitation for one. 
If they should (so) invite, there is an offence of wrong-doing. 
Monks, there where two monks are staying, one should not 
determine, having conveyed the invitation for the other. 
If he should (so) determine, there is an offence of \\Tong
doing." 11911511 

Now at that time a certain monk came to have fallen into 
an offence on an Invitation day.1 Then it occurred to this 
monk : " It is laid down by the Lord that an offender should 
not invite,2 and I have fallen irto an offence. Now what line 
of conduct should be followed by me ? " They told this matter 
to the Lord. He said: "This is a case, monks, ... (cf. II. 
27. I, 2 ; read Invitation day for Observance day} ... When 
he has spoken thus, he may invite, but no obstacle should be 
put in the way of the Invitation from such a cause." li I II 

1 Cf. II. 27. I. 
1 Cj. below, p. 223. 
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Now at that time a certain monk, as he was himself inviting, 
remembered an offence. 1 Then it occurred to this monk: 
" It is laid down by the Lord that an offender should not invite, 
and I have fallen into an offence. Now what line of conduct 
should be followed by me ? " They told this matter to the 
Lord. He said : " This is a case, monks, where a monk, as 
he is himself inviting, remembers an offence. Monks, this 
monk should speak thus to the monk next to him : ' I, your 
reverence, have fallen into such and such an offence; removing 
from here, 2 I will make amends for that offence.' When he 
has spoken thus, he may invite, but no obstacle should be put 
in the way of the Invitation from such a cause. 112 II 

"This is a case, monks, where a monk as he is himself inviting, 
becomes doubtful about an offence. Monks ... (cf. MV. II. 
27. 53) ••• When he has spoken thus he may invite, but no 
obstacle should be put in the way of the Invitation from such a 
cause." II 3 II 6 II 

Told is the First Portion for Repeating. 

Now at that time several resident monks, five or more, 
collected together in a certain residence on an Invitation day. 4 

They did not know that the other resident monks had not 
arrived. Thinking of the rule, thinking of discipline, thinking 
that they were complete, they invited while they were incom
plete. While they were inviting, other resident monks, a 
larger number, arrived. They told this matter to the Lord. !I r II 

He said: "This is a case, monks, where several resident 
monks ... [164] ... (as in II I 1/ above) ... While they are 
inviting, other resident monks, a larger number, arrive. Monks, 
those monks should invite again ; there is no offence for those 
who have invited. 5 //2 II 

"This is a case, monks, ... other resident monks, a like number 
... a smaller number, arrive. Those who have invited have 

1 Cf. MV. II. 27. 4· 
8 Or, having risen up from here. 
8 Both Oldenberg, Vin. i. 164, and Vin. Texts i. 336 compare this part 

to MV. II. 27. 4-8, which would mean that a monk also invited the Order 
collectively. 

' CJ. MV. II. 28. I-7· 
6 paviiritiinatf!, for the inviters, corresponding to the " reciters " of MV. 

II. 28. 2. 
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duly invited; the remainder should invite, and there is no 
offence for those who have invited. 113 II 

"This is a case, monks, where several resident monks, five or 
more, collect together in a certain residence on an Invitation 
day ... When they have just finished inviting, other resident 
monks, a larger number, arrive. Monks, those monks should 
invite again ; there is no offence for those who have invited. 

"This is a case, monks, ... a like number ... a smaller number, 
arrive. Those who have invited have duly invited; they1 

should invite in their presence, and there is no offence for those 
who have invited. 114 II 

"This is a case, monks, ... When they have just finished 
inviting but the assembly has not risen ... ( = 114 ID •.. no 
offence for those who have invited. 

"This is a case ... and part of the assembly has risen ... 
( = 114 II) ... no offence for those who have invited. 

" This is a case, monks, where ... the whole assembly has 
risen, and other resident monks, a larger number ... a like 
number ... a smaller number, arrive. Those who have invited 
have duly invited ; they should invite in their presence, and 
there is no offence for those who have invited." 115 II 
Told are the Fifteen Cases in which there is No Offence. 11711 

"This is a case, monks, where in a certain residence several 
resident monks, five or more, collect together on an Invitation 
day.2 They know that other resident monks have not arrived. 
Thinking of the rule, thinking of discipline, thinking that they 
are incomplete they invite while they are incomplete. While 
they are inviting, other resident monks, a larger number, 
arrive. Monks, these monks should invite again, and there 
is an offence of wrong-doing for those who have invited. II I II 

" This is a case, monks, ... [165] ... a like number ... a 
smaller number, arrive. Those who have invited have duly 
invited ; the remainder should invite and there is an offence 
of wrong-doing for those who have invited. 11211 

"This is a case, monks, ... When they have just finished 
inviting ... and the assembly has not risen ... part of the 
assembly has risen ... the whole assembly has risen, and other 

1 I.e. the resident monks who arrive late. 
I Cf. MV. II. 29. 
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resident monks, a larger number ... a like number ... a smaller 
number, arrive. Those who have invited have duly invited ; 
they should invite in their presence, and there is an offence of 
wrong-doing for those who have invited. 113 II 
Told are the Fifteen Cases on being Aware that an Assembly 

is incomplete when it is incomplete. 118 II 

"This is a case, monks, where several resident monks, 
five or more, collect together on an Invitation day.1 They 
know that other resident monks have not arrived. Thinking: 
' Now, is it allowable for us to invite or is it not allowable ? ' 
they invite (although they are in doubt). While they are 
inviting, other resident monks, a larger number, arrive. Monks, 
these monks should invite again, and there is an offence of 
wrong-doing for those who have invited. II I II . . 

" This is a case, ... (cf. IV. 8. 2, 3) ... they should mv1te 
in their presence, and there is an offence of wrong-doing for 
those who have invited." 11211 

Told are the Fifteen Cases on Being in Doubt. II 9 II 

"This is a case,2 ••• (as in II 9 II I II) ... Thinking, ' Indeed, 
it is allowable for us to invite, it is not unallowable for us ',they, 
acting badly, invited. While they are inviting ... offence of 
wrong-doing for those who have invited. II I II . . 

" This is a case, a ... (cf. IV. 8. 2,3) ... they should mv1te 
in their presence, and there is an offence of wrong-doing for 
those who have invited. 112 II " 

Told are the Fifteen Cases on Acting Badly. 1110 II 

"This is a case, 4 ••• [166] ... They know that there are other 
resident monks who have not arrived. Saying: 'These are 
perishing, these are being destroyed, what good .are these to 
you ? ' they invite, aiming at a schism. Wh1~e they are 
inviting, other :r;.esident monks, a larger number, arnve. Monks, 
those monks should invite again, and there is a grave offence 
for those who have invited. II I II 

1 Cf. MV. II. 30. 
I Cf. II. 31. I. 
I Cf. II. 31. 2. 

• Cf. II. 32. 
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. "This is a case, ... (cf. IV. 8 z, 3 ; Read grave offence 
tnstead of offence of wrong-doing; in the case of a like number, 
~ s~aller number read those who have invited have duly 
mv1ted, the rest should invite) ... they c;hould invite in their 
presence, and there is a grave offence for those who have 
invited." liz II 

Told ar':! the Fifteen Cases on aiming at a Schism. 111111 
Told are the Seventy-five Cases. 

" This is a case, 1 •.. They know that other resident monks 
are entering within the boundary. They know that other 
resident ~onks have entered within the boundary. They see 
other resident monks entering within the boundary. They 
see other resident monks entered within the boundary. They 
hear other resident monks entering within the boundary. 
They hear other resident monks who have entered within the 
boundary. 

" From a hundred and seventy-five triads referring to 
re~ident .(monks) with resident (monks) ; to incoming (monks) 
with resident (monks) ; to resident (monks) with incoming 
(monks) ; to incoming (monks) with incoming (monks), there 
come to be seven hundred triads by means of (these) sets. 
II I 111211 

" This is a case, monks, where the fourteenth is (the Invita
tion day) for resident monks, the fifteenth for incoming monks 
... ( = II. 34. I-35. 5· Read they should invite, they invite, 
on an Invitation day instead of Observance should be carried 
?ut, they carry out the Observance, on an Observance day) ... 
If he knows, ' I am able to arrive this very day'. II I 1113 II 

"Monks, one should not invite in a seat<;d assembly before 
a nun ... 2 [167] ... II I 3 II 

" Monks, one should not invite by giving the Invitation of 
one on probation unless the assembly has not risen. 3 And, 
monks, one should not invite on a non-Invitation day unless 
the Order be unanimous." 114 111411 

1 Cj. II. 33. 
1 See II. 36. 1-3. 
3 Cf. II. 36. 4· 
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Now at that time in a certain residence in the Kosala 
country there came to be a menace from savages on an Invita
tion day. 1 The monks were unable to invite by using the 
threefold formula. 2 They told this matter to the Lord. He 
said : " I allow you, monks, to invite by using a two-fold 
formula." The menace from the savages became even greater. 
The monks were unable to invite by using the two-fold formula. 
They told this matter to the Lord. He said : " I allow you, 
monks, to invite by using a onefold formula." The menace 
from the savages became even greater. The monks were 
unable to invite by using the onefold formula. They told 
this matter to the Lord. He said : " I allow you, monks, to 
invite those who keep the rain<> (all) together." II r II 

Now at that time in a certain residence people were giving 
gifts on an Invitation day until the night was almost ended. 
Then it occurred to those monk'>: "People are giving gifts 
until the night is almost ended. If the Order invites by the 
threefold formula, then the Order will not be invited before 
dawn breaks. Now what line of conduct should be followed 
by us ? " They told this matter to the Lord. II 2 II 

He said : " This is a case, monks, ... (as in liz II) ... before 
dawn breaks'. The Order should be informed by an experi
enced, competent monk, saying : 'Honoured sirs, let the Order 
listen to me. People [168] are giving gifts until the night is 
almost ended. If the Order invites by the threefold formula, 
then the Order will not be invited before dawn breaks. If it 
seems right to the Order, the Order may invite those who keep 
the rains together by a twofold formula, by a onefold formula.' 
113 II 

"This is a case, monks, where in a certain residence on an 
Invitation day monks are speaking dhamma, those versed in 
the discourses are chanting a discourse, the discipline experts 
are propounding discipline, the tctlkers on dlzamma are discussing 
dhamma, monks are quarrelling3 until the night is almost 

1 Cf. II. 15. 3· 
2 See IV .. 1. 14. As Bu. at VA. 1077 seems to imply the motion (iiatti) could 

b.e shelved If theOrder appro.ves: Then the inviting monk had merely three 
tunes to repeat ~IS request to Invite the Order. Above, he is allowed to curtail 
the number of hmes he makes the request. Cf. dveviicika and teviicika above 
MV. I. 4. 5, I. 7. 10. 

a " Quarrelling " really means arguing and disputing about points 
of dhamma and discipline. 
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ended. If it then occurs to these monks : ' Monks are quarrel
ling until the night is almost ended. If the Order invites by 
the threefold formula, then the Order will not be invited before 
dawn breaks', the Order should be informed by an experienced, 
competent monk, saying : ' Honoured sirs, let the Order listen 
to me. Monks are quarrelling ... the Order will not be invited 
before dawn breaks. If it seems right to the Order, the Order 
may invite those who keep the rains together by a twofold 
formula, by a onefold formula.' " 114 II 

Now at that time in a certain residence in the Kosala 
country a large Order of monks came to have collected together 
on an Invitation day, and (only) a small (place) was sheltered 
from the rain and a great cloud had come up. Then it occurred 
to these monks : " Now this large Order of monks has collected 
together; and (only) a small (place) is sheltered from the rain 
and a great cloud has come up. Ir the Order invites by the 
threefold formula, then the Order will not be invited before 
this cloud pours down rain. Now what line of conduct should 
be followed by us ? " They told this matter to the Lord. II 5 II 

He said : " This is a case, monks, where in a certain residence 
a large Order of monks has collected together on an Invitation 
day, and (only) a small (place) ... as in II 5 II above) ... If it 
then occurs to these monks: 'Now this large Order of monks 
. . . pours down rain ', the Order should be informed by an 
experienced, competent monk, saying : ' Honoured sirs, let the 
Order listen to me. This large Order of monks ... pours down 
rain. If it seems right to the Order, the Order may invite 
those who keep the rains together by a twofold formula, by a 
onefold formula.' II 6 II 

" This is a case, monks, where in a certain residence on an 
Invitation day there comes to be a danger from kings ... from 
thieves ... from fire ... from water ... from human beings 
... from non-human beings ... from beasts of prey ... from 
creeping things ... to life ... to the Brahma-faring.l It then 
occurs to these monks: 'Now this is [169] a danger to the 
Brahma-faring. If the Order invites by the threefold formula, 
then the Order will not be invited before there is a danger to 
the Brahma-faring.' The Order should be informed by an 

1 Cf. above p. 148. 
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experienced, competent monk, saying : ' Honoured sirs, let 
the Order listen to me. This is a danger to the Brahma
faring. If the Order invites by the threefold formula, then 
the Order will not be invited before there is a danger to the 
Brahma-faring. If it seems right to the Order, the Order may 
invite those who keep the rains together by a twofold formula, 
by a onefold formula.' " 117 1115 II 

Now at that time the group of six monks invited (while 
they were) offenders. They told this matter to the Lord. 
He said : " Monks, an offender should not invite. Whoever 
(such) should invite, there is an offence of wrong-doing. r 
allow you, monks, having obtained leave from whatever 
offender is inviting, to reprove him for the offence.''1 II I /1 

Now at that time the group of six monks, (although) obtain
ing leave, did not wish to give leave. They told this matter 
to the Lord. He said : " I allow you, monks, to suspend 
the invitation2 of one not giving leave. And thus, monks, 
should it be suspended: If on an Invitation day, whether the 
fourteenth or the fifteenth, one should say in the presence of 
that individual, in the midst of the Order : ' Honoured sirs, 
let the Order listen to me. The individual so-and-so is an 
offender ; I am suspending his invitation ; one should not 
invite in his presence', the invitation comes to be suspended." 
1[211 

Now at that time the group of six monks, saying : " Before 
well behaved monks suspend our invitation " 3 , themselves sus
pended beforehand, without ground, without reason, the 
invitation of pure monks who were not offenders, and they also 
suspended the invitation of those who had (already) invited. 
They told this matter to the Lord. He said: "Monks, one 
should not suspend without ground, without reason, the invita
tion of pure monks who are nvt offenders. Whoever should 
(so) suspend it, there is an offence of wrong-doing. Nor, monks, 
should one suspend the invitation of those who have invited. 
Whoever should (so) suspend it, there is an offence of wrong
doing. 11311 

1 Cf. MV. II. 16. r. 
• paviirana1JI !hapetu'f!l, cf. Vin. ii. 5, 22, 32. 
a Cf. MV. II. 16. 3· 
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" Monks, an invitation comes to be (duly) suspended thus, 
not (duly) suspended thus. And how, monks, does an invita
tion come to be not (duly) suspended ? If, monks, one 
suspends an invitation when the invitation has been spoken, 
uttered and brought to a close by the threefold formula, the 
invitation comes to be not (duly) suspended. If, monks, 
one suspends an invitation when the invitation has been spoken, 
uttered and brought to a close by a twofold formula ... by a 
onefold formula ... by those keeping the rains together, [170] 
an invitation comes to be not (duly) suspended. It is thus, 
monks, that an invitation comes to be not (duly) suspended. 
11411 

" And how, monks, does an invitation come to be (duly) 
suspended? If, monks, one suspends an invitation when the 
invitation has been spoken, uttered, but not brought to a close1 

by the threefold formula, the invitation comes to be (duly) 
suspended. If, monks, one suspends ... but not brought to a 
close by the twofold formula ... by the onefold formula ... 
by those keeping the rains together, the invitation comes to be 
(duly) suspended. It is thus, monks, that an invitation comes 
to be (duly) suspended. II 5 II 

" This is a case, monks, when on an Invitation day a monk 
suspends (another) monk's invitation. If other monks know 
concerning this monk: 'This venerable one is not pure in the 
conduct of his body, he is not pure in the conduct of his speech, 
he is not pure in his mode of livelihood ; he is ignorant, inex
perienced; he is not competent when being himself questioned 
to give an explanation2,' and if having snubbed 3 him, they 
say: ' That's enough, monk, let there be no strife, let there be 
no quarrel, let there be no dispute, let there be no contention ', 
the Order may invite. 116 li 

" This is a case, rr.onks, ... (as in 116 II above) ' ... is pure in 
the conduct of his body, but he is not pure in the conduct of 
his speech, he is not pure in his mode of livelihood ... to give 
an explanation', ... the Order may invite. 11711 

" This is a case, monks, ... (as in II 6 II above) ' ... is pure in 

. 1 Correct in the Pali text pariyositiiya to apari-, as noted at Vin. Texts 
1. 342, n. I. 

a anuyoga1]'1 dalu'f!l. 
3 omadditvii, having cmshed. VA. ro78 says that it is here a verbal 

crushing. 

' 'I ! 
I 

, 
.I 
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the conduct of his body, he is pure in the conduct of his speech, 
but he is not pure in his mode of livelihood ... ' . . the Order 
may invite. II 8 II 

" This is a case, monks ... (as in II 6 II above) ' ... is pure in 
the conduct of his body, pure in the conduct of his speech, 
pure in his mode of livelihood; but he is ignorant, inexperi
enced ; he is not competent when himself being questioned ... ' 
... the Order may invite. II 9 II 

" This is a case, monks, ... (as in II 6 II above) ' ... is pure 
in the conduct of his body ... pure in his mode of livelihood; 
he is learned, experienced ; he is competent when being himself 
questioned to give an explanation ', one should speak thus to 
him : ' If you, your reverence, suspend this monk's invitation, 
why do you suspend it ? Do you suspend it on account of a 
falling away from moral habiP? Do you suspend it on account 
of a falling away from good habits2 ? [171] Do you 
suspend it on account of a falling away from (right) view3 ? ' 
II IO II 

" If he should speak thus : ' I suspend it on account of a 
falling away from moral habit ... a falling away from (right) 
view', one should speak thus to him: 'But does your reverence 
knowwhatis a falling away from moral habit ... a falling away 
from (right) view ? ' If he should speak thus : ' I know, your 
reverence, what is a falling away from moral habit ... a falling 
away from (right) view', one should speak thus to him: 
' But which, your reverence, is a falling away from moral habit, 
which is a falling away from good habits, which is a falling away 
from (right) view ? ' II II II 

" If he should speak thus : ' This is a falling away from moral 
habit : the four offences involving defeat, the thirteen offences 
entailing a formal meeting of the Order. This is a falling away 
from good habits: a grave offence, an offence of expiation, an 
offence which ought to be conf2ssed, an· offence of wrong-doing, 
an offence of wrong speech. This is a falling away from (right) 

1 Defined at A. i. 268 as onslaught on creatures, taking what is not given, 
wrong conduct in sense-pleasures, lying, slandering, using harsh words, 
babbling. These three " falling awa.ys " or failures are mentioned above 
p. 82 f. 

I A. i. 268 has cittavipatti for aciiravipatti of above. 
. 1 Defined at A. i. 268 in the terms of Ajita Kesakambalin's annihilationist 

v1ews (cf. D. i. 55). 
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view: a wrong view, taking up an extreme view1 ',one should 
speak thus to him: 'But if you, your reverence, suspend this 
monk's invitation, do you suspend it on account of what was 
seen, do you suspend it on account of what was heard, do you 
suspend it on account of what was suspected ? ' II rz II 

" If he should speak thus : ' I am suspending it on account 
of what was seen, or, I am suspending it on account of what 
was heard, or, I am suspending it on account ofwhatwas 
suspected ', one should speak to him thus : ' But, if you, your 
reverence, are suspending this monk's invitation on account 
of what was seen, how have you seen, when have you seen, 
where have you seen? Have you seen him committing an 
offence involving defeat? Was he seen committing an offence 
entailing a formal meeting of the Order? Was he seen com
mitting a grave offence, an offence of expiation, an offence 
which ought to be confessed, an offence of wrong-doing, an 
offence of wrong speech ? And where were you ? And where 
was this monk ? . And what were you doing ? And what 
was this monk doing?' li 13 II 

" If he should speak thus : ' But I, your reverences, am not 
suspending this monk's invitation on account of what was seen, 
but I am suspending the invitation on account of what was 
heard', one should speak to him thus: 'But, if you, your 
reverence, suspend this monk's invitation on account of what 
was heard, what have you heard, how have you heard, when 
have you heard, where have you heard? Did you hear that 
he had committed an offence involving defeat? Did you hear 
that he had committed an offence entailing a formal meeting 
of the Order ? Did you hear that he had committed a grave 

1 antaggiihika di!!hi. See Morris, j.P.T.S., r884, p. 70, "the (heretical) 
doctrine of maintaining or holding the three antas or goals, which, according 
to the Sangiti Suttanta (D. iii. 216) are sakkiiyo anto, sakkiiyasamuddo anto, 
sakkiiyanirodho anto ". With D. iii. 216, cf. A. iii. 401, and see P.E.D. which 
questions Morris' interpretation of anta as goal. A ntaggiihikii di!!hi also occurs 
at D. iii. 45, A. i. 154, ii. 240, iii. 130, Vbh. 367. Various such " extreme 
views" are mentioned at S. ii. 17, 19, 63, P!s. i. 151 ff. DA. iii. 839 explains: 
"this view is called 'taking up an extreme' through taking up the extreme 
(ant a) of the annihilationists." AA. ii. 254 explains "a view established 
having taken up the extreme (anta) of what is founded on the ten " (" doctrines 
of the annihilationist ", G.S. i. 138, n. r). AA. iii. 279 explains: " established 
having taken up (the position of) the eternalist or the annihilationist." Ten 
" divers views " are mentioned at S. iii. 258, while ten " extreme views " 
are differentiated from ten" wrong views" at NdA. i. 162. These two sets 
of ten are mentioned at Nd. i. II3, with twentv sakkiiyaditlhi INd. i. Il2). 
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offence, an offence of expiation, an offence which ought to be 
confessed, an offence of wrong-doing, an offence of wrong 
speech ? Did you hear from a monk ? Did you hear from a 
nun . . . a probationer . . . a novice . . . a woman novice . . . 
a layfollower ... a woman layfollower ... kings ... king's 
ministers ... from leaders of (other) sects ... from disciples 
of (other) sects ? ' II 14 II 

" If he should speak thus : ' But I, your reverences, am not 
suspending this monk's invitation on account of what was 
heard, but I am suspending the invitation on account of what 
was suspected', one should speak to him thus: 'But, if you, 
your reverence, are suspending this monk's invitation on 
account of what was suspected, what did you suspect, how 
did you suspect, when did you suspect, where did you suspect ? 
[172] Did you suspect that he had committed an offence 
involving defeat ? Did you suspect that he had committed 
an offence entailing a formal meeting of the Order ? Did you 
suspect that he had committed a grave offence, an offence of 
expiation, an offence which ought to be confessed, an offence 
of wrong-doing, an offence of wrong speech? Did you suspect, 
having heard from a monk ... from di<;;ciples of (other) sects ? ' 
II I5 II 

"If he should speak thus: 'But I, your reverences, am not 
suspending this monk's invitation on account of what was 
suspected, moreover I do not know on account of what I am 
suspending this monk's invitation', and if, monks, the reprov
ing monk does not satisfy his intelligent fellows in the Brahma
faring with his explanation, it is sufficient to say that the 
reproved monk is blameless. But if the reproving monk 
satisfies his intelligent fellows in the Brahma-faring with his 
explanation, it is s'ufficient to say that the reproved monk is 
blameworthy. II r6 II 

"If that reproving monk, monks, admits that he has de
famed (another monk) with an unfounded charge of an offence 
involving defeat, then the Order, having charged him with an 
offence entailing a formal meeting of the Order, 1 may invite. 
If, monks, that reproving monk admits that he has defamed 
(another monk) with an unfounded charge of an offence entailing 

1 See For. Meet. VIII. 
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a formal meeting of the Order, the Order, having had him 
dealt with according to the rule, 1 may invite. If, monks, that 
reproving monk admits that he has defamed (another monk) 
with an unfounded charge involving a grave offence, an offence 
of expiation, an offence which ought to be confessed, an offence 
of wrong doing, an offence of wrong speech, the Order, having 
had him dealt with according to the rule, 2 may invite. 11 I711 

" If, monks, that reproved monk admits that he has com
mitted an offence involving defeat, the Order, having expelled 
him, may invite. If, monks, that reproved monk admitc; that 
he has committed an offence entailing a formal meeting of the 
Order, the Order, having charged him with an offence entailing 
a formal meeting of the Order, may invite. If, monks, that 
reproved monk admits that he has committed a grave offence 
... an offence of wrong speech, the Order, having had him dealt 
with according to the rule, may invite. II r8 II 

"This ic; a case, monks, where a monk comes to have com
mitted a grave offence on an Invitation day. Some monks 
view it as a grave offence, other monks view it as an offence 
entailing a formal meeting of the Order. Monks, those 
monks who view it as a grave offence, having led that monk 
to one side, having had him dealt with according to the rule, 
having approached the Order, should speak to it thus: 'Your 
reverences, the monk who has fallen into that offence has made 
amends for it according to rule. If it seems right to the Order, 
the Order may invite.' II rg II 

"This is a case, monks, where a monk comes to have com
mitted a grave offence on an Invitation day. Some monks 
view it ac; a grave offence, other monks view it as an offence 
of expiation. Some [173] monks view it as a grave offence, 
other monks view it as an offence which ought to be confessed. 
Some monks view it as a grave offence, other monks view it as 
an offence of wrong-doing. Some monks view it as a grave 
offence, other monks view it as an offence of wrong speech. 
Monk'>, those monks who view it as a grave offence ... 
( = II rg II) ' ... the Order may invite'. !120 II 

" This is a case, monks, where a monk comes to have com-

l See Pac. LXXVI. 
1 Cf. Sangh. IX (Yin. iii. 170). VA. 1078 says that offences incurred 

in all these cases are those of wrong-doing. · 
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mitted an offence of expiation on an Invitation day . . an 
offence which ought to be confessed ... an offence of wrong
doing . . . an offence of wrong speech. Some monks view it 
as an offence of wrong speech, other monks view it as an offence 
entailing a formal meeting of the Order. Monks, those monks 
who view it as an offence of wrong speech ... ( = II rg II) 
' ... the Order may invite'. 112r II 

" This is a case, monks, where a monk comes to have com
mitted an offence of wrong speech on an Invitation day. Some 
monks view it as an offence of wrong speech, other monks view 
it as a grave offence; some monks ... as an offence of wrong 
speech, other monks . . . of expiation ; some monks . . . 
offence of wrong speech, other monks ... which ought to be 
confessed ; some monks view it as an offence of wrong speech, 
other monks view it as an offence of wrong-doing. Monks, 
thoc;e monks who view it as an offence of wrong speech . . . 
(=II rgll) ' ... the Order may invite'. 1122 II 

" This is a case, monks, where if on an fnvitation day a monk 
should speak in the midst of the Order, saying: 'Honoured 
sirs, let the Order listen to me. This matter is known but not 
the individuaP '. If it seems right to the Order, the Order, 
having set aside the matter, may invite2 ', and he should be 
spoken to thus : ' Your reverence, Invitation is laid down by 
the Lord for those who are pure. If the matter is known 
but not the individual, speak about that now at once.' II 23 II 

" This is a case, monks, where if on an Invitation day a 
monk should speak in the midst of the Order, saying : 
' Honoured sirs, let the Order listen to me. This individual 
is known but not the matter. If it seems right to the Order, 
the Order, having set aside the individual, may invite; and 
he should be spoken to thus : ' Your reverence, Invitation 
is laid down by the Lord for those who are complete. 3 If the 
individual is known but not the matter, speak about that now 
at once.' II 2411 

" This is a case, monks, ... ' Honoured sirs, let the Order 
listen to me. This matter is known and the individual. If 

1 Ie., the person who committed the offence or "matter", vatthu. 
1 VA. 1078 says" when we know the person, then we will reprove him, 

but let the Order invite now ". 
1 A complete Order. 

R 
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it seems right to the Order, the Order, having set aside the 
matter and the individual, may invite', and he should be 
spoken to thus : ' Your reverence, Invitation is laid down by 
the Lord for the pure and for those who are complete. If the 
matter is known and also the individual, speak about that 
now at once.' II 25 II 

" If, monks, the matter is known before an Invitation day, 
the individual afterwards, it is right to say so. If, monks, 
[174] the individual is known before an Invitation day, the 
matter afterwards, it is right to say so. If, monks, both the 
matter and the individual are known before an Invitation 
day, and (a monk) opens up (the cases) after the Invitation 
is finished, there is an offence of expiation for opening up. " 1 

1126111611 

Now at that time several monks, friends and associates, 
entered on the rains in a certain residence in the Kosala 
country. In their neighbourhood other monks, makers of 
strife, makers of quarrels, makers of dispute, makers of con
tention, makers of legal questions in an Order, entered on the 
rains, saying: "When these monks have kept the rains we 
will suspend the invitation on an Invitation day." But those 
monks heard : " It is said that in our neighbourhood other 
monks ... entered on the rains, saying : ' When these monks 
... on an Invitation day.' Now, what line of conduct should 
be followed by us ? " They told this matter to the Lord. II I II 

He said: " This is a case, monks, where several monks, 
friends and associates, enter on the rains in a certain residence. 
In their neighbourhood ... (as in II I II) ' ... on an Invitation 
day'. I allow you, monks, to carry out two or three Obser
vances with these monks on the fourteenth (day) 2, thinking : 
' How can we invite before those monks (invite) ? ' If, monks, 
those monks who are makers of strife ... makers of legal ques
tions in an Order, arrive at a residence, then, monks, those 

1 See Piic. 63, where it is an offence to open up for further discussion 
a matter already settled. 

2 VA. 1079 says, " here, the fourth and fifth are the two' fourteen (days) ', 
but there is usually a third ' fourteenth ' ; therefore the third and fourth, 
or the third, fourth and fifth are the two or three 'fourteenths' that should be 
carried out. Thus there come to be two ' fourteenths '. Proceeding thus 
-the thirteenth or fourteenth for the makers of strife--these will invite 
on an Invitation day that is a fifteenth (day) ". 

, 
! 
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resident monks, having gathered together quickly, may invite ; 
and having invited, they should say (to the others): 'We, your 
reverences, have invited ; let the venerable ones do what 
seems fitting.' II 2 II 

" If, monks, those monks who are makers of strife . . . 
makers of legal questions in the Order, arrive unexpectedly at 
that residence, those resident monks should make ready a seat, 
they should bring forward water for washing the feet, a foot
stool, a footstand, having gone to meet them they should 
receive their bowls and robes, they should offer them drinking 
water; having looked after them, (then) having gone outside 
the boundary, they may invite; having invited, they should 
say (to the others) : 'We, your reverences, have invited; 
let the venerable ones do what seems fitting.' II 3 II 

" If they should thus manage this, it is good. But if they 
do not manage it, the resident monks should be informed by 
an experienced, competent resident monk, saying: 'Let the 
venerable ones who are residents listen to me. If it seems right 
to the venerables ones, we may now carry out the Observance, 
we may recite the Patimokkha, [175] we may invite on the 
next new-moon day1 '. If, monks, those monks who are 
makers of strife ... makers of legal questions in the Order, 
should speak thus to these monks: 'All right, your reverences, 
but let us invite now at once', they should be spoken to thus: 
'But you, your reverences, are not masters of our Invitation 
(-day), we will not invite yet '. 114 II 

"If, monks, these monks who are makers of strife ... 
makers of legal questions in the Order, should stay on until 
that new-moon day, then, monks, the resident monks should 
be informed by an experienced, competent resident monk . . . 
' ... let us invite on the next full-moon day2 ' ••• (as in II 4 II) 
' . . . we will not invite yet '. II 5 II 

" If, monks, those monks who are makers of strife . . . 
should stay on until that full-moon day, then monks, these 
monks, each and every one, must invite on the next full-moon 
day of the komudi catumasini, 3 (even if) they are unwilling. 116ll 

" If, monks, while these monks are themselves inviting, an 

1 kiiJe. 
1 jutJhe; cf. above, p r8s. 
1 See above, p. 205, n. 3· 
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ill one suspends the invitation of one who is not ill, he should 
be spoken to thus : ' The venerable one is ill, and it is said by 
the Lord that one who is ill is not able to endure being ques
tioned. Wait, your reverence, until you are well, when you 
are well you can reprove him if you desire to do so.' If being 
spoken to thus, he (nevertheless) reproves him, in disrespect 
there is an offence of expiation.1 II 7 II 

" If, monks, while these monks are themselves inviting, 
one who is not ill suspends an ill one's invitation, he should be 
spoken to thus : ' Your reverence, this monk is ill, and it is 
said by the Lord that one who is ill is not able to endure being 
questioned. Wait, your reverence, until this monk is well; 
when he is well you can reprove him if you desire to do so '. 
If being spoken to thus, he (nevertheless) reproves him, in 
disrespect there is an offence of expiation. II 8 II 

"If, monks, while these monks are themselves inviting, an 
ill one suspends an ill one's invitation, he should be spoken 
to thus : ' The venerable ones are ill . . . being questioned. 
Wait, your reverence, until you are (both) well; when he is 
well you can reprove him if you desire to do so'. If, being 
spoken to thus, he (nevertheless) reproves him, in disrespect 
there is an offence of expiation. II 9 II 

" If, monks, while these monks are themselves inviting, one 
who is not ill suspends the invitation of (another) who is not 
ill, the Order having questioned both closely and cross
questioned them, having had them dealt with according to the 
rule, may invite." II ro 111711 

Now at that time several monks, friends and companions, 
[176] entered on the rains in a certain residence in the Kosala 
country. While these were staying together on friendly termc; 
and harmonious, a certain comfort was arrived at. Then it 
occurred to these monk'>: "While we are staying together 
... arrived at. But if we should invite now, it may be that 
(some) monks, having invited, may set forth on tour, and so 
we will come to lose 2 this comfort. Now what line of conduct 
should be followed by us ? " They told this matter to the 
Lord. II r II 

1 Cj. also Pac. LIV. 
1 paribiihirii, external to, outside ; as a noun, outsiders. 
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He said: "This is a case, monks, where several monks, 
friends and companions, enter on the rains in a certain residence. 
While these are staying together ... arrived at. If it then 
occurs to these monks: 'While we are staying together ... 
so we will come to lose this comfort '. I allow you, monks, 
to make a protection of an Invitation day. 1 112 II 

"And thus, monks, should it be made: Each and every 
one should gather together in the same place; when they have 
gathered together, the Order should be informed by an experi
enced competent monk, saying: 'Honoured sirs, let the Order 
listen to me. While we were staying together ... so will we 
come to lose this comfort. If it seems right to the Order, the 
Order may make a protection of an Invitation day, it may 
carry out the Observance, it may recite the Patimokkha now ; 
the Order may invite on the next komudi catumasini day. 
This is the motion. II 3 II 

" ' Honoured sirs, let the Order listen to me. While we 
were staying together ... so will we come to lose this comfort. 
The Order is making a protection of the Invitation day; it 
will carry out the Observance, it will recite the Patimokkha 
now ; it will invite on the next komudi catumasini day. If 
the making a protection of the Invitation day (by the Order) 
is pleasing to the venerable ones (so that) it will carry out 
the Observance, will recite the Patimokkha now, and will 
invite on the next komudi catumasini day, you should be silent ; 
he to whom it is not pleasing should speak. A protection of 
the Invitation day is made by the Order, it will carry out the 
Observance, it will recite the Patimokkha now, and it will 
invite on the next komudi catumasini day. It is pleasing 
to the Order, therefore it is silent. Thus do I understand 
this.' 11411 

"If, monks, when these monks have made a protection of an 
Invitation day, any monk should speak thus: 'I want, your 
reverences, to set forth on a tour of the country, I have business 
to do in the country ', he should be spoken to thus : ' Very 

1 paviiraf1.iiSa1f1gaha. VA. ro8o says that " when the paviirarziisa1f1gaha 
has been given, there comes to be as it were an avoidance during the rains; 
incoming monks can not take their (the resident ones') lodgings, nor should 
the rains be cut short by them, for, having invited, they get the chance 
to set out on tour even during (the rains) ". The monks protect their harmony 
by postponing the Invitation day to the end of the rainy season. 
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well, your reverence, you can go when you have invited.' 
And [177] if, monks, that monk, while he is inviting, suspends 
another's invitation, he should be spoken to thus : ' You, 
your reverence, are not master of my Invitation day, I will 
not invite yet '. And if, monks, any monk suspends that 
monk's invitation while that monk is inviting, the Order, 
having questioned both closely and cross-questioned them, 
should have them dealt with according to the rule. 115 II 

"If, monks, that monk, having concluded his business in 
the country, returns again to that residence before the komudi 
catumasini day and if, monks, while those monks are inviting, 
any monk suspends that monk's invitation, he should be spoken 
to thus : ' You, your reverence, are not master of my Invitation 
day, I have invited (already) '. If, monks, while those monks 
are inviting, that monk suspends any monk's invitation, the 
Order, having questioned both closely and having cross
questioned them, and having had them dealt with according 
to the rule, may invite." 116111811 

The Fourth Section : that on Invitation 

In this Section are forty-six items. This is its key :

Having kept the rains they went to see the teacher in Kosala, 
communion that was uncomfortable (and) like beasts, suitable 

in regard to one another, 
Inviting on a seat,! and two, (formal) act, ill one, relations, 
kings, and thieves, and men of abandoned life, likewise monks 

who are enemies of monks, 
Five, four, three, two, one, fallen, he doubted, he remembered, 
the whole Order, being in doubt, greater, like, smaller (number), 
Resident monks, the fourteenth, the two communions by mark, 
should arrive, not in a seated (assembly), giving leave of 

absence, non-invitation, 
About savages, almost ended, great cloud, and an obstacle, 

invitation, 
they do not give (leave),' in case our', and not (duly) suspended, 

for a monk, 

1 pavarentapartii. I follow the reading pavarent 'tisane of Cing. edn., and 
as suggested by Oldenberg at Vin. i. 379 (see IJz II). 
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' Or on what ? ', and which in regard to what is seen, heard, 
suspected, 

reproving and reproved, grave offence, matter, strife, 
And a protection of an Invitation day, not master, may 

invite. [178] 



THE GREAT DIVISION (MAHAVAGGA) V 

At one time the awakened one, the Lord, was staying at 
Rajagaha on Mount Vulture Peak. Now at that time King 
Seniya Bimbisara of Magadha ruled with supreme authority 
over eighty thousand villages. Now at that time, at Campa, 
a merchant's son called Sol).a Ko!ivisa1 was delicately nurtured 
and down came to have grown on the soles of his feet. Then 
King Seniya Bimbisara of Magadha, having had those eighty 
thousand village overseers2 convened, sent a me<>senger to Sol).a 
Kolivisa on some business, saying : " Let Sol).a come, I want 
Sol).a to come." II I II · 

Then Sol).a Ko!ivisa's parents spoke thus to Sol).a Ko!ivisa : 
" The king, dear Sol).a, wants to see your feet. Do not you, 
dear Sol).a, stretch out your feet towards the king ; sit down 
cross-legged in front of the king, and as you are sitting down 
the king will see your feet." Then they sent Sol).a Kolivisa 
away in a palanquin. Then Sol).a KoFvisa approached King 
Seniya Bimbisara of Magadha, having approached, having 
greeted King Seniya Bimbisara of Magadha, he sat down 
cross-legged in front of the king. So King Seniya Bimbisara 
of Magadha saw the down that was growing on the soles of 
Sol).a Ko!ivisa'<> feet. liz /1 

Then King Seniya Binbisara of Magadha, having instructed 
those eighty thousand village overseers in matters concerning 
this world, dismissed them, saying : " You, good sirs, are now 
instructed by me in matters concerning this world ; go along, 
pay homage to this Lord, and our Lord will instruct you in 
transcendental matters." Then those eighty thousand village 
overseers approached Mount Vulture Peak. 113 II 

Now at that time the venerable Sagata3 was the Lord's 
attendant. Then those eighty thousand village overseers 

1 This SoJ;~a epi~ode recurs, in a shorter form, at A. iii. 374-9. Sol)a's verses 
~t Thag. 632-644. Legend of how he came to be called SoJ;J.a (golden) given 
m ThagA. (seePss. Breth. p. 275 f.), and AA. i. 233 f. At A. i. 24 he is called 
foremost of those who put forth energy ; his clan name is there spelt Kojivisa. 

• VA. ro8r speaks of these as sons of (respectable) families living in these 
villages. 

3 Cf. Vin. iv. 108, where Sagata's behaviour gave rise to the offence of 
drinking strong drink. See B.D. ii. 382, n. 6. 
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approached the venerable Sagata; having approached, [179] 
they spoke thus to the venerable Sagata : " Honoured sir, 
these eighty thousand village overseers are approaching here 
to see the Lord. It were good, honoured sir, if we might have 
a chance to see the Lord." 

"Well, then, do you, venerable ones, remain1 here for a 
moment until I have let the Lord know." 114 II 

Then the venerable Sagata, having stepped down2 from the 
moonstone (step)3 in front of the eighty thousand watching 
village overseers, having stepped up3 in front of the Lord, 
spoke thus to the Lord : " Lord, these eighty thousand village 
overseers are approaching here to see the Lord. Lord, does 
the Lord think it is now the right time for this ? " 

"Well, then, do you, Sagata, make a seat ready in the shade 
of the dwelling-place." 115 II 

"Very well, Lord," and the venerable Sagata having 
answered the Lord in assent, having taken a chair, having 
stepped down from in front of the Lord, having stepped up 
on the moonstone (step) in front of the eighty thousand 
watching village overseers, made ready a seat in the shade of 
the dwelling-place. Then the Lord, having issued from the 
dwelling-place, sat down on the seat made ready in the shade 
of the dwelling-place. li 6 II 

Then those eighty thousand village overseers approached 
the Lord; having approached, having greeted the Lord, they 
sat down at a respectful distance. Then those eighty thousand 
village overseers paid respect only to the venerable Sagata, 
not likewise to the Lord. Then the Lord, knowing by reasoning 
of mind the minds of those eighty thousand village overseers, 
addressed the venerable Sagata, saying: "Well then, do 
you, Sagata, abundantly show a state of further-men, 4 a 
wonder of psychic power." 

1 kotha. 
a nimujjitvii ... ummujjitvii. These two verbs are often used of plunging 

into and emerging from water. Here they seem to mean getting off one step 
and on to another. 

3 Pii!ikii, such as is (in the old cities of Ceylon) an architectural feature 
placed at the bottom of a short flight of steps leading up to a vihiira or a 
"temple". See Mhvs. 31, 6r. Nowadays it is called "moonstone step", 
although in shape it is half a circle. It is called "half-moon stone", 
a44kacandapiisiina, at VA. roSr. 

' uttarimanussadhamma. See B.D. i., Intr. p. xxiv ff. 
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"Very well, Lord," and the venerable Sagata, having 
answered the Lord in assent, having risen above the ground, 1 

paced up and down in the air, in the atmosphere, and he stood, 
and he sat down, and he lay down, and he smoked2 and he 
blazed, 3 and then he vanished. II 7 II 

Then the venerable Sagata, having shown in the air, in the 
atmosphere, various states of further-men and wonders of 
psychic power, having inclined his head towards the Lord's 
feet, spoke thus to the Lord : " Lord, the Lord is my teacher, 
I am a disciple ; Lord, the Lord is my teacher, I am a disciple". 
Then those eighty thousand village overseers, saying : " Indeed 
it is marvellous, indeed, it is wonderful, that even a disciple 
can be of such great psychic power, of such great might. 
What must the teacher be? " paid respect only to the Lord, 
not likewise to the venerable Sagata. II 8 II 

Then the Lord, knowing by reasoning of mind the minds 
of those eighty thousand village overseers, talked a pro
gressive talk,' that is to say talk on giving, talk on moral 
habit, [180] talk on heaven, he explained the peril, the vanity, 
the depravity of pleasures of the senses, the advantage in 
renouncing (them). When the Lord knew that their minds 
were ready, malleable, devoid of the hindrances, uplifted, 
pleased, then he explained to them that teaching on dhamma 
which the awakened ones have themselves discovered: ill, 
uprising, stopping, the way. And as a clean cloth without 
black specks will easily take dye, even so as those eighty 
thousand village overseers were (sitting) on that very seat, 
dhamma-vision, dustless, stainless, arose : that, " whatever 
is of the nature to uprise, all that is of the nature to stop." 11911 

These, having seen dhamma, 5 attained dhamma, known 
dhamma, plunged into dhamma, having crossed over doubt, 
having put away uncertainty, having attained without another's 
help to full confidence in the teacher's instruction, spoke thus 
to the Lord: "Excellent, Lord, it is excellent, Lord. Just as, 

1 See B.D. i. p. 79, n. 6. 
1 dhupayati. At Yin. iv. 109 a verb used to describe his activities 

is padhupasi, he blew forth smoke. 
1 He is also said to have blazed at Yin. iv. 109 
' Cf. Vin. i. 15-16. 
6 Cf. Yin. i. 12. 
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Lord, one should set upright what has been upset or should 
uncover what is covered or should point out the way to one 
who is astray or should bring a lamp into the darkness so that 
those with eyes might see forms, even so is dhamma explained 
in many a figure by the Lord. We, Lord, are those going to 
the Lord for refuge, to dhamma and to the Order of monks. 
May the Lord receive us as layfollowers gone for refuge on this 
day for as long as life lasts." II ro II 

Then it occurred to SoJ.la KoJivisa : " In so far as I under
stand dhamma taught by the Lord it is not easy for those 
who live in a house to lead the Brahma-faring that ic; wholly 
complete, wholly pure, and polished like a conch-shell. What 
now if I, having cut off hair and beard, having donned yellow 
robes, should go forth from home into homelessness ? " Then 
those eighty thousand village overseers, delighted with the 
Lord's speech, having given thanks for it, having risen from 
the seat, having greeted the Lord, departed keeping their 
right sides towards him. II rr II 

Then SoJ.la Kolivisa, soon after those eighty thousand 
village overseers had departed, approached the Lord; having 
approached, having greeted the Lord, he sat down at a respect
ful distance. As he was sitting down at a respectful distance, 
SoJ.la Ko!ivisa spoke thus to the Lord : " In so far as I, Lord, 
understand dhamma taught by the Lord it is not easy for those 
who live in a house to lead the Brahma-faring that is wholly 
complete, wholly pure and polished like a conch-shell. I want, 
Lord, having cut off hair and beard, having donned yellow 
robes, to go forth from home into homelessness. Lord, may 
the Lord let me go forth." So So1.1a Ko!ivisa received the 
going forth in the Lord's presence, he received ordination. 
And soon after he was ordained [ 181] the venerable SoJ.la stayed 
in the Cool Grove. II r2 II 

Because of his great output of energy in pacing up and down 
his feet broke, the place for pacing up and down in became 
stained with blood as though there had been slaughter of cattle. 
Then as the venerable So1.1a was meditating in private a 
reasoning arose in his mind thus : " Those who are the Lord's 
disciples dwell putting forth energy ; I am one of these, yet 
my mind is not freed from the cankers with no grasping, and 
moreover there are my family's possessions. It might be 
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possible to enjoy the possessions and to do good. Suppose 
that I, having returned to the low life, should enjoy the 
possessions and should do good ? " II 13 II 

Then the Lord, knowing by mind the venerable Sol).a's 
reasoning of mind, as a strong man might stretch out his bent 
arm, or might bend back his outstretched arm, so did he, 
vanishing from Mount Vulture Peak, appear in the Cool 
Grove.1 Then the Lord, touring the lodgings together with 
several monks, approached the venerable Sol).a's place for 
pacing up and down in. The Lord saw that the venerable 
Sol).a's place for pacing up and down in was stained with 
blood, and seeing (this), he addressed the monks, saying: 

"Now why, monks, is this place for pacing up and down in 
stained with blood as though there has been slaughter of 
cattle? " 

" Lord, because of the venerable Sol).a's great energy in 
pacing up and down his feet broke, and this place for pacing 
up and down in is stained with his blood as though there had 
been slaughter of cattle." II 14 II 

Then the Lord approached the venerable Sol).a's dwelling
place, and having approached he sat down on an appointed 
seat. And the venerable Sol).a, having greeted the Lord, sat 
down at a respectful distance. The Lord spoke thus to the 
venerable Sol).a as he was sitting at a respectful distance : 

" Sol).a, as you were meditating in private did not a reasoning 
arise in your mind like this: 'Those who are the Lord's 
disciples dwell putting forth energy . . . (as in II 13 II) . . • 
Suppose that I, having returned to the low life, should enjoy 
the possessions and should do good ' ? " 

"Yes, Lord." 
"What do you think about this, Sol).a? Were you clever 

at the lute's stringed music when formerly you were a house
holder? " 

"Yes, Lord." 
" What do you think about this, Sol).a ? When the strings 

of your lute were too taut, was your lute at that time tuneful 
and fit for playing ? " 

"No, indeed, Lord." II 15 II 
1 A. iii. 374 adds, after Cool Grove, " in front of the venerable Sona ". 

This would balance end of II 17 II below. · 
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What do you think about this, Sol).a ? When the strings 
of your lute were too slack, was your lute at that time tuneful 
and fit for playing ? " 

"No, indeed, Lord." 
" What do you think about this, Sol).a ? When the strings 

of your lute were neither too taut nor too slack, but were keyed 
to an even pitch1, was your lute at that time tuneful and fit 
for playing ? " 

"Yes, Lord." 
" Even so, Sol).a, does too much output of energy conduce 

to restlessness, [182] does too feeble energy conduce to sloth
fulness. II 16 II 

" Therefore do you, Sol).a, determine upon evenness2 in 
energy and pierce the evenness of the faculties3 and reflect 
uponit.4 " 

"Yes, Lord," the venerable Sol).a answered the Lord in 
assent. Then the Lord, having exhorted the venerable Sol).a 
with this exhortation, 5 as a strong man might stretch out his 
bent arm or might bend back his outstretched arm, so did he, 
vanishing from in front of the venerable Sol).a in the Cool 
Grove, appear on Mount Vulture Peak. II 17 II 

After that 6 the venerable Sol).a determined upon evenness 
in energy and he pierced the evenness of the faculties and 
reflected upon it. Then the venerable Sol).a, dwelling alone, 
aloof, earnest, ardent, self-resolute, having soon realised here 
and now by his own super-knowledge that supreme goal of the 
Brahma-faring for the sake of which young men of family 
rightly go forth from home into homelessness, abided in it, and 
he understood: Destroyed is birth, lived is the Brahma-faring, 

1 same gutze pati!!hita. 
1 On the readings samalaf!l (as here) and samathaf!l, see G.S. iii. 267, n. 3· 

The former is perhaps the more likely to be meant, and would carry out 
the idea of the " even pitch ". 

3 indriyanaf!l ca samalaf!l pa!ivijjha. VA. says : " pierce the evenness, 
the even nature of the faculty of faith and so on, the evenness of the faculties 
that are connected : so faith with wisdom and wisdom with faith, energy 
with contemplation and contemplation with energy." 

1 t~ttha ca nimitlaf!l gatzhiihi. Nimitlaf!l ga~lhiiti can mean to grasp a sign, 
a _salient feature; or to reflect on a mental object. VA. ro8r says: 
mmdfulness as to this evenness should arise ; seize on that characteristic 
of (or, reflect on) tranquillity, insight, the ways, the fruits, and practise these. 

6 Referred to at AA. i. 237 as vfnovada, the exhortation on the lute; cf. 
Pss. Breth. p. 276. 

1 aparena samayena. 
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done is what was to be done, there is no more of being such 
and such. And so the venerable So:Q.a became one of the per
fected ones. II r8 II 

When the venerable So:Q.a had attained perfection, it occurred 
to him : " Suppose I were to declare profound knowledge1 in 
the Lord's presence ? " Then the venerable So:Q.a approached 
the Lord; having approached, having greeted the Lord, he 
sat down at a respectful distance. As he was sitting down at 
a respectful distance, the venerable So:Q.a spoke thus to the 
Lord: II rgll 

" Lord, that monk who is one perfected, who has destroyed 
the cankers, lived the life, done what was to be done, shed the 
burden, won his own goal, destroyed utterly the fetter of 
becoming, and is wholly freed by profound knowledge, he 
comes to be intent upon2 six matters: he comes to be intent 
upon renunciation, he comes to be intent upon aloofness, he 
comes to be intent upon non-harming, he comes to be intent 
upon the destruction of grasping, he comes to be intent upon 
the destruction of craving; he comes to be intent upon non
confusion. 112o II 

" Perhaps, Lord, one of the venerable ones here might think : 
' Could it be that this venerable one is intent upon renunciation 
depending upon mere faith alone ? ' But this, Lord, is not 
to be regarded thus. Lord, the monk who has destroyed the 
cankers, has lived the life, done what was to be done, not seeing 
aught in himself to be done or to be added to what has been 
done, being passionless comes to be intent on renunciation 
because of the destruction of passion, being without hatred 
comes to be intent on renunciation because of the destruction 
of hatred, being without confusion comes to be intent on 
renunciation because of the destruction of confusion. jj21 II 

" Perhaps, Lord, one of the venerable ones here might 
think: 'Could it be that this venerable one [183] is intent on 
aloofness while hankering after gains, honour, fame? ' But 
this, Lord, is not to be regarded thus. Lord, the monk who 
has destroyed the cankers ... or to be added to what has been 
done, being passionless comes to be intent on aloofnesc; because 

1 anna, gnosis. 
t adhimutta, striving for. 
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of the destruction of passion, being without hatred ... being 
without confusion comes to be intent on aloofness because 
of the destruction of confusion. II 22 II 

" Perhaps, Lord, one of the venerable ones here might think : 
• Could it be that this venerable one is intent on non-harming, 
is backsliding from the essence to the contagion of habit and 
custom1 ? ' But this, Lord, is not to be regarded thus. Lord, 
the monk who has destroyed the cankerc; . . . or to be added to 
what has been done, being passionless comes to be intent on 
non-harming because of the destruction of passion, being 
withqut hatred ... being without confusion comes to be intent 
on non-harming because of the destruction of confusion. II 23 II 

" Being passionless he comes to be intent O'l the destruction 
of grasping because of the destruction of passion, being without 
hatred he comes to be intent on the destruction of grasping 
because of the destruction of hatred, beingwithout confusion 
he comes to be intent on the destruction of grasping because 
of the destruction of confusion ; being passionless he comes 
to be intent on the destruction .of craving because of the 
destruction of passion, being without hatred he comes to be 
intent on the destruction of craving because of the destruction 
of hatred, being without confusion he comes to be intent on 
the destruction of craving because of the destruction of con
fusion; being passionless he comes to be intent on non
confusion because of the destruction of passion, being without 
hatred he come.;; to be intent on non-confusion because of the 
destruction of hatred, being without confusion he comes to be 
intent on non-confusion because of the destruction of con
fusion. II 24 II 

"Thus, Lord, even if 2 shapes cognic;able by the eye come 
very strongly into the field of vision of a monk whose mind is 
wholly freed, they do not obsess his mind for his mind comes 
to be undefiled, a firm, won to composure, and he notes its 

1 silabbatapariimiisa. VA. 1082 explains : silan ca vatan ca pariimasitvii 
gahita~ gahav-amatta~, "the mere holding on to what is held to, having 
rubbed up against (come into contact with) moral habit (or, good works) 
and custom " (as though this were enough). 

1 As also at A. iv. 404. 
8 amissikata. VA. 1082 explains this to mean unmixed with (or, undefiled 

by) the kilesas (obstructions). 

i 

I 

I 
!' 
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passing hence.1 If sounds cognisable by the ear ... if scents 
cognisable by the nose . . . if tastes cognisa~le by the t~ngu~ 
. . . if touches cognisable by the body . . . 1f mental obJects 
cognisable by the mind 3 come very strongly into the field of 
thought of a monk whose mind is wholly freed, they do not 
obsess his mind for his mind comes to be undefiled, firm, won 
to composure, and he notes its passing hence. 1125 II 

" It is as if, Lord, there were a rocky mountain slope without 
a cleft, without a hollow, of one mass, and as if wild wind and 
rain should come very strongly from the eastern quarter
it would neither tremble nor quake nor shake violently; and 
as if wild wind and rain should come very strongly from the 
western quarter . . . from the northern quarter . . . from the 
southern quarter-it would neither tremble nor quake nor 
shake violently. Even so, Lord, if shapes cognisable by the 
eye come very strongly into the field of vision of a monk 
whose mind is wholly freed ... if mental objects cognisable 
by the mind come very strongly into the field of thou?ht ?f a 
monk whose mind is wholly freed, they do not obsess h1c; mmd, 
for his mind comes to be undefiled, firm, won to composure, 
and he notes its passing hence." II 26 II 

If one is intent upon renunciation and mind's aloofness', 
If one is intent upon non-harming and destruction of 

grasping, [184] 
If one is intent upon destruction of craving and mind's 

non-confusion, 
Having seen sensations' rise, his mind is wholly freed. 
For that monk whose mind is calmed and wholly freed 
There is nothing to add to what has been done, there is 

naught to be done. 
As a rock of one mass by wind is never moved, 5 

So shapes, tastes, sounds, scents, touches and all 

1 VA. 1o83 says this means: " he. sees the _arising. and passing away 
of that mind", tassa cittassa uppadam pz vayam P• passatJ. 

• dhammii. 
• mano. . 
• These lines to the end, form the conclusion of the verses ascnbed to 

So:r.ta Ko}ivisa a.'t Thag. 640-644· They al~. occur at A. ~ii. 378 f. Metrical 
translations are at Pss. Breth. 277 and G.S. m. 269 f. Vers1on above, and that 
at Vin. Texts ii. 12 are rather more literal in places; but none of the others 
recognises that dhammli means mental objects (last line but one), and already 
referred to by Sot;~a (as the sixth " sense-datum "). 

6 This line occurs at Dh. 81. 

• 
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Pleasant and unpleasant mental objects1 stir not a man like 
this. 

His mind is firm, well freed, 2 and he notes its passing hence. 
112711 

Then the Lord addressed the monks, saying : " Thus, monks, 
do young men of family declare profound knowledge. The 
goal is spoken of but the self is not obtruded. But then it 
seems to me that there are some foolish men here who declare 
profound knowledge for fun ; these afterwards come to 
disaster." 3 II 28 II 

Then the Lord addressed the venerable SoJ.la, saying: 
"You, So1.1a, have been delicately nurtured. I allow for you, 
SoJ.la, sandals with one lining." 

" But I, Lord, gave up eighty cartloads of gold 4 when I 
went forth from home into homelessness, and a herd of seven 
elephants. 5 Because of this there will be speakers against 
me, saying: 'SoJ.la Ko!ivisa gave up eighty cartloads of gold 
when he went forth from home into homelessness, and a herd 
of seven elephants ; and now this very (person) is clinging on 
to 6 sandals with one lining.' 1!29 II 

" If the Lord will allow them to the Order of monks, I too 
will make use of them, but if the Lord will not allow them to the 
Order of monks, neither will I make use of them." Then the 
Lord on this occasion, having given reasoned talk, addressed 
the monks, saying: 

"Monks, I allow sandals with one lining. Monks, doubly 
lined 7 sandals should not be worn, trebly lined 7 sandals should 

1 See note at MV I. 11. 2 (above) for further references. 
2 Thag. 644 reads visaiiiiutfa1JI instead of vippamuttam (as above and at 

A. iii. 379). . 
~ This paragraph occurs at A. iii. 359· Cf. A. i. 218 ; G.S. i. 198, n. 2 ; 

Mzln. 396. VA. 1083 explains " the goal is spoken of " by saying " if he is 
called an arahant, that is the goal spoken of. But properly (eva) it should 
be taken as ' the meaning of a sutta from the explanatiOn of a suttanta ' " 
(altha means both goal and meaning). It explains" the self is not obtruded " 
as " if (the profound knowledge) is declared thus, ' I am an arahant ', the self 
is not obtruded " (or mentioned or brought forward, na upanita). 

' Misprint at Vin. i. 185 has been corrected at Vin. Texts ii. 13, n. 3 to 
asftisakataviihe hiraii nam. 

• VA: zo83 says that here this herd (retinue, array, anfka) is called six 
cow-elephants and one bull-elephant. 

• satto (with instrumental), or ' is enamoured of '. 
' digut~-a • . • tigutJa. 

s 
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not be worn, sandals with many linings1 should not be worn. 
Whoever should wear (any of these), there is an offence of 
wrong-doing." 1130 11111 

Now at that time the group of six monks wore sandals that 
were entirely dark green2 • • • that were entirely yellow . . . 
that were entirely red ... that were entirely crimson .. that 
were entirely black . . . that were dyed entirely orange3 • • 

that were dyed entirely multi-coloured,4 People looked down 
upon, criticised, spread it about, saying : " Like householders 
who enjoy pleasures of the senses." They told this matter to 
the Lord. He said : 

"Monks, sandals that are ~ntirely dark green are not to be 
wom ... sandals that are dyed entirely multi-coloured are not 
to be worn. Whoever should wear (any of these), there is an 
offence of wrong-doing." II I II 

Now at that time the group of six monks [185] wore sandals 
with dark green straps 5 ••• with yellow straps ... with red 
straps . . . with crimson straps . . . with black straps . . . with 
dyed orange straps ... with dyed multi-coloured straps. People 
... spread it about, saying : " Like householders who enjoy 
pleasures of the senses ". They told this matter to the Lord. 
He said: 

" Monks, sandals with dark green straps . . . sandals with 
dyed multi-coloured straps are not to be worn. Whoever should 
wear (any of these), there is an offence of wrong-doing." II 2 II 

Now at that time the group of six monks wore sandals with 
heel-coverings 6 ••• sandalc; that were knee-boots 7 ••• sandals 

1 gatta1'{1gattupahanii : VA. 1083 says " sandals with upwards of four 
linings". 

1 ntlika. See B.D. ii. 407, n. 2, 408, n. I, 2. 
a mahiirangaratta. VA. Io8J, "the colour of a centipede's back". 
' mahaniimaratta. VA. I o8 3 says, " it is when the colours are mixed, 

the colours of pale foliage, but the Kurundiya calls it the colours of the 
paduma-lotus flowers". These could be red or white. Mahiinama may be 
the name of a plant, howevet. 

1 va!fikii. VA. 1084 reads vaq,!Jhikii, and explains by vaddha. 
• khallakabaddha. Cf. PvA. I27. See note at Vin. Texts ii. I5 on doubtful 

meaning of the nature of all these forms of foot-covering, so curiously called 
upahana, sandals or slippers. 

7 pu;abaddha. VA. 1084 says " it is called a Greek (yonaka) sandal; 
it covers the whole foot as far as the knee ". 
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that were top-boots1 ••• sandals that were filled with cotton 2 

. .. sandals of (many hues like) partridges' wings3 ••• sandals 
pointed with rams' horn-s . . . sandals pointed with goats' 
horns ... sandals (ornamented) with scorpions' tails ... sandals 
sewn round with peacocks' tail feathers . . . embroidered 4 

sandals. People looked down upon, criticised, spread it about, 
saying: "Like householders who enjoy pleasures of the 
senses ". They told this matter to the Lord. He said : 

" Monks, sandals with heel-coverings should not be worn ... 
embroidered sandals should not be worn. Whoever should 
wear (any of these), there is an offence of wrong-doing." 113 II 

Now at that time the group of six monks wore sandals 
decorated with lion-skins 5 ••• with tiger-skins ... with panther
skins ... with black antelope-skins ... with otter 6-skins ... 
with cat-skins ... with squirrel-skins ... with owl-skins 7• 

People ... spread it about, saying : " Like householders who 
enjoy pleasures of the senses." They told this matter to the 
Lord. He said : 

" Monk-s, sandals decorated with lion-skins . . . with owl
skins are not to be worn. Whoever should wear (any of the-se) 
there is an offence of wrong-doing." 114 112 !I 

Then the Lord, having dressed in the morning, taking his 
bowl and robe, entered Rajagaha for almsfood with a certain 
monk as his attendant. Then that monk went limping along 
behind the Lord. A certain lay follower, having put on sandals 
with many linings, saw the Lord coming from afar; seeing 
him, having taken off his sandals, he approached the Lord; 

1 paligutt!hima. These covered the upper pada, foot or leg, but not the 
knee, VA. 1084. 

1 tulapu!lttika. On the three kinds of cotton, tala, see B.D. iii. 92, and 
n. 2 there. 

a tittirapattika. VA. 1084 explains by tittirapattasadisa vicittavaddha, 
which is followed in above translation, although " dyed multi-coloured " 
has already been dealt with. 

' citra ; often means variously coloured or gaily coloured. Cf. citrapahana 
at D. i. 7· 

1 VA. 1084 "they are made having joined the lion-skin to the edges, 
as to a seam of a robe". 

1 udda. Meaning uncertain, see Vin. Texts ii. 16, n. 5· Both 
Coomaraswamy, Some Pali Words, H]AS, Vol. IV, no. 2, p. IJJ, and DPPN 
sub. art. Dabbapuppha Jataka, take udda as otter. Cf. uddapota at Cp. I. 
x. 2. 

1 VA. Io84 explains uluka, owl, by pakkhibijala, flying fox. 
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having approached, having greeted the Lord, he approached 
that monk; having approached, having greeted that monk, 
he spoke thus : II I II 

"Why, honoured sir, does the master limp?" 
"My feet are split, sir." 
" See, honoured sir, here are sandals." [186] 
" No, sir, s:mdals with many linings are objected tot by 

the Lord." 
"Take these sandals, monk." 2 Then the Lord in this 

connection having given reasoned talk, addressed the monks, 
saying: 

"I allow you, monks, sandals with many linings that have 
been cast off. Monks, new sandals with many linings are 
not to be worn. Whoever should wear (these), there is an 
offence of wrong-doing." 112 II 3 II 

Now at that time the Lord wac; pacing up and down without 
sandals in the open air. Monks who were elders, thinking: 
" The teacher is pacing up and down without sandals ", also 
paced up and down without sandals. The group of six monks, 
while the teacher was pacing up and down without sandals 
and while monks who were elders were pacing up and down 
without sandals, paced up and down with sandals on. Those 
who were modest monks ... spread it about, syaing : " How 
can this group of six monks, while the teacher is pacing up 
and down without sandals, and while monks who are elders 
are pacing up and down without sandals, pace up and down 
with sandals on ? " II I II 

Then these monks told this matter to the Lord. He said : 
"Is it true, as is said, monks, that the group of six monks, 
while the teacher ... with sandals on ? " 

"It is true, Lord." The awakened one, the Lord, rebuked 
them, saying : 

" How monks, can these foolish men, while the teacher was 
pacing up and down without sandals, and while monks who 
are elders were pacing up and down without sandals, pace up 

1 paJikkhittii. Note that he does not say" not allowed". 
1 As pointed out at Vin. Texts ii. 17, n. r, this must be understood as 

spoken by Gotama. A layman did not address a monk as "monk", but 
Gotama is constantly recorded to do so. 
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and down with sandals on? For, monks, even these white
frocked householders, on account of procuring a craft for their 
livelihood, will be respectful, deferential, courteous1 towards 
their teachers. 112 II 

"Herein, monks, let your light shine forth so that you who 
have thus gone forth in this dhamma and discipline which are 
well taught may be2 respectful, deferential, courteous towards 
teachers, 3 grades of teachers, 4 preceptors, grades of preceptors. 5 

It is not, monks, for pleasing those who are not (yet) 
pleased ... "and having rebuked them, having given reasoned 
talk, he addressed the monks, saying: 

" Monks, you should not pace up and down with sandals 
on while teachers, grades of teachers, preceptors, grades of 
preceptors are pacing up and down without sandals. Whoever 
should (so) pace up and down, there is an offence of wrong
doing. And, monks, you should not wear sandals within a 
monastery. Whoever should wear them (there), there is an 
offence of wrong-doing." 113 11411 

Now at that time a certain monk came to have an affliction 
of corns on his feet. 6 Having taken hold of that monk, they 
made him go out to relieve himself. As the Lord was touring 
the lodgings he saw those monks who, having taken hold of that 
monk, [187] were making him go out to relieve himself, and 
seeing (this), he approached those monks, having approached, 
he spoke thus to those monks : II I II 

" What, monks, is this monk's disease ? " 
" Lord, this venerable one has an affliction of corns on the 

feet, and having taken hold of him, we are making him go 

1 These three words also at Vin. i. 4S; A. iii. rs. 
I Cf. MV. X. 2. 20. 

a The four teachers meant here, according to VA. roSs, are those for 
the going forth, for ordination, for the resources, for the recitation (of the 
Pii.tirnokkha). Cj. Vism. 94· 

• iicariyamatta. VA. roSs says that one of six years' standing is for one 
(i.e. to teach one) of no (full) year's standing; so one of seven years' standing 
will be for one of one year's standing, one of eight for one of two, one of nine 
for one of three, one of ten for one of four years' standing. 

6 upajjhiiyamatta. VA. 10S5 : these are monks who are friends and 
companions of a preceptor, or of any who are ten years one's senior (in the 
Order). 

• padakhilabiidha. Khila may here mean an eruption. VA. roSs: the 
flesh comes to have stood out from (or left, nikkhanta)· the foot, like a stake 
(reading khila; cf. ]ii. v. 204 khijani, v. I. khiliini, meaning" sharp stakes"). 
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out to relieve himself." Then the Lord in this connection 
having given reasoned talk, addressed the monks, saying : 

"I allow, monks, he whose feet are painful or he whose 
feet are split or he who has an affliction of corns on the feet, 
to wear sandals." 112 II 5 II 

Now at that time monks got up on to couches and chairs 
with unwashed feet, and robes and lodgings were soiled.1 They 
told this matter to the Lord. He said : 

" I allow you, monks, when you think : ' I will get up now 
on to a couch or a chair ', to wear sandals." II I II 

Now at that time, monks, going to an Observance-hut2 and 
to a meeting-place at night, in the dark trod upon stumps of 
trees and on thorns, and their feet became painful. They told 
this matter to the Lord. He said : 

" I allow you, monks, to use sandals within a monastery, 
a torch, a light, a staff. 3 " II 2 II 

Now at that time the group of six monks, getting up in the 
night towards dawn, having put on wooden shoes, 4 paced up 
and down in the open air talking in high, loud, rasping5 tones 
a variety of worldly talk, 6 that is to say talk of kings, talk of 
thieves, talk of great ministers, talk of armies, talk of dangers, 
talk of battles, talk of food, talk of drink, talk of clothes, 
talk of beds, talk of garlands, talk of scents, talk of relations, 
talk of vehicles, talk of villages, talk of little towns, talk of 
towns, talk of the country, talk of women, talk of heroes, 7 

talk of streets, talk of wells, talk of those departed before, 
talk of diversity, speculation about the world, speculation 
about the sea, talk on becoming and not becoming thus or 
thus; and they both killed insects, having trodden on them, 
and also made monks fall away from contemplation. 8 113 II 

Those who were modest monks looked down upon, criticized, 

1 Cf. Vin. ii. 174. 
2 uposathagga; cf. Vin. iii. 66. There is also uposathtigara, translated 

above, e.g. II. 9. I as " Observance-hall ". 
3 kattaradart¢a; cf. Vin. ii. 76, 217, iii. 160. The last part of the rule 

of II 4 II 3 II appears to be nullified by this rule at 6. 2. 
' ka!fhapaduka. 
li kha!akha!asadda, sounds of clearing the throat. 
0 tiracchanakathii ; cf. B.D. iii. 82 for notes. 
7 surakathii here; see B.D. iii. 82, n. 5· 
8 Cf. A. iii. 343, iv. 343· 
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spread it about, saying: "How can this group of six monks, 
getting up in the night towards dawn, having put on wooden 
shoes, pace up and down in the open air talking in high, loud, 
rasping tones a variety of worldly talk ... and both kill insects, 
having trodden on them, and also make monks fall away from 
contemplation ? " Then these monks told this matter to the 
Lord. He said : 

" Is it true, as is said, monks, that the group of six monks, 
getting up in the night towards dawn . . . and made monks 
fall away from contemplation? " [188] 

"It is true, Lord." Having rebuked them, having given 
reasoned talk, he addressed the monks, saying: 

" Monks, wooden shoes are not to be worn. Whoever should 
wear {them), there is an offence of wrong-doing." 11411611 

Then the Lord, having stayed at Rajagaha for as long as he 
found suiting, set out on tour for Benares. In due course, 
walking on tour, he arrived at Benares. The Lord stayed 
there near Benares at Isipatana in the deer-park. Now at 
that time the group of six monks, thinking, "Wooden shoes 
are objected to by the Lord", having had young palmyra 
palms1 cut, wore shoes of palmyra palm leaves; those young 
palmyra palms which were cut, withered. People ... spread it 
about, saying: "How can these recluses, sons of theSakyans, 
having had young palmyra palms cut, wear shoes of palmyra 
palm leaves? These young palmyra palms which were cut, 
are withering. These recluses, sons of the Sakyans, are harming 
life that is one-facul tied 2 ". II I II 

Monks heard these people who looked down upon, criticised, 
spread it about. Then these monks told this matter to the 
Lord. He said : 

" Is it true, as is said, monks, that the group of six monks, 
having had young palmyra palms cut, wear shoes of palmyra 
palm leaves, and that those young palmyra palms which were 
cut are withering? " 

1 talatarurta. possibly meaning the shoots of the palm trees ; . but I think 
not, for it was probably the :~;oung trees themselves tJ;!at w1thered once 
the monks had had some of therr leaves cut off, and not JUSt the cut leaves 
or sprouts or shoots. 

I Cf. B.D. ii. 223, 226, iii. 320. 
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"It is true, Lord." The awakened one, the Lord rebuked 
them, saying: 

"How, monks, can these foolish ;men, having had young 
palmyra palms cut, wear shoes of palmyra palm leaves (so 
that) the young palmyra palms wither? For, monks, people 
think that there are living things in a tree. 1 It is not, monks, 
for pleasing those who are not (yet) pleased ... " and having 
rebuked them, having given reasoned talk, he addressed the 
monks, saying : 

" Monks, you should not wear shoes of palmyra palm leaves. 
Whoever should wear (them), there is an offence of wrong
doing." II z 11 

Now at that time the group of six monks, thinking: "Shoes 
of palmyra palm leaves are objected to by the Lord", having 
had young bamboos cut, wore shoes of bamboo leaves; those 
young bamboos that were cut withered ... (as in II I, 2 II· 
Read bamboo instead of palmyra palm) ... " ... Monks, you 
should not wear shoes of bamboo leaves. Whoever should 
wear {them), there is an offence of wrong-doing." 113 11711 

Then the Lord, having stayed at Benares for as long as he 
found suiting, set out on tour for Bhaddiya. In due course, 
walking on tour, he arrived at Bhaddiya. The Lord stayed 
there at Bhaddiya in the Jatiya Grove. 2 [189] Now at that 
time the monks of Bhaddiya were addicted to the practice of 
ornamenting their shoes in a variety of ways. They made 
ti1;1a-grass shoes and had them made . . . muiija-gras<; shoes 
and had them made . . . shoes of reeds and had them made 
... marshy date-palm 3 shoes and had them made ... kamala
grass4 shoes and had them made, they made woollen shoes 
and had them made ; they neglected the recitation, the 

1 Cf. B.D. ii. 223, 227 (omitted by mistake: insert before " It is not, 
foolish men ... "). 

2 Mentioned at Vin. i. 241, iii. 37; A. iii. 36. 
3 hintiila. Monier Williams gives : " the marshy date tree, a species of 

palm, Phrenix or Elate Paludosa." VA. roSs says they are shoes made of 
the leaves of khajjuri (not in P.E.D., but Childers gives " the wild date 
palm tree, Phrenix Sylvestris "), but not the leaves of the hintala itself. 

. • kamala seems not to be "lotus" here. VA. roSs says, there is a grass 
(lztza) called kamalavatztza (kamala-coloured, with v.l. of -titza for -vatztza), 
therefore they call the made-up shoes khus-khus shoes. For khus-khus, usira, 
see B.D. ii. 22S, n. x. 
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interrogation, the higher morality, the higher thought, the 
higher wisdom.1 II I II 

Those who were modest monks looked down upon, criticised, 
spread it about, saying: "How can these monks of Bhaddiya 
be addicted to the practice of ornamenting shoes in a variety 
of ways, and make ti1;1a-grass shoes and have them made ..• 
and neglect the recitation, the interrogation, the higher 
morality, the higher thought, the higher wisdom ? " Then 
these monks told this matter to the Lord. He said : 

" Is it true, as is said, monks, that the monks of Bhaddiya 
are addicted to the practice of ... and neglect the recitation 
... the higher wisdom ? " 

"It is true, Lord." The awakened one, the Lord rebuked 
them saying : 

" How, monks, can these foolish men be addicted to the 
practice of ornamenting shoes . . . and neglect the recitation 
... the higher wisdom? It is not, monks, for pleasing those 
who are not (yet) pleased ... " liz II 

Having rebuked them, having given reasoned talk, he 
addressed the monks, saying: 

" Monks, ti1;1a-grass shoes should not be worn. munja-grass 
shoes ... shoes of reeds ... marshy date-palm shoes ... 
kamala-grass shoes ... woollen shoes should not be worn, shoe'> 
made with gold . . . shoes made with silver . . . shoes made 
with gems2 ••• shoes made with lapis lazuli 3 ••• shoes made 
with crystal4 ... with bronze ... with glass 5 ••• with tin 6 

... with lead 7 ••• shoes made with copper should not be worn. 
Whoever should wear (any of these), there is an offence of 

1 Cj. B.D. ii. 94· 
2 At D. i. 7 it is said that Gotama abstains from using matzi, gems or 

precious stones. Sometimes meaning crystal. At Vin. ii. II2 bowls made 
of any of these materials are not allowed. 

3 veJuriya, or beryl. See Vin. Texts iii, S2, n. 1. ]a. iv. 141 speaks of 
veJunya as va112saraga, and VbhA. 64 as vatJ1sava1J1Jama1Ji, a j ewe! the colour 
of bamboo. A word-play on vejuriya and veJu (bamboo) is probably the origin 
of such definitions . 

• phalika, or quartz. 
6 kiica. See Vin. Texts iii. S2, n. 2. 
6 tipu. At Vin. ii. I 12 tin and lead supports for bowls are allowed. At S. 

v. 92 tin and lead are among the five corruptions (alloys) of gold, jiitarupa . 
VbhA. 63 classifies gold (suva1Jtza as above), tin, lead, and the next, copper 
(tambuloha) under jatiloha, (seven) natural metals. It calls tipu white tipu, 
and sfsa dark tipu. 

1 sfsa. 
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wrong-doing. And any shoes, monks, that can be handed 
on1 should not be worn. Whoever should wear (any of these), 
there is an offence of wrong-doing. I allow, monks, three 
(kinds of) shoes that are in fixed places and that cannot be 
handed on :2 privy shoes, urinal shoes, rinsing shoes. 3 " 113 11811 

Then the Lord, having stayed in Bhaddiya for as long as 
he found suiting, set out on tour for Savatthi. In due course, 
walking on tour, he arrived at Savatthi. The Lord stayed 
there in Savatthi in the Jeta Grove in Anathapil).<;lika's 
monastery. Now at that time the group of [190] six monks 
caught hold of cows, which were crossing the river Aciravati, 
by their horns, and they caught hold of them by their ears, 
and they caught hold of them by their dewlaps, and they 
caught hold of them by their tails, and they mounted on their 
backs, and they touched their privy parts with lustful thoughts, 
and having ducked young calves, they killed them. II I II 

People ... spread it about, saying: "How can these 
recluses, sons of the Sakyans, catch hold of cows, which are 
crossing the river Aciravati, by their horns ... like householders 
who enjoy pleasures of the senses ? " Monks heard these 
people who . . . spread it about. Then these monks told this 
matter to the Lord. He said : 

" Is it true, as is said, monks, that the group of six monks 
caught hold of cows ... and having ducked young calves, 
killed them ? " 

" It is true, Lord." liz II 
Having rebuked them, having given reasoned talk, he 

addressed the monks, saying: 
" Monks, you should not catch hold of cows by their horns, 

nor should you catch hold of them by their ears, nor should 
you catch hold of them by their dewlaps, nor should you catch 
hold of them by their tails, nor should you mount on their 
backs. Whoever should (so) mount, there is an offence of 
wrong-doing. Nor should you touch their privy parts with 
lustful thoughts. Whoever should (so) touch them, there is 

1 kiici SafJfkamaniyii padukii. 
1 VA. 1085 says: well fixed to the ground, immovable, not to be folded up 

(or put away, collected, gathered up, asafJfhiiriya). 
1 For further references, see Vin. Texts ii. 24, n. 3· 
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a grave offence. Nor should you kill young calves. Whoever 
should kill them should be dealt with according to the 
rule.1 

" II 3 II 
Now at that time2 the group of six monks went in a vehicle, 

and there was a bull in the middle yoked with cows and there 
was a cow in the middle yoked with bulls. 3 People . . . spread 
it about, saying: "As at the festival of the Ganges and 
Mahi4 ". They told this matter to the Lord. He said : 

" Monks, you should not go in a vehicle. Whoever should 
(so) go, there is an offence of wrong-doing. 5 " 114 11911 

Now at that time a certain monk, going through the Kosala 
country to Savatthi in order to see the Lord, became ill on the 
way. Then that monk, stepping aside from the road, sat down 
at the root of a certain tree. People, seeing that monk, spoke 
thus: "Where, honoured sir, will the master go? " 

"I will go to Savatthi, sirs, in order to see the Lord." II I II 
"Come, honoured sir, we will go along." 
" I am not able to, sirs, I am ill." 
" Come, honoured sir, get into a vehicle." 
" No, sirs, a vehicle is objected to by the Lord," and being 

scrupulous, he did not get into a vehicle. Then that monk, 
having arrived at Savatthi, told this matter to the monks. 
The monks told this matter to the Lord. He said : 

"I allow, monks, a vehicle to one who is ill." liz II 
Then it occurred to these monks: "Now, should (the vehicle 

be) yoked with cows or yoked with bulls 6 ? " They told this 
matter to the Lord. [191] He said: 

1 Pac. LXI. 
1 From here to end of 1110 II 3 II cf. Vin. ii. 276, which refers to the group 

of six nuns. 
a As Vin. Texts ii. 25, n. 2 remarks: "Bu. explains this passage in a 

different way." He says, VA. 1085 : itthiyuttena ti dhenuyuttena (yoked with 
milch cows) ; purisantarena ti purisasiirathinii (with a male charioteer 
or driver) ; purisayuttena ti gof!ayuttena (yoked with oxen) ; itthantarend 
ti itthfsiirathinii (with a female charioteer). 

• Gangii-mahiyiiya. Vin. Texts ii. 25, n. 3 says that by Mahi is p10bably 
meant "the well-known affluent of the Ganges". VA. 1085 explains by 
Gangii-Mahikifikii (v.l. kifikiiya). 

• At Vin. iv. 339 (B.D. iii. 403) any nun who was not ill fell into an offence 
of expiation if she went in a vehicle. "Vehicle" is defined e.g. at Vin. iii. 
49, iv. 201. 

1 itthiyultafJf nu kho purisayutlafJf nu kho. 
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"I allow you, monks, a handcart yoked with a bull.1 " 

Now at that time a certain monk became extremely uncom
fortable owing to the jolting of a vehicle. They told this matter 
to the Lord. He said : 

" I allow, monks, a palanquin, 2 a sedan-chair3." II 3 II 
Now at that time the group of six monks used high and 

broad things to recline upon, 4 that is to say : a sofa 5, a divan, 8 

a long-haired coverlet, 7 a many-coloured coverlet 8, a white 
coverlets, a wool coverlet besprent with flowers10, a cotton 
quilt11, a wool coverlet decorated with animals' forms, 12, a 
wool covering with hair on the upper side1 3, a wool covering 
with hair at one sideu., a silken sheet studded with jewels15, a 
sheet made with silk threads and studded with jewels18, a 

1 purisayuttarrt hatthava!Jakaf!t. VA. 1085 says: here yoked with men 
(or a man or bulls or a bull, purisa), a woman (itthi) or a man (purisa) may be 
the driver. For a handcart rolls along whether itthiyo or purisa move it. 

1 sivika. VA. 108 5 : pifaka-sivika, basket palanquin. 
1 Pa!ankf. VA. 1085: a woven cloth (? pafapo!falika, v.l. -Pa!alika) made 

up having hung it out on bamboos ; perhaps what inS. India is called a dooly. 
4 uccasayanamahasayana. List recurs at Vin. ii. 163, D. i. 7, A. i. 181; 

some of the items only atM. i. 76 =A. i. 137· Cf. also MA. ii. 39· VA. 
1086 says " uccasayana is a couch exceeding the (right) measure " (the height 
of the legs of a couch is given as eight finger-breadths at Vin. iv. r68); and 
"mahiisayana is a sheet (paccatthararta) that is not (made) allowable". 

5 iisandi, see B.D. iii. 326, n. r, Dial. i. II, n. 4· The use of this and of 
a divan is forbidden to nuns at Vin. iv. 299 (B.D. iii. 326 f.). 

8 pallanka. see B.D. iii. 271, n. 3, Dial. i. II, n. 5· 
7 gonaka (also spelled gortaka). VA. xo86 says a long-haired wide kojava 

(fleecy counterpane or cover with long hair). On kojava, see below, p. 397, 
n. 5· 

8 cittaka, VA. ro86 says a coverlet (attharaka) made of wool of various 
colours (citta) (embroidered with) wild beasts (viiJa, v.l. vana; DA. 86 reads 
vana, with v.ll. cana, viita). 

• pajika. VA . 1086 : a white (seta) coverlet made of wool. 
1o pajalikii. I follow Woodward's translation at G.S. i. 164. VA. ro86 

gives the meaning as "a covering made of wool, a mass of flowers", and 
further calls it a "cloth of the Greeks (Yonaka) and Tamils", with v.l. 
(as at AA. ii. 293) yo iimalakapa!fo ti pi vuccati. Perhaps a better reading 
for amalaka (emblic myrobalan) occurs at DA. i. 87 : amiliika (" a woollen 
cover into which a floral pattern is woven," P.E.D.). 

11 tulika. VA. 1086 says " just an ordinary tulikii ", while DA. 87 and 
AA. ii. 293 say "a tulikii stuffed with a certain one of the three kinds of 
cotton". These three kinds are given at Vin. ii. 150, iv. 170 as cotton from 
trees, from creepers and from the pofaki-grass; see B.D. iii. 93, n. 2. 

10 vikatikii. VA. 1086 says, "a cove1·ing made of wool, ornamented (vicitta) 
with form::. of lions, tigers, etc. ". 

13 Vin. i. 192 and VA. 1086 both read uddha- (upper) lomin as against udda
(both) of D. i. 7. A. i. x8r. 

u ekantalomin. 
15 ka!!hissa. Comys. say "a sheet (paccatthararta) maae of ka!!hissa (?1 

and silk and sewn round with (parisibbita) jewels (ratana) ". 
18 koseyya. I take above rendering from VA. ro86. 
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dancer's carpet!, an elephant rug, a horse rug, ·a chariot rug, 
rugs of black antelope skins, a splendid sheeting of the hide 
of the kadali- deer, 2 a sheet with an awning above 3, a couch 
with a red cushion at either end. 4 People, engaged in touring 
the dwelling-places, having seen (all this), looked down upon, 
criticised, spread it about, saying: "Like householders who 
enjoy pleasures of the senses." They told this matter to 
the Lord. II 4 II 

He said : " Monks, high and broad things to recline upon 
should not be used, that is to say: a sofa ... a couch with a 
red cushion at either end. Whoever should use (any of these) 
there is an offence of wrong-doing." II 5 II 

Now at that time the group of six monks thinking, "High 
and broad things to recline upon are objected to by the Lord", 
used large hides: a lion's hide, a tiger's hide, a panther's 
hide. These were cut to the measurement of a couch and they 
were cut to the measurement of a chair, and they were laid 
inside the couches and they were laid outside the couches 
and they were laid inside the chairs and they were laid outside 
the chairs. People, touring the dwelling-places, having seen 
(this), looked down upon, criticised, spread it about, saying: 
"Like householders who enjoy pleasures of the senses". They 
told this matter to the Lord. He said : 

"Monks, large hides should not be used: a lion's hide, 
a tiger's hide, a panther's hide. Whoever should use (any 
of these), there is an offence of wrong-doing." 11611 

Now at that time the group of six monks, thinking: "Large 
hides are objected to by the Lord", used cow-hides. These 
were cut to the measurement of a couch ... (as in II 6 II above) 
... and they were laid outside the chairs. A certain depraved 
monk came to be dependent upon a certain depraved lay
follower. Then that depraved monk, having dressed in the 

1 VA. 1086, " a. sheet made of wool suitable for the dances of sixteen 
dancing girls ". 

1 kadalimigapavarapaccattharap,a. VA. ro86, "it is called the hide of 
the kadali-deer ; a splendid (pavara) sheet is made from this. It means 
the best (uttama) kind of sheet. They say they make it having spread out 
the deerhide and sewn it above white hangings" (vattha, also meaning clothes). 

1 sauttaracchada. VA. 1086-7 explains as " together with a dyed (or red, 
ratta\ a~ing attached above ", and mentwns sheet (paccatthararta) in this 
connection. 

' ubhatolohitakapadhiina. VA. ro87 explains as above. 

I 

1. 

I 

I, 
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morning, taking his bowl and robe, approached the dwelling 
of that depraved layfollower; having approached, he sat 
down on the appointed seat. Then [192] that depraved 
layfollower approached that depraved monk; having 
approached, having greeted that depraved monk, he sat down 
at a respectful distance. II 7 II 

Now at that time that depraved layfollower had a young 
calf, beautiful, good to look upon, charming ; it was marked1 

like a panther cub. Then that depraved monk gazed longingly 
at and thought about2 that calf. Then that depraved lay
follower spoke thus to that depraved monk: "Why, honoured 
sir, does the master gaze longingly at and think about this 
calf? " 

"Sir, this calf's hide is of use to me." Then that depraved 
layfollower, having slaughtered that calf, having skinned it, 
bestowed the hide upon that depraved monk. Then that 
depraved monk, having hidden the hide in his outer cloak, 
went away. II 8 II 

Then that cow, longing for her calf3, followed close after that 
depraved monk. Monks spoke thus: "Why, your reverence, 
is this cow following close after you ? " 

"I don't know, your reverences, why this cow is following 
close after me." 

Now at that time this depraved monk's outer cloak became 
stained with blood. Monks spoke thus : " But this outer 
cloak of yours, your reverence-what has happened to it? " 
Then that depraved monk told this matter to the monks. 
They said: 

"But did you, your reverence, incite (someone) to onslaught 
on creatures ? " 

" Yes, your reverences." Those who were modest monks 
... spread it about, saying: "How can this monk incite 
(someone) to onslaught on creatures? Is not onslaught on 
creatures condemned in many a figure by the Lord, restraint 
from onslaught on creatures extolled ? " Then these monks 
told this matter to the Lord. II 9 II 

Then the Lord on this occasion, in this connection, having 

1 citra, variegated, beautiful. 
• Cf. B.D. ii. 30 and n. 3 there. 
3 vacchagiddhi10i, cf. S. iv. 181. 
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had the Order of monks convened, questioned that depraved 
monk, saying : 

" Is it true, as is said, that you, monk, incited (someone) 
to onslaught on creatures ? " 

" It is true, Lord." 
" How can you, foolish man, incite (someone) to onslaught 

on creatures? Foolish man, has not onslaught on creatures 
been condemned by me in many a figure, restraint from on
slaught on creatures extolled ? It is not, foolish man, for 
pleasing those who are not (yet) pleased ... " Having rebuked 
him, having given reasoned talk, he addressed the monks, 
saying: 

"Monks, there should be no inciting (anyone) to onslaught 
on creatures. Whoever should (so) incite, should be dealt 
with according to the rule.1 Nor, monks, should a cow-hide 
be used. Whoever should use one, there is an offence of wrong
doing. Nor, monks, should any hide be used. Whoever 
should use one, there is an offence of wrongdoing." II ro 1110 II 
[193] 

Now at that time people's couches and chairs carne to be 
covered up2 with hides, covered over2 with hides. Monks 
being scrupulous, did not sit down on them. They told this 
matter to the Lord. He said : 

" I allow you, monks, to sit down on what is displayed by 
householders3, but not to lie down on it." 

Now at that time dwelling-places were lashed together4 with 
thongs of hide. Monks, being scrupulous, did not sit down 
(in them). They told this matter to the Lord. He said: 

1 Par. I, where it is as bad to incite someone to cause the death of a human 
being as oneself to murder one. Cf. also Pac. II, 61, 62. 

1 onaddha ... vinaddha. CJ. Vin. ii. rso where onaddhamaiica and 
onaddhaPi!ha are allowed. Cf. also Vin. ii. 270; and tulonaddha at Vin. ii. 163. 

3 gihivikata. " To display " is one of the meanings of vikartum given 
by Monier-Williams. Same" allowance" made at Vin. ii. 163. 

' ogumphiyanti. VA. ro87 (reading ogupphiyanti, a v.l. not noticed in 
PED) says bhittidattif-akadisu veJhetva bandha'!Jti, having twisted them (the 
thongs) round, they tie them to wall-posts, etc. A. K. Coomaraswamy, 
Early Indian Architecture, ]AOS, Vol. 48, No. 3, p. 266, says "this would 
seem to have been natural in the case of the wattle and daub walls of the 
simple Pattttasaliis ; but we do also find early pillars decorated with designs 
of interlacing ropes or thongs which may be vestigial ornament. . . . Atharva 
Veda, IX. 3 refers to the parts of a house that i!-re knotted and tied". 
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" I allow you, monks, to sit down againstl what is used only 
for lashing2 (things together)." II I 111111 

Now at that time the group of six monks entered a village 
with their sandals on. People looked down upon, criticised 
spread it about, saying : " Like householders who enjoy 
pleasures of the senses." They told this matter to the Lord. 
He said : " Monks, you should not enter a village with your 
sandals on. Whoever should (so) enter it, there is an offence 
of wrongdoing." 

Now at that time a certain monk became ill; he was not 
able to enter the village without his sandals. They told this 
matter to the Lord. He said: "I allow, monks, a monk 
if he is ill to enter a village with his sandals on." II rll1211 

Now at that time 3 the venerable Kaccana the Great' was 
staying among the people of A vantiS at Osprey's Haunt 8 on 
Steep Rock mountain slope. 7 Now at that time the lay
follower, Sot:Ia Kutikat:It:Ia8, was a supporter of the venerable 
Kaccana the Great. Then the layfollower, Sot:Ia Kutikat:It:Ia, 
approached the venerable Kaccana the Great ; having 

1 VA. 1087, to sit leaning against. 
1 bandhanamatta. Cf. Vin. i. 254· Word occurs also at Vin. ii. 135, 

but there seems to have a different meaning. See also its use at MV. VII. 
1. 5, " only by tacking". 

• To end of V. 13. 10, cf. Ud. V. vi, DhA. iv. 101 ff. 
. ' ~t A. i. 23 called foremost of the expounders in full of what was spoken 
In bnef. Verses at Thag. 494-501. One of the eleven or twelve leading 
theras; cf. Vin. Texts, ii. 317, 359, B.D. ii. 295, G.S. iii. 215. See Gotama 
the Man, II3· 

5 SeeN. Dutt, Early Hist. of the Spread of Buddhism, Vol. I, p. 187 ff. 
He points out that Avanti "under the guidance of Mahil.kaccayana helped 
by Sol}.a Kutikal}.l}.a . . • . became an important centre of Buddhism " 
(p. 189). On Avanti see also B. C. Law, Geog. of Early Buddhism, p. 3, n. I, 
22 f., 61. 

8 Kuraraghara, the name of a town (nagara) or village where Kaccana 
went for alms (gocaragama), VA. 1087. 

7 He is recorded to stay here also at S. iii. 9, 12, iv. II5, A. v. 46, Ud. 57· 
Our text reads papate pabbate; the others pavatte (with v.ll.) pabbate. At 
VA. 1087, papata is said to be the name of a mountain slope. Cf. however 
SA. ii. 258, which recognises the two readings, papate and pavatte, and says 
of papate pabbate that " it was steep (or had a precipice) on one side: it was 
as though one flank had been hewn off ". 

1 Chief of those of clear utterance, A. i. 24. Verses at Thag. 365-9. VA. 
1087, AA. I. 237 say he wore ornaments worth a crore (koli) in his ears, and 
also give the reading koJikat~-raa, which can mean equally " Crore-eared " 
or "Pointed-eared, Prick-eared"; see Vin. Texts ii. 32, n. 3, Pss. Breth. 
p. 202, G.S. i. x8, n. 4• Verses of Uplift, p. 68. 
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approached, having greeted the venerable Kaccana the Great, 
he sat down at a respectful distance. As he was sitting down 
at a respectful distance, the layfollower, Sot:Ia Kutikat:It:Ia, 
spoke thus to the venerable Kaccana the Great : 

"In so far as I, honoured sir, understand dhamma taught 
by the master, Kaccana the Great, it is no easy matter for one 
living in a house to lead the Brahma-faring which is utterly 
complete, utterly pure and polished like a conch-shell. I want, 
honoured sir, having cut off hair and beard, having donned 
yellow robes, to go forth from home into homelessness. 
Honoured sir, may the master Kaccana the Great let me go 
forth." II I II 

He said : " Difficult, Sot:Ia, for as long as life lasts are the 
solitary sleeping-place1, the one meal (a day), the Brahma
faring. Please do you, Sot:Ia, being a householder as before, 2 

practise the instruction of the awakened ones for a short time 3 : 

the solitary sleeping-place, the one meal (a day), the Brahma
faring." 

Then that abated which had been the lay follower Sot:Ia 
Kutikat:It:Ia's strong aspiration for the going forth.' But a 
second time did the lay follower Sot:Ia [194] Kutikat:It:la ... 
But a third time did the lay follower Sot:Ia Kutikat:It:Ia approach 
the venerable Kaccana the Great ... (as in II r II) " ... Honoured 
sir, may the master Kaccana the Great let me go forth." 
Then the venerable Kaccana the Gteat let the layfollower 
Sot:Ia Kutikanna go forth. Now at that time the southern 
region of A vanti 5 came to be short of monks. Then did the 

1 ekaseyyii, exact significance obscure. At B.D. ii. 196 a monk is allowed 
to lie down in a sleeping place for two or three nights with one who is not 
ordained. It seems as if he might also do so with an ordained monk, for 
on this occasion there is no offence if he thinks a person is ordained and he is. 
At B.D. ii. 201 there is an offence if a monk so lies down with a woman. 

I tatth' eva. 
1 kalayutta. This is to show how difficult these things are. Kalayutta 

could also signify connected with the right time (for doing things), and would 
then emphasise that now is not a right time for Sol}.a to go forth, being not 
sufficiently ready spiritually to do so. 

' pabbajjdbhisankhiira. Cf. gamikdbhisankhiira at Vin. i. 233. 
1 Avantidakkhi!].apatha, as at Vin. ii. 298, fa. iii. 463. See DPPN under 

Dakkhil}.apatha, Rhys Davids, Bud. India, p. 30, and B. C. Law, Geography 
of Early Buddhism, p. 22. At the time of the Council of Vesalf, 
about eighty-eight monks of Avantidakkhil}.apatha, some of them followers 
of ascetic practices, dhutanga, are said to have collected on the Ahoganga 
mountain slope, Vin. ii. 299· 

T 
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venerable Kacdina the Great at the end of three years, with 
difficulty, with trouble, having had convened from here and 
there an Order of monks consisting of ten1, ordain the venerable 
Sol).a. 11211 

Then as the venerable Sol).a was keeping the rains and 
meditating in seclusion, a reasoning arose in his mind thus: 
" I have only heard that this Lord is such and such a one, 
but I have not seen him face to face. I would go and see this 
Lord, the perfected, the all-awakened one, if a preceptor 
would allow me." Then the venerable Sol).a, emerging from 
seclusion towards the evening, ::tpproached the venerable 
Kacdina the Great; having approached, having greeted the 
venerable Kacdina the Great, he sat down at a respectful 
distance. As he was sitting down at a respectful distance, the ven
erable Sol).a spoke thus to the venerable Kaccan:;t the Great : IJJIJ 

"Now, as I, honoured sir, was meditating in seclusion, a 
reasoning arose in my mind thus: 'I have only heard that 
this Lord is such and such a one, but I have not seen him 
face to face. I would go to see this Lord, the perfected, the 
all-awakened one, if a preceptor would allow me.' I, honoured 
sir, would go to see this Lord, the perfected, the all-awakened 
one, if the preceptor allows me.'' 

" Good, it is good, Sol).a. Do you, Sol).a, go to see this Lord, 
the perfected, the all-awakened one. 114 II 

" You, Sol).a, will see this Lord, who is pleasant and inspires 
one to be pleased,2 who is calmed in his sense-organs, calmed 
in mind, who has attained the uttermost taming and peace, 
the hero3 tamed, guarded, controlled in his sense-organs. Well 
then, do you, Sol).a, in my name salute the Lord's feet with 
your head, saying: 'Lord, my preceptor, the venerable 
Kaccana the Great, salutes the Lord's feet with his head ',4 

and then speak thus : ' Lord, the southern region of A vanti 

1 Vin. i. 319 says that an Order may consist of four, five, ten, twenty 
or more than twenty monks, and that various maximum numbers are required 
for carrying out various specific formal acts, ten monks being able to perform 
them all, except rehabilitation ; but five monks were not able to ordain 
in the Middle Districts. 

1 pasadanfya, i.e. to be pleased with his teaching. 
1 naga, explained at VA. 1087 as" empty of guilt (agu), empty of the 

obstructions (kilesa) ". Cf. Sn. 522: iigu na karoti ... nago, and Nd. II. 337· 
' U dana version omits from here to end of II 7 II and then proceeds much 

as Vin. version to end of flxo II· 
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is short of monks. At the end of three years (he), with difficulty, 
with trouble, having had convened for me from here and there 
an Order of monks consisting of ten, I received ordination. 
Perhaps the Lord would allow ordination by a smaller group 
in the southern region of A vanti. II 5 II 

" ' Lord, in the southern region of A vanti the surface-soil 
is dark, hard, trampled by the hooves of cattle.1 Perhaps 
the Lord [195] would allow sandals with many linings in 
the southern region of A vanti. Lord, in the <>outhern region 
of Avanti people attach importance to bathing, to purification 
by water. 2 Perhaps the Lord would allow constant bathing3 

in the southern region of A vanti. Lord, in the southern region 
of Avanti hides (are used as) covering<>: sheep-hide, goat-hide, 
deer-hide. As, Lord, in the middle districts, 4 eragu, moragu, 
majjhiiru, jantu 5 (are used), so, Lord, in the southern region 
of Avanti hides (are used as) covering<>. Perhaps the Lord 
would allow hides (to be used a<>) coverings in the southern 
region of Avanti: sheep-hide, goat-hide, deer-hide. 1161J 

"'At present, Lord, people give robe-material to monks 
who have gone out<>ide the boundaries, saying: "We are 
giving this robe-material for so and so." When these have 
come back (the others) announce: "Your reverences, robe
material was given for you by the people so and so ". But 
these, being scrupulous, do not consent to it, thinking : " Let 
there not be an offence involvingforfeitureforus.'' 6 Perhaps the 
Lord would explain the procedure 7 in regard to robe-material.' " 

"Yes, honoured sir", and the venerable Sol).a having spoken 
in assent to the venerable Kaccana the Great, rising from his 

1 khara gokatt!akahata; cf. A. i. 136. 
1 udakasuddhika. Cf. S. i. 182 (K.S. i. 231); also Vin. iv. 262, where 

however " purification by water " is not a rite, but a necessary ablution. 
1 Cf. Pac. LVII, where it is an offence for a monk to bathe at intervals 

of less than a fortnight except" at a right time", specified. 
' Not Majjhimadesa here, but majjhimesu janapadesu. 
a VA. xo88 says these are four kinds of grasses, litza, from which are made 

ka!asaraka (?, part of a monk's lodging or bedding, see VA. w88 under 
sen4sana1!1 paniiiipesi) and straw mats. Eragu is also called erakalitza and 
is coarse. Moragu is copper coloured at the head, fine, pliable and pleasant 
to touch, and straw mats are made from it. They make upper cloaks from 
majjharu (VA. Io88 reading majjiiru). The colour of jantu is like pearls. 

• Cf. Nis. I., where if a monk's kalhit~a privileges have been removed 
he may use an extra robe for ten days. One of the grounds for removal 
of the privileges depends on a monk's having gone outside the boundary, 
Vin. i. 255· 

7 panyiiya. 
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seat, having greeted the venerable Kaccana the Great, having 
kept his right side towards him, having packed away his 
lodging, taking his bowl and robe, set out for Savatthi. 11711 

In due course he approached Savatthi, the ]eta Grove, 
Anathapi:r:u;lika's monastery, the Lord; having approached, 
having greeted the Lord, he c;at down at a respectful distance. 
Then the Lord addressed the venerable Ananda, saying : 
"Anand a, make ready a lodging for t.his incoming monk ". 
Then the venerable Ananda thought : 

" The Lord desires to stay in the same dwelling-place 
together with this monk, the Lord desires to stay in the same 
dwelling-place together with the venerable Sot;ta ; it is he in 
regard to whom the Lord enjoined me, saying: 'Ananda, 
make ready a lodging for this incoming monk '," and he made 
ready a lodging for the venerable Sot;ta in that dwelling-place 
where the Lord was staying. 11811 

Then the Lord, having spent a great part of that night in 
the open air, entered the dwelling-place. The venerable Sot;ta 
also, having spent a great part of that night in the open air, 
entered the dwelling-place. Then the Lord, getting up in the 
night towards dawn, requested the venerable Sol).a, saying: 

"May (some) dhamma occur to you to speak, monk.''1 

"Very well, Lord", and the venerable Sol).a, having replied 
in assent to the Lord, spoke from memory everything belonging 
to the Divisions in the Eights. 2 Then the Lord at the end 

1 Pa#ibhiitu ta~?t bhikkhu dhammo bhasitu~?t, as at UdA. 312, AA. i. 241. 
Woodward, Verses of Uplift, p. 71, n. r, would translate this as" let dhamma 
arise in your mind for recital". He notes that pa#ibhiitu is "let it occur 
to you, ptaceat ", but owing to dhamma being in the nominative the sentence 
cannot mean" let it occur to you to speak dhamma ". VA. roSS says, "may 
there be (or become, bhavatu) an inclination (abhimukha) to speak of 
knowledge, of what is called understanding". UdA. 312 says "Monk, 
may dhamma to speak arise in you, let it come to the forefront of knowledge, 
recite dhamma as you have heard it, as you have learnt it". Cf. Vin. ii. 200, 
Ud. 59, S. i. 155· 

N.B. The Lord addresses So!fa as" monk" and not by his name. 
a Atthakavaggikani. Atthakavagga is the name of the fourth Vagga in 

the Sn. Cited at S. iii. 12, Ud. 59· This latter (and also DhA. iv. ror-2) 
llave the " specific amplification that So!fa recited (or 'intoned') 'all the 
sixteen' Atthakavaggika Suttas ",as Chalmers remarks, Buddha's Teachings, 
p. xvi, n. I; and UdA. 312 the still further amplification that the sixteen 
Suttas begin with the Kamasutta. AA. i. 241 reads Atthakavaggiyani, one 
MS. adding suttani. See JPTS. rS95, p. 93 on identification of Divy's (p. 20) 
arthavadgiyani (recited by So!fa) with the" sixteen poems", aHhakavaggikiini, 
of the Atthakavagga. The work is also mentioned at Divy. 35· For references 
to Chinese versions see Anesaki, ]PTS. 1906-7, p. 50; and Et. Lamotte, 
Ls Traite de Ia Grande Vertu de Sagesse, Vol. I, p. 39, n. 2, 

.I 
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of the venerable Sol).a's recitaP expressed his approbation, 
saying: 

"Good, it is good, monk, that by you, monk, the Divisions 
in the Eights are well learnt, [196] well attended to, well 
reflected upon, and that you are endowed with lovely speech, 
distinct, without hoarseness, so as to make the meaning clear.• 
Of how many years' standing are you, monk? " 3 

"I, Lord, am of one year's standing.'' II 9 II 
" But what have you, monk, done thus long ? " 
"For long, Lord, I have seen peril in pleasures of the senses, 

but household lives are crowded, • there is much to be done, 
much business.'' Then the Lord, having understood this 
matter, at that time uttered this utterance : 

" Having seen peril in the world, having known dhamma 
without attachment, / 

the noble one delights not in evil, the pure one delights in 
instruction." 5 II ro II . 

Then the venerable Sol).a, thinking: "The Lord is much 
pleased with me, this is the time for that for which the preceptor 
prepared 8 me," rising from his seat, having arranged his upper 
robe over one shoulder, havjng inclined his head to the Lord's 
feet, spoke thus : 

"Lord, my preceptor, the venerable Kaccana the Great, 
salutes the Lord's feet with his head, and speaks thus : ' The 
southern region of Avanti, Lord ... (as in 115. 611) ••• 
perhaps the Lord would explain the procedure in regard to 
robe-material'." Then the Lord, on this occasion, in this 
connection, having given reasoned talk, addressed the monks, 
saying: 

" Monks, the southern region of A vanti is short of monks. 

l sarabhaiiiia. P.E.D. calls this" intoning, a particular mode of reciting". 
Cf. Vin. ii. roS, where the Lord "allows" sarabhaiiiia, but not _the .. singing 
of dhamma in a singing voice. Oldenberg quotes VA. at Vus. u. 316: 
sarabhaiiiian ti sarena bhat~ana'?t, which means" sarabhaiiiia is called repeating 
(or reciting) by intonation (sara)". There is perhaps in the text a play 
upon the word sara, which also means remembering. 

• Stock as at D. i. II4, S. i. 189, ii. 280, A. ii. 51, iii. rq. 
• I.e. how many years since his or.~ination. Cf. ab?ve, p. 76£. 
' sambiidhiighar4vasa. Ud. 59, S. u. 219, v. 350, D.1. 63, 250 read sambad.\o 

ghar4vaso. . _ . 
• sasane ramati sucJ : U d. 59 readmg pape na ramats sucf. 
• paridassi. VA. roBS, "this ~ould, be the time for ~at which ~e 

preceptor made known to me, saymg : You should say thiS and that ; 
come, I will give the message now ". 
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I allow, monks, in all border districts ordination by a group1 

with, as fifth, an expert on discipline. II II II 
"For this purpoc;e2, these are the border districts3 : the little 

town' called Kajangala 5 is in the eastern direction, beyond 
it is Mahasala 6, further than that are border districts, on this 
side are the middle (districts). The river called SallavatF is 
in the south-eastern direction, further than that are border 
districts, on this side are the middle (districts). The little town 
called Setakai).I).ika is in the southern direction, further than 
that are border districts, on this side are the middle (districts). 
The brahmin village called Thiina 8 is in the western direction, 
further than that are border districts, on this side are tbe 
middle (distncts). The mountain slope called Usiraddhaja9 is 
in the northern direction, further than that are border districts, 
on this side are the middle (districts). I allow, monks, in such 
border districts as these, ordination by a group with, as fifth, 
an expert on discipline. II 12 II 

" In the southern region of A vanti, monks, the surface-soil 
is dark, hard, trampled by the hooves of cattle. I allow, monks, 
in all border districts, sandals with many liningc;. In the 
southern region of A vanti, monks, people attach importance 
to bathing, to purification by water. I allow, monks, in all 
border districts, constant bathing. In the southern region of 
Avanti, monks, hides (are used as) coverings: sheep-hide, 

1 Usually two to four monks. 
• tatra. 
1 This passage is quoted at ]a. i. 49, DA. 173, KhA. 132, MA. ii. 200, 

AA. i. 97 in order to define the boundaries of Majjhima(pa)desa, the Middle 
Country, i.e. the middle of Jambudipa (India). See B. C. Law Geog. of Early 
Buddhism, p. 2, for some of the place-names mentioned below. 

' nigama, see B.D. ii. 63, n. 2. 
1 Occurring at A. v. 54, M. iii. 298, DA. 429. Also ]a iii. 226-7, iv. 310. 

The scholiast tells us (]a. iv. 3rr) that it was a town where materials were 
easily got, dabbasambhiirii sulabhii, not where they " were hard to be got " 
(]a. transln. iv. 195, n. r). 

• Called Mahiisala at ]ii. i. 49· 
7 Spelled Salalavati at ]ii. i. 49, DA. 173, KhA. 132, SalaJavatl at MA. 

ii. 200 (with v.ll.) and in D.P.P.N. See v.ll. at DA. 173 ; these do not include 
Sallavatti as at AA. i. 97. 

8 Mentioned at Ud. 78, UdA. 377 as belonging to the Mallas; also at ]ii. 
vi. 62 (with v.l. Dhunna). B. C. Law, India as described in Early Texts of 
Buddhism and ]ainism, p. 21, n. 1 says "Consult Cunningham, Ancient 
Geography of India, Intr. xliii, n. 2 as to the identification of Thiil}.a with 
Sthanesvara ". 

a According to B. C. Law, India as described in Early Texts, p. 21, n. 2 
"it may be said to be identical with Usiragiri, a mountain to the north 
of Kankhal, I.A., 1905, 179 ". 
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[197] goat-hide, deer-hide. As, monks, in the middle districts, 
eragu, moragu, majjhara, jantu (are used), so, monks, in the 
southern region of Avanti hides (are used as) coverings: 
sheep-hide, goat-hide, deer-hide.1 I allow, monks, in all border 
districts, hides (to be used as) coverings : sheep-hide, goat-hide, 
deer-hide. And moreover, monks, people give robe-material 
for monks who have gone outside the boundaries, saying : 
'We are giving this robe-material for so and so'. I allow you, 
monks, to consent (to it). That reckoning is not necessary 
until it reaches the hand. 2 " II I3 1113 II 

The Fifth Section : that on Hides 

In this Section there are sixty-three items. This is its key : 
The King of Magadha, Soi).a, and eighty-thousand chieftains, 
Sagata showed much that was further on Vulture Peak, I 
They were broken by his output (of energy) on going forth, 

the lute, with one lining, 
dark green, yellow, red, crimson, and indeed black, I 
Orange, multi-coloured, and he objected to edgings, 
heelc;, knee-boots, top-boots, cotton, partridges, rams, goats, I 
Scorpions, peacockc;, and embroidered, decorated with lions, 

tigers and panthers, 
antelopes, beavers and cats, squirrels, owls, I 
Sandals for split (feet), corns, unwashed, tree-stumps, rasping, 
palm, bamboo, and indeed grasc;, muif,ja, babbaja, marshy 

date-palm, I 
Kamala, woollen, golden, silver, gems, lapis lazuli, 
crystal, bronze, and glass, and tin, lead, copper, I 

1 VA. 1088 here gives a list of six kinds of deer, and says their hides may 
be used, but not the hides of other kinds of deer, miga, including the 
kadalimiga, nor (with a play on words) the hides of beasts of pre:y, viifamiga, 
which it defines as lions, tigers, panthers, bears and hyenas. Skms of cows, 
buffaloes, hares and cats may not be used either. . . . 

1 na tiiva Ia'!! ga1_Zan!4paga1!1 yiiva na hattha'!l gacchat~. Th1s refers to N1s. I, 
where an extra robe may be worn for at most ten days. The above phrase 
means that a monk need not begin to count these ten days until he has 
actually received the robe-material. VA. 1089 says, "So long as having 
conveyed but not given, or (so long as) having sent J:>ut not announced th~t 
• This robe-material has accrued for you, honoured s1rs' ; he does not begm 
the reckoning (gattana'!l na upeti), it (i.e. the robe-material) is ~ot allotted, 
one does not begin to take up what is not allotted. But when, havmg conveyed 
it it is given, or when having sent it it ~ annou~ced, or when. having heard 
that it has accrued. from then on there 1s occaswn for attentwn to the ten 
days". On upaga, see B.D. ii. ·7, n. 4; and on anadhiflhita, "not allotted "• 
see ibid., n. I. 

.11111 .I, 
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Cows, a vehicle and ill, yoked with bulls, a palanquin, 
things to recline on, large hides, and the depraved one with 

a cowhide, j 
On what belongs to householders, with thongs of hide, they 

enter, on one being ill1, 

Kacdiyana the Great, Sol)a (recites) from memory what belongs 
to the Divisions in the Eights, / 

A group of five for ordination, many linings, constant bathing, 2 

he allowed hides (to be used as) coverings, reckoning not 
necessary until: 

The leader gave these five boons to the Elder Sol)a. [198] 

1 gilayano ; Cing. ed. gilanakii. 
1 CiDg. edn. upasampada'f!J paiicahi gatJa'lpgatJa dhuvasinayana. 
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THE GREAT DIVISION (MAHAVAGGA) VI 

At that time the Lord was staying at Savatthi in the Jeta 
Grove in Anathapil)~ka's monastery. Now at that time 
monks, afflicted by an affection occurring in the autumn, 
brought up the conjey they had drunk and brought up the rice 
they had eaten ; because of this they became lean, wretched, 
of a bad colour, yellowish, the veins standing out on their 
limbs. The Lord saw these monks who were lean ... standing 
out on their limbs ; seeing them, he addressed the venerable 
.Ananda, saying : " Now, how is it Ananda, that at present 
monks are lean . . . standing out on their limbs ? " 

"At present, Lord, monks, afflicted by an affection occurring 
in the autumn, bring up the conjey they have drunk and 
bring up the rice they have eaten; because of this they are 
lean . . . standing out on their limbs." III II 

Then as the Lord was meditating in seclusion, a reasoning 
arose in his mind thus: "At present monks, afflicted by an 
affection occurring in the autumn, bring up ... standing out 
on their limbs. What now if I should allow medicine for monks 
-whatever is medicine as well as what may be agreed upon 
as medicine-and although it may serve as nutriment for 
people1 yet could not be reckoned as substantial food ? " 
Then it occurred to the Lord : " These five medicines, that is 
to say ghee, fresh butter, oil, honey, molasses, are medicines2 

and are also agreed upon as medicines, and although they serve 
as nutriment for people yet they cannot be reckoned as 
substantial food. What now if I should allow monks to make 
use of these five medicines at the right time, if they have 
accepted them at a right time ? " 112 II 

Then the Lord, having emerged from seclusion towards the 
evening, having given reasoned talk on this occasion, addressed 
the monks, saying : 

1 lokassa. 
1 Cf. Nissag. XXIII, where a monk, having accepted these five medici~es 

may keep them in store for at most seven days. They are defined at Vm. 
iii. 251. 
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"Now, monks, as I was meditating in seclusion . 
yet could not be reckoned as substantial food'. Monks, 
concerning this, it occurred to me: 'These five medicines, 
that is to say [199] . . . Suppose I were to allow monks to 
make use of these five medicines at the right time, if they have 
accepted them at a right time ? ' I allow you, monks, to make 
use of these five medicines at the right time, if you have 
accepted them at a right t~me." II 3 II 

Now at that time monks, having accepted these five medicines 
at. a right time, made use of them at the right time. But even 
With these they did not digest ordinary coarse meals, much 
less greasy ones. And because of this they were afflicted by 
the affection occurring in the autumn, and in consequence 
there was also a loss of appetite, and as a result of both these 
(factors) they became increasingly lean, wretched, of a bad 
colour, yellowish, with the veins standing out on their limbs. 
The Lord saw these monks who were increasingly lean ... 
standing out on their limbs; seeing them, he addressed the 
venerable Ananda, saying : 

tt Now, why is it, Ananda, that at present monks are 
increasingly lean . . . standing out on their limps ? " 11 4 II 

"At present, Lord, monks, having accepted those five 
medicines at a right.time, make use of them at the right time 
. . . and as a result of both of these (factors) they are 
increasingly lean . . . standing out on their limbs." -

Then. the Lord, having given reasoned talk on this occasion, 
addressed the monks, saying : 

''I allow you, monks, having acceptd these five medicinest, 
to make use of them both at the right time and also at the 
wrong time. " 2 II 5 111 II 

Now at that time ill monks had need of tallows as medicines. 
They told this matter to the Lord. He said : " I allow you, 
monks, to make use of tallows as medicines by using them 

1 N.B. "at a right time" does not occur here. 
1 This must refer to the right time and the wrong time for eating solid 

!::>ods and soft foods. When" s~lid food "is defined a~ Vin. iv. 83 by excluding 
f~od t~at ,?Day be ~ten dunng a watch of the mght, during seven days, 

dunng hfe , there 1s reason to suppose that these expressions refer 
to medicines, see B.D. ii. 330, n. i, 2, 3· 

, 
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with oil: tallow from bears, tallow from fish, tallow from 
alligators, tallow from swine, tallow from donkeys,1 (if each) 
is accepted at a right time, cooked at a right time, mixed 
at a right time. 2 II I II 

" If, monks, one should make use of that which is accepted 
at a wrong time, cooked at a wrong time, mixed at a wrong 
time, there is an offence of three wrong-doings. If, monks, 
one should make use of that which is accepted at a right time, 
cooked at a wrong time, mixed at a wrong time, there is an 
offence of two wrong-doings. If, monks, one should make use 
of that which is accepted at a right time, cooked at a right 
time, mixed at a wrong time, there is an offence of wrong-doing. 
If, monks, one should make use of that which is accepted 
at a right time, cooked at a right time, mixed at a right time, 
there is no offence. " 3 II 2 II 2 II 

Now at that time ill monks had need of roots as medicines. 
They told this matter to the Lord. He said : [200] tt I allow 
you, monks, it there is a reason, to make use of roots as 
medicines: turmeric:' ginger, orris root, white orris root, 
garlic, black hellebore, khus-khus, nut-grass, or whatever other 
roots there are that are medicines, if they do not serve, among 
solid foods, as a solid food, if they do not serve, among soft 
foods, a<> a soft food; and having accepted them, to preserve5 

them for as long as life lasts. 8 If there is no reason, there is 
an offence of wrong-doing for one who makes use of (any of 
these medicines)." II I II 

Now at that time ill monks had need, as medicines, of what 
was pounded off roots. They told this matter to the Lord. 

1 Quoted at VA. 714· This passage explains that tallow from the flesh 
of all animals which it is allowable to eat is allowed, and also, with 
the exception of human tallow, the tallow of the ten animals which it is 
not allowable to eat. These ten are prohibited at Vin. i. 218 ff. 

1 Quoted at VA. 714, which, in reference to tallow, regards " the right 
time " as before a meal, " the wrong time " as after. 

1 Quoted at VA. 714. 
' This list of roots also given at Vin. iv. 35· For notes, see B.D. ii. 

227 f. Cf. also VA. 833. 
• pa'Yiha'YilutJI. 
1 Passage quoted at VA. 833. See B.D. ii. 330, n. 3, on this expression, 

"as long as life lasts". The medicines mentioned in Nissag. XXIII may, 
unlike the root medicines which may be stored for life, be stored for at most 
seven 'llays. 
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He said : " I allow you, monks, a (lower) grindstone, a (small) 
grindstone.1 " 11211311 

Now at that time ill monks had need of astringent decoctions 
as medicines. They told this matter to the Lord. He said : 
" I allow you, monks, if there is a reason, to make use of 
astringent decoctions as medicines : astringent decoctions from 
the nimb-tree, astringent decoctions from the kutaja2, astringent 
decoctions from the pakkava,3 astringent decoctions from the 
nattamiila,4 or whatever other astringent decoctions there are 
that are medicines if they go not serve, among solid foods, 
as a solid food, if they do not serve, among soft foods, as a 
soft food; and having accepted them, to preserve them for 
as long as life lasts. If there is no reason, there is an offence 
of wrong-doing for any one who makes use of (any of 
these medicines) ". II r 114 II 

Now at that time ill monks had need of leaves as medicines. 
They told this matter to the Lord. He c;aid : " I allow you, 
monks, if there is a reason, to make use of leaves as medicines: 
nimb-leaves, kutaja-leaves, cucumber5-leaves, basil 6-leaves, 
cotton-tree leaves, or whatever other leaves there are that are 
medicines if they do not serve ••. (any of these medicines)." 7 

llrll511 

Now at that time ill monks had need of fruits as medicines. 
They told this matter to the Lord. He said : " I allow you, 
monks, if there is a reason to make use of fruits as medicines: 
vilanga, 8 pepper, 8 black pepper,10 yellow myrobalan,11 beleric 

1 nisada nisadapota. VA. 1090 says pit}'lsanasilii ca pit}'lsanapotako ca, 
a stone for grinding and a small (thing) for grinding. This latter must be 
a pounder to use in the hand on the larger grindstone. 

1 Wrightia antidysenterica or Nericum antidysentericum (P.E.D.), 
Holarrhena antidysenterica (Watt's Commercial Products of India). 

a A creeper, VA. 1090 (reading paggava as at ]ii. ii. 105, where it is called 
valli, a creeping plant). 

' At VA.. 1090 called karanja which, according to P.E.D., is the tree 
Pongamia glabra. 

1 ptJ!ola, a kind of cucumber, Trichosanthes Dioeca. 
1 sulasJ; cf. Skrt. surasJ, given by Bohtlingk-Roth as "basilienkraut ". 

The word translated as" basil" at B.D. ii. 228 is ajjuka. 
7 Quoted at VA. 835. 
• Erycibe paniculata. 
• pippala, see Vin. Texts ii. 46, n. 6. 

10 marica. 
11 haritaka, cf, B.D. iii 245, n. 4 (Vin. iv. 259). 
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myrobalanl, emblic myrobalan, gotha-fruiP or whatever other 
fruits there are that are medicines if they do not serve . . . 
(any of these medicines)." II I II 6 II 

Now at that time ill monks had need of resins as medicines. 
They told this matter to the Lord. He said : " I allow you, 
monks, if there is a reason, to make use of resins as medicines : 
hingu, a hingu-resin, hingu-gum, 4 gum, 5 gum-patti, 6 [201] 
gum-pa~~i', 6 or whatever other resins there are that are 
medicines if they do not serve ... (any of these medicines) ". 7 

IIIII711 

Now at that time ill monks had need of salts as medicines. 
They told this matter to the Lord. He said : " I allow you, 
monks, if there is a reason, to make use of salts as medicines : 
sea(-salt), black salt, 8 rock-salt, 9 culinary-salt, red-saltl 0 or 
whatever other salts there are that are medicines if they do 
not serve, among solid foods, as a solid food, if they do not 
serve, among soft foods, as a soft food; and having accepted 
them, to preserve them for as long as life lasts. If there is 
no reason, there is an offence of wrong-doing for one who makes 
use of (any of these medicines)." II I 118 II 

Now at that time11 the venerable Belatthasisa, 12 the venerable 

1 vibhitaka, also at ]ii. vi. 529. Watt, Commercial Prodl!~t.s of In_dia, un~er 
Terminalia belerica, says " it has variou.s medicinal qualities .ascr;?ed to rt ; 
and the oil expressed from the seed rs u~ed by. the Natives . Under 
Phyllanthus emblica Watt says "the fresh npe frurts are largely employed 
as astringent and laxative medicines ". 

s goJhaphala. P.E.D. says "medicina~ seed·:, Monier vy,illiams, unde~ 
gotravriksha compares to dhanvanl! ... This he grves as the plant Alhagr 
Maurorum which grows in a dry soil . 

a Assafoetida. 
' hingu-sipapikii. P.E.D. says that this is a sipiifikii (pod pericarp) yielding 

gum. Monier Williams says it is the same as vat}'lsa-pattri. This he .calls 
a "particular kind of grass = niitji-hingu ". VA. 1090 says that h~ngu, 
hingu-jatu, hingu-sipapikii are just kinds of hingu. 

A taka, a medicinal gum. 
• VA. 1090 says that taka and these two varieties are all of them kinds 

of lac or resin. 
• Quoted at VA. 835. 
a VA. 1 090 calls this common salt. 
• This is white in colour, VA. 1090. 

1 o VA. 1090 : cooked together with all kinds of ingredients, it is red in 
colour. 

11 Opening part of this story = Vin. i. 295. 
11 See B.D. ii. 338, n. x. 
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Ananda's preceptor, had an affliction of thick scabs.1 Because 
of the discharge his robes stuck to his body. Monks, having 
repeatedly moistened these with water, loosened them. As 
the Lord was touring the lodgings he saw these monks loosenit1g 
the robes, having repeatedly moistened them with water ; and 
seeing {this) he approached these monks; having approached, 
he spoke thus to these monks : " What, monks, is this monk's 
affliction ? " 

" Lord, this venerable one has an affliction of thick scabs ; 
because of the di~harge, his robes stick to his body; having 
repeatedly moistened them with water, we are loosening them." 
II I II 

Then the Lord in this connection having given reasoned talk, 
addressed the monks, saying : " I allow, monks, for one who 
has itch2 or a small boil2 or a running sore2 or an affliction 
of thick scabs2 or for one whose body smells nasty, chunams 
as medicines ; for one who is not ill dung, clay, boiled colouring 
matter. 3 I allow you, monks, a pestle and mortar.' " 112 119 II 

Now at that time ill monks had need of sifted chunams as 
medicines. . . . " I allow you, monks, a chunam-sifter. 6 " 

They had need of very fine ones. " I allow you, monks, a 
cloth sifter." II I II 

Now at that time a certain monk had an non-human affliction. 
Teachers and preceptors, although nursing him, were unable 
to get him well. He, having gone to the swine's slaughter-place, 
ate raw flesh and drank raw blood, and his non-human affliction 
subsided. 6 They told this matter to the Lord. [202] He 
said : " I allow, monks, when one has a non-human affliction, 
raw flesh and raw blood." 1121110 II 

1 Cf. Pac. XC. 2. 
1 At Vin. iv. 172 (B.D. iii. 97) "itch-cloth" is defined as: for covering 

anyone who has any of these afflictions. 
1 rajana-nipakka. VA. 1090 says rajana-kasa!a, acrid colouring matter 

or dye-stuff. But kasa!a can also mean dregs or leavings, and this sense 
is ~ore lik~ly here.. V ~· 1090 explains: "having ground ordinary chunam, 
havmg moistened 1t Wlth water, one may wash (or bathe with it)." These 
three things were for applying to the body and not for taking as a medicine. 

' udukkhala musala, different from the grinding stones of 3. 2. 
6 cup'f'aciilanJ. 
• There seems at VA. 1090 the idea that a non-human being " possessed " 

the monk. For it explains that it was not the monk who ate and drank 
the raw things, but the non-human being; on its departing, his (the monk's) 
non-human affliction is said to ha.ve subsicle<!. 
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Now at that time a certain monk came to have an illness 
affecting his eyes. Having taken hold of that monk, they 
made him go out to ease himself. As the Lord was touring 
the lodgings, he saw those monks who, having taken hold of 
that monk, were making him go out to ease himself; seeing 
(this) he approached those monks; having approached, he 
spoke thus to those monks : 

" What, monks, is this monk's affliction ? " II I II 
" Lord, this venerable one has an illness affecting his eyes ; 

we, having taken hold of him, are making him go out to ease 
himself." Then the Lord in this connection having given 
reasoned talk, addressed the monks, saying: 

"I allow, monks, these ointments1 : black collyrium,2 

rasa-ointment, 3 sota-ointment,' yellow-ochre, 6 lamp-black." 6 

They had need of ointment-powders. 7 ••• " I allow, monks, 
the use of sandal-wood, rose bay, black gum, 8 talisa, 9 nut
grass."10 112 111111 

Now at that time monks used to place pulverised ointments 
in small bowls and saucers. They were littered with powdered 
grass and dust .... "I allow, monks, an ointment-box."11 

Now at that time the group of six monks used various kinds 
of ointment-boxes, made of gold, made of silver. People 
looked down upon, criticised, spread it about, saying : " Like 
householders who enjoy pleasures of the senses". They told 
this matter to the Lord. He said: 

" Monks, various kinds of ointment-boxes should not be 
used. Whoever should use (one), there is an offence of 

1 anjana is here a generic term, as is clear from the first three to be specified : 
kii!anjana rasaiijana sotanjana. VA. 1090 also says of anjana, " comprising 
all". 

a VA. 1090 says " one kind of anjana, cooked with all ingredients ". 
a VA. 1090 says" made from a variety of ingredients". Bohtlingk-Roth 

say it is made with vitriol. 
' VA. 1090-91 says " an ointment originating in rivers and streams ". 

BOhtlingk-Roth say it is made with antimony. 
& geruka, or red chalk. 
e kapalla taken from the flame of a lamp, VA. 1091. P.E.D. says kapalla 

is here in error for kajjala. 
7 anjanupapisana, as at Vin. ii. II2. 
a See G.S. v. 17, n. I. 
• Flacourtia cataphracta. 
1o As in MV. VI. 3. 1, and Vin. iv. 35· See B.D. ii. 228, n. 2. 
11 aiijanf. See B.D. iii. Sg, n. 2. Allowed also at Vin. ii. 135. 

!''!i 
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wrong-doing. I allow (them), monks, (to be) made of bone,t 
made of ivory,1 made of horn,1 made of reed, made of bamboo, 
made of a piece of stick, made of lac, made of crystal, 2 made 
of copper, made of the centre of a conch-shell." II I II 

Now at that time ointment-boxes were not covered. They 
were littered with powdered grass and dust .... "I allow, 
monks, a ·1id."3 A lid fell off .... "I allow you, monks, 
having tied it with thread, to tie it to the ointment- box." 
An ointment-box split open. 4 • • • " I allow you, monks, 
to sew it round with thread." 112 II 

Now at that time monks put on ointment with (their) fingers. 
(Their) eyes became painful. . . . "I allow, monks, an 
ointment-stick." 5 Now at that time the group of six monks 
used various kinds of ointment-sticks, made of gold, made of 
silver. [203] People looked down upon, criticised, spread it 
about, saying : "Like houc;eholders who enjoy pleasures of 
the senses." ... "Monks, various kind<> of ointment-sticks 
should not be used. 6 Whoever should use one, there is an 
offence of wrong-doing. I allow (them), monk<>, (to be) made 
of bone . . . made of the centre of a conch-shell." II 3 II 

Now at that time an ointment-stick, falling to the ground, 
became rough .... "I allow, monks, a case for the stickc;."7 
Now at that time monks carried about ointment-boxes and 
ointment-sticks in their hands ... "I allow, monks, a bag 
for the ointment-box." There was no strap at the edge8 ••• 

1 At Vin. iv. 167 these three materials are allowed for making needle-cases. 
"Bone" is there defined as whatever is bone. But VA. 1091 says "made 
of bone " means of every kind of bone with the exception of human bone. 
This list recurs at Vin. ii. II7. 

3 P.E.D. suggests that phalamaya " stands in all probability for phalika-
maya ". 

a Allowed also at Vin. ii. 122 for a well. 
t Reading phalati with Cing. edn. instead of Oldenberg's nipatati. 
1 Allowed again, with ointment-box, at Vin. ii. 135. At Vin. iv. 168 

there is " no offence " if an ointment-stick is used as a needle-case. 
• Cf. above VI. 12. I. 
7 VA. 1091 says, "because they put down the sticks, I allow a piece 

of hollow wood or a bag for them ". 
8 a7JJSa-bandhaka (v. ll. vadhaka, vaddhaka). VA. 1091 says this is for 

(or, on) the ointment-bag. The same thing allowed at Vin. ii. 114 for a bowl. 
At MV. VI. 13. 2 there is a similar" allowance" for a bag for tubes for steam. 
Thus the monks had different bags for different portable articles. It would 
seem as if each bag had a strap attached to its edge, rather than that monks 
carried the bags by means of straps going over the shoulder {also called a7JJsa). 
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" I allow, monks, a strap at the edge, a thread for tyingt." 
114 II t2 II 

Now at that time the venerable Pilindavaccha2 had a head,.. 
ache3 ••• "I allow, monks, a small quantity of oil for the 
head:" He did not get better . . . "I allow, monks, (medical) 
treatment through the nose ".4 His nose ran ... "I allow, 
monks, a nose-spoon." 5 Now at that time the group of six 
monks used various kinds of nose-spoons, made of gold, made 
of silver. People ... spread it about, saying: "Like 
householders who enjoy pleasures of the senses." ... "Monks, 
various kinds of nose-spoons should not be used. Whoever 
should use one, there is an offence of wrong-doing. I allow 
(them), monks, (to be) made of bone ... made of the centre 
of a conch-shell." II I II 

They poured it up the nose in tmeven quantities. 6 • • • " I 
allow, monks, a double nose-spoon." 7 He did not get better 
... "I allow you, monks, to inhale steam." 8 So they inhaled 
it after they had lit a wick. 9 It burnt their throats. . . . 
"I allow you, monks, a tube for the steam.10 Now at that 
time the group of six monks used all kinds of tubes for the 
steam ... (as in II I II). "I allow (them), monks, (to be) 
made of bone ... made of the centre of a conch-shell." Now 
at.that time tubes for the steam were not covered, and small 
creatures got in. "I allow, monks, a lid." Now at that time 

1 bandhana-suttaka, probably for tying the box to the strap. Cf. Vin. ii. 
Il4. 

t See B.D. i. 112, n. 2. 
a A" certain monk " had this, sfsabhitiipa, at Vin. iii. 83 (B.D. i. 143). 
t natthukamma. Cf. natthu'!J ada7JJSU at Vin. iii. 83 (see B.D. i. 143, n. 2). 

Mentioned also at M. i. su. 
I natthu-karanf. I translate as at Vin. Texts ii. 54· PED. gives" pocket

handkerchief", but next sentence makes this unlikely. 
• natthum visamam iisificanti. In pouring the medicament up the nose, 

monks probably poured more up one nostril than the other. The spoon, 
therefore, was not to catch the discharge from the nose but was to hold 
it up " so that the medicinal oil does not run out" (Vin. Texts ii. 54, n. r) ; 
it was an instrument with which to pour up the medicinal oil itself. 

7 I.e. one giving an equal stream in respect of its two measures, VA. 1091. 
a dhuma7JJ patu7JJ, lit. to drink steam, or smok~. Below, MV. VI. 14. 5, 

cf. dhUma7JJ kiitU'!J. Cf. " drinking " (not smokmg) a huqqa, by reason 
of the water in it. 

o Cf. Vin. Texts ii. 54, n. 3, which states that they smeared a wick with 
the drugs and then burnt them. 

10 dhumanetta. Also at ]ii. iv. 363; transld. ]ii. Transln., iv. 229 
as " smoking-pipe ". 
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monks carried about tubes for the steam in their handc;. " I 
allow, monks, a bag for the tubes for the steam." They got 
rubbed together .... "I allow, monks, a double bag." 
There was no strap at the edge.1 .•• "I allow, monks, a 
strap at the edge, a thread for tying." II 2 1113 II 

Now at that time the venerable Pilindavaccha [204] had an 
affiiction of wind. Physicians spoke thus : " Oil must be 
boiled." ... "I allow, monks, a decoction of oil." Now 
strong drink had to be mixed in that decoction of oil. " I 
allow you, monks, to mix strong drink in a decoction of oil." 
Now at that time the group of six monks boiled oils mixed 
with too much strong drink. -Having drunk these, they were 
intoxicated. 2 " Monks, oil mixed with too much strong drink 
should not be drunk. Whoever should (so) drink should be 
dealt· with according to the rule. 3 I allow you, monks, if 
neither the colour nor the smell nor the taste of strong drink• 
appears in any decoction of oil, to drink oil mixed with strong 
drink if it is like this." II I II 

Now at that time monks came to have much boiled oil mixed 
with too much strong drink. Then it occurred to these monks : 
"Now what course of conduct should be followed when there 
is oil mixed with too much strong drink? " ... "I allow 
you, monks, tQ employ it as an unguent." 5 Now at that time 
the venerable Pilindavaccha came to have a quantity of boiled 
oil, but there was no receptacle for oil. " I allow you, monks, 
three kinds of vesselc;: a copper vessel, a wooden vessel, a 
vessel (made of) fruit.'' II 2 II 

Now at that time the venerable Pilindavaccha had rheuma
tism in the limbs. "I allow, monks, the sweating-treatment." 6 

He got no better .... " I allow, monks, sweating by the use 
of all kinds of herbs." 7 He got no better. "I allow, monks, 

1 As in VI. 12. 4· 
1 majjanti, or" were elated". 
a Pac. LI. 
' Cf- Pac. LI, 2. 3· 
6 a_bbkaiija'!'a, an oilin~t ... Cf. the sall!-e word in the " key " at Vin. iii. 79, 

used m referrmg to abbhanptttsu, they oiled or rubbed (an ill monk), on p. 83. 
• sedakamma. ' 
7 sambhiiraseaa. VA. togr, "!?weating by the use of hemp and a variety 

of leaves", 
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the great sweating."1 He got no better. 
(the use of) hemp-water."2 He got no 
monks, (the use of) a water-vat. " 3 113 II 
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"I allow, monks, 
better. I allow, 

Now atthattime the venerable Pilindavaccha had rheumatism 
in the joints. " I allow you, monks, to let blood. " 4 He got 
no better. "I allow you, monks, having let blood, to cup 
with a hom." 5 Now at that time the venerable Pilindavaccha's 
feet came to be split. " I allow you, monks, an unguent for 
the feet." He got no better. " I allow you, monks, to prepare 
a foot-salve." 8 Now at that time a certain monk came to 
have boils. "I allow, monks, treatment with a lancet.'' 7 

There was need of astringent water. " I allow, monks, 
astringent water." There was need of sec;amum paste. ·"I 
allow, monks, sesamum paste." 114 II 

There was need of a compress. 8 " I allow, monks, a com
press." There was need of a piece of cloth for tying over 
the sore. " I allow, monks, a piece of cloth for tying over 
the sore." The c;ore itched. "I allow you, monks, to sprinkle 
it with mustard-powder." 9 The sore festered. [205] "I 
allow you, monks, to make a fumigation."10 The flesh of the 
sore11 stood up. " I allow you, monks, to cut it off with a 
piece of salt-crystal'' The sore did not heal. "I allow, 
monks, oil for the sore." The oil ran. They told this matter 
to the Lord. He said: "I allow, monks, a linen bandage12 

(and) every treatment for curing a sore.'' 1/5 11 

1 mahiiseda. V ;4. r_ogr explains that they heap charcoal into a pit the size 
of a man, cover It with dust, sand and leaves, and the patient lies down 
there with his limbs smeared with oil and sweats by rolling round. 

1 bhangodaka, i.e. hemp leaves boiled in water. The patient should sweat 
by repeatedly sprinkling himseH with this preparation, VA. rogr. See Vin. 
Texts ii. 57. n. r. 

a udakako!!haka. " I allow the application of the sweating treatment 
(sedakammakaratza), having got into a vessel or vat filled with hot water," 
VA. 1ogr. Ko!!haka is usually a store-room. 

' By using a knife (or lancet), VA. 1ogr. 
1 See Vin. Texts ii. 57, n. 3. which, quoting Wise, says, "bad blood may 

be removed by means of cupping, which is performed by a horn ". 
1 pajja, cf. D. ii. 240. 
7 satthakamma. 
1 kabalikii. 
1 sasapakuf!a. Cf- Vin. ii. 151 siisapakut/1/a, as at VA. 1092, where 

explained as" ground (Pi!!ha) mustard". 
10 dhumam kii.tum. Cf. MV. VI. 13. 2. 

n·vat~amatttsa, VA. 1092 reading vat!t!hamatttSa, and saying that the upper 
or covering (adhika) flesh stood up like a peg. 

11 vikiisika; VA. rogz, " a piece of cloth for covering up the sore ". 
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Now at that time a certain monk was bitten by a snake.1 

They told this matter to the Lord. He said: "I allow you, 
monks, to give the four great irregular things2 : (a decoction 
of) dung, urine, ashes, clay."3 Then it occurred to the monks: 
" (May they be used) even if they are not (formally) received, 
or should they be (formally) received? " 4 They told tliis 
matter to the Lord. He said : " I allow you, monks, to make 
use of them if someone to make them allowable5 is there 
(formally) to offer6 them to you ; having taken them your
selves, if there is no one to make them allowable." 

Now at that time a certain monk came to have drunk poison. 
They told this matter to the Lord. He said: "I allow you, 
monks, to make him drink (a concoction of) dung." Then 
it occurred to the monks : " (May it be drunk) even if it is 
not (formally) received, or should it be (formally) offered? " 7 

They told this matter to the Lord. He said : " I allow, 
monks, that if he receives (formally) that which (someone) is 
making allowable, 8 when he has once (formally) received it 
that it need not be (formally) offered again." II 6 II 

Now at that time a certain monk had an affliction resulting 
from drinking something poisonous. 9 " I allow you, monks, 
to make him drink (a decoction of) mud turned up by the 
plough. "1 0 

Now at that time a certain monk was constipated. " I 
allow you, monks, to make him drink raw lye." 

Now at that time a certain monk had jaundice. "I allow 
you, monks, to make him drink (a compound of cow's11) urine 
and yellow myrobalan."12 

1 Cf. Vin. iv: I66. 
• mahavika!fini. Mentioned at Vin. iv. go, where a monk may himseU 

take these even if there is no one to make them " allowable ", for they do 
not count as" nutriment". Also atM. i. 79, D. i. I67. 

8 These things are, or are by Indians, regarded as great purifiers. 
' pa;iggahetabbani. Oldenberg proposes to read pa;iggahapetabbani, Vin. 

i. 382. 
6 Cf. B.D. ii. 346, n. I, 2. 
• Pa!iggahiipetUtrJ. 
7 pa!iggahiipetabbo; see B.D. ii. I22. 
s yatr~ karonto pa;iggarthiiti. 
• VA. I092 takes this to mean he was suffering from the results of sorcery, 

i.e. from a disease arising from drinking under the mastery of another. 
10 sftaloji, explained at VA. 1092 as " I allow you to make him drink, 

mixed with water, the clay clinging to the ploughshare when tilling with 
a plough". . 

11 So VA. IOg2. 

11 Cf. Vin. i. 276 where J!vaka gave ghee as a cure for jaundice. 
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Now at that time a certain monk had a skin disease. " I 
allow you, monks, to make a perfume-paste." 

Now at that time a certain monk's body came to be full 
of (bad) humours. 1 " I allow him, monks, to drink a purga
tive." There was need of clarified conjey. " I allow, monks, 
clarified conjey." There was need of unprepared broth. 2 "I 
allow, monks, unprepared broth." There was need of prepared 
and unprepared. 3 "I allow, monks, prepared and unprepared." 
There was need of meat-broth. 4 " I allow, monks, meat
broth." II 7 II 14 II 

Now at that time the venerable Pilindavaccha, 5 desiring to 
make a cave, had a (mountain) slope cleared near Rajagaha. 
Then King Seniya Bimbisara of Magadha approached the 
venerable Pilindavaccha; having approached, [206] having 
greeted the venerable Pilindavaccha, he sat down at a respectful 
distance. As he was ~;itting down at a respectful distance, 
King Seniya Bimbisara of Magadha spoke thus to the venerable 
Pilindavaccha: "What, honoured sir, is the elder having 
made?" 

" Sire, desiring to make a cave, I am having a (mountain) 
slope cleared." 

"Honoured sir, does the master require an attendant for 
a monastery ? " 

"Sire, an attendant for a monastery is not allowed by the 
Lord." 

"Well, honoured sir, having inquired of the Lord, you should 
tell him of me." 

"Very well, sire," the venerable Pilindavaccha answered 
King Seniya Bimbisara of Magadha in assent. II r II 

Then the venerable Pilindavaccha gladdened, rouc;ed, 
rejoiced, delighted King Seniya Bimbisara of Magadha with 
talk on dhamma. Then King Seniya Bimbisara of Magadha, 

1 abhisannakiiya. Cf. Vin. ii. I I9, also MV. VIII. 1. 30, kiiya dosl2bhisanna. 
1 akt4ayusa. VA. I092 says "a beverage cooked with beans but not 

oily". 
1 kaflika!a. VA. 1092 reads so 'va thokam (v.J. dhota) siniddho, this is only 

a little oily. · 
' paficchiidaniya. Cf. below, MV. VI. 23. 3. VA. 1092 explains 

by matrJ5arasa, flavour of meat. 
1 From here towards end of 15. IO = Vin. iii. 248-251. See B.D. ii. 

126 ff. for notes. 
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gladdened ... delighted by the venerable Pilindavaccha's 
talk on dhamma, rising from his seat, having greeted the 
venerable Pilindavaccha, departed keeping his right side 
towards him. Then the venerable Pilindavaccha sent a 
messenger to the Lord to say : " Lord, King Seniya Bimbisara 
of Magadha desires to present an attendant for a monastery. 
Now, Lord, what line of conduct is to be followed? " Then 
the Lord on this occasion having given reasoned talk, addressed 
the monks saying: 

"I allow, monks, a monastery attendant." 11211 
And a second time did King Seniya Bimbisara of Magadha 

approach the venerable Pilindavaccha ; having approached, 
having greeted the venerable Pilindavaccha, he sat down at 
a respectful distance. As he was sitting down at a respectful 
distance King Seniya Bimbisara of Magadha spoke thus to 
the venerable Pilindavaccha: 

" Honoured sir, has the Lord allowed a monastery attendant? " 
" Yes, sire." . 
"Well then, honoured sir, I will give the master a monastery 

attendant." 
Then King Seniya Bimbisara of Magadha, having promised 

the venerable Pilh1davaccha a monastery attendant, (but) 
having forgotten, having recalled it after a time, addressed a 
chief minister who was concerned with all the affairs, saying: 
"My good sir, has that monastery-attendant whom I promised 
to the master been given ? " 

" Your majesty, a monastery attendant has not been given 
to the master." 

"My good sir, how long is it since it was considered?" 113 II 
Then that chief minister, having counted up the days, spoke 

thus to King Seniya Bimbisara of Magadha: "It is five 
hundred days, your majesty.' 

"Well then, give five hundred monastery attendants to the 
master." 

"Yes, your majesty," and the chief minister having answered 
King Seniya Bimbisara of Magadha in assent, bec;towed five 
hundred monastery attendants on the venerable Pilindavaccha, 
and a distinct village established itself. They called it " The 
Village of the Monastery Attendants " [207] and they also 
called it "Pilinda Village". Now at that time the venerable 
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Pilindavaccha frequented families in that village. Then the 
venerable Pilindavaccha, having dressed in the morning, taking 
his bowl and robe, entered Pilinda Village for almsfood. 114 II 

Now at that time there came to be a festival in this village ; 
young girls wearing ornaments, adorned with garlands, were 
celebrating it. Then the venerable Pilindavaccha as he was 
walking for almsfood on unbroken round1 in Pilinda Village, 
approached the dwelling of a certain monastery attendant; 
having approached, he sat down on the appointed seat. Now 
at that time the daughter of the monastery attendant's wife, 
having seen other little girls wearing ornaments, adorned with 
garlands, cried and said : " Give me a garland, give me an 
ornament." 

Then the venerable Pilindavaccha said to that monastery 
attendant's wife : " Why is this little girl crying ? " 

"Honoured sir, this little girl is crying because, having seen 
other little girls wearing ornaments, adorned with garlands, 
she says : ' Give me a garland, give me an ornament.' Whence 
is there a garland for us who are poor, whence an ornament? " 
11511 

Then the venerable Pilindavaccha, having taken a roll of 
grass, spoke thus to that monastery attendant's wite : " Now 
set this roll of grass on this little girl's head." Then that 
monastery attendant's wife, having taken that roll of grass, 
set it on that little girl's head. It became a golden chaplet, 
beautiful, good to look upon, charming; there was no golden 
chaplet like it even in the king's women's quarters. People 
spoke thus to King Seniya Bimbisara of Magadha: 

"Your majesty, in the house of a certain monastery attend
ant there is a golden chaplet, beautiful, good to look upon, 
charming ; there is no golden chaplet like it even in your 
majesty's women's quarters. As he is poor, where (could he 
have got it) from? Undoubtedly it was taken by theft." 
Then King Seniya Bimbisara of Magadha had that monastery 
attendant's family imprisoned. 116 II 

1 sapadiinaf'!l-, derivation uncertain. Enjoined at Sekhiya 33· Explanations 
given at VA. 893 (cited B.D. iii. 129, n. 3) ; SA. i. 205 : the houses reached, 
one walking to them successively (in succession, in order); SnA. II8: one 
who walks successively, not having rejected (departed from) the order 
(succession) of the houses, entering a rich household and a poor household 
without interruption (without a break, "just as it comes"), for almsfood. 
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And a second time did the venerable Pilindavaccha, having 
dressed in the morning, taking his bowl and robe, enter Pilinda 
Village for almsfood. As he wac; walking in Pilinda Village 
on unbroken round for almsfood he approached the dwelling 
of that monastery attendant ; having approached, he asked 
the neighbours : " Where has this monastery attendant's 
family gone ? " 

"Honoured sir, they have been imprisoned by the king on 
account of that golden chaplet." 

Then the venerable Pilindavaccha approached the residence 
of King SeTiiya Bimbisara of Magadha; having approached 
he sat down on the appointed seat. Then King Seniya 
Bimbisara of Magadha approached the venerable Pilindavaccha; 
having approached, having greeted the venerable Pilindavaccha 
he sat down at a respectful distance. [208] The venerable 
Pilindavaccha spoke thus to King Seniya Bimbisara of Magadha 
as he was sitting down at a respectful distance : II 7 II 

" How is it, sire, that the monastery attendant's family is 
imprisoned ? " 

" Honoured sir, in that monastery attendant's house there 
was a golden chaplet, beautiful, good to look upon, charming; 
there is no golden chaplet like it even in our women's quarters. 
Where (could he have got it) from, as he is poor? Undoubtedly 
it was obtained by theft." 

Then the venerable Pilindavaccha exercised volitional force, 
and said : " The palace of King Seniya Bimbisara of Magadha 
is golden," and it became made all of gold. He said: "Now, 
sire, from where have yon got so much gold? " 

Saying : " I understand, honoured sir, this is the master's 
majesty of psychic power," he set free the monastery attend
ant's family. 118 II 

People, delighted, full of satisfaction because they heard 
that a state of further men, a wonder of psychic power 
had been shown by master Pilindavaccha to the king and his 
retinue, presented the five (kinds of) medicine to the venerable 
Pilindavaccha, that is to say ghee, fresh butter, oil, honey and 
molasses. Now the venerable Pilindavaccha was customarily 
a receiver, so whenever he received the five (kinds of) medicine 
he gave them away among his company. And his company 
came to live in abundance ; whatever they received, filling pots 
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and pitchers, they put them away, and filling water strainers 
and bags, they hung them up in the windows. These (pots, 
etc.) leaked, and the dwelling-places became beset and overrun 
by rats. People, having seen (this) as they were touring the 
dwelling-ph.ces, looked down upon, criticised, spread it about, 
saying: "These recluses, sons of the Sakyans, are storing up 
goods indoors, like King Seniya Bimbisara of Magadha." 
11911 

Monks heard these people who were . . . spreading it about. 
Those who were modest monks ... spread it about, saying: 
" How can these monks strive after abundance like this ? " 
Then these monks told this matter to the Lord. He said : 

" Is it true, as is said, monks, that monks are striving after 
abundance such as this ? " 

"It is true, Lord." Having rebuked them,1 having given 
reasoned talk, he addressed the monks, saying: 

" Those medicines which may be partaken of by ill monks, 
that ic; to say ghee, fresh butter, oil, honey, molasses-having 
accepted these, they may be used as a store for at most seven 
days. He who exceeds that (period) should be dealt with 
according to the rule. " 2 II ro 1115 II 

The First Portion for Repeating : that on Medicines 
that are Allowed. 

Then the Lord, having stayed at Savatthi for as long as he 
found suiting, [209] set out on tour for Rajagaha. And on 
the way the venerable Revata the Doubter3 saw a sugar-factory; 
having stepped aside, (he saw the men) putting flour and syrup4 

1 Vin. iii. 251 (B.D. ii. 131) reads: The lord rebuked them saying: " ... 
this rule of training should be set forth. . . . " 

1 Nissag. XXIII. 
1 Kankhii.revata. At A. i. 24 called " chief of musers" ; verses at Thag. 

3, Ap. ii. 491. Mentioned at Ud. V. 7· M. i. 212, 462. He was scrupulous 
about and doubted what was allowable, kappiya. Cj. ThagA. 37, UdA. 314, 
AA. i. 230, MA. ii. 247, G.S. i. 18, n. 2. 

' charikaf!t cannot here be ashes, which is its most usual meaning. But 
cj. Skrt. k$iira, treacle, molasses. Perhaps some confused reference back to 
the "four irregular things" of 14. 6 is intended here. The allowability of 
the first two has been emphasised in specific cases (in 14. 6 and 7), and 
"mud turned up by the plough" (of 14. 7) is probably intended as an 
example of the fourth irregular thing, namely clay. Here occurs the same 
word as is used for the third irregular thing, charika, there translated" ashes" 
where syrup or treacle would hardly fit ; but here translated " syrup ", as 
people would not put ashes into sugar to stiffen it, nor would ashes be 
called " food ", iimisa. 
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into the sugar; seeing this and thinking: "Sugar with food1 

is unallowable ; it is not allowable to make use of sugar at 
a wrong time," being scrupulous,2 he and his company did not 
make use of the sugar, neither did those make use of the sugar 
who deemed that he should be listened to. They told this 
matter to the Lord. He said : " Why, monks, did they put 
flour and syrup into the sugar ? " 

"So as to make it firm, Lord." 
" If, monkc;, they put flour and syrup into the sugar so as 

to make it firm, and if it is still called ' sugar ', I allow you, 
monks, to make use of as much sugar as you like." 3 II I II 

Then on the way the venerable Revata the Doubter saw 
a kidney-bean growing on a dunghill ; having seen it and 
thinking : " Kidney-beans are not allowable, for ripe kidney
beans are also growing,"' being scrupulouc; he and his company 
did not make use of the kidney-bean, neither did those who 
deemed that he should be listened to make use of the kidney
bean. They told this matter to the Lord. He said : " Monks, 
even if ripe kidney-beans are growing, I allow you to make use 
of kidney-beans as much as you like." 112 II 

Now at that time a certain monk had an affliction of wind 
in the stomach. He drank salted sour gruel. 6 Because of this 
his affliction of wind in the stomach subsided. They told this 
matter to the Lord. He said: "I allow, monks, salted sour 
gruel for one who is ill ; when one is not ill to make use of it 
by using it as a beverage mixed with water." 113 111611 

Then the Lord, walking on tour, in due course arrived at 
Rajagaha. The Lord stayed there in Rajagaha in the Bamboo 
Grove at the squirrels' feeding place. Now at that time the 
Lord came to have an affliction of wind in the stomach. Then 
the venerable Ananda, thinking: "On a former occasion the 
Lord's affliction of wind in the stomach was eased by conjey 

1 sdmisa; cf. Vin. iv. 198. 
1 kukkucciiyanta. AA. i. 230, in explanation of Kailkharevata's name, 

says" doubting means, having scruples; the meaning is being scrupulous". 
• yathiisukha'fl. 
' Meaning of this passage is not clear. VA. 1092 says," if ripe kidney-beans 

are also growing they may be used as much as you like, for these are allowable 
just because they are ripe". On mugga see B.D. i. 83, n. 4· 

5 lovasovtraka. At Vin. iii. 86 it is called suvlraka. See B.D. i. 149, n. 3· 

' 
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containing the three pungent ingredients,"1 having himself 
prepared sesamum and rice-grain and kidney-bean, having 
cured2 them indoors, having himself cooked them indoors, 
brought them to the Lord, saying: "Lord, drink the conjey 
containing the three pungent ingredients." II I II 

Now Truth-finders (sometimes) ask knowing, 3 and knowing 
(sometimes) do not ask; they ask knowing the right time 
(to ask), and they do not ask knowing the right time (when 
not to ask). Truth-finders ask about what belongs to the goal, 
not about what does not belong to the goal ; bridge-breaking 
for Truth-finders is among what does not belong to the goal. 
Awakened ones, Lords question monks concerning two matters: 
either, "Shall we teach dhamma? " or "Shall we lay down 
a rule of training for disciples ? " Then the Lord [210] 
addressed the venerable Ananda, saying : " Where does this 
conjey come from, Ananda ? " Then the venerable Ananda 
told this matter to the Lord. 112 II 

The awakened one, the Lord rebuked him, saying: "It is 
not becoming, Ananda, it ic; not fitting, it is not suitable, it is 
not worthy of a recluse, it is not allowable, it is not to be done. 
And how can you, Ananda, strain after abundance such as 
this ? Moreover, Ananda, that which is cured indoorc; is 
unallowable, and that which is cooked indoors is also unallow
able, and that which is cooked by oneself is also unallowable. 
It is not, Ananda, for pleasing those who are not (yet) pleased. 
... " And having rebuked him, having given reasoned talk, 
he addressed the monks, saying: 

" Monks, one should not make use of what is cured indoors, 
cooked indoors, cooked by oneself. Whoever should make use 
(of any of these things), there is an offence of wrong-doing. 
11311 

If, monks, it is cured indoors, cooked indoors, cooked by 
oneself, and one should make use of it, there is an offence 
of three wrong-doings. If, monks, it is cured indoors, cooked 
indoors, (but) cooked by others, and one should make use of 
it, there is an offence of two wrong-doings. If, monks, it is 

1 tekaJulayiigu. See B.D. i. III, n. r. 
1 viisetvii. I follow P.E.D. (under viiseti 2) rather than the "kept" of Vin. 

Texts ii. 68. Monks are allowed to cure (or purify) clay at Vin. ii. 120. 
1 Cf. B.D. i. 12, and see there n. 3 for further references. 

I, 

I 

I 

I 

I, 

I 
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cured indoors, cooked out of doors, cooked by oneself, and 
one should make use of it, there is an offence of two wrong
doings. 11411 

If, monks, it is cured out of doors, cooked indoors, cooked 
by oneself, and one should make use of it, there is an offence 
of two wrong-doings. If, monks, it is cured indoors, cooked 
out of doors, cooked by others, and one should make use of it, 
there is an offence of wrong-doing. If, monks, it is cured out 
of doors, cooked out of doors, (but) cooked by oneself, and one 
should make use of it, there is an offence of wrong-doing. If, 
monks, it is cured out of doors, cooked out· of doors, cooked 
by others, and one should make use of it, there is no offence." 
11511 

Now at that time, monks, thinking: 11 Cooking for oneselfl 
is objected to by the Lord," were doubtful about2 a second 
cooking. 3 They told this matter to the Lord. He said : " I 
allow you, monks, to cook a second cooking." 11611 

Now at that time Rajagaha became short of food. People 
conveyed salt and oil and husked rice and solid food' to the 
monastery. The monks cured these out of doors, but vermin5 

ate them and also thieves carried them off. 6 They told this 
matter to the Lord. He said: "I allow you, monks, to cure 
indoors." 7 When they had cured (the things) indoors, they 
cooked them out of doors, (but) those who live on the remains 
of food 8 crowded round. The monks, not trusting them, made 
use of {the food). They told this matter to the Lord. He 
said: "I allow you, monks, to cook indoors." When food 
was short those who made it allowable carried away the larger 
(portion) and gave the monks the lesser (portion). [211] 
They told this matter to the Lord. He said : " I allow you, 
monks, yourselves to cook. I allow you, monks, what is cured 

1 siima'f!lpiika. 
• kukkucciiyanti. 
1 punapiika, i.e. a reheating of food already cooked once. 
' These four items are mentioned also at Vin. i. 220, 238, 243, 249. 
6 ukkaPit~4aka. VA. I093 explains as cats, mice, lizards, mongeese (? 

mangusii). 
• As at Vin. i. 239. 
7 This, and subsequent allowances, refer only to times of scarcity, and 

were all rescinded for times of plenty, see MV. VI. 32. I, 2. 
• Here called damakii. VA. I093 explains by vighiisiidii, a word which 

occurs at e.g. MV. VI. 24. I below, and Vin. iv. 9I. See B.D. ii. Intr. xlili 
and p. 347• n. 3· 
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indoors, what is cooked indoors, what is cooked by yourselves." 
11711 

Now at that time several monks, having spent the rains in 
Kasi, going to Rajagaha to see the Lord, did not obtain on 
the way sufficient mediocre or fine meals. as much as they 
needed. Yet there was much solid food that was fruit,! but 
there was no one to make it allowable. 2 So these monks 
weary in body, approached Rajagaha, the Bamboo Grove th~ 
squirrels' feeding place, the Lord; having approached, ha~ing 
greeted the Lord, they sat down at a respectful distance. Now 
it. is the custom for awakened ones, for Lords, to exchange 
friendly greetingc; with incoming monks. So the Lord spoke 
t~us to these monks: 11 I hope, monks, things are going well 
With you, I hope you are keeping going, I hope you have come 
here with but little fatigue on the journey ? And where, 
monks, do you come from ? " II 8 II 

"Things are going well with us, Lord, but we, Lord, having 
spent the rains in Kasi, coming to Raj agaha to see the Lord 
... no one to make it allowable; thus we have come on the 
journey weary in body." 

Then the Lord on this occasion having given reasoned talk, 
addressed the monks, saying : 

" I allow you, monks, if one anywhere sees solid food that 
is ~t: but if there .is no o.ne to make it allowable, having 
taken 1t oneself, havmg earned it away, having seen someone 
to make it allowable, having laid it down on the ground, to 
make use of it, (he) having (formally) offered' it to you. I 
allow you, monks, to receive (formally) what you have picked 
up." 5 1191!1711 

Now at that time fresh sesamum and frec;h honey had accrued 
to a certain brahmin. Then it occurred to that brahmin: 
" Suppose I were to give the fresh sesamum and fresh honey 
to the Order of monks with the awakened one at its head? " 

: Phala.kkii~aniya. See note on Pi!fkakkiidaniya at MV. VI. 36. 6 below. 
kapp,yakaraka. These make th1ngs allowable by offering them. See 

MV. VI. 21. I ; 38. I. 
• gahetvii. 

1 PaJiggahii.petvil. Cf. n. on patta-giihiipaka at B.D. ii. 122, and above 
p. 28o. 

' uggakita'f!l. This is an " allowance " only for a time of scarcity See 
the much simpler " allowance " at VI. 21. for more normal times. · 
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Then that brahmin approached the Lord ; having approached, 
he exchanged friendly greetings with the Lord. Having 
exchanged greetings of friendliness and courtesy he stood at 
a respectful distance; and standing at a respectful distance, 
that brahmin spoke thus to the Lord : 

"Lord, may the revered1 Gotama together with the Order 
of monks consent to a meal with me to-morrow." The Lord 
consented [212] by becoming silent. Then that brahmin 
departed, having understood the Lord's consent. II I II 

Then that brahmin having had, towards the end of that 
night, sumptuous solid food and soft food prepared, had the 
time announced to the Lord, saying : " It is time, good Gotama, 
the meal is ready". Then the Lord, having dressed in the 
morning, taking his bowl and robe, approached that brahmin's 
dwelling ; having approached, he sat down together with the 
Order of monks on the appointed seat. Then that brahmin, 
having with his own hand served and satisfied with sumptuous 
solid food and soft food the Order of monks with the awakened 
one at its head, sat down at a respectful distance when the 
Lord had eaten and had withdrawn his hand from his bowl. 
While that brahmin was sitting down at a respectful distance 
the Lord, having gladdened, rejoiced, roused, delighted him 
with talk on dhamma, rising from his seat, departed. 
11211 

Then it occurred to that brahmin soon after the Lord had 
departed : " I forgot to give those things for the sake of 
which I invited the Order of monks with the awakened one at 
its head, thinking: 'I will give fresh sesamum and fresh honey.' 
Suppose I were to have the fresh ~esamum and the fresh honey 
conveyed to the monastery in pots and pitchers ? " Then that 
brahmin, having had the fresh sesamum and the fresh honey 
conveyed to the monastery in pots and pitchers, approached 
the Lord; having approached, he stood at a respectful distance; 
and as he was standing at a respectful distance this brahmin 
spoke thus to the Lord : II 3 II 

" I forgot to give those things, good Gotama, for the sake 
of which I invited the Order of monks with the awakened one 
at its head, thinking: 'I will give fresh sesamum and fresh 

1 bhavatft, as at Vin. iii. 2. 

, 
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honey'. May the revered Gotama accept from me fresh 
sesamum and fresh honey ? " 

"Well, then, brahmin, give them to the monks." 
Now at that time because food was scarce1 and they offered 

them only a little, monks considerately refused. But a whole 
Order was offered (food) ; the monks, being scrupulous, did 
not accept it.= (The Lord said:) 

"Accept (the food), monks, make use of it. I allow you, 
monks, having eaten and being satisfied, 3 to make use of food 
that is not left over, 4 if it was taken back from there ". & 

114111811 

Now at that time the family who supported the venerable 
Upananda, the son of the Sakyans, sent solid food for the 
Order, 8 saying : " Having pointed it out as for master 
Upananda, it should be given to the Order." Now at that 
time the venerable Upananda, [213] the son of the Sakyans, 
had entered the village for almsfood. Then these people, 
having gone to the monastery, asked the monks : " Where, 
honoured sirs, is master Upananda? " 

" Sirs, this venerable Upananda, the son of the Sakyans, 
has entered the village for almsfood.'' 

"Honoured sirs, having pointed out this solid food as for 
master Upananda, it should be given to the Order." 

They told this matter to the Lord. 7 He said: "Well, then, 
monks, having accepted it, put it aside until Upananda comes 
back." II r II 

Then the venerable Upananda, the son of the Sakyans, 
having visited the families before the meal, came back during 

: dubbhi_kkhii mean~ scarcio/ ?f food,!l.nd of (in c'?nsequence) almsfood. 
See Pa;c. 32 and Its defirutlon of great scarcity", and its saying that 

at such a ttm~.a" group-meal" mli;Y. be eaten (B.D .. ii. 312}. 
: See B.!?. 11. 326, n. z. and defimt10ns at B.D. ii..328. 
. See Pac. 3!). to which th~. above allowance Is an exception made in 

a time of scarcity. See B.D. 11. 328, n. 4, and definition of " what is not 
left over" at B.D. ii. 329. 

1 ta~o nfhatatft,. i.e. having taken th.e food to the monastery from the place 
wher~ ~~was received. Cf. tato nfhantva at Vin. iv. So and its "definition" 
at v~n. 1v. Sr. 

' As at Vin. iv. 98-99 (B.D. ii. 363 f.). 
' Here Vin. iv. 99 inserts: "Then the Lord on that occasion in 

tJtat connection, ~aving given reasoned talk, addressed the monks, say{ng: 
Well then .... 
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the day.1 Now at that time because food was scarce and they 
offered them only a little, monks considerately refused; but 
a whole Order was offered (food) ; the monks, being scrupulous, 
did not accept. (The Lord said:) 

"Accept (the food), monks, make use of it. I allow you, 
monks, having eaten and being satisfied, to make use of (food) 
that is not left over if it was accepted before a meal." llzll19ll 

Then the Lord, having stayed at Rajagaha for as long as 
he found suiting, set out on a tour for Savatthi. In due course, 
walking on tour, he arrived at Savatthi. Then the Lord 
stayed there at Savatthi in the Jeta Grove in Anathapi~<;lika's 
monastery. Now at that time the venerable Sariputta had 
fever. Then the venerable Moggallana the Great approached 
the venerable Sariputta ; having approached, he spoke thus 
to the venerable Sariputta : 

" When you, reverend Sariputta, previously had fever, by 
what means was it eased ? " 

" I had lotus fibres and stalks, your reverence." 
Then the venerable Moggallana the Great, as a strong man 

might stretch out his·bent arm or might bend back his out
stretched arm, even so did he, vanishing from the J eta Grove 
appear on the banks of the Mandakini lotus-tank.2 II r II 

A certain elephants saw the venerable Moggallana the Great 
coming in the distance; seeing him he spoke thus to the 
venerable Moggallana the Great : 

"Honoured sir, let master Moggallana the Great come; 
there is a welcome, honoured sir, for master Moggallana the 
Great. What, honoured sir, does the master need ? What 
can I give him ? " 

" I need lotus fibres and stalks, friend." Then that elephant 
commanded another elephant, saying : 

1 At Vin. iv. 99 Upananda is represented as thinking it to be forbidden 
by the Lord to call upon families before a meal, so having visited them after 
a meal he returned during the day. "Before a meal," "after a meal" are 
defined at Vin. iv. 100, and differently at Vin. iv. 272, 273. Nuns' Pac. 
XV, XVI seem to take it for granted that nuns approach families before 
and after meals. 

• One of the seven great lakes of the Himalayas, part of it being covered 
with white lotuses. See D.P.P.N. 

a nag a, elephant, rather than serpent here ; the sot14Q, trunk, is mentioned 
a little later. 
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"Well now, good fellow, give the master as many lotus fibres 
and stalks as he needs." Then that elephant, having plunged 
into the Mandakini lotus-tank, having with his trunk pulled 
lotus fibres and stalks, [214] having washed them clean,l 
having tied them into a bundle, approached the venerable 
Moggallana the Great. II 2 II 

Then the venerable Moggallana the Great, as a strong man 
might stretch out his bent arm or might bend back his out
stretched arm, even so did he, vanishing from the bank of 
the Mandakini lotus-tank, appear in the J eta Grove. And 
that elephant too, vanishing from the bank of the Mandakini 
lotus-tank, appeared in the Jeta Grove. Then that elephant, 
having offered the venerable Moggallana the Great the lotus 
fibres and stalks, vanishing from the J eta Grove, appeared on 
the bank of the Mandakini lotus-tank. Then the venerable 
Moggallana the Great brought the lotus fibres and stalks to 
the venerable Sariputta. Then as the venerable Sariputta 
was making use of the lotus fibres and stalks, his fever abated. 
Many lotus fibres and stalks came to be left over. 113 II 

Now at that time because food was scarce and +hey offered 
them only a little, 2 monks considerately refused ; but a whole 
Order was offered (food). The monks, being scrupulous, did 
not accept. (The Lord said:) 

"Accept (the food), monks, make use of it. I allow you, 
monks, having eaten and being satisfied, to make use of (food) 
that is not left over if it grows in a wood, if it grows in a 
lotus-tank."8 1141120 II 

Now at that time there was a great quantity of solid food 
that was fruit' at Savatthi, but there was no one to make 
it allowable. The monks, being scrupulous, did not make 
use of the fruit. They told this matter to the Lord. He 
said: 

" I allow you, monks, to make use of fruit that is without 

1 Cf. Vin. ii. 201, S. ii. 269. 
1 As above, VI. 18. 4 and VI. 19. 2. 
8 This therefore seems an exception to Pac. XI, which makes the destruction 

of vegetable growth an offence. 
' Cf. above VI. 17. 8; below VI. 38. I, and note on pitthakhiidaniya at 

VI. 36. 6. .. 

X 
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seed (or) whose seed is discharged,1 (even if) it is not made 
allowable." II I II 21 II 

Then the Lord, having stayed at Savatthi for as long as he 
found suiting, set out on tour for Rajagaha. In due course, 
walking on tour, he arrived at Rajagaha. And the Lord stayed 
there at Rajagaha in the Bamboo Grove at the squirrels' 
feeding place. Now at that time a certain monk wa<> afflicted 
by an ulcer.3 The surgeon, Akasagotta, 3 lanced it. Then the 
Lord, as he was touring the lodgings, approached this monk's 
dwelling-place. II I II 

The surgeon, Akasagotta, saw the Lord coming in the 
di<>tance ; seeing him, he spoke thus to the Lord : " Let the 
revered Gotama come, let him see this· monk's orifice; it is 
like a lizard's [215] mouth." Then the Lord, thinking, "This 
foolish man is making fun of me ", becoming silent, having 
turned back, having had the Order of monks convened, on 
this occasion, in this connection, questioned the monks, saying : 
" Is there, as is said, monks, an ill monk in such and such 
a dwelling-place ? " 

"There is, Lord." 
"What, monks, is this monk's affliction? " 
" Lord, the venerable one's affliction is an ulcer. The 

surge9n, Akasagotta, lanced it." 112 II 
The awakened one, the Lord rebuked them, saying: 
" It is not becoming, monks, in this foolish man, it is not 

suitable, it is not fitting, it is not worthy of a recluse, it is 
not allowable, it should not be done. How, monks, can this 
foolish man let a lancing be done on the private parts ? The 
skin, monks, is tender at the private parts, a wound is hard 
to heal, a knife hard to guide. It is not, monks, for pleasing 
those who are not (yet) pleased .... " Having rebuked them, 
having given reasoned talk, he addressed the monk<>, saying: 

" Monks, one should not let a lancing be done on the private 
parts. Whoever should let it be done (there), there is a grave 
offence." II 3 II 

1 nibbattabija. VA. 1093 says bijal'fl nibbatetvii (v.l. nippa!fetvii) apanetvii, 
having got rid of the seed, having discharged it. The idea seems to be that 
monks must not eat the seeds of fruits. At VI. 38. I all solid food that is fruit 
is allowed. 

• Cj. Vin. i:272. 
1 Mentioned, I think, nowhere but here. 
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Now> at that time the group of six monks, thinking: 
"Lancing is objected to by the Lord", let a clyster ~e. ~sed. 
Those who were modest monks looked down upon, cnhc1sed, 
spread it about, saying : " How can this group of s~x monks 
let a clyster be used ? " Then these monks told th1s matter 
to the Lord. He said : 

" Is it true, as is said, monks, that the group of six monks 
let a clyster be used ? " . . 

"It is true, Lord." Having rebuked them, havmg g1ven 
reasoned talk, he addres<>ed the monks, saying : 

"Monks, one should not have lancing done within a distance 
of two finger-breadths of the private parts nor a clyster
treatment. Whoever should have (either of these things) 
done, there is a grave offence." !14112211 

Then the Lord, having stayed at Rajagaha for as long as 
he found suiting, set out on tour for Benares. In due course, 
walking on tour, he arrived at Benares. The Lord stayed t~ere 
near Benares at Isipatana in the deer-park. Now at that time 
in Benares the layfollower, Suppiya, and the woman lay
follower, Suppiya,l were both pleased2

; they were benefactors, 
servitors,a supporters of the Order. Then the woman l~y
follower, Suppiya, having gone to the monastery, havmg 
approached dwelling-place after dwelling-place, cell after cell, 
asked the monks : " Who, honoured sirs, is ill ? What may 
be conveyed for whom ? " II I II . 

Now at that time a certain monk [216] had drunk a purgative. 
Then that monk spoke to the woman layfollower, Suppiya, 

thus: h "' "I have drunk a purgative, sister. I need meat-brat . 
She said: 

"Very well, master, it shall be conveyed (to you)," .and 
having gone to her house, she enjoined a servant, 5 saymg : 

1 Suppiya is at A. i. 26 called chief of the laywomen disciples who tend 
the sick, a position she had resolved to achieve during ~ life ~n the ttn:e of 
Padumuttara Buddha, AA. i. 453-4· Her name occu~s m a hst of emment 
women at A. iv. 348. At Miln. 115 she is mentioned w1th seven other persons 
as experiencing ease (sukha) here and now. 

• I.e. with the teaching. 
a kiiraka, lit. doers. 
' Allowed at VI. 14. 7· . . 
& anteviisin. Cf. Pac. LXXXIV (Vtn. 1v. 162) where AnathapiJ;tc;lika 

enjoins his anteviisin to prepare rice for the monks, 
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11 Go, good fellow, find meat that is to hand."1 

"Y~s, lady," but that man, having answered the woman 
layfollower Suppiya in assent, touring the whole of Benares, 
saw no meat that wc:>s to hand. Then that man approached 
the woman layfollower Suppiya ; havi11g approached the 
woman layfollower Suppiya, he spoke thus : " There is no 
meat, lady, that is ready to hand ; to-day is a non-slaughter 
(day)."2 II 2 II 

Then it occurred to the woman layfollower, Suppiya : " If 
that ill monk is unable to obtain meat-broth his affliction will 
greatly increase or he will pass away. It is not fitting in me, 
that I, having answered him in assent, should not have meat
broth conveyed", and having taken a butcher's knife, 3 having 
cut flesh from her thigh, she gave it to a slave-woman, saying: 

" Come now, having prepared4 this meat-in such and such 
a dwelling-place there is an ill monk, you may give it to him, 
and if anyone asks for me, let it be known that I am ill," 
and having wrapped her upper robe round her thigh, having 
entered an inner room, she lay down on a couch. II 3 II 

Then the layfollower, Suppiya, having gone to the house, 
asked the slave-woman, saying : ~~ Where is Suppiya ? " 

"She, master, is lying down in an inner room." Then the 
layfollower Suppiya, approached the woman layfollower 
Suppiya, and having approached he spoke thus to the woman 
layfollower Suppiya : 

" Why are you lying down ? " 
" I am ill," she said. 
" What is your affliction ? " Then the woman layfollower 

Suppiya told this matter to the layfollower Suppiya. Then 
the layfollower Suppiya, thinking: "Indeed, it is marvellous, 
indeed, it is wonderful, that this Suppiya is so faithful and 
believing that she gives up even her own 1lesh. What other 

1 pavattama1'Jisa, i.e. already killed, and not to be killed on purpose for 
the monk. For monks might eat no fish or meat which they saw, heard 
or suspected had been specially killed for them, Vin. iii. 172. 

2 miighata. Cj. ]ii. iii. 428, 434; also Asoka's Pillar Edict V, where "on 
fifty-six days in the year the capture and sale of fish was prohibited, and 
on the same days, even in game-preserves, animals might not be destroyed" 
(Vincent Smith, Asoka, 3rd edn., p. 57). VA. 1094 says" on this day it 
is not possible for anyone to deprive anything of life ". 

a potthanikii. At VA. 1094 it is called " a knife for cutting meat ". 
' sampiidetvii, as at Yin. iii. zo8. 
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thing could there be that she would not give ? " and joyful, 
elated, he approached the Lord ; having approached, having 
greeted the Lord, he sat down at a respectful distance. II 4 II 

As he was sitting down at a respectful distance the layfollower 
Suppiya spoke thus to the Lord: "Lord, may the lord consent 
to a meal with me on the morrow together with the Order 
of monks". The Lord consented by becoming silent. Then 
the layfollower Suppiya, having understood the Lord's consent, 
rising from his seat, having greeted the Lord, departed keeping 
his right side towards him. Then the layfollower Suppiya, 
towards the end of that night, having had sumptuous solid 
foods, soft foods, prepared, had the time announced to the 
Lord, saying: "It is time, Lord, the meal is ready". Then 
the Lord, dressing in the morning, taking his bowl and robe, 
[217) approached the dwelling of the layfollower Suppiya; 
having approached, he sat down together with the Order of 
;monks on the appointed seat. II 5 II 

Then the layfollower Suppiya approached the lord; having 
approached, having greeted the Lord, he stood at a respectful 
distance. As the layfollower Suppiya was standing at a 
respectful distance, the Lord spoke thus to him : 

"How is Suppiya? " 
"She is ill, Lord." 
"Well then, let her come." 
"She is not able to do so, Lord." 
"Well then, having taken hold of her, bring her along." 

Then the layfollower Suppiya, having .taken hold of the woman 
layfollower Suppiya, brought· her along. When the Lord saw 
her, even that great wound became healed, the skin was (made) 
good with (small) hairs growing on it. 116 II 

Then the layfollower Suppiya and the woman layfollower 
Suppiya, saying: "Wonderful indeed, ;marvellous indeed are 
the great psychic power and the great potency of the Truth
finder, inasmuch as when the Lord sees (someone) even a great 
wound will be healed, the skin (made) good with (small) hairs 
growing on it," and joyful, elated, having with their own hands 
served and satisfied the Order of monks with the enlightened 
one at its head with sumptuous foods, solid and soft, when 
the Lord had eaten and had withdrawn his hand from the bowl, 
they sat down at a respectful distance. Then the Lord having 
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gladdened, rejoiced, roused, delighted the layfollower Suppiya 
and the woman layfollower Suppiya with talk on dhamma, 
rising from his seat, departed. 117 II 

Then the Lord on this occasion, in this connection, having 
had the Order of monks convened, questioned the monks, 
saying: "Who, monks, asked the woman layfollower Suppiya 
for meat ? " When he had spoken thus, that monk spoke thus 
to the Lord: 

"I, Lord, asked the woman layfollower Suppiya for meat." 
"Has it been conveyed (to you), monk? " 
" It has been conveyed, Lord." 
II Did you, monk, make use of it ? " 
"I, Lord, made use of it." 
" Did you, monk, inquire aboutl it ? " 
" I, Lord, did not inquire about it." 118 II 
The enlightened one, the Lord rebuked him, saying: "How 

an you, foolish man, make use of meat without having inquired 
about it? Foolish man, human flesh has been made use of 
by you. It is not, foolish man, for pleasing those who are 
not (yet) pleased .... " And having rebuked him, having 
given reasoned talk, he addressed the monks, saying: 

" There are, monks, people who are faithful and believing ; 
even their own flesh is given up by these. Monks, you should 
not make use of human flesh. Whoever should make use of 
it, there is a grave offence. Nor, monks, should you make use 
of flesh without inquiring about it. Whoever should (so) 
make use of it, there is an offence of wrong-doing." 11911 

Now at that time a king's elephant died. [218] Because 
food was scarce people made use of elephant-flesh ; they gave 
elephant-flesh to monks who were walking for almsfood, and 
the monks made use of the elephant-flesh. The people looked 
down npon,2 criticised, spread it about, saying: 

1 Pa!ivekkhi, which VA. 1094 explains by vimarrtsi, examined, considered, 
and by paJipucchi, questioned. It explains appa!ivekkhitva by appa!ipucchitva 
not having questioned. 

a From this passage it would appear that the people did not as a rule 
eat elephants' flesh ; and it is to my mind not clear whether any did so even 
in a time of scarcity, but merely used it for offering to monks. Those who 
criticised monks could hardly have eaten it themselves. The same applies 
to the cases following. 

Above 23. 9, a monk is blamed for accepting uncritically what was offered 
him. In the case of robes, on the contrary, monks might put forward no 
suggestions (see Nissag VIII, IX, XXVII). 

' 
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"How can these recluses, sons of the Sakyans make use 
of elephant-flesh? Elephants are a king's emblem; if the 
king should find out, not for these would be his favour." 
They told this matter to the Lord. He said : 

" Monks, you should not make use of elephant-flesh. Who
ever should make use of it, there is an offence of wrong-doing." 
II IO II 

Now at that time a king's horses died ... (same as II ro II 
reading horses, horse-flesh for elephants, elephant-flesh) " ... 
offence of wrong-doing." II II II 

Now at that time, because food was scarce people made use 
of dog-flesh; they gave dog-flesh to monks who were walking 
for almsfood, and the monks made use of the dog-flesh. The 
people looked down upon, criticised, spread it about, saying : 

" How can these recluses, sons of the Sakyans make use 
of dog-flesh? A dog is loathsome, disgusting." They told 
this matter to the Lord. He said : 

II Monks, dog-flesh should not be made use of.l Whoever 
should make use of it, there is an offence of wrong-doing." 
II I21l 

Now at that time, because food was scarce people made use 
of snake-flesh ; they gave snake-flesh to monks who were 
walking for alm<>food, and the monks made use of the snake
flesh. The people . . . spread it about, saying : 

"How can these recluses, sons of the Sakyans make use 
of snake-flesh? A snake is loathsome, disgusting." 

Then Supassa, the serpent-king, approached the Lord ; 
having approached, having greeted the Lord, he stood at a 
respectful distance. As he was standing at a respectful distance 
Supassa, the serpent-king, spoke thus to the Lord : 

" There are, Lord, serpents who are without faith, un
believing, and these might do harm to monks even for a trifle. 
It were good, Lord, if the masters did not make use of snake
flesh." 

Then the Lord gladdened, rejoiced, roused, delighted Supassa, 
the serpent-king, with talk on dhamma ; and Supassa, the 
serpent-king, gladdened . . . delighted by the Lord with talk 
on dhamma, having greeted the Lord, departed keeping his 

1 VA. 1094 says the flesh of jungle wolves may be used ; but the flesh 
of the offspring of a wolf and village dog may not be used. 
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right side towards him. Then the Lord on this occasion [219] 
having given rea<>oned talk, addressed the monks, saying: 

" Monks, snake-flesh should not be made use of. Whoever 
should make use of it, there is an offence of wrong-doing." 
II I3ll 

Now at that time hunters, having killed a lion, made use 
of its flesh ; they gave the lion's flesh to monks who were 
walking for almsfood. The monks, having made use of the 
lion's flesh, stayed in a jungle (but) lions attacked the monks 
because they smelt of lion's flesh. They told this matter to 
the Lord. He said : 

" Monks, lion's flesh should not be made use of. Whoever 
should make use of it, there is an offence of wrong-doing." 
II I411 

Now at that time hunters, having killed a tiger ... having 
killed a panther ... having killed a bear ... having killed 
a hyena,1 made use of its flesh; they gave the hyena's flesh 
to monks who were walking for almsfood. The monks, having 
made use of the hyena's flesh, stayed in a jungle (but) hyenas 
attacked the monks because they smelt of hyena's flesh. They 
told this matter to the Lord. He said : 

" Monks, hyena's flesh should not be made use of. Whoever 
should make use of it, there is an offence of wrong-doing." 
II r5112311 

Then the Lord, having stayed in Benares for as long as 
he found suiting, set out on tour for Andhakavinda2 together 
with the large Order of monks, with the twelve hundred and 
fifty monks. Now at that time the country people, having 
loaded much salt and oil and husked rice and solid food into 
wagons, followed close after the Order of monks with the 
awakened one at its head, saying : 

" When we get our turn, then we will make a meal (for 
them)," 3 and there were at least five hundred of those who 
eat the remains of food. Then the Lord, walking on tour, 
in due course arrived at Andhakavinda. II I II 

1 Names of wild animals occur in this order at Vin. iii. 151, A. iii. 101. 

Cf. Vin. iii. 58 where" bears" drop out and " wolves" follow hyenas. There 
is a longer list at Miln. 267 = ]a. v. 416. 

s A village in the Magadha country. 
• Cf. MV. VI. 33. I. 

' 
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Then it occurred to a certain brahmin who did not receive 
his turn: "For the last two months I have been following 
the Order of monks with the awakened one at its head, 
thinking : ' When I get my turn, I will make a meal (for 
them),' but I do not get my turn. I am alone, and many 
of my household affairs are going to ruin. Suppose I were 
to look into the refectory1 and prepare that which I do not 
see in the refectory ? ·" Then that brahmin, looking into the 
refectory, did not see two things : conjey and honey-lumps. 2 

11211 
Then that brahmin approached the venerable Anand:). ; 

having approached, he spoke thus to the venerable Ananda : 
"Now, it occurred to me, good Ananda, as I did not get a 
tum: 'For [220] the last two months .... Suppose I were 
to look into the refectory and prepare that which I do not see 
in the refectory ? ' So I, good Ananda, looking into the 
refectory, did not see two things : conjey and honey-lumps. 
If I, good Ananda, were to prepare conjey and honey-lumps, 
would the revered Gotama accept them from me ? " 

"Well then, brahmin, I will ask the Lord." 113 II 
Then the venerable Ananda told this matter to the Lord. 

He said: "Well then, Ananda, let him prepare them". 
(Ananda) said: "Well then, brahmin, prepare them". Then 
that brahmin towards the end of that night, having had a 
quantity of conjey and honey-lumps prepared, brought them 
to the Lord saying: "May the revered Gotama accept conjey 
and honey-lumpc:; from me." 

"Well then, brahmin, give them to the monks." The 
monks, being scrupulous, did not accept them. (The Lord 
said:) "Accept them, monks, make use of them." Then that 
brahmin, having with his own hand served and satisfied the 
Order of monks with the awakened one at its head with a 
quantity of conjey and honey-lumps, when the Lord had 
washed his hand3 and had withdrawn his hand from his bowl, 
sat down at a respectful distance. 114 II 

1 Cf. MV. VI. 36. 6-8. 
• madhugofaka, perhaps honey-combs. At Mhvs. 22. 42 ; 34· 52 we find 

madhuga1J¢a, translated by Geiger as" honey-combs". 
3 dhotahattha, an unusual expression occurring at MV. VI. 35. 4 ; 36. 8. 

Used in explanation of allapa1Ji at PvA. I I 6. Technically hattha is the forearm 
from elhow to finger-tip, see B.D. ii. Intr. li. Perhaps Pat~i is the hand itseU. 
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Then as this brahmin was sitting down at a respectful 
distance, the Lord spoke thus to him : ~ 

" Brahmin, there are these ten advantages from conjey. 
What ten ? In giving conjey one gives life, one gives beauty, 
one gives ease, one gives strength, one give<> intelligence ; 
conjey when it is drunk checks hunger, keeps off thirst, regulates 
wind, cleanses the bladder, digests raw remnants of food.1 

These, brahmin, are the ten advantages of conjey." 115 II 

" To the discernfug whoso gives conjey duly 
At the right time to one who lives on others' food, 
It confers ten things on him : 
Life and beauty, ease and strength ;1 

For him intelligence arises from it, 
It dispels hunger, thirst and wind, 
It cleanses the bladder, it digests food; 
This medicine is praised by the well-farer. 

Therefore conjey should be given constantly 
By a man longing for ease, 
By those aspiring to deva-like joys 
Or wanting human prosperity." 11611 [221] 

Then the Lord having given thanks to that brahmin in these 
verses, rising from his seat, departed. Then the Lord, having 
on this occasion given reasoned talk, addressed the monks, 
saying: 

" I allow, monks, conjey and honey-lumps." 117 112411 

The people heard: "It is said that conjey is allowed by 
the Lord and honey-lumps." These prepared eating-conjey3 

and honey-lumps early in the morning. The monks, (each) 
satisfied' in the early morning with eating-conjey and a 

1 The last five advantages occur also at A. iii. 250. 
1 Cj. A. ii. 64, where a similar verse occurs, but reading bhojana, food, 

instead of yagu, conjey, and " four things " instead of " ten ". 
a bhojjayiigu, apparently as opposed to the more ordinary, and presumably 

more liquid, conjey which was drunk. Bhojja therefore here must be meant 
to stand for stiff, set, firm. 

1 dhiitii, in the sense of having eaten their fill, rather than in the sense 
of having been offered, and therefore satisfied, as is the meaning conveyed 
by pavarita. 
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honey-lump, did not eat as much as expected in the refectory. 
Now at that time a certain chief minister, young in faith, 
came to have invited the Order of monks with the awakened 
one at its head for the morrow. Then it occurred to that 
chief minister, young in faith: "Suppose I were to prepare 
twelve hundred and fifty bowls of meat for the twelve hundred 
and fifty monks, and should take one bowl of meat up to 
each monk ? " II I II 

Then that chief minister, young in faith, towards the end 
of that night, having had sumptuous solid food, soft food, 
prepared and twelve hundred and fifty bowls of meat, had 
the time announced to the Lord, saying : " Lord, it is time, 
the meal is ready." Then the Lord, having dressed in the 
morning, taking his bowl and robe, approached the dwelling 
of that great minister, young in the faith ; having approached, 
he sat down on the appointed seat together with the Order 
of monks. II 2 II 

Then that chief minister, young in faith, attended on the 
monks in the refectory. The monks spoke thus : " Give a 
little,1 sir, give a little, sir." (He said) " Do not you, honoured 
sirs, accept so very little thinking: ' This chief minister is young 
in faith.' Much solid food, soft food, and twelve hundred and 
fifty bowls of meat have been prepared by me, thinking: 'I 
will take one bowl of meat up to each monk '. Accept, honoured 
sirs, as much as you want." 

" Sir, it is not for this reason that we are accepting so very 
little, but we were (each) satisfied in the early morning with 
eating-conjey and a honey-lump; that is why we are accepting 
so very little." II 3 II 

Then that chief minister, young in faith, looked down upon, 
criticised, spread it about, saying : " How can these revered 
sirs make use of someone else's2 eating-conjey? It is not that 
I am not competent to give as much as they want " 3 and angry, 
displeased, longing to insult the monks, he went round filling 
their bowls and saying: "Eat it or take it away". Then that 
chief minister, young in faith, having [222] with his own hand 

1 Cj. Vin. iii. 66, iv. 76, 8r. 
1 Here aiiiiasa, not aiiiiatra, "elsewhere", as in the cases cited in the 

previous note. 
1 Reading here na cdham na Pa!ibalo; see B.D. ii. 3r7, n. z. 
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served and satisfied the Order of monks with the awakened 
one at its head with sumptuous foods, solid and soft, sat down 
at a respectful di<>tance when the Lord had eaten and had 
withdrawn his hand from the bowl. As this chief minic;ter, 
young in faith, was sitting down at a 'respectful distance, the 
Lord, having gladdened, rejoiced, roused, delighted him with 
talk on dhamma, rising from his seat, departed. 11411 

But soon after the Lord had departed, that chief minister, 
young in faith, became remorseful and conscience-stricken and 
thought : "For me it is unprofitable, for me it is not profitable, 
for me it is ill-gotten, for me it is not well-gotten, that I, angry, 
displeased, longing to insult the monks, went round filling their 
bowls and saying: 'Eat it or take it away'. Now, is much 
merit produced for me or demerit ? " 

Then that chief minister, young in faith, approached the 
Lord ; having approached, having greeted the Lord, he sat 
down · at a respectful distance. As he was sitting down at 
a respectful distance, that chief minister, young in faith, 
spoke thus to the Lord : 

"Now I, Lord, soon after the Lord had departed, became 
remorseful and conscience-stricken, thinking: 'For me it is 
unprofitable .... Now, Lord, is much merit produced for me 
or demerit ? " II 5 II 

"From the time when, sir, the Order of monks with the 
awakened one at its head wa<> invited by you for the morrow 
much merit was produced for you ; from the time when one 
of your lumps of boiled rice1 was accepted by each monk much 
merit was produced for you. Heaven worlds are assured for 
you." 

Then that chief minister, young in faith, thinking: "It is 
said that it was profitable for me, it is said that it was well
gotten by me, it is said that much merit was produced for me, 
it is said that heaven worlds are assured for me," joyful, elated, 
rising up from his seat, having greeted the Lord, departed 
keeping his right side towards him. 11611 

Then the Lord, on this occasion, in this connection, having 
had the Order of monks convened, questioned the monks, 
saying : " Is it true, as is said, monks, that monks, (although) 

1 sittha, instead of, as before, marrtsapati. Cf. sitthani at Vin. ii. 165, 
and sa-sittha-ka at Vin. ii. 214, and sitthdvakaraka at Vin. ii. 214, iv. 196. 
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invited elsewhere,1 made use of someone else's eating-conjey? " 
" It is true, Lord." 
The awakened one, the Lord rebuked them, saying: 
" How, monks, can these foolish men, invited elsewhere, 

make use of someone else's eating-conjey ? It is not, monks, 
for pleasing those who are not (yet) pleased .... " And 
having rebuked them, having given reasoned talk, he addressed 
the monks, saying: [223] 

"Monks, if one is invited elsewhere, someone else's eating
conjey should not be made use of. Whoever should (so) make 
use of it should be dealt with according to the rule." 2 117 112511 

Then the Lord, having stayed at Andhakavinda for as long 
as he found suiting, set out on tour for Rajagaha together with 
the large order of monks, with twelve hundred and fifty monks. 
Now at that time Belattha Kaccana3 was going along the 
highroad from Rajagaha to Andhakavinda with five hundred 
wagons all filled with jars of sugar. Then the Lord saw 
Belattha Kaccana from afar, and seeing him, he stepped aside 
from the road and sat down at the root of a certain tree. 
II I II 

Then Belattha Kaccana approached the Lord, having 
approached, having greeted the Lord, he stood at a respectful 
distance. As he was standing at a respectful distance, Belattha 
Kaccana spoke thus to the Lord : 

" I, Lord, want to give one jar of sugar to each monk." 
"Well then, do you, Kaccana, bring just one jar of sugar." 
"Yes, Lord," and Belattha Kaccana, having answered the 

Lord in assent, bringing just one jar of sugar approached the 
Lord ; having approached, he spoke thus to the Lord : " The 
jar of sugar is brought, Lord. What line of conduct do I 
follow, Lord ? " 

"Well then, do you, Kacdi.na, give the sugar to the monks." 
Uzll 

1 annatra here. 
1 VA. 1095 says " he should be dealt with for the offence of 

pararrtparabhojana," an out-of-turn meal, i.e. not taking the invitations in 
the order in which they were issued; made an offence in Pac. XXXIII. 
See B.D. ii. 317, n. 3· 

• Mentioned, I think, nowhere but here. Bu. has no note. The absence 
of a descriptive epithet is unusual. D.P.P.N. calls him "a sugar-dealer", 
which seems likely. 
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"Yes, Lord," and Belattha Kacdina having answered the 
Lord in assent, having given the sugar to the monks, spoke 
thus to the Lord : 

" Lord, the sugar is given to the monks, and I have much 
sugar over. What line of conduct do I follow, Lord ? " 

" Well then, Kaccana, give the monks as much sugar as 
they want." 

"Yes, Lord," and Belattha Kaccana having answered the 
Lord in assent, having given the monks as much sugar as 
they wanted, spoke thus to the Lord : 

" Lord, as much sugar as they wanted has been given to 
the monks, and I have much sugar over. What line of conduct 
do I follow, Lord? " 

"Well then, do you, Kaccana, serve the monks with sugar." 
"Yes, Lord," and Belattha Kaccana having answered the 

Lord in assent, served the monks with sugar. Some monks 
filled bowls and they filled water-strainers and bags. 113 II 

Then Belattha Kaccana, having served the monks with sugar, 
spoke thus to the Lord : " Lord, the monks are served with 
sugar, and I have much sugar over. What line of conduct 
do I follow, Lord ? " [224] 

" Well then, do you, Kaccana, give sugar to those who eat 
the remains of food. "1 

"Yes, Lord," and Belattha Kaccana having answered the 
Lord in assent, having given sugar to those who eat the remains 
of food, spoke thus to the Lord : 

" Lord, sugar has been given to those who eat the remains 
of food, and I have much sugar over. What line of conduct 
do I follow, Lord ? " 

"Well then, Kaccana, gi"Ve those who eat the remain'> of 
food as much sugar as they want." 11411 

"Yes, Lord," and Belattha Kaccana, having answered the 
Lord in assent, having given those who eat the remains of food 
as much sugar as they wanted, spoke thus to the Lord : 

" Lord, as much sugar as they wanted has been given to 
those who eat the remains of food, and I have much sugar over. 
What line of conduct do I follow, Lord ? " 

I. Mentioned above in VI. 24. I. It seems as if they had attached themselves 
to the company of monks, doing the journeys from Benares to Andhakavinda. 
and from there to Rajagaha. 
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"Well then, Kaccana, do you serve with sugar those who 
eat the remains of food." 

"Yes, Lord," and Belattha Kaccana having answered the 
Lord in assent, served with sugar those who eat the remains 
of food. Some of those who eat the remains of food filled pots 
and pitchers and they filled baskets and (their) clothes.1 115 II 

Then Belattha Kaccana, having served with sugar those 
who eat the remains of food, spoke thus to the Lord : 

" Lord, those who eat the remains of food have been served 
with sugar, and I have much sugar over. What line of conduct 
do I follow, Lord? " 

" I do not see anyone, 2 Kaccana, in the world with its devas, 
Maras, and Brahmas, nor in the race of recluses and brahmins, 
devas and men who having made use of that sugar could digest 
it properly except a Truth-finder or a Truth-finder's disciple. 3 

Well then, Kaccana, throw away that sugar where there is 
but little green grass or drop it into water where there are 
no living creatures. " 4 

"Yes, lord", and Belattha Kaccana having answered the 
Lord in assent, dropped that sugar into water where there 
were no living creatures. 11611 

Then that sugar, thus placed in the water, sizzled and hissed 
and sent forth steam and smoke. As a ploughshare heated 
the live-long day if placed in water sizzles and hisses and sends 
forth steam and smoke, so did this sugar when placed in the 
water sizzle and hiss and send forth steam and smoke. Then 
Belattha Kaccana, alarmed and with his hair standing on end, 
approached the Lord; having approached, having greeted the 
Lord, he sat down at a respectful distance. II 7 II 

As Belattha Kaccana was sitting down at a respectful 
distance, the Lord talked a progressive talk to him, 5 that is 
to say, talk on giving, talk on moral habit, talk on heaven ; 
he explained the peril, the vanity, the depravity of pleasures 
of the senses, the advantage in renouncing (them). When the 

1 ucchanga, lap or hip. Here probably meaning that they knotted the 
sugar into the cloths they were wearing. This is still a customary way of 
carrying packages in India. AtM. i. 366 the word appears to have the same 
meaning as above. 

1 For following passage, cf. S. i. I68-g, Sn. p. IS. 
3 For explanation of this "curious reply" see K.S. i. 2II, n. i 
' Cf. MV. IV. 1. 3, where this sentence also occurs. 
6 From here to end of 118 II cf. above above, e.g. MV. J. 7. s-6. 
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Lord knew that the mind of Belattha Kaccana was ready, 
pliable, devoid of the hindrances, uplifted, pleased, then he 
explained to him that teaching on dhamma which the awakened 
ones have themselves discovered: ill, uprising, stopping, the 
Way. And as a clean cloth without black specks will easily 
take dye, even so [225] as he was (sitting) on that very seat 
dhamma-vision, dustless, stainless, arose to Belattha Kaccana, 
that " whatever is of the nature to uprise, all that is of the 
nature to stop ". II 8 II 

Then Belattha Kaccana, as one who had seen dhamma,1 

attained dhamma, known dhamma, plunged into dhamma, who 
had crossed over doubt, put away uncertainty, who had 
attained without another's help to full confidence in the 
teacher's instruction, spoke thus to the Lord : 

" Excellent, Lord ! Excellent, Lord ! Even, Lord, as one 
might set upright what had been upset . . . even so is dhamma 
explained by the Lord in many a figure. I myself, Lord, am 
going to the Lord for refuge, to dhamma and to the Order 
of monks. May the Lord accept me as a layfollower going 
for refuge from this day forth for as long as life lasts." 
119112611 

Then the Lord, walking on tour, in due course arrived at 
Rajagaha. The Lord stayed there at Rajagaha in the Bamboo 
Grove at the squirrels' feeding place. At that time there was 
abundant sugar in Rajagaha. Monks, thinking, "Sugar is 
allowed by the Lord only to one who is ill, not to one who 
is not ill", being scrupulous, did not partake of sugar. They 
told this matter to the Lord. He said : 

"I allow, monks, sugar for one who is ill, sugar-water for 
one who is not ill."2 II I 112711 

Then the Lord, 3 having stayed at Rajagaha for as long as 

1 For this passage see Mhv. I. 6. 32, etc. 
1 Note that above, when the monks received a quantity of sugar from 

Belattha, the verb used was paribhuiijati, (to make use of). In the story 
of 27, it is said that they did not partake of, (na bhuiijanti,) any sugar. 

8 " Chapters 28-30 are, with a few unimportant variations, word for 
word the same as the Mahaparinibbana Sutta I, 19-II, 3; II. 16-24. See 
Rh.D.'s Introduction to his translation of the Mahaparinibbana Sutta, 
pp. xxxiv seq., and his note there at II. 16 ",thus Vin. Texts ii. 97, n. Also 
from here to end of 28 is, again with a few minor variations, the same as 
Ud. ss-go. 

28.I-3) MAHA V AGGA VI 

he found suiting, set out on tour for Pataligama1 together with 
the large Order of monks, with the twelve hundred and fifty 
monks. Then the Lord, walking on tour, in due course arrived 
at Pataligarna. Layfollowers at Pataligama heard : " It is said 
that the Lord has reached Pataligama." Then the layfollowers 
of Pataligama approached the Lord ; having approached, 
having greeted the Lord, they sat down at a respectful distance. 
The Lord gladdened, rejoiced, roused, delighted the layfollowers 
of Pataligarna with talk on dhamma as they were sitting down 
at a respectful distance. II r II 

Then the layfollowers of Pataligama, gladdened ... delighted 
by the Lord with talk on dhamma, spoke thus to the Lord2 : 

"Lord, may the Lord consent (to come) to our rest-house3 

together with the Order of monks." The Lord consented by 
becoming silent. Then the layfollowers of Pataligarna, having 
understood the Lord's consent, 4 rising from their seats, having 
greeted the Lord, [226] having kept their right sides towards 
him, approached that rest-house; having approached, having 
spread that rest-house so that a spreading was spread every
where, 5 having made ready seats, 6 having had a water-jar set 
up, 6 having prepared an oil lamp, 6 approached the Lord; 
having approached, having greeted the Lord, they stood at a 
respectful distance. II 2 II 

As they were standing at a respectful distance, the lay
followers of Pataligama spoke thus to the Lord: "The rest
house is spread with a spreading everywhere, Lord, seats are 
made ready, a water-jar is set up, an oil lamp is prepared; 
Lord, the Lord does that for which it is now the right time." 
Then the Lord, dressing in the morning, taking his bowl and 
robe, approached that rest-house together with the Order of 
monks; having approached, having washed his feet, having 
entered the rest-house, he sat down leaning against a central 
pillar facing the east. The Order of monks too, having washed 
their feet, having entered the rest-house, sat down leaning 

1 The modem Patna. On pafali, see below, p. 312, n 4· 
2 This passage occurs also at D. ii. 84 ff. 
3 avasathdgara, as at Vin. iv. 17; see B.D. ii. rg8 for Bu's interpretation. 
' For preamble to the discourse see also M. i. 354. S. iv. 182. 
• sabbasanthari??J santhata??J avasathdgara??J santharitva. On santharati and 

santhat.a see B.D. ii. Intr., xxii ff. Ud. 86 omits santhatam. 
• All these processes are described at MA. iii. r8 f., UdA. 409 f. 

y 
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against the western wall facing the east with the Lord in view. 
The layfollowers of Pataligama too, having washed their feet, 
having entered the rest-house, sat down leaning against the 
eastern wall, facing the west with the Lord in view. II 3 II 

Then the Lord addressed the layfollowers of Pataligama, 
saying : " There are these five disadvantages,! householders, 
to one of wrong moral habit, falling away from moral habit. 
What five? Now, householders, one of wrong moral habit, 
falling away from moral habit, suffers great diminution of 
wealth owing to sloth ; this is the first disadvantage to one 
of wrong moral habit, falling away from moral habit. 

Then again, householders, an evil reputation is noised abroad 
of one of wrong moral habit, falling away from moral habit ; 
this is the second disadvantage .... 

Then again, householders, if one of wrong moral habit, 
falling away from moral habit, approaches any company, 
whether a company of nobles, a company of brahmins, a com
pany of householders, a company of recluses, he approaches it 
diffidently, being ashamed; this is the third disadvantage .... 

" Then again, householder<;, one of wrong moral habit, 
falling away from moral habit, passes away bewildered ; this 
is the fourth disadvantage. . . . 

" Then again, householders, one of wrong moral habit, 
falling away from moral habit, at the breaking up of the body 
after dying arises in the waste, the Bad-bourn, the Downfall, 
Niraya Hell; this is the fifth disadvantage to one of wrong 
moral habit, falling away from moral habit. These, house
holders, are the five disadvantages to one of wrong moral habit, 
falling away from moral habit. 11411 

" There are these five advantages, householders, to one of 
moral habit, accomplished in moral habit. [227] What five? 
Now, householders, one of moral habit, accomplished in moral 
habit, acquires a great mass of wealth owing to zeal; this is 
the first advantage to one of moral habit, accomplished in 
moral habit. 

" Then again, householders, a lovely reputation is noised 
abroad of one of moral habit, accomplished in moral habit ; 
this is the second advantage .... 

1 As at A. iii. 252 f., D. ii. 85-6, iii. 236, Ud. 86. Noticed at Vism. 54· 
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"Then again, householders, if one of moral habit, accom
plished in moral habit, approaches any company, whether a 
company of nobles, a company of brahmins, a company of 
householders, a company of recluses, he approaches it confi
dently, not being ashamed; this is the third advantage .... 

" Then again, householders, one of moral habit, accomplished 
in moral habit, passes away unbewildered ; this is the fourth 
advantage .... 

" Then again, householders, one of moral habit, accomplished 
in moral habit, at the breaking up of the body after dying 
arises in the Happy-bourn, in a heaven-world ; this is the fifth 
advantage to one of moral habit, accomplished in moral habit. 
These, householders, are the five advantages to one of moral 
habit, accomplished in moral habit." II 5 II 

When the Lord had gladdened, rejoiced, roused, delighted 
the layfollowers of Pataligama far into the night with talk 
on dhamma, he dismissed them, saying: "The night is now 
far spent, householders; now do that for whatever it is the 
right time." 

"Yes, Lord," and the layfollowers of Pataligama, having 
answered the Lord in assent, rising from their seats, having 
greeted the Lord, departed keeping their right sides towards 
him. 11611 

Then the Lord, soon after the layfollowers of Pataligama 
had departed, ente.ed into solitude.1 Now at that time 
Sunidha2 and Vassakara, chief ministers in Magadha, were 
building a (fortified) town3 at Pataligama for repelling the 
Vajjis. Then the Lord, getting up at the end of that night 
towards dawn, saw with deva-sight, pure and surpassing that 
of men, many' devatas occupying the sites at Pataligama. Now 
in whatever region powerful devatas occupy sites, they bend 
the minds of powerful kings and the kings' chief ministers to 
build dwellings there ; in whatever region devatas of middling 
(power) occupy sites, they bend the minds of kings of middling 
(power), and the kings' chief ministers to build dwellings 

1 suiifidgiira, see above, p. 125, n. 5, and !v!inor Anthol. ii, p. 107, n. I. 
1 Sunidha at D. ii. 86 and Ud. 87. 
a nagara, see B.D. ii. 63, n. z. 
~ sambahulii, often in Vin. when used of monks being equivalent to ga'!la, 

a group of from two to four monks. D. ii. 87, Ud. 88 say sambahulii devatiiyo 
sahassassa, many devatii.s (in compaines) of a thousand. 
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there ; in whatever region devatiis of lowly (power) occupy sites, 
they bend the minds of kings of lowly (power) and the kings' 
chief ministers to build dwellings there. II 7 II 

Then the Lord addressed the venerable Ananda, saying : 
"Now, who, Ananda, are these who are building a (fortified) 
town at Pataligama ? " 

" Sunidha and [228] V assakara, Lord, chief ministers in 
Magadha, ... for repelling the Vajjis." 

" As though, Ananda, having consulted together with 
the Devas of the Thirty, even so, Ananda, do Sunidha and 
Vassakara, chief ministers in Magadha, build a (fortified) town 
at Pataligama for repelling the Vajjis. Now I, Ananda, 
getting up at the end of this night towards dawn, saw with 
deva-sight . . . in whatever region devatiis of lowly (power) 
occupy sites, they bend the minds of kings of lowly (power) 
and the kings' chief ministers to build dwellings there. Ananda, 
as far as the ariyan region1 (extends), as far as there is trading,2 

this will be a leading town, Pataliputta, 3 (where t~ere was) 
the breaking of the seed-boxes." But, Ananda, there will be 
three dangers to Pataliputta : from fire or from water or from 
internal dissension." 5 II 8 II 

Then Sunidha and Vassakara, chief ministers in Magadha, 
approached the Lord ; having approached they exchanged 
friendly greetings with the Lord; having exchanged greetings 
of friendliness and courtesy, they stood at a respectful distance. 

t ariya iiyatana. Cf. A. iii. 441. VA. 1095 says " as far as the place 
where ariyan people go to ". 

1 vatzippatha. 
a The modern Patna. The name is omitted at Ud. 88. 
' I follow P.E.D. (under pu!a) in thinking that the translation of puta

bhedana at Dial, ii. 92 is wrong: " centre for interchange of all kinds of 
wares", although Pii.taliputta had a reputation as a trading centre, on 
which moreover the Comys. lay stress, VA. 1096 reading bhatzrjaputabhedan
a!!hiina7!J, bhatzr}aga'IJ4ikiina7!J mocana!!hiina7p, a place for undoing goods 
and merchandise, a place for opening goods and wares; DA. ii. 541, UdA. 
422 say much the same and add : " if people do not get goods in all Jam
budipa they will get them here." But Pii.taligii.ma was so called " because 
on the day of its foundation several piifali-shoots sprouted forth from the 
ground " (D.P.P.N.). According to Waddell (E.R.E., art : Patna) the 
Pii!ali-tree is the trumpet-flower tree (Bignonis suaveolens). Pataliputta 
is also called" the city of flowers", Pupphapura (Mhvs. iv. 31, Dpvs. xi. 28), 
and Kusumapura (Mhbv. p. 153). Vin. Texts ii. 102 does not attempt a 
translation. Minor Anthol. ii. 108 has "the place where men shall open 
up their bales of merchandise." 

a On the event prophesied here, Pii.taliputta's becoming the capital of 
the Magadha empire, and the possibility of the notice of the event's late in
sertion into the text, see Vin. Texts ii. 102 n. and Dial. ii. 92, n. 3· 
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As they were standing at a respectful distance, Sunidha and 
V assakara, chief ministers in Magadha, spoke thus to the Lord : 
" May the revered Gotama together with the Order of monks 
consent to a meal with us to-day." The Lord consented by 
becoming silent. Then Sunidha and Vassakara, chief ministers 
in Magadha, departed1 having understood the Lord's consent. 
11911 

Then Sunidha and Vassakara, chief ministers in Magadha, 
having had sumptuous soUd food and soft food prepared, had 
the time announced to the Lord, saying : " It is time, good 
Gotama, the meal is ready." Then the Lord, having dressed 
in the morning, taking his bowl and robe, approached the food 
distribution2 of Sunidha and Vassakara, chief ministers in 
Magadha ; having approached, he sat down together with the 
Order of monks on the appointed seat. Then Sunidha and 
Vassakara, chief ministers in Magadha, having with their own 
hands served and satisfied with sumptuous food, solid and soft, 
the Order of monks with the awakened one at its head, when 
the Lord had eaten and had withdrawn his hand from his bowl, 
sat down at a respectful distance; and as Sunidha and 
Vassakara, chief ministers in Magadha, were sitting down at 
a respectful distance, the Lord gave thanks in these verses: 
II roll 

" Wherever the prudent man shall take up his abode, 
Having offered food to those here of moral habit, good 

Brahma-farers, 
If he makes an offering to those3 devatiis who may be 

there-
These revered, do revere, honoured, do honour him. [229] 
Hence they sympathise with him, as a mother with her 

own child. 
The man with whom devatas sympathise, ever sees good 

luck." 
Then the Lord, having in these verses given thanks to 

Sunidha and V assakara, chief ministers in Magadha, rising 
from his seat, departed. II II II 

Then Sunidha and Vassakara, chief ministers in Magadha, 

1 D. ii. 88, Ud. 89 say they went to their own residence, iivasatha. 
1 parivesanii; D. ii. 88, Ud. 89 read iivasatha. Cj. Sn. p. 13, S. i. 172. 
a Cf. Thig. 307, 211 ; Miln. 294. 

' : i 
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following close behind the Lord, thought : " By whichever gate 
the recluseGotamagoesoutto-day, that shall be called Gotama's 
Gate ; by whichever ford he crosses the river Ganges, that 
shall be called Gotama's Ford." Accordingly the gate by 
which the Lord departed came to be called Gotama's Gate. 
Then the Lord approached the river Ganges. Now at that 
time the river Ganges was full, level with the banks, so that 
a crow could drink1 (from it). Since they were desirous of 
going from the hither to the further (bank), 2 some people 
looked about for a boat, some looked about for a float, a others 
put together a raft. 4 II rz II 

The Lord saw these people, of whom some were looking 
about for a boat, some were looking about for a float, others 
were putting together a raft since they were desirous of going 
from the hither to the further (bank). Seeing them, as a 
strong man might stretch out his bent arm or might bend back 
his outc;tretched arm, even so did he, vanishing from the hither 
bank5 of the river Ganges, reappear 6 on the further bank 
together with the Order of monks. Then the Lord, having 
understood this matter, at that time uttered this solemn 
utterance: 

" Those cross the deeps, the rivers, 7 making a bridge, spanning 
the swamps. 

See! people tie their rafts-but crossed over8 are the 
wise." 8 II I3112811 

Then the Lord approached Kotigama. The Lord stayed 
there at Kotigama. Then the Lord addressed the monks, 
saying: "Monks, it is by not understanding, not penetrating 

1 As at M. i. 435; S. ii. 134; D. i. 244; A. iii. 27. 
I ora para"'; D. apartipara"'; Ud. apara parat!'. which Woodward 

(Min. A nth. ii. 109, n. 4) proposes to correct to D. reading. 
3 uJumpa. This may be a wooden or a bamboo raft. VA. 1096 says 

that it is made, having knocked in pegs. 
• kulla. VA. 1096 says that it is made, having put together reeds and 

so on. 
6 orimatlre. 
1 paccu!!hiisi, instead of the more usual paturahosi. 
7 sara, here a river, VA. 1096. 
8 tirztza, a technical term frequent in the Suttas, meaning " crossed over " 

the four-fold flood of sense-pleasures, becoming, false view and ignorance, 
or over some other undesirable state, and so " crossed over" Mara's stream, 
a river of death. See my Man Perfected, Ch. VIII. 

• To here, from beginning of 28. I, the same as Ud. 85-90, with a few 
minor variations. 
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the four ariyan truths that there is this long long running-on 
and faring-on both for me and for you. What four ? Monks, 
it is through not understanding, not penetrating the ariyan 
truth of ill that there is this long long running-on and faring-on 
both for me and for you. Monks, it is through not under
standing, not penetrating the ariyan truth of the uprising of 
ill, the ariyan truth of the stopping of ill, the ariyan truth 
of the course leading to. the stopping of ill that there is this 
long long running-on and faring-on both for me and for you. 
II I II 

Therefore, monks, if the ariyan truth of ill [230] is understood, 
is penetrated, if the ariyan truth of the uprising of ill ... 
if the ariyan truth of the stopping of ill . . . if the ariyan truth 
of the course leading to the stopping of ill is understood and 
penetrated, then cut off is the craving for becoming,1 destroyed 
is the conduit for becoming,2 there is not now again-becoming." 

Not seeing the four ariyan truths as they really are 
Long is the journey fared-on in birth after birth ; 
When these are seen, removed is the conduit for becoming, 
The root of ill cut off, there is not now again-becoming. a 

112112911 

Then the courtesan Ambapa.J.i4 heard 6 : " They say that the 
Lord has reached Kotigama ". Then the courtesan Ambapali, 
having had very magnificent vehicles harnessed, having 
mounted a magnificent vehicle, went off with the very magnifi
cent vehicles from Vesali to see the Lord. Having gone by 
vehicle as far as the ground was (suitable) for a vehicle, she 
alighted from the vehicle and approached the Lord on foot ; 
having approached, having greeted the Lord, she sat down 
at a respectful distance. II I II 

The Lord gladdened, rejoiced, roused, delighted the courtesan 
Ambapali with talk on dhamma as she was sitting down at a 

1 bhavatanhii. 
• bahvanetti. 
a To here from 28. I = D. ii. 84-91. 
·' Her verses are at Thfg. 252-270. See also ThfgA. 206-7, 213; Ap ii. 

613 ff. She was the mother of Vimala-Koi).Q.aftii.a, while Bimbisara is said 
to have been his father, ThagA. 156. Mentioned below, p. 379· 

6 From here to 30. 6 =D. ii. 95-98. See Dial. ii. 102, n. for some remarks 
on the discrepancies shown by the two versions in their localisation of the 
incidents narrated. 
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respectful distance. The courtesan Ambapali having been, 
gladdened . . . delighted with talk on dhamma by the Lord, 
spoke thus to the Lord : " Lord, may the Lord consent to 
a meal with me on the morrow together with the Order of 
monks." The Lord consented by becoming silent. The 
courtesan Ambapali, having understood the Lord's consent, 
rising from her seat, having greeted the Lord, departed keeping 
her right side towards him. II 2 II 

Then the Licchavis of Vesali heard : " They say that the 
Lord has reached Kotigama ". Then the Licchavis of Vesali, 
having had very magnificent vehicles harnessed, having (each) 
mounted a magnificent vehicle, went off with the very magnifi
cent vehicles from Vesali to see the Lord. Some Licchavis 
were dark green,1 dark green in colour, their clothes were dark 
green, their ornaments were dark green. Some Licchavis were 
yellow, yellow in colour . . . their ornaments were yellow. 
Some Licchavis were red, red in colour . . . their ornaments 
were red. Some Licchavis were white, white in colour, their 
clothes were white, their ornaments were white. Then the 
courtesan Ambapali drove up against the many young Licch
avis, pole to pole, yoke to yoke, wheel to wheel, axle to axle. 
113 II [231] 

Then these Licchavis spoke thus to the courtesan Ambapali: 
" Now then, 2 why do you, Ambapali, drive up against the 
many young Licchavis pole to pole, yoke to yoke, wheel to 
wheel, axle to axle ? " 

" Indeed, young gentlemen, 3 it is because the Order of 
monks with the awakened one at its head is invited by ine 
for the morrow." 

" Now then, Ambapali, give up this meal to us for a hundred 
thousand.'' 4 

" But if, young gentlemen, you were to give up Vesali with 
its produce, 5 I would not give up this meal." 

1 nfla is defined at Vin. iv. 120. VA. 1096 says that these colours are 
for the sake of distinguishing the Licchavis. They are not " dark green " 
and so on by nature, but are coloured with a dark green cosmetic-as some 
of the faces of the Ajanta frescoes are meant to be. 

• je. 
• ayyaputta. 
' Probably kahliPaf!as are to be understood. 
5. sdhlira = sa-li~lira, with its food. VA. 1097, DA. 545 explain by 

sa-Janapada. No Justification for "with its subject territory" of Vin. 
Texts ii, 107, Dial. ii. 103. 
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Then these Licchavis snapped their fingers,1 saying: "Truly 
we are beaten by this mango-girl, 2 truly we are defeated by 
this mango-girl." II 4 II 

Then these Licchavis approached the Lord. The Lord saw 
these Licchavis coming from afar, and seeing them, he addressed 
the monks, saying : 

" By whatever monks, monks, the Devas of the Thirty have 
not been seen before, look, monks, at the Licchavi company, 
look again, monks, at the Licchavi company, compare, monks, 
the Licchavi company to the company of the Devas of the 
Thirty." Then these Licchavis, having gone by vehicle as far 
as the ground ... (as in II I, 2 II down to :) "Lord, may the 
Lord consent to a meal with us on the morrow ? " 

" I have promised, Licchavis, (to take) a meal with the cour
tesan Ambapali to-morrow." Then these Licchavis snapped 
their fingers, saying : 

"Truly we are beaten by this mango-girl; truly we are 
defeated by this mango-girl." 

Then these Licchavis, having approved of what the Lord 
had said and having given thanks for it, rising from their seats, 
having greeted the Lord, departed keeping their right sides 
towards him. 11511 

Then the Lord, having stayed in Kotigama for as long as 
he found suiting, approached Natika. The Lord stayed there 
at Natika in the Brick Residence. Then the courtesan 
Ambapali, having had sumptuous food, solid and soft, prepared 
towards the end of that night in her own park, had the time 
announced to the Lord, saying: ... (as in 28. ro down to :3) 

[232] ... sat down at a respectful distance. As she was 
sitting down at a respectful distance, the courtesan Ambapali 
spoke thus to the Lord: "I, Lord, would give this Ambapali 
Grove to the Order of monks with the awakened one at its 
head." 

The Lord accepted the park. Then the Lord, having 
gladdened, rejoiced, roused, delighted the courtesan Ambapali 

1 angulf pothesu'!'l. VA. 1097 explains by calesu,, to move, to shake. 
1 ambakli, with probably intended a play on her name, itself connected with 

the mango-grove she owned. See Dial. ii. ro3, n. 1 ; Vin. Texts ii. I,OJ, n. 
• Replace "Sunidha and Vassakara, chief ministers of Magadha" by 

"the courtesan Ambapiili," and "good Gotama" by "Lord". 
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with talk on dhamma, rising from his seat,1 approached the 
Great Grove. The Lord stayed there at Vesali in the Great 
Grove in the Hall with the Peaked Gable. II 6 II 30 II 

Told is the Portion for Repeating on the Licchavi~. 

Now at that time2 many distinguished Licchavis, sitting 
together assembled in a mote-hall, were in many a figure 
speaking praise of the awakened one, praise of dhamma, praise 
of the Order. Now at that time the general Siha, 8 a disciple 
of the Jains,4 came to be sitting in that company. Then it 
oc~urred to the general Siha: "Undoubtedly this will be a 
Lord, a perfected one, a wholly awakened one, since these 
distinguished Licchavis, sitting together assembled in the 
mote.:.hall, are in many a figure speaking praise of the awakened 
one, praise of dhamma, praise of the Order. Suppose I were 
to go up to see this Lord, perfected one, wholly awakened 
one? " 11 r 11 

Then the general Siha approached Nataputta the Jain s ; 
having approached, he spoke thus to Nataputta the Jain: 
"I want, honoured sir, 8 to go along to see the recluse Gotama." 

" But how can you, Siha, being one who asserts an ought
to-be-done, 7 go along to see the recluse Gotama who asserts 
an ought-not-to-be-done 8 ? For, Siha, the recluse Gotama 
asserts an ought-not-to-be-done, he teaches a doctrine of an 
ought-not-to-be-done and in that he trains9 disciples." Then 

1 To here from SO. I is in all material respects the same as D. ii. 95-98. 
The D. version says the Lord went to Beluva. 

1 From tJ:;t.«;re to nearly the end of 31. 14 = A. iv. 179-188. 
3 Cf. A. m. 38 f., iv. 79· His interest in giving gifts may have been 

due to _Gotama's talk to him (below 31. II) just after he became a layfollower. 
: Niga.IJ.thas. Literal m_eaning "v:itho~:~t bonds". See G.S. iv. 124, n. 2. 
!~e lea~er of th~. Niganthas, Identified by Buhler and Jacobi with 

Mahavrra (Vm. Texts 11. 109, n. 1). His views are given at D. i. 57· 
• bhante. 
7 k~riyaviid_a. This a~d akiriyaviida each had its own adherents. Gotama 

put hrs ~wn mterpretatron on each theory, see below 31. 6 and Vin. iii. 2. 
T~us .he IS ab~e to say, as at A. i. 62, kiriyaviidf c' ahart~ akiriyaviidl ca. At 
Vm. I. 7_1 ~e IS rep~ted to say of the Jatilas that they are kiriyaviidino and 
kamma'l!admo, and rt is apparently for this reason that he grants them a 
concession. 

1 akiriyaviida. See A. K. Coomaraswamy, Some Pali Words, H]AS, 
VO~ ry, ~0. 2, July 1939, p. II9 ff. 

vmet,, to lead .away, and so to pervert, divert, avert. Cf. below MV. 
VI. 34. I 2, where In tlre same terms leaders of oilier sects try to dissuade 
M~qaka from going to see tlre Lord. 

31.2-4] MAHAVAGGA VI 

that which had been the strong aspiration of general Siha for 
going1 to see the Lord abated. II 2 II 

Then a second time did the distinguished Licch::~.vis, sitting 
together assembled in the mote-hall. . . . And a second time 
did it occur to the general Siha: "Undoubtedly this will be 
a Lord, a perfected one. . . . Suppose I were to go up to see 
this Lord, perfected one, wholly awakened one ? " And a 
second time did the general Siha [233] approach Nataputta 
the Jain " ... and in that trains disciples". And a second 
time did that abate which had been the strong aspiration of 
the general Siha for going to see the Lord. And a third time 
it occurred to the general Siha : " Undoubtedly this will be 
a Lord, perfected one, wholly awakened one, since these 
distinguished Licchavis, sitting together assembled in the 
mote-hall, are in many a figure speaking praise of the awakened 
one, praise of dhamma, praise of the Order. What can these 
Jains do to me whether I have asked fo~ permission or have 
not asked for permission? Suppose that I, although I have 
not asked for permission from the Jains, were to go along 
to see this Lord, perfected one, wholly awakened one? " 
113 II 

Then the general Siha with some five hundred chariots 
departed from Vesali in broad daylight to see the Lord. Having 
gone by vehicle as far as the ground was (suitable) for a vehicle, 
having alighted from the vehicle, he approached the Lord on 
foot; having approached, having greeted the Lord, he sat 
down at a respectful distance. As he was sitting down 
at a respectful distance, general Siha spoke thus to the 
Lord: 

" Lord, I have heard this : ' The recluse Gotama affirms 
an ought-not-to-be-done, he teaches a doctrine of an ought
not-to-be-done, and in that trains disciples.' I assume that 
these, Lord, who say: 'The recluse Gotama affirms an ought
not-to-be-done ... and in that trains disciples,' are, Lord, 
asserting (fairly) what the Lord affirms, 2 and are not mis
representing the Lord by what is not fact, but are putting 

1 gamikdbhisamkhiira. Cf. pabbajjabhisamkhara at Vin. i. 194 (above, 
p. 261). 

• bhagavato vuttaviidt. 
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forth a doctrine which conforms to1 his doctrine. I assume 
that no one who is his fellow dhamma-man, a holder of his 
views, comes to a position incurring blame. Indeed, we, Lord, 
do not want to misrepresent the Lord." 2 11411 

" There is, Siha, a way in which one speaking truly of me 
could say8 : ' The recluse Gotama asserts an ought-not-to-be
done, he teaches a doctrine of an ought-not-to-be-done, and 
in this he trains disciples.' There is, Siha, a way in which 
one speaking truly of me could say : ' The recluse Gotama 
asserts an ought-to-be-done4 • • • trains disciples.' There is, 
Siha, a way in which one speaking truly of me could say: 
' The recluse Gotama asserts annihilation . . . trains disciples.' 
There is, Siha, a way in which one speaking truly of m~ could 
say : ' The recluse Gotama is one who detests, he teaches a 
doctrine of detestation, and in this he trains disciples.' There 
is, Siha, a way in which one speaking truly of me could say : 
' The recluse Gotama is a leader away, he teaches a doctrine 
of leading away, and in this he trains disciples.' There is, 
Siha, a way in which one speaking truly of me could say : 
' The recluse Gotama is a " burner up ", he teaches a doctrine 
of " burning up ", and in this he trains disciples.' There is, 
Siha, a way in which one speaking truly of me could say : 
' The recluse Gotama is not destined to another (kind of) 
becoming, he teaches a doctrine of no other kind of becoming, 
and in this he trains disciples. There is, Siha, a way in which 
one speaking truly of me could say : ' The recluse Gotama 
is confident, 5 he teaches a doctrine of confidence, 6 and in this 
he trains disciples.' 115 II 

"And what, Siha, is the way in which one speaking truly 
of me could say : ' The recluse Gotama is one who asserts 
an ought-not-to-be-done, he teaches a doctrine of an ought
not-to-be-done [234] and in this he trains disciples ' ? Indeed 

1 anudhamma, explained by anukiiratta. perhaps meaning" minor tenet", 
at VA. 1097, DA. 349, MA. iii. 46. 

1 Stock, e.g. at D. i. 161, iii. II5; M. i. 368, 482; A. i. 161; S. ii. 33, 
iii. 6, iv. 340; Vin. ii. 297. 

1 Cf. Vin. iii. 2-3 for this passage, and for notes see B.D. i. 4-6. 
' Not included at Vin. iii. 2. Cf. A. i. 62. 
' Not included at Vin. iii. 2. " Confident" is Pall assattha, rendered 

at G.S. iv. 127 "found consolation". 
• assiisa. Cj. one who has assiisa in dhammavinaya at S. ii. 50 ; translated 

at K.S. ii. 38 as " comfort". 

31.6-8] MARA V AGGA VI 321 

I, Siha, assert of misconduct in body, speech and thought 
that it ought not to be done ; I assert of manifold evil and 
wrong states (of mind) that they ought not to be done. This 
is the way, Siha, in which one speaking truly of me could 
say : ' The recluse Gotama asserts what ought-not-to-be-done, 
he teaches a doctrine of what ought-not-to-be-done and in this 
he trains disciples.' 

" And what, Siha, is the way in which one ... could say : 
' The recluse Gotama asserts what ought-to-be-done ... trains 
disciples ' ? Indeed I, Siha, assert of good conduct in body, 
speech and thought that it ought to be done ; of manifold 
right states (of mind) that they ought to be done. This is 
the way, Siha . . . II 6 II 

"And what, Siha, is the way in which one ... could say: 
' The recluse Gotama asserts annihilation . . . trains disciples'? 
Indeed I, Siha, assert the annihilation of passion, hatred, 
stupidity ; I assert the annihilation of manifold evil and wrong 
states (of mind). This is the way, Siha ... 

"And what, Siha, is the way in which one ... could say : 
' The recluse Gotama is one who detests, he teaches a doctrine 
of detestation and in this he trains disciples ' ? Indeed, Siha, 
I detest misconduct in body, speech and thought ; I teach a 
doctrine of detestation for entering upon manifold evil wrong 
states (of mind). This is the way, Siha . . . 117 II 

"And what, Siha, is the way in which one ... could say: 
' The recluse Gotama is one who is a leader away, he teaches 
a doctrine of leading away and in this he trains disciples ' ? 
Indeed I, Siha, teach a doctrine of the leading away of passion, 
hatred, stupidity; I teach a doctrine of the leading away of 
manifold evil wrong states (of mind). This is the way, Siha 

"And what, Siha, is the way in which one ... could say: 
'The recluse Gotama is one who is a" burner-up", he teaches 
a doctrine of burning up and in this he trains disciples ' ? 
Indeed I, Siha, speak of evil wrong states which are searing: 
misconduct in body, speech and thought. He for whom, Siha, 
evil wrong states that are searing are destroyed, cut off at the 
root, made like a palm-tree, so utterly done away with that 
they can come to no future existence-him I call one who is 
a 'burner-up'. For a Truth-finder, Siha, evil wrong states 
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that are searing ... existence. This is the way, Siha, in 
which one . . . could say : ' The recluse Gotama is one who 
is a " burner-up ", [235] he teaches a doctrine of burning-up, 
and in this he trains disciples.' II 8 II 

"And what, Siha, is the way in which one ... could say: 
' The recluse Gotama is one who is not destined to another 
(kind of) becoming, he teaches a doctrine of no other (kind of) 
becoming and in thic; he trains dic;ciples ' ? He for whom, 
Siha, future conception in a womb, becoming again and rebirth 
are destroyed, cut off at the root, made like a palm-tree, so 
utterly done away with that they can come to no future 
existence-him I call one not destined to another (kind of) 
becoming. For a Truth-finder, Siha, future conception .. . 
can come to no future existence. This is the way, Siha .. . 

"And what, Siha, is the way in which one speaking truly 
of me could say : ' The recluse Gotama is one who is confident, 
he teaches a doctrine of confidence and in this he trains 
disciples'? Indeed I, Siha, am confident with the highest 
confidence,1 I teach a doctrine of confidence and in this I train 
disciples. 2 This is the way, Siha, in which one speaking truly 
of me could say: ' The recluse Gotama is confident, he teaches 
a doctrine of confidence and in this he trains disciples '." 
11911 

And when he had spoken thus, 3 Siha, the general, spoke thus 
to the Lord : " Excellent, Lord ! Excellent, Lord ! . . . ' 
May the Lord accept me as a layfollower going for refuge from 
this day forth for as long as life lasts." 

"Now, Siha, make a proper investigation. Proper investiga
tion is good in the case of well-known men like yourself." 6 

"I, Lord, am even exceedingly pleased, satisfied with that 
which the Lord said to me: 'Now, Siha, make a proper 
investigation ... like yourself.' For if, Lord, members of 

1 AA. iv. g8 says "with the highest confidence in the four ways and 
the four fruits ". 

· 1 Cf. D. iii. 39 where wanderers are recorded to ask Gotama the name 
of the doctrine in which he trains disciples and in which they, trained and 
attained to confidence, assasa, acknowledge a desire for (or a support in) 
the Brahm3;-faring. DA. iii. 835 explains assasa by tu!!hi, joy, and soma
nassa, happmess. 

8 From here to middle of 31. 12 = M. i. 378 f., in connection with Upali 
the householder. 

• Stock; as at MV. I. 7. 10. 
6 As atM. i. 379, A. iv. 185. 

31.IO-I2) MAHAVAGGA VI 

other sects had secured me ac; a disciple, they would have 
paraded a banner all round Vesa.J.i, saying: 'Siha, the general, 
has joined our disciplehood.' But then the Lord spoke to me 
thus: 'Now, Siha, make a proper investigation ... like 
yourself.' So I, Lord, go for a second time to the Lord for refuge 
and to dhamma and to the Order of monks. May the Lord 
accept me as a layfollower going for refuge from this day forth 
for as long as life lasts." II IO II 

"For a long time, Siha, your family1 has been a well-spring2 

to the Niga:t;lthas. You will bethink you to give alms to those 
who approach you ? " 

"I, Lord, am even exceedingly pleased, satisfied with that 
which the Lord said to me: 'For a long time, Siha, your 
family . . . those who approach you ? ' I have heard, Lord : 
The recluse Gotama speaks thus : ' Gifts should be given to 
me only, not to others should gifts be given; giftc; should be 
given to my disciples only, not to the disciples of others should 
gifts be given. [236] What is given to me is alone of great 
fruit, what is given to others is not of great fruit ; what is 
given to my disciples is alone of great fruit, what is given to 
the disciples of others is not of great fruit.' But then the Lord 
urged upon me giving to the Niga:t;lthas too. Indeed, Lord, 
we shall know the right time for that. So I, Lord, go for a 
third time to the Lord for refuge and to dhamma and to the 
Order of monks. May the Lord accept me as a layfollower 
going for refuge from this day forth for as long as life lasts." 
II II II 

Then the Lord talked a progressive talk3 to Siha, the general, 
that is to say talk on giving, talk on moral habit, talk on 
heaven ; he explained the peril, the vanity, the depravity of 
pleasures of the senses, the advantage in renouncing (them). 
When the Lord knew that the mind of Siha, the general, was 
ready, malleable, devoid of the hindrances, uplifted, pleased, 
then he explained to him that teaching on dhamma which the 
awakened ones have themselvec; discovered: ill, upri<>ing, 
stopping, the Way. And as a clean cloth without black specks 
will easily take dye, even so as he was (sitting) on that very seat, 

1 kula, explained by nivesana, a dwelling, at VA. 1097, MA. iii. 8g. 
1 opanabhuta. See Dial. i. 177, n. 3 for further references. 
I As at MV. I. 7. s-6. 
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dhamma-vision, dustless, stainless, arose to Siha, the general, 
that " whatever is of the nature to uprise all that is of the 
nature to stop ". Then Siha, the general, as one who1 had 
seen dhamma, attained dhamma, known dhamma, plunged into 
dhamma, who had crossed over doubt, put away uncertainty, 
who had attained without another's help to full confidence 
in the teacher's instruction, spoke thus to the Lord2 : "Lord, 
may the Lord consent to a meal with me on the morrow 
together with the Order of monks." The Lord consented by 
becoming sile11t. Then Siha, the general, having under<>tood 
the Lord's consent, rising from his seat, departed keeping his 
right side towards him. 

Then Siha, the general, enjoined a certain man, saying : 
"Go, good fellow, find out if there is meat to hand."3 Then 
Siha, the general, towards the end of that night having had 
sumptuous food, solid and soft, prepared, had the time 
announced to the Lord, saying: "It is time, Lord, the meal 
is ready." Then the Lord, having dressed in the morning, 
taking his bowl and robe, approached the dwelling of Siha, 
the general; having approached he sat down on the appointed 
seat together with the Order of monks. II 12 II 

Now at that time many Nigal).thas, waving their arms, were 
moaning' from carriage road 5 to carriage road, from cross road 6 

to cross road in Vesali: " To-day a fat beast, 6 killed by Siha, 
the general, is made into a meal for the recluse Gotama, the 
recluse Gotama makes use of this meat, knowing that it was 
killed on purpose (for him), 7 that the deed was (done) for his 
sake."8 Then a certain man approached Siha, the general; 
having approached he whispered into Siha, the general's ear: 

" Please, honoured sir, you should know that many of these 
Nigal).thas, waving their arms, are moaning from carriage road 
to carriage road, from cross road to cross road in Vesali : 

1 As at MY. I. 6. 32. 
1 To here from VI. 31. 10 = M. i. 378-380. 
1 As at Vin. i. 217 (above, p. 296). 
' kandanti. 
5 Defined at Vin. iv. 271 (B.D. iii. 268). 
e pasu, meaning uncertain, but not necessarily an animal of the cow

tribe. AA. iv. 102 says: "a fat beast with a large body such as an elk 
or buffalo or pig". VA. 363 says of pasuka that all four-footed animals 
beginning with the elephant should be called pasuka. 

7 Cf. ]a. ii. 262: the Telovadajataka was spoken concerning Siha. 
1 Pa#iccakamma. 

31.13-32.1] MAHAVAGGA VI 

'To-day a fat beast ... the deed was (done) for his sake'." 
" Enough, master, for a long time now these venerable ones 

have been desiring dispraise of the awakened one, have been 
desiring dispraise of dhamma, have been desiring dispraise of 
the Order. But these venerable ones, bad, vain, lying, do not 
harm this Lord because they are misrepresenting him by what 
is not fact-why, even we, for the sake of our livelihood, would 
not intentionally deprive a living thing of life."1 II 13 II 

Then Siha, the general, having with his own hand served 
and satisfied the Order of monks with the enlightened one 
at its head with sumptuous food, solid and soft, [237] when 
the Lord had eaten and had withdrawn his hand from his bowl, 
sat down at a respectful distance. Then the Lord having 
gladdened, rejoiced, roused, delighted Siha, the general, with 
talk on dhamma as he was sitting down at a respectful distance, 
rising from his seat, departed. 2 Then the Lord on this occasion 
having given reasoned talk, addressed the monks, saying: 

" Monks, one should not knowingly make use of meat killed 
on purpose (for one) .. Whoever should make use of it, there 
is an offence of wrong-doing. I allow you, monks, fish and 
meat that are quite pure in three respects : if they are not 
seen, heard, suspected (to have been killed on purpose for 
a monk)."8 II 14113111 

Now at that time Vesali was well off for food, crops were 
good, almsfood was easy to obtain, and it was easy to keep 
oneself going by gleaning and by favour. Then as the Lord 
was meditating in seclusion a reasoning arose in his mind 
thus : " Those things which were allowed by me to monks 
when food was scarce, crops bad, and almsfood difficult to 
obtain : what was cured indoors, cooked indoors, cooked by 
oneself' ; receiving (formally) what was picked up 5 ; what 

1 Cf. Pac. LXI. 
1 To here from 31. I =A. iv. 179-188. 
3 Cf. Vin. iii. 172 (B.D. i. 298) where Devadatta, wanting a schism, tries 

to make the Lord say that monks should eat no fish or meat. But Gotama 
answers him that fish and meat are "pure " if they have the three points 
which are also mentioned above. M acchamamsa is I think not " the flesh 
of fish" (as at G.S. iv. 130, n. I) but" fish and meat". The story leading up 
to this allowance is concerned with meat; and many instances show that 
monks ate this without incurring criticism or blame. 

' VI. 17. 7· 
6 VI. 17. g. 

z 

I 
I' 
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was taken back from there1 ; what was accepted before a 
meal2 ; what grows in a wood, what grows in a lotus-tank3 

-do the monks still make use of these things to-day ? " 
Then the Lord, arising from his meditation towards evening, 

addressed the venerable Ananda, saying : " Those things 
which were allowed by me to monks when food was scarce 
.. do the monks still make use of these things to-day? " 
"They make use of them, Lord." II I II 
Then the Lord on this occasion, in this connection, having 

given reasoned talk, addressed the monks, saying: "Those 
things, monks, allowed by me to monks when food was scarce, 
crops bad and almsfood difficult to obtain: what was cured 
indoors ... what grows in a lotus-tank-these things I object 
to from this day forth. Monks you should not make use of 
what is cured indoors, cooked indoors, cooked by yourselves ; 
of (formally) receiving what is picked up (by you). Whoever 
should make use of (any of these things), there is an offence 
of wrong-doing. Nor should you, monks, having eaten, being 
satisfied, make use of food that is not left over if it is brought 
back from there ; if it is accepted before a meal ; if it grows 
in a wood, grows in a lotus-tank. Whoever should make use 
of (any of the'3e things) should be dealt with according to the 
rule." 4 112 113211 

Now at that time country people, having loaded much salt 
and oil, and husked rice and solid food into wagons,5 having 
made an enclosure for the wagons in a porch outside a 
monastery, waited, thinking : " When our tum comes, then 
we will make a meal," 5 but a great [238] cloud came up. Then 
these people approached the venerable Ananda; having 
approached, they spoke thus to the venerable Ananda : 

" Now, honoured Ananda, having loaded much salt ... 
solid food into wagons, they are standing (there), but a great 
cloud has come up. What line of conduct, honoured Ananda, 
should be followed by us ? " Then the venerable Ananda 
told this matter to the Lord. II I II 

1 VI. 18. 4· 
• VI. 19. 2. 
3 VI. 20. 4· 
4 Pac. XXXV. 
6 As at VI. 24. I ; 34. 17. 

, 
82.2-4] MAHA V AGGA VI 

"Well then, Ananda, the Order having agreed upon a place 
for what is allowable1 near2 a dwelling-place: a dwelling-place 
or a curved house or a long house or a mansion or a cave,3 

let there be kept' there whatever the Order desires. And 
thus, monks, should it be agreed upon : The Order should be 
informed by an experienced, competent monk, saying: 
' Honoured sirs, let the Order listen to me. If it seems right 
to the Order, the Order may agree upon such and such a 
dwelling-place as a place for what is allowable. This is the 
motion. Honoured sirs, let the Order listen to me. The Order 
is agreeing upon such and such a dwelling-place as a place for 
what is allowable. If the agreement on such and such a 
dwelling-place as a place for what is allowable is pleasing to 
the venerable ones, they should be silent ; he to whom it is 
not pleasing should speak. Such and such a dwelling-place 
is agreed upon by the Order as a place for what is allowable. 
Therefore they are silent. Thus do I understand this '." 
11211 

Now at that time the people boiled conjeys, boiled rice, 
prepared soups, cut up meats, chopped wood, just there at a 
place for what was allowable and which had been agreed upon. 
As the Lord was getting up at the end of the night towards 
dawn he heard a loud noise, a great noise, a noise (like) the 
cawing of crows, 5 and hearing it, he addressed the venerable 
.Ananda, saying : " What, Ananda, is this loud noise, this 
great noise, this noise (like) the cawing of crows? " II 3 II 

"At present, Lord, people boil conjeys ... chop sticks just 
there at a place for what is allowable and which has been 

1 kappiyabhumi. VA. does not explain this word, but in commenting 
on the three kinds of places allowed at the end of II 4 11. Bu. at VA. 1098 f., 
uses the word kappiyaku!i, hut for what is allowable. It seems probable 
that the kappiyabhumi was a place for doing certain operations some of which 
were allowable only in times of scarcity : cooking for oneself, cooking indoors 
and curing indoors. Bu. at VA. 1099-1100 appears to connect these with 
a kappiyabhumi. It should however be noticed that at III. 5. 9 ~he "kitche.n" 
which a lay follower may build for himself replaces the kapp~yaku!i wh1ch 
he may build for an Order or a member of it at III. 5. 6. For in normal times 
monks did not cook, and hence a place for doing allowable operations (of 
this nature) would be superfluous. A. K. Coomaraswamy, Indian Architectural 
Terms, ].A .O.S., Vol. 48, No. 3, p. 260 calls kappiyabhumi an" outhouse site ". 

I paccantima. VA. 1098 says this is only an expression. 
1 For these five " abodes" cf. above, p. 75 and notes. 
' vasetu. 
t = Vin. iv. 82. 
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agreed upon. It is this loud noise, great noise, noise (like) 
the cawing of crows that the Lord (hearc;)."1 Then the Lord, 
on this occasion, having given reasoned talk, addressed the 
monks, saying : 

" Monks, one should not make use of a place for what is 
allowable that has been agreed upon. • Whoever should make 
use of it, there is an offence of wrong-doing. I allow you, 
monks, three places for what is allowable : that depending 
upon a proclamation,3 that connected with what is fortuitous,' 
that (given by) a householder." 5 11411 

Now at that time the venerable Yasoja 8 came to be ill. 
1 so eso bkagava uccasaddo ... kakoravasaddo. One would have expected 

bkante here instead of bkagava, and the sentence then to be translated : 
it is this, Lord, that is the loud noise. . . . 

2 Presumably there is the risk of being in the lay-people's way and also 
of being disturbed by the noise they make. 

3 ussavanantika. Ussavana is not a proclamation in a technical sense 
and has nothing to do with proceedings at formal acts of the Order. But 
Bu. explains, VA. 1098, that having made all preparations with pillars, 
walls and stones, the people utter the phrase (vacai?J nicckiirenti) " we are 
making a kappiyaku{i ". The two Commentaries which he quotes also 
!llention a kappiyaku!i as being spoken about or resolved upon. A ntika is used 
m the same sense as above at MV. VII. 1. 7· 

4 gonisadika. Cf. gonisadi at Vin. iii. 46, where a village arranged 
" fortuitously " comes into the definition of village. Gonisadi is not an 
ox-stall (Vin. Texts ii. 121). VA. 298 explains that as two or three cows 
sit down here and there, so, having built two or three houses, they are arranged 
here and there. The idea is that something is left to a haphazard element. 
VA. 1099 explains that there are two kinds of gonisadika : one of the 
monastery (type), one of the dwelling-place. Wherever neither the monastery 
itself is fenced in nor the lodgings, this is the monastery-type of what is 
"fortuitous". Wherever all or some of the lodgings are fenced in but not 
the monastery, this is the dwelling-place type. So in both kinds the 
non-fencing in of the monastery is a criterion. VA. does not say which kind 
is intended here ; perhaps both are. 

6 gahapati. VA. 1099 says, " people having built a residence say, ' we are 
giving a kappiyaku{i, make use of it '-this is called gakapati. It means 
this too if they say, 'We are giving (something) to build a kappiyaku{i' ". 
VA_. on this whole passage uses kappiyaku{i and never k-bkumi. CJ. kappiya
ku{tyo which, among other things, Anathapil)c;lika caused to be built in 
the ]eta Grove, at Vin. ii. 159, and the kappiyaku{i which a lay disciple 
might cause to be built for an Order, at Vin. i. 139 (above, p. r86) .. 

• Verses at Thag. 243-5. There is a story about five hundred monks 
with Yasoja at their head at Ud. 24-27. The lord dismissed them for making 
a great noise; they spent the rains in earnest endeavour and realised the 
three knowledges ; they were then able to spend a whole night in as 
concentrated meditation as the Lord himself. VA. 1098 says "At the 
conclusion of the Kapilasutta he (Yasoja) was the chief person of the five 
hundred who had gone forth". SnA. i. 312, DhA. iv. 45 call these five 
hundred "fishermen's sons". See DhA. iv. 37 ff. (Kapilamacchavatthu), 
SnA. i. 305 ff. (both of which tell about the golden fish, Kapila), UdA. 179, 
Pss. Breth., p. 166 for the circumstances in which the Kapilasutta was spoken 
to Yasoja. This Sutta is referred to at DhA. iv. 42 as being in the Suttanipata. 
Kapilasutta is there (Sn., p. 49) a v.l. for Dhammacariyasutta, but the Corny. 
(SnA. i. 312) refers to it as Kapilasutta. 

' 
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Medicines were conveyed for him. Monks put these outside, 
but vermin ate them and also thieves carried them off.1 They 
told this matter to the Lord. He said : " I allow you, monks, 
to make use of a place for what is allowable2 and which has 
been agreed upon. [239] I allow four places for what is 
allowable : that depending upon a proclamation, that connected 
with what is fortuitous, that given by a householder, that which 
is agreed upon." II 5 II 33 II 

Told is the Twenty-fourth Portion for Repeating. 

Now at that time the householder Mel)Q.aka3 lived in the 
town of Bhaddiya.' He came to have this kind of eminence 
in psychic power: having washed his head, having had a 
granary swept, he sat down just outside the door, and a shower 
of grain, having fallen down through the air, filled the granary. 
His wife5 came to have this kind of eminence in psychic power: 
having sat down beside only one bowl of the capacity of an 
ii!haka 8 and one helping of curry and condiments, she served 
food 7 to slaves, workmen and servants 8 ; not until she got up 
was it exhausted. His son 9 came to have this kind of eminence 

1 As at VI. 17. 7· 
1 This paragraph probably refers to allowable medicines. See too VA. I ror 

which refers to sappi, ghee, which was a medicine. 
1 Father of Dhanaiijaya, who was Visakha's father. At DhA. i. 384 

Mel)c;laka is called "householder", at DkA. i. 385, Vism. 383 "merchant", 
se!!hi, and he and his wife, son, daughter-in-law and slave are said to be 
five people of great merit. His story is told in detail at DhA. iii. 363 ff. 
Cf. DhA. iv. 203, 217. According to DhA. iii. 363 the Dhp. verse (252) 
was spoken by the Lord while he was staying in the Jatiya Grove at Bhaddiya 
concerning MeQ.c;laka. 

' In the Anga kingdom. 
6 Her name was Candapaduma (because she came to have the moon 

and the lotus represented on the palms of her hands and the soles of her feet), 
DhA. i. 385, iii. 363; or Candapadumasiri at Vism. 383. Her meritorious act 
is noticed at DhA. iii. 369. 

1 ajhakathiilikii. See B.D. i. 103, n. r. 
7 bhatta can also mean rice, the staple dish, but here in all likelihood 

meaning food, for probably no implication that she served rice without 
the curry and condiments is intended. 

8 diisa-kammakara-porisii. Same compound at A. i. I 45, 206, ii. 78, iii. 45 
(puttadaradasa-), 260. AA. ii. 241 explains as " slaves as well as workmen 
earning a daily wage of food, and people living in dependence on (one) ", 
jfvarnanapurisa. See definitions of" slave "and" workman "at B.D. iii. r 8o. 

• Called Dhanaiijaya the merchant, se!fhi, atDhA. i. 386ff., iii. 363, Vism. 383, 
and MeQ.c;laka's eldest son at DhA. i. 385. His psychic power is referred to 
at DhA. iii. 370. He was lent by Bimbisii.ra to Pasenadi; and the latter 
built Saketa to house Dhanaiijaya's retinue during the night's halt on the way 
to Savatthi, DhA. i. 386 f. Dhanaiijaya was the father of Visakha and of 
her youngest sister, Sujata, in respect of whom the Sujata-Jataka (No. 269) 
was told. 
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in psychic power : having taken hold of only one purse 
containing a thousand,1 he gave six months' wages to (each) 
slave, workman and servant; not until he removed his hand 
was it2 exhausted. II I II 

His daughter-in-law3 came to have this kind of eminence 
in psychic power; having sat down beside only one basket 
of the capacity of four dottas, 4 she gave six months' food 5 to 
(each) slave, workman and servant ; not until she got up was 
it exhausted. His slave 6 came to have thi<> kind of eminence 
in psychic power : when he ploughed with one ploughshare 
seven furrows came from (it). 7 II 2 II 

Then King Seniya Bimbisara of Magadha heard: "They 
say that the householder Mel).<;laka is living in our kingdom 
in the town of Bhaddiya. He has this kind of eminence in 
psychic power ... (as in II I, 2 II) ... when he ploughs with 
one ploughshare seven furrows come from (it)." II 3, 4 II 

Then King Seniya Bimbisara of Magadha addressed a certain 
chief minister who was concerned with all the affairs, 8 saying : 
" It is said, my good man, 9 that the householder Mel).<;laka 
is living in our kingdom in the town of Bhaddiya ; he has 
this kind of psychic power: [240] having washed his head 
... seven furrows come from (it). Go along, my good man, 
and find out. When you have seen, it will be the same as if 
I myself saw." 

"So be it, your majesty", and that chief minister, having 
answered King Seniya Bimbisara of Magadha in assent, marched 
forth10 for Bhaddiya with a four-winged army.U II 5 II 

1 The word kahiipa1;1a supplied at DhA. iii. 370. 
1 I.e., the contents of the purse. 
8 Called Sumaniidevi at DhA. i. 384, Sumanadevi at DhA. iii. 363, Vism. 

383. She was Dhanafijaya's chief wife, aggamahesi, DhA. i. 384, and Visakha's 
mother, SA. i. 148. Her act of psychic power referred to at DhA. iii. 370. 

' A measure of capacity, generally equivalent to four ii}hakas, see B.D. 
i. 103, n. 

6 bhatta, see n. 7 above, p. 329. 
1 Called PU'(I'(Ia at DhA. i. 385, iii. 363, Vism. 383. His psychic gift 

referred to at DhA. iii. 370. 
7 According to DhA. iii. 370 one in the middle and three at each side. 
8 sabbatthaka mahiimatta as at Vin. iii. 249. 
• bhap.e, as ~t V!n: iii. 249 where. Bimbisara is again recorded to be 

addressmg a ch1ef m1mster concerned w1th all the affairs. Bha1;1e is a common 
mode of address from a superior to an inferior. 

1o piiyiisi. Cf. payiita at Vin. iv. 105. 
. 11 Elephants, hor:;_es, chariots and infantry. See definition of army at Vin. 
1v. 105; and B.D. u. 375, n. 3· 

I 
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In due course he approached Bhaddiya and Mel).<;laka the 
householder ; having approached he spoke thus to Mel).<;laka 
the householder: "Now I, householder, have been enjoined 
by the King, saying: 'It is said,· my good man, that the 
householder Mel).<;laka is living in our kingdom. . . . When you 
have seen, it will be the same as if I myself saw.' Let us see, 
householder, your eminence in psychic power." Then the 
householder Mel).<;laka, having washed his head, having had 
a granary swept, sat down outside the door, and a shower 
of grain, having fallen down through the air, filled the granary. 
" Your eminence in psychic power has been seen, householder. 
We will see your wife's eminence in psychic power." II 6 II 

Then the householder Mel).<;laka enjoined his wife, saying: 
"Well now, serve thi<> four-winged army with food." Then 
the wife of Mel).<;laka the householder, having sat down beside 
only one bowl of the capacity of an iifhaka and one helping 
of curry and condiments, served food to the four-winged army ; 
not until she got up was it exhau<>ted. " Your wife's eminence 
in psychic power has been seen, householder. We will see 
your son's eminence in psychic power." II 7 II 

Then the householder Mel).<;laka enjoined his son, saying: 
"Well now, my dear, give this four-winged army six months' 
wages." Then the son of Mel).<;laka the householder, having 
taken hold of only one purse containing a thousand, gave the 
four-winged army six months' wages ; not until he removed 
his hand was it exhausted. " Your son's eminence in psychic 
power has been seen, householder. We will see your daughter
in-law's eminence in psychic power." II 8 II 

Then Mel).<;laka the householder enjoined his daughter-in-law, 
saying: "Well now, give this four-winged army six months' 
food." Then the daughter-in-law of Mel).<;laka the householder, 
having sat down beside only one basket of the capacity of 
four dottas, gave six months' food to the four-winged army; 
not until she got up was it exhausted. " Your daughter-in
law's eminence in psychic power has been seen, householder. 
We will see your slave's eminence in psychic power." 

"Our slave's eminence in psychic power, sir,I can be seen 
in the field.'' 

1 siimi. 
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"Enough, householder, your slave's eminence m psychic 
power has been seen." 

Then that chief minister went back again to Rajagaha with 
the four-winged army, and approached King Seniya Bimbisara 
of Magadha ; having approached, he told this matter to King 
Seniya Bimbisara of Magadha. II 9 II [241] 

Then the Lord, having stayed in Vesali for as long as he 
found suiting, set out on tour for Bhaddiya with the large 
Order of monks, together with the twelve hundred and fifty 
monks. Then the Lord, walking on tour, in due course arrived 
at Bhaddiya. The Lord stayed there in Bhaddiya in the 
Jatiya Grove.1 II ro II 

Then the householder Mel).<;laka heard: "Verily,2 the recluse 
Gotama, the son of the Sakyans, who has gone forth from 
a Sakyan family, has reached Bhaddiya and is staying at 
Bhaddiya in the Jatiya Grove. A lovely reputation bas gone 
forth concerning the Lord Gotama, thus : he is indeed Lord, 
perfected one, fully awakened one, endowed with knowledge 
and conduct, well-farer, knower of the worlds, unrivalled 
charioteer of men to be tamed, teacher of devas and mankind, 
the awakened one, the Lord. Having realised by his own 
super-knowledges, he makes known this world with its devas, 
with its Maras, with its Brahmas, a race with recluses and 
brahmins, with devas and men. He teaches dhamma, lovely 
at the beginning, lovely in the middle and lovely at the ending. 
He explains with the spirit and the letter the Brahma-life 
completely fulfilled and wholly pure. Good indeed it were 
to see perfected ones like this." II II II 

Then the householder Mel).<;laka, having had many magnifi
cent vehicles harnessed, 3 having mounted a magnificent vehicle, 
went off with the magnificent vehicles from Bhaddiya to see 
the Lord. But many members of (other) sects4 saw the house
holder Mel).<;laka coming in the distance, and seeing him they 
spoke thus to the householder Mel).<;laka : " Where are you 
going, householder ? " 

1 Mentioned at Vin. i. 189 f., iii. 37; A. iii. 36. 
2 To end of IIII II is stock and recurs at e.g. Vin. i. 35, 245, iii. I, D. i. 87. 

For notes on above passage, see B.D. i. I ff. 
s As in VI. 30. I, 3· 
• A highly compressed version of the following incidents occurs at DhA. 

iii. 374 f. 
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" I am going, honoured sirs, to see the Lord, the recluse 
Gotama." 

" But how can you, householder, being one who asserts 
an ought-to-be-done,1 go along to see the recluse Gotama 
who asserts an ought-not-to-be-done? For, householder, the 
recluse Gotama asserts an ought-not-to-be-done, he teaches 
a doctrine of an ought-not-to-be-done and in this he trains 
disciples." II rz II 

Then it occurred to the householder Mel).<;laka: "Undoubt
edly this will be a Lord, a perfected one, a fully awakened one2 

inasmuch as these members of (other) sects are jealous of 
him," and having gone by vehicle as far as the ground was 
(suitable) for a vehicle, having alighted from the vehicle, he 
approached the Lord on foot; having approached, having 
greeted the Lord, he sat down at a respectful distance. As 
Mel).<;laka the householder was sitting down at a respectful 
distance, the Lord talked a progressive talk3 to him, that is 
to say talk on giving, talk on moral habit, talk on heaven. 
. . . Then the householder Mel).<;laka, as one who had . . . 
attained without another's help to full confidence in the 
teacher's instruction, spoke thus to the Lord : 

" Excellent, Lord ! Excellent, Lord !4 • • • May the Lord 
accept me as a layfollower going for refuge from this day forth 
for as long as life lasts; [242] Lord, may the Lord consent 
to a meal with me on the morrow together with the Order 
of monks." The Lord consented by becoming silent. II 13 II 

Then the householder Mel).<;laka, having understood the Lord's 
consent, rising from his seat, having greeted the Lord, departed 
keeping his right side towards him. Then Mel).<;laka the house
holder towards the end of that night having had sumptuous 
food, solid and soft, prepared, had the time announced to the 
Lord, saying: "It is time, Lord, the meal is ready." Then 
the Lord, having dressed in the morning, taking his bowl and 
robe, approached the dwelling of the householder Mel).<;laka ; 
having approached, he sat down on the appointed seat together 
with the Order of monks. II 14 II 

Then the wife and son and daughter-in-law and slave of 
the householder Mel).<;laka approached the Lord ; having 

1 As in VI. 31. 2. 2 As in VI. 31. 1. 
3 As in VI. 31. 12. • Stock, as at MV. I. 7. xo; VI. 31. 10. 
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approached, having greeted the Lord, they sat down at a 
respectful distance. The Lord talked a progressive talk to 
these, that is to say talk on giving. . . . Then these as ones 
who had . . . attained without another's help to full confidence 
in the teacher's instruction, spoke thus to the Lord: "Excel
lent, Lord! Excellent, Lord! ... We, Lord, are going to 
the Lord for refuge and to dhamma and to the Order of monks. 
May the Lord accept us as layfollowers going for refuge from 
this day forth for as long as life lasts." II 15 II 

Then the householder Me:r;I<;iaka, having with his own hand 
served and satisfied with sumptuous food, solid and soft, the 
Order of monks with the awakened one at its head, when the 
Lord had eaten and had withdrawn his hand· from his bowl 
sat down at a respectful distance. As he was sitting down at 
a respectful distance, Me:r;I<;iaka the householder spoke thus to 
the Lord: 

"Lord, for as long as the Lord stays at Bhaddiya, for so long 
will I (supply} with perpetual food the Order of monks with 
the awakened one at its head." Then the Lord, having 
gladdened, rejoiced, roused, delighted the householder Me:r;I<;iaka 
with talk on dhamma, rising from his seat, departed. II r6 II 

Then the Lord, having stayed at Bhaddiya for as .long as 
he found suiting, without asking the householder Me:r;I<;iaka 
(for permission)! set out on tour for Anguttarapd. 2 together with 
the large Order of monks, with the twelve hundred and fifty 
monks. Then Me:r;I<;iaka the householder heard : " They say 
that the Lord is setting out on tour for Anguttarapa 
together with a large Order of monks, with twelve hundred 
and fifty monks." Then Me:r;I<;iaka the householder enjoined 
slaves and workmen saying: "Well now, my good men, 
having loaded much salt and oil and husked rice and solid 
food into wagons, 3 come along, and let there come along twelve 
hundred and fifty cowherds bringing twelve hundred and fifty 
milch cows. Wherever we see the Lord there will we offer 
him fresh milk." II 17 II 

1 anapuccha, not asking (for permission) is defined, at Vin. iv. 343, by 
anapaloketva, not having obtained permission, while this is defined at Vin. 
iv. 226, 232, 3I6 by anapucchii. 

1 An Anga country North of the river Mahi (MA. iii. 34, SnA. 437). 
Mentioned at Sn., p. I02, M. i. 359, 447, DhA. iii. 363. 

a As at VI. 24. I ; 33. I. 
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Then Me:r;I<;iaka [243] the householder met the Lord on a 
wilderness road. Then Me:r;I<;iaka the householder approached 
the Lord; having approached, having greeted the Lord, he 
stood at a respectful distance. As he was standing at a 
respectful distance, MeQ<;iaka the householder spoke thus to 
the Lord : " Lord, may the Lord consent to a meal with me 
on the morrow together with the Order of monks." The Lord 
consented by becoming silent. Then MeQc;laka the householder, 
having understood the Lord's consent, having greeted the Lord, 
departed keeping his right side towards him. Then Me:r;Ic;laka 
the householder, towards the end of that night having had 
sumptuous food, solid and soft, prepared, had the time 
announced to the Lord, saying: "It is time, Lord, the meal 
is ready." II r8 II 

Then the Lord, having dressed in the morning, taking his 
bowl and robe, approached the food distribution of MeQc;laka 
the householder; having approached he sat down on the 
appointed seat together with the Order of monks. Then 
MeQ<;iaka the householder enjoined the twelve hundred and 
fifty cowherds, saying: "Well now, my good men, let each 
one (of you) having each taken a milch cow, look after a monk, 
and we will offer them fresh milk." Then Me:r;Ic;laka the house
holder with his own hand served and satisfied the Order of 
monks with the awakened one at its head with sumptuous 
food, solid and soft, and (offered1 them) fresh milk. The 
monks, being scrupulous, did not accept the milk. (The Lord 
said:) "Accept it, monks, make use of it.., II 19 II 

Then Me:r;Ic;laka the householder, having with his own hand 
served and satisfied the Order of monks with the enlightened 
one at its head with sumptuous food, solid and soft and with 
fresh milk, when the Lord had eaten and had withdrawn his 
hand from his bowl, sat down at a respectful distance. As he 
was sitting down at a respectful distance Me:r;Ic;laka the house
holder spoke thus to the Lord : 

" There are, Lord, wilderness roads with little water, with 

1 I think this verb, bhojeti (lit. to make to eat, to feed, so to offer, to regale, 
to entertain with), which Mel}.<;l.aka has already used, should be inserted here. 
For the monks refused the milk until told, as recorded, to accept it. So long 
as they refused it, it cannot be said that they were " served and satisfied with '' 
it. 
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little food1 ; it is not easy to go along them without provisions 
for the journey.2 It were good, Lord, if the Lord allowed 
monks provisions for the journey.'' Then the Lord, having 
gladdened, rejoiced, roused, delighted the householder Mel).Qaka 
with talk on dhamma, rising from his seat, departed. llzo II 

Then the Lord on this occasion, having given reasoned talk, 
addressed the monks, saying : " I allow you, monks, five 
products of the cow : milk, curds, butter-milk, butter, ghee. 
There are, monks, wildemess roads with little water, with little 
food ; it is not easy to go along them without provisions for 
the journey. I allow you, monks, to look about for provisions 
for a joumey : husked rice for him who has need of husked 
rice ; kidney-beans for him. who has need of kidney-beans ; 
beans for him who has need of beans ; salt for him who has 
need of ·salt; [244] sugar for him who has need of sugar; 
oil for him who has need of oil ; ghee for him who has need 
of ghee. There are, monks, people who have faith and are 
believing; these deposit gold (coins) 3 in the hands of those 
who make things allowable, 4 saying : ' By means of this give 
the master that which is allowable.' I allow you, monks, 
thereupon5 to consent to that which is allowable. But this, 
monks, I do not say: that by any method6 may gold and 
silver7 be consented to, may be looked about for.'' 1121 113411 

Then the Lord, walking on tour, 8 in due course arrived at 
Apal).a. 9 The matted hair ascetic Keniya10 heard: "Verily, 

1 To these kinds of wilds, kantara, three others are added at Jii. i. 99 
(whichgiv_es a short explanation of each), SA. ii. 103: cora0

, viija0
, amanussa0

• 

See B.D. 1. 147, n. x. 
1 As at Vin. i. 270. Cf. Vin. iv. 79 f. a hiYaiina, see B.D. i. 28, n. 
' kappiyakiimka, see VI. 17. 8. 6 tato. 
1 payiyaya, perhaps here " in any circumstances ". 
7 jataYupaYajata. See B.D. i. 28, n.; ii. 100, n. 2, 102, n. I. If a monk 

takes gold and silver or gets another to do so for him or consents to its being 
kept in deposit for.him, he incurs a Nissaggiya offence (No. XVIII). 

8 From here to end of II 5 11. cf. Sn. 102 ff. = M. ii. 146 ff. 
• This is called a market town, nigama, of Anga at S. v. 225; a market town 

of Angutta.rapa at Sn. 103, M. i. 359, 447· ApaJ;J.a was so named because 
it had a quantity of shops, SnA. ii. 440, MA. iii. 37. 

10 Spelt KeJ;J.iya at Sn., p. 103, MA. iii. 399· He is mentioned at Ap. i. p. 318. 
According to SnA. 440, MA. iii. 399 he was a very wealthy (mahiisala) brahmin 
who became a jfl/ila (matted hair) ascetic so as to protect his wealth, and he was 
al&O the protector of five thousand families ; but although he wore the yellow 
robes by day, by night he indulged in pleasures of the senses. At DA. i. 270 
he is given as an example, among eight types of ascetics, of the type who 
supports wife and children (sa-puttabhiiYiya). See also DhA. i. 323, UdA. 241. 
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the recluse Gotama, the son of the Sakyans, who has gone 
forth from a Sakyan family, has reached Apal).a and is staying 
in .Apal).a. A lovely reputation1 has gone forth concerning the 
Lord Gotama, thus : . . . He explains with the spirit and the 
letter the Brahma-faring completely fulfilled and wholly pure. 
Good indeed it were to see perfected ones like this." Then it 
occurred to Keniya the matted hair ascetic: "Now, what 
could I get conveyed to the recluse Gotama ? " II I II 

Then it occurred to Keniya the matted hair ascetic : " Now, 
those who were2 formerly seers of the brahmins, makers of 
mantras, a preservers of mantras, whose ancient mantras as 
sung, taught, 4 and composed the brahmins of to-d~y still 
sing, still speak ; they still speak what was spoken, they still 
teach what was taught, that is to say (by) Atthaka, 5 Vamaka, 6 

Vamadeva, 7 Vessamitta, Yamataggi, 8 Angirasa, Bharadvaja, 
Vasettha, Kassapa, 9 Bhagu-these abstaining from food at 
night, restrained from eating at the wrong time,10 (yet) con
sented to such things as drinks. Hz II 

" The recluse Gotama also abstains from food at night and 
is restrained from eating at the wrong time11

; the recluse 
Gotama also is worthy12 to consent to such things as drinks," 
and having had abundant drinks prepared, having had them 
taken on carrying-poles, 13 he approached the Lord ; having 
approached, he exchanged greetings with the Lord ; having 
exchanged greetings of friendliness and courtesy with the Lord, 
he stood at a respectful distance. As he was standing at a 
respectful distance, Keniya the matted hair ascetic spoke thus 

1 As above, p. 332. 
s Down to the name Bhagu =D. i. 104, 238, 242; A. iii. 224, 229; M. 

ii. 169, 200. 
a I.e. the Vedas. 
' pavutta, explained at DA. 273 as "spoken for others," taught (vacita, 

made to speak). 
' On the names of these r$is or seers, see Vin. Texts ii. 130, n. 3· Atthaka 

is usually identified with A~taka, mentioned as author of RV. X. 104. 
• Cf. RV. X. 99. 
7 Cf. R V. IV. 26. 
a Under Jamadagni in Vedic Index he is connected with RV. III. 62, 18; 

VIII. 101, 8; IX. 62, 24; 65, 25. 
• Cf. RV. IX. 114, 2. 
10 "Wrong time" for eating defined at Vin. iv. 86 as "after noon has 

passed until sunrise ". 
11 Cf. D. i. 5· 
l t aYahati samatzo pi Gotamo. The meaning is that he is worthy enough 

to confer a boon on the giver of the things which he consents to accept. 
u kaja, cf. M. iii. 148. 
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to the Lord : " Let the revered Gotama accept drink from 
me." 

"Well then, Keniya, give it to the monks." The monks, 
being scrupulous, did not accept it. (The Lord said:) "Accept 
it, monks, make use of it." 113 II 

Then Keniya the matted hair ascetic, having with his own 
hand served and satisfied the Order of monks with the 
enlightened one at its head with abundant drinks sat down 
at a respectful distance when the Lord had washed his handl 
and had withdrawn his hand from his bowl. Then as Keniya 
the matted hair ascetic was sitting down at a respectful distance, 
the Lord gladdened, rejoiced, roused, delighted him with talk 
on dhamma. Then [245] Keniya the matted hair ascetic, 
gladdened . . . delighted by the Lord with talk on dhamma, 
spoke thus to the Lord : " May the revered Gotama together 
with the Order of monks consent to a meal with me on the 
morrow." 11411 

" But, Keniya, the Order of monks is large, twelve hundred 
and fifty monks, and you are in favour of the brahmins." 
Then Keniya the matted hair ascetic spoke a second time to 
the Lord thus : "Although, good Gotama, the Order of monks 
is large, twelve hundred and fifty monks, and I am in favour 
of the brahmins, (yet) may the revered Gotama together with 
the Order of monks consent to a meal with me on the morrow." 

" But, Keniya, the Order of monks is large, twelve hundred 
and fifty monks, and you are in favour of the brahmins." 
Then Keniya . the matted hair ascetic spoke a third time to 
the Lord thus : 

"Although, good Gotama, the Order of monks is large, 
twelve hundred and fifty monks, and I am in favour of the 
brahmins, (yet) may the revered Gotama together with the 
Order of monks consent to a meal with me on the morrow." 
The Lord consented by becoming silent. Then Keniya the 
matted hair ascetic, having understood the Lord's consent, 
rising from his seat departed. liS II 

Then the Lord, on this occasion having given reasoned talk, 
addressed the monks, saying: 

t As at MV. VI. 24. 4; 36. 8. 
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" I allow you, monks, eight (kinds of) drinks1 : mango 
drink,2 rose-apple drink, plantain3 drink, banana4 drink, honey 
drink, grape drink, edible lotus root drink, 5 phiirusaka 6 drink. 
I allow you, monks, the juice of all fruits except the juice of 
the fruit of corn. 7 I allow you, monks, the juice of all leaves 
except vegetable8 juice. I allow you, monks, the juice of all 
flowers except liquorice 9 juice. I allow you, monks, sugar
cane juice."10 116 II 

Then Keniya the matted hair ascetic, towards the end of 
that night having had sumptuous food, solid and soft, prepared 
in his own hermitage,11 had the time announced to the Lord 
saying: "It is time, good Gotama, the meal is ready." Then 
the Lord, having dressed in the morning, taking his bowl and 
robe, approached the hermitage of Keniya the matted hair 
ascetic ; having approached, he sat down on the appointed 
seat together with the Order of monks. Then Keniya the 
matted hair ascetic, having with his own hand served and 
satisfied the Order of monks with the awakened one at its head 
with sumptuous food, solid and soft, sat down at a respectful 

1 At Nd. i. 372 two lists of eight drinks each are given, the first being 
the same as this Vin. list. These drinks occur in a controverted point at 
Kvu. 552. 

1 Made from raw or cooked mangoes, VA. nor. 
8 coca, which may however be coconut or cinnamon. But VA. I I02 

= NdA. ii. 396 declare this to be a drink made from the fruit of bananas 
{or plantains, kadali) which have kernels, a!!hika {stone or kernel of a fruit). 
The meaning therefore is not clear, and is further confused by the next drink, 
moca, which VA. II02 = NdA. ii. 396 say is made of plantain fruits without 
kernels, ana!fhika. See Vin. Texts ii. I32, n. 

' moca, Musa sapientum. 
1 siUuka-pana. VA. II02 = NdA. ii. 396 say it is a drink that is made 

having crushed the edible roots of the red and the blue lotuses and so on. 
• Vin. Texts ii. I33. n. 2 says "this is Grewia Asiatica of Linnaeus ", 

Monier Williams {under parusha(ka)) adding "from the berries of 'hhich 
a cooling beverage is prepared". Pharusaka occurs also at DhA. iii. 3I6. 

7 VA. II02 refers to the seven kinds of grain or corn, dhafifia, which 
probably are those enumerated at Vin. iv. 264, NdA. ii. 396. See B.D. 
i. 83, n. 4· Toddy and arrack are prepared from grain. The use of toddy 
was one of the ten points not allowed by the Council of Vesiili, Vin. ii. 301. 

1 gaka { = Skrt. saka), vegetable, herb, potherb. VA. I I02 efplains as 
cooked t!aka. See below, VI. 36. 8 where all kinds of vegetables are allowed. 

• madhuka: This is the tree Bassia latifolia. 
10 VA. I I03 says " in allowing these drinks (mango drink and so on), 

these four (kinds of) juices are allowed as well ". 
11 Sn., p. I04 here breaks off the account, although it adds, before going on 

to the Sela story, that Keniya's friends, servants and relations helped him 
in all kinds of ways in the preparation of the meal. Sn. p. I IO then takes up 
the account again, as Vin. above, and thus includes the two verses appearing 
below. The Sn. version naturally does not include the "allowances" of 1!61!. 
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distance when the Lord had eaten and had withdrawn his 
hand from his bowL 117 I! 

As Keniya the matted hair ascetic was sitting down at a 
respectful distance, the Lord thanked him in these verses: 

"Sacrifices1 are chief in fire-worship, 2 Savitri3 chief of 
(Vedic) metres, 

A king is chief of men, the ocean chief of waters, 
The moon is chief of the lamps of night, 4 the sun chief 

of luminaries, & 

For those giving alms, desiring merit, the Order is indeed 
the chief." 

Then the Lord, having thanked Keniya the matted hair ascetic 
in these verses, rising from his seat, departed. II 8 II 35 II [246] 

Then the Lord, having stayed in A.pal)a for as long as he 
found suiting, set out on tour for Kuc;inara 8 with the large 
Order of monks, with the twelve hundred and fifty monks. 
The Malias of Kuc;inara heard: "It is said that the Lord is 
coming to Kusinara together with a large Order of monks, 
with twelve hundred and fifty monks ". These made a compact 
that, " Whoever does not go out to meet the Lord is fined five 
hundred' 7• Now at that time Roja the Malia was a friend 
of the venerable A.nanda. 8 Then the Lord, walking on tour, 
in due course arrived at Kusinara. II I II 

Then the Mallas of Kusinara went out to meet the Lord. 

1 These two verses = Sn. 568-9. 
I The J atilas were fire-worshippers. y anna, sacrifice, became under 

Buddhist usage an alms-gift to an Order or to monks, a deyyadhamma, gift 
of faith, Nd. ii. 523. 

a A Vedic metre. Cf. Sn. 457, "three lines (pada) twenty-four syllables-". 
SnA. ii. 403 states that Savitri in the discipline of the nobles would be: 
buddhattJ sara'flattJ gacchiimi I dhammattJ sara'(lattJ gacchiimi I sattJg hattJ sara'flattJ 
gacchiimi. 

• nakkhatta, usually meaning a constellation or lunar mansion. SnA. ii. 
456 says, "According to the conjunction of the moon, so that from a sign, 
from its brightness (iilokakara1Ja) and from its gentleness one can say, ' To-day 
is Kattika, to-day is Rohini ' (name oftwo months or lunar mansions) it is said 
' The moon is chief of the nakkhattas ' ". 

• tapatattJ = tapantiinattJ, of shining, of bright, of radiant (things). 
• One of the two capitals of the Malia country, the other being Pava. 

The Lord died at Kusinara, and the Paveyyaka Mallas sent to claim their share 
of his relics (D. ii. 165), showing that the Malla country was divided into 
two separate parts (see D.P.P.N.). 

7 Doubtless kahiipa'(las. 
8 As at Vin. i. 296. The Vacchanakha-jataka (No. 235) is said to have 

been spoken concerning Roja. 

I 
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Then Roja the Malia, having gone out to meet the Lord, 
approached the venerable A.nanda ; having approached, having 
greeted the venerable A.nanda, he stood at a respectful distance. 
As Roja the Malia was standing at a respectful distance, the 
venerable A.nanda spoke thus to him : " This is splendid of 
you, friend Roja, that you have come out to meet the Lord." 

" I, honoured A.nanda, am not much impressed byt the 
awakened one or dhamma or the Order, but a compact was 
made among the kinsfolk that whoever does not go out to 
meet the Lord is fined five hundred. It was only from fear 
of the kinsfolk's compact that I, honoured A.nanda, went out 
to meet the Lord." Then the venerable Ananda was dis
appointed and thought : " How can this Roja the Malia speak 
thus? " II 2 II 

Then the venerable A.nanda approached the Lord; having 
approached, having greeted the Lord, he sat down at a 
respectful distance. As he was sitting down at a respectful 
distance, the venerable A.nanda spoke thus to the Lord : 
" Lord, this Roja the Malia is a distinguished, _well-known man. 
Surely the faith 2 in thic; dhamma and discipline of well-known 
men like this is very efficaciouc;. 3 It were well, Lord, if the 
Lord acted in such a way that Roja the Malia could have faith 
in this dhamma and discipline." 

"But, A.nanda, it is not difficult for a Truthfinder (to do) 
that by which Roja the Malia could have faith in this dhamma 
and discipline." II 3 II 

Then the Lord, having suffused Roja the Malia with a mind 
of love, 4 rising from his seat, entered a dwelling-place. Then 
Roja the Malia, suffused by the Lord with a mind of love, 
even as young calves (follow) kine, so having approached 
dwelling-place after dwelling-place, cell after cell, he asked the 
monks : " Where, honoured sirs, is this Lord staying at present, 

1 bahukata. VA. 1103 says this means, " I have not come here out of 
respect for and belief in the awakened one and the rest " (i.e. dhamma and 
the Order). 

2 pasada. This phrase is the same as that put into the mouth of 
Anathapir.HJ.ika concerning Prince Jeta, CV. VI. 4. ro. 

3 mahiddhiya. Here having no connection with psychic powers. Cf. iddha, 
effective, at Vin. iv. 50, 54, 313. 

' See Mrs. Rhys Davids, What was the Original Gospel in Buddhism ? 
p. 92 ff., Sakya, p. 222 ff., Outlines, p. 30. Amity, mettii, is the first of 
the brahmavihiiras. 

2A 
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the perfected one, the fully awakened one? For I long to see 
this Lord, perfected one, all awakened one."1 

" This, 2 friend Roja, [247] is his dwelling-place, the door 
is closed ; having approached quietly, having entered the 
verandah3 (but) without crossing it, having coughed, tap on 
the door-bolt.' The Lord will open the door to you." 11411 

Then Roja the Malia, having quietly approached that 
dwelling-place with its closed door, having entered the verandah 
(but) not crossing it, having coughed, tapped on the bolt. 
The Lord opened the door. Then Roja the Malia, having 
entered the dwelling-place, having greeted the Lord, sat down 
at a respectful distance. The Lord talked a progressive talk 5 

to Roja the Malia as he was sitting down at a respectful distance, 
that is to say talk on giving, talk on moral habit, talk on heaven, 
he explained the peril, the vanity, the depravity of pleasures 
of the senses, the advantage in renouncing (them). When the 
Lord knew that the mind of Roja the Malia was ready, 
malleable, devoid of the hindrances, uplifted, pleased, then he 
explained to him that teaching on dhamma which the awakened 
ones have themselves discovered : ill, uprising, stopping, the 
Way. And as a clean cloth without black specks will easily 
take dye, even so as he was (sitting) on that very seat 
dhamma-vision, dustless, stainless, arose to Roja the Malia, 
that " whatever ic; of the nature to uprise, all that is of the 
nature to stop". Then Roja the Malia, as one who had seen 
dhamma, attained dhamma, known dhamma, plunged into 
dhamma, who had crossed over doubt, put away uncertainty, 
who had attained without another's help to full confidence in 
the teacher's instruction, spoke thus to the Lord : 

1 As atM. ii. II9, A. v. 65; cf. D. i. 89. 
1 As at D. i. 89, spoken by monks to Ambattha; M. ii. II9, A. v. 65 by 

monks to Pasenadi. 
1 iilinda, terrace or verandah in front of the door of a dwelling-place. 

Coomaraswamy questions this meaning (Ind. Anhitectural Terms, j.A.O.S., 
Vol. 48, No. 3, p. 252) as used by Geiger in Mahiiva1'{1sa transln., p. 246. 
Geiger cites D. i. 89 ( = above passage) as evidence that iilinda " is the terrace 
before the house-door ". There is also the word pamukha meaning verandah 
as at Vin. iv. 45· But DA. 252 = MA. iii. 351 explain iilinda by pamukha. 
Alinda allowed at Vin. ii. 153, while at Vin. ii. 169 Visakha wanted to build 
a palace with an iilinda supported on pillars with elephant capitals 
(hatthinakha) ; in this passage therefore iilinda may have the meaning of 
a gallery or balcony. 

' aggaJa, bolt or crossbar, but explained at DA. 252 = MA. iii. 351 by 
kavata, i.e. the door itself, that which closes the aperture. 

' As at Vin. i. 15. 
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" It were well, Lord, if the masters might receive the requis
ites of robes, almsfood, lodgings, medicines for the sick only 
from me, not from others." 

" But those, Roja, who with the knowledge of a learner, 
with the vision of a learner have seen dhamma, as you have 
done, would also think : ' Now indeed the masters should 
receive the requisites of robes, almsfood, lodgings, medicines 
for the sick only from us, not from others'. Well then, Roja, 
they shall receive them from you as well as from others." II 5 II 

Now at that time in Kusinara a succession of meals of 
sumptuous foods eame to be arranged.1 Then because Roja 
the Malia did not obtain a turn, 2 he thought : " Suppose I were 
to look into the refectory and prepare that which I do not see 
in the refectory ? " 3 Then Roja the Malia, looking into the 
refectory, did not see two things : vegetables" and solid food 
(made) with flour. 5 Then Roja the Malia approached the 
venerable Ananda ; having approached, he spoke thus to the 
venerable .Ananda : 

"Now, honoured Ananda, it occurred to me because I did 
not obtain a tum : ' Suppose I were to look into the refectory 
and prepare that which I do not see in the refectory ? ' So I, 
honoured Ananda, looking into the refectory, did not see two 
things : vegetables and solid food (made) with flour. If I, 
honoured Ananda, were to prepare vegetables and solid food 
(made) with flour, would the Lord accept them from me? " 

"Well then, Roja, I will inquire of the Lord." 116 II 
Then the venerable Ananda told this matter to the Lord. 

He said : " Well then, Ananda, let him prepare them." 
(Ananda said:) "Well then, Roja, prepare them." Then Roja 

1 As at Vin. i. 57 (atRajagaha), Vin. ii. II9, iv. 75 (atVesali). "Succession 
of meals " is bhatta-Pa!iPiiti. Pa!ipati is succession, order ; but " turn " 
(place in the succession) is the better English rendering in the next sentence 
above and at Vin. i. 220 (above, p. 300). Cf. patipatiya, one after the other, 
successively, in order, at Vin. iv. 91. 

• pa!ipati. 8 Cf. VI. 24. 2-4. ' tj,aka, as above in VI. 35. 6. 
6 Pi!!ha-khiidaniya. P.E.D. gives "'flour-eatables', i.e. pastry". But 

we cannot assume that the only thing made with flour is pastry. Khiidaniya 
has two meanings, the technical one of" solid food", and the untechnical one 
of what may be eaten, edible. The definition of solid food, khadaniya, 
at Vin. iv. 83 by the exclusion of soft foods and certain medicines raises 
the question whether in many cases where khiidaniya occurs it should not 
be translated as " solid" food in preference to "edible". Thus at Vin. 
i. 215 we should get" solid food that is fruit" (or" fruit that is solid food ") 
and not" edible fru-it". VA. II93 explains Pi!!hakhadahiya as Pi!!hamaya 
khiidaniya, "solid food (or something edible) made with flour ". 
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the Malia towards the end of that night having had a quantity 
of vegetables and solid food (made) with flour prepared, brought 
them to the Lord, saying : " Lord, may the Lord accept from 
me vegetables and solid food (made) with flour." 

"Well then, Roja, give them to the monks." The monks, 
being scrupulous, [248] did not accept them. (The Lord said:) 
"Accept them, monks, make use of them." 11711 

Then Roja the Malia, having with his own hand served and 
satisfied the Order of monks with the awakened one at its head 
with a quantity of vegetables and solid food (made) with flour, 
sat down at a respectful distance when the Lord had washed 
his hand1 and had withdrawn his hand from his bowl. The 
Lord, rising from his seat, departed, having gladdened, rejoiced, 
roused, delighted Roja the Malia with talk on dhamma as he 
was sitting down at a respectful distance. Then the Lord on 
this occasion, having given reasoned talk, addressed the monks, 
saying: 

" I allow you, monks, all (kinds of) vegetables2 and all (kinds 
of) solid food (made) with flour." 118 113611 

Then the Lord having stayed in Kusinara for as long as he 
found suiting, set out on tour for A.tuma3 together with the 
large Order of monks, with the twelve hundred and fifty monks. 
Now at that time a certain (person), formerly a barber, 4 who 
had gone forth when old, was living in .Atuma. He had two 
boys, sweet-voiced, 5 intelligent, 6 skilled, accomplished in their 

1 dhotahattha, as above, e.g. MV. VI. 35. 4· 
2 See VI. 35. 6 where the juice of vegetables forms an exception to an 

" allowance ". VA. I 103 says" whatever is a vegetable, whether it is cooked 
or not with ghee ". 

• Mentioned also at D. ii. 13I. 
' vuddhapabbajito nahiipitapubbo, identified by Bu. at DA. 599 with 

the Subhadda mentioned at D. ii. I62 who felt relief at the Lord's death. 
In neither the D. passage nor above is he called ayasma, the venerable, and 
D.P.P.N. says that at the time of the Buddha's visit to Atumii. he had been 
a sama'(lera. DA. 599 f. refers to the above Vin. episode at some length. 

6 maiijuka. I see no reason to object, as does Vin. Texts ii. 140 (q.v. n. z), 
to Bu's exegesis as madhuravacana, sweet-voiced. 

e patibhiineyyaka, explained at VA. II03 as "endowed with paJibhana 
in their own craft". Here again Vin. Texts ii. qo, n. 3 objects to Bu's 
exegesis, and translates as" skilled in discourse". Cf. A. i. 25, PaJibhaney
yakanatp. (of Radha), translated at G.S. i. 21 as " of impromptu speakers". 
Childers, besides giving " understanding, intelligence, wisdom ; readiness 
or confidence of speech, promptitude, wit ", refers to fa. i. 6o and translates 
paJibhana as "skill", a rende~ing followed by Rhys Davids in Bud .. Birth 
Stories, p. 79· The whole v~n. context above suggests the meanmg of 
" persuasive ". 
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craft,1 in the barber's profession (as learnt from) their own 
teachers. 2 II I II 

Then that (man) who had gone forth when old1 heard : 
" They say that the Lord is coming to A.tuma together with 
a large Order of monks, with twelve hundred and fifty monks ". 
Then that (man) who had gone forth when old spoke thus 
to his boys : " It is said, my dears, t that the Lord is coming 
to Atuma together with a large Order of monks, with twelve 
hundred and fifty monks. Do you go, my dears, and taking 
a barber's equipment, 5 tour from house to house for nii!i 
measures of offerings, 6 and collect salt and oil and husked rice 
and solid food, and when the Lord comes we will make him 
a conjey drink." 112 II 

"Very well, father," and these boys, having answered him 
who had gone forth when old in assent, taking a barber's 
equipment toured from house to house for nafi measures of 
offerings, collecting salt and oil and husked rice and solid food. 
Those people who, having seen these sweet-voiced, intelligent 
boys, but had not wanted to have (offerings) made, even they 
had them made, and having had them made, also gave much. 
So these boys collected much salt and oil and husked rice and 
solid food. 113 II 

Then the Lord, walking on tour, in due course aJrived at 
A.tuma. The Lord stayed there in A.tuma in the House with 

1 At Vin. iv. 6 the barber's is placed ampng the "low crafts". 
• sake iicariyake. Cf. sakatp. ikariyaka11J uggahetvi at D. ii. I04. DA. ii. 

556 explains as" the speech of their own teachers", attano iicariyauiidatp.. 
1 Vin. Texts ii. I40 now and henceforth calls him" dotard" on the grounds 

that "it is impossible to repeat this long phrase" (translated at Vin. Texts 
ii. I 40 in the first instance as " a certain man who had entered the Order 
in his old age"), and that vu44hapabbajita "connotes contempt, and even 
censure", thus justifying the translation" dotard". At A. iii. 78 there are 
two not entirely disparate lists of things hard to attain by one cone forth 
in old age. But it would be against the whole spirit of Buddhism to ceniUM 
or penalise anyone for not having entered the Order when young. 

' tata, not tata, although more than one person is being addtessed, as 
pointed out at Vin. Texts ii. 14I, n. I. But tata at DA. 599 where this pa!lsage 
is quoted. 

6 khurabhatr-t/a. That this is not "a barbers' lad" (Vin. T##ts ii. I41) 
is made clear at Vin. ii. I 34 : " I allow a razor (khura), a. whetsto~~e (khurasilii), 
a razor-case (khurasipafika), a piece of felt (namataft«.'t, a whole barber's equip
ment (sabba khurabhatz4a)." It i~ a shaving set, theolltftt for a r<nor: 

1 najiydvapakena. VA. 1103 says naJiya ca iimpa!Nna ca, and adds that 
iiviipaka is also wherever they offer (avapanti), deposit what is received. 
On najf see B.D. i. I2, n. 2; I03, n. I. 
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the threshing-floor.1 Then he who had gone forth when old 
having had a quantity of conjey prepared towards the end 
of that night, brought it to the Lord, saying : " Lord, may 
the Lord accept conjey from me." [249] Now Truth-finders 
(sometimes) ask knowing, 2 and knowing (sometimes) do not 
ask; they ask, knowing the right time (to ask), and they do 
not ask, knowing the right time (when not to ask). Truth
finders ask about what belongs to the goal, not about what 
does not belong to the goal ; there is bridge-breaking for 
Truth-finders in whatever does not belong to the goal. 
Awakened ones, Lords, question monks concerning two 
matters, either: "Shall we preach dhamma? " or, "Shall we 
lay down a rule of training for disciples ? " Then the Lord 
spoke thus to him who had gone forth when old : 

"Where is this conjey from, monk?" Then he who had 
gone forth when old told this matter to the Lord. 114 II 

The awakened one, the Lord rebuked him, saying: "It is 
not suitable, foolish man, it is not fitting, it is not becoming, 
it is not worthy of a recluse, it is not allowable, it is not to be 
done. For how can you, foolish man, one who has gone forth, 
cause (others) to take what is not allowable? It is not, foolish 
man, for pleasing those who are not (yet) pleased .... " And 
having rebuked him, having given reasoned talk, he addressed 
the monks, saying : 

"Monks, one who has gone forth should not make (others) 
take what is not allowable. Whoever should make (others) 
take (these things), there is an offence of wrong-doing. Nor, 
monks should one who was formerly a barber carry about a ' . barber's equipment. Whoever should carry it about, there IS 

an offence of wrong-doing." 115 113711 

Then the Lord, having stayed at Atuma for as long as he 
found suiting, set out on tour for Savatthi. In due course, 
walking on tour, he arrived at Savatthi. The Lord stayed 
there at Savatthi in the Jeta Grove in AnathapiQ.c;lika's 

1 Reading here and in Siam. edn. Bhiis4glira. Sinh. edn. and D. ii. 131 
read Bhus4glira as also D.P.P.N. under Bhus4glira, but Bhiis4gii.ra under 
AtumA; cf. bh:U4gara at A. i. 241. DA. ii. 569, AA. ii. 355 explain by 
lilfala-sala, hall with a threshing-floor, which I follow. Bhiis4glira would mean 
the House with the Ornaments. 

• As at Yin. i. 59, 158, iii. 6, etc. 

' 
ll 

1 
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monastery. Now at that time there was a great quantity of solid 
food that was fruitl at Savatthi. Then it occurred to monks : 
"Now, what solid food that is fruit is allowed by the Lord, 
what is not. allowed ? " They told this matter to the Lord. 
He said: "I allow, monks, all solid food that is fruit." 
II I 113811 

Now at that time seeds belonging to an Order were sown 
on ground belonging to an individual, and seeds belonging to 
an individual were sown on ground belonging to an Order. 
They told this matter to the Lord. He said : " When, monks, 
seeds belonging to an Order are sown on ground belonging to 
an individual, having given back a portion, 2 (the rest) may be 
made use of. When seeds belonging to an individual are sown 
on ground belonging to an Order, having given back a portion, 
(the rest) may be made use of." II I 113911 

Now at that time scruples arose in the monks as to this 
and that occasion, thinking: "Now, what is permitted by 
the Lord ? What is not permitted ? " They told this matter 
to the Lord. He said: "Whatever, monks, has not been 
objected to by me, saying: 'This is not allowable', if it fits 
in with what is not allowable, if it goes against what is allow
able, that is not allowable to you. Whatever, monks, has not 
been objected to by me, saying: 'This is not allowable', [250] 
if it fits in with what is allowable, if it goes against what is 
not allowable, that is allowable to you. And whatever, monks, 
has not been permitted by me, saying: 'This is allowable', 
if it fits in with what is not allowable, if it goes against what 
is allowable, that is not allowable to. you. Whatever, monks, 
has not been permitted by me, saying : ' This is allowable ', 
if it fits in with what is allowable, if it goes against what is 
not allowable, that is allowable to you." II I II 

1 phalakhadaniya. Cf. above, VI.17. 8, 9; VI. 21. I, and cf. Pi!!hakhii.daniya 
and note at above VI. 86. 6. 

s bhii.gam datvii.. There is no justification for Yin. Texts ii. 143 "half 
the produce, 0 bhikkhus, you may have.". Y A. IIOJ. says " h_aving given 
a portion that is a tenth. This, they say, IS an old_pracbce m Indta, therefore 
having made ten shares, one share should be g1ven to the owners of the 
ground ". So presumably if the Order is the owner it gets one share. 
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Then it occurred to monks : "Now, is (food that may be 
eaten) during a watch of the nighti allowable with (food that 
may be eaten) during a short period, 2 or it is not allowable ? 
Now, is {food that may be eaten) during seven days3 allowable 
with (food that may be eaten) during a short period or is it not 
allowable? Now, is (food that may be eaten) during life" 
allowable with (food that may be eaten) during a short period 
or is it not allowable ? Now, is (food that may be eaten) during 
seven days allowable with (food that may be eaten) during 
a watch of the night or is it not allowable? Now, is (food 
that may be eaten) during life allowable with (food that may 
be eaten) during a watch of the night or is it not allowable ? 
Now, is (food that may be eaten) during life allowable with 
(food that may be eaten) during seven days or is it not 
allowable ? " They told this matter to the Lord. II 2 II 

He said : " Monks, (food that may be eaten) during a watch 
of the night with (food that may be eaten) during a short period 
is allowable at the right time 5 on the day it is accepted; it is 
not allowable at the wrong time. 6 Monks, (food that may be 
eaten) during seven days with (food that may be eaten) during 
a short period is allowable at the right time on the day it is 
accepted ; it is not allowable at the wrong time. Monks, 
(food that may be eaten) during life with (food that may be 
eaten) during a short period is allowable at the right time on 
the day it is accepted; it is not allowable at the wrong time. 
Monks, (food that may be eaten) dming seven days with (food 
that may be eaten) during a watch of the night is allowable 
in a watch of the night on the day it is accepted ; it is not 
allowable after the watch of the night is ended. Monks, (food 
that may be eaten) during life with (food that may be eaten) 
during a watch of the night is allowable in a watch of the 
night on the day it is accepted; it is not allowable after the 
watch of the night is ended. Monks, (food that may be eaten) 
during life with (food that may be eaten) during seven days 

1 yiimakiilika, see B.D. ii. 330, n. r. These " foods" really refer to 
medicines. 

2 ylivakiilika, see B.D. ii. 330, n. I. 
a sattdhakiilika, see B.D. ii. 330, n. 2. 

' yiivajfvika, see B.D. ii. 330, n. 3· 
6 Before noon from sunrise. 
• After noon until sunrise, Vin. iv. 86, x66. 

' I f 
I 
' 
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is allowable for (the length of) seven days ; it is not allowable 
after the seven days are ended." 113 1140 II 

The Section on Medicines : the Sixth 

In this Section the items are one hundred and six items. 
This is its key : 

In the autumn, also at the wrong time, tallow, roots, (they 
had need of) what was pounded off, 

of astringent decoctions, leaves, fruits, resin; salt, and dung, 1 
Chunam, sifter,1 and flesh, ointment, powder, 
ointment-box, all kinds, 11 not covered, 2 sticks, case for sticks, 1 
A bag, strap at the edge, thread, oil for the head, and the nose, 
nose-spoon, and steam, a pipe, and a lid, a bag, a 1 
Decoction of oil, and strong drink, too much, an ointment, 
a vessel, sweating, and all kinds of herbs, thereupon the great 

(sweating), hemp-water, I 
Water-vat, and blood, a hom, foot-unguent, 
foot-salve, lancet, and astringent (water), sesamum paste, a 

compress, I [251] 
Piece of cloth, and mustard-powder, fumigation, and crystal, 
oil for the sore, linen bandage, and the irregular things, and 

what is (formally) received, I 
A (decoction of) dung, is making, and mud turned up by the 

plough, lye, urine and yellow myrobalan, 
perfumes, and a purgative, clarified, unprepared, prepared

unprepared, 1 
Meat-broth, (mountain-) slope, monastery attendant, and for 

seven days,4 

sugar, kidney-bean, sour gruel, cooking for oneself, one may 
cook again, 5 1 

He allowed it however, 8 short of almsfood, and fruit, sesamum, 
solid food, 

before a meal, fever, and discharged, an ulcer, j 

1 Reading here clilinf, above ciilanf. 
1 Reading here ucca-parutli. 
a ~eading thavi. Cing. edn. reads yamakatthavf, double bag (13. 2). 
' Cmg. edn. liriimli satli pancahi, referring to the five hundred monastery 

attendants of 15. 4· 
6 puna pace, replacing the punapakii of VI. 17. 6. 
• pundnunniisi. 
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And clyster-treatment and Suppi(ya.},l and indeed human flesh, 
elephants, horses, and a dog, a snake, lion, tiger, leopard, / 
And the flesh of bears (and) hyenas, and a tum, and conjey, 
a certain one who was young, sugar, Sunidha, rest-house, I 
And Ambapa.Ii, the Licchavis, the Ganges, the Koti(gama) talk 

on truths, 
killed on purpose, he objected when (they were) well off again 

for food, I 
A cloud, Yasoja, and Mel)<;laka, products of the cow, and 

provisions for a journey, 
Keni(ya), mango, rose-apple, plantain, banana, honey, grape, 

edible lotus root, I 
Phiirusakas, vegetables, flour, the barber at Atuma, 
fruit and seed at Savatthi, and On what occasion ? , as to the 

right time. [252] 

1 Reading Suppi, as below Koti and Keni. 

351 

THE GREAT DIVISION (MAHAVAGGA) VII 

At that time the awakened one, the Lord was staying at 
Savatthi in the Jeta Grove in Anathapil)<;lika's monastery. 
Now at that time as many as thirty monks of Pava,1 all forest
dwellers, all almsmen, all wearers of rag-robes, 1 all wearers of 
the three robes, 3 going to Savatthi so as to see the Lord when 
the beginning of the rains was approaching, were unable to 
reach Savatthi for the beginning of the rains ; they entered 
upon the rains on the way, at Saketa. They spent the rains 
in a state of longing,' thinking: "The Lord is staying close 5 

to us, six yojanas from here, but we are not getting a chance 
to see the Lord." 

Then these monks having, after the lapse of three months, 
kept the rains, after the Invitation 8 had been carried out, while 
the god was raining, while waters were gathering, while swamps 

1 timsamattii Piitheyyakii bhikkhu, mentioned also at S. ii. 187, where called 
Pavey}raka, and alw described as sabbe sasa'f'yojana, all (still) with the f'?tters; 
it is said that they all became freed from the asavas (cankers) With no 
substrate remaining after the Lord had given them a discourse on the 
incalculability of the beginning of this faring-on, anamataggaya'f' sa'f'Sii1'o, 
which is part of the A namatagga-sa,.yutta. This event is referred to at V: A. 
no6; and also at DhA. ii. 32 (called anamataggadhammadesanii), from wh1ch 
it appears that Dhp. 65 was uttered in connection with these monks. See 
also above, p. 31, n. 2 for their identification with the tiJ?~samatta bhaddavaggfyii 
sahiiyakii. 

D.P.P.N. takes Paveyyaka (also a variant reading at Vin. i. 253) as the 
right one and says that it is the " name given to the inhabitants o_f Pava ". 
Pava is mentioned at e.g. D. ii. 162. At D. iii. 207 it is called a c1ty _of the 
Mallas, the people being referred to as Pii.veyyaka Malia. Accordmg to 
VA. I 105 Patheyya is a kingdom situated to the west of the Kosala country. 
See Vin. T~xts ii. 146, n. 

• Cf. Vin. iii. 230 ff., where it is specifically stated in an "allow_ance" 
ascribed to Gotama that the first three of these types of monks may, lf they 
so wish, come up to see the Lord. Cf also M. iii. 40 ff. These three, 
combined with the monk who is tecfvanko, wearer of the three robes, occur 
at M. i. 214; and cf. A. i. 38. These four practices (anga) are explained 
in much detail at Vism. 59 ff. At A. ii. 26 it is said that " among robes, 
rag-robes are trifling, easy to get, blameless", quoted at Vism. 64. 

• Prescribed at Nissag. I. The three robes would be made of rags. See 
also MV. VIII. 12. 

' ukkatt!hitarupa. 
' iisanneva, right near. 
• Paviirattii; see MV. IV; also B.D. i. 283, n. 5; G.S. iv. 183, n. 3· 
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were forming, 1 with drenched robes .and in a state of weariness 
approached Savatthi, the Jeta Grove, Anathap4lQika's monas
tery, the Lord; having approached, having greeted the Lord, 
they sat down at a respectful distance. II I II 

Now it is the custom2 for awakened ones, for Lords to 
exchange friendly greetings with in-coming monks. So the 
Lord spoke thus to these monks : 

" I hope, monks, that things went well with you, I hope 
you had enough to support life, I hope that, in unity, being 
on friendly terms and harmonious, you spent a comfortable 
rainy season and did not go short of almsfood ? " 

" Things did go well with us, Lord, we had enough to support 
life, Lord, and in unity we, Lord, being on friendly terms and 
harmonious, spent the rainy season2 and did not go short 
of almsfood. Here are we, Lord, as many as thirty monks of 
Pava, coming to Savatthi so as to see the Lord, (but) when 
the beginning of the rains was approaching, we were unable 
to reach Savatthi for the beginning of the rains; we entered 
on the rains on theway, at Saketa. We spent the rains, Lord, 
in a state of longing for you, [253] thinking: 'The Lord is 
staying close to us, six yojanas from here, but we are not 
getting a chance to see the Lord.' Then we, Lord, having, 
after the lapse of three months, kept the rains, and after the 
Invitation had been carried out, while the god was raining, 
while waters were gathering, while swamps were forming, with 
drenched robes and in a state of weariness came along on the 
journey." II 2 II 

Then the Lord, on this occasion, having given dhamma-talk, • 
addres.o;ed the monks, saying: 

"I allow you, monks, to make up kathina-cloth5 when monks 
have completed the rains. Five (things) will be allowable to 
you, monks, when the kathina-cloths have been made up : goin« 

1 udakaetkliiJalltJ. 
• Cf. v;,, iii. as (B.D. i ts4). 
1 VA. no6 says that on account of their longing to see the Lord, tlley 

did not say that they had spent a " comfortable " rainv season. 
' According to VA. I Io6 this was the ta.1k on the. incalculability ol the 

beginning of this faring-on, see above, p. 351, D. x. 
1 /ta!Mnam attharitu'!4, i.e. the formal or ceremonial makiag of tile 

ka/hit»cloth, given by the laity, into robes. See B.D. ii. 5, n. 1 ; 26, n. 3· 
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(to families for alms) without having asked for permission, 1 

walking (for alms) not taking the three robes, 2 a group-meal, 3 

as many robes as you require, 4 and whatever robe-material 
accrues 5 there, that will be for them. 8 These five (things) will 
be allowable to you, monks, when the kathina-cloths have been 
made. And thus, monks, should kathina-cloth be made : 113 II 

" The Order should be informed by an experienced, competent 
monk, saying : ' Honoured sirs, let the Order listen to me. 
This material for kathina-cloth 7 has accrued to the Order. If 
it seems right to the Order, the Order should give this material 
for kathina-cloth to the monk so and so for making kathina
cloth. 8 This is the motion. Honoured sirs, let the Order listen 
to me. This material for kathina-cloth has accrued to the 
Order. The Order is giving this material for kathina-cloth 
to the monk so and so for making kathina-cloth. If the giving 

1 aniimantaciira. VA. no6 says that " so long as the ka!hina privileges are 
not removed, it is allowable to go (to families for alms) aniimantetvii ", i.e. 
not having asked for permission, " and it will be no offence in regard to the 
Ca.rittasikkhapada ", i.e. Pac. 46. In this Pacittiya, if a monk, although 
invited, nimantita, but not having asked (for permission, aniipucchii) if a monk 
be there, should call upon families, except at a right time, there is a pacittiya 
offence. One of the right times is the time of making robes, although the 
making up of the ka!hina-cloth is not specifically mentioned in this Pacittiya 
rule. Vin. Texts ii. ISO, n. I says that iimanteti must be equal to iipucchati; 
while CPD, under aniimantaciira, refers to Vin. iv. IOO, santam bhikkhum 
anapucchii. The Sk. Dictionaries give " invitation " and " interrogation ·, 
among the meanings of iimantrarta. The word occurs at A. iii. 259; AA. 
iii. 330 quotes Vin. iv. IOO. 

• asamiidiinaciira. VA. II07 says "walking not taking with one the 
three robes, ticivara1f1 asamiidiiya, the meaning is that it will be allowable 
to be away, separated from a robe ". This therefore is a relaxation of Nissag. 
IL At Vin. i. 298 it is also said that an outer cloak may be laid aside when 
the kathina cloth has been made. 

1 gartabhojana; thus a relaxation of Pac. XXXII, although as the 
formulation of this rule developed, one of the exceptions to its general terms 
came to be the legality of eating a group-meal at the time of making robes. 

' yiivadatthacwara1f1. VA. II07 says that as many robes as are required 
will be allowable as long as they are not allotted, not assigned. Cf- Nissag. I 
where it is said that an extra robe may be worn for at most ten days when 
the ka!hina privileges have been removed and the robes settled. " Till that 
has taken place, a Bhikkhu may use (temporarily, and without actually 
appropriating them) as many robes as he likes" ( Vin. Texts ii. ISI, n. 3, q.v.). 
According to Vism. 64 f. the strict wearer of the three robes, tecfvarika, 
should not accept a fourth robe, which, to less ascetic monks, would be of use 
when washing and dyeing the set of three robes. 

1 cfvaruppiida. 
8 nesa1f1 bhavissati. VA. II07 says that this may be the ro'be of a dead 

monk, or a gift to the Order, or a robe that accrues to the Order in any way. 
• kathinadussa. 
a VA. no9 says 1;hat neither a sa1fJgha, Order, nor a ga?la, group, makes 

the ktzlhina cloth, but an individual. 
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of this material for kathina-cloth to the monk so and so for 
making kathina-cloth is pleasing to the venerable ones, let them 
be silent. He to whom it is not pleasing should speak. This 
material for kathina-cloth is given by the Order to the monk 
so and so for making kathina-cloth. It is pleasing to the Order, 
therefore they are silent. Thus do I understand this.' II 4 II 

" Monks, kathina-cloth becomes made thus, not made thus. 
And how, monks, does kathina-cloth become not made ? 
Kathina-cloth does not become made only by marking it,1 

kathina-cloth does not become made only by washing it ; 
kathina-cloth does not become made only by calculating (the 
number of) robes (that it will make}2 ; kathina-cloth does not 
become made only by cutting it ; kathina-cloth does not become 
made only by tacking it8 ; kathina-cloth does not become made 
only by making the lengths 4 ; kathina-cloth does not become 
made only by marking with a piece of cloth 5 ; kathina-cioth 
does not become made only by strengthening the work8 ; 

kathina-cloth does not become made only by making a braiding7 ; 

kathina-cloth does not become made only bymakingabinding8; 

1 ullikhitamattcna, according to VA. IIIO for the purpose of measurement 
lengthwise and across. The monk marks it, ullikhati, with his nails, showing 
the measurement of each strip, padesa, so that he can recognise it. 

I cfvaraviciirat~amattena, VA. IIIO saying, "let it be for five or seven 
nine or eleven ". 

I bandhanamatten4 ti moghasuttakdropanamattena, so VA. I uo, i.e. by 
putting false threads in (the material). Vin. Texts ii. 153 reading "when 
it has only been pieced together ", takes it that the false threads are " put 
in the cloth to show where it is to be cut or sewn ". But in the series of actions 
necessary for completing the making of ka~hina-cloth " cutting ", or cutting 
out, has been done already. Moghasuttaka, allowed at Vin. ii. II6, is defined 
bv Bu. in an exegesis on CiiJavagga V. 11. 3, see VA. 1206. Cf. 
bandhanamattaabove, p. 260, n. 2; and also at Vin. ii. 135 although here it seems 
to have a different meaning. 

• ovattikakaranamattend ti mcghasuttakanusiirena dighasibbitamattena, so 
VA. uio, i.e. only by sewing a long (strip) by following the" false threads". 
Ovattika allowed at Vin. I. 290. 

•'katz4ilsakaratzamatten8 ti muddhiyapa!abandhanamattena, so VA. IIIO, 
i.e. only by putting on a piece of cloth as a sign. Katz4ilsaka. allowed at 
Vin. i. 290, on which VA. II28 says katz4ilsaka1?J vuccati mudd,ka, a mark 
(or sign) (the disfigurement) is called katzljilsaka. 

• dajhikammakaratzamattena. This is apparently done by sewing.the cloths, 
cimilikii, together, VA. IIIO; Vin. Texts ii. 153 reading "when 1t has only 
been made strong (in the seams) ". Dajhikamma allowed at Vin. i. 290. 

7 anuvatakarat~amattena. It appears from VA. 1 IIO that the anuvata was 
put along the back (of the cloth). See Vin. iv. 121 ( = B.D. ii. 409 q.v. n. 7.) 
where the Comy. on the rule for disfiguring a new robe says there is no offence 
if it is on a braiding, anuvata. Anuviita allowed at Vin. ii. n6. 

8 paribhatz4akaratzamattena The paribhatzlja appears to have been put 
inside the cloth Again see Vin. iv. 121, and B.D. ii. 409, n. 8. Allowed 
at Vin. ii. u6. 
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kathina-cloth does not become made only by patching1 ; kathina
cloth does not become made only by dyeing the garments ; 
kathina-cloth does not become made by insinuation3 ; kathina
cloth does not become made by roundabout talking4 ; kathina
cloth does not become made by its being temporary5 ; kathina
cloth does not become made by postponement 6 ; kathina-cloth 

1 ovaddheyyakaratzamattena. VA. IIII says, "only by putting it on the 
in-coming cloth. Or taking cloth from a ka!hina-robe, only by putting the 
cloth on another kfl#hina-robe ". The v. l. for this last is aka!hinacfvara, 
what is not kfl#hina-cloth. The whole meaning is obscure. It perhaps refers 
to the sanghiitf, the outer cloak, which had to be made of double cloth. On 
the other hand ovaddheyya may mean " patching ". 

I kambalamaddanamattena. Kambala, usually a garment or blanket made 
of wool, is allowed at Vin. i. 281. But the ka!hina material was of cotton 
cloth. M addana too usually means crushing or kneading. But VA. II II 
says "throwing it once into the dye, rajana, for the colour of ivory, for 
the colour of withered leaves". Monks' robes are of the colour of old ivory, 
and russets, yellows, browns and reds. 

• nimittakatena. P.E.D. gives for nimitta1f1 karoti, "to pick out the aim, 
to mark out", and Childers" to drop a hint". There is nothing in the Gamy. 
to support the rendering given at Vin. Texts ii. 154, and the alternative 
suggestion put forward, loc. cit. n. 5 is more pertinent : " Or perhaps according 
to some commentators, when it has been decided to accept the gift as a kaJhina, 
that is, when it has been decided that the cloth is of a suitable kind to make 
robes out of." For VA. II 11, defining nimittakatena, says " ' I will make 
a ka!hina (-robe) with this cloth (dussena) ', this is called nimittakatena. 
Fof it is called just this in the Parivli.ra " (see Vin. v. 172 which defines 
nimittakamma as nimittat?J karoti imina dussena ka!hinat?J attharissiimf ti). 
" But " VA. 111 r continues, " in some commentaries it is said that he (i.e. 
the monk) says, "this cloth (or cloak, sii!aka) is excellent, it is possible to make 
a ka!hina (-robe) with this"; this means: having thus insinuated (dropped 
a hint, or made a sign, nimittakamma1?J katvii) as to getting it." C.P.D. 
gives for a-nimittakata, " of which no decision has been made ". 

Vism. 23 = Vbh. 352 asks, " What here is nemittakata ? " i.e. insinuation. 
The answer is (following trans. at P. Purity, i. 27) " What to others is a sign, 
nimitta, making a sign, nimittakamma, a hint, obhiisa, giving a hint, roundabout 
talk, winding speech, parikathii (see next term in Vin. text and next note) 
on the part of one of evil desires", etc. Vism. 28 explains nimitta and 
nimittakamma so as to leave no doubt that by them " hinting " or 
"insinuating" is meant. Cf also VbhA. 483. 

& parikathiikatena. VA. 1 111 says " he ought to give ka!hina cloth, 
the benefactor giving ka!hina-cloth produces much merit ", thus is meant 
" by making parikathii ", roundabout talk. At Vism. 23 = Vbh. 353 
parikathii is included in definition of nemittikata, see previous note. It is 
defined at Vism 29 = VbhA. 484 as " speaking round and round until one gets 
what is wanted". Vin. v. I72 says "parikathii means that he makes 
roundabout talk, saying, ' I will bring forth ka!hina-cloth by this roundabout 
talk ' ", C.P.D. gives for a-parikathakata, not " obtained by speaking of 
its worth". 

& .~ukkukatena ti tiivakiilikena, VA. 1 II r. Vin. v. 172 says that it is called 
a gift that is not appropriated. 

• sannidhikatena. so Vin. Texts ii. 154 and P.E.D. Vin. v. I72 = VA. 
1 II r says that there are two " postponements " or " storings up ", sannidhi, 
that of ka1'atza, doing or making, and that of nicaya, possessions. VA. 1 I I 1 

further explains," postponement of doing (or making) is not doing (or making) 
it to-day) putting the doing (or making) to one side; postponement of 
possessions means that the Order, receiving ka!hina-cloth to-day, gives it (to the 
monks) the next day". Sannidhikata occu1s at Vin. iL 270 in reference to food 
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does not become made if it has to be abandoned1 ; kathina
cloth does not becom~ made if it is not made allowable8 ; 

kathina-cloth does not become made if it is (made) except for 
the outer cloak3 ; [254] kathina-cloth does not become made 
if it is (made) except for the upper robe; kathina-cloth does 
not become made if it is (made) except for the inner robe ; 
kathina-cloth does not become made unless five parts' or more 
than five parts 5 (of kathina-cloth) are cut out, are hemmed 
together 6 on that same day ; kathina-cloth does not become 
made unless the making is by an individual. 7 And even if 
kathina-cloth comes to be quite properly made, but if no one 
gives thanks for it standing outside the boundary, 8 thus also 
kathina-cloth comes to be not made. And thus, monks, does 
kathina-cloth come to be not made. II 5 II 

"And how, monks, does kathina-cloth come to be made ? 
Kathina-cloth comes to be made when it is unsoiled 9 ; kathina-

1 nissaggiyena. Vin. v. I72 = VA. IIII saying" while it is being made 
the dawn breaks". All the various processes in the making of the ka!hina 
robes had to be carried out on one and the same day. 

s akappakatena. Cf. Pac. LVIII, where a new robe has to be disfigured 
so that the owner can identify it. The three modes of disfigurement consisted 
in applying some kind of smudge (bindu) to the robe. Cf. B.D. ii. 409, n. 5, 
and V,A. IIII anadinnakappabinduna, by not giving the smudge (that makes 
the robe) allowable. 

a aniiatra samghiifiya, if the outer cloak is lacking, not finished. 
' Cf. Vin. i. 287 where each of the three robes of a monk was allowed 

to be worn chinnaka, cut up into pieces to resemble the divisions of a paddy 
field ; and Vin. i. 297 where it is said that one of the three robes might be worn 
acchinnaka, not cut up. VA. II II says that five or more parts are to be made 
by taking pieces, showing mahiimarttf,ala-atf4hama~uf,ala, i.e. either circular 
or semi-circular seams (see C.P.D. under atf,tf,hamarttf,ala) or " the greater circles 
and the lesser circles" (see Vin. Texts ii. 209 and VA. II27), or" the seams 
and the short seams" (cf. Vin. i. 287). VA. IIII continues," thus it (the 
robe) comes to be made with seams (or circles) ; setting that to one side 
there ought not to be another that is not cut up or that is in (only) two, 
three or four pieces ". 

a atirekapancaka, C.P.D. gives " more than one of the five parts". 
a samarttf,altkatena, see last note but one. 
7 annatra puggalassa atthiirii. VA. I II I says " setting to one side the 

making by an individual, it does not become made because of another making 
by either an Order or a group ". It seems that each monk must make up 
the kcqhina cloth distributed to him by the Order, and not rely upon the Order 
or a group to do so for him ; see above 114 II and cf. VA. I I09. 

8 nisstma!!ho anumodati. VA. IIII merely says, "if he (or, one) gives 
thanks standing, !hito, outside, bahu, the boundary of the precincts " (i.e. 
of the residence where the work is being done). A numodati more likely 
refers to a monk thanking the Order than to an Order thanking the donors 
of the ka!hina-cloth, for see /1 4 II where the Order grves the monks the material 
for making into ka!hina-cloth. 

• ahatena, which VA. II II explains by aparibhuttena, not used. 

1.6-7] MAHAVAGGA VII 357 

cloth comes to be made when what is allowable is unsoiled1 ; 

kathina-cloth comes to be made when it is (made) out of pieces 
of cloth2 ; kathina-cloth comes to be made when it is (made) 
out of rag-robes8 ; kathina-cloth comes to be made when it is 
(made) out of (bits picked up near) a shop4 ; kathina-cloth 
comes to be made if there is no insinuation ; kathina-cloth 
comes to be made if there is no roundabout talking ; kathina
cloth comes to be made if it is not temporary ; kathina-cloth 
comes to be made if there is no postponement ; kathina-cloth 
comes to be made if it has not to be abandoned ; kathina-cloth 
comes to be made if it is made allowable ; kathina-cloth comes 
to be made if there is the outer cloak ; kathina-cloth comes 
to be made if there is the upper robe ; kathina-cloth comes 
to be made if there is the inner robe ; kathina-cloth comes to 
be made if five parts or more than five parts are cut out, are 
hemmed together on that same day ; kathina-cloth comes to 
be made if the making is by an individual. And if kathina
cloth comes to be quite properly made, and if one gives thanks 
for it standing on the boundary, kathina-cloth thus also comes 
to be made. And thus, monks, does kathina-cloth come to 
be made. 11611 

"And how, monks, do the kathina (privileges) become 
removed 5 ? Monks, there are these eight grounds 6 for the 

1 ahatakappena. VA. II II says " by washing it once or twice (so as 
to make it) as though unsoiled. 

2 pilotikiiya, which VA. I II I explains by hatavatthakasii!akena, out of a 
cloak or garment which are soiled; v.l. gatavatthukasii!akena. 

• VA. II r2 says "when rag-robes have accrued in twenty-three fields " ; 
the idea being that a monk must wander about in order to acquire his rags. 
VA., quoting another commentary, says that the meaning there is that 
when a monk who is a rag-robe wearer is touring for alms and rags, colaka, 
then (kafhina-cloth comes to be made) when the robe is made up from the 
rags received. 

4 piipartikena. VA. II I2 saying "if taking pieces of cloth, pilotika, 
dropped at the door of a shop, he gives them for ka!hina-cloth, the meaning 
is because of this". Cf. VA. u28, PiiPartike ti antarapa'!lato patitapilotika
civare, robes of piles of cloth taken amidst a shop. At Vism. 62, piipartika, 
" shop-rag " is included under paf!Jsukula, rag-robes. 

6 ubbhataf!J kafhinaf!J. See Nissag. I, II, III, and B.D. ii. p. 5, n. 3 ; 
p. 6, n. 5 ; p. IJ, n. 2. 

6 miitika, channels, headings. See Vin. Texts ii. I 57 for these eight grounds 
for the removal of the five kafhina privileges being " closely connected " 
with the description in MV. VII. 13 of the two so-called palibodhas. 
" Palibodha seems to mean the continued existence of a claim on the Bhikkhu's 
side to a share in the distribution of the kathina." There are in this connection 
two pa!ibodhas, that concerned with the monk's residence, aviisa, and that 
concerned with his robes, civara. The miitikii ?re exemplified in the following 
stories. See also Vin. v. I77 and B.D. ii. p. 5, n. 3; p. 6, n. 5· 
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removal of the ka!hina (privileges): that depending on (a 
monk) going away ; that depending on (his robe) being settled1 ; 

that depending on his resolves2 (not to have it made up and 
not to come back) ; that depending on (the robe) being lost ; 
that depending on his hearing (of the general removal ofthe 
privileges in the residence to which he has gone); (that depend
ing on) the disappointment of his expectation8 (that a special 
gift of a robe would be made to him) ; that depending on his 
having crossed the boundary' ; (that depending on) the removal 
(of the ka!hina privileges) together with (those of the other 
monks) ". 6 11711111 

A monk, after ka!hina-cloth has been made, taking a robe 
that is made up, 8 goes away, thinking : " I will not come 
back ". That monk's ka!hina (privileges) are removed because 
of his going away. 7 

A monk, after ka!hina-cloth has been made, taking robe
material8 goes away. When he has gone outside the boundary, 9 

it occurs to him,10 "I will get this robe-material made up here, 
I will not come back ", and he gets that robe-material made 
up. That monk's ka!hina (privileges) are removed because of 
{his robes) being settled. 

l ni!fhana. Cf. nif!hita, "settled", B.D. ii. p. 6. 
2 sanniJ!hiina. Word occurs at ]ii. I I87, iv. I67 + katvii. 
8 iisiivacchedikii. Cf. B.D. ii. p. 6, n. 4· 
' I.e. of the residence to which kalkina-cloth had been given, and where 

he should have made up his portion. 
6 Eci. Vin. Texts ii. 156, n. 4 thinks that this section should have begun 

"the new chapter". I hold it to be coiTect as it is, for with it cease the wmds 
ascribed to Gotama. The stories that follow, VII. 2-12 inclusive, are not 
supposed to have been told by him, but are exemplifications of the grounds 
for removing the kafhina privileges, and which some later person or persons 
apparently thought wise to incorporate in the " text ". 

8 kataciVara, a robe that is finished, ready to wear. Cf. R.D. ii. p. 6, n. 2. 
7 VA. I II2 says that in this removal of the kafhina privileges on the ground 

of his going away, first the robes-impediment, c'lvarapalibodka, is cut off, 
afterwards the residence-impediment, iiviisapalibodha. For by going thus, 
the robes-impediment is cut off ms1de the boundary, the residence-impedi
ment when he has cwssed the boundary. See also Vin. v. I77· 

8 VA. I I 12 calls this akatac'lvara, a robe, or robe-material, that is not 
made up, not ready to wear. 

9 VA. I 112, "when he has gone to another neighbouring residence". 
10 Ibid., " it occurs to him seeing comfortable lodgmgs or the happiness 

of friends. In this removal of the kafhina privileges on the ground of (the 
robes) being settled, first the residence-impediment is cut off, fm. he thinks, 
' I will not come back ' ; when no more th<~n the thought has arisen, it is 
cut off". Cf. Vin. v. 178 clvare ni~fkite ciVara-palibodho ckiJiati, when 
the robes are settled the impediment to robes is cut off. 

2.1-2] MAHAVAGGA VII 359 

A monk, after ka!hina-cloth has been made, taking robe
material, goes away. When he has gone outside the boundary 
it occurs to him : " I will not get this robe-material made up 
nor will I come back". That monk's kathina (privileges) are 
removed because of his resolves.1 

A monk, after ka!hina-cloth has been made, taking robe
material, goes away. When he has gone outside the boundary 
it occurs to him: "I will get this robe-material made up here, 
I will hot come back", and he gets that robe-material made 
up, but while that robe-material is being made up, it is lost. 
That monk's ka!hina (privileges) are removed because of (the 
robe-material) being lost.2 II I II 

A monk, after ka!hina-cloth has been made, taking robe
material, goes away, thinking, "I will come back". When 
he has gone outside the boundary he gets that robe-material 
made up ; when that robe has been made up, 3 he hears : [255] 
"The ka!hina (privileges) are removed in this residence". 
That monk's ka!hina (privileges) are removed because of his 
hearing (this news). 4 

A monk, after kathina-cloth has been made, taking robe 
material, goes away, thinking, " I will come back ". When 
he has gone outside the boundary he gets that robe-m'aterial 
made up; when that robe has been made up, he, thinking 
again and again, " I will come back ", spends the time outside 
(the boundary) until the kathina (privileges) are removed. 
That monk's ka!hina (privileges) are removed because of his 
having crossed the boundary. 

A monk, after kathina-cloth has been made, taking robe
material, goes away, thinking, " I will come back ". When 
he has gone outside the boundary he gets that robe-material 
made up; when that robe is made up, he, thinking again and 
again, "I will come back", (his return) coincides with5 the 

1 VA. 1113 says " because of the resolves, sanni#fhiinantike, " I will not 
have this robe-material made up" and "I will not come back", the two 
impediments are both cut off when no more than these thoughts have arisen ". 
Vin. v. 178 says that they are cut off simultaneously. 

1 VA. 1 II3 says of this that first the residence-imped~ment is cut off; 
the robes-impediment is cut off when the robe is lost. Cf. Vin. v. r 78. 

a katacfvara. 
' VA. 1113 says that first the robes-impediment is cut off ; the residence

impediment is cut off with his hearing (the news). Cj. Vin. v. 178. 
li sambhutJali. 
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removal of the kathina (privileges). That monk's kathina 
(privileges) are removed together with (those of the other) 
monks.1 II 2 II 2 II 

Told are the seven cases on Taking.• 

A monk, after kathina-cloth has been made, taking with him3 

a robe that is made up, goes away, thinking, " I will not come 
back". That monk's kathina (privileges) are removed because 
of his going away. . . . 4 II 2 II 3 II 

Told are the seven cases on Taking with him. [256] 

A monk, after kathina-cloth has been made, taking a robe 
that is imperfectly executed, 5 goes away. When he has gone 
outside the boundary it occurs to him : " I will get this robe
material made up here, I will not come back", and he gets 
that robe-material made up. That monk's kathina (privileges) 
are removed because of (his robe) being settled ... ( = Chap. 
2; read taking a robe that is imperfectly executed instead of 
taking a robe) .... That monk's kathina (privileges) are 
removed together with (those of the other) monks. II I II 411 

Told are the six cases on Takings 

A monk, after kathina-cloth has been made, taking with him 
a robe that is imperfectly executed, goes away. When he has 
gone outside the boundary it occurs to him : " I will get this 
robe-material made up here, I will not come back", and he 
gets that robe-material made up. That monk's kathina 
(privileges) are removed because of (his robe) being settled 
... ( = Chap. 3; read taking with him a robe that is im
perfectly executed instead of taking with him a robe) .... 

1 This must mean a general removal for all monks resident within one sima, 
boundary. 

• adayasattakaf]J nitthitam. 
3 samadaya. ·· · 
' Yin. Texts, ii. r6o, n. I says, "This chapter is word for word identical 

with Chap. 2 : only in~tead of ' takes ' (iidaya) read ' takes with him ' 
(samiidiiya). We cannot say what different meanings these two words 
are intended to convey ". 

• ~.iPf!akatacfvara. Cf. vippakata at Vin. iii. rss. 225, 227, 229. 
• SlX of the seven cases specified in Chap. 2 (with the exception of the first 

of the seven) .... The first case is necessarily•omitted, because it is essential 
to that case, that the Bhikkhu going away takes with him a robe ready 
for wear", so Vin. Texts, ii. r6o, n. 3· 

5.r-6.3] MAHAVAGGA VII 

That monk's kathina (privileges) are removed together with 
(those of the other) monks.1 II I II 5 II 

The six cases on Taking with him 

A monk, after kathina-cloth has been made, taking robe
material, goes away. When he has gone outside the boundary 
it occuts to him : " I will get this robe-material made up here, 
I will not come back", and he gets that robe-material made 
up. That monk's kathina (privileges) are removed because of 
(his robe) being settled .... 2 II I II 

A monk, after kathina-cloth has been made, taking robe
material, goes away, thinking, "I will not come back". When 
he has gone outside the boundary it occurs to him : " I will 
get this robe-material made up here", and he gets that robe
material made up. That monk's kathina (privileges) are 
removed because of (his robe) being settled. 

A monk, after kathina-cloth has been made, taking robe
material, goes away, thinking, " I will not come back ". When 
he has gone outside the boundary it occurs to him, " I will 
not get this robe-material made up". That monk's kathina 
(privileges) are removed because of his resolves. 

A monk, after kathina-cloth has been made, taking robe
material, goes away, thinking, "I will not come back". When 
he has gone outside the boundary it occurs to him, " I will 
get this robe-material made up here ", [257] and he gets that 
robe-material made up, but while that robe-material is being 
made up, it is lost. That monk's kathina (privileges) are 
removed because of (the robe) being lost. 3 II 2 II 

A monk, after kathina-cloth has been made, taking robe
material, goes away without having determined, 4 for it neither 

1 Again the first case is omitted. If there is, ov the monk's part, no 
going away with a robe ready to wear, there is no ground for removing the 
ka!hina pt·ivileges depending on " going away ". These can only be removed 
if the monk has gone away taking, or taking with him, a robe that is (already) 
made up, ready to wear. • 

2 " This case is word for word identical with the second case in Chap. 2. I. 

After it follow the third and fourth case of Chap. 2. 1, which tt is unnecessary 
to print here again in full extent. The triad of these cases is repeated here 
in order to serve as a basis for the variations which are to follow in §§ 2, 3," 
so Vin. Texts ii. 161, n. 1. 

8 In these clauses, the monk, before he has got to the boundaty and not 
after, as in III 11. thinks that he will not return. 

' anadhiiJhitena. 
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occurs to him that "I will come back", nor does it occur to 
him that " I will not come back ". When he has gone outside 
the boundary it occurs to him, " I will get this robe-material 
made up here, I will not come back", and he gets that robe
material made up. That monk's kathina (privileges) are 
removed because of (his robe) being settled. 

A monk, after kathina-cloth has been made, taking robe
material, goes away without having determined, for it neither 
occurs to him that "I will come back", nor does it occur to 
him that " I will not come back ". When he has gone outside 
the boundary, it occurs to him: "I will not get this robe
material made up, nor will I come back ". That monk's kathina 
(privileges) are removed because of his resolves. 

A monk, after kathina-cloth has been made, taking robe
material, goes away without having determined, for it neither 
occurs to him that " I will come back ", nor does it occur to 
him that " I will not come back ". When he has gone outside 
the boundary it occurs to him : " I will get this robe-material 
made up here, I will not come back ", and he gets that robe
material made up ; but while that robe-material is being made 
up, it is lost. That monk's kathina (privileges) are removed 
because of (his robe) being lost.I 113 II 

A monk, after kathina-cloth has been made, taking robe
material, goes away, thinking, "I will come back". When 
he has gone outside the boundary it occurs to him, "I will get 
this robe-material made up here, I will not come back", and 
he gets that robe-material made up. That monk's kathina 
(privileges) are removed because of (his robes) being settled. 

A monk, after ka!hina-cloth has been made, taking robe
material, goes away, thinking, "I will come back". When 
he has gone outside the boundary it occurs to him, " I will not 
get this robe-material made up, nor will I come back". That 
monk's kathina (privileges) are removed because of his resolves. 

A monk, after kathina-cloth has been made, taking robe
material, goes- away, thinking, "I will come back." When he 
has gone outside the boundary it occurs to him, " I will get 
this robe-material made up here, I will not come back," and 

1 The same as II r II except for the words added in each case in II 3 11. 
" without having determined . . • ' I will not come back '." 

MAHAVAGGA VII 

begets that robe-material made up, but while that robe-material 
is being made up, it is lost. That monk's kathina (privileges) 
are removed because of (his robe) being lost. 

A monk, after kathina-cloth has been made, taking robe
material, goes away, thinking, " I will come back ". When 
he has gone outside the boundary he gets that robe-material 
made up. When that robe is made up he hears, " The kathina 
(privileges) are removed in this residence." That monk's 
kathina (privileges) are removed because of his hearing this 
news).1 

A monk, after kathina-cloth has been made, taking robe
material, goes away, thinking, "I will come back". When 
he has gone outside the boundary he gets that robe-material 
made up. When that robe is made up, he, thinking again 
and again, "I will come back," spends the time outside (the 
boundary) until the kathina (privileges) are removed. That 
monk's kathina (privileges) are removed because of his having 
crossed the boundary.2 

A monk, after kathina-cloth has been made, taking robe
material, goes away, thinking, "I will come back". When 
he has gone outside the boundary he gets that robe-material 
made up. When that robe is made up, he, thinking again and 
again, ''I will come back," [258] (his return) coincides with 
the removal of the kathina (privileges). That monk's kathina 
(privileges) are removed together with (those of the other) 
monks. 114 116 II 

A monk, after ka!hina-cloth has been made, taking with him 
robe-material, goes away . . . it should be given in full thus, 
like the portion on "going away, taking" ... A monk, after 
kathina-cloth is made, taking a robe that is imperfectly 
executed, goes away ... it should be given in full thus, like 
the portion on" going away, taking with him" ... A monk, 
after kathina-cloth is made, taking with him a robe that is 
imperfectly executed, goes away ... ( = Chap. 6 ; read taking 
with him a robe that is imperfectly executed instead of taking 

1 = VII. 2. 2 above. 
• = VII. 2. 2 above. 
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robe-material) ... That monk's kathina (privileges) are removed 
together with (those of the other) monks.1 II I II 7 II 

Told is the Portion for Repeating on Taking 

A monk, after kathina-cloth has been made, goes away with 
the expectation of a robe. 2 When he has gone outside the 
boundary he attends to 3 that expectation of a robe ; he obtains 
one contrary to his expectation, he does not obtain one in 
accordance with his expectation. It occurs to him, " I will 
get this robe-material made up here, I will not come back", 
and he gets that robe-material made up. That monk's kathina 
(privileges) are removed because of (his robe) being settled. 

A monk, after kathina-cloth has been made, goes away with 
the expectation of a robe. . . . It occurs to him, " I will not 
get this robe-material made up, nor will I come back". That 
monk's kathina (privileges) are removed because of his resolves. 

A monk, after kathina-cloth has been made. . . . It occurs 
to him, " I will get this robe-material made up here, I will 
not come back", and he gets that robe-material made up, 
but while that robe-material is being made up, it is lost. That 
monk's kathina (privileges) are removed because of (the robe) 
being lost. 

A monk, after kathina-cloth has been made, goes away with 
the expectation of a robe. When he has gone outside the 
boundary, it occurs to him, " I will attend to this expectation 
of a robe here, I will not come back", and he attends to that 
expectation of a robe, but that expectation of a robe is dis
appointed for him.4 That monk's kathina (privileges) are 
removed because of the disappointment of his expectation. 5 

II I II 

1 " The whole Chapter 6 is repeated here three times, the first time replac
ing the words ' takes a robe ' by ' takes a robe with him ' (cf. Chap. 3) ; the 
second time replacing ' takes a robe ' by ' takes a robe not ready ' (imper
fectly executed) (cf. Chap, 4) ; and the third time with these two modifica
tions combined (cf. Chap. 5) "-so Vin. Texts, ii. r62, n. 2. 

1 see Nissag. III, B.D. ii. p. 26, and p. 27, definition of "expectation". 
a payirupiisati. 
' tassa sii civariisa upacchijjati. 
6 iisiivacchedikii. _VA. ~ II3 sa:Ys that .first the residence-impediment is 

cut off ; the robes-Impediment IS cut off when the expectation of a robe 
is disappointed. Cf. above, p. 358, n. 3· 

8.2-3] MAHAVAGGA VII 

A monk, after kathina-cloth has been made, goes away with 
the expectation of a robe, thinking, " I will not come back ". 
When he has gone outside the boundary he attends to that 
expectation of a robe; he obtains one contrary to his expecta
tion, he does not obtain one in accordance with his expectation. 
It occurs to him, " I will get this robe-material made up here ", 
and he gets that robe-material made up. That monk's kathina 
(privileges) are removed because of (his robes) being 
settled. 

A monk, after kathina-cloth has been made. . . . It occurs 
to him, " I will not get this robe-material made up ". That 
monk's kathina (privileges) are removed because of his resolves. 

A monk, after kathina-cloth has been made. . . . It occurs 
to him, "I will get this robe-material made up here", and he 
gets that robe-material made up, but while that robe-material 
is being made up, it is lost. That monk's kathina (privileges) 
are removed because of (the robe) being lost. 

A monk, after kathina-cloth has been made, goes away with 
the expectation of a robe, thinking, "I will not come back". 
When [259] he has gone outside the boundary, it occurs to him, 
"I will attend to this expectation of a robe here ", and he 
attends to that expectation of a robe, but that expectation 
of a robe is disappointed for him. That monk's kathina 
(privileges) are removed because of the disappointment of his 
expectation. liz II 

A monk, after kathina-cloth has been made, goes away with 
the expectation of a robe, (but) without having determined, 
for it neither occurs to him, " I will come back ", nor does it 
occur to him, " I will not come back ". When he has gone 
outside the boundary he attends to that expectation of a robe ; 
he obtains one contrary to his expectation, he does not obtain 
one in accordance with his expectation. It occurs to him, 
"I will get this robe-material made up here, I will not come 
back ", and he gets that robe-material made up. That monk's 
kathina (privileges) are removed because of (his robe) being 
settled. 

A monk, after kathina-cloth has been made. . . . It occurs 
to him, " I will not get this robe-material made up, nor will I 
come back". That monk's kathina (privileges) are removed 
because of his resolves. 

II 

' i: 
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A monk, after kathina-cloth has been made. . . . It occurs 
to him, "I will get this robe-material made up here, I will 
not co~e back", and he gets that robe-material made up, 
but while that robe-material is being made up, it is lost. That 
monk's ka.thina (privileges) are removed because of (the robe) 
being lost. 

A monk, after ka!hina-cloth has been made, goes away with 
the expectation of a robe, (but) without having determined, 
for it neither occurs to him, " I will come back ", nor does it 
occur to him, " I will not come back ". When he has gone 
outside the boundary, it occurs to him, " I will attend to this 
expectation of a robe here, I will not come back", and he 
attends to that expectation of a robe, but that ex-pectation 
of a robe is disappointed for him. That monk's ka!hina 
(privileges) are removed because of the disappointment of his 
expectation. 113 11811 

Told are the twelve cases on Contrary to Expectation.1 

A monk, after ka!hina-cloth has been made, goes away with 
the expectation of a robe, thinking," I will come back". When 
he has gone outside the boundary he attends to that expectation 
of a robe ; he obtains one in accordance with his expectation, 
he does not obtain one contrary to his expectation. It occurs 
to him, "I will get this robe-material made up here, I will not 
come back", and he gets that robe-material made up. That 
monk's ka!hina (privileges) are removed because of (his robes) 
being settled. 

A monk .... It occurs to him, "I will not have this robe
material made up, nor will I come back". That monk's 
ka!hina (privileges) are removed because of his resolves. 

A monk .... It occurs to him," I will get this robe-material 
made up here, I will not come back ", and he gets that robe
material made up, but while that robe-material is being made 
up, it is lost. That monk's ka!hina (privileges) are removed 
because of (his robe) being lost. 

A monk, after ka!hina-cloth has been made, goes away with 
the expectation of a robe, thinking, " I will come back ". 
When he has gone outside the boundary it occurs to him, " I 

1 anasii.doJii.sakattJ niJJhitattJ. 

, 
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will attend to this expectation of a robe here, I will not come 
back ", and he attends to that expectation of a robe, but that 
expectation of a robe is disappointed for him. That monk's 
ka!hina (privileges) are removed because of the disappointment 
of his expectation. II I II 

A monk, after ka!hina-cloth has been made, goes away with 
the expectation of a robe, thinking, "I will come back". 
When he has gone outside the boundary he hears that [260] 
" In this residence the ka!hina (privileges) are removed ". It 
occurs to him, " Inasmuch as in this residence the kathina 
(privileges) are removed, I will attend to this expectati~n of 
a robe here ", and he attends to that expectation of a robe ; 
he obtains one in accordance with his expectation, he does not 
obtain one contrary to his expectation. It occurs to him, 
" I will get this robe-material made up here, I will not come 
back ", and he gets that robe-material made up. That 
monk's ka!hina (privileges) are removed because of (his robes) 
being settled. 

A monk .... 
material made 
monk's ka!hina 
resolves. 

It occurs to him, " I will not get this robe
up, nor will I come back ". That 
(privileges) are removed because of his 

A monk. . . . It occurs to him, " I will get this robe-material 
made up here, I will not come back ", and he gets that robe
material made up, but while that robe-material is being made 
up, it is lost. That monk's ka!hina (privileges) are removed 
because of (his robe) being lost. 

A monk, after ka!hina-cloth has been made, goes away with 
the expectation of a robe, thinking, "I will come back" .... 
It occurs to him, " I will attend to this expectation of a robe 
here, I will not come back", and he attends to that expectation 
of a robe, but that expectation of a robe is disappointed for 
him. That monk's ka!hina (privileges) are removed because 
of the disappointment of his expectation. II 2 II 

A monk, after ka!hina-cloth has been made, goes away with 
the expectation of a robe, thinking, " I will come back ". 
When he has gone outside the boundary he attends to that 
expectation of a robe; he obtains one in accordance with his 
expectation, he does not obtain one contrary to his expectation. 
He gets that robe-material made up; when that robe is made 
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up, he hears, " The kathina (privileges) are removed in this 
residence". That monk's kathina (privileges) are removed 
because of his hearing (this news). 

A monk, after kathina-cloth has been made, goes away with 
the expectation of a robe, thinking, " I will come back ". 
When he has gone outside the boundary, it occurs to him, 
" I will attend to this expectation of a robe, I will not come 
back "' and he attends to that expectation of a robe, but that 
expectation of a robe is disappointed for him. That monk's 
kathina (privileges) are removed because of the disappointment 
of his expectation. 

A monk, after kathina-cloth has been made, goes away with 
the expectation of a robe, thinking, "I will come back". 
When he has gone outside the boundary, he attends to that 
expectation of a robe; he obtains one in accordance with his 
expectation, he does not obtain one contrary to his expectation. 
He gets that robe-material made up; when that robe is made 
up, he, thinking again and again, "I will come back", spends 
the time outside (the boundary) until the kathina (privileges) 
are removed. That monk's kathina (privileges) are removed 
because of his having crossed the boundary. 

A monk, after kathina-cloth has been made, goes away with 
the expectation of a robe, thinking, "I will come back". 
When he has gone outside the boundary he attends to that 
expectation of a robe; he obtains one in accordance with his 
expectation, he does not obtain one contrary to his expectation. 
He gets that robe-material made up; when that robe is made 
up, he, thinking again and again, " I will come back ", (his 
return) coincides with the removal of the kathina (privileges). 
That monk's kathina (privileges) are removed together with 
(those of the other) monks. 113 II 9 II 

Told are the twelve cases on In accordance with 
Expectation [261] 

A monk, after kathina-cloth has been made, goes away on 
some business. When he has gone outside the boundary there 
arises1 the expectation of a robe. He attends to that expecta
tion of a robe; he obtains one contrary to his expectation, 

1 uppajjati. 
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he does not obtain one in accordance with his expectation. 
It occurs to him, "I will get this robe-material made up here, 
I will not come back", and he gets that robe-material made 
up. That monk's kathina (privileges) are removed because of 
(his robe) being settled. 

A monk. . . . It occurs to him, " I will not get this robe
material made up, nor will I come back". That 
monk's kathina (privileges) are removed because of his 
resolves. 

A monk. . . . It occurs to him, " I will get this robe-material 
made up here, I will not come back", and he gets that robe
material made up, but while that robe-material is being made 
up, it is lost. That monk's kathina (privileges) are removed 
because of (his robe) being lost. 

A monk, after kathina-cloth has been made, goes away on 
some business. When he has gone outside the boundary there 
arises the expectation of a robe. It occurs to him, " I will 
attend to this expectation of a robe here, I will not come back ", 
and he attends to that expectation of a robe, but that expecta
tion ot a robe is disappointed for him. That monk's kathina 
(privileges) are removed because of the disappointment of his 
expectation. II r II 

A monk, after kathina-cloth has been made, goes away on 
some business, thinking, "I will not come back". When he 
has gone outside the boundary there arises the expectation 
of a robe. He attends to that expectation of a robe ; he 
obtains one contrary to his expectation, he does not obtain 
one in accordance with his expectation. It occurs to him, 
"I will get this robe-material made up here", and he gets 
that robe-material made up. That monk's kathina (privileges) 
are removed because of (his robes) being settled. 

A monk. . . . It occurs to him, " I will not get this robe
material made up". That monk's kathina (privileges) are 
renioved because of his resolve. 

A monk. . . . It occurs to him, " I will get this robe-material 
made up here", and he gets that robe-material made up, but 
while that robe-material is being made up, it is lost. That 
monk's kathina (privileges) are removed because of (his robe) 
being lost. 

A monk, after kathina-cloth has been made, goes away on 
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some business, thinking, "I will not come back". When he 
has gone outside the boundary there arises the expectation 
of a robe. It occurs to him, " I will attend to this expectation 
of a robe here", and he attends to that expectation of a robe, 
but that expectation of a robe is disappointed for him. That 
monk's kathina (privileges) are removed because of the dis
appointment of his expectation. 112 II 

A monk, after kathina-doth has been made, goes away on 
some business, (but) without having determined, for it neither 
occurs to him, "I will come back", nor does it occur to him, 
"I will not come back". When he has gone outside the 
boundary there arises the expectation of a robe. He attends 
to that expectation of a robe ; he obtains one contrary to 
his expectation, he does not obtain one in accordance with 
his expectation. It occurs to him, " I will get this robe-material 
made up here, I will not come back", and he gets that robe
material made up. That monk's kathina (privileges) are 
removed because of (his robes) being settled. 

A monk .... It occurs to him, "I will not get this robe
material made up, nor will I come back". That 
monk's [262] kathina (privileges) are removed because of 
his resolves. 

A monk. . . . It occurs to him, " I will get this robe-material 
made up here, I will not come back", and he gets that robe
material made up, but while that robe-material is being made 
up, it is lost. That monk's kathina (privileges) are removed 
because of (his robe) being lost. 

A monk, after kathina-cloth has been made, goes away on 
some business, (but) without having determined, for it neither 
occurs to him, " I will come back ", nor does it occur to him, 
" I will not come back ". When he has gone back outside 
the boundary there arises the expectation of a robe. It occurs 
to him, "I will attend to this expectation of a robe here, I 
will not come back ", and he attends to that expectation of 
a robe, but that expectation of a robe is disappointed for him. 
That monk's kathina (privileges) are removed because of the 
disappointment of his expectation. 113 1110 II 

Told are the twelve cases on Business. 

A monk, after ka!hina-cloth has been made, goes away, 
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travelling to distant parts,! without collecting2 his share of 
the robe-material. While he is thus travelling to distant 
parts, monks ask him, "Where have you, your 
reverence, spent the rains, and where is your share of the 
robe-material ? " 

He speaks thus, "I spent the rains in such and 
such a residence, and my share of the robe-material 
is· there ". 

These speak thus, " Go, your reverence, fetch that robe
material. We will make up that robe-material for you 
here." 

He, going to that residence, asks the monks: "Where, 
your reverences,3 is my share of the robe-material?" 

These speak thus : "This, your reverence, is your share of 
the robe-material. Where are you going?" 

He speaks thus : " I am going to such and such a 
residence. The monks will make up the robe-material for 
me there." 

These speak thus: "No, your reverence, do not go; we 
will make up the robe-material for you here." 

It occurs to him: "I will get this robe-material made up 
here, I will not come back," and he gets that robe-material 
made up. That monk's kathina (privileges) are removed 
because of (his robes) being settled. 

A monk. . . . That monk's kathina (privileges) are removed 
because of his resolves. 

A monk. . . . That monk's kathina (privileges) are removed 
because of (his robe) being lost. II I II 

A monk, after kathina-cloth has been made, goes away, 
travelling to distant parts without collecting his share of the 
robe-material. . . . 

"This, your reverence, is your share of the robe-material." 
He, taking that robe-material, goes to that residence. On 

1 disamgamika. Cf. Vin. i. II9. 
1 apacinayamiino. P.E.D., C.P.I>., Vin. Texts 1i. 166 all suggest 

"guarding his claim", as from apaciniiti. It would seem however to be 
the negative of pacinati, " to take up, to collect ". The monk, accordmg 
to the context, leaves his robe-material behind, he then goes away without 
gathering it up and taking it with him. It is true however that in going 
away he does not renounce his claim to his share of the robe-material. 

3 This seems the only time that this monk uses a form of address, avuso . 
in speaking to other monks. 
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the way (some) monks ask him: "Your reverence, where are 
you going ? " 

He speaks thus : " I am going to such and such a 
residence. The monks will make up the robe-material for 
me there." 

These speak thus: "No, your reverence, do not go; we will 
make up the robe-material for you here." 

It occurs to him: "I will get this robe-material made up 
here, I will not come back," and he gets that robe-material 
made up. [263] That monk's kajhina (privileges) are removed 
because of (his robes) being settled. 

A monk. . . . It occurs to him : " I will not get this 
robe-material made up, nor will I come back." That 
monk's kajhina (privileges) are removed because of his 
resolves. 

A monk. . . . It occurs to him : " I will get this robe
material made up here, I will not come back," and he gets 
that robe-material made up, but while that robe-material is 
being made up, it is lost. That monk's kajhina (privileges) 
are removed because of (his robe) being lost. 1/ 2 II 
. A monk, after kajhina-cloth has been made, goes away, 
travelling to distant parts without collecting his share of the 
robe-material. . . . 

" This, your reverence, is your share of the robe-material." 
He, taking the robe-material, goes to that residence; while 

he is going to that residence, it occurs to him : "I will get 
this robe-material made up here, I will not come back ", and 
he gets that robe-material made up. That monk's kajhina 
(privileges) are removed because of (his robes) being 
settled. 

A monk. It occurs to him : " I will not get this robe-
material made up, nor will I come back." That monk's 
kajhina (privileges) are removed because of his resolves. 

A monk. . . . It occurs to him : " I will get this robe
material made up here, I will not come back", and he gets 
that robe-material made up, but while that robe-material is 
being made up, it is lost. That monk's kajhina (privileges) 
are removed becau'le of (his robe) being lost. 113 111111 

Told are the nine cases on Without collecting. 
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A monk, one who lives in comfort,! after ka!hina-cloth has 
been made, taking robe-material, goes away, thinking, " I will 
go to such and such a residence ; if there comes to be comfort 
for me there, I will stay, but if there does not come to be comfort 
for me, I will go to such and such a residence; if there comes 
to be comfort for me there, I will stay, but if there does not 
come to be comfort for me, I will go to such and such a residence; 
if there comes to be comfort for me there, I will stay, but if 
there does not come to be comfort for me, I will come back". 
When he has gone outside the boundary, it occurs to him : 
"I will get this robe-material made up here, I will not come 
back," and he gets that robe-material made up. That monk's 
kajhina (privileges) are removed because of (his robes) being 
settled. 

A monk. . . . When he has gone outside the boundary, it 
occurs to him, " I will not get this robe-material made up, 
nor will I come back ". That monk's kajhina (privileges) are 
removed becau'>e of his resolves. 

A monk. . . . When he has gone outside the boundary, it 
occurs to him: "I will get this robe-material made up here, 
I will not come back," and he gets that robe-material made up, 
but while that robe-material is being made up, it is lost. 
That monk's kajhina (privileges) are removed because of (his 
robe) being lost. 

A monk. ... When he has gone outc;ide the boundary, he 
has that robe-material made up; when that robe-material 
is made up, he, thinking again a..'1d again, " I will come back ", 
spends the time outside (the boundary) until the kajhina 
(privileges) are removed. That monk's [264]. ka!ltina (privi
leges) are removed because of his having crossed the 
boundary. 

A monk. . . . When he has gone outside the boundary, he 
has that robe-material made up ; when that robe-material is 
made up, he, thinking again and again, " I will come back ", 
(his return) coincides with the removal of the kajhina 

1 phasuvihiit-ika. " Intent on finding a comfortable place (to live in) " 
of Vin. TPxts ii. r68, although justified by the context, ascribes both more 
and less to the compound, phii.suviharika, than it actually contains. Cf. 
the jungle-dweller who, if he was thinking about pM.suvihara, might live 
independently of guidance, at MV. I. 73. 4 (above p. n8). 

2C 
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(privileges). That monk's kathina (privileges) are removed 
together with {those of the other) monks. II I 1112 II 

Told are the five cases on Living in comfort. 

"Monks, there are these two impediments,1 these two non
impediments to (the removal of) the kathina (privileges). And 
what, monks, are the two impediments to (the removal of) 
the kathina (privileges) ? The residence-impediment and the 
robes-impediment. And how, monks, does the residence
impediment come to be ? Monks, in this case a monk who is 
either staying in or who is longing for that residence, goes 
away, thinking, 'I will come back '.2 Thus, monks, does 
the residence-impediment come to be. And how, monkc;, does 
the robes-impediment come to be ? Monks, in this case, a 
monk's robe-material comes to be not made up or it is 
imperfectly executed or the expectation of a robe is not 
fulfilled. Thus, monks, does the robes-impediment come to 
be. Monks, these are the two impediments to (the removal 
of) the kathina (privileges). II I II 

"And what, monks, are the two non-impediments to {the 
removal of) the kathina (privileges) ? The residence-non
impediment and the robes-non-impediment. And how, monks, 

1 palibodha, obstruction, hindrance, obstacle, impediment, drawback. 
Ten palibodhas are enumerated at KhA. 39, and explained in detail at Vism. 
go ff. But in its explanation of iiviisap-, the first on the list, the Vism. 
makes no reference to ka!h.ina ; Civarap- does not occur here or in K hA. 

The idea of the palibodhas and apalibodhas is somewhat difficult to follow. 
After kathina-cloth is made, five privileges are allowable to monks (MV. 
VII. 1. 3), and there are eight grounds for the removal of these priviieges 
(MV. VII. 1. 7). But then, it seems; these eight grounds are in tum 
subject to the two impediments and the two non-impediments. That is to 
say, the ka!kina privileges cannot be removed if there is present an impedi
ment to the grounds for removing them, but only if there is no impediment 
to these grounds. VA. III4 says, "Having shown the removal of the 
kafkina (privileges), now whatever are impediments are said to be cut off 
in regard to these kajhina (privileges)." See Vin. Texts ii. 149, n. and 157, 
n. 2. 

1 The first of the grounds for removing the kathina privileges is that 
depending on a monk having gone away. But here, 'although he goes away, 
he intends to come back. Thus the ground for removing the privilege meets 
with an obstruction. 

Text here reads, idha bhikkhave bhikkku vassati viitasmi1f1 iiviise siipekkho 
vii pakkamati (with v. I. vesati) which has led translator at Vin. Texts ii. 169 
to render, "A Bhikkhu, 0 Bhikkhus, goes away (for a time), when it is 
raining or storming, with the intention of returning to that residence." 
But Cing. edn. 1933, vol. ii. 322 and Siam. edn. both read, idha bhikkhave 
bhik~hu vassiiti vii tasmi171 iiQiise sapekho vii pakkamati, which I follow as 
makmg more sense. 
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does the residence-non-impediment come to be ? In this case, 
monks. a monk goes away from that residence because of giving 
up, because of renunciation, becau<;e of sacrifice, because of 
indifference, thinking, 'I will not come back '.1 Thus, monks, 
does the residence-non-impediment come to be. And how, 
monks, does the robe<;-non-impediment come to be ? In this 
case, monks, a monk's robe-material comes to be made up 
or it is lost or destroyed or burnt or the expectation of a robe 
is disappointed. 2 Thus, monks, does the robes-non-impediment 
come to be. These, monks, are the two non-impediments to 
(the removal of) the kathina (privileges)." 112 111311 

The Section on Kathina 3 : the Seventh. 

In this Section are twelve items, the words4 of abridgment 
are one hundred and eighteen. This is its key : 
Thirty monks of Pava stayed longing in Saketa, 
at the end of the rains they went with drenched (robes) to see 

the Conqueror. I 
This item of kathina-cloth, and the five things called allowable :5 

Without asking permission, nor taking three robes, a joint-meal 
likewise, / 

As much as is required, and one that accrues will be for the 
makers. 

The motion, and just what is made and just what is not made. I 
Marking, washing, and calculating, and cutting, 
tacking, making lengths, using a piece of cloth, and strengthen

ing, braiding, I [265] 
Binding, patching, dyeing, talk with hints, 6 

temporary, postponement, abandonment, not (made) if it is 
not allowable, but for these three, I 

1 As he does not intend to return there is no reason why his ka!hina 
privileges should not be removed. His intention provides the non
impediment. 

• These ate no impediments to the grounds for removing the ka!hina 
privileges. They may be removed, as we have seen, because a monk's 
robe is made up, because he resolves not to have it made up, because it is 
lost, or because his expectation of a robe is disappointed. Cj. Nissag. I, 
definition of" when the robes are settled", and see B.D. ii. pp. 6, 15. 

a Ka!hinakkhandhaka. Cf. Ka!hinavagga, Yin. iii. 195-223. 
' mukha, the mouth, so what issues from it. 
5 kappiyan ti ; Cing. edn. kappissanti, will be allowable. 
• nimitta-kathii here. It may be a composite word for nimittakata and 

parikathiikata ; otherwise the latter is not included in this part of the 
" key ", although it is mentioned lower down. 

1

11 

I 
I 
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Unless five parts or more when they arc cut out are hemmed 
together, 

not (made) unless by an individual, if properly (made) he gives 
thanks standing outside the boundary : I 

Kajhina-cloth comes to be not made, thus it is taught by the 
awakened one. 

Unsoiled, when what is allowable (is unsoiled), pieces of cloth, 
rags, and bits near a shop, I 

Not insinuation, nor roundabout talking, not temporary and 
no postponement, 

not abandoned, made allowable, and inasmuch as it is for 
(a set of) three robes, I 

If five parts or more are cut out and hemmed together, 
if the making is by an individual, if properly (made) he gives 

thanks standing on the boundary : I 
Thus the making of kathina-cloth. Eight grounds for removal : 
that depending on going away, on being settled, on resolve 

and on loss, I 
On hearing, on disappointment of an expectation, over the 

boundary, and the eighth is with the removal (of other 
monks'). 

Taking a robe that is made up, he goes away, thinking, "I 
will not come back ", I 

His kathina (privileges) become removed because of his going 
away. 

Taking robe-material he goes away,1 when he is outside the 
boundary, he thinks, I 

"I will have it made up here, I will not come back"; his 
kajhina (privileges) are removed because of (his robes) 
being settled. 

Taking it, when he is outside the boundary, he intends, thinking, 
"Neither that nor will I come back", I 

His kathina (privileges) become removed depending on thata 
of resolve. 

Taki.ng robe-material he goes away, when he is outside the 
boundary, he thinks, 1 

"I will have it made up here, I will not come back," but while 
it is being made up, it is lost ; 

1 yiiti. 
1 la1?J, doubtless " ground " is to be understood. 
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his kathina (privileges) become removed depending on that 
of loss. I 

Taking it, he goes away, thinking, "I will come back", and 
has the robe-material made up outside, 

when the robe ha<> been made up, he hears that the kathina 
(privileges) are removed there; I 

His kathina (privileges) become removed depending on that 
of hearing. 

Taking it, he goes away, thinking, " I will come back ", and 
has the robe-material made up outside, I 

When the robe has been made up, (staying) outside he does not 
go back1 until the removal of the kathina (privileges) ; 

his kathina (privileges) become removed depending on that of 
having crossed the boundary. I 

Taking it, he goes away, thinking, "I will come back", and 
has the robe-material made up outside, 

when the robe has been made up, thinking," I will come back", 
(his return) coincides 2 with the removal of the kathina 
(privileges) ; I 

The removal of his kathina (privileges) is because it occurs3 with 
(that of) the other monks. 

Taking and taking with him, the going away4 is seven times 
sevenfold. I 

There is no sixfold 5 going away, (the robes) imperfectly executed 
depending on "going away". 

Taking it, this arises, " I will have it made up when I am 
outside the boundary " ; I 

Settled and resolves and loss, these three. 
Taking it, thinking, " I will not come back ", " I am making 

it up outside the boundary " ; I 
Settled, then resolves, then loss, this is three (fold). 
Without having determined, for it does not (occur) to him, 

the threefold meaning below. 6 I [266] 

1 niimeti , cf. Sn. 1 143. ndpenti with v. I. namenti. 
1 sambhoti. 
• jiiyati. 
' gati. 
5 chaccii , Sinh. edn. chaJ!he. 
• Pali has " below ", referring to the leaves of tlle palm-leaf MSS., where 

we say " above ". 

I 

I 

I 
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Taking it, he goes away, thinking, "I will come back", "I 
am making it up outside the boundary", 

thinking, " I will not come back ", he gets it made up ; his 
kathina (privileges) are removed because of (his robes) 
being settled. i 

Resolves and loss, hearing, having crossed the boundary, 
it may arise with (those of the other) monks; thus there is 

going away fifteen times. I 
Taking with him, imperfectly executed, taking it with him 

likewise again, 
these are four tums1 where all is fifteen-fold. f 
And contrary to expectation, in accordance with expectation, 

and business, these three. 
One should understand this from what has been said :2 there 

are three that are each twelve (-fold). 1 
Here are nine on " without collecting ", there is a set of five 

on comfort; 
impediments, non-impediments ; the key is made from what 

has been said. 2 [267] 

1 vara, i.e. for recitation. 
2 Nayato, perhaps "from the method". 
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THE GREAT DIVISION (MAHAVAGGA) VIII 

At one time the awakened one, the Lord was staying at 
Rajagaha in the Bamboo Grove at the squirrels' feeding-place. 
Now at that time Vesali was prosperous and flourishing, full 
of folk, thronged with people,1 and it was well off for food; 
and there were seven thousand seven hundred and seven long 
houses, 2 and seven thousand seven hundred and seven gabled 
buildings, and seven thousand seven hundred and seven parks, a 
and seven thousand seven hundred and seven lotus-tanks. 
There was the courtesan Ambapali, 4 beautiful, good to look 
upon, charming, she was possessed of the utmost beauty of 
complexion, was clever at dancing and singing and lute-playing, 
much visited by desirous people and she went for a night for 
fifty, 5 and through her Vesali shone forth all the more. II I II 

Then the urban council 6 of Rajagaha went to Vesali on some 
business. The urban council of Rajagaha saw that Vesali was 
prosperous and flourishing, full of folk, thronged with people, 
and well off for food ; and (they saw) the seven thousand seven 
hundred and seven long houses . . . seven thousand seven 
hundred and seven lotus-tanks, and Ambapali, the courtesan, 
beautiful, good to look upon, charming . . . and (they saw) 
that through her Vesali shone forth all the more. Then the 
urban council of Rajagaha, having transacted that business 
in Vesali, came back again to Rajagaha; they approached 
King Seniya Bimbisara of Magadha; having approached they 
spoke thus to King Seniya Bimbisara of Magadha: 

"Sire, Vesali is prosperous and flourishing ... and through 
her Vesali shines forth all the more. It were good, sire, if we 
too might establish a courtesan." 

1 Cf. D. i. 2II, D. ii. 146, M. i, 377, A. iii. 215. 
1 pasada, cf. B.D. ii. I6, n. 5· 
3 arama. not "monasteries" here. See B.D. ii. 2, n. 2. 
' Here called Ambapalikii.. Mentioned above, p. 3I5. 
: VA. I II4 says, " taking ~fty kahapa~as, she goes night by night." 

negama. VA. I I I4 calls th1s a kufumbJkagana, a group of leading men 
Cf. negama at Vin. iii. 220. · • 
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"Well now, good sirs,1 do find such a girl as you might 
establish as a courtesan." 112 II 

Now at that time there was in Rajagaha a girl called Salavati, 
who was beautiful, good to look upon, charming, she was 
possessed of the utmost beauty of complexion. Then the urban 
council of Rajagaha established the girl, Salavati, 2 [268] as 
courtesan. And the courtesan· Salavati soon came to be clever 
at dancing and singing and lute-playing; she was much visited 
by desirous people, and she went for a night for the fee of a 
hundred. 3 Then the courtesan Salavati soon became pregnant. 
Then it occurred to the courtesan Salavati: "Men do not like 
a pregnant woman. If anyone should find out concerning me 
that ' The courtesan Salavati is pregnant ', all respect for me 
would dwindle. What now if I should make it known that 
I am ill ? " 

Then the courtesan Salavati enjoined the door-keeper, saying: 
" Good door-keeper, do not let any man come in, and if anyone 
asks for me, make it known that I am ill." 

"Very well, lady," that door-keeper answered the courtesan 
Salavati in assent. 113 II 

Then the courtesan Salavati when (the child of) her womb 
was mature, gave birth to a son. Then the courtesan Salavati 
enjoined a slave-woman, saying: "Now then, come along, 
having put this boy into a winnowing-basket, 4 having taken him 
out, throw him away on a rubbish-heap." 5 

"Very well, lady," and lhat slave-woman having answered 
the courtesan Salavati in a5sent, having put that boy into a 
winnowing-basket, having taken him out, threw him away on 
a rubbish-heap. 

Now at that time the king's son, Abhaya 6 by name, going 
in the morning to the royal audience, saw that boy surrounded 

1 bhatte, a form of address sometimes used by kings to their subjects. 
1 Cf. SnA. i. 244. 
1 pafisatena. Vin. Texts ii. 172 takes this to mean that she asked for a 

hundred kahiipaf!as a night which undoubtedly balances Ambapa!I's price 
of fifty kahapaf!as, see VA. I II4, VA. in its exegesis of pafisatena does 
not mention coinage or currency. Pa!isatena however probably means 
"for a hundred in return", "against a hundred". 

' VA. III4 calls this jif!f!asuppa, an old winnowing-basket. 
6 Cf. DhA. i. 174. 
• See D.P.P.N. 
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by crows ; seeing this, he asked the people : " Good sirs, what 
is this that is surrounded by crows ? " 

" It is a boy, sire." 
" Is he alive, good sirs ? " 
" He is alive, sire." 
"Well now, good sirs, having brought that boy to our 

women's quarters, give him to foster-mothers to care for." 
"Very well, sire," and these people having answered Abhaya, 

the king's son, in assent, having brought that boy to the 
women's quarters of Abhaya, the king's son, gave him to 
foster-mothers saying, " Care for him ". 

Because it was said of him, " He is alive '',1 they gave him 
the name of Jivaka ; because the prince2 caused him to be 
cared for, they gave him the name of Komarabhacca.3 11411 

And before long Jivaka Komarabhacca attained to years of 
discretion. Then Jivaka Komarabhacca approached Abhaya, 
the king's son, and having approached he spoke thus to Abhaya, 
the king's son: 

" Who, sire, is my mother ? Who my father ? " 
"Not even I, good Jivaka, know your mother, but I am 

your father, for I had you cared for." 
Then it occurred to Jivaka Komarabhacca : 
" Without a craft, it is not easy to depend upon these royal 

families. Suppose I were to leam a craft ?4 " Now at that 
time there lived a world-famed 5 doctor at Taxila. II 5 II 

Then Jivaka Komarabhacca, without having asked (permis
sion) of Abhaya, the king's son, set out for Taxila ; [269] in 
course of time he arrived at TaxiHi and that doctor; having 
approached, he spoke thus to that doctor: 

1 jfvati. 
1 kumara. 
3 Meaning perhaps "the Pril).ce-fed" (so G.S. i. 24). See note at Vin. 

Texts ii. 174. at end of which it is said, "We believe therefore, that this 
surname Komarabhacca really means' master of the kaumarabhrtya science' ", 
i.e. a part of the medical science which comprises the treatment of infants. 
Short account of his history given at AA. i. 398 f. At DA. 133, where 
brief synopsis of his story also appears, he is called Komarabhal).<;la, and at 
Divy. 506 ff. Kumarabhuta. At A. i 26 he is called chief of lay followers 
who are liked by people. M. Sta. 55 is addressed to him. 

' VA. I II4 says that he thought of the doctor's craft for this is on the 
side of amity towards men and their welfare, whereas elephant-lore and 
horsemanship are connected with the injury of others. 

' disapamokkha. Word occurs at ]a. i. r66. 
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"I want, teacher,1 to train in the craft." 
"Well then, good Jivaka, train in it." 
Then Jivaka Komarabhacca learnt much and learnt it quickly, 

and he reflected upon it well, and he did not forget what he 
had learnt. Then at the end of seven years, it occurred to 
Jivaka Komarabhacca : " I am learning much and learning it 
quickly, and I am reflecting upon it well, and I do not forget 
what I have learnt, but after studying for seven years the end 
of this craft is not visible to me. When will the end of this 
craft be visible ? " II 6 II 

Then Jivaka Komarabhacca approached that doctor; having 
approached he spoke thus to that doctor : 

" I, teacher, am learning much and learning it quickly, and 
I am reflecting upon it well, and I do not forget what I have 
learnt, but after studying for seven years the end of this craft 
is not vi<>ible to me. When will the end of this craft be visible?" 

"Well now, good Jivaka, taking a spade, touring a yojana 
all round Taxila, bring whatever you should see that is not 
medicinal." 

"Very well, teacher," and Jivaka Komarabhacca having 
answered that doctor in assent, taking a spade, touring a 
yojana all round Taxila, did not see anything that was not 
medicinal. Then Jivaka Komarabhacca approached that 
doctor; having approached he spoke thus to that doctor: 

II Teacher, while I was touring for a yojana all round Taxila, 
I did not see anything that was not medicinal." 

11 You are trained, good Jivaka, this much is enough for a 
livelihood for you," and he gave him trifling provisions for 
the journey. 11711 

Then Jivaka Komarabhacca, taking those trifling provisions 
for the journey, set out for Rajagaha. Then Jivaka Komara
bhacca's trifling provisions for the journey became used up en 
the way, at Saketa. Then it occurred to Jivaka Komara
bhacca: 

" These wilderness roads have little water, little food ; it is 
not easy to go along them without provisions for the journey. 2 

Suppose I were to look about for provisions for the journey ? " 
Now at that time in Saketa a merchant's wife had had a 

1 iicariya. 
1 Cf. Vin. i. 244, above, p. 335-6. 
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disease of the head for seven years. Many very great, world
famed doctors who had come had not been able to cure her ; 
taking much gold,1 they went away. Then Jivaka Komara
bhacca, entering Saketa, asked the people : " Who, good sirs, 
is ill ? Whom shall I attend ? " 2 

"Teacher, this merchant's wife [270] has had a disease of 
the head for seven years ; go, teacher, attend this merchant's 
wife." 11811 

Then Jivaka Komarabhacca went up to the dwelling of that 
householder, the merchant, and having gone up, he enjoined 
the door-keeper, saying: "Go, good door-keeper, say to the 
merchant's wife, 'Lady, a doctor i<> come who wants to see 
you'". 

"Very well, teacher," and that door-keeper having answered 
Jivaka Komarabhacca in assent, approached that merchant's 
wife; having approached, he spoke thus to that merchant's 
wife: "Lady, a doctor is come who wants to see you." 

" What sort of a doctor is he, good door-keeper ? " 
"He is young, lady." 
"That's enough, good door-keeper. What could a young 

doctor do for me ? Many very great, world-famed doctors 
who have come have not been able to cure me; they have gone 
away taking much gold." 11911 

Then that door-keeper went up to Jivaka Komarabhacca ; 
having gone up, he spoke thus to Jivaka Komarabhacca: 
"Teacher, the merchant's wife speaks thus: 'That's enough, 
good door-keeper ... taking much gold'." 

"Go, good door-keeper, say to the merchant's wife: 'Lady, 
the doctor speaks thus: Do not, lady, give anything before
hand; when you become well, then you may give what you 
like '." 

"Very well, teacher," and that door-keeper having answered 
Jivaka Komarabhacca in assent, went up to that merchant's 
wife ; having gone up, he spoke thus to that merchant's wife : 
"Lady, the doctor speaks thus ... ' ... then you may 
give what you like'." 

"Well then, good door-keeper, let the doctor come." 

1 hiraii iia. 
1 tikicchati, to treat medically, to cure. 
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"Very well, lady," and that door-keeper having answered the 
merchant's wife in assent, went up to ]ivaka Komarabhacca ; 
having gone up, he spoke thus to Jivaka Komarabhacca : 

"The merchant's wife, teacher, summons you." II ro II 
Then Jivaka Komarabhacca went up to that merchant's 

wife; having gone up, having observed her uneasiness,1 he 
spoke thus to the merchant's wife: 

"Lady, a handful2 of ghee is wanted." 
Then that merchant's wife had a handful of ghee given to 

Jivaka Komarabhacca. Then Jivaka Komarabhacca, cooking 
up that handful of ghee with various medicines, made that 
merchant's wife lie down on her back on a couch and gave it 
(to her) through the nose. Then that ghee, given through 
the nose, came out through the mouth. Then that merchant's 
wife, spitting it into a receptacle, enjoined a slave-woman, 
saying: 

"Come, now, take up this ghee with cotton."3 II II II 
Then it occurred to Jivaka Komarabhacca : " It is astonish

ing how stingy this housewife4 is, in that she has this ghee, 
which ought to be thrown away, taken up with cotton ; [271] 
many of my very precious medicines went into it, and what 
kind of a fee 5 will she give me? " 

Then that merchant's wife, having observed Jivaka Komara
bhacca's uneasiness, spoke thus to Jivaka Komarabhacca: 
"Teacher, why are you perturbed? " 

" It occurred to me in this case : it is astonishing . . . will 
she give me ? " 

"But, teacher, we householders know about this economy6 ; 

this ghee is excellent for the servants or workmen for rubbing 
their feet, or poured out into a lainp. Do not you, teacher, 
be perturbed, your fee will not be lacking." 7 II rz II 

Then Jivaka Komarabhacca removed the merchant's wife's 
seven year old disease of the head by just the one treatment 

1 vikiira. 
_ 1 pasata, ~small measure of capacity; explained at VA. II I6 as ekahattha-

pu!a, what 1s contained in one hand. See n. at Vin. Texts ii. I78. 
• picu, which VA . I I I 6 explains by kappiisapatala, a cotton covering. 
1 gharatzJ, see B.D. ii. 203, n. I. · 
5 deyyadhamma. 
1 Saf'!Jyama. 
7 hiiyati, to waste away, to disappear, diminish, dwindle. 
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through the nose.1 Then that merchant's wife, being well, 
gave four thousand2 to Jivaka Komarabhacca; her son, 
thinking, "My mother is well", gave four thousand; her 
daughter-in-law, thinking, "My mother-in-law is well ", gave 
four thousand; the householder, the merchant, thinking, "My 
wife is well", gave four thousand and a slave and a slave
woman and a horse-chariot. Then Jivaka Komarabhacca, 
taking these sixteen thousand and the slave and the slave
woman and the horse-chariot, set out for Rajagaha; in due 
course he approached Abhaya, the king's son, at Rajagaha ; 
having approached he spoke thus to Abhaya, the king's son: 

" Sire, this is for my first work : sixteen thousand and a 
slave and a slave-woman and a horse-chariot. May your 
highness3 accept it as· a tribute for having had me cared for." 4 

" No, good Jivaka, let it be for you yourself ; but do build 
a dwelling in our palace5." 

"Very well, sire," and Jivaka Komarabhacca having 
answered Abhaya, the king's son, in assent, built a dwelling 
in the palace of Abhaya, the king's son. II 13 II 

Now at that time King Seniya Bimbisara of Magadha came 
to suffer from a fistula ; his outer garments were stained with 
blood. The queens, seeing this, made fun of him, saying: 
"Now the king is in his courses, the king is having a period, 
soon the king will give birth." On account of this the king 
became ashamed. Then King Seniya Bimbisara of Magadha 
spoke thus to Abhaya, the king's son : 

" Good Abhaya, I have such a disease that my outer garments 
are stained with blood. The queens, seeing this, make fun 
of me, saying, ' ... the king will give birth'. Please, good 
Abhaya, do find a doctor such as could attend me." 

" Sire, there is this Jivaka of ours, a young doctor of high 
repute; he will attend your majesty." 

"Very well, good Abhaya, [272] command the doctor, 
Jivaka, so that he shall attend me." I! I4 II 

1 natthukamma. Allowed to monks at Vin. i. 204. Cf. Vin. iii. 83 and 
B.D. i. I43, n. 2. At D. i. I2 called by some recluses and brahmans a 
low or worldly lore from which Gotama abstains. 

1 probably kahiiparzas. 
a deva, masc, sing. hete. 
1 posiivanika. 
5 antepura, not women's quarters hexe. 
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Then Abhaya, the Iring's son, commanded Jivaka Komara
bhacca, saying : " Go, good Jivaka, attend the king." 

"Very well, sire," and Jivaka Komarabhacca having 
answered Abhaya, the Iring's son, in assent, taking medicine 
under his nail, approached King Seniya Bimbisara of Magadha ; 
having approached, he spoke thus to King Seniya Bimbisara 
of Magadha: 

"Sire, let me see the disease." 
Then Jivaka Komarabhacca removed King Seniya Bimbisara 

of Magadha's fistula with just the one ointment. Then King 
Seniya Bimbisara of Magadha, being well, having had five 
hundred women adorned with all kinds of ornaments, having 
made them take (these) off, having had them made into a pile, 
spoke thus to Jivaka Komarabhacca : " Let all these ornaments 
of the five hundred women be yours, good Jivaka." 

"No, sire, may your majesty remember my office." 
"Well then, good Jivaka, may you tend me and the women1 

and the Order of monks with the awakened one at its head." 
"Very well, sire," Jivaka Komarabhacca answered King 

Seniya Bimbisara of Magadha in assent. II rs II 
Now at that time a merchant of Rajagaha had had a disease 

of the head for se.ven years. Many very great, world-famed 
doctors who had come had not been able to cure him. Taking 
much gold, they went away. Moreover he came to be given 
up by the doctors. Some doctors spoke thus : " The house
holder, the merchant will pass away11 on the fifth day." Some 
doctors spoke thus: "The householder, the merchant will pass 
away on the seventh day." Then it occurred to the urban 
council of Rajagaha: "This householder, the merchant is very 
useful to the king as well as to the urban council, but yet 
he has been given up by the doctors. Some doctors speak thuc; : 
'The householder, the merchant will pass away on the fifth 
day.' ·Some doctors speak thus: 'The householder, the 
merchant will pass away on the seventh day.' Now, this 
Jivaka, the king's doctor, is young and of good repute. Suppose 
we should ask Jivaka, the king's doctor, to attend the house
holder, the merchant? " II r6U 

1 ittk4gara. 
• kiila1!J karissati, will complete his time (here, in this birth), will die. 
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Then the urban council of Rajagaha approached King Seniya 
Bimbisara of Magadha; having approached they spoke thus 
to King Seniya Bimbisara of Magadha : 

"Sire, this householder, the merchant is very useful to your 
majesty as well as to the citizens ; but then he is given up 
by the doctors ... ' ... will die on the seventh day'. It 
were good if your majesty were to command Jivaka, the doctor, 
to attend the householder, the merchant." [273] 

Then King Seniya Bimbisara of Magadha commanded Jivaka 
Komarabhacca, saying: "Go, good Jivaka, attend the house
holder, the merchant." 

"Very well, sire," and Jivaka Komarabhacca having 
answered King Seniya Bimbisara of Magadha in assent, 
approached that householder, the merchant; having 
approached, having observed the uneasiness of the householder, 
the merchant, he spoke thus to the householder, the merchant : 

"If I, householder, should make you well, what would be 
my fee?" 

"All my property shall become yours, teacher, and I will 
be your slave." II I7 II 

"Now, househQlder, are you able to lie down on one side 
for seven months ? " 

"I am able, teacher, to lie down on one side for seven months." 
"Now, householder, are you able to lie down on the other 

side for seven months ? " 
"I am able, teacher, to lie down on the other side for seven 

months." 
"Now, householder, are you able to lie down on your back 

for seven months ? " 
"I am able, teacher, to lie down on my back for seven months." 
Then Jivaka Komarabhacca, having made the householder, 

the merchant lie down on a couch, having strapped him to 
the couch, having cut open the skin of his head, having openedl 
a suture in the skull, 2 having drawn out two living creatures, a 
showed them to the people, saying : 

"Do you see, masters, these two living creatures, the one 
small, the other large? This large living creature was seen 

1 vinametva , VA. I I I 7 explains by vivaritva. 
2 sibbini, cf. ]a. vi. 339, sibbiini (plural). 
• Pat~aka. 
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by those teachers who spoke thus : ' The householder, the 
merchant will pass away on the fifth day'; on the fifth day 
it would have destroyed the brain of the householder, the 
merchant, and when the brain had been destroyed the house
holder, the merchant would have passed away. It was rightly 
seen by those teachers. This small living creature wa'> seen 
by those teachers who spoke thus: 'The householder, the 
merchant will pass away on the seventh day'; on the seventh 
day it would have destroyed the brain of the householder, the 
merchant, and when the brain had been destroyed the house
holder, the merchant would have passed away. It was rightly 
seen by those teachers." And having closed the suture of the 
skull, having sewn up the skin of the head, he applied an 
ointment. II 18 II 

Then the householder, the merchant, when seven days had 
passed, spoke thus to Jivaka Komarabhacca : 

"I am not able, teacher, to lie down on one side for seven 
months.'' 

" But did you not, householder, answer me in assent, saying : 
'I am able, teacher, to lie down on one side for seven months'?" 

" It is true, teacher, that I answered thus, but I will die, 
I am not able to lie down on one side for seven months." 

"Well then, householder, you lie down on the other side 
for seven months." 

Then the householder, the merchant, when seven days had 
passed, spoke thus to Jivaka Komarabhacca: [274] 

" I am not able, teacher, to lie down on the other side for 
seven months." 

"But did you not, householder, answer me in assent, saying: 
' I am able, teacher, to lie down on the other side for seven 
months'?" 

"It is true, teacher, that I answered thus, but I will die, 
I am not able to lie down on the other side for seven months." 

"Well then, householder, you lie down on your back for 
seven months." 

Then the householder, the merchant, when seven days had 
passed, spoke thus to Jivaka Komarabhacca : 

"I am not able, teacher, to lie down on my back for seven 
months." 

"But did you not, householder, answer me in assent, saying: 
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' I am able, teacher, to lie down on my back for se•:en months' ? 
"It is true, teacher, thaf I answered thus, but I will die, 

I am not able to lie down on my back for seven months." 
II rgll 

"If I, householder, had not spoken to you thus, you would 
not have lain down so long (as this) ; but I knew beforehand 
that the householder, the merchant would become well in three 
times seven days. Rise up, householder, you are well; find 
what is my fee." 

"All my property shall become yours, teacher, and I will be 
your slave." 

"No, householder, do not give me all your property and 
do not be my slave; give a hundred thousand to the king 
and a hundred thousand to me." 

Then the householder, the merchant, being well, gave a 
hundred thousand to the king and a hundred thousand to 
Jivaka Komarabhacca. II 20 II 

Now at that time the son of a merchant of Benares,1 while 
playing at turning somersaults, 2 came to suffer from a twist 
in the bowels, so that he did not properly digest the conjey 
that he drank nor did he properly digest the food that he ate 
or relieve himself regularly. Because of this he became thin, 
wretched, his colour bad, yellowish, the veins showing all over 
his body.3 Then it occurred to the merchant of Benares: 

" Now what kind of affliction has my son ? He does not 
properly digest the conjey that he drinks and he does not 
properly digest the food that he eats and he does not relieve 
himself regularly. Because of this he is thin, wretched, of a 
bad colour, yellowish, the veins showing all over his body. 
What now if I, having gone to Rajagaha, should ask the king 
for Jivaka, the doctor, to attend my son ? " 

Then the merchant of Benares, having gone to Rajagaha, 
approached King Seniya Bimbisara of Magadha; having 
approached, he spoke thus to King Seniya Bimbisara of 
Magadha: 

" Sire, my son has this kind of affliction : he does not 

1 Bii.ra!].aseyyaka, an inhabitant of Benares, Barai].asl ; on the analogy 
of Paveyyaka, an inhabitant of Pava, see above, p. 31, n. 2. 

1 mokkhacikaya kfJantassa. Cf. B.D. i. 316, n. 1, 12. 
a stock-phrase, 

2D 
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properly digest ... the veins showing all over his body. It 
were good if your majesty [275] were to command Jivaka, 
the doctor, to attend my son." 1121 II 

Then King Seniya Bimbisara of Magadha commanded Jivaka 
Komarabhacca, saying: "Go, good Jivaka, having gone to 
Benares, attend the son of the merchant of Benares." 

"Very well, sire," and Jivaka Komarabhacca having 
answered King Seniya Bimbisara of Magadha in assent, having 
gone to Benares, approached the son of the merchant of 
Benares; having approached, having observed the uneasiness 
of the son of the merchant of Benares, having caused the people 
to be turned away, having surrounded him with a curtain,1 

having tied him to a post, having placed his wife in front 
(of him), having cut open the skin of his stomach, having 
drawn out the twisted bowel, showed it to his wife, saying: 
" See, this was your husband's affliction; because of this he 
did not properly digest the conjey that he drank and did not 
properly digest the food that he ate and did not relieve himself 
regularly ; because of this he is thin, wretched, his colour bad, 
yellowish, the veins showing all over his body." Having 
straightened out the twisted bowel, having put back the bowel 
again, having sewn up the skin of the stomach, he applied 
an ointment. Then the son of the merchant of Benares soon 
became well. Then the merchant of Benares, saying: "My 
son is well," gave sixteen thousand to Jivaka Komarabhacca. 
Then Jivaka Komarabhacca, taking those sixteen thousand, 
went back again to Rajagaha. 1122 II 

Now at that time King Pajjota2 came to be suffering from 
jaundice. 3 Many very great, world-famed doctors, who had 
come had not been able to cure him; taking much gold, they 
went away. Then King Pajjota sent a messenger to King 
Seniya Bimbisara of Magadha, saying: "I have this kind of 
disease; it would be good if your majesty were to command 
Jivaka, the doctor, so that he should attend me." Then King 
Bimbisara of Magadha commanded Jivaka Komarabhacca, 
saying : " Go, good Jivaka, having gone to Ujjeni, attend 
King Pajjota." 

1 t~rokarat~i, as at Vin. ii. r 52. 

• Kmg of Avanti, capital Ujjeni; cf. DhA. i. rg2. 
1 pat~tJurogdbiidha. Cf. Vin. i. 206 where a monk had this disease. The 

cure " allowed " him was different from the one administered to Pajjota. 

.I 
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"Very well, sire," and Jivaka Komarabhacca having 
answered King Seniya Bimbisara of Magadha in assent, 
having gone to Ujjeni, approached King Pajjota, and having 
approached, having observed his uneasiness, he spoke thus 
to King Pajjota : 1123 II 

" Sire, I will cook up some ghee, and your majesty will drink 
it." 

"No, good Jivaka, do what you can to make (me) well 
without ghee; ghee is abhorrent to me, loathsome." Then 
it occurred to Jivaka Komarabhacca : [276] " The king's 
disease is of such a kind that it is not possible to make him well 
without ghee. Suppose I should cook up the ghee (so that 
it has) the colour of an astringent decoction, the smell 
of an astringent decoction, the taste of an astringent 
decoction1 ? " 

Then Jivaka Komarabhacca cooked up the ghee with various 
medicines (so that it had) the colour of an astringent decoction, 
the smell of an astringent decoction, the taste of an astringent 
decoction. Then it occurred to Jivaka Komarabhacca : 
"When the king has drunk and digested the ghee, it will 
make him sick. This king is violent,2 he might have me killed. 
Suppose I should ask (for permission to go away) beforehand ? " 
Then Jivaka Komarabhacca approached King Pajjota; having 
approached he spoke thus to King Pajjota : II 24 II 

"Sire, we doctors at such a momenta as this are pulling up 
roots, gathering medicines. It were good if your majesty were 
to command at the stables' and at the gateways, saying : 
' Let Jivaka go out by means of whatever conveyance5 he 
desires, let him go out by whatever gateway he desires, let 

1 kasavavattrta'!l kasavagandha'fl kasavarasa'fl. Vin. Texts ii. r87 reads 
" so that it takes the colour, the smell and the taste of an astlingent 
decoction", P.E.D. suggests "of reddish-yellow colour, having a pungent 
smell, haVIng an astringent taste." Four kinds of kasava, astringent decoc
tions, to be used as medicine in flavouring food, are allowed at Vin. i. 201, 
and kasavodaka, a watery astringent decoction, at Vin. i. 205. At Vin. ii. 
rsr the kasava allowed was an astringent liquid to be applied to the colour
ing matter given to walls so as to make the colouring stick on. 

• cat~tJa. Pajjota's full name was Ca.J}.<;!apajjota. 
• muhutta is a short period of time, its use here presumably implying 

that it was urgent for him to get aw<J.y on his business. 
' vahanagara, the 1oom for the conveyances, mounts, vehicles or beasts 

of burden, so stables, coach-house. 
• vahana, mount. 
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him go out at whatever time he desires, let him come in at 
whatever time he desires'." Then King Pajjota commanded 
at the stables and at the gateways, saying : " Let Jivaka go 
out by means of whatever conveyance he desires, let him go 
out by whatever gateway he desires, let him go out at whatever 
time he desires, let him come in at whatever time he desires." 

Now at that time King Pajjota had a she-elephant, called 
Bhaddavatika, who could do fifty yojanas.1 Then Jivaka 
Komarabhacca offered the ghee to King Pajjota, saying: 
"Let your majesty drink an astringent decoction." Then 
Jivaka Komarabhacca having made King Pajjota drink the 
ghee, having gone to the elephant stable, hastened out of the 
city on the she-elephant, Bhaddavatika. 1125 II 

Then King Pajjota, when he had drunk and digested the ghee, 
was sick. Then King Pajjota spoke thus to the people: 
"Good sirs, the wicked Jivaka has made me drink ghee. Well 
now, good sirs, look for the doctor, Jivaka." 

"Sire, he has hastened out of the city on the she-elephant, 
Bhaddavatlka." 

Now at that time King Pajjota came to have a slave called 
Kaka, 2 who could do sixty yojanas and who was born of a 
non-human being. Then King Pajjota commanded the slave, 
Kaka, saying: "Go, good Kaka, make Jivaka, the doctor, 
return, saying,' The king, teacher, orders you to come back '. 3 

Now, good Kaka, these doctors are full of cunning, so do not 
accept anything from him." 112611 

And the slave, Kaka, caught up Jivaka Komarabhacca on 
the road to Kosambi as he was having breakfast. Then Kaka, 
the slave, spoke thus to Jivaka Komarabhacca: [277] "The 
king, teacher, orders you to come back." 

"Wait, good Kaka, until we have eaten; come, good Ka.ka, 
you eat." 

" No, teacher, I am commanded by the king, saying : ' Now 
good Kaka, these doctors are full of cunning, so do not accept 
anything from him'." 

Now at that time Jivaka Komarabhacca, having stripped 

1 Vin. Texts ii. I88 adds " (in one day) " ; this information is given at 
DhA. i. I96: ekadivasafTJ pannii.sa yojanii.ni gacchati. Above she is described 
as panniisayojanikii.. 

2 Mentioned at DhA. i. Ig6. 
1 nivattii.peti, " is having you sent back ". 

1 
! 
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off1 the medicinal (part) with his nail, was eating an emblic 
myrobalan2 and drinking water. Then Jivaka Komarabhacca 
spoke thus to Kaka, the slave: "Here, good Kaka, eat the 
emblic myrobalan and drink the water." II 27 II 

Then Kaka, the slave, thinking: "This doctor is eating 
the emblic myrobalan and drinking the water, there should 
not be anything hannful,"3 ate half the emblic myrobalan and 
drank the water. But he ejected that half emblic myrobalan 
that he was eating, on the spot. Then Kaka, the slave, spoke 
thus to Jivaka Komarabhacca : 

"Is there life for me, teacher? " 
" Do not be afraid, good Kaka, for you will get well ; but 

the king is violent, that king might have me killed, so I am 
not coming back," and giving the she-elephant, Bhaddavatika, 
into Kaka's charge, he set out for Rajagaha ; in due course 
he approached Rajagaha, and King Seniya Bimbisara of 
Magadha; having approached he told this matter to King 
Seniya Bimbisara of Magadha. 

" You did well, good Jivaka, in not going back, that king 
is violent, he might have you killed." 1128 II· 

Then King Pajjota, being well, sent a messenger to Jivaka 
Komarabhacca, saying : " Let Jivaka come, I will grant him 
a boon." 

"No, master, let his majesty remember my office." 
Now at that time there accrued to King Pajjota a pair of 

Siveyyaka cloths4 which were the chief and best and foremost 
and most excellent and loveliest of many cloths, of many pairs 

1 olumpetvii, with v.l. (see Vin. i. 390) ulumpetvii, odametvii, ojumpetvii.. 
VA. III7 explains by odahitvii. pakkhipitvii., having put in, having mse1ted. 

2 iimalaka, phyllanthus emblica. The fruit allowed as a medicine at 
Vin. i. 201. 

s na at•ahati kinci piipakarp. hoturp.. 
' Siveyyaka dttssayttga. VA. I I I 7 gives two explanations of Siveyyaka : 

either it means the cloths used in the Uttarakuru couutry for covering the 
dead bodies brought to the cemeteries, sfvatthika, in which case a certain 
kind of bird taking a piece of flesh to the Himalayas, eats it and throws 
aside the cloth ; then a forest-wanderer seeing the cloth brings it to the 
king; this cloth was obtained by Pajjota in this way. Or, Siveyyaka 
means that the good women of the Sivi kingdom think, ' thread is spun 
from these filicules ' and they speak of a cloth woven of this thread by 
this name. " Because of this siveyyaka means cemetery-cloth in the 
Uttarakuru country, and cloth produced in the Sivi kingdom". Vin. Texts 
ii. I90 says "No doubt the latter explication is the right one". Cf. Pii.va, 
Paveyyaka, above, p. 3 I, n. 2. and Barii.J;tasi, Bii.rii.J;taseyyaka, above, p. 389 n. r. 

Dussayuga means the two cloths, the loin-cloth or dhoti, and the upper 
cloth, which are usually worn by laymen. 

!I 
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of cloths, of many hundred pairs of cloths, of many thousand 
pairs of cloths, of many hundred thousand pairs of cloths. 
Then King Pajjota sent this pair of Siveyyaka cloths to Jivaka 
Komarabhacca. Then it occurred to Jivaka Komarabhacca : 

" This pair of Siveyyaka cloths, sent me by King Pajjota, 
is the most excellent and loveliest of many cloths . . . ; 
no one else is worthy of it but the Lord, the perfected one, 
the wholly awakened one, or King Seniya Bimbisara of Mag
adha." 1129 II 

Now at that time the Lord came to have a disturbance of 
the humours of his body.1 Then the Lord addressed the 
venerable Ananda, saying: [278] "Ananda, the Truth-finder 
has a disturbance of the humours of his body ; the Truth
finder desires to take2 a purgative."3 Then the venerable 
Ananda approached Jivaka Komarabhacca; having approached 
he spoke thus to Jivaka Komarabhacca : 

" Jivaka, sir, the Truth-finder has a disturbance of the 
humours of his body ; the Truth-finder desires to take a 
purgative." 

"Well now, revered .Ananda, lubricate' the Truth-finder's 
body for a few days." Then the venerable Ananda, having 
lubricated the Truth-finder's body for a few days, approached 
Jivaka Komarabhacca; having approached he spoke thus to 
Jivaka Komarabhacca : 

" Jivaka, sir, the Truth-finder's body has been lubricated ; 
what do you think is right for him now ? " II 30 II 

Then it occurred to Jivaka Komarabhacca : " It is not 
suitable that I should give a strong purgative to the Lord," 
and having had three handfuls of lotuses& mixed 6 with various 

1 kayo dosdbhisanno. Cf. Vin. i. 206 where a certain monk ~as abhisannas 
kaya, " had a superfluity of humours in his body " ; various purgative. 
were allowed. At Vin. ii. I 19 some monks also became abhisannakii.ya
Vin. Texts ii. 6o, n. 6 says that dosa" is a disturbance of the so-called humours 
in the body." Dosa is used in sense of some kind of sickness at Miln. 43· 
At Miln. 172 we get tikicchako abhisanne kii.ye kupite dose sinehaniyiini 
bhesajjiini deli, " does a physician give softening medicines when the body 
is full of humours and afflicted by them ? " 

2 pii.tutp, lit. to drink; cf. same phrase at Vin. i. 206, where purging 
drinks are allowed. 

3 virecana. This and three other kinds are held (at D. i. I 2) by some 
recluses and brahmans to be worldly lore-abstained from by Gotama. 

• sinehetha. Cf. sinehaniyani bhesajjiini at Miln. 172. 
6 uppalahatthiini. 
1 paribhiivetvii, or supplied with, treated with. 
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medicines, he approached the Lord; having approached he 
offered the Lord one handful of lotuses, saying: "Lord, may 
the Lord sniff up1 {the scent of) this first handful of lotuses ; 
this will purge the Lord ten times." Then he offered the Lord 
the second handful of lotuses, saying: "Lord, may the Lord 
sniff up {the scent of) this second handful o:£ lotuses ; this will 
purge the Lord ten times." Then he offered the Lord the 
third handful of lotuses, saying: "Lord, may the Lord sniff 
up (the scent of) this third handful of lotuses ; this will purge 
the Lord ten times " ; thus, he thought that the Lord would 
be purged all together thirty times. 2 Then Jivaka Komara
bhacca, having given the Lord a purgative for thirty times 
all together, having greeted the Lord, departed keeping his 
right side towards him. II3I II 

Then it occurred to Jivaka Komarabhacca when he had gone 
outside the porch: "A purgative has been given by me to 
the Lord for all together thirty times. The Lord has a disturb
ance of the humours of his body ; it will not purge the Lord 
all together thirty times, it will purge the Lord twenty-nine 
times, but then the Lord, being purged, will bathe ; when 
he has bathed, the Lord will purge once, thus the Lord will 
be purged all together thirty times." Then the Lord, knowing 
by mind the reasoning in the mind3 of Jivaka Komarabhacca, 
addressed the venerable Ananda, saying: 

"Now, Ananda, it occurred to Jivaka Komarabhacca when 
he had gone outside the porch: 'A purgative has been given 
byrne to the Lord ... thus the Lord will be purged all together 
thirty times.' Well now, Ananda, prepare (some) hot water." 

"Very well, Lord," and the venerable Ananda having answered 
the Lord in assent, [279] prepared (some) hot water. 1132 II 

Then Jivaka Komarabhacca approached the Lord; having 
approached, having greeted the Lord, he sat down at a respect
ful distance. As he was sitting down at a respectful distance, 
Jivaka Komarabhacca spoke thus to the Lord : " Lord, is the 
Lord purged ? " 

" I am purged, Jivaka." 
"Now, Lord, it occurred to me after I had gone outside 

1 upasinghatu , cf. S. i. 204. 
1 passive construction lit. : thus will there be for the Lord a purge thirty 

times. 
1 cetasii. cetoparivitakkatp aiinaya, stock; cj. S. i. IOJ, 178. 
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the porch: 'A purgative has been given by me to the Lord 
. . . thus the Lord will be purged all together thirty times.' 
Lord, let the Lord bathe, let the well-farer bathe." Then the 
Lord bathed in the hot water ; when he had bathed the Lord 
purged once ; thus the Lord purged all together thirty times. 
Then Jivaka Komarabhacca spoke thus to the Lord : " Lord, 
untilthe Lord's body comes to be normal, almsfood of juices will 
be enough.''1 And the Lord's body soon became normal. 1133 II 

Then Jivaka Komarabhacca, taking that pair of Siveyyaka 
cloths, approached the Lord; having approached, having 
greeted the Lord, he sat down at a respectful distance. As he 
was sitting down at a respectful distance, Jivaka Komarabhacca 
spoke thus to the Lord : " Lord, I ask one boon of the Lord." 

" Jivaka, Truth-finders are beyond (granting) boons. " 2 

" Lord, it is what is allowable and what is blameless." 
" Speak on, Jivaka.'' 
" Lord, the Lord and the Order of monks are wearers of 

rag-robes.3 Lord, this pair of Siveyyaka cloths was sent me 
by King Pajjota ; of many cloths, of many pairs of cloths, 
of many hundred pairs of cloths, of many thousand pairs of 
cloths, of many hundred thousand pairs of cloths, it is the 
chief and best and foremost and most excellent and loveliest. 
Lord, may the Lord accept my pair of Siveyyaka cloths, and 
may he allow householders' robes4 to the Order of monks." 
The Lord accepted the ·pair of Siveyyaka cloths. Then the 
Lord gladdened, rejoiced, roused, delighted Jivaka Komara
bhacca with dhamma-talk. 6 And when Jivaka Komarabhacca 
had been gladdened . . . delighted by the Lord with dhamma
talk, rising from his seat, greeting the Lord, he departed 
keeping his right side towards him. 1134 II 

Then the Lord, on this occasion, having given dhamma-talk, 
addressed the monks, saying : 

1 ala1p yusapif!tf,apiitena. Vin. Te:rts ii. 193 translates "you had better 
abstain from liquid food". Natural juices, akaJayusa, are allowed at 
Vin. i. 206 as a purgative. 

a atikkantavarii. Cf. Vin. i. 82, 292. See above, p. 104. 
a VA. II 19 says that neither the Lord during the twenty years since 

his attainment of enlightenment until this event happened, nor any monk, 
had accepted householders' robes; all were rag-robe wearers. 

' VA. 1 I 19 makes the point that these were robes (or robe-material) 
given by householders. 

' VA. 1119 says " with talk connected with the advantage of giving 
clothes." 

' 1.3s-2.1] MAHAVAGGA VIII 397 

" I allow you, monks, householders' robes. Whoever wishes 
may be a rag-robe wearer; whoever wishes may consent to 
(accept) householders' robes.1 And I, monks, commend 
satisfaction with the one or the other. " 2 

People in Rajagaha heard : [280] " Householders' robes are 
allowed to monks by the Lord," and these people became joyful, 
elated, thinking : " Now we will give gifts, we will work merit, 8 

inasmuch as householders' robes are allowed to monks by the 
Lord.'' And in just one day many thousand robes were 
produced in Rajagaha. 

Country-people heard : " Householders' robes are allowed 
to monks by the Lord," and these people became joyful and 
elated, thinking : "Now we will give gifts, we will work merit, 
inasmuch as householders' robes are allowed to monks by the 
Lord." And in just one day many thousand robes were 
produced in the country. 1135 II 

Now at that time a mantle4 accrued to the Order. They 
told this matter to the Lord. He said : " I allow you, monks, 
a mantle.'' A silk mantle accrued. " I allow you, monks, a 
silk mantle," he said. A fleecy coverlets accrued. "I allow 
you, monks, a fleecy coverlet," he said. 113611111 

Told is the First Portion for Repeating. 

Now at that time the king of Kasi 6 sent woollen stuf£7 that 

1 Cf. Vin. iii. 172 (B.D. i. 298). 
s itaritarena. Cf. MV. VIII. 3. 2. VA. II 19 says " with one of little 

value, with one of great value, with whatever it is •·. Thus Childers is, I 
think, right in understanding the phrase as " whether the robes are good 
or bad ", see Vin. Texts ii. 194, n. 2. 

• puniia1p karissiima. This literal translation best preserves the Indian 
notion of karma, kamma, deeds, actions, or working whose result is held 
to be either good or bad, meritorious or lacking in merit. 

'paviira, or cloak. Word occurs at ]ii. v. 409. VA. 1119 says salomako 
kappasikapiiviiro, a cotton piiviira with something woolly-lama being the 
wool or hair of an animal. 

' kojava. P.E.D. gives a " rug or cover with long hair, a fleecy counter
pane", and Childers " a goat's hair coverlet of fine workmanshp, " (cf. 
Abhidhiinapp. 312). VA. 1119 distinguishes between the ordinary kojava, 
meant here, and kojava which is mahiipif!hiya, large at the back (?), and 
says that like a paviira it is made of wool. Word occurs again at DhA. i. 
177, transld. Burlingame, Bud. Legends, i. 259, "coverlet of goat's hair" ; 
and at DhA. iii. 297, as piiviirakojava, transld. Bud. Legends iii. 96, "cloak 
and goats' hair coverlet". Kojava occurs in definition of gOf!aka, a woollen 
cover with long fleece, at VA. 1086, DA. 86, ThfgA. 253, SA. ii. 325. 

• Kiisi was a mahiijanapada, capital Benares. VA. III9 says that the 
king was bwther to Pasenadi by the same father. 

7 kambala, or a woollen blanket or garment. 
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was worth half a kasi, being valued at half a kasi,1 to Jivaka 
Komarabhacca. Then Jivaka Komarabhacca, taking that 
woollen stuff that was worth half a kiisi, approached the Lord ; 
having approached, having greeted the Lord, he sat down at 
a respectful distance. As he was sitting down at a respectful 
distance, Jivaka Komarabhacca spoke thus to the Lord : 
"Lord, this woollen stuff that is worth half a kiisi, being valued 
at half a kasi, was sent to me by the king of Kasi. Lord, may 
the Lord accept the woollen stuff from me that it may be 
for me a blessing and a happiness for a long time." The Lord 
accepted the woollen stuff. Then the Lord gladdened, rejoiced, 
roused, delighted Jivaka Komarabhacca with dhamma-talk. 
Jivaka Komarabhacca, gladdened ... with dhamma-talk, 
having greeted the Lord, departed keeping his right side 
towards him. Then the Lord, on this occasion, having given 
reasoned talk, addressed the monks, saying: "I allow you, 
monks, woollen stuff." II r 11211 

At that time various kinds2 of robe-material accrued to the 
Order. Then it occurred to the monks: "Now, what (kind 
of) robe-materials are allowed by the Lord, what are not 
allowed ? " They told this matter to the Lord. He said : 
" Monks, I allow six (kinds of) robe-materials3 : linen, cotton, 
silk, wool, coarse hempen cloth, canvas." II I II 

1 a¢¢hakiisika't]t kambala't]t pahesi upalj,¢hakiisinam khamamiinam. Vin. 
Texts ii. I95 has " a woollen garment made half of Benares cloth ... " 
with n. that " our translation of addhakasikam kambalam is merely con
jectuml. "_ VA. I 1 I9. says " here klisi means· a thousand, a thing· worth 
that 1s kaszya, but th1s 1s worth five hundred therefore it is called half
kiisi ; for this same reason it is said upa¢¢hakiisina't]t khamamiinam ". 
The whole passage is obscure. Benares was famous for its silks and musiins 
but the stuff sent by the king was of wool. I am therefore following th~ 
Corny's le3:d in taking kiisi, kiisika and kiisina't]t as representing worth, cost 
;!r value 1~ the above passage. C.P.D. unde1 alj,lj,hakiisika says that it 
. seems ong. to mean a sort of 'half-muslin' (cf. kiisika), but here taken 
m the sense of a pwce of stuff sufficient for half the people of Kiisi ". See 
D.P.P.N. under A9.9-hakasl, the courtesan, for suggestions that she de1ived 
her name fro~ the fact that she cha_rged her patrons " five hundred " (i.e. 
probably kahapa1;1as). FugA. 3I5 giVes the value of brand new, neither 
new nor old, and worn Kii.si cloths. fa. vi. I5I, 450 says that a garment 
of Kasi cloth is worth a hundred thousand. 

1 ucc4vaciini. VA. I II9 says " nice and nasty." 
•. At Vin. i. 58, 96 these six are called benefits extra to rag-robes. At 

A. 1v ... 394 the first four are mentioned as forming part of a nch gift. See 
B.D. 11. 143 for notes. They are, naturally, identical with the six kinds 
of thread or yarn, Vin. iii. 256. 

3.2-4.3] MAHAVAGGA VIII 399 

Now at that time these monks [281] consented to house
holders' robes ; (but) being scrupulous, they did not consent 
to rag-robes, thinking : " Only one (kind of) robe is allowed 
by the. Lord, not two (kinds)." They told this matter 
to the Lord. He said : " Monks, I allow him who 
consents to householders' robes to consent also to 
rag-robes. And I, monks, commend satisfaction with both."1 

11211311 

Now at that time several2 monks came to be going along a 
high-road in the Kosala country. Some monks went into a 
cemetery for rag-robes, 3 other monks did not wait. Those 
monks who went into the cemetery for rag-robes obtained 
rag-robes ; those monks who did not wait spoke thus : " Your 
reverences, give us also a portion." 

These spoke thus : '' Your reverences, we will not give you 
a portion ; why did you not wait ? " 

They told this matter to the Lord. He said: "I allow, 
you, monks, not to give a portion, if you are not willing, to 
those who do not wait." II I II 

Now at that time several monks came to be going along a 
high-road in the Kosala country. Some monks went into a 
cemetery for rag-robes, other monks waited. Those monks 
who went into the cemetery for rag-robes obtained rag-robes; 
those monks who waited spoke thus : " Your reverences, give 
us also a portion." 

These spoke thus : " Your reverences, we will not give you 
a portion ; why did you not go in ? " 

They told this matter to the Lord. He said : " I allow vou 
monks, to give a portion, (even) if you are not willing, to thos~ 
who wait." II 2 II 

Now at that time several monks came to be going along 
a high-road in the Kosala country. Some monks went into 
a cemetery for rag-robes first, other monks went in afterwards. 
Those monks who went into the cemetery for rag-robes first, 
obtained rag-robes. Those monks who went in afterwards 

1 Cf. MV. viii. 1. 35· 
1 sambahulii. 
1 At Vism. 62 cemetery-rags, sosiinika, head the list of rags from which • 

rag-robes can be made. 
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did not obtain them ; these spoke thus : " Your reverences, 
give us also a portion." 

These spoke thus : " Your reverences, we will not give you 
a portion ; why did you go in afterwards ? " 

They told this matter to the Lord. He said : " I allow you, 
monks, not to give a portion, if you are not willing, to those 
who go in afterwards." II 3 II 

Now at that time several monks came to be going along 
a high-road in the Kosala country. These went into a cemetery 
together1 for rag-robes; some monks obtained rag-robes, other 
monks did not [282] obtain them. Those monks who did not 
obtain them spoke thus : " Your reverences, give us also a 
portion." 

These spoke thus : " Your reverences, we will not give you 
a portion ; why did not you obtain (any) ? " 

They told this matter to the Lord. He said : " I allow you, 
monks, to give a portion, (even) if you are not willing, to those 
who go in together with (you)." 11411 

Now at that time several monks came to be going along a 
high-road in the Kosala country. These, having made an 
agreement, 2 went into a cemetery for rag-robes; some monks 
obtained rag-robes, other monks did not obtain them. Those 
monks who did not obtain them, spoke thus : " Your rever
ences, give us also a portion." 

These spoke thus : " Your reverences, we' will not give you 
a portion ; why did you not obtain (any) ? " 

They told this matter to the Lord. He said : " I allow you, 
monks, having made an agreement, to give a portion, (even) 
if you are not willing, to those who go in." II 5 II 4 II 

Now at that time people, taking robe-material, came to a 
monastery ; these, not finding an accepter, 3 conveyed it back ; 
little robe-material accrued. They told this matter to the 
Lord. He said : 

" I allow you, monks, to agree upon a monk endowed with 

1 Sadisii okkamif?"SU. VA. II20 gives two explanations: either they 
all, sabbe, went in, or, they went in at one part (or quarter). ekadisiiya. 

1 VA. II20 says that "the rag-robes obtained having been distributed 
,to all, they say. 'We will take them'". 

a paJiggiihaka, or distr1butor. 

S.r-6.2) MAHAVAGGA VIII 401 

five qualities as accepter of robe-material1 : one who 
would not follow a wrong course through partiality, 
one who would not follow a wrong course through 
hatred, one who would not follow a wrong course through 
stupidity, one who would not follow a wrong course 
through fear, and one who would know what is taken 
and what is not taken. 2 II I II 

"And thus, monks, should he be agreed upon. First, a monk 
is to be requested. Having requested (him), the Order should 
be informed by an experienced, competent monk, saying: 
' Honoured sirs, let the Order listen to me. If it seems right 
to the Order, the Order should agree upon the monk so and so 
as accepter of robe-material. This is the motion. Honoured 
sirs, let the Order listen to me. The Order is agreeing upon 
the monk so and so as accepter of robe-material. If the agree
ment upon the monk so and so as accepter of robe-material 
is pleasing to the venerable ones, let them be silent ; he to 
whom it is not pleasing should speak. The monk so and so 
is agreed upon by the Order as accepter of robe-material. It 
is pleasing to the Order ; therefore they are silent. Thus do I 
understand this'." 11211511 

Now at that time the monks who were accepters of robe
material, having accepted robe-material, leaving it just there, 
went away; the robe-material was lost. They told this matter 
to the Lord. He said: "I allow you [283], monks, to agree 
upon a monk endowed with five qualities as keeper of robe
material3: one who would not follow a wrong course through 
partiality . . . one who would not follow a wrong course 
through fear, and one who would know what is laid by and 
what is not laid by. 4 II r II 

"And thus, monks, should he be agreed upon ... " (as in 

1 At Vin. ii. 176 it is said that at that time there was no accepter of robe
material. ciuarapapiggiihaka. One is to be agreed upon by the monks in 
precisely the same way as above, which was indeed the regular manner 
for appointing all the functionaries of the Order. VA. II20 says that the 
civarapa!iggiihaka takes the robe-material which is being given to the Order 
by the householders. Cf. A. iii. 274. 

1 For gahitdgahita cf. Vin. ii. 167, 176, iii. 246. 
1 ciuaranidiihaka, the one who lays aside or puts away the robe-material, 

until it is wanted. 
' nihitdnihita. 
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5. 2 reading keeper of robe-material instead of accepter of 
robe-material). l!zll611 

Now at that time the monks who were keepers of robe
material kept the robe-material in a shed1 and at the root 
of a tree and in the hollow of a nimb-tree2 ; it was eaten 
by rats and white ants. They told this matter to the Lord. 
He said: 

" I allow you, monks, to agree upon a store-room that the 
Order desires : a dwelling-place or a curved houses or a long 
house4 or a mansion5 or a cave. 8 II I Jl 

"And thus, monks, should it be agreed upon. The Order 
should be informed by an . experienced, competent monk, 
saying: 'Honoured sirs, let the Order listen to me. If it 
seems right to the Order, the Order should agree upon such 
and such a dwelling-place as a store-room. Thi'> is the motion. 
Honoured sirs, let the Order listen to me. The Order is 
agreeing upon such and such a dwelling-place as a store-room. 
If the agreement upon such and such a dwelling-place as a 
store-room is pleasing to the venerable ones let them be silent ; 
he to whom it is not pleasing should speak. Such and such 
a dwelling-place is agreed upon by the Order as a store-room. 
It is pleasing to the Order ; therefore it is silent. Thus do I 
understand this '.'' II 2 II 7 II 

Now at that time an Order's robe-material came to be 
unguarded 7 in the store-room. They told this matter to the 
Lord. He said : 

" I allow you, monks, to agree upon a monk endowed with 
five qualities as guardian of the store-rooms : one who would 
not follow a wrong course through partiality . . . one who 
would not follow a wrong course through fear, and one who 

1 mapgapa. 
2 nimbakosa. Cf. Vin. i. 152. 
3 agghayoga. See above, p. 75. n. 4· 
4 piisiid«:, see B.D. ii. r6, n. 5· 
6 hammtya, see B.D. ii. r6, n. 6. 
• guha. On these five, see above, p. 75· 
; VA. I 12_1. says from r3:~~· mice, white. ants, crumbling walls. 

bhapgagank'!.. CJ. A. m .. 274. At Vtn. ii. 176 it is said that there 
was no bhapgdganka at that tlme. The Lord allowed one to be appointed 
as above. ' 
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would know what is guarded and what is not guarded.1 And 
thus, monks, should he be agreed upon . . . ' . . . The monk 
so and so is agreed upon by the Order as guardian of the 
store-room. [284] It is pleasing to the Order; therefore it 
is silent. Thus do I understand this '." II I II 

Now at that time the group of six monks turned away2 the 
guardian of a store-room. They told this matter to the Lord. 
He said : " Monks, a guardian of a store-room is not to be 
turned away.a Whoever should turn him away, there is an 
offence of wrong-doing." 112 11811 

Now at that time robe-material came to be heaped up in 
an Order's store-room. They told this matter to the Lord. 
He said : " I allow you, monks, to distribute it by means 
of the Order that is present." 4 Then the whole Order, 
distributing the robe-material, made a tumult. 5 They told 
this matter to the Lord. He said : 

" I allow you, monks, to agree upon a monk endowed with 
five qualities as distributor of robe-material 6 

: one who would 
not follow a wrong c.ourse through partiality . . . one who 
would not follow a wrong course through fear, and one who 
would know what is distributed and what is not distributed. 
And thus, monks, should he be agreed upon ... ' ... The 
monk so and so is agreed upon by the Order as distributor 
of robe-material. It is pleasing to the Order ; therefore it 
is silent. Thus do I understand this '." II I II 

1 According to VA. r 122 he should guard against the pests (note before 
the last above), should close the doors and window-holes in. the cold weather 
and open them in the hot weather to let the. wmd .come m. The accepter 
of robe-material-whether accepted at the nght tlme or t.he wrong tlme, 
whether given for urgent 1easons, whether robes for the rams, rugs, sheets 
or towels-should give these things to the keeper of robe-matenal~ who 
should give them to the guardian of the storeroom. Thus, put by m the 
storeroom, when the time comes, they can be given to a monk as a set of 
three robes, or as two robes or as one. 

• vutthiipenti made get up, removed; cf. Vin. iv. 42. 
a VA rrzz 'says that there are four kinds of persons not to be turned 

away: ·an older monk (older than the one who would turn hir;t out), a 
guardian of a storeroom, an ill monk, one who has recetved lodgmgs from 
the Order. 

4 sammukhibhuta. VA. I 123 says " being within the precint!> and boun-
dary." . . , . 

• VA. I r 2 3 says that they made a great no1se, saymg, Gtve for our 
teacher, give for our preceptor.' . . . . 

• civarabhiijaka. Cf. Vin. ii. 176 where 1t 1S sard that at that tlme there 
was no distributor of robe-material ; one was allowed to be appomted, 
a.s above. 
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Then it occurred to the monks who were the distributors 
of robe-material: "Now, how should we distribute the robe
material ? " They told this matter to the Lord. He said : 
" I allow you, monks, having first examinedt it, .having 
esti~ated3 it, having equalised3 it, having counted the monks, 
havmg formed them into sections,' to arrange5 a share of the 
robe-material (for each section)." 

Then it occurred to the monks who were the distributors 
of robe-material: "Now, how should a share of the robe
material be given to novices ? " They told this matter to 
the Lord. He said: "I allow you, monks, to give half a share 
to novices." II 2 11 

Now at that time a certain monk became desirous of crossing 
over6 with his own portion. They told this matter to the Lord. 
He said : " I allow you, monks, to give his own portion to 
one who is crossing over." Now at that time a certain monk 
became desirous of crossing over with more than one portion. 
They told this matter to the Lord. He said : " I allow you, 
monk, to give more than one portion if he gives a compensa
tion."7 113 II 

Then it occurred to the monks who were the distributors 

" 
1 !'cc_initv~. VA_. p23 sa~nl:f : exa.mining the clothes thus, saying, 

Thts 1s thtck, th1s 1s fine, th1s 1s massiVe, this is small this is used this 
is not used, this is so much in length, this is so much ~ross ". ' 
.. 1 .tulf!yitv~. ~eig:hed or measured ; esti.mated or assessed. VA. II23 says. 

thinkmg, this 1s worth so much, this so much ', thus determining by 
value." 

• vaflfldVaflflaJ?' katva, having made it fair. VA. II23 says, "if each 
(mon!r) ?btains on~ (robe or piece of material) worth ten (kahiipaflaS ?), 
that. 1s rtght ; but t.f he does not .obtain it, then taking what is worth nine 
?r e1~ht t?gether w1th another (ptece) worth one or two, thus the meaning 
1s: m this way arranging (or establishing) equal shares." 

' vaggaJ?' bandhitva. VA. II23 says that in case the robe-material cannot 
be g:iven to each one ?n one day, then counting the monks by tens, the 
pot1;10ns of robe-matena~ by tens, having formed a section one by one, 
havmg made one collection (or heap of the material), he says, "I allow 
you t? a:r:range one portion o~ robe-material". When the portion of robe
matenal 1s arranged thus, lots should be cast, and when this is done the 
portion should be distributed among those monks who win the casting 
of the lots. 

1 !hapetuJ?', or to set aside. 
8 uttaritukiima. VA. II24 says a river or the wilds. 
7 anukkhepa. Word apparently only occurs here. VA. 1125 says it 

means, " whatever goods are allowable may be delivered in return, may 
be han~ed over ", i.e. by the monk receiving more than one portion. It 
seems like a system of barter. 

9.4-10.2) MAHAVAGGA VIII 

of robe-material: "Now, how should a share of the robe
material be given: in the order in which they came in,1 or 
according to seniority ? " They told this matter to the Lord. 
He said: "I allow you, monks, having made good anything 
lacking,3 to cast lots with kusa-grass."3 114 11911 

Now at that time monks [285] dyed robe-material with dung' 
and with yellow clay5 ; the robe-material came to be a bad 
colour. They told this matter to the Lord. He said : " I 
allow you, monks, six (kinds of) dyes : dye from roots, dye 
from stems, 6 dye from bark, dye from leaves, dye from flowers, 
dye from fruits." II I II 

Now at that time monks dyed robe-material with cold water; 7 

the robe-material came to smell nasty. They told this matter 
to the Lord. He said : " I allow you, monks, a little dye-pot 
in which to boil the dye." 8 The dye was spilt. 9 They told 
this matter to the Lord.10 He said: "I allow, you, monks, 
to arrange a basin (to prevent the dye from) spilling."11 

1 iigatapa!ipatiya. 
• vikalake tosetva. VA. II25 mentions two kinds of deficiencies, that of 

robes and that of individuals. Deficiency of robes is met by cutting up 
the robes that are left over into strips, so that the insufficiency is remedied. 
Deficiency of individuals is when monks have been counted ten by ten into 
sections, vagga, and one vagga is not complete, consisting of only eight or 
nine monks. Kusa lots should then be cast. 

s kusapatal?' katu'I'J'I. If the deficiency of robes cannot be satisfied, lots 
may be cast for another requisite, VA. II25. This would hardly get over 
the difficulty of inadequate clothing. 

'chakanend ti gomayena, VA. 1126. Chakana allowed at Vin. i. 202 
to monks who are not ill for use on the body. 

' pafltf,umattika. VA. u26 explains by tambamattika, copper-coloured 
clay. 

e mula and khandha with bija at Vin. iv. 34 f. 
7 situnnakaya, see Vin. Texts ii. 390 for v. ll, also Cing. edn. vol. ii. 

343, situndikaya. VA. r rz6 says situdakii ti apakkarajana'I'J'I vuccati, cold 
water means that it is called unboiled dye. 

s rajana'I'J'I pacitul?' cullarajanakumbhin ti. 
9 uttariyati. Uttarati is to flow over (of water), to boil over. 
to Omitted in text, inserted in Cing. edn. 
11 uttara]umpa'l'fl bandhitu'I'J'I, v. ll. uttarafumpaka'I'J'I, uttarafava'I'J'I 

uttarafuva'I'J'I. Passage is somewhat obscure. Vin. Texts ii. 205 has " I 
prescribe that"you put basins (under the dye-pots) to catch the spilt (dye)". 
VA. rr26 reads uttarafuvan ti va!fiidharaka'I'J'I rajanakumbhiya majjhe 
#hapetva ta'I'J'I adharaka'l'fl parikkhipitva rajanaJ?' pakkhipitUJ?' am4jan4mi ti 
altho. evaJ?' hi kate rajanarJ£ na uttarati, i.e. " uttarafuva means a round basin. 
The meaning is, ' I allow you to put in the dye, having placed it in the 
middle of the dye-pot, having enclosed that basin; having done this, the 
dye does not spill '." 

2E 

1: 
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Now at that time the monks did not know whether 
the dye had boiled or had not (fully) boiled. They 
told this matter to the Lord. He said : " I allow you, 
monks, to put a drop 1 into water or on to the back of 
your nail." II 2 II 

Now at that time monks, pouring out the dye, upset the pot; 
the pot was broken. They told this matter to the Lord. He 
said: "I allow you, monks, a ladle for the dye, a scoop with 
a handle." Now at that time the monks did not have a 
dye-vessel. 2 They told this matter to the Lord. 
He said " I allow you, monks, a pitcher for the 
dye,8 a bowl for the dye."4 Now at that time monks 
steeped robe-material in a dish5 and also in a bowl, the 
robe-material was split. They told this matter to 
the Lord. He c;aid : " I allow you, monks, a trough for 
the dye." 8 113 1110 II 

Now at that time monks spread out robe-material on the 
ground; the robe-material became dusty. They told this 
matter to the Lord. He said: "I allow you, monks, a grass 
matting." 7 The grass matting was eaten by white ants. 
They told this matter to the Lord. He said : " I allow you, 
monks, a bamboo (for hanging up) robe-material, a cord for 
(hanging up) robe-material." They hung it up8 by the middle; 
the dye dripped down 9 on both sides. They told this matter 
to the Lord. He said : " I allow you, monks, to fasten it 
at a corner."10 The corner wore out. They told this matter 
to the Lord. He said : " I allow you, monks, a corner-

1 thevaka'fl datuf!J. 
' rajanabhiljana. 
a rajanakolamba. 
' rajanaghaJa. 
5 pati. 
• rajanad01:1ikii. At Vin. ii. 120 mattikafiotJika are allowed; cf. udaka

d01Jika at Vin. ii. 220. 
7 tit~a-santhiiraka; also allowed at Vin. ii. II3 to protect bowls set 

down on the ground. 
6 laggenti, cf. B.D. ii. 130, n. 5· 
' galati; cf. B.D. ii. 130, n. 6. 
10 .kat~?La. See Vin. i. 51, where the way in which one who sba1es a cell 

is to hang up his preceptor's robe is briefly described. 
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thread."1 The dye dripped down on one side. They told 
this matter to the Lord. He said : " I allow you, monks, 
to dye it, turning it and turning it, and not to go away if the 
drips have not ceased."2 II r II 

Now at that time robe-material became stiff. 3 They told 
this matter to the Lord. He said : " I allow you, monks, 
to put it into water." Now at that time robe-material became 
harsh. They told this matter to the Lord. He said : " I 
allow you, monks, to beat it with the hands." [286] 

Now at that time monks wore yellow robes, (the colour) of 
ivory, 4 not cut up. 5 People looked down, criticised, spread it 
about, saying: ".Like the householders who enjoy pleasures 
of the senses." They told this matter to the Lord. He 
said : " Monks, robes that are not cut up are not to be worn. 
Whoever should wear one, there is an offence of wrong
doing." 112 111111 

Then the 
as long as 
Dakkhil).agiri; 6 

Lord, having stayed in Rajagaha 
he found suitable, set out on tour 
The Lord saw the field of Magadha, 7 

for 
for 

laid 

1 kav-vasuttaka, a thread or line, " a string from corner to corner, a 
clothes line", so P.E.D. This must differ therefore from rajju, "a rope", 
above, so that possibly rajju there is in sense of "wicker", thus in sub
stance not differing greatly from va1f1sa, bamboo. But more likely kavva
sutt!!ka means a thread put in at the corner of the robe to prevent the 
corner from wearing out ; previously the monks had hung up the robe
material at the middle, i.e. they had hung it over the rajju and va1f1sa, 
so that the dye dripped down at both sides of these. If kavv.asuttaka were 
really a "clothes line," surely the dye would still run down at both sides; 
but hanging something up by its corner would cause dye to run down at 
one side only. These allowances seem to be framed so as to prevent drops 
and splashes of dye spoiling the appearance of the place. 

• na ca acchinne theve pakkamilu1f1. VA. rr26 says that he is not to go 
elsewhere until the dripping drops of dye have been cut off (ceased). Cf. 
the same expression at Vin. i. so, 53, ii. 227, 230. 

3 patthinna, VA. I 126 ~ays that it was hard from too much dye, too 
full (of dye). 

' dantakasiivani. VA. II27 says "dyeing them once or twice, they 
wore them the colour of ivory (dantava?LtJiini)." 

6 acchinnakiini, or untorn. See above, p. 356, n. 4, and next par. below. 
6 D.P.P.N. says "a janapada (d1strict) in India, the capital of which 

was Ujjeni ... Dakkhil}.agiri lay to the south of Rajagaha, beyond the 
hills that surrounded the city-hence its name". See MA. iii. 429, SnA. i. 
136, SA. i. 242, ii. 176. 

7 M11gadhakhetta. See D.P.P.N. for suggestion that this was "probably 
an extensive rice-field which at once caught the eye on account of its 
terraces," and size, one might add; see ]ii. iii. 293. 
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out in strips, 1 laid out in lines, 2 laid out in embankments, 3 

laid out in squares, 4 and seeing this, he addressed the 
venerable Ananda, saying: 

"Now, do you A.nanda, see the field of Magadha laid out 
in strips . . . laid out in squares ? " 

" Yes, Lord." 
"Are you able, Ananda, to provide5 robes like this for the 

monks?" 
"I am able, Lord." 
Then the Lord, having stayed at Dakkhil).agiri for as long 

as he found suitable, went back again to Rajagaha. Then 
the venerable Ananda, having provided robes for several monks, 
approached the Lord; having approached he spoke thus to 
the Lord: 

" Lord, let the Lord see the robes provided by me." II I II 
Then the Lord, on that occasion, having given reasoned talk, 

addressed the monks, saying : 
" Monks, clever is A.nanda ; monks, of great intelligence is 

Ananda, inasmuch as he can understand in detail the meaning 
of that which was spoken of by me in brief, and can make 
a cross-seam 6 and can make a short cross-seam 1 and can make 
a circular seam 8 and can make a short circular seam 9 and can 

1 accibandha, as Siam. edn. Cing. edn. reads accibaddha, VA. II27 acchi
baddha. Acci is usually a "ray", but does not mean that here, see Vin. 
Texts ii. 207, n. 3· P.E.D. says "we should prefer the conjecture acchi
baddha, 'in the shape of cubes or dice', i.e. with square fields". VA. II27 
says acchibaddhan ti caturassakediirakabaddhaf!'l, which means " divided (or, 
set out) in square-shaped irrigated fields". Bandha is much more "set 
out, placed, formed, arranged, united or put together " than the "divided" 
of Vin. Texts ii. 207. The analogy is that the pieces of a monk's robe are 
to be arranged or put together (not "divided") like the parts of the field. 

• Pii!ibandha. VA. I I27 says " arranged (or linked, baddha) by boun
daries that are long in length and breadth ". 

3 mariyiidabandha ; perhaps terraces. The knowledge of terraced irriga
tion is very old. Vin. Texts ii. zo8 gives (divided) "by outside boundaries 
(or ridges)". VA. II27 says mariyiidabaddha is so called because of a 
short mariyiida at intervals. 

'singhii!akabandha. VA. II27 says that this is having pierced an em
bankment, mariyada, with an embankment at the place where they meet, 
gata!fhiinena ; the meaning is, the form of a square, catukkasattfhiina. 

6 safJ'Ividahituf!'l. VA. I 127 gives datuf!'l; Vin. Texts ii. 208, n. 4, quoting 
Bu., reads kiitum. 

8 kusi. T~is 'and the following words recur at CV. vi. 21. J. 
7 a¢¢hakusz. C.P.D. gives " an intermediate cross-seam" following Vin. 

Texts ii. 209. 
8 mat:tiJ,ala. VA. I Ifl7 says maflif,alan ti paiicakhat~t/ikacfvarassa eke

kasmifJ'I khart4e mahamarziJ,alafJ'I, a marzl},ala means there is a large matztjala 
(seam) to each piece of a robe of five pieces. Cf. above, p. 356, n. 4· 

1 atJ4hamat:ttJalan ti khuddakamatsiJ,alafJ'I, VA. II 2 7. 
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make a central piecel and can make side pieces2 and can make 
a neck-piece8 and can make a knee-piece4 and can make an 
elbow-piece ;5 and what is cut up must be roughly darned 
together, 8 suitable for recluses and not coveted by opponents. 
I allow you, monks, an outer cloak that is cut up, an upper 
robe that is cut up, an inner robe that is cut up." 112 1112 II 

Then the Lord, having stayed at Rajagaha for as long as 
he found suitable, set out on tour for Vesali. As the Lord 
was going along the high-road between Rajagaha and Vesali 
he saw several monks coming along smothered up in robes, 
having put a mattress of robes7 on their heads and a mattress 
of robes on their backs and a mattress of robes on their hips, 

1 vivattan ti mandalan ca addhamandalaii ca ekato katva sibbita'f!t majihima
khatttJat!t; the midd.le piece is 'sewn putting together the circular seam and 
the short circular seam, VA. 1127. 

I anuvivaffa. VA. 1127 says tassa ubhosu passesu dve khafl¢iini . 
athava t'ivaf!assa ekapassato dvinnaJ1t ekapassato lifl1JO'f!t pi ~atumzaJ1t pz 
khandiinam etam niimam this is the name of the two or four pieces at each 
side. of the viva !fa, the. ~entral piece ". C.P.D. adds another explanation : 
ubhosu passesu ekapassato dvinnaf!'l ekapassqto dvinnan ti catunnaf!'l. pi 
khat~¢iinafJ'I niima1Jt, with regard to both sides, if there are two at one side, 
two at the other side, it is called 'of four pieces'. C.P.D. says of anuvwaffa 
that " according to Sp. designation of the (two or) four side-pieces of cloth 
in a monk's cowl (civara), (one or) two on each side of the two central pieces 
(vivaffa, i.e. ma'{lljala and a¢tjhama'{l¢ala) ". One must understand that the 
central piece, vivaf!a, comes whole, or in two pieces at the back, and 
that on each side are the two side-pieces, anuvivaffa, and that the pieces 
are all joined together by the mat:t¢ala and a¢¢hama1J¢ala. On these last 
see above, p. 408, n. 8, g. 

3 giveyyakan ti givavefhanaf!hiine daJhikara1JatlhafJ'I aiinaJ1t su!tasaf!'lsibbilaf!'l 
iigantukapafaf!'l, a giveyyaka means an added (J?iece of) cloth sewn together 
with another thread for the sake of strengthenmg m the place gomg round 
the neck, VA. II27. 

' jangheyyakan ti janghapiiput:ta!!hiine tath' eva satJZsibhitatt,z po!am, it 
means a piece of cloth sewn together just in the place to whtch the knee 
reaches, VA. n27. 

6 biihantan ti anuvivaffiinaf!'l bahi ekekafJ'I kha?J¢afJ'I. iti paiicakha1J4i
kacivaren • etam vicaritan ti, " a biihanta means a piece outside each of the 
sidepieces. It. is thought of thus in regard to the robe of five pieces ", 
so VA. II27, to which it aads, biihantan ti suppamiit~acivarafJ'I piirupantr-na 
safJ'Iharitvii biihiiya upari fhapita ubho anta bahimukhii li!!hanti tesam tesa1Jt 
namafJ'I, a bahanta means, if one puts on a robe of good measure, foldmg 
it together and holding up the arms, both ends stand outside the face ; 
it is the name of these (ends). 

• Text reads sattalukha; Sinh. and Siam. edns. satthalukha, rough knife, 
possibly referring to it as the instrument with which monks cut up the 
robes; while Vin. Texts ii. 209, on analogy of suttalukha in II 21. I II below, 
adopts "that reading here " (see Vin. Texts ii. 209, n. 10), and translates 
" roughly sewn together ". 

7 cfvarabhisi. For bhisi see B.D. ii. 47, n. I. ·Mattresses made of five 
kinds of material are mentioned in Pac. xiv. Bhisi is neither roll, bolster 
nor mat, see Vin. Texts ii. 2IO, n. 2. 
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and seeing (them) it occurred to the Lord : " These foolish 
men are turned too quickly to abundance of robes ;1 [287] 
suppose I were to set a limit, were to establish bounds 2 as to 
robes for the monks? " III II 

Then the Lord, walking on tour, in due course arrived at 
Ve<>ali. The Lord stayed there in Vesali in the Gotamaka 
shrine. 3 Now at that time on the cold winter nights between 
the "eights", 4 in a time of snowfall, the Lord sat down in 
the open air at night with (only) one robe; the Lord was 
not cold. As the first watch of the night was ending the Lord 
became cold. The Lord put on a second robe; the Lord was 
not cold. As the middle watch of the night was ending the 
Lord became cold. The Lord put on a third robe ; the Lord 
was not cold. As the last watch of the night was ending, 
as the sun was rising, in the flush of dawn, 6 the Lord became 
cold. The Lord put on a fourth robe ; the Lord was not cold. 
11211 

Then it occurred to the Lord : " Even those who in this 
dhamma and discipline 6 are sons of respectable families, 7 

susceptible to cold, afraid of cold, even these are able to keep 
themselves going with three robes. Suppose I were to set a 
limit, were to establish bounds as to robes for monks-were 
to allow three robes ? " Then the Lord, on this occasion, 
having given reasoned talk, addressed the monks, saying: 
11311 

"Now as I, monks, was going along the high-road between 
Rajagaha and Vesali:, I saw several monks coming along 
smothered up in robes, having put a mattress of robes on 

1 Cf. Vin. i. 59 (above, p. 77). 
2 Sfmal?" bhandeyyal?" mariyiidal?" #hapeyyaf!Z. 
8 Cf. B.D. ii. I, n. I. 
' antara#fhakiisu. Cf. Vin. i. 3I, and see above, p. 4I, n. 3· 
6 nandimukhiya rattiyii. NandimukM is lit. "joy-faced"; cf. Homer's 

"rosy-fingered dawn". Same expression occurs at Vin. ii. 236. Vin. 
Texts iii. 299, n. I quotes Bu. as saying nandimukhiya rattiyii ti arut~adha
takiile pitimukhii viya ratti khiiyati ten ' aha nandimukhiyd ti, " when the 
night is joy-faced means, at the time of sunrise the night appears like a 
face of delight, because of this it is called : when the night is joy-faced ". 
See also Vin. Texts ii. 2II, n. 2. 

• Vin. i. 39I says that " after dhammavinaye B inserts pabbajitii ", gone 
forth, as does the Cing. edn. (B is of course a MS.) 

' ye pi kho te kulaputtii. Vin. Texts ii. zii, n. 3 says "in the text read 
ye pi kho kulaputtii ", but this is not borne out by either the Cing. or the 
Siam. edns. 

MAHAVAGGA VIII 4II 

their heads and a mattress of robes on their backs and a 
mattress of robes on their hips ; seeing them, it occurred to 
me: 'These foolish men have turned too quickly to abundance 
of robes ; suppose I were to set a limit, were to establish bounds 
as to robes for monks? ' 11411 

" Then I, monks, on the cold winter nights between the 
' eights ', in a time of snowfall, sat down in the open air at 
night with (only) one robe; I was not cold. As the first watch 
of the night was ending I became cold. I put on a second 
robe ; I was not cold. As the middle watch of the night 
was ending I became cold. I put on a third robe ; I was 
not cold. As the last watch of the night was ending, as the 
sun was rising, in the flush of dawn, I became cold. I put on 
a fourth robe ; I was not cold. Then, monks, it occurred to 
me : ' Even those who in this dhamma and discipline are sons 
of respectable families, susceptible to cold, afraid of cold, even 
these are able to keep themselves going with three robes. 
Suppose I were to set a limit, were to establish bounds as to 
robes for monks [288] and were to allow three robes? ' I 
allow you, monks, three robes: a double outer cloak, a single 
upper robe, a single inner robe."1 115 II 

Now at that time2 the group of six monks, saying: "Three 
robes are allowed by the Lord," entered a village in one set 
of three robes, remained in the monastery in another set of 
three robes, went down to bathe in another set of three robes. 
Those who were modest monks looked down upon, criticised, 
spread it about, saying: "How can the group of six monks 
wear an extra robe ? " Then these monks told this matter 
to the Lord. Then the Lord, on this occasion, having given 
reasoned talk, addressed the monks, saying: 

" Monks, an extra robe should not be worn ; whoever should 
wear (one) should be dealt with according to the rule." 3 11611 

Now at that time4 an extra robe accrued to the venerable 

1 See B.D. ii. I, n. 2. VA. II28 says that as the Lord kept himself 
going with four robes, he allowed the outer cloth to be double, the others 
single ; thus there come to be four robes. . . 

2 = Nissag. I, where also the rule agamst weanng an extra robe and 
the penalty for doing so are laid down. 

3 i.e. Nissag, I, suggesting that this, or 3:t least the ~rst draft of ~he rule, 
had been formulated by the time that th1s MV. portlon of the Vm., was 
compiled. -

' This par. = a portion of Nissag. I (Vin. iii. 195). 
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Ananda ; and the venerable Ananda wanted to give this robe 
to the venerable Sariputta, but the venerable Sariputta was 
staying at Saketa. Then it occurred to the venerable Ananda : 
" It is laid down1 by the Lord that an extra robe should not 
be woin. And this extra robe has accrued to me, and I want 
to give this robe to the venerable Sariputta, but the venerable 
Sariputta is staying at Saketa. Now what line of conduct 
should be followed by me ? " Then the venerable Ananda 
told this matter to the Lord. He said : 

" But how long, A.nanda, before Sariputta will come (here) ? " 
"Lord, on the ninth or tenth day," he said. 
Then the Lord, on this occasion, having given reasoned talk, 

addressed the monks, saying: 
" I allow you, monks, to wear an extra robe for at most 

ten days."2 117 II 
Now at that time an extra robe accrued to monks. Then 

it occurred to these· monks: "Now what line of conduct 
should be followed in regard to an extra robe? " They told 
this matter to the Lord. He said : 

"I allow you, monks, to assign an extra robe." 3 118 111311 

Then the Lord, having stayed at Vesali for as long as he 
found suitable, set out on tour for Benares. Walking on tour, 
in due course he arrived at Benares. The Lord stayed there 
near Benares in the deer-park at Isipatana. Now at that time 
a certain monk's inner robe came to_ be torn. Then it occurred 
to that monk: "Three robes are allowed by the Lord: the 
double outer cloak, the single [289] upper robe, the single 
inner robe. But my inner robe is torn. Suppose I were to 
insert a patch, 4 so that it 5 will be double cloth all round, single 
in the middle ? " II I II 

Then that monk inserted a patch. As the Lord was touring 
the lodgings he saw that monk inserting the patch; seeing 

1 Vin. iii. I 95 inserts sikkhiipadam (a rule for training) before paiiiiattam 
(laid down). · · 

• Cf. second draft of rule in Nissag I, Vin. iii. I96. 
3 At Vin. iii. I96 an extra robe is defined as "one that is not allotted 

not assigned ". Presumably if it is either allotted, or assigned, it. cease~ 
to be an exba robe. At Vin. i. 297 the three robes (excluding any extra one) 
are allowed to be allotted but not assigned. 

' agga/a'!l acchupeyya,.. On aggaJa see B.D. ii. 409, n. 6. 
6 i.e. the robe. 

14.2-15.1] MAHAVAGGA VIII 

(him) he approached that monk, having approached, he spoke 
thus to that monk : 

"What are you doing, monk? " 
" I am inserting a patch, Lord." 
" It is very good, monk, it is good that you, monk, insert 

a patch." 
Then the Lord, on this occasion, having given reasoned talk, 

addressed the monks, saying: 
"I allow you, monks, when clothes1 are unsoiled, 2 when what 

is allowable is unsoiled,2 a double outer cloak, a single upper 
robe, a single inner robe; when garments are thin from use3 

a fourfold outer cloak, a double upper robe, a double inner 
robe. As far as possible an effort4 is to be made (to get patches) 
from a rag-robe, from (bits picked up near) a shop. 5 I allow, 
monks, a patch, a means of fastening, 6 a length, 7 a marking 
(with a piece of cloth), 7 a strengthening." 7 //2 111411 

Then the Lord, having stayed at Benares for as long as he 
found suitable, set out on tour for Savatthi. Walking on tour, 
in due course he arrived at Savatthi. The Lord stayed there 
at Savatthi in the Jeta Grove in Anathapil).<;iika's monastery. 
Then Visakha, Migara's mother, approached the Lord; having 
approached, having greeted the Lord, she sat down at a respect
ful distance. As she was sitting down at a respectful distance, 
the Lord gladdened ... delighted Visakha, Migara's mother, 
with dhamma-talk. Then Visakha, Migara's mother, when she 
had been gladdened ... delighted by the Lord with dhamma
talk, spoke thus to the Lord : 

"Lord, may the Lord consent (to accept) from me a meal 
on the morrow together with the Order of monks." 

The Lord consented by becoming silent. Then Visakha, 
Migara's mother, having understood the Lord's consent, rising 

1 dussana,_. DA. ii. 403, citing this passage, reads vatthiina'!l (garments). 
• ahata and ahatakappa, see above, p. 356, n. 9, 357, n. I. 
3 utuddha!a, lit. drawn out by the seasons. 
' ussaha, explained at VA. I 128 by pariyesanii, search. 
6 papatzika; see above, p. 357, n. 4· 
• tunna. VA. I I28 says suttakena samsibbanam tunnam " se"ing 

together with threads_ is tunna .. ; it is a means of fastening, h·e~ce perhaps 
a needle, although sue~ 1s the more usual word. Cf. however tunnaviiya, 
"needle-weaver", tailor, at Vin. ii. I59· 

7 For these expressions cj. above p. 354, and notes. 
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from her seat, greeting the Lord, departed keeping her right 
side towards him. II I II 

Then towards the end of that night a great cloud rained 
down in the four continents. 1 Then the Lord addressed the 
monks, saying: 

"Monks, even as it is raining in the Jeta Grove, so it is 
raining in the four continents. Let your bodies get wet with 
the rain, 2 monks, this is the last great cloud over the four 
continents." 

"Very well, Lord," and these monks having answered the 
Lord [290] in assent, with their robes laid aside let their bodies 
get wet with the rain. liz II 

Then Visakha, Migara's mother, having had sumptuous food, 
solid and soft, prepared, commanded a woman-slave, saying: 

"Go now, a having gone to the monastery, announce the time, 
saying,' Lord, 4 it is time, the meal is ready'." 

"Very well, lady," and this slave-woman, having answered 
Visakha, Migara's mother in assent, having gone to the monas
tery, saw the monks, their robes laid aside, letting their bodies 
get wet with the rain. Seeing them, she thought : " There 
are no monks in the monastery, naked ascetics are letting 
their bodies get wet with the rain." She approached Visakha, 
Migara's mother; having approached, she spoke thus to 
Visakha, Migara's mother: 

" Lady, there are no monks in the monastery, naked ascetics 
are letting their bodies get wet with the rain.'' Then it occurred 
to Visakha, Migara's mother-she being clever, experienced, 
wise : "But undoubtedly it is the masters, their robes laid 
aside, who are letting their bodies get wet with the rain ; 
this foolish woman thinks that there are no monks in the 
monastery, (but) that naked ascetics are letting their bodies 
get wet with the rain." She commanded the woman-slave, 
saying: "Go now, having gone to the monastery, announce 
the time, saying, 'Lord, it is time, the meal is ready'." 113 II 

1 ciituddfpiko. 
• As at this time cloths for the rains had not been " allowed " monks 

could not incur the offence of wrong-doing mentioned at Vin. iii. 253, for 
letting their naked bodies get wet with the rain although they had cloths 
for the rains. 

a je, often used in speaking to female slaves. 
' bhante, or perhaps here " honoured sir ". 

MAHAVAGGA VIII 

Then these monks, having cooled their limbs, being refreshed 
in body, having taken up their robes, entered (each) his own 
dwelling-place.1 Then that woman-slave, having gone to the 
monastery, not seeing the monks, thinking: "There are no 
monks in the monastery, the monastery is empty," approached 
Visakha, Migara's mother; having approached, she spoke thus 
to Visakha, Migara's mother: 

"Lady, there are no monks in the monastery, the monastery 
is empty." Then it occurred to Visakha, Migara's mother
she being clever, experienced, wise : " But undoubtedly the 
masters, having cooled their limbs, being refreshed in body, 
having taken up their robes, have (each) entered his own 
dwelling-place ; this foolish woman thinks that there are no 
monks in the monastery, that the monastery is empty." She 
commanded the woman-slave, saying: "Go now, having gone 
to the monastery, announce the time, saying, 'Lord, it is time, 
the meal is ready'." 11411 

Then the Lord addressed the monks, saying: "Monks, 
arrange your bowls and robes, it is time for the meal." 

"Very well, Lord," these monks answered the Lord in assent. 
Then the Lord, dressing in the morning, taking his bowl 

and robe, having vanished from the Jeta Grove, just as a strong 
man might stretch out his bent arm, or might bend back his 
outstretched arm, became visible in the porch belonging. to 
Visakha, Migara's mother. Then the Lord sat down on an 
appointed seat together with the Order of monks. 115 II 

Then Visakha, Migara's mother, saying: "Wonderful, good 
sirs, marvellous, good sirs, is the great psychic power, the great 
majesty of the Truth-finder, in that although the floods are 
rolling on knee-deep, and although the floods are rollinb on 
waist-deep, yet neither [291] the feet nor the robes of a single 
monk have become wet," and joyful, exultant, having with 
her own hand served and satisfied the Order of monks with the 
awakened one at their head with sumptuous solid and soft 
food, she sat down at a respectful distance after the Lord had 
eaten and had removed his hand from the bowl. As she was 
sitting down at a respectful distance, Visakha, Migara's mother, 
spoke thus to the Lord : 

1 yathavihiira, as at Vin. iv. 15. 
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11 Lord, I ask eight boons of the Lord." 
11 Visakha, Truth-finders are beyond (granting) boons. "1 

" Lord, they are those which are allowable and those which 
are blameless." 

" Speak on, Visakha." II 6 II 
"I, Lord, want to give for life to the Order cloths for the 

rains/" to give food for those coming in, 3 to give food for those 
going out, to give food for the sick, 4 to give food for those 
who tend the sick, 5 to give medicine for the sick, to give a 
constant supply of conjey, to give bathing-cloths for the Order 
of nuns.'' 8 

" But having what special reason in mind, 7 do you, Visakha, 
ask the Truth-finder for eight boons ? " 

" Now I, Lord, commanded a slave-woman, saying, ' Go now, 
having gone to the monastery, announce the time, saying: 
Lord, it is time, the meal is ready' ; but then, Lord, that 
slave-woman, having gone to the monastery, saw the monks, 
their robes laid aside, letting their bodies get wet with the 
rain; seeing them, she thought, 'There are no monks in the 
monastery, naked ascetics are letting their bodies get wet with 
the rain'. She approached me, having approached, she spoke 
thus to me, 'Lady, there are no monks in the monastery, 
naked ascetics are letting their bodies get wet with the rain '. 

1 Cj. above, p. 104, 396. 
t Nissag. xxiv. and Piic. xci. are both based on the as~umpti?n that .an 

"allowance" to use cloths for the rains had already been g1ven. 1he 
rule in Nissag. xxiv. is against putting on cloths for the rains during all 
but the last part of the hot weather, for the.se cloths had ~come worn 
out and monks had gone naked during the rams. See B.D. n .. 134, n. I. 
Pac. xci. is conceme<l with the right measurements for the ram-cloths. 

a Cf. Vin. ii. 16 where the householder Citta invited in-coming monl_<s 
who were elders to accept a meal with him. At Vin. ii. 209 ff. certam 
regulations are laid down for the behaviour to be observed by and towards 
in-coming monks. 

' At Vin. i. 142 monks were allowed in the rains, as long as the business 
took no more than seven days, to visit ill monks ; and they might look 
about for food for the sick, for food for those tending the sick, and for 
medicine for the sick. 

~ At Vin. i. 303 ff. qualities necessary in those who tend the !>ick are 
enumerated. Moreover they are "allowed" to receive the bowl and robes 
of ill monks who have died. 

8 In the instructions given at Vin. ii. 272 for teaching women who wish 
to receive the upasampadii, it is said that the bathing-cloth, together with 
the bowl, three robes and vest, should be pointed out to them. At Vin. 
iv. 279 the right measurements for nuns' bathing-cloths are prescribed. 

7 atthavasal'}'l sampassamana. 

15.7-<)] MAHAVAGGA VIII 

Impure, Lord, is nakedness, 1 it is objectionable' I, Lord, 
having this special reason in mind, want to give for life to 
the Order cloths for the rains. II 7 II 

"And again, Lord, an in-coming monk, not accustomed toz 
the roads, not accustomed to the resorts for almsa is (still) 
walking for alms (when he is) tired. But having eaten my food 
for those coming in, (then when) he is accustomed to the roads, 
accustomed to the resorts for alms, he will walk for alms 
without getting tired. I, Lord, having this special reason in 
mind, want to give for life to the Order food for those coming in. 

"And again, Lord, an out-going monk, while looking about 
for food for himself, may be left behind by the caravan, or 
if he set out tired on a journey he may arrive at the wrong timec 
at the habitation to which he wishes to go. But having eaten 
my food for those going out, he will not be left behind by 
the caravan, nor will he set out tired on a journey (and so) 
he will arrive at the right time at the habitation to which 
he wishes to go. I, Lord, having this special reason in mind, 
want to give for life to the Order food for those going out. II 8 11 

"And again, Lord, if a monk who is ill does not obtain 
suitable meals, either his disease will grow very much worse, 
or he will pass away. 5 When he has eaten my food for the sick 
[292], the disease will not grow very much worse, he will not 
pass away. I, Lord, having this special reason in mind, want 
to give for life to the Order food for the sick. 

"And again, Lord, a monk who tends the sick, looking about 
for food for himself, will bring back6 food for the sick after 
the sun is right up 7 (and) he will miss his meal. 8 But having 

• 1 Nakedness was disparaged; see below, p. 418, and Vin. iii. 212, 252 f., 
lV. 2]8. 

s na kusala, not expert in, clever, skilled. 
1 gocara, lit. a cow's grazing, a pasturage, thus a place where a monk 

can obtain food, the houses at which food is put into his bowl. 
' Cf . . Pac. lxxxv. where monks are forbidden to enter a village at the 

wrong tlme. 
1 As above, Vin. i. 120. 
8 i.e. to the monastery. 

• 7 ~ss.ure,,.after sun-tum, mid-day. ~n Pac: ~xvii: e3:ting at the "wrong 
time , 1.e. after n<;>.<?n has passed un~1l sunnse (V&n. 1v. 86 = 166) is an 
offence. Cf. at A. 111. 21io the five disadvantages to a family ussurabhatte 
who eat when the sun is right up. ' 

8 bhattacchedal'}'l karissati, lit. he will make a ' cut' in his food. For 
since eating at the wrong time was an offence, a monk who could not tak~ 
hi~ meal during the right time, would have to miss it altogether. Cf. ]a. i. 
156, bhattacchedal'fl katva. 
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eaten my food for those who tend the sick, he will bring back 
food for the sick during the right time (and) he will not miss 
his meal. I, Lord, having this special reason in mind, want to 
give for life to the Order food for those who tend the sick. 
11911 

"And again, Lord, if a monk who is ill does not obtain 
suitable medicines, either his disease will grow very much 
worse or he will pass away. When he has made use of my 
medicines for the sick, the disease will not grow very much 
worse, he will not pass away. I, Lord, having this special 
reason in mind, want to give for life to the Order medicines 
for the sick. 

"And again, Lord, conjey was allowed by the Lord at 
Andhakavinda when he had its ten· advantages in 
mind.1 I, Lord, having this special reason in mind, 
want to give for life to the Order a constant supply of 
conjey. II ro II 
. " There was a case2 (where nuns bathed) naked together 

with prostitutes at the same ford of the river Aciravati. 8 Lord, 
these prostitutes made fun of the nuns, saying: 'Why in the 
world, ladies, is the Brahma-faring led by you while you are 
young ? Surely the pleasures of the senses should be enjoyed ? 
When you become old, then you can fare the Brahma-faring; 
thus will both extremes be experienced by you.'' Lord, these 
nuns, being made fun of by these prostitutes, became ashamed. 
Impure, Lord, is nakedness for women, it is abhorrent, it is 
objectionable. I, Lord, having this special reason in mind, 
want to give for life bathing-cloths for the Order of nuns." 
II II II 

"But having what advantage in mind do you, Visakha, ask 
the Truth-finder for eight boons ? " 

"Now, Lord, monks who have passed the rains in (various) 
places5 will come to Savatthi so as to see the Lord; having 
approached the Lord, they will ask : ' Lord, such and such 
a monk has passed away; what is his bourn, what his future 

1 Enumerated at Vin. i. 221 ; conjey allowed at Vin. i. 222. 
1 idha. 
• As in Nuns' Pac. ii. xxi. 
' This passage occurs again in Nuns' Pac. xxi, where it is made an offence 

of expiation for nuns to bathe naked. 
' disasu. 

15.12-15] MAHAVAGGA VIII 

state ? '1 The Lord will explain this saying: 'It is in the fruit 
of stream-attaining or it is in the fruit of once-returning or 
it is in the fruit of not-returning or it is in the fruit of 
perfection.' I, having approached these, will ask: 'Honoured 
sirs, was Savatthi previously visited2 by this master ? ' 11 12 11 

"If they say to me: 'Savatthi was previously visited by 
this monk,' [293] I shall come to the conclusion that un
doubtedly cloths for the rains or food for those coming in 
or food for those going out or food for the sick or food for those 
who tend the sick or medicines for the sick or a constant supply 
of conjey was enjoyed by this master. On my calling that 
to mind, delight will be born ; from delight, joy will be bom ; 
because my mind is joyful my body will be calm ; with the 
body calm I will experience ease; because I am at ease my 
mind will be contemplative ; this will be for me growth as to 
the sense-organs, growth as to the powers, growth as to the 
factors of enlightenment. I, Lord, having this advantage in 
mind, am asking the Truth-finder for the eight boons." II I3 II 
. " It is very good, Visakha, it is good that you, Visakha, 

having this advantage in mind, are asking the Truth-finder 
for the eight boons. I allow you, Visakha, the eight boons.'' 
Then the Lord blessed Visakha, Migara's mother, with these 
verses: 

"Whatever (woman), much delighted, endowed with virtue, 
a disciple of the well-farer, food and drink 

"Gives-having overcome avarice-the gift is heavenly, a 
dispelling sorrow, bringing happiness; (and) 

" She gains a deva-like span4 owing to the spotless, stainless 
way, 

"She, desiring merit, at ease, healthy, delights long in a 
heavenly company."G 

Then the Lord, having blessed Visakha, Migara's moth~r, 
with these verses, rising from his seat, departed. II I411 

Then the Lord, on this occasion, having given reasoned talk, 
addressed the monks, saying: 

1 A conversatwn on these lines is recorded at D. ii. 91 ff. to have taken place 
at N a.dika. 

I ae;atapubba. 
1 sovaggika1f1. VA. II28 says "made for the sake of heaven". 
' dibba iiyu. 
6 saggamhi kiiyamhi. 
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"I allow, monks, cloths for the rains, food for those coming 
in, food for those going out, food for the sick, food for those 
who tend the sick, medicines for the sick, a constant supply 
of conjey, bathing-cloths for the Order of nuns." II I5111511 

The Portion for Repeating on Visakha .. 

Now at that time1 monks, having eaten abundant food, fell 
asleep, thoughtless, careless. While they were sleeping, 
thoughtless, careless, impurity was emitted as the result of 
a dream; the lodging was stained by the impurity. Then the 
Lord, as he was touring the lodgings with the venerable Ananda 
as his attendant, 2 saw the lodging stained by impurity ; seeing 
it, he addressed the v~nerable Ananda, saying" Why, Ananda, 
is this lodging stained by impurity ? " 

" Now, Lord, monks [294] having eaten abundant food fell 
asleep, thoughtless, careless . . . as the result of a dream ; 
that is why, Lord, the lodging is stained by impurity." II I II 

" Thus it is, Ananda, thus it is, Ananda, that when they 
fell asleep, thoughtless, careless, impurity was emitted as the 
result of a dream. Ananda, those monks who fall asleep 
calling up mindfulness, careful, by these impurity is not 
emitted ; and, Ananda, those who are ordinary people, 
passionless in regard to pleasures of the senses, by these impurity 
is not emitted. It is impossible, it cannot come to pass, 
Ananda, that impurity should be emitted by one perfected." 
Then the Lord, on this occasion, having given reasoned talk, 
addressed the monks, saying: 

"Now as I, monks, was touring the lodgings with Ananda 
as my attendant, I saw a lodging stained by impurity, and 
seeing this I addressed Ananda, saying: 'Why, Ananda, 
... ( = 16. I, z) ... by one perfected.' 112 II 

" Monks, 8 there are these five disadvantages to one who falls 
asleep, thoughtless, careless : badly he sleeps, badly he wakes, 
he sees an evil dream, devatas guard him not, impurity is 
emitted. Monks, these are the five disadvantages to one who 
falls asleep, thoughtless, careless. And, monks, there are these 

1 This introductory sentence = Vin. iii. 112. 
t pacchiisamatz.a; this was Ananda also at Vin. iii. ro, iv. 78, and below, 

P· 431. 
I = A. iii. 251. 

16.3-18] MAHAVAGGA VIII 421 

five advantages to one who falls asleep calling up mindfulness, 
careful : well he sleeps, 1 well he wakes, he does not see an 
evil dream, devatas guard him, impurity is not emitted. Monks, 
these are the five advantages to one who falls asleep, calling up 
mindfulness, careful. I allow you, monks, a (piece of cloth) 
to sit upon2 for protecting the body, for protecting the robes, 
for protecting the lodgings." II 3 II 

Now at that time a (piece of cloth) to sit upon was too small,8 

it did not protect the whole lodging. They told this matter 
. to the Lord. He said : " I allow you, monks, to make a sheet 4 

as large as one desires." 114 111611 

Now at that time 5 the venerable Belatthasisa, the venerable 
Ananda's preceptor, came to have a disease of thick scabs. 
Because of its discharge his robes stuck to his body; monks 
having moistened these again and again with water, loosened 
them. The Lord, as he was touring the lodgings, saw these 
monks loosening these robes, having moistened them again 
and again with water; seeing them, he approached these 
monks; having approached, he spoke thus to these monks: 

"Monks, what disease has this monk?" 
" Lord, this [295] venerable one has a disease of thick scabs ; 

because of its discharge hi'S robes stick to his body, and we, 
having moistened these again and again with water, loosened 
them.'' Then the Lord, on this occasion, having given reasoned 
talk, addressed the monks, saying : 

" I allow, monks, an itch-cloth 6 to one who has an itch or 
a small boil or a running sore or a thick scab disease."' 
II I 111711 

Now at that time Visakha, Migara's mother, taking a cloth 
for wiping the face, approached the Lord ; having approached, 
having greeted the Lord, she sat down at a respectful distance. 

1 Cf. A. iv. xso; v. 342; ]a. ii. 61. 
1 nisfdana. Defined at Vin. iii. 232, iv. 123. See B.D. ii. 87, n. z. 
1 Plic. lxxxix. lays down a ptescribed size. 
' paccattharatz,a. See B.D. ii. 34, n. I. 
1 = Vin. i. 202, where chunam was allowed as a medicine. 
• Right measure prescribed in Plic. xc. . 
7 Bu's explanations of these words (VA. 884) are given at B.D. iii. 98, 

notes. 

2F 
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As she was sitting down at a respectful distance, Visakhli, 
Migara's mother, spoke thus to the Lord : 

" Lord, may the Lord accept from me a cloth for wiping 
the face, that it may be for a blessing, a happiness for a long 
time." 

The Lord accepted the cloth for wiping the face. Then the 
Lord gladdened, rejoiced, roused, delighted Visakha, Migara's 
mother, with dhamma-talk. Then Visakha, Migara's mother, 
having been gladdened ... delighted with dhamma-talk by 
the Lord, rising up from her seat, having greeted the Lord, 
departed keeping her right side towards him. Then the Lord, 
on this occasion, having given reasoned talk, addressed the 
monks, saying : 

"I allow, monks, a cloth for wiping the face." II I 111811 

Now at that time Roja, the Malian, was a friend of the 
venerable A.nanda.1 A linen cloth belonging to Roja, the 
Malian, was placed in the venerable A.nanda's hand, and the 
venerable A.nanda had need of a linen cloth. They told this 
matter to the Lord. He said : 

11 I allow you, monks, to take something on trust when it 
belongs to one endowed with five qualities : if he is an acquaint
ance and if he is a companion and if he has spoken about2 it 
and if he is alive and if he knows, ' When it is taken he will 
be pleased with me '. I allow you, monks, to take something 
on trust when it belongs to one endowed with these five 
qualities." II I 1119 II 

Now at that time monks had complete sets of the three robes 
but they had need both of water-strainers3 and bags. They 
told this matter to the Lord. He said : " I allow you, monks, 
a cloth for the requisites." 4 II I II 

Then it occurred to the monks : " Those things that are 
allowed by the Lord-the three robes or the cloths for the rains 
or the piece of cloth to sit upon or the sheet or the [296] itch
cloth or the cloth for wiping the face or the cloth for the 

1 Men~ioned as a friend of Ananda's also at Vin. i. 247. 
.• alap:ta. VA .. 1129 says, "If he has said this, • whatever property of 

mme you may wxsh for, that you may take'". 
1 parissiivana. Allowed at Vin. ii. 118. 
' parikkharacolaka. Cf. Vin. ii. 118, where the colaka did not suffice. 
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requisites (of water-strainers and bags)-are all these things 
to be allotted1 or are they to be assigned ? " 3 They told this 
matter to the Lord. He said : 

11 I allow you, monks, to allot the three robes, not to assign 
them ;3 to allot the cloths for the rains during the four months 
of the rains, after that (time) to assign them; to allot a piece 
of cloth to sit upon, not to assign it ; to allot a sheet, not to 
assign it ; to allot an itch-cloth while the disease lasts, after 
that (time) to assign it; to allot a cloth for wiping the face, 
not to assign it; to allot a cloth for the requisites (of water
strainers and bowls), not to assign it." 112 1120 II 

Then it occurred to the monks: "Now what is the least robe 
to be assigned ? " 4 They told this matter to the Lord. He 
said: 

11 I allow you, monks, to assign as the least robe one that 
is eight finger-breadths in length and four finger-breadths wide 
according to the accepted finger-breadth." Now at that time 
the made-up rag-robes of the venerable Kassapa the Great 
became heavy. 5 They told this matter to the Lord. He said : 
"I allow you, monks, to make a rough dam." 6 It became 
misshapen at the comer. 7 They told this matter to the Lord. 
He said : " I allow you, monks, to pull off the misshapen 
comer." 8 The threads were frayed out. 9 They told this 
matter to the Lord. He said : " I allow you, monks, to insert 

1 adhif!hiitabbani. See notes on an-adhi!fhita at B.D. ii. 7, 12r. 

2 vikappetabbani. See note on a-vikappita at B.D. ii. 7· Vi.~appana, 
assignment, is defined at Vin. iv. 122. 

a Cf. Vin. iii. 196 where an extra robe is defined as one that is "not 
allotted, not assigned ". 

' See definition of robe (-material) at Vin. iii. 196 = B.D. ii. 7· 
1 According to VA. II29 because of the patches sewn on to the wom 

places. Kassapa the Great always wore rag-robes. 
• suttalukhatp kiitutp. VA. II29 s11tten' eva aggaJatp klitun ti attho, "to 

make a patch only of thread ", so perhaps suttahlkha is a rough dam ; cf. 
MV. YIII. 12. 2. 

7 vikat~fla. VA. 1129 says that when they had cut off the thread as 
they were sewing, one comer of the outer cloak became long. At Vin. ii. 
II6 c'l~.ll:ratp vikat~tJatp hoti, the robe-material became misshapen. See Vin. 
Texts m. 92, n. 7· 

8 vikat~tJam uddharitutp. VA. 1129 says that this means to cut off the 
long comer. 

9 okiriyanti. VA. 1129 mentions that the robe fell down, or hung down, 
at the cut corner, 
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a braiding,1 a binding.1 Now at that time the cotton cloth 
of the outer cloaks gave way. 11 They told this matter to the 
Lord. He said : " I allow you, monks, to make a net-work. " 8 

II I II 
Now at that time when a set of three robes was being made 

by a certain monk, there was not enough for all (three) to be 
cut up (into pieces). 

" I allow you, monks, two (robes that are) cut up, one that 
is not cut up." There was not enough for two to be cut up 
and one not cut up. 

"I allow you, monks, two (robes that are) not cut up, one 
that is cut up." There was not enough for two to be not 
cut up and one cut up. 

" I allow you, monks, to insert an extra supply. 4 But, 
monks, the whole (set of three robes) should not be worn 
not cut up. Whoever should so wear it, there is an offence 
of wrong-doing." 5 112 112111 

Now at that time much robe-material accrued to a certain 
monk, and he was desirous of giving that robe-material to 
his parents. They told this matter to the Lord. He said : 
" Because he is himself giving to his parents, monks, what 
can we say ? I allow [297] you, monks, to give to parents. 7 

But, monks, a gift of faith should not be brought to ruin. 8 

1 See B.D. ii. 409, n. 7, 8; and above, p. 354· 
2 As at CV. V. 28. 2. The word translateo as "cotton cloth" is patta. 

Vin. Texts ii. 231, n. 3 says "we probably ought to read paffa. not patta," 
and cf. Vin. Texts iii. 14r, n. 6. Pa!!ii are perhaps strips of cloth used as 
braidings and bindings. VA. II29 says patta lujjanti means that the threads 
put in front of the large patta fall out, and thus the patta give way. 

a at!hapadaka, perhaps a "patch", PED. "Net-work" tentatively 
suggested in CPD. VA. simply says that a!f.hapadaka'?J kafu11J means to 
sew the fwnt of a piece of cloth with an af!hapadaka-covering (a!!hapada
kacchannena). The word occurs at Vin. ii. 150 with vetu'?J, and is trans
lated at Vin. Texts iii. 167 as "to weave the string across and across"; 
see loc. cit. n. r. 

• anvadhika11J pi aropetu11J. VA. II29 says "to give an added (or extra, 
iigantuka) piece of cloth. This may be put in if there is not enough; if 
there is enough there must not be an added piece of cloth, (for then, what 
there is) should be cut up ". 

• See above, MV. VIII. 11. 
• Cf. Vin. iv. 286, where it is " no offence" for a nun to give recluses' 

robe-material to her parents. 
7 vinipatetabba11J. VA. II29, "if the parents stand begging in the dust 

it should be given". The point is that the robe-material had been given 
to the monk, and should therefore, unless there is strong reason to the 
contrary, be retained by him. At all events it was not to be wasted. 
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Whoever should bring (one) to ruin, there 1s an offence of 
wrong-doing." II I 112211 

Now at that time a certain monk, laying aside a robe1 in 
the Blind Men's Grove,2 entered a village for almsfood with 
(only) his upper and inner robes. 3 Thieves carried off that 
robe. That monk became badly dressed, wearing shabby robes. 
Monks spoke thus : 

"Why are you, your reverence, badly dressed, wearing 
shabby robes ? " · 

"Now I, your reverences, laying aside a robe in the Blind 
Men's Grove, entered a village for almsfood with (only) the 
upper and inner robes. Thieves carried off that robe ; that 
is why I am badly dressed, wearing shabby robes." 

They told this matter to the Lord. He said : 
"Monks, a village should not be entered by (a monk wearing 

only) the upper and inner robes ; whoever should so enter 
(one), there is an offence of wrong-doing."' II I II 

Now at that time the venerable Ananda, through unmindful
ness, entered a village for almsfood with (only) his 
upper and inner robes. Monks spoke thus to the venerable 
Ananda: 

" Reverend .Ananda, has it not been laid down by the Lord 
that a village should not be entered (by a monk wearing only) 
the upper and inner robes ? Why do you, your 
reverence, enter a village with (only) your upper and 
inner robes ? " 

" It is true, your reverences, that it was laid down by 
the Lord that a village should not be entered (by a monk 
wearing only) the upper and inner robes, but I entered through 
unmindfulness.'' 

They told this matter to the Lord. II 2 II 
He said: "Monks, there are five reasons for laying aside 

1 " civara (robe) must here be used for samghii!i. See ... section 2, 
below, where samghii!i occurs", Vin. Texts ii. 232, n. 3· See Nissag. xxix. 
on the laying aside of robes. 

• Cf. B.D. ii. 36, n. 3. 
a santaruttara. See B.D. ii. 12, n. I. At Nissag. ii. it is an oftence for 

a monk to be away from his three robes, even for one night, unless there 
is the agreement of the monks. 

• Cf. Sekhiyas, 1-4. At MV. VII. 1. 3, above, among the five ka!hina 
privileges is included that of going for alms without wearing the three robes, 
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the outer cloak : if one becomes ill, 1 or if he comes to be 
spending the rains, 2 or if he comes to go to the other side 
of a river, or if the dwelling-place comes to be secured with 
a bolt, 3 or if the ka!hina-cloth has been made. 4 These, monks, 
are the five reasons for laying aside the outer cloak. And, 
monks, there are five reasons for laying aside the upper robe, 
the inner robe : if one becomes ill . . . or if the kathina-cloth 
has been made. These, monks, are the five reason; for laying 
aside the upper robe, the inner robe. And, monks, there are 
five reasons for laying aside a cloth for the rains : if one becomes 
ill, or if he comes to go outside the boundary, 5 or if he comes 
to go to the other side of a river, or if the dwelling-place comes 
to be secured with a bolt, or if a cloth for the rains comes 
to be not made or imperfectly executed. 8 These, monks, are 
the five reasons for laying aside a cloth for the rains.'' 113 112311 

Now at that time a certain monk spent the rains alone. 
People there, saying, "We are giving for an Order," gave robes. 
Then it occurred to that monk : " It is laid down by the Lord 
that the least Order is fourfold, 7 but I am solitary, and these 
[298] people, saying, 'We are giving for an Order', gave robes. 
What now if I should convey these robes belonging to an Order 
to Savatthi ? " Then that monk, taking those robes, having 
gone to Savatthi, told this matter to the Lord. He said : 
" These robes, monk, are for you yourself8 until the removal 

1 Then, according to Nissag. II (Vin. in. 199) he has to get the agree
ment of the monks. t? be regarded as not away, separated from his three 
robes, although he IS m actual fact separated from them, since he does not 
feel well enough to go on a journey taking all of them with him. 

1 vassikasamketa, at the rendezvous for the rains. During the rains 
monks are allowed to wear cloths for the rains instead of their usual three 
robes, in order to save these from the damp and wet. 

8 aggafagutti. Aggafa here in sense of "bolt", not "patch". 
' See Nissag. II and above, MV. VII. 1. 3. 

• 6 Whe~, presumably he mus~ put on his set of three robes. Travelling 
m the rams was allowed only If the business was urgent and if the monk 
was not absent from the rains-residence for more than seven days. See 
MV. III. 

8 Cf. Vin. iii. 155, 225, 229, etc., for vippakata, imperfectly executed. 
Cloths for the rains allowed at MV. VIII. 15. 15. 

7 At Vin. i. 319 five kinds of samghas, classified by the number of their 
members, are given together with the official acts that each might perform. 

1 tuyh' eva, just for you. 
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of the ka#hina (privileges).1 II I II 
"This is a case, monks,2 where a monk is spending the rains 

alone. People there, saying, 1 We are giving for an Order', 
give robes. I allow, monks, those robes (to be) for him himself 
until the removal of the kathina (privileges)." 112 II 

Now at that time a certain monk spent a favourable time 
of year3 alone. People there, saying: "We are giving for 
an Order," gave robes. Then it occurred to that monk: "It 
is laid down by the Lord that the least Order is fourfold, 
but I am solitary, and these people, saying, 1 We are giving for 
an Order', gave robes. What now if I should convey these 
robes belonging to an Order to Savatthi ? " Then that monk, 
taking those robes, having gone to Savatthi, told this matter 
to the monks. The monks told this matter to the Lord. He 
said : " I allow you, monks, to distribute (these robes) to the 
Order that is present. II 3 II 

"This is a case, monks, where a monk is spending a favour
able time (of year) alone. People there, saying, I We are 
giving for an Order', give robes. I allow, monks, that monk 
to allot4 those robes, saying: I These robes are for me.' If, 
monks, that monk does not allot that robe-material 5 (and) 
another monk comes, an equal portion should be given (to 
him). If, monks, the kusa-lot was not cast while that robe
material was being distributed by those monks (and) another 
monk comes, an equal portion should be given (to him). If 
monks, the kusa-lot was cast while that robe-material was being 
distributed by those monks {and) another monk comes, a 
portion need not be given (to him) if they are not willing.'' 8 

11411 
Now at that time two brothers who were elders, the venerable 

Isidasa7 and the venerable Isibhatta 7, having spent the rains 

1 See Nissag. I, II, III. 
1 Although the preceding sentence ends with iti, it appears from the 

vocative bhikkhave, no less than from the anujanami, just below, that Gotama 
is regarded as still addressing the monks. 

1 utukala. VA. II30 says" another time than the rains". At Vin. ii. 
167 utukiila stands in opposition to" the three months of the rains". A. iv. 
138 discriminates between three seasons: gimha, the hot weather, vassa, 
the rains, and hemanta, the cold weather. Utukala above doubtless means 
a time of year that was not the rains, thus balancing the preceding paragraphs. 

4 See above, MV. VIII. 20. z. 
I Sing. here ; plural above. 
' Cf. CV. VI. 11. 3· 
7 Mentioned apparently nowhere but here, see D.P.P.N. 
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at Savatthi, went to a certain village-residence. People, 
saying: "It is long since the elders came (here)," gave food 
with robes. The resident monks asked the elders : 

" Honoured sirs, thanks to the elders, these robes belonging 
to the Order, have accrued. Let the elders consent (to accept} 
a portion." The elders spoke thus : 

" In so far as we, your reverences, understand dhamma as 
taught by the Lord, these robes are for you yourselves until 
the removal of the ka!hina (privileges}." liS II 

Now at that time three monks were spending the rains in 
Rajagaha. People there, saying: " We are giving for an 
Order," gave robes. Then it occurred to these monks: [299] 
" It is laid down by the Lord that the least Order is fourfold, 
but we are three person'>, and these people, saying, 'We are 
giving for an Order', gave robes. Now what line of conduct 
should be followed by us? " Now at that time several elders, 
the venerable Nilavasin1 and the venerable Sa:z:tavasin2 and the 
venerable Gopaka1 and the venerable Bhagu3 and the venerable 
Phalikasandana,1 were staying at Pataliputta4 in the Cock's 
monastery. 5 Then these monks, having gone to Pataliputta, 
asked the elders. The elders spoke thus : " In so far as we 
understand dhamma as taught by the Lord, it is that these 
robes are for you yourselves until the removal of the kathina 
(privileges)." 116112411 

Now at that time the venerable Upananda, 6 the son of the 
Sakyans, having spent the rains at Savatthi, went to a certain 
village-residence. And there the monks assembled, wishing to 

t Mentioned apparently nowhere but here, see D.P.P.N. . .. 
I D.P.P.N. says "an epithet of Sambhiita Thera". v~n. Texts ~~. 

238, n. I thinks he is probably the same as the Sii.I;lavasi who took part m 
the Council of V esali. 

• D.P.P.N. in its account of a Bhagu Thera thinks that this one "is 
probably a different person " from the Bhagu of Vin. i. 350, etc. 

' Or Patna, the capital of Magadha before Asoka's time. See above, 
p. 312; D. ii. 87; Buddh. India, p. 262; B. C. Law, Geog. of Early Buddhtsm, 
pp. 10, II ; C.H.I. i. 189. . .. 

• Kukkut:llrama. Referred to at S. v. 15 ff., 171 ; A. m. 57; v. 342 .= 
M. i. 349. There was another iiriima of the same name at Kosambi, bUilt 
by a se!!hi. It would have been an odd coincidenc~. if the Patali~utta one 
had also been built by a seJJhi, as Bu. says at MA. m. 13 and also m Com:r. 
on A. v. 342 (see G.S. v. 220, n. 2). C.H.I. i. 189 observes that Asoka I.s 
said to have built a monastery on the s1te of the Kukkatarama; cj. C.H.I. 1. 
501, 518. 

• See B.D. ii. 42, n. I. 
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distribute robe-material. These spoke thus : " These robes, 
your reverence, belonging to the Order, will be distributed. 
Will you consent (to accept} a portion? " 

"Yes, your reverences, I will consent," and taking up a 
portion of the robe-material from there, he went to another 
residence. The monks there also assembled, wishing to 
distribute robe-material. These also spoke thus : " These 
robes, your reverence, belonging to the Order, 
will be distributed. Will you consent (to accept} a 
portion? " 

" Yes, your reverences, I will consent," and taking up a 
portion of the robe-material from there too, he went to another 
residence. The monks there also assembled, wishing to 
distribute robe-material. These also spoke thus : " These 
robes, your reverence, bt!longing to the Order, will be dis
tributed. Will you consent (to accept) a portion ? " 

"Yes, your reverences, I will consent," and taking up a 
portion of the robe-material from there too, taking a great 
bundle of robe-material, he came back again to Savatthi. II r II 

Monks spoke thus: "You, reverend Upananda, are of great 
merit ;I much robe-material has accrued to you." 

"Whence, your reverences, is there merit for me? Now 
I, your reverences, having spent the rains at Savatthi, went 
to a certain village-residence. The monks were there 
assembled, wishing to distribute robe-material. They spoke 
thus to me: 'These robes, your reverence, belonging to the 
Order, will be distributed. Will you consent (to accept) a 
portion ? ' ' Yes, your reverences, I will consent,' and taking 
up a portion of the robe-material from there, I went to another 
residence. The monks there also assembled, wishing to dis
tribute robe-material. These also spoke thus to me : ' These 
robes, your reverence, belonging to the Order, will be dis
tributed. Will you consent (to accept) a portion ? ' ' Yes, 
your reverences, I will consent,' and taking up a portion of the 
robe-material from there too [300], I went to another residence. 
The monks there also assembled, wishing to distribute robe
material. These also spoke thus to me : ' These robes . . . 
a portion ? ' ' Yes, your reverences, I will consent,' and I 

1 Same thing said to him at Vin. iii. 215. 
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took up a portion of robe-material from there too. Thus much 
robe-material accrued to me." II 2 II 

" But is it that you, reverend Upananda, having spent the 
rains somewhere else, will consent (to accept) a portion of 
robe-material elsewhere ? "1 

" Yes, your reverences," he said. Those who were modest 
monks looked down upon, criticised, spread it about, saying: 

" How can the venerable Upananda, the son of the Sakyans, 
having spent the rains somewhere else, consent (to accept) 
robe-material elsewhere ? " They told this matter to the Lord. 
He said: 

" Is it true, as is said, that you, Upananda, having spent 
the rains somewhere else, consented (to accept) a portion of 
robe-material elsewhere ? " 

"It is true, Lord." The awakened one, the Lord rebuked 
him saying: 

"How can you, foolish man, having spent the rains some
where else, consent (to accept) a portion of robe-material 
elsewhere ? It is not, foolish man, for pleasing those who are 
not (yet) pleased, nor for increasing (the number of) those 
who are pleased." 

Having rebuked him, having given reasoned talk, he 
addressed the monks, saying: 

" Monks, a portion of robe-material is not to be consented to 
elsewhere by one who has spent the rains somewhere else. 
Whoever should consent (to accept), there is an offence of 
wrong-doing.'' 113 II 

Now at that time the venerable Upananda, the son of the 
Sakyans, spent the rains alone in two residences, thinking: 
"Thus will much robe-material accrue to me." Then it 
occurred to these monks: "Now, how should a share of robe
material be given to the venerable Upananda, the son of the 
Sakyans? '' They told this matter to the Lord. He said: 

"Monks, give one share11 to the foolish man. For this is 
a case, monks, where a monk is spending the rains alone in 
two residences, thinking,' Thus will much robe-material accrue 
me'. If he stays half (the time) at one, half (the time) at the 

1 Cf. Vin. iii. 66, iv. 76 f., 81 f. 
1 ek4dhippaya, of which VA. II3Z says ekapuggalapa!ivitpsa, one man's 

sha.re. 
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other, half a share of robe-material should be given (to him) 
at the one, half at the other; or where he spends the more 
(time), from there is the share of the robe-material to be given 
(to him)." 114 112511 

Now at that time a certain monk was suffering from 
dysentery; he lay fallen in his own excrements. Then the 
Lord, as he was touring the lodgings with the venerable Ananda 
as his attendant, 1 approached that monk's dwelling-place. 
The Lord saw that monk lying fallen in his own excrements; 
seeing him he approached that monk, and having approached 
he spoke thus to that monk : 

" What is your disease, monk ? " 
"Lord, I have dysentery." 
"But, monk, have you anyone who tends you?" 
" I have not, Lord," [301] he said. 
"Why do not the monks tend you?" 
"I, Lord, am of no use to the monks, therefore the monks 

do not tend me." II I II 
Then the Lord addressed the venerable Ananda, 

saying: "Go, .Ananda, bring water, we will bathe this 
monk.'' 

"Very well, Lord," and the venerable .Ananda, having 
answered the Lord in assent, when he had brought the water, 
the Lord sprinkled on the water, the venerable Ananda washed 
him over ; the Lord took him by the head, the venerable 
·Ananda by the feet, and having raised him up, they laid him 
down on a couch. II 2 II 

Then the Lord, on that occasion, in that connection, having 
had the Order of monks convened, asked the monks : 

"Is there, monks, in such and such a dwelling-place a monk 
who is ill ? " 

"There is, Lord." 
" What, monks, is that monk's disease ? " 
"Lord, the venerable one has dysentery." 
" But, monks, is there anyone who is tending that monk ? " 
" There is not, Lord." 
" Why do not the monks tend him ? " 

1 Cf. above, p. 4zo. 
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" Lord, this monk is of no use to the monks, therefore the 
monks do not tend that monk." 

"Monks, you have not a mother, you have not a father 
who might tend you. If you, monks, do not tend one another, 
then who is there who will tend you? Whoever, monks, 
would tend me, he should tend the sick. 113 II 

" If he has a preceptor he should be tended for life by the 
preceptor, who should wait for his recovery.1 If he has a 
teacher he should be tended for life by the teacher, who should 
wait for his recovery. If he has one who shares a dwelling-place 
... If he has a pupil. ... If he has a fellow-preceptor .... 
If he has a fellow-teacher he should be tended for life by 
the fellow-teacher, who should wait for his recovery. If he 
has neither a preceptor nor a teacher nor one who shares 
a dwelling-place nor a pupil nor a fellow-preceptor nor a 
fellow-teacher, he should be tended by the Order. If it should 
not tend him, there is an offence of wrong-doing. 114 II 

" Endowed with five qualities, 2 monks, does one who is ill 
become difficult to tend : he becomes one who does not do 
what is beneficial ;3 he does not know moderation in what 
is beneficial; he becomes one who does not take medicine ;4 

he becomes one who does not make clear the disease just as 
it comes to be to one who tends the sick and who wishes him 
well, saying as it is getting worse, 'It is getting worse', or 
as it is getting better, ' It is getting better ',or as it is stationary, 
'It is stationary'; he becomes not the kind (of man) who 
endures bodily feelings which, arising, are painful, acute, sharp, 
shooting, disagreeable, miserable, deadly. 6 Endowed with 

1 At Vin. i. 50 it is said that a preceptor should be tended by the one 
who shares his cell; one who shares the cell by his preceptor ( Vin. i. 53) ; 
a teacher by his pupil and a pupil by his teacher (Vin. i. 61). 

I From here to end of n 2611 = A. iii. 143· The five qualities, angii 
here, are called dhammii there. 

1 asappiiyakiirin, a doer of what is not beneficial. P.E.D. gives for 
Miln. 215, sappiiyakiriyii, "giving a drug". G.S. iii. uo translates "he 
treats not himself with physic", and doubtless that which is beneficial 
has come to have the sense of medicine, drug. But at Vin. i. 292 sappayiini 
bhojaniini must mean suitable or beneficial meals, and not meals that are 
medicines, for it comes under Visakha's boon called "food for the sick". 
There is also sappiiyiini bhesajjiini, suitable, beneficial medicines, when she 
is asking to give medicines for the sick. 

' bhesajjatp na pa!isevitii hoti. 
' Stock. For refereD.ces see B.D. iii. 12, n. 2. 
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these five qualities, monks, does one who is ill become difficult 
to tend. II 5 II [302] 

" Endowed with five qualities, monks, does one who is ill 
become easy to tend : he becomes one who does what is 
beneficial ; he knows moderation in what is beneficial ; he 
becomes one who takes medicine ; he makes clear the disease 
just as it comes to be to one who tends the sick and who wishes 
him well, saying as it is getting worse, 'It is getting worse', 
or as it is getting better, ' It is getting better ', or as it is 
stationary, 'It is stationary'; he becomes the kind (of man) 
who endures bodily feelings which, arising, are painful, acute, 
sharp, shooting, disagreeable, miserable, deadly. Endowed 
with these five qualities, monks, does one who is ill become 
easy to tend. II 6 II 

" Endowed with five qualities, monks, is one who tends the 
sick not fit to tend the sick : he comes to be not competent 
to provide the medicine ; he does not know what is beneficial 
and what is not beneficial ; he brings forward what is not 
beneficial, he takes away what is beneficial; he tends the sick 
in the hope of gain,1 not (from) amity of mind ;2 he becomes 
one who loathes to remove excrement or urine or sweat or 
vomit; he does not come to be competent to gladden, rejoice, 
rouse, delight the sick from time to time with dhamma-talk. 
Endowed with these five qualitiec;, monks, one who tends the 
sick is not fit to tend the sick. II 7 II 

" Endowed with five qualities, monks, is one who tend<; the 
sick fit to tend the sick : he comes to be competent to provide 
the medicine ; he knows what is beneficial and what is not 
beneficial; he takes away what is not beneficial, he brings 
forward what is beneficial ; he tends the sick (from) amity 
of mind, not in the hope of gain ; he does not become one 
who loathes to remove excrement or urine or sweat or vomit ; 
he comes to be competent to gladden . . . delight the sick 
from time to time with dhamma-talk. Endowed with these 

1 iimisantaro. Comy. on A. iii. 144 says" expecting (gifts of) robes, etc." 
VA. II33 mentions that antara means kiirafla, and that iimisantara means 
iimisatp assa antaratp, gain is his motive. 

• no mettacitto, the mind, or heart, not in amity. Mettii at some time 
came to be one of the four brahma'l)ihiiras, Brahma-abidings ; See Mrs. 
Rhys Davids, Sakya, p. 216 ff. 
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five qualities, monks, is one who tends the sick fit to tend 
the sick." 118 112611 

Now at that time two monks came to be going along a 
high-road in the Kosala country. They arrived at a certain 
residence where a certain monk was ill. Then it occurred to 
these monks : " Your reverences, tending the sick is praised 
by the Lord. Come, let us tend this monk," and they tended 
him. While he was being tended by them he pa.Ssed away. 
Then these monks, taking that monk's bowl and 
robes, having gone to Savatthi, told this matter to 
the Lord. II I II 

He said : " Monks, the Order is the owner of the bowl and 
robes of a monk who has passed away. But truly those who 
tend the sick are of great service. I allow you, monks, to give 
through the Order the three robes [303] and the bowl to those 
who tended the sick. And thus, monks, should they be given : 
that monk who tended the sick, having approached the Order, 
should say to it: I Honoured sirs, the monk so and so has 
passed away; these three robes and the bowl were. his.' The 
Order should be informed by an experienced, competent monk, 
saying : I Honoured sirs, let the Order listen to me. The monk 
so and so has passed away; these three robes and the bowl 
were his. If it seems right to the Order let the Order give 
these three robes and the bowl to those who tended the sick. 
This is the motion. Honoured sirs, let the Order listen to me. 
The monk so and so has passed away; these three robes and 
the bowl were his. The Order is giving these three robes 
and the bowl to those who· tended the sick. If the giving 
of these three robes and the bowl to those who tended the sick 
is pleasing to the venerable ones, let them be silent ; he to 
whom it is not pleasing should speak. These three robes and 
the bowl are given through the Order to those who tended 
the sick. It is pleasing to the Order, therefore it is silent. 
Thus do I understand this'.'' 112 II 

Now at that time a certain novice came to pass away. 
They told this matter to the Lord. He said : " Monks, the 
Order is the owner of the bowl and robes of a novice 
who has passed away. But truly those who tend the sick 
are of great service. I allow you, monks, to give through 
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the Order the robe and the bowl to those who tended the 
sick. And thus, monks, should they be given : That monk 
who tended the sick, having approached the Order, should say 
to it : I Honoured sirs, the novice so and so has passed 
away ; this robe and the bowl were his.' The Order should 
be informed by an experienced, competent monk, saying: 
I Honoured sirs, let the Order listen to me. The novice 
so and so has passed away; this robe and bowl were his. 
If it seems right to the Order let the Order give this robe 
and bowl to those who tended the sick. This is the motion. 
Honoured sirs, let the Order listen to me. The novice so 
and so has passed away; this robe and bowl were his. 
The Order is giving this robe and bowl to those who tended 
the sick. If the giving of this robe and bowl to those who 
tended the sick is pleasing to the venerable ones, let them 
be silent ; he to whom it is not pleasing should speak. This 
robe and bowl are given through the Order to those who 
tended the sick. It is pleasing to the Order, therefore it is 
silent. Thus do I understand this'." 113 II 

Now at that time a certain monk and a novice tended one 
who was ill. While he was being tended by these he 
passed away. Then it occurred to that monk who had tended 
the one who was ill: [304] II Now what share of the robes 
is to be given to the novice who tended the one who was 
ill ? " They told this matter to the Lord. He said : II I 
allow you, monks, to give an equal share to a novice who 
tended the sick." II 4 II 

Now at that time a certain monk who had many goods, 
many requisites, came to pass away. They told this matter 
to the Lord. He said : " Monks, the Order is the owner of 
the bowl and robes of a monk who has passed away. But 
truly those who tend the sick are .of great service. I allow 
you, monk<>, to give through the Order the three robes and 
the bowl to those who tended the sick; to distribute through 
the Order that is present whatever few goods, few requisites 
are there ; but whatever many goods, many requisites are there, 
these are for the Order of the four quarters1-those who have 

1 ciituddisa samgha. For discussion on this see S. Dutt, Early Buddhist 
Monachism, 1924, p. 83 ff. Cf. same expression at Vin. ii. 147. 
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come in, those who have not come in-they are not to be 
disposed of, 1 not to be divided up. " 1 II 5 II 27 II 

Now at that time a certain monk, having become naked, 
approached the Lord; having approached he spoke thus to 
the Lord: "Lord, in many a figure is the Lord a speaker 
in praise of desiring little, of contentment, of expunging (evil), 
of punctiliousness, of graciousness, of decreasing (the obstruc
tions), of putting forth energy.3 Lord, this nakedness is, in 
many a figure, useful for desiring little, for contentment, for 
expunging (evil), for punctiliousness, for graciousness, for 
decreasing (the obstructions), for putting forth energy. It 
were good, Lord, if the Lord were to allow nakedness for 
monks." 

The awakened one, the Lord rebuked him, saying: "It is 
not becoming, it is not suitable, it is not fitting, it is not worthy 
of a recluse, it is not allowable, it is not to be done. How 
can you, foolish man, observe nakedness, an observance of 
members of other sects ?4 It is not, foolish man, for pleasing 
those who are not (yet) pleased .... " 

Having rebuked him, having given reasoned talk, he 
addressed the monks saying: "Monks, nakedness, an observ
ance of members of other sects, is not to be observed. 6 Who
ever should observe it, there is a grave offence." II r II 

Now at that time a certain morik, having put on a kusa
grass garment . . . a bark garment . . . a garment of wood
shavings6 ... a hair-blanket ... a horsehair blanket ... 
{a dress of) owls' wings ... (a cloak made of strips of) black 

1 avissajjika. _Five classes of things that are avissajjiyiini, untransfer
able, not to be disposed of, are given at Vin. ii. 170. 
. •. avebhangika . . The sa~e ~ye classes of things that are avebhangiyiini, 
malienable, are &"1ven at _vm. u. 17r. If a monk disposes of or divides up 
a~:y: ?f ~ese things he mcurs a thullaccaya offence, and the disposal or 
diVISIOn 1s reckoned to be null and void. 

3 Stock in Vin. See B.D. i. 37 for notes and references. 
' titthiyasam~diina. Word-play probably intended here; for samiidiina 

mean_:; _!:loth_ gomg f?r ~lms without taking ~he three robes with one (cf. 
asamadanacara at Vm. 1. 254), and also adoptmg, undertaking, taking upon 
oneself .. Here tht:: latter must be meant, for cf. Vin. i. 159, where the same 
ph~ase lS used With regard to the titthiyas' ' vow of silence ', mugabbata. 

Cf. MV. VIII. 15. 7, II. 
8 Phalaka is usually a panel, board or plank. Vin. Texts ii. 246 and 

A. K. Coomaraswamy, Indian Architectural Terms, ].A.O.S, vol. 48, no. 3, 
p. 268 (referring to this passage) take it as a kind of cloth. 
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antelope hide,I approached the Lord; having approached he 
spoke thus to the Lord : " Lord, in many a figure is the Lord 
a speaker in praise of desiring little . . . of putting forth 
energy. Lord, this (cloak made of strips of) black antelope 
hide is, in many a figure, useful for desiring little ... for 
putting forth energy. It were good [305], Lord, if the Lord 
were to allow (cloaks made of strips of) black antelope hide 
for the monks." 

The awakened one, the Lord rebuked him, saying: "It is 
not becoming . . . it is not to be done. How can you, foolish 
man, wear (a cloak made of strips of) black antelope hide, 
an emblem of members of other sects ?2 Foolish man, it is 
not for pleasing those who are not (yet) pleased .... " 

Having rebuked him, having given reasoned talk, he 
addressed the monks, saying: 

"Monks, (a cloak made of strips of) black antelope hide, 
an emblem of members of other sects, is not to be worn. 
Whoever should wear (one), there is a grave offence." 112 II 

Now at that time a certain monk, having put on (a garment 
made of) stalks of swallow-wort3 ••• having put on (a cloth 
of) fibre, 4 approached the Lord; having approached, he spoke 
thus to the Lord : " Lord, in many a figure is the Lord a 
speaker in praise of desiring little . . . of putting forth energy. 
Lord, this (cloth of) fibre is, in many a figure, useful for desiring 
little ... for putting forth of energy. It were good, Lord, 
if the Lord were to allow (a cloth ot) fibre for the monks." 

The awakened one, the Lord rebuked him, saying: "It is 

1 See B.D. i. 52 f. for notes and references. The story at Vin. iii. 34 
( = B.D. i. 52) preceding those of monks dressed in these kinds of garments, 
is about a naked monk; this itself is preceded by a story of a monk clothed 
in a layman's dress. 

z titthiyadhaja. Cf. Vin. ii. 22, where it is said that titthiyadhaja is not 
to be worn by a monk who has been suspended for not seeing his offences. 
VA. says(see Vin. Texts ii. 373, n. 6)that titthiyadhaja means that garments 
of kusa-grass and the rest are not to be worn.; and cf. arahaddhaja at .fii. i. 65. 

3 akkaniila. Akka is the plant Calotropis gigantea. Word occurs atM. i. 
429. 

' potthaka. VA. 1135 says that it is made of makaci. This, according 
to P.E.D. is a " kind of cloth, material, fibre". Potthaka occurs in a simile 
at A. i. 246, and there is no indication that monks should not wear it; it 
is called painful to handle and of little worth. AA. ii. 359 describes it as 
viikamayavatthat]'l, "a cloth made of bark". Also see Pug. p. 33· PugA. 
216 calls potthaka: siitzaviikasii!aka, a cloak of bark and coarse hemp. On 
siitza see B.D. ii. 143, n. 3· 

2G 
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not becoming . . . it is not to be done. How can you, foolish 
man, put on (a cloth of) fibre ? It is not, foolish man, for 
pleasing those who are not (yet) pleased .... " Having 
rebuked him, having given reasoned talk, he addrec;sed the 
monks, saying : 

" Monks, (a cloth of) fibre is not to be put on. Whoever 
should put (one) on, there is an offence of wrong-doing." 
113112811 

Now at that time the group of six monks wore robes that 
were all dark green,1 they wore robes that were all yellow, 
they wore robes that were all red, they wore robes that were 
all crimson, they wore robes that were all black, they wore robes 
that were all dyed brownish-yellow, 2 they wore robes that 
were all dyed reddish-yellow,3 they wore robes with borders 
that were not cut up, they wore robes with long borders, they 
wore robes with borders of flowers, they wore robes with borders 
of snakes' hoods, they wore jackets, 4 they wore (garments of) 
the Tirita tree, 5 they wore turbans. People looked down upon, 
criticised, spread it about, saying : " Like householders who 
enjoy pleasures of the senses." They told this matter to the 
Lord. He said : 

" Monks, robes that are all dark green are not to be worn, 
robes that are all yellow are not to be worn ... a jacket 
is not to be worn, (a garment made from) the Tirita tree is not 
to be worn, a turban is not to be worn. Whoever should 
wear (one), there is an offence of wrong-doing." II I 1!2911 

Now at that time monks, having spent the rains, and no 
robe-material having accrued, [306] went away and left the 

1 n~lak;z, or biue :. see B.D. ii. 408, n; I, 2. For this sequence of colours 
cf. Vm. 1 •. 185 = 11 •• 2f?7• and see Bu s explanations at VA. xo83. This 
passage, With the onnssron of the last rtem, recurs at Vin. ii. 267 for the 
group of six nuns. 

1 mahiirangaratta, VA. 1o83 saying that it is the colour of a centipede's 
back. 

1 mahiinamaratta, VA. 1083 saying that it is the colour of withered leaves 
a mixed colour. ' 

4 kancuka, cf. A. i. 145. 
6 ti'J!aka. Symplocos racemosa. VA. II35 explains by rukkhachalli

maya'f' ta'f!l padapunchana'!' kiitu'f!l va!!ati, made of the bark of a tree, one 
can make a foot-towel of it. Cf. A. i. 295 whete the wearing of this comes 
among the practices of the "self-tormentors", or wasters-away. 
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Order1 and passed away; and they pretended to be novices 
and they pretended to be disavowers of the training and they 
pretended to be committers of an extreme offence and they 
pretended to be mad and they pretended to be unhinged and 
they pretended to have bodily pains and they pretended to be 
suspended for not seeing an offence and they pretended to be 
suspended for not making amends for an offence and they 
pretended to be suspended for not giving up a wrong view 
and they pretended to be eunuchs and they pretended that 
they were living in communion, though it was by theft, 2 and 
they pretended that they had gone over to other sects3 and 
they pretended to be animals' and they pretended to be 
matricides' and they pretended to be parricide<>' and they 
pretended to be slayer<; of men perfected 5 and they pretended 
to be seducers of nuns 5 and they pretended to be schismatics 5 

and they pretended to be shedders of (a Truthfinder's) blood 5 

and they pretended to be hermaphrodites. 5 They told this 
matter to the Lord. II r II 

He said: "This is a case, monks, where a monk, having 
spent the rains, no robe-material having accrued, goes away. 
If there is a suitable receiver, 6 (robe-material) should be given 
(to him). This is a case, monks, where a monk, having spent 
the rains, no robe-material having accrued, leaves the Order, 
passes away, pretends to be a novice, pretends to be a 
disavower of the training, pretends to be a committer of an 
extreme offence. The Order is the owner. This is a case, 
monks, where a monk, having spent the rains, no robe-material 

1 This sequence = Vin. i. 121 = ii. 173. Cf. also Vin. i. 135, 167, 320. 
1 theyyasa'f'uasaka. At Vin. i. 86 it is said that if such a one has not 

been mdained, he should not be ordained; if he has been ordained he 
should be expelled. This passage makes it clear that a monk, called a 
theyyasa'f'uasaka m the rule, took on himself the attributes of a monk 
without undergoing the training, and tried to become a sa'f'viisaka, one 
in communion (see definition of sa'f!lviisa in the Parajikas) by theft, theyya, 
of a monk's attributes. Explained at VA. 1016 :II. 

• titthiyapakkantaka. At Vin. i. 86 same is said of this as of theyya
Sa'f'uasaka. Explanation given at VA. 1021. 

' Same is said as of the two previous terms, Vin. i. 88. Explained at 
VA. 1022 f. 

• Same is said as of previous terms at Vin. i. 89. Explained at VA. xozzf. 
• Pa!irilpe giihake. VA. II35 says " if there is some monk who takes 

(robe-material), thinking, ' I am taking as for that monk ', the meaning 
is that it should be given to him". VA. IIJ5 also points out that among 
these twenty-three types of men, sixteen do not receive the material and 
sewn do. 
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having accrued, pretends to be mad ... pretends to be 
suspended for not giving up a wrong view. If there is a 
suitable receiver, (robe-material) should be given (to him). 
This is a case, monks, where a monk, having spent the rains, 
no robe-material having accrued, pretends to be a eunuch 
. . . pretends to be a hermaphrodite. The Order is the owner. 
liz II 

" This is a case, monks, where a monk, having spent the rains, 
robe-material having accrued, but not having been distributed, 
goes away. If there is a suitable receiver, (robe-material) 
should be given (to him). This is a case, monks, where a 
monk, having spent the rains, robe-material having accrued, 
but not having been distributed, leaves the Order ... pretends 
to be a committer of an extreme offence. The Order is the 
owner. This is a case, monks, where a monk, having spent 
the rains, robe-material having accrued, but not having been 
distributed, pretends to be mad . . . pretends to be suspended 
for not giving up a wrong view. If there is a suitable receiver, 
(robe-material) should be given (to him). This is a case, 
monks, where a monk, having spent the rains, robe-material 
having accrued, but not having been distributed, pretends to 
be a eunuch . . . pretends to be a hermaphrodite. The Order 
is the owner. 113 II 

"This is a case, monks, where monks, having spent the rains, 
robe-material not having accrued, the Order is divided.1 

People there saying : ' We are giving for an Order,' give water2 

to one part, 3 they give robe-material to the other part. This 
is for the Order. 4 This is a case, monks, where monks, having 
spent the rains, robe-material not having accrued, the Order 
is divided. People there saying: 'We are giving for an 

1 bhijjati. VA. II35 says that being divided, like the (quarrelsome) 
monks of Kosambi, there come to be two parts (or divisions). 

a udaka. VA. I 135 saying that they give dakkhirwdakan ca gandhddfni ca, 
water that is dakkhiv-a (i.e. either ceremonial, or to wash in) and perfumes 
and so on. 

a pakkha, side, party, faction. Cf. pakkha at Vin. iii. 173 in definition 
of "should go forward with a schism"; and at Vin. iii. 175 in definition 
of "take his part". See also B.D. iii. 190, n. 3· 

' VA. II35 says that " this, etatft, is for the two divisions of the whole 
Order. It should be distributed amor>g the two sides after a gong has been 
beaten ". By " whole Order " Bu. means that part of it which spent the 
rains together in the same residenc!l. 
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Order,' giving water to one part, they give robe-material to 
the same part. [307] This is for the Order. II 411 

" This is a case, monks, where monks, having spent the rains, 
robe-material not having accrued, the Order is divided. People 
there saying: 'We are giving for a part,' give water to one 
part, they give robe-material to the other part. This is for 
a part. This is a case, monks, where monks, having spent 
the rains, robe-material not having accrued, the Order is 
divided. People there saying: 'We are giving for a part,' 
give water to one part, they give robe-material to the same 
part. This is for the part. II 5 II 

" This is a case, monks, where monks, having spent the rains, 
robe-material having accrued (but) not being distributed, the 
Order is divided. It should be equally distributed among all." 
116J130 II 

Now at that time the venerable Revata sent robe-material 
for the venerable Siiriputta by the hand of a certain monk, 
saying: "Give this robe-material to the elder." Then on the 
way that monk took that robe-material on trust1 for the 
venerable Revata. Then the venerable Revata, having met 
the venerable Siiriputta, asked : 

" I, honoured sir, sent robe-material for the elder. Has that 
robe-material arrived ? " 

"I have not seen that robe-material, your reverence." 
Then the venerable Revata spoke thus to that monk : 
"I, your reverence, sent robe-material by the venerable one's 

hand for the elder. Where is that robe-material? " 
"I, honoured sir, took that robe-material on trust for the 

venerable one." They told this matter to the Lord. II r II 
He said: "This is a case, monks, where a monk is sending 

robe-material by a monk's hand, saying : ' Give this robe
material to so and so.' If he, while on the way, takes it on 
trust for him who sends it, it is rightly taken. If he takes it 
on trust for him to whom it was being sent, it ic; wrongly taken. 
This is a case, monks, where a monk is sending robe-material 
by a monk's hand, saying, ' Give this robe-material to so and 
so'. If he, while on the way, takes it on trust for him to whom 

1 I.e. he used it himself. On vissiisalfl gav-hiiti, see MV. VIII. 19, and 
B.D. ii. IO, n. 5· 
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it was being sent, it is wrongly taken. If he takes it on trust 
for him who sent it, it is rightly taken. This is a case, monks, 
where a monk . . . ' . . . to so and so '. While he is on the 
way he hears that he who sent it has passed away. If he allots 
to him1 the robe-material of the one who is deceased, it is rightly 
allotted. If he takes it on trust for him to whom it was being 
sent, it is wrongly taken. This is a case, monks, where a monk 
. . . ' . . . to so and so '. While he is on the way he hears 
that he to whom it was being sent has passed away. If he 
allots to him the robe-material of the one who is deceased, 
it is wrongly allotted. If he takes it on trust for him who 
sent it, it is rightly taken. This is a case, monks, where a 
a monk . . . ' . . . to so and so '. [308] While he is on 
the way he hears that both have passed away. If he allots 
to him the robe-material of the one who is deceased-of him 
who sent it-it is rightly allotted. If he allots to him the 
robe-material of the one who is deceased-of him to whom 
it was being sent-it is wrongly allotted. 112 II 

" This is a case, monks, where a monk sends robe-material 
by the hand of a monk, saying, ' I am giving this robe-material 
to so and so'. If he, while on the way, takes it on trust for 
him who sends it, it is wrongly taken. If he takes it on trust 
for him to whom it is being sent, it is rightly taken. This is 
a case, monks, where a monk . . . ' . . . to so and so '. If 
he, while on the way, takes it on trust for him to whom it 
was being sent, it is rightly taken. If he takes it on trust 
for him who sends it, it is wrongly taken. This is a case, 
monks, where a monk . . . ' . . . to so and so '. While he is 
on the way, he hears that he who sent it has passed away. 
If he allots to him the robe-material of the one who is deceased, 
it is wrongly allotted. If he takes it on trust for him to whom 
it was being sent, it is rightly taken. This is a case, monks, 
where a monk . . . ' . . . to so and so '. While he is on the 
way, he hears that he to whom it was being sent has passed 
away. If he allots to him the robe-material of the one who 
is deceased, it i<5 rightly allotted. If he takes it on trust for 
him who sent it, it is wrongly taken. This is a case, monks, 
where a monk . . . ' . . . to so and so '. While he is on the 

1 tassa. 
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way, he hears that both have passed away. If he allots to 
him the robe-material of the one who is deceased-of him who 
sent it-it is wrongly allotted. If he allots to him the robe
material of the one who is deceased-of him to whom it was 
being sent-it is rightly allotted. "1 II 3 II 31 II 

"There are, monks, these eight. channels1 for the accruing 
of robe-material :1 if he gives on a boundary," if he gives on 
agreement, if he gives with an announcement of almsfood, 
if he gives for an Order, if he gives for both Orders, if he gives 
for an Order which has spent the rains, if he gives having 
offered, 5 if he gives to an individual. 

" He gives on a boundary : it should be distributed to as 
many monks as are within the boundary. 

" He gives on agreement : several residences come to be 
equal receivers ; what is given in each residence is given for 
all. 

"He gives with an announcement of almsfood: they say, 
' We give it there where the Order's constant services are done '. 

" He gives for an Order : it should be distributed among 
the Order that is present. 

" He gives for both Orders : even if there are many monks 
(but only} one nun, a half should be given ; even if there are 
many nuns (but only} one monk, a half should be given. 

" He gives for an Order which has spent the rains : it should 
be distributed to as many monks as have spent the rains 
in that residence. 

"He gives, having offered: conjeys or rice or solid foods 
or robes or lodgings or medicines. [309] 

"He gives to an individual: he says, 'I am giving this 
robe-material to so and so 6 '." II I 113211 

The Section on Robe-material : The Eighth 

1 Vin. Texts ii. 253, n. I says "The reason of all this is, that if the 
sender (A) says to the messenger (B), 'Give this robe to the sendee (C) ', 
the pro~y in the robe does not pass ; if A says to B, ' I give this robe 
to C ', 1t does pass." 

2 matikii, as in MV. VII. 1. 7· 
s cfvarassa uppadiiyii. 
' sf maya. Bu. at VA. II 36 enumerates fifteen kinds of boundaries. 
' adissa. Bu. at VA. II44 explains as adisitva paricchinditva, having 

dedicated, having decided. 
• VA. II45, "he may say, 'I am giving this to you, honoured sir', or 

' I am ii.ving this to you and to your pupils ' ". 
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There are ninety-six items in this Section. This is its key : 

Urban council of Rajagaha having seen the courtesan at Vesali, 
having gone back to Rajagaha made this known to the king. I 
Indeed Salavatika's child was Abhaya's son,1 

known as Jivaka because the prince asked, " Is he alive ? " / 
Then he, having gone to Taxila, having studied, very famous, 2 

dispelled a seven year old disease by treatment through the 
nose, I 

He removed the king's fistula with an ointment 
(the king saying)," Tend me and the women and the awakened 

one's Order ".3 f . . . 
And the merchant of Rajagaha, the tendmg on the tw1st m 

the bowels. 
He dispelled J:lajjota's great disease by a drink of clarified 
· butter. f 
And office, Siveyya(ka cloths), he lubricated the humours, 
the purging thirty times all together with three handfuls of 

lotuses. f 
He asked for the boon of good behaviour, 4 and he accepted 

Siveyya(ka cloths), 
and the Truth-finder allowed the gift of householders' robes. f 
Many robes accrued in Rajagaha (and) in the country. 
A mantle, and likewise a silken one, 5 a fleecy coverlet, worth 

half a kiisi, I 
And various kinds, satisfaction, they did not wait and they 

waited, 
first, afterwards, together, and an agreement, they conveyed 

it back, I 
Store-room, and unguarded, and likewise they turned away, . 
heaped up, and a tumult. How is it to be divided ? How 1s 

it to be given ? I 
About his own and more than one portion. How is a share 

to be given? 

1 atraja, usually meaning " own son ". 
• mahiibhisa, v.l. mahabhaiina. 
• buddkasamgha inplaceoftext's(MV. VIII. 1. 15) buddhapamukha bhikkhu

samgha. It is not clear to me whether the king was enjoining Jivaka to 
tend the Buddha himself or only the Order. 

' pakatatta vata. 
i kosika, replacing koseyyapavara of MV. VIII. 1. 36. 
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With dung and with cold water, to overflow, they did not 
know, f 

Pouring out, and a vessel, and in a dish, and on ~he ground, 
white ants, in the middle, they wore out, on one stde, and about 

being stiff, f 
Harsh, not cut up, laid out in strips, he saw the bundles, 
having thought it over the Sakyan sage allowed t?ree robes. I 
About another that is extra, it accrued, and then 1t was torn, 
the four quarters, she asked for the boon to give cloths for 

the rains, f 
(Food for) the incoming, the outgoing, the sick, those who tend 

the sick and medicine, 
constant supply, and bathing cloths, abundant, ~oo small, I 
Thick scabs, for the face, linen, complete, what 1s allotted, 
the least, it was made heavy, the comer, the thread frayed 

out, I [310] 
They gave way, and they were not enough, extra supply, and 

many, . 
in the Blind Men's Grove, through thoughtlessness, the rams 

alone, and during a favourable time, f 
Two brothers, in Rajagaha, Upananda, again in two, 
dysentery, the ill one and the two, on what belongs to the 

sick, 1 I 
Naked one, kusa-grass, bark garment, wood shavings, hair 

blanket, 
horse-hair, and owls' wings, black antelope, and stalks of 

swallow-wort, I 
Fibre, green and yellow, red, and about crimson, 
black, brownish-reddish-yellow, then borders not cut up, I 
Long, flowers, snakes' hoods, jackets, Tirita-tree, ~ur~a~s, 
not having accrued, he went away,2 the Order 1s dtvtded at 

all the times, I 
They give to a part, for the Order, the venerable Revata se?t, 
he takes on trust, if he allots, eight channels for robe-matenal. 

[311] 

1 Text and Siam. edn. read gilayana. Cing. edn. reads gilanaka, which 
I follow. 

• pakkamati; text, Vin. I. 307, pakkamanti. 
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At one time the awakened one, the Lord was staying .at 
Camplil on the bank of the Gaggara lotus-pool. 2 Now at that 
time in the Kasi country there was a village named Vasabha ;3 

a monk called Kassapagotta4 was a resident there, he was 
attached to the tradition, 5 he had made an effort 8 so that 
well behaved monks who had not come should come, and so 
that well behaved monks who had come should live in comfort, 7 

and so that that residence should attain growth, expansion, 
maturity. Now at that time several monks walking on tour 
among the Kasi people arrived at the village of Vasabha. The 
monk Kassapagotta saw these monks coming in the distance; 
seeing them he made ready a seat, 8 he put out water for washing 
the feet, a foot-stool, a foot-stand, having gone out to meet 
them he received their bowls and robes, he offered them drinking 
water, he made an effort in the matter of bathing (for them), 
he also made an effort in the matter of conjey, solid food, 
rice. Then it occurred to these incoming monks: "Good 
indeed is this resident monk, your reverences, he makes an 
effort in the matter of bathing (for us), he also makes an effort 
in the matter of conjey, solid food, rice (for us). Come now, 
let us, your reverences, settle down just here at Vasabha 

1 Capital of Anga. Called Campa according to MA. iii. I because of its 
number of campaka (white jasmine) trees. 

a MA. iii. I = DA. i. 279 say that it was excavated by a chief consort 
(VA. II45 by a woman) called Gaggara. 

• Mentioned also at Pv. iii. I. 2. 

' This as the name of a monk occurs at A. i. 236 and S. i. 198. D.P.P.N. 
suggests that the S. one is to be identified with either the Vin. or the A. 
Kassapagotta. N.B. that here and at A. i. 236 he is called "a (the) monk 
called K.", while at S. i. 198 he is called "the venerable K." The name 
may be a clan name or a personal one. 

' tantibaddha, VA. II45 saying " he was fettered by the tanti (tradition, 
sacred text, thread, string) of things to be done (duties, obligations) in that 
residence". CJ. tantimagga at Vin. i. 156 (see above, p. 2o6). 

• ussukkai?Z apanno • cf. ussukkai?Z akasi below and ussukkalfl karoti at 
Vin. iv. 280, 301. 

' phasu vihareyyulfl. Phasuvihara is perhaps a technical expression, 
see Vin. i. 92 (above p. n8, n. 2). 

8 As at Vin. iv. 231, 310. 
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village." Then these incoming monks settled down just there 
at Vasabha village. II r II 

Then it occurred to the monk Kassapagotta : " What was 
travel-weariness in these incoming monks has abated; further 
they, who did not know which alms-resorts1 were appointed, 2 

now know these alms-resorts which were appointed. It is 
indeed arduous to make an effort all one's life among strangers, 3 

and hinting is not liked by the ,people. 4 Suppose I were to 
make no effort in the matter of conjey, solid food, rice? " 
He made no effort in the matter of conjey, solid food, rice. 
Then it occurred to those incoming monks : [312] 

"Formerly, your reverences, this resident monk made an 
effort in the matter of bathing (for us), he also made an effort 
in the matter of conjey, solid food, rice (for us), but now he 
makes no effort in the matter of conjey, solid food, rice (for 
us). This resident monk, your reverences, is now corrupt. 
Come now, your reverences, let us suspend 5 the resident monk." 
Hz II 

Then these incoming monks, having assembled together, 
spoke thus to the monk Kassapagotta: "Now, formerly you, 
your reverence, used to make an effort in the matter of bathing 
(for us), you also used to make an effort in the matter of conjey, 
solid food, rice (for us), but now you make no effort in the 
matter of conjey, solid food, rice (for us). You, your reverence, 
have fallen into an offence ; do you see this offence ? " 

"There is no offence of mine, your reverences, that I can 
see." 

Then these incoming monks suspended the monk Kassa
pagotta for not seeing the offence. 8 Then it occurred to the 
monk Kassapagotta : " Indeed I do not know this : whether 
this is an offence or is no offence, and whether I have fallen 
or have not fallen, and whether I am suspended or am not 

1 gocara, cf. Vin. i. 292 (above, p. 417). 
• appakataniiu, cf. B.D. ii. 390, n. 3· 
a pat'akulesu. Probably " strangers " because they were not the families 

who supported Kassapagotta himself, but he went to them for alms for 
the " incoming monks ". 

' Cf. Vin. iii. 144 (B.D. i. 246), Vin. iii. 227 (B.D. ii. 79). 
• ukkhipama. U kkhipati is not to " pronounce expulsion " as trans

lated at Vin. Texts ii. 257. See B.D. iii. 28, n. 4· 
1 CJ. CV. I. 25-80. 
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suspended, or whether it is by (an act) that is· legitimate1 or 
that is not legitimate, or by (one) that is reversible2 or that is 
irreversible, or by (one) that is fit to stand3 or that is not fit 
to stand. Suppose that I, having gone to Campa, were to ask 
the Lord about this matter ? " II 3 II 

Then the monk Kassapagotta, having packed away his 
lodging, taking his bowl and robe, set out for Campa; in 
due course he approached Campa and the Lord. Having 
approached, having greeted the Lord, he sat down at a 
respectful distance. Now it is the custom for awakened ones, 
for lords to exchange friendly greetings with incoming monks. 
So the Lord spoke thus to the monk Kassapagotta: "I hope, 
monk, that things went well with you, I hope you had enough 
to support life, I hope you have come on the journey with 
but little fatigue. But where, monk, have you come from? " 

" Things did go well with me, Lord, I had enough to support 
life, Lord, and I, Lord, came on the journey with but little 
fatigue. 114 II 

" There is, Lord, in the Kasi country a village called Vasabha. 
I, Lord, a resident there, attached to the tradition, had made 
an effort so that well behaved monks who had not come 
should come, and so that well behaved monks who had come 
should live in comfort, and so that that residence should attain 
growth, expansion, maturity. Then, Lord, several monks 
walking on tour among the people of Kasi arrived at the village 
of Vasabha. I, Lord, saw those monks coming in the distance; 
seeing them I made ready a seat .... Then, Lord, it occurred to 
these incoming monks : ' Good indeed is this resident monk. 

' [313] . . . Then, Lord, these incoming monks settled 
down, just there in Vasabha village. Then, Lord, it occurred 
to me : ' . . . Suppose I were to make no effort in . . . the 
matter of conjey, solid food, rice (for them) ? ' So then I 
made no effort. . . . Then, Lord, these incoming monks, 
having assembled together, spoke thus to me: 'Now, formerly, 
your reverence .... Do you see this offence? ' Then, Lord, 

1 dhammika; cf. Vin. iv. 284-5 ; cf. " definition " of dhammikakamma 
at Vin. iv. 152 ; and see below, p. 453 (adhammikakamma). Possibly kamma 
is omitted above unintentionally. 

1 kuppa; cf. Vin. iv. 153. 
a !hiinaraha. These three expressions, and their opposites occur at 

Vin. i. III (above, p. 146). 
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these incoming monks suspended me for not seeing the offence. 
Then, Lord, it occurred to me: 'Indeed I do not know .... 
Suppose that I, having gone to Campa, were to ask the Lord 
about this matter? ' That is why, Lord, I have come." 115 11 

"This is no offence, monk, this is not an offence; you are 
unfallen, you have not fallen; you are unsuspended, you were 
not suspended ; you were suspended by a (formal) act that 
was not legitimate, that was reversible, that was not fit to 
stand. Go you, monk, settle down there at Vasabha village." 

"Very well, Lord," and the monk Kassapagotta having 
answered the Lord in assent, rising from his seat, having greeted 
the Lord, keeping his right side towards him, set out for 
Vasabha village. 11611 

Then these incoming monks became doubtful, they became 
remorseful. They thought : " Indeed it was unprofitable for 
us, indeed it was not profitable for us, indeed it was ill-gotten 
by us, indeed it was not well-gotten by us, that we suspended 
a pure1 monk, not an offender, without cause, without reason. 
Come now, your reverences, having gone to Campa, let us 
confess the transgression as a transgression to the Lord." Then 
these incoming monks, having packed away their lodgings, 
taking their bowls and robes, set out for Campa ; in due course 
they approached Campa and the Lord. Having approached, 
having greeted the Lord, they sat down at a respectful distance. 
Now it is the custom for awakened ones, for lords to exchange 
friendly greetings with incoming monks. So the Lord spoke 
thus to those monks: "I hope, monks, that things went well 
with you, I hope you had enough to support life, I hope you 
have come on the journey with but little fatigue. But where, 
monks, have you come from?" 

"Things have gone well with us, Lord, we had enough to 
support life, Lord, and we came on the journey, Lord, with 
but little fatigue. There is, Lord, in the Kasi country a village 
called Viisabha. We come from there, Lord." II 7 II 

" Did you, monks, suspend a resident monk ? " 
" Yes, Lord." 
" For what cause, monks, for what reason ? " 
1 suddha in such a connection means that a monk has committed no 

offences, or that if he has he has confessed them, and so is "pure" to take 
his place at the Patimokkha recitation; Cf. Vin. i. 114 (above, p. 151), and 
epilogue to each class of rules in the Vibhaiigas. 
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"There was no cause, Lord, no reason." The awakened 
one, the Lord rebuked them, saying: 

" It is not fitting, monks, it is not becoming [314], it is 
not suitable, it is not worthy of a recluse, it is not allowable, 
it is not to be done. How can you, foolish men, suspend a 
pure monk, not an offender, without cause, without reason? 
It is not, foolish men, for pleasing those who are not (yet) 
pleased ... "and having rebuked them, having given reasoned 
talk, he addressed the monks, saying : 

"Monks, a pure monk, not an offender, is not to be suspended 
without cause, without reason. Whoever should suspend one, 
there is an offence of wrong-doing." II 8 II 

Then these monks, rising from their seats, having arranged 
their upper robes over one shoulder, having inclined their heads 
towards the Lord's feet, spoke thus to the Lord : " Lord, a 
transgression has overcome us,l in that we, foolish, misguided, 
wrong that we were, suspended a pure monk, not an offender, 
without cause, without reason. Lord, let the Lord acknowledge 
our transgression as a transgression for the sake of restraint 
in the future." 

"Truly, monks, a transgression has overcome you, in that 
you, foolish, misguided, wrong that you were, suspended a 
pure monk, not an offender, without cause, without reason. 
But if you, monks, having seen the transgression as a transgres
sion, confess according to the rule, we acknowledge it for you; 
for, monks, in the discipline for an ariyan this is growth : who
ever having seen a transgression as a transgression confesses it 
according to the rule, he attains restraint in the future." 
II 9111 II 

Now at that time at Campa monks carried out (formal) acts 
like these : they carried out a (formal) act not by rule, in an 
incomplete assembly, they carried out a (formal) act not by 
rule, in a complete assembly, they carried out a (formal) act 
by a rule, in an incomplete assembly, they carried out a (formal) 
act, by what had the appearance of a rule, in an incomplete 
assembly, they carried out a (formal) act by what had the 
appearance of a rule, in a complete assembly; and one2 

1 Cf. Vin. iv. 18-rg, and see B.D. ii. 200, notes. 
1 I.e. an individual monk. 
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suspended one and one suspended two and one suspended 
several and one suspended an Order, and two suspended one 
and two suspended two and two suspended several and two 
suspended an Order, and several suspended one and several 
suspended two and several suspended several and several 
suspended an Order, and an Order suspended an Order.l 
II I II 

Those who were modest monks looked down upon, criticised, 
spread it about, saying: "How can these monks at Campa 
carry out (formal) acts like these ? How can they carry out 
a (formal) act by rule, in an incomplete assembly? ... How 
can they carry out a (formal) act by what has the appearance 
of a rule, in a complete assembly? And how can one suspend 
one . . . and how can an Order suspend an Order ? " Then 
these monks told this matter to the Lord. He said : 

" Is it true, as is said, monks, that monks at Campa carry 
out (formal) acts like these ? [315] Do they carry out a 
(formal) act not by rule, in an incomplete assembly . . . and 
does an Order suspend an Order ? " 

"It is true, Lord." The awakened one, the Lord rebuked 
them, saying: 

" Monks, it is not fitting in these foolish men, it is not 
becoming, it is not suitable, it is unworthy of a recluse, it is 
not allowable, it is not to be done. How, monks, can these 
foolish men carry out (formal) acts like these ? How can they 
carry out a (formal) act not by rule, in an incomplete assembly ? 
. . . and how can an Order suspend an Order ? It is not, 
monks, for pleasing those who are not (yet) pleased .... " 
Having rebuked them, having given reasoned talk, he addressed 
the monks, saying: II z II 

"If, monks, a (formal) act is carried out not by rule, in 
an incomplete assembly, it is not a (formal) act and ought not 
to be carried out. A (formal) act carried out not by rule, in 
a complete assembly, is not a formal act and ought not to be 
carried out. . . . A (formal) act carried out by what has the 
appearance of rule, in a complete assembly, is not a (formal) 
act and ought not to be carried out ; and if one suspends one 
it is not a (formal) act and ought not to be carried out . 

1 See Vin. Texts ii. 262, n. 

I, 

I 
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and if an Order suspends an Order it is not a (formal) act 
and ought not to be carried out. II 3 II 

" Monks, there are these four (formal) acts : a (formal) act 
(carried out) not by rule, in an incomplete assembly ; a (formal) 
act (carried out) not by rule in a complete assembly ; a (formal) 
act (carried out) by rule in an incomplete assembly ; a (formal) 
act (carried out) by rule in a complete assembly. Herein, 
monks, that which is a (formal) act (carried out) not by rule, 
in an incomplete assembly, this (formal) act, monks, because 
it lacks reference to rule,1 because of the incompleteness2 (of 
the assembly), is reversible, is not fit to stand. Monks, a 
(formal) act like this should not be carried out, and a (formal) 
act like this is not allowed by me. Herein, monks, that which 
is a (formal) act (carried out) not by rule, in a complete 
assembly, this (formal) act, monks, because it lacks reference 
to rule, is reversible, is not fit to stand ... and a (formal) act 
like this is not allowed by me. Herein, monks, that which is 
a (formal) act (carried out) by rule, in an incomplete assembly, 
this (formal) act, monks, because of the incompleteness (of the 
assembly), is reversible ... is not allowed by me. Herein, 
monks, that which is a (formal) act (carried out) by rule, in 
a complete assembly, this (formal) act, monks, because it has 
reference to rule, because of the completeness (of the assembly), 
is irreversible, it is fit to stand. Monks, a (formal) act like this 
may be carried out and a (formal) act like this is allowed by me. 
Therefore, monks, thinking: 'We will carry out a (formal) 
act like this, that is to say by rule, in a complete assembly' 
-it is thus that you must train yourselves." 11411211 

Now at that time the group of six monks carried out (formal) 
acts like these : they carried out a (formal) act not by rule 
in an incomplete assembly ; they carried out a (formal) act 
not by rule in a complete assembly; they carried out a (formal) 
act by rule in an incomplete assembly ; they carried out a 
(formal) act by what had the appearance of a rule in an 
incomplete assembly; they carried out a (formal) act by what 
had the appearance of a rule in a complete assembly ; they 
also carried out a (formal) act for which a motion had not been 

1 adhammatta. not "wickedness" as CPD gives. 
1 vaggatta. 
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fumished1 although a proclamation had been furnished ;2 they 
also carried out a (formal) act for which a proclamation had 
not been furnished although a motion had been furnished ; 
[316] they also carried out a (formal) act for which a motion 
had not been furnished and for which a proclamation had not 
been furnished ; they also carried out a (formal) act that was 
against the rule ; they also carried out a (formal) act that was 
against discipline ;3 they also carried out a (formal) act that 
was against the Teacher's instruction ;4 they also carried out 
a (formal) act that had been protested against, 5 that was not 
legitimate, reversible, not fit to stand. Those who were modest 
monks looked down upon, criticised, spread it about, saying: 

" How can this group of six monks carry out (formal) acts 
like these ? How can they carry out a (formal) act not by rule 
in an incomplete assembly? ... How can they carry out a 
(formal) act that has been protested against, that is not 
legitimate, 8 reversible, not fit to stand? " Then these monks 
told this matter to the Lord. He said : 

"Is it true, as is said, monks, that the group of six monks 
carried out (formal) acts like these ; that they carried out 
a (formal) act not by rule, in an incomplete assembly ... 
a (formal) act that has been protested against, that is not 
legitimate, reversible, not fit to stand ? " 

"It is true, Lord." ... Having rebuked them, having 
given reasoned talk, he addressed the monks, saying: II r II 

"Monks, a (formal) act (carried out) not by rule, in an 
incomplete assembly, is not a (formal) act and ought not to be 
carried out .... A (formal) act (carried out) by what has the 
appearance of a rule in a complete assembly is not a (formal) 
act and ought not to be carried out. Monks, a (formal) act 
for which a motion is not furnished, although a proclamation 

1 iiattivipanna. 
• anussavanasampanna, i.e. a proclamation of a kammavaca, the resolu

tion. See S. Dutt, Early Bud. Monachism, p. 150. 
3 VA. II46 says that discipline here means "reproving, making (some

one) remember", i.e. giving the person aganist whom one is about to carry 
out a formal act a chance to confess his offence. 

' VA. I 146 says that this provides for a motion and a proclamation. 
• paJiku!Jhakata. VA. II46 says that it was protested against (pa!iku!!ha) 

but was also carried out (kata)-it was carried out in spite of the protests 
of others. See pa!ikkosati at beginning of Pii.c. 79, where the monks protest 
when a formal act is being carried out. 

• Omitted in Oldenberg's text, but contained in the Sinh. edition. 

2H 
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is furnished, is not a (formal) act and ought not to be carried 
out. Monks, a (formal) act for which a proclamation is 
furnished, although a motion is not furnished, is nut a (formal) 
act and ought not to be carried out. Monks, a (formal) act 
for which a motion is not furnished and for which a proclama
tion is not furnished, is not a (formal) act and ought not to be 
carried out. Monks, a (formal) act carried out against the rule 
... against the discipline ... against the Teacher's instruc
tion is not a (formal) act and ought not to be carried out. 
Monks, a (formal) act that has been protested against, that 
is not legitimate, reversible, not fit to stand, is not a (formal) 
act and ought not to be carried out. II 2 II 

" Monks, there are these six (formal) acts : a (formal) act 
(carried out) not by rule, a (formal) act (carried out) .in an 
incomplete assembly, a (formal) act (carried out) in a complete 
assembly, a (formal) act (carried out) by what has the appear
ance of rule in an incomplete assembly, a (formal) act (carried 
out) by what has the appearance of rule in a complete assembly, 
a (formal) act (carried out) by rule in a complete 
assembly. 

"And what, monks, is a (formal) act (carried out) not by rule ? 
If, monks, when it is a (formal) act with a motion and a 
resolution,1 one carries out the (formal) act by means of the 
one motion but does not proclaim the resolution, then it is 
a (formal) act (carried out) not by rule. If, monks, when it is 
a (formal) act with a motion and a resolution, one carries out 
the (formal) act by means of two motions but does not proclaim 
the resolution, then it is a (formal) act (carried out) not by rule. 
If, monks, when it is a (formal) act with a motion and a 
resolution, one carries out the (formal) act by means of the 
one resolution but does not propose the motion, then it is a 
(formal) act (carried out) not by rule. If, monks, when it is 
a (formal) act with a motion and a resolution, one carries out 
the (formal) act by means of two resolutions but does not 
propose the motion, it is a (formal) act carried out not by rule. 
11311 

" If, monks, when it is a (formal) act with a motion and 

1 nattidutiya. This is a iormal act in two parts, the motion, iiatti, being 
the first ; the second part, dutiya, which consists of one proclamation, has 
to be made before the decision of an Order can be arrived at. 
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a resolution to be put three times,1 one carries out the (fotrnal) 
act by means of one motion but does not proclaim the resolution 
(317], then it is a (formal) act (carried out) not by rule. If, 
monks, when it is a (formal} act with a motion and a resolution 
to be put three times, one carries out the (formal) act by 
means of two motions . . . three motions . . . four motions, 
but does not proclaim the resolution, then it is a (formal) act 
(carried out) not by rule. If, monks, when it is a (formal) act 
with a motion and a resolution to be put three times, one carries 
out the (formal) act by means of one proclamation . . . two 
proclamations ... three proclamations ... four proclama
tions, but does not propose the motion, then it is a (formal) 
act carried out not by rule. This, monks, is called a (formal) 
act (carried out) not by rule. 114 II 

"And what, monks, is a (formal) act (carried out) in an 
incomplete assembly ? If, monks, it is a (formal) act with 
a motion and a resolution, and as many monks as are entitled 
(to take part in the· formal) act2 are not come, if the leave 
for absence of those fit (to declare their) leave of absence is 
not sent, if those who are present protest, it is a (formal) act 
in an incomplete assembly. If, monks, ... as many monks 
as are entitled (to take part in the formal) act are come, if 
the leave for absence ... is not sent, if those who are present 
protest, it is a (formal) act in an incomplete assembly. If, 
monks, . . . as many monks as are entitled (to take part in 
the formal) act are come, if the leave for absence of those fit 
(to declare their) leave for absence is sent, if those who are 
present protest, it is a (formal) act (carried out) in an incomplete 
assembly. 

" If, monks, it is a (formal) act with a motion and a resolution 
put three times . . . (the same three cases as above are repeated 
here) ... it is a (formal) act in an incomplete assembly. This, 
monks, is called a (formal) act (carried out) in an incomplete 
assembly. 115 II 

"And what, monks, is a (formal) act (carried out) in a 
complete assembly ? If, monks, it is a (formal) act with a 

1 natticatuttha, a formal act in four parts : the motion, and_ then the 
resolution, but this has to be proclaimed not once, but three times. We 
have no neat expressions for such procedure. 

• kammappatta. 
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motion and a resolution, and as many monks as are (entitled 
to take part in the formal) act are come, if the leave for absence 
of those fit (to declare their) leave for absence is sent, if those 
who are present do not protest, it is a (formal) act (carried out) 
in a complete assembly. 

" If, monks, it is a (formal) act with a motion and a resolution 
to be put three times . . . (the same three cases as above are 
repeated here) ... it is a (formal) act (carried out) in a complete 
assembly. This, monks, is called a (formal) act (carried out) 
in a complete assembly. II 6 II 

"And what, monks, is a (formal) act (carried out) by what 
has the appearance of rule, in an incomplete assembly? If, 
monks, it is a (formal) act with a motion and a resolution, and 
one first proclaims the resolution and afterwards proposes the 
motion, if as many monks as are entitled (to take part in 
a formal) act have not come, if the leave for absence of those 
fit (to declare their) leave for absence is not sent, if those 
who are present protest, then it is a (formal) act (carried out) 
by what has the appearance of rule, in an incomplete assembly. 

" If, monks, it is a (formal) act with a motion and a resolution, 
and one first proclaims the resolution and afterwards proposes 
the motion, if as many monks as are entitled (to take part in 
the formal) act have come, if the leave of absence ... is not 
sent, if those who are present protest, then it is a (formal) act 
(carried out) by what has the appearance of rule, in an 
incomplete assembly. 

" If, monks, it is a (formal) act with a motion and a resolution, 
and one first proclaims the resolution and afterwards proposes 
the motion, if as many monks as are entitled (to take part in 
the formal) act have come, if the leave for absence of those 
(fit to declare) leave for absence is sent [318], if those who are 
present protest, then it is a (formal) act (carried out) by what 
has the appearance of rule, in an incomplete assembly. 

" If, monks, it is a (formal) act with a motion and a resolution 
to be put three times . . . (the same three cases as above are 
repeated here) . ... This, monks, is called a (formal) act 
(carried out) by what has the appearance of rule, in an 
incomplete assembly. II 7 II 

"And what, monks, is a (formal) act (carried out) by what 
has the appearance of rule, in a complete assembly ? If, monks, 
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it is a (formal) act with a motion and a resolution, and one 
first proclaims the resolution and afterwards proposes the 
motion, if as many monks as are entitled (to take part in 
the formal) act have come, if the leave of absence of those fit 
(to declare their) leave of absence is sent, if those who are 
present do not protest, then it is a (formal) act (carried out) 
by what has the appearance of rule, in a complete assembly. 

" If, monks, it is a (formal) act with a motion and a resolution 
to be put three times . . . (the sdme as above is repeated here) 
... it is a (formal) act (carried out) by what has the appearance 
of the rule in a complete assembly. This, monks, is called 
a (formal) act (carried out) by what has the appearance of rule 
in a complete assembly. II 8 II 

"And what, monks, is a (formal) act (carried out) by rule 
in a complete assembly ? If, monks, it is a (fonnal) act with 
a motion and a resolution, and if one first proposes the motion 
and after one resolution carries out the (formal) act, if as 
many monks are entitled (to take part in the formal) act 
have come, if-the leave of absence of those fit (to declare their) 
leave of absence is sent, if those who are present do not protest, 
then it is a (formal) act (carried out) by rule in a complete 
assembly. 

"If, monks, it is a (formal) act with a motion and a resolution 
to be put three times, and if one first proposes the motion 
and after (having put) the resolution three times, carries out 
the (formal) act, if as many monks as are entitled (to take part 
in the formal) act have come, if the leave of absence of those 
who are fit (to declare their) leave of absence is sent, if those 
who are present do not protest, then it is a (formal) act (carried 
out) by rule, in a complete assembly. This, monks, is called 
a (formal) act (carried out) by rule, in a complete assembly.1 

11911311 

" Five (kinds of) Orders : a fourfold Order of monks, a 
fivefold Order of monks, a tenfold Order of monks, a twentyfold 
Order of monks, an Order of monks that is more than twenty
fold. In the case, monks, of an Order of monks being fourfold, 
it is entitled (to take part) in all (formal) acts, if by rule, if it is 

1 Oldenberg's edition omits this last sentence. It is contained, rightly, 
in the Sinhalese edition. 
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complete, excepting three (formal) acts: ordination,1 invita
tion, 2 rehabilitation. 3 In the case, monks, of an Order of monks 
being fivefold, it is entitled (to take part) in all (formal) acts, 
if by rule, if it is complete, excepting two (formal) acts: 
ordination in the middle districts, 4 rehabilitation. In the case, 
monks, of an Order of monks being tenfold, it is entitled (to 
take part) in all (formal) acts, if by rule, if it is complete, 
excepting one (formal) act : rehabilitation. In the case, 
monks of an Order of monks being twentyfold, it is entitled 
(to take part) in all (formal) acts, if by rule, if it is complete. 
In the case, monks, of an Order of monks being more than 
twentyfold, [319] it is entitled (to take part) in all (formal) 
acts, if by rule, if it is complete. II I II 

" If, monks, a fourfold Order, carrying out a (formal) act, 
should carry out the (formal) act with a nun as the fourth 
(member), then it is not a (formal) act and ought not to be 
carried out. If, monks, a fourfold Order, carrying out a 
(formal) act, should carry out the (formal) act with a proba
tioner as the fourth (member) . . . with a novice . . . with 
a woman novice ... with a disavower of the training 5 ••• 

with one who has committed an extreme offence . . . with 
one who is suspended for not seeing an offence . . . with one 
who is suspended for not making amends for an offence . . . 
with one who is suspended for not giving up a wrong view 
... with a eunuch ... with one living in communion as it 
were by theft6 

••• with one who has gone over to a sect 8 

. . . with an animal . . . with a matricide . . . with a 
parricide ... with a slayer of ones perfected ... with a 
seducer of a nun . . . with a schismatic . . . with a shedder 
of (a tathiigata's) blood ... with a hermaphrodite ... with 
one belonging to a different communion ... with one staying 
in a different boundary . . . with one standing above the 

1 See Vin. i. 58. At Vin. iv. 130 if a monk wants to ordain an individual 
and looks about for a group, he incurs an offence of wrong-doing. 

~ S~e MV. IV. 5. 2 where monks, if they number only four, are allowed 
to mv1te one another, but where they are five (MV. IV. 5. 1) they should 
invite in an Order. 

3 See B.D. iii. 28, n. 4. and also B.D. i. 328 . 
. ' In bordering districts a " group " (i.e. here four monks) may ordain 

w1th an expert on. Vinaya as the fifth officiating monk, Vin. i. 197. 
6 For the followmg sequence of terms, down to hermaphrodite, cf. Vin. i. 

121, 135, 167, and above, p. r6o. 
• At Vin. i. 86 not to be ordained. 
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ground1 by psychic potency . . . with one against whom an 
Order is carrying out a (formal) act as the fourth (member), 
it is not a (formal) act and ought not to be carried out. II 2 II 

Carrying out by a Fourfold (Order). 
"If, monks, a fivefold (Order), carrying out a (formal) act,_ 

should carry out the (formal) act with a nun as the fifth 
(member) . . . with one against whom the Order is carrying 
out a (formal) act as the fifth (member), it is not a (formal) act 
and ought not to be carried out. II 3 II 

Carrying out by a Fivefold (Order) 
"If, monks, a tenfold (Order), carrying out a (formal) act, 

should carry out the (formal) act with a nun as the tenth 
(member) . . . with one against whom the Order is carrying 
out a (formal) act as the tenth (member), it is not a (formal) 
act and ought not to be carried out. II 4 II 

Carrying out by a Tenfold (Order) 
" If, monks, a twentyfold Order, carrying out a (formal) act, 

should carry out the (formal) act with a nun as the twentieth 
(member) . . . with one against whom the Order is carrying 
out a (formal) act as the twentieth (member), it is not a (formal) 
act and ought not to be carried out. II 5 II 

Carrying out by a Twentyfold (Order). 
" If, monks, one on probation as the fourth (member) should 

grant probation, 2 should send back to the beginning, should 
inflict miinatta, if he, as the twentieth (member), should rehabili
tate, it is not a (formal) act and ought not to be carried out. 

" If, monks, one deserving to be sent back to the beginning 
as the fourth (member) should grant probation, should send 
back to the beginning, should inflict miinatta, if he, as the 
twentieth (member), should rehabilitate, it is not a (formal) 
and ought not to be carried out. 

" If, monks, one deserving miinatta as the fourth (member) 
should grant probation, should send back to the beginning, 
should inflict miinatta, if he, as the twentieth (member) [320] 
should rehabilitate, it is not a (formal) act and ought not to be 
carried out. 

1 On uehiisa, as "above the ground", see B.D. i. 79, n. 5· 
• All these constitute part of the penalty for committing a Sftnghadisesa. 

offence. Those undergomg the penalty cannot inflict it on others, nor 
can they rehabilitate them when the penalty is duly over. Cf. CV. II. 1. 4· 
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" If, monks, one undergoing miinatta as the fourth (member) 
should grant probation, should send back to the beginning, 
should inflict miinatta, if he, as the twentieth (member), should 
rehabilitate, it is not a (formal) act and ought not to be carried 
out. 

" If, monks, one deserving rehabilitation as the fourth 
(member) should grant probation, should send back to the 
beginning, should inflict miinatta, if he, as the twentieth 
(member), should rehabilitate, it is not a (formal) act and ought 
not to be carried out. il 6 II 

"Monks, the protest of some (people) in the midst of an 
Order is valid, of others is not valid. And, monks, of whom 
is a protest in the midst of an Order not valid ? Monks, the 
protest of a nun in the midst of an Order is not valid . . . 
of a probationer . . . of a novice . . . of a woman novice 
... of a disavower of the training ... of one who has 
committed an extreme offence . . . of one who is mad . . . 
of one who is unhinged . . . of one who is in pain . . . of one 
who is suspended for not seeing an offence1 . • • of one against 
whom an Order is carrying out a (formal) act. Monks, a 
protest of these in the midst of an Order is not valid. II 7 II 

"And, monks, of whom is a protest in the midst of an Order 
valid ? Monks, a protest of a regular2 monk in the midst of 
an Order is valid if he belongs to the same communion, if he 
is staying within the same boundary, even if he only informs 
the monk next (to him). 3 Monks, his protest in the midst 
of an Order is valid. II 8 II 

"There are, monks, these two (kinds of) being sent away. 4 

There is, monks, the individual who has not arrived at the 
point of being sent away, 5 but if an Order sends him away 
he may be rightly sent away, or he may be wrongly sent away. 
And which, monks, is an individual who has not arrived at 

1 Same list as that at MV. IX. 4. 2. 
2 pakatatta. VA. II47 says he is one who has not fallen from moral 

habit and has not committed a piiriijika offence. Cf. Vin. ii. 6, 32 f. 
3 iinantarikassiipi bhikkhuno viiiiiiipentassa. VA.· II 4 7 says, " if he 

immediately sits down himself" (in the assembly). Cf. the anantarika 
nun at Vin. iv. 234, i.e. the next nun in an almsfood procession. 

• nissiiraf!ii. Cf. Nuns' Sanghadisesas, and see B.D. iii. Intr. xxxvi. 
VA. II47 explains that the Order sends away, nissiireti, by an act of banish
ment, censure and so on. 

6 appatto nissiiraflai?J; he is not guilty enough to be sent away. 
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the point of being sent away, but who, if an Order sends him 
away, is wrongly sent away ? Now this is a case, monks, 
where there is a pure monk, not an offender ; if the Order 
sends him away, he is wrongly sent away. This, monks, is 
called an individual who has not arrived at the point of being 
sent away, and who, if the Order sends him away, is wrongly 
sent away. And which, monks, is an individual who has not 
arrived at the point of being sent away, but who, if an Order 
sends him away, is rightly sent away ? Now this is a case, 
monks, where there is an ignorant, inexperienced monk, full 
of offences, not rid of them,1 [321] one who lives in company 
with householders in unbecoming association with householders; 
if an Order sends him away, he is rightly sent away. This, 
monks, is called an individual who has not arrived at the point 
of being sent away, but who, if the Order sends him away, 
is rightly sent away. II 9 II 

"There are, monks, these two (kinds of) restoration. 2 There 
is, monks, the individual who has not arrived at the point 
of restoration, but if an Order restores him, he may be rightly 
restored, or he may be wrongly restored. And which, monks, 
is the individual who has not arrived at the point of restoration, 
but who, if an Order restores him, is wrongly restored? A 
eunuch, 3 monks, does not arrive4 at the point of restoration ; 
if the Order restores him, he is wrongly restored. Monks, one 
living in communion, as it were by theft, ... one gone over 
to a sect . . . an animal . . . a matricide . . . a parricide 
. . . a slayer of one perfected . . . a seducer of a nun . . . 
a schismatic ... a shedder of (a Truthfinder's) blood ... a 
hermaphrodite does not arrive at the point of restoration ; if 
an Order restores him, he is wrongly restored. These, monks, 
are called individuals who do not arrive at the point of 
restoration, and who, if the Order restores them, are wrongly 
restored. II Io II 

"And which, monks, is an individual who has not arrived 

1 an-apadiina. VA. II48 explains apadiina by pariccheda, and says that 
the meaning of anapadiina is "without the pariccheda of offences". Cf. 
below, MV. IX. 7. 6. . 

• osiira'!fii , see B.D. iii. 28. n. 4· 
3 Same list recurs above, MV. IX. 4. 2. 

• Again, appatta; but none of these may be ordained, or, if ordained, 
they should be expelled, niiseti. They therefore cannot be restored, not 
being in a position to obtain restoration. 
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at the point of restoration, and who if an Order restores him 
is rightly restored ? One with his hands cut of£, 1 monks, wh~ 
has not arrived at the point of restoration, if an Order restores 
him, is rightly restored. Monks, one with his feet cut off 
. . . one with his hands and feet cut off . . . his ears cut off 
. . . his nose cut off . . . his ears and nose cut off . . . his 
fingers cut off . . . his nails cut off . . . one with his tendons 
cut . . . one who has webbed hands . . . a hunchback . . . 
a dwarf . . . one who had goitre . . . one who has been 
branded . . . one who has been scourged . . . one who has 
been written about . . . one who has elephantiasis . . . one 
who is badly ill ... one who has disgraced an assembly (by 
some deformity) . . . one who is blind . . . one with a 
crooked limb ... one who is lame ... one paralysed down 
one side . . . a cripple . . . one weak through old age . . . 
one who is blind from birth . . . one who is dumb . . . one 
who is deaf . . . one who is blind and dumb . . . one who is 
blind and deaf . . . one who is deaf and dumb . . . one who 
is blind and deaf and dumb who has not arrived at the point 
of restoration, if an Order restores him, is .rightly restored. 
These, monks, are called individuals who have not arrived at 
the point of restoration, and who, if an Order restores them, 
are rightly restored. II II II 4 II 

The First Portion for Repeating : that on Vasabha village. 

"This is a case, monks, where there is not an offence of a 
monk's that should be seen. 2 If an Order or several (monks) 
or one individual reproves him for it, saying : ' You, your 
reverence, have fallen into an offence. Do you see this offence?' 
and if he speaks thus: 'There is not, your reverence(s), an 
offence of mine that I can see,' [322] and if the Order suspends 
him for not seeing the offence,3 it is not a legally valid (formal) 
act. This is a case, monks, where there is not an offence of a 
monk's for which amends should be made. If an Order or 
several (monks) or one individual reproves him for it, saying: 
'You, your reverence, have fallen into an offence. Make 

1 Same list at Yin. i. gi, where such people may not "go forth". See 
above, p. 116 for notes. 

1 I.e. by him. 
' Cf. CV. I. 25-30. 

• 
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amends for this offence,' and if he speaks thus: 'There is not, 
your reverences, an offence of mine for which I should make 
amends,' and if the Order suspends him for not making amends 
for the offence, 1 it is not a legally valid (formal) act. This is 
a case, monks, where there is not a wrong view of a monk's 
that should be given up. 2 If an Order or several (monks) or 
one individual reproves him for it, saying: 'This is a wrong 
view of yours, your reverence. Give up this wrong view,' and 
if he speaks thus: 'There is not, your reverence, a wrong view 
of mine that I should give up,' and if the Order suspends him 
for not giving up the wrong view, 3 it is not a legally valid 
(formal) act. II I II 

"This is a case, monks, where there is not an offence of a 
monk's that should be seen, not an offence for which amends 
should be made. If an Order or several (monks) or one 
individual reproves him for it, saying: 'You, your reverence, 
have fallen into an offence. Do you see this offence? Make 
amends for this offence,' and if he speaks thus: 'There is not, 
your reverence(s), an offence of mine that I can see; there is 
not, your reverence(s), an offence of mine for which I should 
make amends,' and if the Order suspends him for not seeing 
or for not making amends, it is not a legally valid (formal) act. 
11211 

" This is a case, monks, where there is not an offence of a 
monk's that should be seen, not a wrong view that should be 
given up. If an Order or .several (monks) or one individual 
reproves him for it, saying: 'You, your reverence, have fallen 
into an offence. Do you see this offence? This is a wrong 
view of yours ; give up this wrong view ' ; and if he speaks 
thus: 'There is not, your reverence(s), an offence of mine 
that I can see; there is not a wrong view of mine that I should 
give up,' and if the Order suspends him for not seeing or for 
not giving up, it is not a legally valid (formal) act. 113 II 

"This is a case, monks, where there is not an offence of a 
monk's for which amends should be made, there is not a wrong 
view that should be given up. If an Order or several (monks) 
or one individual reproves him for it, saying : ' You, your 

1 Cf. CV. I. 31. 
• paJinissajjetii. = Pa!inissajjitabbii., VA. 1147. 
1• Cf. CV. I. 32-35. 
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reverence, have fallen into an offence; make amends for this 
offence. This is a wrong view of yours, give up this wrong 
view,' and if he speaks thus: 'There is not, your reverence(s) 
an offence of mine for which I should make amends ; there is 
not a wrong view of mine that I should give up,' and if the 
Order suspends him for not making amends or for not giving 
up, it is not a legally valid (fonnal) act. 114 II 

" This is a case, monks, where there is not an offence of 
a monk's that should be seen, there is not an offence for which 
amends should be made, there is not a wrong view that should 
be given up. If an Order or several (monks) [323] or one 
individual reproves him for it, saying : ' You, your reverence, 
have fallen into an offence. Do you see this offence? Make 
amends for this offence. This is a wrong view of yours ; give 
up this wrong view,' and if he speaks thus : ' There is not, 
your reverence(s), an offence of mine that I can see; there 
is not, your reverence(s), an offence of mine for which I should 
make amends ; there is not a wrong view of mine that I should 
give up,' and if the Order suspends him for not seeing or for 
not making amends or for not giving up, it is not a legally 
valid (fonnal) act. II 5 II 

"This is a case, monks, where there is an offence of a monk's 
that should be seen. If an Order or several (monks) or one 
individual reproves him for it, saying: 'You, your reverence, 
have fallen into an offence. Do you see this offence ? ' and 
if he speaks thus : ' Yes, your reverence(s), I see it,' and if 
the Order suspends him for not seeing the offence, it is not 
a legally valid (fonnal) act. 

" This is a case, monks, where there is an offence of a monk's 
for which amends should be made. If an Order or several 
(monks) or one individual reproves him for it, saying : ' You, 
your reverence, have fallen into an offence. Make amends for 
this offence,' and if he speaks thus: 'Yes, your reverence(s), 
I will make amends,' and if the Order suspends him for not 
making amends for the offence, it is not a legally valid (fonnal) 
act. 

" This is a case, monks, where there is a wrong view of 
a monk's that should be given up. If an Order or several 
(monks) or one individual reproves him for it, saying: 'This, 
your reverence, is a wrong view of yours. Give up this wrong 

• 
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view,' and if he speaks thus: 'Yes, your reverence{s), I will 
give it up,' and if the Order suspends him for not giving up 
the wrong view, it is not a legally valid (fonnal) act. 1/6 II 

"This is a case, monks, where there is an offence of a monk's 
that should be seen, where there is an offence for which amends 
should be made . . . where there is an offence of a monk's 
that should be seen, where there is a wrong view that should 
be given up . . . where there is an offence of a monk's for 
which amends should be made, where there is a wrong view 
that should be given up . . . where there is an offence of a 
monk's which should be seen, where there is an offence for 
which amends should be made, where there is a wrong view 
that should be given up. If an Order or several (monks) or 
one individual reproves him for it, saying: 'You, your 
reverence, have fallen into an offence. Do you see this offence? 
Make amends for this offence. This is a wrong view of yours ; 
give up this wrong view,' and if he speaks thus: 'Yes, your 
reverence(s), I see, yes, I will make amends, yes, I will give 
it up,' and if the Order suspends him for not seeing or for 
not making amends or for not giving up, it is not a legally 
valid (fonnal) act. II 7 II 

"This is a case, monks, where there is an offence of a monk's 
that should be seen. If an Order or several (monks) or one 
individual reproves him for it, saying : ' You, your reverence, 
have fallen into an offence. Do you see this offence ? ' and 
if he speaks thus: 'There is not, your reverence(s), an offence 
of mine that I can see,' [324] and if the Order suspends him 
for not seeing, it is a legally valid (formal) act. 

"This is a case, monks, where there is an offence of a monk's 
for which amends should be made. . . . If he speaks thus : 
'There is not, your reverence(s), an offence of mine for which 
I should make amends,' and if the Order suspends him for not 
making amends, it is a legally valid (fonnal) act. 

"This is a case, monks, where there is a wrong view of a 
monk's that should be given up. . . . If he speaks thus : 
'There is not, your reverence(s), a wrong view of mine, that 
should be given up,' and if the Order suspends him for not 
giving up the wrong view, it is a legally valid (fonnal) act. 
II 8 II 

"This is a case, monks, where there is an offence of a monk's 

, I 
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that should be seen, where there is an offence for which amends 
should be made . . . where there is an offence that should 
be seen, where there is a wrong view that should be given up 
. . . where there is an offence for which amends should be 
made, where there is a wrong view that should be given up 
. . . where there is an offence that should be seen, where there 
is an offence for which amends should be made, where there 
is a wrong view that should be given up. If an Order or several 
(monks) or one individual reproves him for it, saying: 'You, 
your reverence, have fallen into an offence. Do you see this 
offence? Make amends for this offence. This is a wrong view 
of yours; give up this wrong view,' and if he speaks thus: 
'There is not, your reverence(s), an offence of mine which I 
should see, there is not, your reverence(s}, an offence of mine 
for which I should make amends, there is not a wrong view 
of mine that I should give up,' and if the Order suspends him 
for not seeing or for not making amends or for not giving up, 
it is a legally valid (formal) act." II 9 II 5 II 

Then the venerable Upa.Ii approached the Lord ; having 
approached, having greeted the Lord, he sat down at a 
respectful distance. As he was sitting down at a respectful 
distance, the venerable Upali spoke thus to the Lord: "Does 
an Order, Lord, that is complete carry out a (formal) act that 
should be carried out in the presence ofl (an accused monk} 
if he is absent ? Lord, is that a legally valid (formal) act, 
is it a disciplinarily valid (formal) act ? " 2 

" This, Upa.Ii, is not a legally valid (formal) act, it is not 
a disciplinarily valid (formal) act." II I II 

" Does an Order, Lord, that is complete carry out a (formal) 
act that should be carried out by the interrogation3 (of an 
accused monk) if there is no interrogation ? Does it carry out 
a (formal) act that should be carried out on the acknowledg
ment' (of an accused monk) if there is no acknowledgment? 

1 sammukMkarapJya'f'. Cf. Vin. ii. 93. 
1 tlhammakamma vinayakamma and their opposites (atlhamma-, avinaya-) 

occur at A. i. 74, 75· AA. ii. 149 explains adhamma- and avinaya- as 
uddhamma and ubbinaya, where ud- means " off " and therefore " wrong" 
as in ummagga. 

8 PfllipucchakarapJya'f'. 
' Paliiiiiii.ya. Cf. B.D. iii. 153, n. 5 ; A. i. 99 ; M. ii. 248. 

• 
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Does it give a verdict of past insanity1 to one who merits a 
verdict of innocence ?2 Does it carry out a (formal) act for 
specific depravity3 against one who merits a verdict of past 
insanity ? Does it carry out a (formal) act of censure' against 
one who merits a (formal) act for specific depravity? Does it 
carry out a (formal) act of placing under guidance for one 
who merits a (formal) act of censure ? [325] Does it carry 
out a (formal) act of banishment against one who merits a 
(formal) act of placing under guidance ? Does it carry out 
a (formal) act of reconciliation for one who merits a (formal) 
act of banishment ? Does it carry out a (formal) act of 
suspension against one who merits a (formal) act of reconcilia
tion ? Does it grant probation 5 to one who merits a (formal) 
act of suspension ? Does it send back to the beginning one 
who merits probation ? Does it inflict miinatta on one who 
merits being sent back to the beginning ? Does it rehabilitate 
one who merits miinatta ? Does it ordain one who merits 
rehabilitation ? Is this a legally valid (formal) act, Lord, is it 
a disciplinarily valid (formal) act ? " II 2 II 

" This, Upali, is not a legally valid (formal) act, it is not 
a disciplinarily valid (formal) act. Whatever Order, Upali, 
that is complete carries out a (formal) act that should be carried 
out in the presence of (an accused monk) if he is absent-it 
thus comes to be, Upa.Ii, not a legally valid (formal) act, not 
a disciplinarily valid (formal) act, and thus the Order comes 
to be one that goes too far. 6 Whatever Order, Upali, that is 
complete carries out a (formal) act which should be carried out 
on the interrogation (of an accused monk) if there is no interro
gation . . . carries out a (formal) act which should be carried 
out with the acknowledgment (of an accused monk) if there 
is no acknowledgment . . . ordains one meriting rehabilitation 

1 amiljhavinaya. See B.D. iii. 153, n. 5; A. i. 99; M. ii. 248. 
1 sativinaydrahassa. On sativinaya see B.D. iii. 153, n. 3· ; M. ii. 247. 

Word occurs at A. i. 99; G.S. i. 85 translates "proceedings about mindful-
ness''. 

• tassapapiyyasikii.. Cf. B.D. iii. 154, n. I; A. i. 99; M. ii. 249, Vin. ii. 
85t. 

' For this and the four following formal acts, cf. Vin. i. 49 (above, p. 66) 
and A. i. 99. 

s This and the next three (not ordination) occur at A. i. 99. They are 
each part of the penalty incurred for a SangM.disesa offence. 

• siitisiira, as at Vin. i. 55 (above, p. 71}. 
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-it thus comes to be, Upali, not a legally valid (formal) act, 
not a disciplinarily valid (formal) act, and thus the Order 
comes to be one that goes too far." 113 II 

"If, Lord, an Order that is complete carries out 
a (formal) act that should be carried out in the presence 
of (an accused monk) when he is present, is this, Lord, a 
legally valid (formal) act, is it a disciplinarily valid (formal) 
act? " 

" This, Upa.Ii, is a legally valid (formal) act, it is a disciplin
arily valid (formal) act." 

" If, Lord, an Order that is complete carries out a (formal) 
act that should be carried out on the interrogation (of an 
accused monk) when there is interrogation, if it carries out 
a (formal) act that should be carried out on the acknowledgment 
of (an accused monk) when there is his acknowledgment, if it 
gives a verdict of innocence to one who merits a verdict of 
innocence . . . if it rehabilitates one who merits rehabilitation, 
if it ordains one who merits ordination, is this, Lord, a 
legally valid (formal) act, is it a disciplinarily valid (formal) 
act ? " 

" This, Upa.Ii, is a legally valid (formal) act, it is a disciplin
arily valid (formal) act. Whatever Order, Upali, that is 
complete carries out a (formal) act that should be carried out 
in the presence of (an accused monk) when he is present-it 
thus comes to be, Upali, a legally valid (formal) act, a 
disciplinarily valid (formal) act, and thus the Order comes to 
be one that does not go too far. Whatever Order, Upali, that 
is complete carries out a (formal) act that should be carried out 
on the interrogation (of an accused monk) when there is 
interrogation . . . ordains one meriting ordination-it thus 
comes to be, Upa.Ii, a legally valid (formal) act, a disciplinarily 
valid (formal) act, and thus the Order comes to be one that 
does not go too far." 114 II 

" If, Lord, an Order that is complete gives a verdict of past 
insanity to one meriting a verdict of innocence, gives a verdict 
of innocence to one meriting a verdict of past insanity, is this, 
Lord, a legally valid (formal) act, is it a disciplinarily valid 
(formal) act ? " 

" This, Upali, is not a legally valid (formal) act, it is not 
a disciplinarily valid (formal) act." 

, 
s.s-6J MAHAVAGGA IX 

" If, Lord, an Order that is complete carries out a (formal) 
act for specific depravity against one meriting a verdict of 
past insanity, if it gives a verdict of past insanity to one 
meriting a (formal) act for specific depravity; if it carries out 
a (formal) act of censure against one meriting a (formal) act 
for specific depravity, [326] if it carries out a (formal) act for 
specific depravity against one meriting a (formal) act of 
censure ; if it carries out a (formal) act of placing under guid
ance against one meriting a (formal) act of censure, if it carries 
out a (formal) act of censure against one meriting a (formal) 
act of placing under guidance ; if it carries out a (formal) act 
of banishment against one meriting a (formal) act of placing 
under guidance, if it carries out a (formal) act of placing under 
guidance against one meriting a (formal) act of banishment ; 
if it carries out a (formal) act of reconciliation against one 
meriting a (formal) act of banishment, if it carries out a (formal) 
act of banishment against one meriting a (formal) act of 
reconciliation ; if it carries out a (formal) act of suspension 
against one meriting a (formal) act of reconciliation, if it carries 
out a (formal) act of reconciliation against one meriting a 
(formal) act of suspension ; if it grants probation to one 
meriting a (formal) act of suspension, if it carries out a (formal) 
act of suspension against one meriting probation ; if it sends 
back to the beginning one meriting probation, if it grants 
probation to one meriting being sent back to the beginning ; 
if it inflicts manatta on one meriting being sent back to the 
beginning, if it sends back to the beginning one meriting 
manatta ; if it rehabilitates one meriting manatta, if it inflicts 
manatta on one meriting rehabilitation ; if it ordains one 
meriting rehabilitation, if it rehabilitates one meriting ordina
tion, is that, Lord, a legally valid (formal) act, is it a disciplin-
arily valid (formal) act ? " II 5 II 

" This, Upali, is not a legally valid (formal) act, it is not 
a disciplinarily valid (formal) act. Whatever Order, Upali, 
that is complete gives a verdict of past insanity to one meriting 
a verdict of innocence, gives a· verdict of innocence to one 
meriting a verdict of past insanity-it thus comes to be, Upali, 
not a legally valid (formal) act, not a disciplinarily valid (formal) 
act, and thus the Order comes to be one that goes too far. 
Whatever Order, Upali, that is complete carries out a (formal) 

21 
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~ct f~r specific depravity against one meriting a verdict of past 
msamty . . . that rehabilitates one meriting ordination-it 
thus comes to be, Upali, not a legally valid (formal) act not 
a disciplinarily valid (formal) act, and thus the Order c~mes 
to be one that goes too far." 11611 

" If, Lord, an Order that is complete gives a verdict of 
innocence to one meriting a verdict of innocence, if it gives 
~ ver.dict .of p~st insanity to one meriting a verdict of past 
msamty, IS this, Lord, a legally valid (forinal) act, is it a 
disciplinarily valid (formal) act ; " 

" This, Upali, is a legally valid (formal) act, it is a disciplin
arily valid (formal) act." 
. " I~, Lord, an Or~~r that is complete gives a verdict of past 
msamty to one mentmg a verdict of past insanity, if it carries 
out a (formal) act for specific depravity against one meriting 
a (formal) act for specific depravity ... if it rehabilitates one 
m~riti~g rehabilitation, if it ordains one meriting ordination 
-Is this, Lord, a legally valid (formal) act, is it a disciplinarily 
valid (formal) act ? " 117 11 

." This, _Dpaii, is a legally valid (formal) act, it is a disciplin
anly valid (formal) act. Whatever Order, Upali, that is 
co~plete gives ~ verdict of innocence to one meriting a verdict 
of mn~cence, giV~s a ~erdi?t of past insanity to one meriting 
a v~rdict of past msamty-It thus comes to be, Upali, a legally 
vahd (formal) act, a disciplinarily valid (formal) act, and thus 
the Order comes to be one that does not go too far. Whatever 
Order, Up~i: that is c~mplete gives a verdict of past insanity 
to one mentmg a verdict of past insanity, [327] . . . ordains 
one. meriting ordination-it thus comes to be, Upali, a legally 
vahd (formal) act, a disciplinarily valid (formal) act, 
and thus the Order comes to be one that does not go too far." 
11811 

Then the Lord addressed the monks, saying: "Whatever 
Order, mon~~· that is c~mplete gives a verdict of past insanity 
to one mentlng a verdict of innocence-it thus comes to be 
mo~s, not a legally valid (formal) act, not a disciplinaril; 
vahd (formal) act, and thus the Order comes to be one that 
goes too far. Whatever Order, monks, that is complete, carries 
out a (formal) act for specific depravity against one meriting 
a verdict of innocence, carries out a (formal) act of censure 
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against one meriting a verdict of innocence1 ordains one 
meriting a verdict of innocence-it thus comes to be, monks, 
not a legally valid (formal) act, not a disciplinarily valid (formal) 
act, and thus the Order comes to be one that goes too far. 
Whatever O~der, monk~, that i~ complete carries out a (formal) 
act for specific depravity agamst one meriting a verdict of 
past insanity ... carries out a (formal) act of censure . . . 
ordains one meriting a verdict of past insanity, gives a verdict 
of innocence to one meriting a verdict of past insanity-it thus 
comes to be, monks, not a legally valid (formal) act, not a 
disciplinarily valid (formal) act, and thus the Order comes to be 
one that goes too far. Whatever Order, monks, that is com
plete, carries out a (formal) act of censure against one meriting 
a (formal) act for specific depravity ... rehabilitates one 
me~ting ordination-it thus comes to be, monks, not a legally 
vahd (formal) act, not a disciplinarily valid (formal) act, and 
thus the Order comes to be one that goes too far." 119 11 611 
The Second Portion for Repeating: that on Upali's Questions. 

"This is a case, monks, where a monk is a maker of strife 
a maker of dispute, a maker of contention, a maker of brawls: 
a maker of legal questions in an Order. 2 It then occurs to 
monks : ' This monk, your reverences, is a maker of strife 
. . . a maker of legal questions in the Order. Come, let us 
carry out a (formal) act of censure against him ' ; and they 
~arry out a (formal) act of censure against him, not by rule, 
m an incomplete assembly. He goes from that residence to 
another residence. It occurs to the monks there: 'A (formal) 
act of censure, your reverences, was carried out against this 
monk, not by rule, in an incomplete assembly. Corne, let us 
carry out a (formal) act of censure against him ' ; and they 
~arry out a (formal) act of censure against him not by rule, 
tn a complete assembly. He then goes from that residence 
to another residence. It occurs to the monks there : 'A 

1 ~s e~lained at V!n. Texts ii. 279, n. 2, in this paragraph all possible 
coml;llnatw~s of two .d.illeren~ form'!-! acts a!e arranged. in this way: first, 
verdtct of mnoce':ce !S combmed wt~h verdtct of past msanity and all the 
rest •. down to o_rdmatton ; t~en verdtct of past insanity with all terms from 
spectfiC: depravtty ~own to mnocence, and so on ; the whole series ends 
thu.s wtth the combmation of meriting ordination with all terms from verdict 
of tnnocence down to rehabilitation. 

1 As at Vin. iv. 45. 230. See B.D. iii. rgr, n. 3 for further references. 
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(formal) act of censure, your reverences, was carried out against 
this monk, not by rule, in a complete assembly. Come, let us 
[328] carry out a (formal) act of censure against him'; and 
they carry out a (formal) act of censure against him, by rule, 
in an incomplete assembly. He goes from that residence to 
another residence. It occurs to the monks there : 'A (formal) 
act of censure, your reverences, was carried out against this 
monk, by rule, in an incomplete assembly. Come, let us carry 
out a (formal) act of censure against him ' ; and they carry 
out a (formal) act of censure agamst him by what has the 
appearance of rule, in an incomplete assembly. He goes from 
that residence to another residence. It occurs to the monks 
there: 'A (formal) act of censure, your reverences, was carried 
out against this monk, by what has the appearance of rule, 
in an incomplete assembly. Come, let us carry out a (formal) 
act of censure against him ' ; and they carry out a (formal) 
act of censure against him by what has the appearance of rule 
in a complete assembly. II I II 

"This is a case, monks, where a monk is a maker of strife 
... a maker of legal questions in an Order. It then occurs 
to monks : ' This monk, your reverences, is a maker of strife 
... a maker of legal questions in the Order. Come, let us 
carry out a (formal) act of censure against him ' ; and they 
carry out a (formal) act of censure against him, not by rule, 
in a complete assembly. He goes from that residence to 
another residence. It occurs to the monks there: 'A (formal) 
act of censure, your reverences, was carried out against this 
monk, not by rule, in a complete assembly. Come, let us 
carry out a (formal) act of censure against him ' ; and they 
carry out a (formal) act of censure against him, by rule, in 
an incomplete assembly. He then goes from that residence 
. . . they carry out a (formal) act of censure against him, 
by what has the appearance of rule, in an incomplete assembly. 
He then goes from that residence . . . they carry out a 
(formal) act of censure against him, by what has the appearance 
of a rule, in a complete assembly. He then goes from that 
residence . . . they carry out a (formal) act of censure against 
him, not by rule, in an incomplete assembly. 112 II 

"This is a case, monks, ... (as above) ... they carry out 
a (formal) act of censure against him by rule, in an incomplete 
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assembly ... by what has the appearance of rule, in an 
incomplete assembly ... by what has the appearance of rule 
in a complete assembly ... not by rule, in an incomplete 
assembly ... not by rule, in a complete assembly. 113 II 

" This is a case, monks, . . . (as above) ... they carry out 
a (formal) act of censure against him, by what has the appear
ance of rule, in an incomplete assembly ... by what has the 
appearance of rule, in a complete assembly ... not by rule, 
in an incomplete assembly . . . not by rule, in a complete 
assembly, by rule, in an incomplete assembly. II 4 II 

" This is a case, monks, . . . (as above) . . . [329] they 
carry out a (formal) act of censure against him, by what has 
the appearance of rule, in a complete assembly ... not by 
rule, in an incomplete assembly ... not by rule, in a complete 
assembly ... by rule, in an incomplete assembly ... by 
what has the appearance of a rule, in an incomplete assembly. 
11511 

"This is a case, monks, where an ignorant, inexperienced 
monk,1 full of offences, not rid of them, lives in company with 
householders in unbecoming association with householders. It 
then occurs to monks: 'This monk, your reverences, ignorant, 
inexperienced, . . . in unbecoming association with house
holders. Come, let us carry out a (formal) act of guidance 
for him ' ; and these carry out a (formal) act of guidance for 
him, not by rule, in an incomplete assembly. He goes from 
that residence to another residence ... (as above in II r jl) 
... not by rule, in a complete assembly ... by rule, in an 
incomplete assembly ... by what has the appearance of rule, 
in an incomplete assembly ... by what has the appearance 
of rule, in a complete assembly. The cycle should be worked 
out as it is below. 2 1!611 

"This is a case, monks, where a monk is one who brings 
families into disrepute and is of depraved conduct. 3 It then 
occurs to monks : ' This monk, your reverences, . . . is of 

1 Cf. above, MV. IX. 4. 9. 
1 I.e. in II 1-5 II· The "wheel", cakka, series, cycle, is the "arrangement 

of five categories on which this exposition is based ... " (as said in note 
at Vin. Texts ii. 281). "Below" stands for our "above", from the fact 
that the palm-leaf manuscripts are arranged with the first leaf at the bottom 
of the pile of leaves of which any work or " book " is made up. 

1 As in Sangh. XIII, and see below, MV. IX. 7. 18. 
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depraved conduct. Come, let us carry out a (fonnal) act of 
banishment against him ' ; and they carry out a (formal) act 
of banishment against him, not by rule, in an incomplete 
assembly ... (as in 11611) ... by what has the appearance 
of rule, in a complete assembly. The cycle should be worked 
out. 11711 

"This is a case, monks, where a monk reviles, abuses1 house
holders. It then occurs to monks : ' This monk, your rever
ences, reviles, abuses householders. Come, let us carry out 
a (formal) act of reconciliation for him ' ; and they carry out 
a (formal) act of reconciliation for him, not by rule, in an 
incomplete assembly ... (as in 11611) ... by what has the 
appearance of rule, in a complete assembly. The cycle should 
be worked out. II 8 II 

" This is a case, monks, where a monk, having fallen into 
an offence, does not want to see the offence.2 It then occurs 
to monks: 'This monk, your reverences, having fallen into 
an offence, does not want to see the offence. Come, let us 
carry out a (formal) act of suspension against him for not 
seeing the offence ' ; and they carry out a (fonnal) act of 
suspension against him for not seeing the offence, not by rule, 
in an incomplete assembly ... by what has the appearance 
of rule, in a complete assembly. The cycle should be worked 
out. 11911 

"This is a case, monks, where a monk, having fallen into 
an offence, does not want to make amends for the offence.3 

It then occurs to monks: 'This monk, your reverences, having 
fallen into an offence, does not want to make amends for the 
offence. Come, let us carry out a (formal) act of suspension 
against him for not making amends for the offence ' ; [330] 
and they carry out a (formal) act of suspension against him 
for not making amends for the offence, not by rule, in an 
incomplete assembly ... by what has the appearance of rule, in a 
complete assembly. The cycle should be worked out. II ro II 

" This is a case, monks, where a monk does not want to 
give up a wrong view. It then occurs to monks: 'This monk, 
your reverences, does not want to give up a wrong view. 

1 Cf. Vin. iii. 184; iv. 309; B.D. iii. 344· 
l Cf. cv. I. 25. I-30. 
• Cf. CV. I. 31. 
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Come, let us carry out a (formal) act of suspension against him 
for not giving up a wrong view ' ; and they carry out a (formal) 
act of suspension against him for not giving up a wrong view, 
not by rule, in an incomplete assembly . . . by what has the 
arpearance of rule, in a complete assembly. The cycle should 
be worked out. II II II 

"This is a case, monks, where a monk against whom a 
(formal) act of censure has been carried out by the Order, 
conducts himself properly,1 is subdued, mends his ways, 2 and 
asks for the revocation of the (formal) act of censure. It then 
occurs to monks : ' This monk, your reverences, against whom 
a (formal) act of censure was carried out by the Order, is 
conducting himself properly, is subdued, is mending his ways. 
Come, let us revoke the (formal) act of censure3 against him'; 
and they revoke the (formal) act of censure against him, not 
by rule, in an incomplete assembly. He goes from that 
residence to another residence. It occurs to the monks there : 
'A (fonnal) act of censure, your reverences, against this monk 
was revoked by an Order, not by rule, in an incomplete 
assembly. Come, let us revoke the (formal) act of censure 
against him'; and they revoke the (formal) act of censure 
against him, not by rule, in a complete assembly ... by rule, 
in an incomplete assembly ... by what has the appearance 
of rule, in an incomplete assembly ... by what has the 
appearance of rule, in a complete assembly. II 12 II 

"This is a case, monks, where a monk against whom a 
(formal) act of censure has been carried out by an Order 
conducts himself properly, is subdued, mends his ways, and 
asks for the revocation of the (formal) act of censure. It then 
occurs to monks : ' This monk, your reverences, against whom 
a (formal) act of censure has been carried out by the Order, 
conducts himself properly . . . asks for the revocation of the 
(formal) act of censure. Come, let us revoke the (formal) act 
of censure against him ', and they revoke the (formal) act of 
censure against him, not by rule, in a complete assembly ... 
(as in II 2 - 5 II) . . . by what has the appearance of rule, in 
an incomplete assembly. II 13 II 

1 " Proper conduct " given at CV. I. 5. I. 
1 Cf. Vin. i. 49 (above, p. 66). 
I Cf. cv. I. 6. 2-8. 2. 
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"This is a case, monks, where a monk for whom a (formal) 
act of guidance1 has been carried out by an Order, conducts 
himself properly, is subdued, mends his ways, and asks for 
the revocation of the (formal) act of guidance . . . (as in 
II 12, 13 II) .... This is a case, monks, where a monk against 
whom a (formal) act of banishrnent2 ••• a (formal) act of 
reconciliation3 ••• a (formal} act of suspension for not seeing 
an offence4 

• • • a (formal) act of suspension for not making 
amends for an offence5 ••• [331] a (formal) act of suspension 
for not giving up a wrong view 6 has been carried out by an 
Order. . .. The cycle should be worked out. II I4 II 

"This is a case, monks, where a monk is a maker of strife, 
a maker of disputes, a maker of contention, a maker of brawls, 
a maker of legal questions in the Order. It then occurs to 
monks : ' This monk, your reverences, is a maker of . . . 
legal questions in the Order. Come, let us carry out a (formal) 
act of censure against him ' ; and they carry out a (formal) act 
of censure against him, not by rule, in an incomplete assembly. 
In this case the Order disputes, saying: 'A (formal) act not 
by rule, in an incomplete assembly ; a (formal) act not by rule, 
in a complete assembly ; a (formal) act by rule, in an in
complete assembly ; a (formal) act by what has the appearance 
of rule, in an incomplete assembly ; a (formal) act by what 
has the appearance of rule, in a complete assembly ; the 
(formal) act is not carried out, the (formal) act is badly carried 
out, the (formal) act should be carried out again.' 7 Herein, 
monks, those monks who speak thus: 'A (formal) act not by 
rule, in an incomplete assembly', and those monks who speak 
thus : ' The (formal) act is not carried out, the (formal) act 
is badly carried out, the (formal) act should be carried out 
again', these monks are here speakers of what is right. 8 II rs II 

"This is a case, monks, where a monk is a maker of strife 
. . . and they carry out a (formal) act of censure against him, 
not by rule, in a complete assembly. In this case the Order 

1 See CV. I. 9. r-12. 2. 
1 See CV. I. 13. r.-17. 2. 
1 See CV. I. 18. s.-24. r. 
4 See CV. I. 25. r-30. 
• See CV. I. 31. 
e See CV. I. 32--35. 
7 As at Vin. iv. 126 (B.D. iii. 5). 
a dhammaviidino. 
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disputes saying: .. Herein, monks, those monks who speak 
thus: 'A (formal) act not by rule, in a complete assembly' 
and those monks who speak thus : ' The (formal) act is not 
carried out, the (formal} act is badly carried out, the (formal) 
act should be carried out again ', these monks are here speakers 
of what is right. This is a case, monks, where a monk is 
a maker of strife . . . and they carry out a (formal) act of 
censure against him by rule, in an incomplete assembly ... 
by what has the appearance of rule, in an incomplete assembly 
... by what has the appearance of rule, in a complete 
assembly ... these monks are here speakers of what is right. II 161J 

"This is a case, monks, where an ignorant, inexperienced 
monk, full of offences, not rid of them, lives in company with 
householders in unbecoming association with householders. 
It then occurs to monks : ' This monk, your reverences, 
ignorant, inexperienced, lives ... with householders. Come, 
let us carry out a (formal} act of guidance for him ' ; and they 
carry out a (formal) act of guidance for him, not by rule, 
in an incomplete assembly .• · . not by rule, in a complete 
assembly ... by rule, in an incomplete assembly ... by 
what has the appearance of rule, in an incomplete assembly 
... by what has the appearance of rule, in a complete 
assembly. In this case the Order disputes ... these monks 
are here speakers of what is right. These five occasions in 
brief. II 17 II 

" This is a case, monks, where a monk brings families into 
disrepute and is of depraved conduct.I It then occurs to 
monks : ' . . . let us carry out a (formal) act of banishment 
against him '. . . . These five occasions in brief. This is a 
case, monks, where a monk reviles, abuses householders. It 
then occurs to monks : [332] ' . . . let us carry out a (formal) 
act of reconciliation for him ' . . . These five occasions in 
brief. This is a case, monks, where a monk having fallen into 
an offence does not want to see the offence . . . having fallen 
into an offence does not want to make amends for the offence 
. . . does not want to give up a wrong view. It then occurs 
to monks : ' . . . let us carry out a (formal) act of suspension 
against him for not giving up the wrong view '. . . . These 
five occasions in brief. II 18 II 

1 Cj. Sangh. XIII, and above.MV. IX. 7. 7· 
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"This is a case, monks, where a monk against whom a 
(formal) act of censure has been carried out by an Order 
conducts himself properly, is subdued, mends his ways, and 
asks for the revocation of the (formal) act of censure. It then 
occurs to monks : ' This monk, your reverences, against whom 
a (formal) act of censure has been carried out by the Order, 
conducts himself properly . . . and asks for the revocation 
of the (formal) act of censure. Come, let us revoke the (formal) 
act of censure against him ', and these revoke the (formal) act 
of censure against him not by rule, in an incomplete assembly. 
In this case the Order disputes . . . these monks here are 
speakers of what is right. This is a case, monks, where a monk 
against whom a (formal) act of censure has been carried out 
by an Order, conducts himself properly ... they revoke the 
(formal) act of censure against him, not by rule, in a complete 
assembly ... by rule, in an incomplete assembly ... by 
what has the appearance of rule, in an incomplete assembly 
.... by what has the appearance of rule, in a complete 
assembly . . . these monks are here speakers of what is right. 
II rgll 

"This is a case, monks, where a monk for whom a (formal) 
act of guidance has been carried out by an Order . . . of 
banishment . . . of reconciliation . . . of suspension for not 
seeing an offence . . . of suspension for not making amends for 
an offence ... of suspension for not giving up a wrong view, 
has been carried out by an Order, conducts himself properly ... 
these monks are here speakers of what is right." llzo II 7 II 

The Ninth Section: that on (the monks) at Campa. 

In this Section there are thirty-six items. This is its key : 

The Lord was at Campa, case at Vasabha village, 
he made an effort for in-coming monks in regard to what they 

wanted,1 I 
Having known "They are appointed" henceforth he made 

no effort, 
thinking " Suspended, one does not carry out ", he went to 

the Victor, I [333] 

1 Oldenberg's text icchitabbake; Cing. edn. -ko. 
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A (formal) act not by rule, in an incomplete assembly, by rule 
in a complete assembly, 

and a (formal) act by rule in an incomplete assembly, by what 
has the appearance of rule in an incomplete assembly, I 

By what has the appearance of rule in a complete assembly, 
one suspends one, 

and one two, several, one suspends an Order, I 
Then two, then several, and an Order suspends an Order, 
the distinguished, omniscient one, having heard, objects, 
saying, " It is not the rule ", I 
Whatever (formal) act for which the motion is not furnished 

(although) a proclamation is furnished 
And that for which the proclamation is not furnished although 

it is furnished with a motion, I 
If neither is furnished and it is also not by rule, 
against the teacher's (instruction), protested against, reversible, 

not fit to stand, I 
Not by rule, in an incomplete assembly,-these two, 
but just this: by rule, in a complete assembly is allowed by 

the Truthfinder. I 
Fourfold, fivefold, tenfold and twenty 
and more than twentyfold-an Order is thus of five kinds. I 
Having excluded ordination and whatever (formal) act for 

Invitation (there is) 
together with the (formal) act of rehabilitation-the carrying 

out is by means of a fourfold Order, I 
Excluding two (formal) acts : ordination in the middle districts 
(and) rehabilitation-the carrying out is by means of a fivefold 

Order. I 
Excluding rehabilitation alone-these monks are tenfold, 
an Order of twenty carries out all (formal) acts, it is the carrier 

out of everything. I 
Nun, probationer and novice, woman novice, 
disavower, (one who has committed) an extreme offence, one 

suspended for not seeing an offence, I 
For not making amends for, (for not giving up) a wrong view, 

eunuch, one living in communion as it were by theft, 
(one gone over to) a sect, an animal, slayer of mother, of father, I 
Of one perfected, seducer of a nun, schismatic, shedder of 

(a Truthfinder's) blood, hermaphrodite, 
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one belonging to a different communion, staying within a 
different boundary, (standing above the ground) by psychic 
power, 1 

One against whom an Order is carrying out a (formal) act
these come to be twenty-four (and) 

they are objected to by the Awakened One for they are not 
completers of a group. I 

If one undergoing probation should as the fourth member 
grant probation or 

should rehabilitate one (sent back to) the beginning or (under
going) miinatta it is not a (formal} act and should not be 
carried out. I 

So too, if one deserving the beginning or miinatta (should 
rehabilitate) one deserving rehabilitation-

this is not in accordance with a (formal) act-the five are 
explained by the All-awakened One. I 

Nun, probationer, novice, woman novice, 
disavower, (one who has committed) an extreme (offence), who 

is mad, unhinged, in pain, (suspended) for not seeing, I 
For not making amends for, for (not giving up) a wrong view, 

and a eunuch and a hermaphrodite, 
one belonging to a different communion (or) boundary (or 

standing) above the ground (by psychic power) and one 
against whom a (formal) act is being carried out, I [334] 

Of these eighteen the protest is not valid, 
the protest is valid of a regular monk. I 
A pure one may be wrongly sent away, and an ignorant one 

rightly sent away, 
eunuch, one living in communion as it were by theft, going 

over (to a sect), an animal, I 
(Slayer) of mother, of father, of one perfected, seducer (of a nun), 

schismatic of the Order, 
shedder of (a Truth-finder's) blood and also a hermaphrodite 

and whichever I 
Of these eleven is not meant for restoration. 
Hands, feet, both these, ears, nose, both these, 1 
Fingers, nails, tendons, one who has webbed hands, hunchback, 

and dwarf, 
one who has goitre, who has been branded, scourged, and who 

has been written about and one who has elephantiasis, I 

MAHAVAGGA IX 

One who is badly ill, who has disgraced an assembly, who is 
blind, and one with a crooked limb, lame, and also one 
who is paralysed, 

a cripple, one weak through age, blind from birth, dumb, and 
deaf, I 

Blind and dumb, (blind and) deaf, and dumb and deaf likewise, 
and blind-deaf-dumb: all these thirty-two- 1 
Their restoration was explained by the all enlightened one. 
(An offence) that should be seen, for which amends should 

be made, (a wrong view) to be given up does not exist, 1 
There are seven (formal) acts suspending him which are not 

legally valid, 
And these seven that are not legally valid for one complying 

with his falling, I 
Among (formal) acts there are seven that are legally valid 

for one not complying with his falling, 
in the presence of, interrogation, and according as it is and 

on the acknowledgment, I 
Inn?cence, past insanity, depravity,1 and on account of censure, 
barushment, reconciliation, and suspension, probation, I 
The beginning, miinatta, rehabilitation, and thus ordination : 
these sixteen2 are not legally valid if it should carry out one 

for another, 3 I 
These sixteen are quite legally valid if it should carry out 

the appropriate one for that one, 4 

reciprocally they should explain how these sixteen are not 
legally valid, I 

When conditioned for it paired 5 : these sixteen are also legally 
valid, 

when conditioned (for it) singly: the conqueror said the cycles 
is not legal. 1 

One who makes strife 7 : the Order carries out a (formal) act 
of banishment 

1 Here papika for tassapapiyyasika. 
: !?nlY,,fi!teen listed above: nissaya (placing under) guidance, is omitted. 

. It IS <~;n Order, see IX. 6. 2, but if it carries out a formal act that 
IS ~ot approprrate and does not fit the case, that formal act is not legally 
valid. 

' ta't' ta't' kareyya ta't' tassa sofas' ete sudhammika. 
5 dvedvetamulakam. 
• cakka, wheel, c'ycle, series. 
7 Oldenberg, at Vin. i. 394, notes that "all three MSS. read bhandana-

karako ", where the accusative would have been expected. · · 
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not by rule, in an incomplete assembly; he goes to another 
residence, I 

There they carried out a (formal) act of censure against him, 
not by rule,1 in a complete assembly, 

elsewhere they carried out a (formal) act of banishment against 
him by rule, in an incomplete assembly, I 

And they likewise carried out one which in both cases had 
the appearance of rule, in an incomplete assembly, in a 
complete assembly, 

and not by rule in a complete assembly, also by rule in an 
incomplete assembly, I 

And by what had the appearance of rule in an incomplete 
assembly, and in a complete assembly: these cases, 

having done what is conditioned singly, put the cycle together. I 
Guidance for one who is ignorant, inexperienced, banishment 

for one who brmgs a family into disrepute, 
And they carried out a (formal) act of reconciliation for a 

reviler, I [335] 
And for whoever does not see, does not make amends for 

(an offence), does not give up a (wrong) view: 
for these a (formal) act of suspension was decreed by the leader 

of the caravan. I 
The wisdom of these (formal) acts of suspension should be 

applied to censure, 
and if, being subdued, conducting himself properly, he has 

asked, J 
The revocation of these or those (formal) acts is according 

to the (formal) acts below.2 

And if in this or that case he disputes some (formal) act I 
And says, " It was not carried out, it was badly carried out, 

it should be carried out again ", 
further, concerning the revocation of the (formal) act: these 

monks are speakers of what is right. I 
The Great Sage, having seen falling away from shakiness3 

in one entitled (to take part in a formal) act 
prescribed revocation, as a surgeon medicine. [336] 

1 Olden berg's text: reads dhammena; Cing. edn. tatthadhammena and see 
MV. IX. 7. 1. 

1 he!fhii, " below " is equivalent to our " above ". 
• vipattivyadhite. Cing. edn. -dhita. 

THE GREAT DIVISION (MAHAVAGGA) X 

At on:~ time t~e .awakened one, the Lord was staying at 
Kosamb1 m Ghos1ta s monastery. Now at that time a certain 
monk had fallen into an offence; he saw that offence as an 
offence but other monks saw that offence as no offence. After 
a time he saw that offence as no offence, while the other monks 
saw that offence as an offence. Then these monks spoke thus 
to that monk : "You, your reverence, have fallen into an 
offence. Do you see this offence ? " · 

"There is not an offence of mine, your reverences, that I 
can see." Then these monks, having obtained unanimity, 
suspended that monk for not seeing the offence. 11 r 11 

But that monk had heard much,1 he was one to whom the 
tradition had b~ez: h~nded down ; he was an expert on dhamma, 
an expert on disciplme, an expert on the summaries · he was 
wis~, experienc:d: clever; he was conscientious, sc~pulous, 
desirous of trammg. Then that monk, having approached 
~on~s .who were his comrades and intimates, spoke thus: 

This IS no offence, 2 your reverences, this is not an offence; 
I am unfallen, I have not fallen ; I am unsuspended, I am not 
suspended ; I was suspended by a (formal) act that was not 
legally valid, reversible, not fit to stand. Let the venerable 
ones be my partisans on account of the rule on account of 
discipline." And that monk gained as parti~ans the monks 
who were ~is comrades and intimates. And he sent a messenger 
to monks m the country who were his comrades and intimates 
saying: " This is no offence, your reverences ... not fit t~ 
stand. Let the venerable ones be my partisans on account 
of the :ule, on account of discipline." And that monk gained 
as partisans those monks in the country who were his comrades 
and intimates. 112 11 

Then these monks who took the part of the suspended one 
approached those monks who had suspended him; having 

1 Cf. Vin. i. II9 (above, p. 157). 
1 As above, p. 449. 
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approached, they spoke thus to the monks who had suspended 
him: "This is no offence, your reverences, this is not an 
offence ; this monk is unfallen, this monk has not fallen ; 
this monk is unsuspended, this monk (337] is not suspended ; 
he was suspended by a (formal) act that was not legally valid, 
reversible, not fit to stand." When they had spoken thus, 
the monks who had suspended him spoke thus to the monks 
who took the part of the suspended one : 

"This is an offence, your reverences, this is not no offence; 
this monk has fallen, this monk is not unfallen ; this monk 
is suspended, this monk is not unsuspended ; he was suspended 
by a (formal) act that was legally valid, irreversible, fit to stand. 
Do not you, your reverences, take the part of this suspended 
monk, do not side with him." But those monks who took 
the part of the suspended (monk), although being spoken to 
thus by the ones who had suspended him, still took the part 
of that suspended monk and sided with him. II 3 II 

Then a certain monk approached the Lord; having 
approached, having greeted the Lord, he sat down at a respect
ful distance. As he was sitting down at a respectful distance, 
that monk spoke thus to the Lord: "This is a case, Lord, 
where a certain monk has fallen into an offence. He saw that 
offence as an offence but other monks saw that offence as no 
offence. After a time he saw that offence as no offence, while 
the other monks saw that offence as an offence. Then, Lord, 
those monks spoke thus to that monk: ... (as in II r II) ' ... 
Do you see this offence ? ' He said : ' There is not an offence 
of mine, your reverences, that I can see'. Then, Lord, these 
monks, having obtained unanimity, suspended that monk for 
not seeing the offence. But, Lord, that monk had heard much, 
he was one to whom the tradition had been handed down . . . 
desirous of training. Then, Lord, that monk, having 
approached monks who were his comrades and intimates . . . 
(as in 11211) ..•. And, Lord, that monk gained as partisans 
the monks who were his comrades and intimates. . . . And, 
Lord, that monk gained as partisans those monks in the country 
who were his comrades and intimates. Then, Lord, those 
monks who took the part of the suspended one . . . (as in 
113 II) .... When they had spoken thus, Lord, the monks who 
had suspended him spoke thus : . . . But those monks, Lord, 
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who took the part of the suspended (monk) although being 
spoken to thus by the ones who had suspended him, still took 
the part of that suspended monk and sided with him." II 4 II 

Then the Lord, thinking : " The Order of monks is divided, 
the Order of monks is divided", rising from his seat approached 
the monks who had suspended (that monk); having 
approached, he sat down on the appointed seat. As he was 
sitting down, the Lord spoke thus to the monks who had 
suspended (that monk) : " Do not you, monks, thinking : ' It 
appears so to us, it appears so to us', deem that a monk should 
be suspended on every occasion. II 5 II 

" This is a case, monks, where a monk has fallen into an 
offence. He sees that offence as no offence ; other monks see 
that offence as an offence. If, monks, those monks know 
concerning that monk : ' This venerable one has heard much, 
he is one to whom the tradition has been handed down . . . 
desirous of training. If we suspend this monk for not seeing 
the offence [338] we cannot carry out the Observance together 
with this monk, we will carry out the Observance without 
this monk-from this source there will be strife, dispute, 
contention, brawls, for the Order, there will be schism in the 
Order, dissension in the Order,l altercation in the Order, 
differences in the Order.' Monks, that monk should not be 
suspended for not seeing an offence by monks bent on a schism. 
II 611 

"This is a case, monks, where a monk has fallen into an 
offence. He sees that offence . . . (as in II 6 II) ' . . . if we 
suspend this monk for not seeing the offence we cannot invite 
together with this monk, we will invite without this monk ; 
we cannot carry out a (formal) act of the Order together with 
this monk, we will carry out a (formal) act of the Order without 
this monk ; we cannot sit down on a seat together with this 
monk, we will sit down on a seat without this monk ; we 
cannot sit down to drink conjey together with this monk, we 
will sit down to drink conjey without this monk; we cannot 
sit down in a refectory together with this monk, we will sit 
down in a refectory without this monk; we cannot stay under· 
one roof together with this monk, we will stay under one roof 

1 For further references to samghabheda samgharii.ji see B.D. ii. 233, n. 3· 

2K 
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without this monk ;1 we cannot, according to seniority, carry 
out greeting together with this monk, rising up before (one 
another), saluting with joined palms, doing the proper duties, 
but we will, according to seniority, carry out greetings ... 
doing the proper duties without this monk-from this source 
there will be strife ... differences in the Order.' . Monks, 
that monk should not be suspended for not seeing an offence 
by monks bent on a schism." II 7 II 

Then the!Lord, having spoken on this matter with the monks 
who had suspended that monk, rising from his seat, approached 
those monks who were taking the part of the suspended (monk) ; 
having approached, he sat down on the appointed seat. As 
he was sitting down, the Lord spoke thus to the monks who 
were taking the part of the suspended (monk) : " Do not you, 
monks, having fallen into an offence, deem that amends should 
not be made for the offence, thinking: 'We have not fallen'. 
This is a case, monks, where a monk has fallen into an offence ; 
he sees that offence as no offence; other monks see that offence 
as an offence. If, monks, that monk knows concerning those 
monks: 'These venerable ones have heard much ... (as in 
112 II) . . . desirous of training. It is impossible for them, 
because of me or because of anyone else, to follow a wrong 
course through desire, through hatred, through stupidity, 
through fear. If these monks suspend me for not seeing the 
offence, [339] if they do not carry out the Observance together 
with me, if they carry out the Observance without me ... 
if they do not invite together with me, if they invite without 
me ... if they, according to seniority, carry out greetings 
without me, rising up before (one another), saluting with joined 
palms, doing the proper duties-from this source there will be 
for the Order strife ... differences in the Order'. Monks, 
the offence should be confessed even out of faith2 in others 
by a monk who is bent on a schism." Then the Lord, having 
spoken on this matter with the monks who took the part of 
the suspended (monk}, rising from his seat, departed. 
11811 

Now at that time monks taking the part of a suspended 

1 Cf. Pac. lxix. 
1 Correct sandhiiya of text to saddhiiya, and cf. Vin. ii. 289 api cdyas

mantanaltJ saddhiiya desemi. 
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(monk) carried out the Observance just there within the 
boundary, and carried out a (formal) act of the Order ; but 
the monks who had suspended (him), having gone outside the 
boundary, carried out the Observance and carried out a 
(formal) act of the Order (there). Then a certain monk who 
had suspended him, approached the Lord ; having approached, 
having greeted the Lord, he sat down at a respectful distance. 
As he was sitting down at a respectful distance, that monk 
spoke thus to the Lord : " Lord, these monks who are taking 
the part of a suspended (monk) are carrying out the Observance 
just there within the boundary, they are carrying out a (formal) 
act of the Order; but we, the monks who have suspended him, 
having gone outside the boundary, are carrying out the 
Observance, we are carrying out a (formal) act of the Order 
(there)." 

" Monk, if these monks who are taking the part of the 
suspended (monk) are carrying out the Observance just there 
within the boundary and are carrying out a (formal) act of 
the Order, these (formal) acts of theirs will be legally valid, 
irreversible, fit to stand because a motion and a proclamation 
have been laid down by me. If, monk, you monks who 
suspended him, carry out the Observance just there within 
the boundary, if you carry out a (formal) act of the Order, 
these (formal) acts of yours are also legally valid, irreversible, 
fit to stand, because a motion and a proclamation have been 
laid down by me. 119 II 

" What is the reason for this ? These monks belong to a 
different communion from yours and you belong to a different 
communion from theirs. Monk, there are these two grounds 
for belonging to a different communion: either, of oneself one 
makes oneself belong to a different communion,1 or a complete 
Order suspends one for not seeing or for not making amends 
for or for not giving up. Monk, there are these two grounds 
for belonging to a different communion. Monk, there are these 
two grounds for belonging to the same communion: either, 
of oneself one makes oneself belong to the same communion, 
or a complete Order restores one who was suspended for not 
seeing or for not making amends for or for not giving up. 

1 According to VA. I 149 he chooses to sit among those who speak dhamma 
and rather than among those who do not. 
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Monk, there are these two grounds for belonging to the same 
coinmunion.''1 II IO 11111 [340] 

Now at that time monks, causing quarrels, causing strife, 
falling into disputes in a refectory amidst the houses, behaved 
unsuitably towards one another in gesture, in speech; they 
came to blows. 1 People looked down upon, criticised, spread 
it about, saying : " How can these recluses, sons of the Sakyans, 
causing quarrels . . . come to blow:s ? " Monks heard these 
people who . . . spread it about. Those who were modest 
monks . . . spread it about, saying : " How can these monks 
. . . come to blows ? " Then these monks told this matter 
to the Lord. He said: "Is it true, as is said, monks, that 
monks . . . came to blows ? " 

"It is tme, Lord." Having rebuked them, having given 
reasoned talk, he addressed the monks, saying: 

" Monks, if an Order is divided, if it is behaving not according 
to the rule, if there is unfriendliness, you should sit down on 
a seat thinking: 'At least we will not behave unsuitably to 
one another in gesture, in speech; we will not come to blows.' 
Monks, if an Order is divided but if it is behaving according 
to the rule, if there is friendliness, you may sit down on a seat 
next (to one another)." II I II 

Now at that ti;me8 monks, making quarrels, making strife, 
falling into disputes in the midst of an Order, wounded one 
another with the weapons of the tongue ;' they were not able 
to settle that legal question. Then a certain monk approached 
the Lord; having approached, having greeted the Lord, he 
stood at a respectful distance. As he was standing at a 
respectful distance, that monk spoke thus to the Lord: "This 
is a case, Lord, where monks, making quarrels ... are not 
able to settle that legal question. It would be good, Lord. 
if the Lord out of compassion were to approach those monks." 
The Lord consented by becoming silent. The Lord approached 
those monks ; having approached he sat down on the appointed 

1 End of this story given at X. 6. II fi. 
1 Cf. Pac btxiv, lxxv. 
1 112 II = M. iii. 152 f., with slight differences. 
• mukhasattfh1 as at Ud. 67, A. i. 70, Jii. i. 3fi. 
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seat. As he was sitting down, the Lord spoke thus to those 
monks: . 

"Enough, monks; no strife, no quarrels, no contention, no 
disputing." When he had spoken thus, a certain monk who 
spoke what was not-dhamma1 spoke thus to the Lord : " Lord, 
let the Lord, the dhamma-master2 wait ; Lord, let the Lord, 
unconcerned, s live intent on abiding in ease here and no~ ;4 

we will be (held) accountable for this strife, quarrel, contention, 
disputing." And a second time the Lord spoke thus to these 
monks ;5 "Enough, monks; no strife ... no disputing." 
And a second time the monks who spoke what was not-dhamma 
spoke thus to the Lord : [341] " Lord, let the Lord, the 
dhamma-master wait ; . . . we will be (held) accountable for 
this . . . disputing." Then the Lord addressed the monks, 
saying: 112 II 

" Once upon a time, 8 monks, at Benares Brahmadatta was 
king of Kasi ; he was rich, wealthy, op~len~, of great strength, 
with many vehicles ; he had large terntones, f~ll storehouses 
and granaries. Dighiti was the name of the k1~g of Kosala. 
He was poor, of little wealth, of few means.' of. little strength, 
with few vehicles, he had (only) small terrttones, storehouses 
and granaries that were not full. Then, monks, Brahmadatta, 
the King of Kasi, having arrayed a fourfold army, 7 m~rc~e~ 
against Dighiti, the King of Kosala. Then, monks, D1ghttl, 
the King of Kosala, heard : ' They say that Br~hmada~ta, 
the King of Kasi, having arrayed a fourfold army, ~s march~ng 
against me.' Then, monks, it occurred to Dighih, the Kmg 
of Kosala: 'Now Brahmadatta, King of Kasi, is rich, wealthy, 
opulent ... full storehouses and granaries. I am not. compet~n.t 
to stand against even one attack of Brahmadatta, Kmg of Kast. 

1 adhammavadin, or, one adhering to or professing what was not-dhamma. 
VA. II 50 says: one of those taking the pa,:t of the suspended (monk.) 
Word also occurs atM. i. 287 = iii. 48 = A. 11. 22 = v. 265 o= 283, alw~ys 
in a formula with which cf. A. i. 202, D. i. 4·. Cf. also the two assembhes, 
the dhamma- and the adhamma-vadmf at A. 1. 75· 

• dhammassami, as at 5. iv. 94· . .. . . . 
a appossukka as at M. i._ 331, 459, Vm. u. r88 Ul a smular sentence. Cf. 

appossukkata above, Vm. _1. 5· .. . 
& ditthadhammasukhavlhara, as at A. 11. 23, M. 1. 40, 331, 459, Vin. ii. 

x88, s:· ii. 2 39· 
' He spoke the " third time " in X. 2. 20, below. 
• Cf. J a. iii. 2n, 487 ff ... 
' See Vin. iv. 105 (B.D. 11. 375 and notes). 
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Suppose I were to flee from the town beforehand ? ' Then, 
monks,- Dighiti, the King of Kosala, taking his chief consort, 
fled from the town beforehand. Then, monks, Brahmadatta, 
the King of Kasi, conquering the troops1 and vehicles and 
territory and storehouses and granaries of Dighiti, the King 
of Kosala, lived as the master. Then, monks, Dighiti, the 
King of Kosala, set out for Benares with his wife. In due 
course he arrived at Benares. Monks, Dighiti, the King of 
Kosala, dwelt there with his wife in a certain place adjoining 
Benares in a potter's house, in disguise, clothed11 as a wanderer. 
11311 

" Then soon, monks, the chief consort of Dighiti, the King 
of Kosala, became pregnant. She had a fancy of this kind : 
she wanted, at sunrise, to see a fourfold army arrayed, armoured, 
Standing on level ground3 and to drink at the washing 
of the swords.' Then, monks, the chief consort of Dighiti, 
the King of Kosala, spoke thus to Dighiti, the King of Kosala : 
'Sire, I am pregnant; a fancy of this kind has risen in me: 
I want, at sunrise, to see a fourfold army ... and to drink 
at the washing of the swords.' He said : ' Lady, whence is 
there for us who are in distress a fourfold army arrayed, 
armoured, standing on level ground and a washing of the 
swords? ' She said: 'If I, .sire, do not get a chance (to have 
my wish) I shall die.' 114 II . 

" Now at that time, monks, the brahman priest of Brahma
datta, the King of Kasi, was a friend of Dighiti, the King 
of Kosala. [342] Then, monks, Dighiti, the King of Kosala, 
approached the brahman priest of Brahmadatta, the King of 
Kasi; having approached, he spoke thus to the brahman priest 

1 bala, as above where rendered " strength ". 
1 cJ1anna can also mean concealed. 
• subhummiyatr~ !hitatfl. Cf- MA. ii. 97 subhumiyan ti samabhilmiya,.. 
• khagganatr~ dhovanatr~ patutr~, to drink the water with which swords 

were :washed. Cf. Mhvs. xxii. 42-45 where another pregnant queen "longed 
to dnnk (the water) that had served to cleanse the sword with which the 
head of the first warrior among king Elara's warriors had been cut off". 
(Geiger's translation.). F. L. Woodward refers me to ]. Abbott, Keys of 
Powet', O.U.P., p. 168, " The sword of the Maratha Sivaji, preserved at 
Satara, has power, and water in which it has been washed is a cure for 
obstructed delivery". See also T. R. Glover, Sp,-ings of Hellas, C.U.P., 
1945, p. 7, quoting Seneca, Nat. Qu. iii. 2, "'There are waters wholesome, 
useful, and waters deadly and putrid ... some remove barrenness '-a 
belief found in other authors (Athenaeus, 41 f, quotes Theophrastus, Hist. 
of Plants, to this effect)." 
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of Brahmadatta, the King of Kasi: 'A lady friend of yours, 
old dear,1 is pregnant; a fancy of this kind has risen in her: 
she wants, at sunrise to see a fourfold army . . . and to drink 
at the washing of the swords.' He said: 'Well then, sire, 
let us see the queen too.' Then, ;monks, the chief consort 
of Dighiti, the King of Kosala, approached the brahman priest 
of Brahmadatta, the King of Kasi. Then, monks, that brahman 
priest of Brahmadatta, the King of Kasi, saw the chief consort 
of Dighiti, the King of Kosala, coming in the distance, and 
seeing her, rising from his seat, having arranged his upper robe 
over one shoulder, having with joined palms saluted the chief 
consort of Dighiti, the King of Kosala, he three times uttered 
this utterance: 'Indeed, a king of Kosala is in your womb, 
indeed, a king of Kosala is in your womb.' And he said : 
' Do not be distressed, queen, you will get the chance at the 
time of sunrise to see a fourfold army arrayed, armoured, 
standing on level ground and to drink at the washing of the 
swords.' II 5 II 

"Then, monks, the brahman priest of Brah;madatta, the 
King of Kasi, approached Brahmadatta, the King of Kasi ; 
having approached, he spoke thus to Brahmadatta, the King 
of Kasi : ' Sire, the signs that are visible are such that 
to-morrow at the time of sunrise a fourfold army arrayed, 
armoured, must stand on level ground and the swords must 
be washed.' Then, monks, Brahmadatta, the King of Kasi, 
enjoined people, saying: 'Good sirs, do as the brahman priest 
says.' So, monks, the chief consort of Dighiti, the King of 
Kosala, got the chance at the time of sunrise of seeing a fourfold 
army arrayed, armoured, standing on level ground, and of 
drinking at the washing of the swords. Then, monks, the chief 
consort of Dighiti, the King of Kosala, when the child in her 
womb had reached maturity, gave birth to a son. They gave 
him the name of Dighavu. 2 Then, monks, soon afterwards 
Prince Dighavu attained years of discretion. 3 116 II 

1 samma. 
• Some MSS. spell Dighayu. The meani~g, in b~th ~pellings, ~s ~o.ngevity, 

"Longeval" (Vin. Texts ii. 297). Dighavu s story IS given at ]a.m. 2II f_., 
487 ff; at ]a. iii. 490 he is identified with the Bodhisatta. Dhp. 109 1s 
said to have been spoken on his account, DhA. ii. 235. 

s As at Vin. i. 26g. In the jataka this age is usually reckoned to be 
about sixteen. 
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" Then, monks, it occurred to Dighiti, the King of Kosala : 
' This Brahmadatta, King of Kasi, has done us much mischief ; 
our troops and vehicles and territories and storehouses and 
granaries have been stolen by him. If he knew about us he 
would have all three of us put to death. Suppose I should 
make Prince Dighavu live outside the town ? ' Then, monks, 
Dighiti, the King of Kosala, made Prince Dighavu live outside 
the town. Then, monks, [343] Prince Dighavu, while living 
outside the town, soon learnt every craft. II 7 II 

"Now at that time, monks, the barber of Dighiti, the King 
of Kosala, dwelt at (the court of) Brahmadatta, the King of 
Kasi. The barber of Dighiti, the King of Kosala, saw Dighiti, 
the King of Kosala, with his wife in a certain place adjoining 
Benares, dwelling in a potter's house, in disguise, clothed aS 
a wanderer; seeing him, he approached Brahmadatta, the King 
of Kasi ; having approached, he spoke thus to Brahmadatta, 
the King of Kasi : 'Sire, Dighiti, the King of Kosala, is dwelling 
with his wife ... clothed as a wanderer.' 11811 

" Then, monks, Brahmadatta, the King of Kasi, enjoined 
the people, saying: 'Well then, good sirs, bring along Dighiti, 
the King of Kosala, with his wife.' And, monks, these people 
having answered, 'Yes, sire', in assent to Brahmadatta, the 
King of Kasi, brought along Dighiti, the King of Kosala, with 
his wife. Then, monks, Brahmadatta, the King of Kasi, 
enjoined the people, saying: 'Well now, good sirs, having 
bound Dighiti, the King of Kosala, and his wife with stout 
cord, their arms pinioned tightly behind their backs,1 having 
shaved them bald, 2 having paraded them to a harsh-sounding 
kettle-drum from street to street, from cross-road to cross-road, 
having ejected them by the southern gate of the town, having 
at the south of the town3 chopped them into four pieces, discard 
the pieces to the four quarters.' And these people, monks, 
having answered, 'Yes, sire', in assent to Brahmadatta, the 
King of Kasi, having bound Dighiti, the King of Kosala, and 
his wife with stout cord, their arms pinioned tightly behind 
their backs, having shaved them bald, paraded them with a 

1 Cf. D. i. 245. 
I Cf. D. i. 98. 
1 This whole passage is stock; cf. A. ii. 241, S. ii. 128, iv. 344· 
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harsh-sounding kettle-drum from street to street and from 
cross-road to cross-road. 119 II 

"Then, monks, it occurred to Prince Digha.vu: 'It is a 
long time since I have seen my parents. Suppose now I should 
see my parents?' Then, monks, Prince Dighavu, having 
entered Benares, saw his parents bound with stout cord, their 
arms pinioned tightly behind their backs, shaved bald, parading 
to a harsh-sounding kettle-drum from street to street, from 
cross-road to cross-road; and seeing them he approached his 
parents. Then, monks, Dighiti, the King of Kosala, saw Prince 
Dighavu coming from afar, and seeing him he spoke thus to 
Prince Dighavu: 'Do not you, dear Dighavu, look far or close 
for, dear Dighavu, [344] wrathful moods are not allayed by 
wrath: wrathful moods, dear Dighavu, are allayed by non
wrath. '1 II ro II 

" When he had spoken thus, monks, these people spoke thus 
to Dighiti, the King of Kosala : ' This Dighiti, the King of 
Kosala, is mad, he is talking gibberish. Who is Dighavu to 
him that he should speak thus : " Do not you . . . by non
wrath " ? ' He said : ' I am not mad, good sirs, I am not 
talking gibberish; what is more, whoever is learned will 
understand.' And a second time, monks, ... And a third 
time, monks, did Dighiti, the King of Kosala, speak thus to 
Prince Dighavu: 'Do not you, dear Dighavu, look far or close 
... by non-wrath.' And a third time, monks, did these people 
speak thus to Dighiti, the King of Kosala : ' This Dighiti, 
the King of Kosala, is mad ... .' And a third time, monks, 
did Dighiti, the King of Kosala, speak thus to these people : 
' I am not mad . . . whoever is learned will understand.' 
Then, monks, these people having paraded Dighiti, the King 
of Kosala, and his wife from street to street, from cross-road 
to cross-road, having ejected them by the southern gate, 
having chopped them into four pieces at the south of the town, 
having discarded the pieces to the four quarters, and having· 
stationed troops2 (there), departed. II II II 

" Then, monks, Prince Dighavu, having entered Benares, 
having brought back strong drink, made the troops3 drink it. 

1 Cf. Dhp. 5· The meaning is explained at X. 2. 19. 
1 gumba. 
1 gumbiye. 
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When these had fallen down, intoxicated, then (Dighavu) 
having collected sticks, having made a funeral pyre, having 
put his parents' bodies on to the funeral pyre, having lit it, 
three times circumambulated the funeral pyre, his palms joined. 
Now at that time Brahmadatta, the King of Kasi, was on an 
upper terrace of his palace. He saw Prince Dighavu, monks, 
three times circumambulating the funeral pyre, his palms 
joined, and seeing him it occurred to him : ' Undoubtedly this 
man is a relation or a kinsman of Dighiti, the King of Kosala. 
Alas, this spells misfortune for me, for no one will tell me 
what it means.' II I2 II 

"Then, monks, Prince Dighavu, having gone to a jungle, 
having cried and wept, having dried his tears, having entered 
Benares, having gone to an elephant stable near the king's 
palace, spoke thus to the elephant trainer: 'I want to learn 
the craft, teacher.'1 He said: 'Well then, my good youngster,2 

learn it.' Then, monks, Prince Dighavu, rising in the night 
towards dawn, sang in a sweet voice in the elephant stable 
and played the lute. 3 And monks, Brahmadatta, the King 
of Kasi, rising in the night towards dawn heard the singing 
in the sweet voice and the lute-playing in the elephant stable; 
having heard, he asked the people: 'Who, good sirs [345], 
rising in the night towards dawn, was singing in a sweet voice 
and playing a lute in the elephant stable ? ' II 13 II 

"'Sire, a youngster, a pupil of such and such an elephant 
trainer, rising in the night towards dawn, was singing in a 
sweet voice and playing a lute in the elephant stable.' He said : 
'Well then, good sirs, bring that youngster along.' And, 
monks, these people, having answered, 'Yes, sire', in assent 
to Brahmadatta, the King of Kasi, brought along Prince 
Dighavu. (The king said:) "Did you, my good youngster, 
rising ... sing in a sweet voice and play a lute in the elephant 
stable?' 'Yes, sire,' he said. 'Well, then, do you, my good 
youngster, sing and play the lute (before me).' And, monks, 
Prince Dighavu, having answered, ' Yes, sire ', in assent to 
Brahmadatta, the King of Kasi, longing for success, sang in 

1 iicariya, teacher or trainer. 
• bhatJC mii'!'avaka. 
a He may have learnt to sing and play when he learnt "every craft" 

(end of X. 2. 7), or he may have learnt these accomplishments as part of 
the elephant craft, elephants being notoriously fond of music. 
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a sweet voice and played the lute. Then, monks, Brahmadatta, 
the King of Kasi, spoke thus to Prince Dighavu : ' Do you, 
my good youngster, attend on me.' Then, monks, Prince 
Dighavu answered ' Yes, sire ', in assent to Brahmadatta, the 
King of Kasi. Then, monks, Prince Di:ghavu became an earlier 
riser than Brahmadatta, the King of Kasi, he lay down later, 
he was a willing servant, eager to please, speaking affection
ately.1 Then, monks, Brahmadatta, the King of Kasi, soon 
established Prince Dighiivu in a confidential position of trust. 
II I411 

" Then, monks, Brahmadatta, the King of Kasi, spoke thus 
to Prince Dighavu: 'Well now, good youngster, harness a 
chariot, I will go out hunting.' And, monks, Prince Dighavu 
having answered, 'Yes, sire', in assent to Brahmadatta, the 
King of Kasi, having harnessed a chariot, spoke thus to Brahma
datta, the King of Kasi: 'A chariot is harnessed for you, sire; 
for this you may think it is now the right time.' Then, monks, 
Brahmadatta, the King of Kasi, mounted the chariot, Prince 
Dighavu drove the chariot, and he drove the chariot in such 
a manner that the army went by one way and the chariot 
by another. Then, monks, Brahmadatta, the King of Kasi, 
having gone far, spoke thus to Prince Dighiivu: 'Well now, 
good youngster, unharness the chariot; as I am tired I will 
lie down.' And, monks, Prince Dighavu having answered 
'Yes, sire', in assent to Brahmadatta, the King of Kasi, having 
unharnessed the chariot, sat down cross-legged on the ground. 
Then, monks, Brahmadatta, the King of Kasi, lay down having 
laid his head on Prince Dighavu's lap, and because he was tired 
he fell asleep at once. II IS II 

" Then, monks, it occurred to Prince Dighavu : ' This 
Brahmadatta, King of Kasi, has done us much [346] mischief, 
he has stolen our troops and vehicles and territory and store
houses, and granaries, and he has killed my parents. This 
could be a time when I could show my wrath,' and he drew 
his sword from its sheath. Then, monks, it occurred to Prince 
Dighavu: 'My father spoke to me thus at the time of his 
dying: "Do not you, dear Dighavu, look far or close, for, 
dear Dighavu, wrathful moods are not allayed by wrath: 
wrathful moods, dear Di:ghavu, are allayed by non-wrath.'' 

1 As at S. iii. II3. 
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It would not be suitable for me to transgress my father's 
words,' and he replaced his sword in its sheath. And a second 
time, monks, it occurred to Prince Dighavu: 'This Brahma
datta ... when I could show my wrath,' and he drew his 
sword from its sheath. And a second time, monks, it occurred 
to Prince Dighavu: 'My father spoke to me thus .... It 
would not be suitable for me to transgress my father's words,' 
and again he replaced his sword in its sheath. And a third 
time . . . and again he replaced his sword in its sheath. 
Then, monks, Brahmadatta, the King of Kasi, frightened, 
agitated, fearful, alarmed, suddenly got up. Then, monks, 
Prince Dighavu spoke thus to Brahmadatta, the King of Kasi: 
' Why do you, sire, frightened . . . suddenly get up ? ' He 
said: 'As I was dreaming here, my good youngster, the son 
of Dighiti, the King of Kosala, attacked me with a sword. 
That is why I, frightened ... suddenly got 'Q.p.' II r6 II 

11 Then, monks, Prince Dighavu, having stroked the head 
of Brahmadatta, the King of Kasi, with his left hand, having 
drawn his sword with his right hand, c;poke thus to Brahma
datta, the King of Kasi : ' I, sire, am Prince Dighavu, that 
son of Dighiti, the King of Kosala. You have done us much 
mischief, our troops, vehicles, territory, storehouses and 
granaries were stolen by you, and my parents were killed by 
you. This could be a time when I could show my wrath.' 
Then, monks, Brahmadatta, the King of Kasi, inclining his 
head towards Prince Dighavu's feet, spoke thus to Prince 
Dighavu: ' Grant me my life, dear Dighavu, grant me my life, 
dear Dighavu.' 

" ' How am I able to grant life to a king ? It is a king 
who should grant me life.' 

"'Well then, dear Dighavu, you grant me life and I will 
grant you life.' Then, monks, Brahmadatta, the King of Kasi, 
and Prince Dighavu granted life to one another and they took 
hold of (one another's) hands and they made an oath to do 
(one another) no harm. Then, monks, Brahmadatta, the King 
of Kasi, spoke thus to Prince Dighavu: [347] 'Well then, 
dear Dighavu, harness the chariot; we will go away.' And, 
monks, Prince Dighavu, having answered, ' Yes, sire ', in assent 
to Brahmadatta, the King of Kasi, having harnessed the 
chariot, spoke thus to Brahmadatta, the King of Kasi: 'The 
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chariot is harnessed for you, sire; for this you may think 
it is now the right time.' Then, monks, Brahmadatta, the 
King of Kasi, mounted the chariot, Prince Dighavu drove the 
chariot, and he drove the chariot in such a manner that soon 
it met the army. II I711 

~~ Then, monks, Brahmadatta, the King of Kasi, having 
entered Benares, having had the ministers and councillors 
convened, spoke thus : ' If, good sirs, you should see Prince 
Dighavu, the son of Dighiti, the King of Kosala; what would 
you do to him?' Some spoke thus: 'We, sire, would cut off 
his hands ; we, sire, would cut off his feet ; we, sire, would 
cut off his hands and feet; ... his ears, ... his nose, ... 
his ears and nose, ... we, sire, would cut off his head.' He 
said: 'This, good sirs, is Prince Dighavu, the son of Dighiti, 
the King of Kosala ; there is no occasion to do anything 
(against him); life was granted by him to me and life was 
granted by me to him.' II r8 II 

" Then, monks, Brahmadatta, the King of Kasi, spoke thus 
to Prince Dighavu: 'Concerning that, dear Dighavu, which 
your father said to you at the time of dying : " Do not you, 
dear Dighavu, look far or close, for, dear Dighavu, wrathful 
moods are not allayed by wrath : wrathful moods, dear 
Dighavu, are allayed by non-wrath "-what did your father 
mean?' He said: 'Concerning that, sire, which my father 
said to me at the time of dying-" not far " means : do not 
bear wrath long. This is what my father said to me, sire, 
at the time of dying when he said · 11 not far ". Concerning 
that, sire, which my father said to me at the time of dying 
-" not close " means : do not hastily break with a friend. 
This is what my father said to me, sire, at the time of dying 
when he said "not close". Concerning that, sire, which my 
father said to me at the time of dying-" for, dear Dighavu, 
wrathful moods are not allayed by wrath: wrathful moods, 
dear Dighavu, are allayed by non-wrath" means: my parents 
were killed by a king, but if I were to deprive the king of life 
those who desired the king's welfare would deprive me of life 
and those who desired my welfare would deprive these of life ; 
thus that wrath would not be settled by wrath.1 But now 

• Cf. similar sentiments at S. i. 85, Dhp. 256-7. 
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that life is granted me by a king and life is granted a king 
by me, thus is wrath settled by non-wrath. This is what my 
father said to me, sire, at the time of dying when he said : 
" for, dear Digha.vu, wrathful moods are not allayed by wrath ; 
wrathful moods, dear Dighavu, are allayed by non-wrath".' 
II I911 

" Then, monks, Brahmadatta, the King of Kasi, thinking : 
[348] ' Indeed, it is marvellous, indeed, it is wonderful that 
this Prince Digha.vu is so clever that he understands in full 
the matter which was spoken by his father in brief', gave back 
his father's troops and vehicles and territory and storehouses 
and granaries, and he gave him his daughter. Now, monks, 
if such is the forbearance and gentleness of kings who wield 
the sceptre,1 who wield the sword, herein, monks, let your 
light shine forth so that you who have gone forth in this dhamma 
and discipline which are thus well taught2 may be equally 
forbearing and gentle." And a third time8 the Lord spoke 
thus to these monks : " Enough, monks ; no strife, no quarrels, 
no contention, no disputing." And a third time that monk 
who spoke what was not dhamma spoke thus to the Lord : 
" Lord, let the Lord, the dhamma-master, wait ; Lord, let the 
Lord, unconcerned, live intent on abiding in ease here and 
now; we will be (held) accountable for this strife, quarrel, 
contention, disputing." Then the Lord, thinking: "These 
foolish men are as though infatuate ; it is not easy to persuade 
them," rising up from his seat, departed. Uzo 11211 

The First Portion for Repeating: that on Digha.vu 

Then the Lord,' having dressed in the morning, taking his 
bowl and robe, entered Kosambi for almsfood; having walked 
for almsfood in Kosambi, bringing back his almsbowl after 
his meal, having packed away his lodging, taking his bowl 
and robe and standing in the midst of the Order, 5 he spoke 
these verses : 

1 iidinna-da'(ltja, take up a stick. Da'(ltja also means punishment. So 
the phrase may mean, instead of "sceptre", "who use violence" or 
" who mete out punishment ". 

I Cf. MV. V. 4. 3· 
1 First and second times occur at X. 2. 2. 

' CJ. M. iii. 153. 
' Omitted at M. iii. 153· 
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" When alP in chorus bawl, none feels a fool, 
nor though the Order is divided, thinks otherwise. 

With2 wandering wits the wiseacres range all the field 
of talk; 

with mouths agape to full extent, what leads themon 
they know not. 

They who3 (in thought) belabour this : That man 
has me abused, has hurt, has worsted me, 
has me despoiled: in these wrath's not allayed. 

They who do not belabour this : That man 
has me abused, has hurt, has worsted me, 
has me despoiled: in them wrath is allayed. 

Nay, not by wrath are wrathful moods allayed here (and) 
at any time, 

but by not-wrath are they allayed: this is an (ageless) 
endless rule. 

People do not discern that here we straitened are (in life, 
in time),4 

but they who herein do discern, thereby their quarrels 
are allayed. [349] 

Ruffians who maim and kill, steal cattle, steeds 
and wealth, who plunder realms-for these is concord. 
Why should there not be for you ? 

If one find 5 friend with whom to fare 
Rapt in the well-abiding, apt, 
surmounting dangers one and all, 
with joy fare with him mindfully. 

1 All these lines occur at M. iii. 154, ]ii. iii. 488. 
1 This couplet also at Ud. v. 9· I borrow Woodward's translation of it. 
1 This verse and the next three also occur at Dh.p. 3-6 = ]ii. iii. 212. 
' This line is also at Thag. 275. 
' This verse is also at Dhp. 328 = Sn. 45· I borrow E. M. Hare's trans

lation. 
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Finding none apt1 with whom to fare, 
None in the well-abiding rapt, 
As rajah quits the conquered realm, 
fare lonely as bull-elephant in elephant jungle. 

Better2 the faring of one alone, 
there is no companionship with the foolish, 
fare lonely, unconcerned, working no evil, 
as bull-elephant in elephant-jungle." II I 11311 

Then the Lord,8 having spoken these verses as he was 
standing in the midst of the Order, approached Balakalol').akara 
village. 4• Now at that time the venerable Bhagu5 was staying 
in Balakalol').akara village. Then the venerable Bhagu saw 
the Lord coming from afar; seeing him, he made ready a seat, 
set out water for the feet, a footstool, a foot-stand, and having 
gone to meet him, he received his bowl and robe. Then the 
Lord sat down on the seat made ready ; as he was sitting down 
he had his feet bathed. And the venerable Bhagu, having 
greeted the Lord, sat down at a respectful distance. As the 
venerable Bhagu was sitting down at a respectful distance, 
the Lord spoke thus to him : " I hope, monk, things are going 
well, I hope you are keeping going, I hope you are not short 
of almsfood." 

" Things are going well, Lord, I am keeping going, Lord, 
and, Lord, I am not short of almsfood." Then the Lord, 
having delighted, rejoiced, roused, gladdened the venerable 
Bhagu with talk on dhamma, 6 rising from his seat, departed 
for the Eastern Bamboo Grove. 7 II I II 

1 This verse = Dhp. 329 = Sn. 46 (except for Sn. last line). 
2 This verse = Dhp. 330. . .. 
• M. iii. 154 continues in accordance with above, and cf. ]ii. m. 489. 
4 See D.P.P.N. for uncertainty of the reading (M. iii. 154, ]ii, iii. 489, 

MA. iii. 55, iv. 206 read -giima; DhA. i. 56, SA. ii. 304, ThagA. i. 380 
(Siam. edn.) read -iiriima), and for the Majjhima Comy's (MA. iii. 55) 
two interpretations of the meaning of the name. 

6 His verses are at Thag. 271-4. Mentioned at Vin. ii. 182, ]a. i. 140, 
iii. 489, Miln. 107, DhA. i. 56, 133. According to D.P.P.N. he is probably 
not the same as the Bhagu mentioned at Vin. i. 300. . . 

• According to MA. iv. 206 this was on the advantages of solitanness. 
7 Pacinava111sa(miga)daya. See AA. iv. II7 for interpretation of the 

name. Mentioned at (besides M. iii. 155) Thag. 155, A. iv. 228, DhA. i. 56, 
ThagA. 86. 
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Now at that time the venerable Anuruddha1 and the vener
able Nandiya2 and the venerable Kimbila8 were staying in the 
Eastern Bamboo Grove.4 The keeper of the Grove saw the 
Lord coming from afar ; seeing him he spoke thus to the Lord : 
"Do not, recluse, enter this Grove; there are three young 
men of respectable families staying here desiring self5 ; do 
not cause them discomfort." The venerable Anuruddha heard 
the keeper of the Grove conferring with the Lord ; having 
heard, he spoke thus to the keeper of the Grove : " Do not, 
good grove-keeper, [350] impede the Lord. It is our teacher, 
the Lord, who is arriving." Then the venerable Anurud?ha 
approached the venerable Nandiya and the venerable K1mb1~a; 
having approached, he spoke thus to the venerable Nand1ya 
and to the venerable Kimbila : " Go forward, venerable ones, 
go forward, venerable ones; our teacher, the Lord is arriving." 
11211 . 

Then the venerable Anuruddha and the venerable Nandiya 
and the venerable Kimbila, having gone out to meet the Lord, 
one received his bowl and robe, one made ready a seat, one 
set out water for the feet, a footstool, a foot-stand. Then 
the Lord sat down on the seat made ready; as he was sitting 
down he had his feet bathed. Then these venerable ones, 
having greeted the Lord, sat down at a respectful distance. 
As the venerable Anuruddha was sitting down at a respectful 
distance, the Lord spoke thus: "I hope that things are going 
well with you, Anuruddhas, 6 I hope you are keeping going, 
I hope you are not short of almsfood." . . 

"Things are going well, Lord, we are keepmg gomg, Lord, 
and, Lord, we are not short of almsfood." 

1 Verses at Thag. 892-919. He and h!s friends,. Nandiya and Ki~bila, 
are often mentioned together, as at M. 1. 205, which although set 1~ the 
Gosinga Wood, is sim!lar to the a~ove Vi':_l .. passage. See also the srx fnends 
(not including Nandrya) who, wrth Upah, the barber, are mentwned at 
Vin. ii. 182. 

2 Verses at Thag. 25. ThagA. 86 says that while. Nandiya_ was in the 
Eastern Bamboo Grove, Mara appeared before hrm m a temble form. 

3 Verses at Thag. II8, 155-6. 
t For the following cf. M. i. 205 ff. (where the scene is laid in the Gosinga 

Sal-Woodland Grove). 
s On attakiimarupa see Mrs. Rhys Davids, Buddhism (Home University 

Library) 2nd edn., p. Sr. 
• The plural, Anuruddha, is used instead of the names of the three separate 

monks. 

2L 
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" r hope that you, Anuruddhas, are living all together on 
friendly terms and harmonious, as milk and water blend, 
regarding one another with the eye of affection ? "1 

" Yes, certainly, Lord, we are living all together on friendly 
terms and harmonious, as milk and water blend, regarding 
one another with the eye of affection." 

"And how is it that you, Anuruddhas, are living ... of 
affection ? " II 3 II 

"As to this, Lord, it occurred to me: 'Indeed it is a gain 
for me, indeed it is well gotten by me, that I am living with 
such Brahma-farers.' On account of this, Lord, for these 
venerable ones amity2 as to bodily conduct, whether openly 
or in private, has risen up in me, amity as to speech, amity 
as to thought, whether openly or in private, has risen up.s 
Because of this, Lord, it occurred to me : ' What now, if I, 
having surrendered my own mind, should live only according 
to the mind of these venerable ones? ' So I, Lord, having 
surrendered my own mind, am living only according to the 
mind of these venerable ones. Lord, we have divers bodies,• 
but assuredly only one mind." 

And the venerable Nandiya too, and also the venerable 
Kimbila spoke thus to the Lord : "And it occurred to me too, 
Lord: 'Indeed it is a gain for me ... only one mind.' It 
is thus, Lord, that we are living all together on friendly terms 
and harmonious, as milk and water blend, regarding one 
another with the eye of affection." 114 II 

"And I hope that you, Anuruddhas, [351] are living zealous, 
ardent, self-resolute ? " 

" Yes, certainly, Lord, we are living ... self-resolute." 
"And how is it that you, Anuruddhas, are living . 

self-resolute ? " 
"As to this, Lord, whichever6 of us returns first from the 

village for almsfood, he makes ready a seat, puts out water 
for washing the feet, a footstool, a foot-stand; having washed 
a refuse-bowl he sets it out, he sets out water for drinking 

1 Stock, as at M. i. 206, 398, iii. 156, A. i. 70, iii. 67, 104, S. iv. 225. 
a On amity, mettii, see Mrs. Rhys Davids, Outlines of Buddhism, p. 30 ff. 
1 Cf. M. i. 321, which after "amity as to speech" fills in " whether openly 

or in private has risen up ", as does M. i. 206. 
' We are many (or several) men, persons, kiiyii. 
5 Cf. MV. IV. 1. 
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and water for washing. Whoever returns last from the village 
for almsfood, if there are the remains of a meal and if he 
so desires, he eats them; if he does not desire to do so, 
he throws -them out where there are no crops or drops them 
into water where there are no living creatures ; he puts up 
the seat, he puts away the water for the feet, the f~otstool, 
the foot-stand, having washed the refuse-bowl, he puts 1t a'":ay, 
he puts away the water for drinking and the water for washmg, 
he sweeps the refectory. Whoever sees a vessel for drinking 
water or a vessel for washing water or a vessel (for water) for 
rinsing after an evacuation, void and empty, he sets out (water). 
If it is impossible for him (to do this) by a moveme~t of ?is 
hand, having invited a companion to help us by s1gnallmg 
(to him) with the hand, we set out (water) ; but we do not, 
Lord, for such a reason break into speech. And then we, 
Lord, once in every five nights sit down together for talk on 
dhamma. It is thus, Lord, that we are living, zealous, ardent, 
sel£-resolute."1 115 II 

Then the Lord, having delighted, rejoiced, roused, gladdened 
the venerable Anuruddha and the venerable Nandiya and the 
venerable Kimbila with talk on dhamma, rising from his seat, 
set out on tour for Parileyya.2 Walking on tour in due course 
he arrived at Parileyya. The Lord stayed there at Parileyya 
in the Guarded Woodland Thickets at the root of the lovely 
sal-tree. 4 Then as the Lord was meditating in private a 
reasoning arose in his mind thus: "Formerly, beset by those 
monks of Kosambi, makers of strife, makers of quarrels, 
makers of disputes, makers of brawls, makers of legal questions 
in the Order, I did not live in comfort ; but now that I am 
alone with no other, I am living in con1fort removed from 

1 The versions at M. i. 207, M. iii. 154-7, break off here, and both go on 
from here in different ways. 

a Spelt Parileyyaka ; a village, although SA. ii. 304 speaks of it as a 
nagara, town. DhA. i. 51-63 takes ParileyYakato be the ~arne of an elephant, 
and describes in vivid detail the ways m whr_cJ:l he warte~ ';lpon the L<:rd. 
This elephant is identified with that in t~e Bhm_J~_t.aka (]a. 1v. 314). Pan-
leyya(ka) mentioned at S. iii. 95, Ud. 1v. 5, ]a. 111. 489. . .. 

a Rakkhitavanasanda. Mentioned at Ud. iv. 5, but not at S. m. ?5· 
DhA. i. 59 says that "the thicket was so called because tJ:le elepha~t, mth 
a stick in his trunk, gu,arded the Lo1d from danger dunng the mghts. 

c bkaddasiila. It was one tree, maniipa laJ!kaka, according to UdA: 250 
and SA. ii. 305, which say that the Lord stayed depending on that village 
(Pii.rileyya) in a leaf-room in the jungle thicket at the root of that tree. 
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those monks, makers of strife . . . makers of legal questions 
in the Order." 

Now a certain large bull-elephant1 was beset by elephants 
and cow-elephants, by elephant calves and sucklings ; he ate 
grass already cropped by them, and they ate bundles of branches 
as he broke them off ; and he drank muddied water and when 
he crossed over at a ford the cow-elephants went pushing 
against his body. Then [352] it occurred to that large bull
elephant : " Now I am living beset by elephants and cow
elephants. . . . I eat grass already cropped by them and they 
eat bundles of branches as I break them off ; and I drink 
muddied water and when I cross over at a ford the cow
elephants go pushing against my body. Suppose I were to 
live alone secluded from the crowd ? " II 6 II 

Then that large bull-elephant, leaving the herd, approached 
Parileyya, the Guarded Woodland Thicket, the lovely sal-tree 
and the Lord; having approached, he set out by means of 
his trunk drinking water for the Lord and water for washing, 
and he kept the grass down. 2 Then it occurred to that large 
bull-elephant : " Now formerly, beset by elephants and cow
elephants, by elephant calves and sucklings, I did not live 
in comfort ; I ate grass already cropped by them and they 
ate bundles of branches as I broke them off ; I drank muddied 
water and when I crossed over at a ford the cow-elephants 
went pushing against me ; but now that I am alone with no 
other I am living in comfort removed from the elephants, the 
cow-elephants, the elephant calves and sucklings." 

Then the Lord, having understood his own seclusion and 
knowing by mind that bull-elephant's reasoning of mind, at 
that time uttered this utterance: 

" Herein agreeth mind with mind, of sage8 

and bull-elephant of plough-pole tusks,' 
since each delights in forest (solitude)." 5 11711411 

1 hatthiniiga. VA. II5Z says mahiihatthi, a great elephant. UdA. z5o 
adds that he was the leader of a herd. This passage recurs at Ud. iv. 5· 
Cj. A. iv. 435. 

a appaharitan ca karoti. 
1 niiga. VA. II5Z, UdA. %5I explain by buddhaniiga. 
' Cf. niiga Jsiidanta at M. i. 414, Vv. zo. 9, Vv. 43· g. 
' Version at ·Ud. iv. 5 also ends here. 
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Then the Lord, having stayed at Parileyya as long as he 
found suiting, set out on tour for Savatthi. Walking on tour 
in due course he arrived at Savatthi. The Lord stayed there 
at Savatthi in the Jeta Grove in Anathapi.l).<;lika's monastery. 
Then the lay-followers of Kosambi thought: "These masters, 
the monks of Kosambi, have done us much mischief; the 
Lord is departing, harassed by these; come, we should neither 
greet the masters, the monks of Kosambi, nor should we stand 
up before them, nor should we salute them with joined palms 
or perform the proper duties; we should not revere, respect, 
esteem or honour them, and neither should we give them 
almsfood when they come (to us) ; thus they, when they are 
neither revered, respected, esteemed nor honoured by us, will 
depart unrevered, or they will leave the Order, or they will 
reconcile themselves to the Lord." II I II 

Then the lay-followers of Kosambi neither greeted the monks 
of Kosambi, nor stood up before them, [353] they did not 
salute them with joined palms or perform the proper duties, 
they did not revere, respect, esteem or honour them and they 
did not give them almsfood when they came (to them). Then 
the monks of Kosambi, as they were not being revered, 
respected, esteemed or honoured by the layfollowers of 
Kosambi, spoke thus: "Come now, your reverences, let us, 
having gone to Savatthi, settle this legal question in the Lord's 
presence." Then the monks of Kosambi, having packed away 
their lodgings, taking their bowls and robes, approached 
Savatthi. II z II 

Then the venerable Sariputta heard : " It is said that the 
monks of Kosambi, makers of strife, makers of quarrels, makers 
of disputes, makers of brawls, makers of legal questions in the 
Order, are coming to Savatthi." Then the venerable Sariputta 
approached the Lord; having approached, having greeted the 
Lord, he sat down at a respectful distance. As he was sitting 
down at a respectful distance the venerable Sariputta spoke 
thus to the Lord : " It is said, Lord, that the monks of 
Kosambi, makers of strife . . . makers of legal questions in 
the Order, are coming to Savatthi. How am I, Lord, to behave 
in regard to these monks ? " 

"Well now, Sariputta, as dhamma is so must you stand."1 

1 yathiidhammo tathii ti!!hiihi. 
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" How am I, Lord, to find out what is dhamma and what 
is non-dhamma ? " 113 II 

"Now, Sariputta, a speaker of non-dhamma is to be known 
by eighteen points: In such a case, Sariputta, a monk explainsl 
non-dhamma as dhamma, he explains dhamma as non-dhamma ; 
he explains non-discipline as discipline, he explains discipline 
as non-discipline ; he explains what was not spoken, not 
uttered by the tathagata as spoken, uttered by the tathagata, 
explains what was spoken, uttered by the tathagata as not 
spoken, not uttered by the tathagata·; he explains what was 
not practised by the tathagata as practised by the tathagata, 
he explains what was practised by the tathagata as not practised 
by the tathagata ; he explains what was not laid down by 
the tathagata as laid down by the tathagata, he explains what 
was laid down by the tathagata as not laid down by the tathagata; 
he explains what is no offence as an offence, he explains an 
offence as no offence ; he explains a slight offence as a serious 
offence, he explains a serious offence as a slight offence; he 
explains an offence which can be done away with2 as an offence 
which cannot be done away with,2 he explains an offence which 
cannot be done away with as an offence which can be done 
away with; he declares a very bad offence3 as not a very 
bad offence, he explains not a very bad offence as a very bad 
offence. Sariputta, a speaker of non-dhamma is to be known 
by these eighteen points. 114 II 

And, Sariputta, a speaker of dhamma is to be known by 
eighteen points. In such a case, Sariputta, a monk explains 
non-dhamma as non-dhamma, he explains dhamma as dhamma; 
he explains non-discipline as non-discipline, he explains 
discipline as discipline; he explains what was not spoken, 
not uttered [354] by the tathagata as not spoken, not uttered 
by the tathiigata . . . not practised . . . practised . . . not 

1 Cf. this passage with Vin. ii. 88, 204. The first five pairs also occur 
a! A. v .. 77 as reasons why when there is strife, quarrelling, contention, 
dispute m an Order the monks do not live in comfort. These same five 
pairs are again given (A. v. 78) as ten roots of disputing. They are followed 
by another ten roots of disputing, namely the next four pairs as given 
above in the Vin. with one added pair. 

1 siivasesii iipatti, anavas{}sii iipatti. See Vin. Texts iii. 35, n. 2, which 
explain,~ t:_h.~t one which can~ot be done away with is practically equivalent 
_to ~ I ara]Ika. A Sangh!d1sesa can be done away with by the penalties 
mfl1cted by the Order, most of the others by confession. 

1 du!thulla iipatti. See B.D. ii. 219, n. 2. 
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laid down laid down . . . he explains an offence as an 
offence . . . no offence as no offence . . . a slight offence as 
a slight offence . . . a serious offence as a serious offence . . . 
an offence which can be done away with as an offence which 
can be done away with . . . an offence which cannot be done 
away with as an offence which cannot be done away with 
... a very bad offence as a very bad offence, he explains 
not a very bad offence as not a very bad offence. Sariputta, 
a speaker of dhamma is to be known by these eighteen points." 
11511 

The venerable Moggalliina the Great! heard ... the vener-
able Kassapa the Great2 heard . . . the venerable Kacciina 
the Great heard . . . the venerable Kotthita the Great heard 
. . . the venerable Kappina the Great heard . . . the vener
able Cunda the Great heard . . . the venerable Anuruddha 
heard . . . the venerable Revata heard . . . the venerable 
Upali heard . . . the venerable Ananda heard . . . the vener
able Rahula heard: "They say that the monks of Kosambi 
... ( = 113-5 11. Read Rahula instead of Sariputta) " ... 
Riihula, a speaker of dhamma is to be known by these eighteen 
points." 116 II 

Mahapajapati the Gotamid heard : " It is said that the monks 
of Kosambi ... (as in 113 II) ... are coming to Savatthi." 
Then Mahapajapati the Gotamid approached the Lord; having 
approached, having greeted the Lord, she stood at a respectful 
distance.3 As she was standing at a respectful distance 
Mahapajapati the Gotamid spoke thus to the Lord: "It is 
said, Lord, that the monks of Kosambi . are coming to 
Savatthi. How am I, Lord, to behave in regard to these 
monks?" 

"Well then, do you, Gotami, hear dhamma on both sides; 
having heard dhamma on both sides, choose the views and 
the approval and the persuasion and the creed4 of those monks 
who are there speakers of dhamma, and whatever is to be 

1 These elders, including Sariputta but not including Kassapa, are also 
mentioned at Vin. ii. 15-16, iv. 66. For notes see B.D. ii. 295. C{. a list 
of ten at A. iii. 299. 

1 Verses at Thag. 1051-3. At A. i. 23 called chief of those who uphold 
the ascetic practices. 

1 Nuns must stand in the presence of monks; see Vin. iv. 52. 
• Cf. MV. I. 38. 7· 
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desired by the Order of nuns from the Order of monks,I all 
that should be desired only from one who speaks dhamma." 11 7 II 

Anathapi~<;lika the householder heard : " It is said that the 
monks of Kosambi ... are coming to Savatthi." Then 
Anathapi~<;lika the householder approached the Lord; having 
approached, having greeted the Lord, he sat down at a respect
ful distance. As he was sitting down at a respectful distance, 
Anathapi~<;lika the householder spoke thus to the Lord : " It 
is said, Lord, that the monks of Kosambi . . . are coming 
to Savatthi. How am I, Lord, to behave in regard to these 
monks?" 

"Well then, do you, householder, give gifts to both sides; 
having given gifts to both sides, hear dhamtna on both sides; 
having heard dhamma on both sides, choose the views and 
the approval and the persuasion and the creed of those monks 
who are there speakers of dhamma." II 8 11 

Visakha, Migara's mother, heard : " It is said that the monks 
of Kosambi [355] ... are coming to Savatthi." Then 
Visakha, Migara's mother, approached the Lord; having 
approached, having greeted the Lord, she sat down at a 
respectful distance. As she was sitting down at a respectful 
distance Visakha, Migara's mother, spoke thus to the Lord: 
" It is said, Lord, that the monks of Kosambi . . . are coming 
to Savatthi. How am I, Lord, to behave in regard to these 
monks?" 

"Well then, do you, Visakha, give gifts to both sides ... 
(as in II 8 II) ... choose the views ... of those monks who 
are there speakers of dhamma." II 9 II 

Then in due course the monks of Kosambi arrived at Savatthi. 
Then the venerable Sariputta approached the Lord; having 
approached, having greeted the Lord, he sat down at a respect
ful distance. As he was sitting down at a respectful distance, 
the venerable Sariputta spoke thus to the Lord: "They say, 
Lord, that these monks of Kosambi, makers of strife . . . 
makers of legal questions in the Order, have arrived at Savatthi. 
Now what line of conduct, Lord, should be followed in regard 
to lodgings for these monks ? " 

"Well now, Sariputta, separate lodgings should be given 
(to them)." 

1 See e.g. Nuns Pacittiya LIX. 
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"But if, Lord, there are no separate lodgings, what line 
of conduct should be followed ? " 

"Well then, Sariputta, having made (some) separate, they 
should be given. But I in no way say this, Sariputta, that 
a senior monk's lodging should be withheld (from him). 
Whoever should withhold it, there is an offence of 
wrong-doing." 

" But what line of conduct, Lord, is to be followed in regard 
to material gains ? "1 

" Material gains, Sariputta, should be distributed equally 
amongst all." II ro II 

Then while that monk who had been suspended was reflecting 
on dhamma and discipline, it occurred to him: "This is an 
offence, this is not no offence, I have fallen, I am not unfallen, 
I am suspended, I am not unsuspended, I am suspended by 
a (formal) act that is legally valid, irreversible, fit to stand." 
Then the suspended monk approached those monks who were 
taking the part of the suspended (one) ; having approached, 
he spoke thus to those monks who were taking the part of 
the suspended (one) : "This is an offence, your reverences, 
it is not no offence ... fit to stand. Come, venerable ones, 
restore me." II II II 

Then those monks who were taking the part of the suspended 
(one), taking that suspended monk (with them) approached 
the Lord; having approached, having greeted the Lord, they 
sat down at a respectful distance. As they were sitting down 
at a respectful distance, those monks spoke thus to the Lord: 
"Lord, this suspended monk speaks thus : 'This is an offence, 
your reverences .... Come, venerable ones, restore me.' 
What line of conduct, Lord, is to be followed in these 
circumstances ? "2 

"This, monks, is an offence, this is not no offence, this monk 
has fallen, this monk is not unfallen, this monk is suspended, 
this monk is not [356] unsuspended, he was suspended by a 
legally valid (formal) act, irreversible, fit to stand. But since, 
monks, that monk who has fallen and was suspended sees (his 
offence)-well then, monks, restore that monk." II 12 II 

Then these monks who were taking the part of the suspended 

t iimisa, probably meaning here food and clothing. 
1 tehi. 
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(one), having restored that suspended monk, approached the 
monks who had suspended (him); having approached, they 
spoke thus to the monks who had suspended (him): "Concern
ing that case, your reverences, about which there was for the 
Order strife, quarrels, contention, disputes, schism in the 
Order, dissension in the Order, altercation in the Order, differ
ences in the Order--that monk has fallen and was suspended, 
but he sees and is restored. Now, your reverences, let us 
achieve unanimity in the Order for settling this case." Then 
those monks who had suspended (him) approached the Lord ; 
having approached, having greeted the Lord, they sat down 
at a respectful distance. As they were sitting down at a 
respectful distance, they spoke thus to the Lord : " These 
monks, Lord, who are taking the part of the suspended (monk) 
speak thus : ' Concerning that case . . . for settling this case.' 
Now what line of conduct, Lord, is to be followed? " II 13 II 

" Since, monks, that monk has fallen and was suspended but 
sees and is restored-well then, monks, achieve unanimity in 
the Order for settling that case. And thus, monks, should it 
be achieved : One and all should gather together, both the ill 
and the well, leave of absence should not be declared on account 
of anyone. Having gathered together, the Order should be 
informed by an experienced, competent monk, saying: 'Hon
oured sirs, let the Order listen to me. Concerning that case 
about which there was for the Order strife, quarrel, contention, 
dispute, schism in the Order ... differences in the Order
that monk has fallen and was suspended, but he sees and is 
restored. If it seems right to the Order the Order should 
achieve unanimity in the Order for settling this case. This is 
the motion. Honoured sirs, let the Order listen to me. 
Concerning that case ... and is restored. The Order is 
achieving unanimity in the Order for settling this case. If 
the achieving of unanimity in the Order for settling this case 
is pleasing to the venerable ones, they should be silent ; he 
to whom it is not pleasing should speak. Unanimity in the 
Order for settling that case is achieved by the Order. Dissension 
in the Order is put down, schism in the Order is put down. 
It is pleasing to the venerable ones ; therefore they are silent. 
Thus do I understand this.' Observance rna y be carried out 
at once, the Patimokkha recited." II 14 II 5 II [357] 

6.1-2] MAHAVAGGA X SII 

Then the venerable Upali approached the Lord; having 
approached, having greeted the Lord, he sat down at a respect
ful distance. As he was sitting down at a respectful distance, 
the venerable Upali spoke thus to the Lord : " Lord, in regard 
to a case where there is strife for an Order . . . differences 
for an Order, if the Order not having investigated that case, 
not having got to the root of it,1 achieves unanimity in the 
Order, is that unanimity in the Order legally valid, Lord?" 

" Upali, in regard to a case where there is strife for an Order 
... that unanimity is not legally valid, Upali." 

" But, Lord, in regard to a case where there is strife for 
an Order . . . differences in an Order, if the Order having 
investigated that case, having got to the root of it, achieves 
unanimity in the Order, is that unanimity in the Order legaiiy 
valid, Lord ? " 

"Upali, in regard to a matter where there is strife for an 
Order, quarrels, contention, dispute, schism in an Order, 
dissension in an Order, altercation in an Order, differences in 
an Order, if the Order, having investigated that case, having 
got to the root of it, achieves unanimity in the Order, that 
unanimity in the Order is legally valid, Upali." II I II 

"How many (kinds of) unanimity in an Order are there, 
Lord? " 

" There are these two (kinds of) unanimity in an Order, 
Upali. There is, Upali, unanimity in an Order that has not 
arrived at the meaning but has arrived at the letter ; there is, 
Upali, unanimity in an Order that has both arrived at the 
meaning and arrived at the letter. And what, Upali, is 
unanimity in an Order that has not arrived at the meaning 
but has arrived at the letter? Upali, in regard to a case where 
there is strife for an Order ... differences in an Order, if 
the Order, not having investigated that case, not having got 
to the root of it, achieves unanimity in the Order, this is called, 
Upa.Ii, unanimity in an Order that has not arrived at the 
meaning but has arrived at the letter. And what, Upali, is 
unanimity in an Order that has both arrived at the meaning 
and arrived at the letter ? Upali, in regard to a case where 
there is strife for an Order . . . differences in an Order, if the 
Order, having investigated that case, having got to the root 

1 'amilla mula'l'l gantvi.. 
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of it, achieves unanimity in the Order, this is called, Upali, 
unanim~ty in an Order. that has both arrived at the meaning 
and amved at the letter. These, Upali, are the two (kinds 
of) unanimity in an Order." IJzll 

Then the venerable Upali, rising from his seat, having 
arranged his upper robe over one shoulder, having saluted the 
Lord with joined palms, addressed the Lord with verses : 

" In the Order's affairs and deliberations and in matters 
arising for investigation, 

what kind of man is here most needed ? How is a monk 
fit for leadership here ? [358] 

Above all, one blameless in moral habit, of careful conduct, 
his faculties well controlled, 

opponents do not censure him in respect of a rule, for 
there could be nothing to say against him. 

Such a one, firm in purity of moral habit, is confident, 
he speaks ably,1 

he is not afraid at an assembly, he does not tremble, he 
does not sacrifice the meaning2 to irrevelant talk. 

When asked a question in an assembly, he neither hesitates 
nor is ashamed, his timely sensible words, fitting as explana
tion, delight the learned assembly. 

With esteem for senior monks and confident in his own 
teachers, 

able to weigh, familiar with what should be spoken, and 
skilled in obstructing his opponents, 

Opponents come under his control, and the many-folk come 
under his tuition, 

and he does not neglect his own creed, (skilful) at question 
and answer, unhurting. 

1 visayha. 
1 attha"!J na hiipeti, or, does not neglect the goal; cj. Sn. 37, Jii. i. 251. 
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Able in doing a messenger's duty, and well-informed in 
what they tell him of the Order's affairs, 

sent by a group of monks he is obedient, but he does not 
therefore think, 'I am doing this '. 

Into whatever matters one falls, whatever is an offence 
and how one removes it-

both these analyses are well handed down to him, he is 
skilled in the features of offences and removal, 

Being sent away and good habits-he goes by these: he 
is sent away and what are the grounds, 

restoration of a person who has completed this1-he knows 
this too, skilled (as he is) in analysis. 

With esteem for senior monks, for newly ordained, for elders 
and for those of middle standing, 

a helper of the multitude, clever herein, monk such as this 
is fit for leadership here." 113 11611 

The Tenth Section : that on (the monks of) Kosambi [359] 

This is its key : 
The splendid conqueror at Kosambi, dispute about seeing 

an offence, 
one may suspend for this or that, whatever is an offence of his 

it should be seen, I 
Within a boundary, just there, five, and only one, attainment, 
and Parileyya, Savatthi, and Sariputta, Kolita, I 
Kassapa the Great, Kaccana, Kotthita, and about Kappina, 
and Cunda the Great, Anuruddha, Revata, Upali2

; I 
Arianda, and Rahula too, Gotami, Anathapil).<;lika, and 

Visakha, Migara's mother, 
and separate lodgings, and equal material gains also, I 
Leave for absence should not be granted to anyone, Upa.Ii 

inquired, 
irreproachable as to moral habit, unanimity in the conqueror's 

instruction. 

Finished in the Great Division3 [360] 

1 tamvusita i.e. one who has been sent away but is now fit for restoration. 
I Upalivhaya (Oldenberg and Siam. edn.). Sinh. edn. reads Upiilicubhaye. 
1 Oldenberg's Vinayapitaka"!J, vol. · I, ends here. 



INDEX I. WORDS AND SUBJECTS 

Acknowledgment, 466 !f. 
Act (formal), x, 66, 136 f., 145, 161, 

163 f., 191 !f., 448 fl., 463 fl., 483 
!f., 487 ; disciplinarily valid, 466 
!f.; legally valid, xviii, 465f!., 510; 
legitimate, 145 f., 448 f., 453 f. ; 
not legally valid, 151, 462 !f. ; 
revocation of, 475 f., 478; for 
Invitation, 213; for Observance, 
146 f., 153, 157; for specific de
pravity, 467 ff.; of banishment, 66, 
191, 193, 467, 474. 476f!.; of cen
sure, 66, 191, 193, 467, 469, 471 !f., 
475 !f. ; of guidance, 66, 191, 193, 
467, 473, 476 f. ; of ordination, 72; 
of reconciliation, 66, 191, 193, 467 
!f., 474. 476 !f.; of suspension, 66, 
191, 193. 467 f., 474 !f., 483 !f. 

Adept, 91!!, 101j. 
Affection, eye of, 502 
Agree(d) upon, 121, 137 !f., 141J f., 

269, 327 !f., 400 !f.; by oneself, 
121, 149 f. 

Agreement (katika), 202 f., 400, 443 
Agreement for a madman, 163 f. 
Allot, 423, 427, 442 f. 
Allow (amtjiiniimi\, xxiif., 30, 52, 6g 

f., 72 f., 75 ff., g6, 99, 101, 103 !f., 
xo8, II7tf., 124, 131f., I35ff., 146, 
148 fl., 158, 161 !f., 183 .ff., 189, 
195 fl., 201, 2 II !f., 221, 223, 230, 
233. 245. 248. 250, 255 f., 259 f .. 
266 f., 270 fl., 286, 288 f., 291 !f., 
302, 303, 325, 329, 336. 339. 344. 
347, 352, 397 !f., 409, 4II !f., 420 
!f., 427 

Allowable, 173 f., 346 !f., 352, 413; 
hut for what is, x86, 327 n., 328 n. ; 
place for what is 327 !f. ; to make, 
280, 288 f., 295, 336 ; un-, 286 f., 
347 !f. 

Aloofness, 242 f. 
Amity (of mind), 433, 502. See also 

Love 
Animal, III, IJ4, 124, 16o, 180, 271 

n., 439 f., 458, 46o 
Annihilation, 320 f. 
Antelope hide, 257, 437 
Apologise, 69 f. 
Army, 330 .fJ., 489 !f., 495. 497 
Assembly (par.isii), 107, 132, 134, 136, 

149 f., 152, 172 f., ISO, 213, 218, 
220, 450 !f. 

Assign, 423 
Astringent decoction(s), 272, 391 f. 
Attendance-hall, 65, 166, 186 f., 216 
Attendant (pacchiisamarta), 25, 247, 

420, 431 ; (upaf!hiika), I98, 237 
Awareness (phassa), I f. 

Bag (thavikii), 276, 278, 285, 306, 422 
Bamboo, 61, 252, 276, 4o6 
Barber : a former, 344 !f. ; 's equip-

ment, 345/· 
Barley-gruel, 5 f. 
Bath, 6I ; -room, 62, 186 f. 
Bathing, 263, 266, 412, 418, 446 f. ; 

-cloths, 416, 418, 420 
Battle, 91 
Beans, 336 
Becoming (bhava), I f., I6, 48, 3I5 ; 

again-, I7, 315, 322; fetter of, 
242 ; other kind of, 320, 322 

Bear, 300 
Beasts, 2II, 324 f.; of prey, 148, 

196, 222, 267 n. 
Beds, large, high, I06 
Binding (paribhartif-a), 354, 424 
Birth (jiiti), 'I f., I6 j., 2I, 46, 241 
Blood, 385 ; to let, 279 
Boat, I39. 20I, 314 
Body, 20 f., 419, 421 ; speech, 

thought, 321 f. 
Boils, 274. 279, 421 
Bone, 276f. 
Boon (vara), 104, 393, 396, 416, 4I8j. 
Boundary (sima), 137 !f., 141 !f., I62, 

I74 fl., 220, 231, 263, 266, 357 (f., 
426, 443. 458, 460, 487 

Bourn (gati), 4I8 
Bowl, 6, 13, 26, 34 f, 51, 57, 59 !f., 

63, 65, 67 f., 109, xxs. I2of., 123. 
138, I 77, 209, 231, 264, 290, 303 f., 
306, 313, 329, 331, 344· 415, 434 f., 
446 ; no bowl, I 14 f. 

Boy(s), 344 f., 380 f. ; group of 
seventeen, 96 ; Jess than fifteen 
years old, 99 

Brahma: -farers, 91, 110, I 12, 502 ; 
-faring, 4, 13 f., 19, 26 !f., 43 f., 
46 ff .. 55 f., 83. 93. 227, 239. 241, 
261, 322 n., 332, 418 : danger to, 
148, 222 f. ; -speech, 4 

Brahman, vii, 2 !f., 18, 35, 47 !f., 
71 f., 74, 75, I 12, 137, 289 ff., 
301 f., 337 f. 

Braiding (anuviilfa), 354, 424 
Branded as punishment, 95, I 16, 462 
Bridge, 139, 314; -breaking, 77, 2IO, 

287, 346 
Broth, 281 ; meat-, 28I, 295 f. 
Brother, 195 
Bull, 255 f. 
Burden, to shed the, 242 
' Burner-up,' 320 f. 
Burning (Discourse on), 45 
BusiPess (karartfya), 368 !f. 
Butter, 75, 269 f., 284, 336 ; -milk, 

336 

5I5 
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Calculation (gana~). 97, 154 
Calk, calves, 254 f., 258, 341 ; -hide, 

258ft. 
Cankers (iisava), 12, 21, 24 f., 27 f., 

239. 242f. 
Caravan, 201 
Causal uprising, I If., 6 
Cause, xxv, 7, 54 
Cave, 75, 139, I86 f., 28I, 327, 402 
Cell (parivet~a), Ioo, I39, I 76, 186 f., 

204, 295. 34I 
Cemetery, 22, 399 f. 
Chair, 257, 259 
Charnel-house, 202 
Chunam(s): as medicines, 274; 

-sifter, 27 4 
Clay, 274, 28o, 285 n. 
Cloak, outer, 258, 263 n., 409, 4II, 

4I3, 424, 426 
Cloth(s) : clean (simile), 23, 49, 238, 

308, 323, 342 ; cotton-, 424 ; fibre-, 
437 f. ; linen-, 422 ; pair of 
Siveyyak::>., 393 f., 396 ; for 
requisites, 422 f. ; for wiping the 
face, 42 I /f. ; to sit upon ( nisfdana), 
63j., I77, 42I !f. See also Bathing
cloths ; Rains. 

Come, monk(~),' IS f., 26 f., 44, 56 
Comfort (Phasu), II8, I35. 232, 373, 

446, 503 f. 
Communion, I 09 f., 126, I 38, 142 !J., 

211; by theft, no, 114, 160, 180, 
439, 458, 461 ; same, different, 
I77 If., 458, 460, 487 

Companion, I24, 209, 503 
Compassio~, 9, 28, 73, I22, 2I2, 215, 488 
ConcentratiOn, 250; adept's body of, 

81 f. 
Confess (pafideseti), I 67 f. 
Confidence (asstisa), 320, 322 
Confusion (moha), 242 f. 
Conjey, 59, 68, 97, Io6, 269, 286 f., 

301 f., 327, 346, 389, 416, 418 If., 
443, 446 If., 485 ; -drink, 345; 
clarified, 281 ; eating-, 302 f., 305 ; 
ten advantages of, 302, 418 

Consciousness, 1 f., 20 f. 
Consent (chanda), xv, 161, 2I4. 

See also Leave of Absence. 
Cook, to, 271, 287 f., 325 f. 
Cord (raJfu), 61, 406 
Couch, 257, 259, 296 
Courtesan, 379 f. 
Coverlet, 256; fleecy (kojava), 397 
Cow(s), 254 f., 258, 334 f. ; -herds, 

334 f. ; -hide, 257 !f. ; -pen (vaja), 
201 ; five products of, 336 

Craft (sippa), 249, 344, 381 f. 
Craving, 1 f., 7, I6, 242 f., 315 
Creatures, onslaught on, ros. ro8, 

258 f. 

Creeping things, 148, 196, 222 
Crops, 325, 503; and grasses, I83 
Crossed over (tit~t~a), so, 314 
Crows, 381 ; to scare, 99 
Curds, 336 
Cure, to (vaseti), 287 f., 325 f. 

Dancing, singing, music, 105 
D«nger, I48, 178f., 196ft., 'Z.22f., 3I2 
Darn (lukha), 423 
Daughter, I88, I98, 498 ; -in-law, 

330 f .. 333. 385 
Deathless(ness), viii, xxiv, I3,' 52, 

54 ; door of, 8 f. ; drum of, 12 
Debtor, 95 
Deer, 267 n. ; -hide, 263, 267 
Defame, to, 227 f. 
Demon(s) (pisiica), 196; -worship

pers, 201 
Dependence, to live in (nissayam 

vatthU1f1), 79, I 00 f, • 
' Destroyed is birth,' etc., 21, 46, 241 
Determine, to, I5I, x66, 2I6 
Detestation, 320 f. 
deva(s), 11, I8, 28 !f., 40 n., 47 f., 

307, 3I2, 317, 332; -vision, xI, 311 
devatii, 5, IO, 38, 3II If., 420 f. 
Dhamma, viii, xxii, 5 fl., I3, I8, 23/f., 

30, 32, 36, 44. 47, 49, srfl., 56 f., 
59, 65, 74, 77, 79, ss f., 88, 9I, 93, 
I04 j., I08, I II, I30 j., I48, I 52 n., 
I69, I85 If., 203, 2Io, 22I, 238 f., 
249. 26I, 264 f., 28I f .. 287, 290, 
298,304, 308j., 3I5f., 318j., 323f., 
332, 334. 336, 338, 34I f., 344. 346, 
396, 398, 410 f., 4I3, 422, 428, 433. 
498, sao, 503, 506 If. ; -farers, 91, 
I IO, I I2 ; -man, 320; -master, 
489, 498; -vision, I7, I9, 23, 26 j., 
32, 49. 54. 238, 308, 323, 342 ; 
-wheel, I2, I7 f.; expert or, I57, 
483 ; what pertains to (abhi
dhamma), 83-4; not dhamma, 57, 
489, 498, so6 

Disciple(~). 238 f., 3I8 If., 323, 333, 
346 ; chief, 55 

Discipline (vinaya), xxii, xxv, 27, 53, 
59, 74, 79, III, I49 f., I6g, I7I, 
I73, 2II, 2I7 f., 221, 249, 266, 34I, 
4IO f., 450, 498, 506; against, 
453 f.; expert on, 157, 483; what 
_pertains to {abhivinaya), 84 

Dxscourse (suttanta), I88 f., 22I 
Diseases, five, 89 If., I 20, I 22 
Dismiss, 69 If. 
Disrespect, 232 
Dissatisfaction, 65, 190, 192 JJ. 
Distribute (robes), 427, 429, 440 f., 

443 
Districts : border, 266 f. ; middle, 

263. 266 f. 

INDEX 517 
Divi~ions in the Eights (a.tjhakavagga}, 

264 f. 
Doctor, 381 If., 386, 390, 392 f. 
Dog, 299 ; -flesh, 299 
Door (kavii!a), I II ; (dvtira), 342 ; 

-bolt (aggaja), 342 
Doubtful, 167 ff., 173, 176 f., 217, 288 
Dream, 420 
Drink(s), 337 f. ; eight kinds, 339 
Dung, 274, 280 
Dwelling (nivesana\, 187, 258, 290, 

297. 303, 324, 333 
Dwelling-place (vihara), 63, 75, I IO f., 

I39, x8sff., 196, 204, 237, 240, 257, 
259, 264, 285, 294 If., 327, 341 f., 
402, 415, 426 

Dye, 67 f., 405 If. 
Dysentery, 431 

Eating at wrong time, I05 
Effort (ussukka), xgi !f., 446 !f. 
Elder (thllra), I07, II9, 133, 152 f., 

I 55 f., 2I2, 428 
Elephant, 245, 292 f., 298 f., 503 n., 

504; -flesh, 298 f. ; -rug, 257; 
she-, 392 f., 504 

Elsewhere, 305, 430 
Encourage, to (upaliipeti), I57 
Ends: dead-, I5 
Energy, 239 !f., 436 f. 
Essence (sara), 243 
Eunuch(s), 87, I08 f., I 14, I8o, I98, 

439f., 458 
Evenness (samata), 241 
Exhortation (on the Lute), 24I 
Expel, I08 If., 228 
Eyes, illness affecting, 275 

Faint, to, 2I2 
Faith (pasada), 34I 
Families : to bring into disrepute, 

473. 477 
Father, 98, 1 I2, 195, 38I, .. 32; 

attitude of a, 59, 79 
Fee, 384, 387, 389 
Feeling, I f., 20 f. 
Feet; 236, 239 f., 248 If., 279, 309, 

415, 43I, 500 f.; foot-salve, 279 
Fever, 292 f. 
Finger-breadth, 423 
Fire, 35 f., 40 f., 44, 45, 48, 148, 197, 

222, 3I2; -hall (aggistilii), 34, 65, 
I86 f. ; -room (agyiigiira), 33 f., 
39 f. ; -vessels, 42, 45 ; -worship, 
43 f., 89, 340 

Fish, 296 n., 325 
Flesh, 296, 298 !f. See also Meat. 
Flour, 285 ; solid food that is, 343 f. 
Flowers, 339 

Food : constant supply of, 35 ; not 
left over, 291 !f., 326 ; perpetual, 
334 ; scarce, 29I !f., 298 f., 325 ; 
short of, 288 ; solid, 288 f., 291, 
293, 300, 304, 326, 334, 343 Jf., 
443, 446 !f. ; solid and soft, 26, 
36 f., 50 f., 57, 270 n., 27I fl., 290, 
297. 303, 313, 324, 333 !f., 339. 4I5 ; 
substantial, 269; abstaining from, 
337; for incoming monks, etc., 
416 !f. ; that may be eaten during 
a watch of the night, etc., 348 ; 
those who live on remains of, 288, 
300, 306 f. ; alms-, 74; -distribu
tion, 3I3, 335; (bhojana), 197 f., 
420, See also Meals. 

Foot-stool, foot-stand, I3, 6o, 62, 
zo8 f., 231, 446, soo If. 

Forest-dweller, u8 
Forfeiture, offence involving, 263 
Forgive, 70 
Formula: onefold, 22I !f. ; three

fold, 24, 26, 221 If. ; twofold, 6, 
221 If. 

Fortuitot.s, 328 f. 
Freed, 2I, 24 f., 27 !f., 46, so, 242 f. 
Freedom, 21, 30, 46, 55 ; adept's 

body of, 8I f. ; bliss of, I, 3 If. ; 
of mind, 17 

Friends, I99 f., 208, 2Io, 230, 232; 
group of thirty, 3I f. 

Fruit(s), 339; as medicines, 272 ; 
solid food that is, 289, 293, 347; 
without seeds, 293-4 

Further, to (satrzgahati), I 57 
Further-men (uttarimanussa), 14, 125, 

237 f., 284 

Garlands, scents, 105 
Garlic, 27I 
Ghee, 75. 269 f., 284, 329 n., 336, 

384. 391 f. 
Gift, 185 If., 221, 323, 397, 508; of 

faith, 424 
Ginger, 271 
Girl(s), grown, 87, 198; little, 283 
Given, not, 105, 108, I24 
Giving, 23, 26 f., 32, 238, 307, 323, 

333. 342 
Go (gone) forth, I5, 52, 74. 93 If., 

109 f., 1 I2 f., 124, 202 f. ; to let 
(pabbtijeti), 29 f., 71 f., 74• go If., 
103 j., IIO, II5 f., 126, 239, 261 

Goal (attha), IS, 77, 210, 24I f., 245, 
287, 346 

Going forth (pabba.ijii), ix, xi, I8 f., 
z6, 27, 29 f., 43 f., 56, 7I, 74 f., 
go, 92, IIO, II2, 239, 261; for 
novices, IOJ f. 

Gold, rg8, 245, 284 ; and silver, I06, 
275 If., 336; chaplet, 283 f. 

2M 
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Grasping, I f., 242 f. ; five groups of 
I6 ' 

Grass, 208 f., 263 n., 307, 504 ; kusa-, 
-105; roll of, 283; -matting, 4o6 

Grmdstone, 272 
Grooms, Io8 
Ground, above the, 238, 459 
Group (ga'!'a), 55, 76 f., 92, IOI, IIf, 

154, 191, 193 
Growth (vuddhi), 450 
Guidance (nissaya), IOO f., I IO n., 

I I7 f. ; nullifications of 8I ; to 
give, 79ft., IOO, I I7 ' 

Habits : bad, 73, I08 ; good, 8x f. 
I02, 225 • 

Habitual tendencies (samkhara) I f. 
7120/. I I 

Half-month, I 30 J., I 35 f., I 54 
Hand(s,, 209, 276, 278, 503 ; cut off, 

I~5f., 462; washed, 301, 338, 344 ; 
Withdrawn from bowl, 290, 297, 
30I, 30f, 3I3, 325, 335, 338, 340 
344. fi5 • 

Happiness, 5 
Hatred, 242 f. 
Head : disease of the, 383 f., 386 f. 
Headache, 277 
Heat (teja), 33 ft.; condition of 

(tejodhatu), 34 f. 
Heaven, 23, 26 f., 32, 238, 307, 323, 

333. 342 ; -worlds, 304, 3II 
Help, to (anugga?thati), I57 
Herbs, 278 
Hermaphrodite, II3 f., I6o f., x8o, 

439, 458, 46I 
Hermitage, 339 
Hide, animal's, 257 fl., 263, 266 f. 
Hmdrances (nfvara?fa), 23, 238, · 308 

323, 342 • 
Homelessness, I3f., 27 239 24 I 2 A 5 261 1 

I I ~ I 

Honey, 75, 269 f., 28_4, 289 fl. ; balls, 
5 f. ; -lumps, 301 !J. ; -drink, 339 

Horn, 276 f., 279 
Horse, 299 ; -flesh, 299 ; -rug, 257 
House, 143, 261, 345 ; curved, long, 

75, I39. I86 !f., 327, 402 
Householder, 23 fl., 27, 47 !f., 240, 

246 !f .. 254· 257_. 2;39 fl·· 275 !f., 
3~8 f., 407, 438 ; \.o hve m company 
With, 46I, 473, 477; to revile, 474. 
477 

Human being, I20, us 
Humours: bad, 281; of the body 

3W ' 
Hyena, 300 ; -flesh, 300 

' I am ' conceit, 5 
Ignorance, I f., 7 

Ill (gilana), II7 f .• I 53. I 55 f., ISR f., 
I6I, I88 f., I92 fl., 2I3, 232, 255, 
260, 270 JJ., 286, 294 !f., 308, 328, 
426, 432 f. ; (five qualities of one 
who is ill), 434 f. 

Ill (dukkha), I9, 23, 26 f., 44, S6, 93 f., 
238. 308, 3I5, 323, 342; mass of 
2 ; ~ruths of, : n., I6, 23 ' 

Impedunent (palibodha), 357 n., 358 
n., 359 n., 374 f. 

Impurity, 420 f. 
Independently, to live (anissitena 

vatthUftl), IOI fj., n 7 f. 
Individual, 229 j., 347, 443, 46o fl. ; 

under twenty years, 98 
Insects, 2 so 
Instruct, I 20 !f. ; --:>r, 122 
Insult, to, 303 f. 
Int~rro~ation, 466 JJ. 
Inv1tat1on (paviira'!'ii), xvii, 205, 

2I3 f., 216 f., 223 !f .. 35I, 458; 
-day, 2II, 213 !f., 22I !f., 234 ; 
conveyor of, 213 n. ; to convey, 
2I6; to give the, 2I3; to suspend, 
2~3 JJ., 230, 232, 234 

Inv1te, to (pavareti) 2II ff 22I f! 
48sf. ' ·• ·• 

Irregular things, four great, 280 
Itch, 274. 42I ; -cloth, 421 fl. 
Ivory, 276 f. · 

Jaundice, 28o 390 
Juice (rasa), 339 

kiisi, half a, 398 
Ka!hina: cloth, 352 !f., 426; privi

leges, 263 n., 357 !f., 374 n., 375 n., 
42 7 f. 

Khus-khus, 271 
K!dney-bean, 286 f., 336 
K1ll, to, 2 54 f. 
King(s), 92, 148, I62, x8s, 198, 222, 

227 •. 298 f., 3II f., 340; in a king's 
serv1ce, 92, I 1 2 

Kitchen (rasavaif), 1g7 
Knowledge : profound (aniiii), 242, 

2 45 
kusa: -grass garment, 436; -lot, 427 

Lancet, 279 
Lanc~ng (satthakamma), 294 f. 
Lashmg together, 259 f. 
Lay follower(s). x, 6, 24, 152, I86 JJ., 

196, 227, 239, 247. 308 !f., 322 f., 
333 f. ; depraved, 257 f. ; women, 
26, r86, r88 227 

Leading away; 320 f. 

INDEX 

Leamer (sdha), 25, 343 
Leave of Absence (chanda), 455 !f. 

See also Consent. 
Leave, to give and to obtain, ISO f., 

223; (of absence), 455 !f., SIO 
Leaves, 339 ; as medicines, 272 
Legal questions, 230 f., 47I, 476, 503, 

505 
Liar, I08 
Lid, 276 f. 
Lie down, to, 259 
Life: deprive of, II2, 125, 296 n., 

325 ; household, 265 ; one facul
tied, I83. 251 

Light shine forth, 249, 498 
Lion, 300; -flesh, 300; -hide, 257 
Lodging1s), 75, n8, I97, 202, 204, 

209, 240, 249 f., 263 n., 264, 275, 
343, 420 f., 443, 449, 498, 505, soB 
f. 

Lotus(es), 9, 394 f. ; fibres and stalks, 
292 f. ; -pond, I 86 f. ; -tank, 292 f., 
326 

Love, mind of (mettacitta), 34I. See 
also Amity. 

Lute, 240 f., 494 
Lying, I05, I32, I3f, 203 f. 

Mad, 159, I63; -man, agreement for, 
I63 f. 

Mahout, I08 
Malaria, 98 f. 
Miinatta, 66, I9I f., 459 f., 467 !f. 
Mango, 40 ; -drink, 339; -girl, 3I7 
Mantle (piiviira), 397 
Mantras, 337 
Marriage, I 88 
Matricide, I I2, I I3 n., I If, I6o, I8o, 

439. 458, 46I 
Matted hair ascetics, 32 f., 35, 40 !f., 

so. j6, 89 
Meal(s) (bhatta), 25, 35, 37 !f., 49, 75, 

I09, I90, 289 f., 297. 300 f., 3I3, 
3I6 f., 323, 333, 335, 338 f., fi3 f. 
before, 29I f., 326 ; coarse, 270; 
group-, 353 ; one (a day), 261 ; 
out-of-turn, 305 n. ; remains of 
(bhuttiivasesa), 208 ; succession of, 
74• 343 ; turn to give a, 300 f., 
326, 343 

Meat, 296, 298, 303, 324 f., 327 
See also Broth, Flesh. 

Medicine(s), 75, 90, I90, I98. 269 !f., 
329, 343. 384. 386, 39I, fi6, fi8 !f., 
432 f., 443 ; five, 269 f., 284 

Meditation (ihana), 134 
Merchant, 21, 23 !f., 26 J., 386 !f., 

389 f. ; son of, 389 f. ; wife of, 
382 !f. . 

Merit, 304, 340, 397, •P9 

Metal-smith, g6 
Middle course, r 5 
Milk, 334 !f., 502 
Mind, 198 f., 243 / .• 419 
Mindfulness, 420; un-, 425 
Minister(s) : chief, 92, 282, 303 f., 

3II !f., 330 !f. ; of justice, 92 
Misrepresent, 319 f., 325 
Molasses, 75, 269 f., 284 
Monastery, g6, xo6, 109, 186 f., 249 f., 

288, 295, 328 n., 4II, 414f.; atten
dant, 281 f. 

Money-changing (rupa), 97 
Monk(s), 45, 52, 90. 106, II2, I54, 

I86, 195, 227, 250 passim; de
praved, 257 f. ; group of five, II, 
13 !f., 17, 20 f. ; group of six, 107, 
II7, 136, 138, 145, 148 /f., 167, 184 
f., 2I2, 223, 246 !f., 250 f., 254 .fl., 
26o, 275, 277 f., 295, 403, 4II, 438, 
452; ill, go, 117 f. ; incoming, 139, 
155 f., 175 !f., 220, 264, 446 If.; 
newly ordained, 62, 133, I41, I53, 
I55 f., 165, 212, 215; opponents 
of, 162 ; person living with, 195 ; 
pure, 151, 223, 449/., 461; quauel
some, 221 f. ; regular, 460 f. ; 
resident, I7I If., 185, 217 ff., 446 f., 
449; short of, 261, 263, 265 ; 
-status, 93 n. ; well-behaved, I49 
fl., 223, 446, 448 ; who are elders, 
62, Ifl f., 148, 155 f., 165, 2II f., 
214, 248; no, 178 f. 

Moonstone (step), 237 
Moral habit, 23, 26 f., 32, 82, 238, 

307, 310 f., 323, 333, 342; adept's 
body of, 81 !f., ror f. ; falling away 
from, 102, 225, 310; five advan
tages, 310 

Morality, thought, wisdom, the higher 
253 

Mote-hall, 3 I 8 f. 
Mother, 194 f., 313, 38I, 385, 432; 

-in-law, 385 
Motion (natti), 452 !f., 487; and 

resolution (put once), xviii, 454 !f., 
(put three times), vi, xviii, 72, I 18 
n., 455ff· 

Mountain slope (simile), 244 
Mustard-powder, 279 
Myrobalan, 40, 272 f., 280, 393 

Naked, 88, II4 f., 418, 436; -ness, 
417 f., 436 

Net-work (a!!hapadaka), 424 
Nirvana, 7 (nibbiina), viii, 7, I I n., 

r 5 f. ; -attained, I 2 
Non-harming, 242 f. 
Non-human affliction, 274 
Non-slaughter (day), 296 
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Nose, 277, 384 f. ; -spoon, 277 
Novice, xi f., 8r !f., roo, 105 !f., I 59, 

r8o, r86 ff., I93!f., 227, 404, 434f., 
439, 458 !f. ; woman, r8o, r86 !f., 
194 f., 227, 458 !f. 

Nun(s), 87, 99, ro5 n., ro6 n., IIJ, 
II4n., r8o, r86ff., rg2j., 195, 2oo, 
220, 227, 255 n., 416, 418, 443, 458 
ff. ; seducer of a, roB, IIJ f., r6o, 
180, 439, 458, 46r 

Nut-grass, 271, 275 
Nutriment, 106 f., 280 n. 

Object, to (Pa!ikkhipati), 326 
Observance (uposatha), xiv If., r II, 

IJI f., 136 If., 153, 157 If., 162 If., 
171, I 73 If., 204 f., 2JI, 233, 485 ff., 
510; -day, IJO n., 132, 135, 140 f., 
146,148, I53ff., 157, r61j., r64!f., 
171 If., 175, 178 j., 204 j.; -hall, 
139 f., 155 f. ; -hut, 250 ; two or 
three, 230 

Offence, 84, I02 f., 132 If., 167 ff., 
190, I?2, 216 f., 483 If., 506 f. ; 
collective, 167 !f.; entailing a 
Formal Meeting of the Order, I47• 
225 !f.; extreme, 159, 180, 439, 
458, 46o; full of, 46I, 473, 477; 
grave, 174, 176 f., 219, 225, 255, 
294 f., 298, 436 f. ; involving 
defeat, I47. 225 !f.; making 
amends for, 126, 168 !f., I8o, 212, 
215, 217, 228, 439 f., 458, 462 !f., 
474, 476, 486 f. ; of expiation, 225 
ff., 230, 232; removal of, 2II ; 
reprove. for, 150 f., 223, 227 f., 462 
ff.; seemg an, 125/., 180, 212, 2I5, 
439f., 447ff., 458, 462ff., 474,476, 
483 ff., 509 ; to be confessed, 225 
!f., 486; undetermined, 147; no, 
132, 134, 152, 176 !f., 196 !f., 205, 
217 f., 288, 483 !f., so6 f., 509 

Offender, 167 f., 216 f., 223; not an, 
151, !6'9, 22J, 449 f .. 46I 

Offer (formally) to, 280, 289 
Oil, 75, 269 f., 277 !f., 284, 288, 300, 

326, 334, 336, 345 ; decoction of, 
278 

Ointment, 275; -boxes, 275 f. ; 
-po:wders, 275; -sticks, 276; pul
vensed, 275 

Old, gone forth when, 344 !f. 
Old age and dying, r, 16 
One who shares a cell, 58 !f., 76 !f., 83, 

43 2 

Open air, 201, 248, 250, 264, 410 f. 
Open up, to (ukko!eti), 230 
Ordain (upasampadeti), 29 f., 72 If., 

8rff., 89f., 92, 97f., rogff., rrgf., 
123 !f., I93. 262, 467 !f. 

Order (of monks), 24, 26, 30, 45 !f.' 
49 If., 78, 89, II4, 178 j., I8I, 185, 
191 If., 202, 213, 221 !f., 289 !f., 
327, 340, 347. 402, 426 If., 432, 
434 f., 439 !f., 46o !f. ; benefactor, 
supporter of, r86, 295; business 
for, r62 f., 196, 214 ; complete, xv, 
q6 f., I7I, 458. 466 !f., 487; 
divided, rggf., 485, 488; five, 457; 
fivefold, 457 ; fourfold, 426 !f., 457 
!f. ; goes (does not go) too far, 467 
!f. ; incomplete, 142, q6, 159, I6I 
f., I71 !f., 2I3 ; midst of, 120 !f., 
IJ3, 148 !f., 460, 498; of the four 
quarters, 435 ; tenfold, 262 f., 457 
ff.; to leave the, go, 126, 159 f.; 
twentyfold, 457 !f. ; unanimous, 
I81 ; unanimity in, 510 f. ; whole, 
r68 !f. 

Order (of nuns), 187 !f., soB 
Ordination (upasampada), ix !f., r8 

!f., 26 f., 29 f., 43 f., s6, 72 f., 8s f., 
II8 If., 126, 193, 239, 263, 458, 467 
!f. ; by a group, 266 

Orris root, 27I 
Ought-to-be-done, an, 89, 318, 320 f., 

333 ; ought not-, 318 If., 333 
Owner, 199 

Pacing up and down, 248, 250; a 
place for, r86, 240 

Palanquin, 256 
Palmyra palm, 251 f. 
Panther, JOO; -flesh, 300; -hide, 251 
Parents, 96 f., 236, 424; consent o , 

97. 104, 120 
Park (ariima), 51 f., 317 
Parricide, II2, I q, r6o, 180, 439, 

458. 464 
Partisans, 483 f. 
Passion, 242 f., 321 
Patch (aggaJa). 412 f. 
Path, 48, 54 
Patimokkha, xv f., 62 n., roB H., 

1J1Jf., IJ5f., I38Jf., 147 f., I52Jf., 
157 f., 164!f., I71/f., 180,231,233, 
510; the two, 84 

Perception, 20 f. 
Perfection, 43, 419 
Perfected one(s), 21, 26 !f., 37, 39 If., 

47, 51 f., II3, 242, 318 f., 337, 341, 
420; slayer of, I 13 f., I6o, 1 So, 
439. 458, 46I 

Peril. 22 f., 265 
Permission, 319; to ask for, 107, 334, 

353. 391 
Pestle and mortar, 274 
Ploughshare, 307, 330 
Poison, 280 

INDEX 

Preceptor, x f., 57 If., 73 f., 78, So f. 
85, 89, 92, roo n., 101, 107, r09, 
u4 f., II9 !f., 157, 249, 262, 265, 
274· 432 

Presence of, in the, 466 !f. 
Probation, 66, 85 f., 89, r8o, rgo f., 

192 n., 459, 467 !f.; -er, r8o, r86 
!f., 193, 194 n., 195, 220, 227, 458 
!f. 

Proclaim (anussiiveti), II8 f., I 32, 
4.53!!· 

Proclamation, Jig, I9I, 192 n., 193, 
4.53 !f., 487 ; announcer of, 92 

Prohibition (avara~a), ro6 f. 
Protection (sa,.gaha), 233 
Protest, the, 46o 
Protest, to, 151, 453 !f. 
Provisions for a journey, 335 f., 382 
Psycho-physicality, r f. 
Psychic power, 284, 297, 329!f., 415, 

459 
Psychic wonder, 24 f., 33, 36, 238 
Punishment, ro6 
Pupil (anteviisika), 79 !f., 83, 107 n., 

432 
Pure, 229 f., 325 ; in body, speech, 

mode of livelihood, 224 f. See also 
Monks, pure. 

Purgative, 295. 394 f. . _ . 
Purity, 133, 135; entrre (pan

suddhi), vi, xv, 132, 158ff.,162, 164 
!f., r8o 

Quadrangular building (miila), r87 
Quarrel, 224, 230 f., 488 f., 510 f. 

Raft, 314 
Rains (vassa), xvif., 30, roo, 158, r6g, 

18J!f., rg6ff., 202j., 2o8ff., 22rfj., 
2JO, 262, 289, 351 f., 426 Jf., 438, 
443; -residence, 76, r83, 203 !f. ; 
cloths for, 416, 419 f., 422 f., 426; 
cutting short, 196 !f. ; to enter 
upon, I8Jf., 196fj., 230,232, 35If. 

Rats, 143, 285, 402 
Raw flesh and blood, 274 
Rebirth (abhinibbatti), 322 
Recline upon, to, 256 f. 
Recluse(s), 17 f., 409; great, 43, 47 f., 

53ff· 
Refectory, 57 f., 301, 303, 343, 485, 

488, 503 
Refuge, ix f., xii f., 6, 24, 26, 30, 49, 

72, 86, 103 f., IIO n., 239, 308, 
322 f .. 333 f. 

Rehabilitate, 459, 467 ff. 
Rehabilitation, 66, 191 f., 262 n., 458, 

467 If. 

Relations, relatives, 162, 195, 214 
Remorse, 65, 190, 192 !f. 
Rendezvous, 139 
Renunciation, 242 
Reprove for an offence, 150 f., 223, 

227 f., 232, 462 ff. 
Requisites, 343, d5 
Residence (aviisa), II7, 136 f., 139 !f., 

152 f., 155, ISTf., 164 ff., 168 !f., 
178j., 185, lg6f., 208,214,217 f., 
221 f., 2JO, 232, 429, 434, 443, 
471 f. ; neighbouring, 153. 158, 
168 f.; not a, 178 f. 

Resins as medicines, 273 
Resort (for alms), 87, 417, 447 
Resources (nissaya), 75 f., 124 
Rest-house, 309 f. 
Restlessness, 241 
Restore (osareti), 126, 461 f., 487, 510 
Restoration (osara~ii), 461 f. 
Rheumatism, 278 f. 
Rice (bhatta), 97, 106, 269, 327, 443 ; 

husked (ta~tjula), 288, 300, 326, 
334. 336. 345 

Right time, 269 ff., 417 f. 
Right view, 83 
River, 138 f., 142, 145, 426 
Robe(s), 13, 6o !f., 65, 67, 75, 89, 

II5, 121 ff., 138, 142, 155 f., 177, 
203, 209, 231, 250, 264, 274. 298 "·· 
343, 358 If., 407, 409 If., 414, 421, 
425 If., 434 f., 446; cut up, 407, 
409, 424 ; expectation of a, 358, 
364 !f. ; extra, 263 n., 267 n., 4II 
f., 423 n. ; fourth, 410 ; house
holders', 396 f., 399 ; inner, 409, 
4II !f., 425 f. ; least, 423; rag-, 
37· 75. 351, 396, 399 f ... 413, 423; 
three, 142 !f. (separatwn from), 
351, 353. 410 ff., 422 ff .. 434 f. ; 
upper, 30, 296, 409, 4II, 413, 425 
f. ; of various colours, 438 ; 
yellow, 27, 30, 109, 239, 261 ; no 
robe, Il4 f. See also Cloak, outer. 

Robe-material, 67, 263, 266, 358 !f., 
398, 400 ff., 424, 427, 429 !f .• 438 
ff. ; accepter of, 400 f., 403 n. ; 
distributor of, 403 f. ; keeper of, 
401 f., 403 n. ; portion of, 427 !f. ; 
receiver of, 439 f. ; share of, 430 f., 
435 

Roots as medicines, 271, 391 ; what 
was pounded off roots, 271 

Rose-apple, 39 f. ; -drink, 339 
Rule (dhamma), 171 ff., 217 f., 453; 

important, 190, 192 
Rule, according to the, g8, 180. 218, 

2J2, 234. 255. 259. 278. 285, 305. 
326, 4Il, 450 

Rule(s) of training, 77, 105, 131 f., 
210, 287, 346 
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Sacrifices, 340 
Salt, 288, 300, 326, 334, 336, 345 
Salted sour gruel, 286 
Salts as medicines, 273 
Sandals, 177, 245 !f., 260, 263, 265 
Savages, 148, 221 
Scabs, thick, 274, 421 
Schism, xixf., 174. 176, 199j., 2Igf., 

325 n., 485 f., 510 f. 
Schismatic, II3 f., r6o, r8o, 439, 458, 

46! . 
Scourged as punishment, 95, r r6, 462 
Seat (asana), 59 f., 208 f., 212, 216, 

231, 237, 309, 485, 488 
Seclusion, 51, 130 !f., 136 f., 262, 

269 f., 325 
Sect(s), 78, 85, 88, no, II4 f., 130, 

16o, r8o, 183, 202, 211, 227, 323, 
332 f., 436 f., 439 f., 458. 46o ; 
former member of another, 78, 85 
!f. 

Sedan-chair, 256 
Seed(s), 294. 347 
Seen, heard, suspected, 226 f., 325 
Seli, ix, xxiv, 20, 32, 245, 501 ; 

curbed-of-, 4 ; not, 20 
Seniority, 486 
Sense-pleasures, 15 f., 22 f., 25, 238, 

246 f., 254. 257. 26o, 265. 275 !f., 
307, 323, 342, 407, 418, 420, 438 

Sense-spheres, I f. 
Sent away, being (nissara!tti), 46o f. 
~~nt, vii, 33 !f., I 10 f., 2W ; 

- mg, 4· 33. 299 
Servant (antevasin), 295 
Sesamum, 287, 289 !f. ; -paste, 279 
Sexual intercourse, 124 
Shade, 237 
Shadow, 123 
Shapes, sounds, scents, etc., 243 f. 
Shaving (the hair), 89, 96 
Sheep, 2II ; -hide, 263, 266 f. 
Sheet, 421 !f. 
Shoes, 252jf.; of bamboo leaves, 252, 

of palmyra leaves, 251 f. ; wooden, 
25oj. 

Shop, 187, 357, 413 
Sick, 432, 434 ; food for the, go, 416 

f. ; food for those who attend the, 
90. 416 f. ; medicines for, go, 416, 
.. p8 ; one who attends the, 433 !f. 
See also Ill (gilana). 

Silence, 131, 2u 
Sister, 195 
Sit down to, 2 59 f. 
Skin, 297 ; -disease, 281 
Slave, 95, 329 !f., 334 
Sleep, 420 f. 
Sleeping-place, solitary, 261 
Snake, 280 ; -flesh, 299 f. 
Snares (pasa), 28 f. · 

Sofa, 256f. 
Solitude (suiiiidgara), 3II 
Somersaults, 389 
Son, 98, 104, r88, 329, 331, 38o; 

attitude of a, 59, 79 
Sore (va~a). 279; (assava), 421 
Speech, 209 f., 265, 503 
Stable, 187 
Steam, 277 ; tubes for, 277 f. 
Sticks, 40 f., 327 
Store, 285 ; -room, 402 f. 
Strap, 276 !f. 
Stream: -attaining, 419; against 

the, 7 
Strife, 224, 230 f., 471 !f., 488 f., 498, 

505 ff., 510 f. 
Strong drink, xos, xo8, 278, 493 
Stumbling-block, 120 !f., 132, 134 
Sugar, 286, 305 !f., 336 ; -cane juice, 

339 ; -factory, 285 
Sun, 3, 340 
Sunshade (chatta), 202 
Super-knowledge, 13 !f., 241, 332 
Support, to (uPaJ!haPeti), 157 
Suspend (ukkhipati), 125j., 159, x8o, 

447. 449 !f., 458, 460, 462 !f., 483 
!f., 509 f. 

Sweating, 278 f. 
Swords, washing of the, 490 f. 

Talk : progressive, 23 f., 26 f., 32, 49, 
238, 307, 323, 333 f., 342 ; worldly, 
250 

Tallow as medicine, 270 f. 
Tamed (danta), 262 
Teacher (acariya), 79 ff., 92 n., roo n., 

IOI, 157, 249, 345• 432 
Theft, 124, 283 
Thief, 93 f., II2 f., 125 n., 148, 162, 

196 !f., 222, 288, 329, 425 
' This is mine, this am I, this is my 

seli,' 21 
Thread, 276 !f. 
Ticket (salaka), 154 
Tiger, 300 ; -flesh, 300 ; -hide, 257 
Tradition (agama), 157, 169 
Training (sikkha), 193/· 
Transgression, 449 f. 
Treasure (nidhi), 199 
Tree, 201, 250, 402 
Trust, to take on (vissasal?' gahelul?'), 

422, 441 f. 
Truth(s), ariyan, x6 f., 315 
Turban, 438 
Turmeric, 271 

Ulcer, 294 
Unchastity, 105, 108 
Unguent, 278 f. 
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Vegetable (tjtika), 339. 343 f. 
Vegetable growth, 293 n. 
Vehicle, 255 f., 315 !f., 319, 332 f. 
Venerable ones, 133 
Verandah, 342 
Verdict : of innocence, 467 !f. ; of 

past insanity, 467 !f. 
Vermin, 288, 329 
Vessel (tumba), 278 
View, falling away from (right), 82, 

225; extreme, 226. See also 
Wrong View. 

Village, 51, 6o, 67, 87, 143, 145, 154, 
197, 208 f., 26o, z8z f., 291, 328 n., 
4II, 425; -overseers, 236 !f.; 
-residence, 428 f. 

Wanderers, 52 f., 55 f., 130, 322 n. 
Warriors, 9 I f. 
Watch-tower, 187 
Water, 42, 148, 197, 208 f., 222, 274, 

286, 307, 312, 407, 421, 431, 440 f., 
503; astringent, 279; hemp-, 279; 
-jar 202, 309; -snainer, 285, 306, 
422' f.; -vat, 279; for drinking, 
6rf., 156, x66, 176,204, :zo8f., 216, 
231, 446, 503 ; for washing (the 
feet), 13, and as 'for drinking'; 
purification by, 262, 265 

Way, viii, xxiv, 23, 43, 48 n., 49, 238, 
30'8, 323, 342; eightfold, 15 f.; 
fruits of the, 419 

Webbed fingers, u6, 462 
Well (udapiina), 186 f. 
White ants, 4o:z, 406 

Widows, 87 
Wife, 31, 198, 329, 331, 333, 38.5, 390; 

former, 124 
V\7ilderness roads, 335 f., 382 
Wind, affliction of, 278, z86 
Windows, 65, 285 
Wisdom (paiiiiii) ; adept's body of, 

8I f., 101 f. 
Woman (itthi), 31 f., 198; low class, 

198 
Women's quarters, 283 f. 
Wood, food grown in a, 294, 326 
Woollen stuff (kambala), 397 f. 
Wrath, 493 !f. 
Writing, 94, 96 f. 
Wrong-doing, offence of, 6g f., 73, 

76 !f., So, 91 !f., 99 f., 104, xo6 f., 
II3 !f., I21, 134 !f., 138 !f., 142, 
145ff., 154ff., 166, I73f., 176, 178, 
180, 184 j., 201 !f., ZII, 213 f., 216, 
218 f., 223, 225 !f., 245, 248 f., 25 I, 
2.)4 f., 257. 259 f., 271 !f., 276 !f., 
287 f., 298 !f., 325f., 328, 346, 403, 
424 f., 430, 432, 438, 449 f. 

Wrong speech, offence of, 225 !f. 
Wrong time, 270 f., 286, 337, 417 
Wrong (or, false) view(s), 65, 84, xo8, 

x26, 177 f., x8o, xgo, 192 !f., 226, 
439 f., 458, 463 !f., 475 f., 487 

Years of age, twenty, 120 
Years' standing, 109, 193 f., 265; 

five, less, more than five, roz ; one, 
76 f., 265 ; ten, less, more than ten. 
77 !f., So, 84 f., roo; two, 76 f. 



Abhaya, 38o f., 385 f. 
Aciravati, 254, 4I8 
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Ajita Kesakambalin, 225 n. 
A.kasagotta, 294 
A.lara the KlWima, IO 
Ainbapii.II, JI5 If., 379; Grove, 3I7 
Anamatagga-sa,yutta, 35I n. 
A.nanda, 32 n., 97, 99 If., 118 f., 264, 

269 f., 274, 286 f., JOI, JI2, J26 f., 
340 f., 343. 394 f., 408, 4I2, 420 If., 
425, 43I, 507 

.Anathapi9-c;lika, 295 n., 328 n., 34I n., 
508 

Andhakavinda, I42, 300, 305, 4I8 
Anesaki, M., 264 n. 
Anga, 36, 336 n. 
Angirasa, 35 
Angulimii.la, 93 n. 
Anguttarapa, 334. 336 n. 
Aiiii.ii.ta-Ko9-c;laiiiia, II n., I7 f., I9 n. 
Anotatta, 37 
Anuruddha, xix, 50I If., 507 
Ap~a. 336 f., 340 
Asa!hl, I84 
Asoka, 428 n. 
Assaji, II n., I9, 52 If. 
Atthaka, 337 
A!!hakavagga, 264 n. 
Atumii., 344!!· 
A vanti, 260 If. ; southern region of, 

26I If., 265 If. 

Balakalo9-11kara, 500 
Bamboo Grove, 5I, 55. I8J, 286, 289, 

294. 308, 379 
Barua, B. M., I2 n. 
Belattha Kaccii.na, 305 If. 
Belatthasisa, 32 n., 273, 42I 
Benares, I r, I3, 17 f., 21, 27, JI, 25I 

f., 295 f., 300, 397 n., 4I 2 f., 489 f., 
493 f. ; merchant of, 389 f. 

Bhaddavatikii., 392 f. 
Bhaddiya, II n., 19, 252 If., 329 If., 

334 
Bhagu, 428, 500 
Bhiisii.gara, 346 n. 
Bimbisara, 46 f., 49 If., 89, 91 !f., 130, 

185, 236, 281 If., 315 n., 329 n., 
330, 332, 379, 385 If., 389 If., 393 f. 

Blind Men's Grove, 425 
Brahma, r8; world, 18 
Brahma Sahampati, 7 !f., 36 
Brahmadatta, 489 If. 
Burlingame, E. W., 47 n. 

NAMES 

Campa, 236, 446, 448 .ff. 
Candapadumli, 329 n. 
Chalmers, Lord, I 2 n., 264 n. 
Citta, 4I6 n. 
Codanavatthu, 152, 154 
Cool Grove, 239 If. 
Coomaraswamy, A. K., 15 n., 43 n., 

53 n., 63 n., 64 n., 73 n., 89 n., I16 
n., II9 n., 247 n., 259 n., 3I8 n., 
327 n., 342 n., 436 n. 

Coomaraswamy, D. L., 77 n. 
Coral Tree, 40 
Cunda the Great, 507 

Dakkhi9-ligiri, 100 f., 407 f. 
Devadatta, 152, 199 n., 325 n. 
Dhanaiijaya, 329 n., 330 n. 
Dighii.vu, 491 If. 
Dighiti, king of Kosala, 489 !f. 
Dutt, N., 260 n. 
Dutt, S., 62 n., 66 n., 72 n., 81 n., 

133 n., 435 n. 

Eastern Bamboo Grove, 500 f. 

Gagga, I63 f. 
Gaggara lotus-pool, 446 
Ganges, 255. 314 
Gavampati, 27 
Gayli, II, 45 
Gayii. Head, 45 f. 
Giribbaja, 56 f. 
Glover, T. R., 490 n. 
Goatherds' Banyan, 3 f., 6 
Gopaka, 428 
Gotama, viff., xi f., xix, xxiff., 12 n., 

13 f., 35 n., 46 f., 56 137 n., 290 f., 
314, 318 If., 332 f., 337 If. 

Great Grove, 318 
Great Kings (four), 6, r8, 35 f. 
Guarded Woodland Thicket, 503 f. 

Isidasa, Isibhatta, 427 
Isipatana, II, 13, 18, 22 f. 

Jains, JI8f. 
Jatiyli. Grove, 252, 329 n., 332 
Jeta, prince, 341 n. 
Jivaka Komarabhacca, 89 If., 28o n., 

38I If. 
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Kacclina the Great, 26o If., 507 
Kaja.Ii.gala, 266 
Kaka (slave), 392 f. 
K~c;laka (novice), 99, roo n., I07, 

Io8 n. 
Kai;Ic;lakii. (nun), I07 
Kapilavatthu, IOJ, I05 
K apilasutta, 328 n. 
Kappina the Great, 136 f., 507 
Kasi, 12, 289, 397, 446 
Kassapa the Boy, I 19 
Kassapa the Great, I I8 f., I42, 423, 

5°7 
Kassapa of Gaya (Gayakassapa), 32 

/..44 . - - ) Kassapa of the River (Nadikassapa, 
32 1·· 44 

Kassapa of Uruvelli (Uruvelakassapa) 
32ff., 47 f. 

Kassapagotta, 446 If. 
Kattikii., 205 n. 
Keniya (ascetic), 336 If. 
Kimbila, xix, sox If. 
komudf ciitumiisinf, 205, 231, 233 If. 
Kosala country, II7, I48, 185, 196 f., 

208, 210, 221 f., 230, 2J2, 255. 
399 f., 434 

Kosambi, 392, 498 ; lay followers of, 
scs ; monks of, xix, 503, 505, 
5°7 If. 

Kotigama, 3I4 !f. 
Kotthita, 507 
KukkutArii.ma, 428 n. 
Kusinii.rii., 340, 343 f. 

Lamotte, Et., 8 n., 9 n., 16 n., 264 n· 
Law, B. C., 131 n., 260 n., 26I n., 

266 n., 428 n. 
Liccha vis, 316 If. 

Magadha, 8, 36. 47· s6, 89, 3II If. ; 
field of, 407 f. 

Miigandiya Sutta, viii 
Mahaka (novice), 99 
Mahii.nlima, II n., I 9 
Mahii.pajapati, xxii, 507 
Mahasala, 266 
Mahi, 255, 334 n. 
Mallas : of Kusinlirii., 340 
Mandii.kini lotus-tank, 292 f. 
Mara, vii, 3. 18, 28 If., 50 I n. ; -s, 307 
MeJ;tc;laka, 318 n., 329 !f. 
Mettiya, 109 n. 
Mogga!Hi.na, xiii, 20 n., 52, 54 If., 

292j., 507 
Morris, R., 226 n. 
Mount Vulture Peak, I42 ll., 236, 

240/. 
Mucalinda (tree), vii, 4 f.; (serpent 

king), 4 

Naked Ascetic(s), II f., uo n., 414 f. 
Nanda, I04 
Nandiya, xix, 501 If. 
Nataputta, 318 f. 
Natika, 3I7 
Neraiijarii., I, 32 n., 34, 4I 
Nigat;J.thas, 323 f. 
Nilavasin, 428 

Oldenberg, H., v f., xxf., I2 n., 84 n. 

Pajjota, 390 f!., 396 
Parileyya, 503 !f. 
Pasenadi, 203 f., 329 n., 342 n., 397 

n. 
Pataligama, 309 If. 
Pataliputta, 312, 428 
Pava, JI n., 340 n.; thirty monks 

of, 351 f. 
Phalikasandana, 428 
Pilindavaccha, 277 If., 28I If. 
PUJ;t9-a j i, 2 7 

Rlidha, 344 n. 
Rii.hula, 103 If., 507 
Rajagaha, 46, so, 52 f., 72, 74. 96, 

IOO If., 130, IJ6, 141 f., 152, 154, 
183, 185, 236, 25I, 281, 285 f., 288 
f., 292, 294 f., 305, 308, 332, 379 f., 
382, J8sff., 389f.. 393,397, 407!f .• 
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RajAyatana (tree), vii, 5 f. 
Revata, 441, 507 
Revata the Doubter, 285 f. 
Rhys Davids, T. W., v f., xxi, IJI n., 

261 n., 344 n. 
Rhys Davids, Mrs., I n., 5 n., 6 n., 

8 n., 10 n., II n., 12 n., 13 n., 1.5 n., 
I8 n., 19 n., 20 n., 32 n., 52 n., 
53 n., 54 n., 136 n., 148 n., 341 n., 
433 n., 501 n., 502 n. 

Roja the Malla, 340 If., 422 

Sagata, 236 If. 
Saketa, u2 f., 329 n., 351 f., 382 f., 

412 
Sakka, 36 If., so f. 
Sakyan(s) 89,103; clan, 53; sons of the, 

57, 74, 89 If., 99 f., I08 If., I 12, 
124 f., 131, 154, I8J f., 251, 254, 
285. 299, 332 

Salavati, 38o 
Sallavati,266 
SliJ;tavasin, 428 
Saiijaya (wanderer), 51, 55 If. 
Sli.riputta, x f., xiii, 19 n., 52 If., 72, 

I03, 105, 292 j., 4I2, 441, 505 f., 
soB 
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Savatthl, 105, 112 f., 185, 202, 208 f., 
254f., 264. 269, 285. 292ft., 346 f., 
351 f., 413, 418 f., 427ft., 434. 505, 
507 f. 

Sli.vitri, 340 
Senanigama, 28 n. 
Setakannika, 266 
Siha, general, 318 ft. 
Smith, Vincent, 296 n. 
Sol).a KoJivisa, 236, 239ft., 244 n., 245 
Sol).a Kutikat.wa. 26oft. 
Subhadda, 344 n. 
Suba.hu, 27 
Sunidha and Vassakara, 3II ft. 
Supassa, serpent-king, 299 
Supatittha shrine, 46 f. 
Suppiya, 295ft. 
Suppiya, 295ft. 

Tapussa and Bhallika, 5 f. 
Taxila, 381 f. · 
Thomas, E. J., 12 n., 15 n., 20 n., 

28 n., 46 n., 53 n. 
Thullananda, 196 n. 
Thiina, 266 
Tree of A wakening, I, 3, I I 
Truth-finder(s), 5. 13ft., 54, 56 f., 77• 

IOI, 104, 171 n., 210, 287, 297, 307, 
321 j., 341, 346. 394. 396. 415 f., 
•18/., 506; shedder of aT's blood, 
113 f., 160, 180, 439, 458, 461 

Uddaka, Rama's son, Io 
Ujjenl, 390 f. 

Ukkala, 5 
Udayin, 87 n., 152 
Udena, 185 f. 
Upaka, II/. 
Upali (thera), 109 j., 112, 466ft., 507, 

5II f. 
Upali (householder), 322 n. 
Upali (youth), 96 f. 
Upananda, 99, 107, 203, 291, 428 ft. 
Uppalaval).l).ii., 87 n. 
Upasena, Vanganta's son, 76 f. 
Uruvela, 1, II, 28, 31 f., 45 
Usiraddhaja, 266 
Uttarakuru, 37 

V acchanakhaji.itaka, 340 n. 
Vajjis, 311 f. 
Vappa, II n., 19 
Vasabha, 446, 448 f. 
Vedas, 4. 337 n. 
Vesali, 315[., 318j., 323ft .• 332, 379, 

409 f., 412; Council of, 339 n. 
Vimala, 27 
Vinaya, 127 
Visa.kh!, 203, 329 n., 33:: n., 413ft., 

421 f., 432 n., soB ; nephew of, 202 

Waddell, L. A., 312 n. 
Well-farer, 8, 29, 31, 51 
Winternitz, M., 131 n., ..133 n. 
Woodward, F. L., 256 n., 264 n., 

314 n., 490 n. 

Yasa, 21ft. 
Yasoja, 328 
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SOME PALl WORDS DISCUSSED IN THE NOTES 

accibandha, 408 
a44ha~asika, 398 
a44hayoga, 75 
aniJmantacara, 353 
anuviva!!a, 409 
antaggahikii di!!hi, 226 
antara!Jhakasu, 41 
iilinda, 342 

kappiyabhumi, 327 
kaku!!epaka, 99 
khagganaf!J dhovanaf!J patU'1J, 490 

thullakumiiriyo, 87 

na tava taf!J gapanapagaf!J yava na 
hattha'?'l gacchati, 267 

nimittakata, 355 

patinivasana, 6o 
pa!isotagamin, 7 
pariviisa, 85 
palibodha, 374 
Pi!!hakhiidaniya, 343 
phat~ahatthaka, I 16 

mahiimat~iJala-aijijhamapijala, 356, 408 
409 

likhita, 94 

vibhava, 16 

sagutJaf!J katvii, 6o 

hatthavikarena, zog 
hupeyya, I2 
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INDEX IV. 

ABBREVIATIONS USED IN THE NOTES 

A. = Anguttara-Nikaya 
AA. = Commentary on A. 
Ap. = Apa.dana 
B.D. = Book of the Discipline 
Bu. = Buddhaghosa 
Budv: = Buddhavamsa 
BudvA. =Commentary on Budv. 
C.H.I. = Cambridge History of India 
Comy. =Commentary 
Cp. = Cariyapitaka 
C.P.D. = Critical Pali Dictionary (Dines Andersen and Helmer Smith) 
CV. = Cullavagga (Vinaya) 
D. = Digha-Nikaya 
DA. = Commentary on D. 
Dh. and Dhp. = Dhammapada 
DhA. = Commentary on Db. 
Dial. = Dialogues of the Buddha 
Divy. = Divy§.vadana 
D.P.P.N. =Dictionary of Pali Proper Names (G. P. Malalasekera) 
Dpvs. = Dipava~psa 
Fur. Dial. = Further Dialogues 
G.S. = Gradual Sayings 
H.].A.S. = Harvard journal of Asiatic Studies 
Iti. = Itivuttaka 
ItA. = Commentary on Iti. 
fa. = Jataka 
j.A.O.S. =journal of the American Oriental Society 
J.P. T.S. = Journal of the Pali Text Society 
].R.A.S. = journal of ths Royal Asiatic Society 
Khu. = Khuddakapatha 
K.S. = Kindred Sayings 
Kvu. = Kathavatthu 
M. = Majjhima-Nikaya 
MA. = Commentary on M. 
Mhvs. = Mahavamsa 
Miln. = Milindapafiha 
Min. A nth. = Minor Anthologies of the Pali Can011 
MV. = Mahavagga (Vinaya) 
N etti. = N ettipaka~a 
Nissag. = Nissaggiya 
Pac. = Pacittiya 
Par. "" Parajika 
P.E.D. = Pali-English Dictionary (T. W. Rhys Davids and W. Stede) 
Pss. Breth. = Psalms of the Brethren 
Pss. Sis. = Psalms of the Sisters 
P!s. = Patisambhida~agga 
Pt6.. Contr. = Points of Controversy 
PvA. = Commentary on the Petavatthu 
RV. = Rig-Veda 
S. = Samyutta-Nikaya 
SA. =Commentary on S. 
Sangh. = Sangh§.disesa 
Sn. = Suttanipii.ta 
SnA. = Commentary on Sn. 
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Thag. = Theraga.tu 
ThagA. =Commentary 011 Thag. 
Thfg. = Therlgii.tha 
ThfgA. =Commentary on Thlg. 
Ud. = Udana 
UtlA. =Commentary on Ud. 
VA. = Commentary on Yin. 
Vbh. = Vibh?nga. 
VbhA. = Commentary on Vbh. 
Vi11. = Vinaya 
Vism. = Visuddhima.gga 
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